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1. Approve the proposed revisions to Forms 1, 2, 3, and 5 in the Appendix to

the Appellate Rules and transmit these changes to the Supreme Court for

its consideration with a recommendation that they be adopted by the Court

and transmitted to Congress in accordance with the law .................. p. 2

2. Approve the proposed amendments to Bankruptcy Rules 1005,

1007, 2002, 2003, 2009, 2016, and new Rule 7007.1 and transmit

them to the Supreme Court for its consideration with a

recommendation that they be adopted by the Court and transmitted

to Congress in accordance with the law .......................... pp. 3-6

3. (a) Approve the proposed revisions to Bankruptcy Official Forms

1, 5, and 17 relating to multilateral clearing banks and child-

support creditors to take effect on December 1, 2002 ...... ........... pp. 6-7

(b) Approve the proposed privacy-related revisions to Bankruptcy

Official Forms 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16A, 16C, 17, and 19 to take
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4. Approve the proposed amendments to Civil Rules 23, 51, 53, 54,
and 71A and the revisions to Forms 19, 31, and 32 and transmit
these changes to the Supreme Court for its consideration with a
recommendation that they be adopted by the Court and transmitted
to Congress in accordance with the law ........ ................... pp. 8-25
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Report to the Chief Justice ....................................... pI 36
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REPORT OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE

COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

TO THE CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE UNITED STATES AND MEMBERS OF THE

JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES:

The Committee on Rules of Practice and Pitcedure met on June 10-1 1, 2002. Members

present at the meeting included Judge Anthony J. Scirica, Judge Michael Boudin, Judge A.

Wallace Tashima, Judge Frank W. Bullock, Jr., Judge Thomas W. Thrash, Judge J. Garvan

Murtha, Chief Justice Charles Talley Wells, David M. Bernick, Esquire, Mark R. Kravitz,

Esquire, Patrick F. McCartan, Esquire, Charles J. Cooper, Esquire, and Dean Mary Kay Kane.

Representing the advisory rules committees were: Judge Samuel A. Alito, chair, and

Professor Patrick J. Schiltz, reporter, of the Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules; Judge A.

Thomas Small, chair, and Professor Jeffrey W. Morris, reporter, of the Advisory Committee on

Bankruptcy Rules; Judge David F. Levi, chair, Judge Lee H. Rosenthal, member, Professor

Edward H. Cooper, reporter, and Professor Richard L. Marcus, special consultant, of the

Advisory Committee on Civil Rules; Judge David G. Trager and Judge Tommy E. Miller on

behalf of Judge Edward E. Carnes, chair, and Professor David A. Schlueter, reporter, of the

Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules; and Judge Milton I. Shadur, chair, and Professor Daniel

J. Capra, reporter, of the Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules.

Participating in the meeting were Peter G. McCabe, the Committee's Secretary; Professor

Daniel R. Coquillette, the Committee's reporter; John K. Rabiej, Chief of the Administrative
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Office's Rules Committee Support Office; Jeffrey A. Hennemuth, Nancy Miller, Patricia

Ketchum, and James Ishida of the Administrative Office; Joseph Cecil and Thomas Willging of

the Federal Judicial Center; Mary P. Squiers, Director of the Local Rules Project; and Professor

Geoffrey C. Hazard, Professor R. Joseph Kimble, and Joseph F. Spaniol, consultants to the

Committee.

FEDERAL RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE

Forms Revision Recommended for Approval and Transmission

The Advisory Committee on Appellate Rules recommended that the outdated references

to the last century in four of the five forms in the appendix to the Appellate Rules be updated.

The proposed revisions would substitute references to "20_" for "19_" in Forms 1, 2, 3, and 5.

The advisory committee concluded that neither public notice nor comment is appropriate or

necessary because the proposals are purely technical and do not substantively change the forms.

The Committee concurred with the advisory committee's recommendations.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the proposed revisions
to Forms 1, 2, 3, and 5 in the Appendix to the Appellate Rules and transmit thesechanges to the Supreme Court for its consideration with a recommendation that
they be adopted by the Court and transmitted to Congress in accordance with thelaw.

Informational Items - En Banc Hearings and "Unpublished" Opinions

Rule 35(a) and 28 U.S.C. § 46(c) both require a vote of "[a] majority of the circuit judges

who are in regular active service" to hear a case en banc. A three-way split among the courts of

appeals has developed over the question whether judges who are disqualified are counted in

calculating what constitutes a "majority." The advisory committee is considering whether the

existing different practices should continue among the circuits despite a national statute and

national rule addressing it.
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The Department of Justice proposed a new rule that would explicitly permit citation to

"unpublished" opinions under certain limited circumstances. Most of the courts of appeals have

a local rule governing citation to unpublished or non-precedential opinions. Three circuits

generally forbid citation, except under very limited circumstances. The others permit citation

under varying conditions. As with the en banc hearing issue, the advisory committee will be

considering whether it is appropriate to continue the existing different practices among the

circuits.

FEDERAL RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE

Rules Recommended for Approval and Transmission

The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules submitted proposed amendments to Rules

1007, 2003, 2009, 2016, and new Rule 7007.1 and amendments to Official Forms 1, 5, and 17

with a recommendation that they be approved and transmitted to the Judicial Conference. The

amendments and new rule were circulated to the bench and bar for comment in August 2001.

The scheduled January 2002 public hearing was canceled because no one requested to testify.

The advisory committee also submitted proposed amendments to Rules 1005, 1007, and

2002, and revisions to Official Forms 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16A, 16C, and 19, which arose from

recent related Judicial Conference action, with a recommendation that they be approved and

transmitted to the Judicial Conference. These rules amendments and forms revisions are

consistent with recommendations approved by the Judicial Conference that documents in

bankruptcy cases should be made generally available electronically with the proviso that the

"Bankruptcy Code and Rules should be amended as necessary to allow the court to collect a

debtor's full Social Security number but display only the last four digits" (JCUS-SEP 01, p. 50).

The amendments were circulated to the bench and bar for comment in January 2002. The

scheduled April 2002 public hearing was canceled because no one requested to testify. The
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advisory committee, however, held a meeting of selected experts and experienced lawyers and

discussed the issues arising from the proposals.

The proposed amendment to Rule 10 07(a) (Lists, Schedules, and Statements;JTime

Limits) requires a corporate debtor at the beginning of a case to disclose information regarding

its owners, if the owners also are corporations, to assist a judge in making judicial

disqualification decisions.

The proposed amendments to Rule 2003 (Meeting of Creditors or Equity Security

Holders) and Rule 2009 (Trustees for Estates When Joint Administration Ordered) reflect the

enactment of a new subchapter V of chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code, which makes multilateral

clearing organizations eligible for bankruptcy relief and authorizes the Federal Reserve Board to

designate the trustee or alternative trustees for the case.

Rule 2016 (Compensation for Services Rendered and Reimbursement of Expenses)

would be amended to implement amendments made to 1 1 U.S.C. §1 10(h)(1) governing

disclosure of compensation paid to a bankruptcy petition preparer.

New Rule 7007.1 (Corporate Ownership Statement) would require parties in adversary

proceedings to disclose corporate entities that own 10% or more of the stock of the party to

provide the court with some of the information necessary to make judicial disqualification

decisions. It is modeled on similar disclosure provisions in the Appellate, Civil, and Criminal

Rules.

Official Form 1 (Voluntary Petition) would be revised to add a check box for designating

a clearing-bank case filed under subchapter V of chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code. Official

Form 5 (Involuntary Petition) and Official Form 17 (Notice of Appeal) would be revised to give

notice to child-support creditors and their representatives that no filing fee is imposed for either

type of action if the statutory form detailing the child-support debt is also filed.
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Rules 1005, 1007 (c) and (f), and 2002 would be amended to implement the recently

adopted Judicial Conference policy protecting the privacy of debtors filing for relief. The

advisory committee received considerable comment on the amendment originally proposed to

Rule 1005 that would have restricted the debtor's social security number on the caption of the

petition to the last four digits. The number of persons bearing the same surname, first name, and

last four digits of a social security number is significant. Organizations that search large

databases that depend on accurate identifications of individuals objected to the proposal because

it would likely result in misidentifications, requiring them to develop costly alternative and

redundant means of identification.

The Department of Justice, Department of the Treasury, and Internal Revenue Service

asserted that the proposal would hamper criminal investigations in a wide range of criminal

activity, including investigations of individuals who use false social security numbers. The

institutional private creditors were concerned that the greater likelihood of misidentification

could lead to inadvertent violations of the automatic stay and the discharge injunction, which

would adversely affect their business. Credit reporting agencies also objected to the proposal

because it would eliminate a primary source of information.

The advisory committee concluded that creditors were entitled to receive the debtor's full

social security number. Law enforcement agencies could also obtain access to the full social

security number from creditors, the trustee, and by application to the bankruptcy court. But

consistent with the Judicial Conference policy protecting a debtor's privacy, the committee

decided to limit the disclosure of the full social security number to the general public.

Rule 1005 (Caption of Petition) requires a debtor to list all names used in the six years

preceding the petition's filing. The proposed amendments require the debtor to include in the
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caption appropriate numerical identifiers, except that only the last four digits of the social

security number may be used. This will permit creditors who have the debtor's social security

number to conduct an electronic search with that information.

Rule 1007(c) and (f) (Lists, Schedules, and Statements; Time Limits) would be amended

to require a debtor to submit a verified statement of the debtor's full social security number. The

statement would be submitted to the clerk of court, but it would not be filed in the case nor

become a part of the case file that would be available to the public either through Internet access

or by a search of the paper records at the court.

Rule 2002 (Notices to Creditors, Equity Security Holders, United States, and United

States Trustee) would be amended to require the clerk of court to include a debtor's full social

security number on the § 341 notice sent to creditors. The full number would be included only

on the notices sent to the creditors and not on the copy of the notice that becomes part of the

court record.

The Committee concurred with the advisory committee's recommendations.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the proposed
amendments to Bankruptcy Rules 1005, 1007, 2002, 2003, 2009, 2016, and new
Rule 7007.1 and transmit them to the Supreme Court for its consideration with a
recommendation that they be adopted by the Court and transmitted to Congress in
accordance with the law.

The proposed revisions of Bankruptcy Official Forms 1, 5, and 17 conform to statutory

changes concerning multilateral clearing banks and child-support creditors. Official Forms 1, 3,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16A, 16C, and 19 would also be amended to implement the privacy-related

amendments to Rules 1005, 1007, and 2002 by restricting the display of a debtor's social security

number to the last four digits. In addition, the revisions add an explicit reference to § 110 of the

Bankruptcy Code, which continues to require the disclosure of the full social security number of

a bankruptcy petition preparer.
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Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference:

(a) approve the proposed revisions to Bankruptcy Official Forms 1, 5, and 17 relating to

multilateral clearing banks and child-support creditors to take effect on December 1,

2002; and

(b) approve the proposed privacy-related revisions to Bankruptcy Official Forms 1, 3, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 16A, 16C, 17, and 19 to take effect on December 1, 2003.

The proposed amendments to the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure and the

revisions to the Official Forms are in Appendix A with an excerpt from the advisory committee

report.

Rules Approved for Publication and Comment

The advisory committee proposed amendments to Rule 9014 (Contested Matters) with a

recommendation that they be published for comment. The proposed amendments limit the

applicability of the mandatory disclosure provisions of Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure in contested matters, which typically are resolved quickly, rendering the mandatory

disclosure provisions ineffective. The mandatory disclosure provisions continue to apply to

adversary proceedings.

The Committee approved the recommendations of the advisory committee to circulate the

proposed rule amendments to the bench and bar for comment.

Informational Item

In September 2001, the advisory committee withdrew its proposed amendment to Rule

2014, which would have modified the disclosure requirements of a professional seeking

employment in a bankruptcy case. After considerable discussion and effort to accommodate

competing interests, the committee decided to table the proposal.
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FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rules Recommended, for Approval and Transmission

The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules submitted proposed amendments to Rules 23,

51, 53, 54, and 71A with a recommendation that they be approved and transmitted to the Judicial

Conference. The amendments were circulated to the bench and bar for comment in August 2001.

Public hearings were held on the proposed amendments in San Francisco, California, and

Washington, D.C. More than 40 witnesses testified at the hearings. The advisory committee also

sponsored a conference at the University of Chicago Law School on proposed amendments to

Rule 23. In addition to the published amendments, the conference addressed preliminary

proposals dealing with overlapping and competing class actions filed in state courts.

RULE 23 (CLASS ACTIONS)

Over the last ten years, the advisory committee has undertaken an intensive consideration

and review of Rule 23, the class-action rule. This ongoing review by the advisory committee is

the first review of Rule 23 following the thorough reworking of the Rule in amendments made in

1966. But in the now almost 40 years since that time, Rule 23 has figured prominently in the

explosive growth of large-scale group litigation in federal and state courts, and has both shaped

and - in its interpretation and application - been shaped by revolutionary developments in

modern complex litigation. The drafters of the 1966 amendments knew that after some

appropriate period of time it would be important to reconsider what they had done.

The present set of proposed amendments takes account of continuing rapid changes in

Rule 23 practice and focuses on the persistent problem areas in the conduct of class suits. The

proposals focus on class-action procedures rather than on substantive certification standards. The

overall goal of the advisory committee has been to develop rule amendments that provide the

district courts with the tools, authority, and discretion to closely supervise class-action litigation.
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The advisory committee had before it an unusually rich record concerning the operation

of Rule 23, including the voluminous record generated in the public comments on the proposed

revisions to Rule 23 in 1996; the Federal Judicial Center's 1996 empirical study of federal class

action suits; the RAND Institute for Civil Justice's publication in 2000 of Class Action

Dilemmas: Pursuing Public Goals for Private Gain, analyzing the results of detailed case studies

and surveys of lawyers engaged in class-action litigation in state and federal courts; and the

extensive materials assembled by the Working Group on Mass Torts, including the 1999 Report

on Mass Tort Litigation. In addition to these sources, the advisory committee obtained practical

insight by consulting with a number of experienced class-action practitioners who represent all

major points of view. Taken as a whole, the package is a balanced and neutral attempt to protect

individual class members, enhance judicial oversight and discretion, and further the overall goals

of the class-action device - efficiency, uniform treatment of like cases, and access to court for

claims that cannot be litigated individually without sacrificing procedural fairness or bringing

about other undesirable results.

The proposed amendments focus on four areas: the timing of the certification decision

and notice; judicial oversight of settlements; attorney appointment; and attorney compensation.

Rule 23(c)(1 )(A): The Timing of Certification

In 1996, the advisory committee published a package of proposed amendments to Rule 23

dealing with class certification for comment. Included was a proposed amendment to Rule

23(c)(1) that would change the requirement that a certification decision be made "as soon as

practicable" into a requirement that the decision be made "when practicable." Although public

comment was largely favorable, the Standing Rules Committee declined to approve the

amendment on two grounds. The first was that it would be better to consider all Rule 23 changes

in a single package, the consideration of which had been deferred in anticipation of the Supreme
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Court's pending decision in AmChem Products, Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591 (1997). The

second was concern that the change in wording would encourage courts to delay deciding

certification motions, leading to an unwarranted increase in precertification discovery into the

merits of a class suit.

Amended Rule 23(c)(1)(A) recommends a new variation on the "when practicable"

language, calling for a certification determination "at an early practicable time." The Committee

Notes address the concerns previously identified. The proposed language is consistent with

present good practices. Courts generally make certification decisions only after the deliberation

required for a sound decision, as shown by Federal Judicial Center statistics on the time from

filing to decision of certification motions. Courts decide certification motions promptly, but only

after receiving the information necessary to decide whether certification should be granted or

denied and how to define the class if certification is granted. The Committee Notes clearly state

that the amended language is not intended to permit undue delay or permit extensive discovery

unrelated to certification.

The proposed amendment at first reading may seem a matter of semantics. In fact, it

authorizes the more flexible approach many courts take to class-action litigation, recognizing the

important consequences to the parties of the court's decision on certification. The current rule's

emphasis on dispatch in making the certification decision has, in some circumstances, led courts

to believe that they are overly constrained in the period before certification. A certain amount of

discovery may be appropriate during this period to illuminate issues bearing on certification,

including the nature of the issues that will be tried; whether the evidence on the merits is

common to the members of the proposed class; whether the issues are susceptible to class-wide

proof; and what trial-management problems the case will present.
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The proposed language is consistent with the practice of authorizing discovery on the

nature of the merits issues, which may be necessary for certification decisions, while postponing

discovery pertaining to the probable outcome on the merits until after the certification decision

has been made. As the Committee Notes discuss, certification discovery need not concern the

weight of the merits or the strength of the evidence. By making it clear that the timing of a

certification decision, and related discovery, is limited to that necessary to determine certification

issues, the amended Rule and Note give courts and lawyers guidance lacking in the present rule.

The proposed amendment brings the present rule into conformity with the approach taken by

experienced judicial officers., The relatively extensive public comment on this proposal was

generally favorable.

Rule 23(c)(1)(B): The Order Certifying a Class

C_>111 Proposed Rule 23(c)(1)(B) specifies the contents of an order certifying a class-action.

Such a requirement facilitates application of the interlocutory-appeal provision of Rule 23(f) by

requiring that a court must define the class it is certifying and identify the class claims, issues,

and defenses. The proposed amendment also requires that the order appoint class counsel under

Rule 23(g).

Rule 23(c)(1 )(C): The Conditional Nature of Class Certification

Under proposed Rule 23(c)(1)(C) an order granting or denying class certification may be

amended at any time up to "final judgment"; the current rule terminates the power at "the

decision on the merits," an event that may happen before final judgment. This change avoids

possible ambiguity in the reference to "the decision on the merits," which may apply, for

example, to a determination of liability made before final disposition. Laterproceedings to

define the remedy may demonstrate the need to amend the class definition or subdivide the class.

Rule 23(c)(1)(C) would also be amended to delete the provision for conditional class
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certification. The provision for conditional class certification is deleted to avoid the unintended

suggestion, which some courts have adopted, that class certification may be granted on a

tentative basis, even if it is unclear that the rule requirements are satisfied. The court's power to

later redefine or decertify the class is left undisturbed.

Rule 23(c)(2): Notice

Amended Rule 23(c)(2)(A) would recognize the court's authority to direct "appropriate"

notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions. Members of classes certified under (b)(1) or (b)(2) have

interests that may deserve protection by notice. Notice to such classes, as compared with (b)(3)

classes, is intended to serve more limited, but important, interests, such as the interest in

monitoring the conduct of the action. The advisory committee, however, was sensitive to the

concern that mandating notice in all (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions could overwhelm a public-interest

group seeking class-action relief with only modest resources. In response to public comment <

from members of the civil rights bar, the advisory committee revised the language - which had

been mandatory - to place the giving of notice in (b)(1) and.(b)(2) actions within the district

court's discretion. The Committee Note expressly cautions courts to exercise the authority to

direct notice in these actions with care. The court retains the discretion not to direct any type of

notice after balancing the risk that notice costs may deter the pursuit of class relief against the

benefits of notice in the particular case. If the court decides that notice is appropriate, it also

need not require notice to be made in the same manner as in a (b)(3) action by individual notice,

because there is no, right to request exclusion from (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes.

Proposed new Rule 23(c)(2)(B) carries forward the present notice requirement for (b)(3)

class actions. It requires what the cases now treat as aspirational: class-action notices are to be in

"plain, easily understood language."
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Rule 23(e): Settlement Review

The need for improved judicial review of proposed class settlements, along with the

abuses that can result without effective judicial review, was a recurring theme in the testimony

and written statements submitted to the advisory committee during public comment on the 1996

rule proposals. The RAND study also called for closer judicial review of class-action

settlements. The proposed amendments focus on strengthening the rule provisions governing the

process of reviewing and approving proposed class settlements in a setting that often lacks the

illumination brought by an adversary process.

New Rule 23(e)(1)(A) would limit the requirement of court approval of any settlement,

voluntary dismissal, or compromise of a class claim to cases in which a class has been certified.

Approval is not required if class allegations are withdrawn as part of a disposition reached before

a class is certified since putative class members are not bound by the settlement.

New Rule 23(e)(1)(B) would require notice of a proposed settlement, but only when class

members would be bound by the settlement. The notice is to issue to the class in a "reasonable"

manner; individual notice is not required in all classes or all settlements.

New Rule 23(e)(1)(C) would adopt an explicit standard for approving a settlement for a

class: the proposed settlement must be "fair, reasonable, and adequate." This is the standard that

has been stated in the case law. The district court must also make findings to support the

conclusion that the settlement meets this standard.

New Rule 23(e)(2) would require the parties to file a statement identifying any agreement

made in connection with a settlement. Such "side agreements" can be important to understanding

the terms the parties and counsel have agreed to, but sometimes are not disclosed to the court.

There is concern that some side agreements may influence the terms of settlement by trading

away possible advantages for the class in return for advantages for others.
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The disclosure of side agreements, however, should not automatically become the.,

occasion for discovery by the parties. Nonetheless, a court can direct a party to provide to the

court or to the other parties (with appropriate confidentiality safeguards) a copy of the full terms

of any agreement identified by any party as made in connection with the settlement.

Rule 23(e)(3): Second Opt-Out Opportunit0

New Rule 23(e)(3) would establish authority to permit a second opportunity to opt out of

a (b)(3) class if settlement is proposed after expiration of the original opportunity to request

exclusion. There is no presumption that a second opt-out opportunity should be afforded. That

question is left entirely to the court's discretion. This provision would enhance judicial discretion

to provide the same ability to opt out with knowledge of the settlement terms that is enjoyed by

members of the many (b)(3) classes that are considered for certification - and thus afford a right

to request exclusion - after a settlement has been reached.

When a case is certified for trial before settlement has been reached, the decision whether

to opt out may be made well before the nature and scope of liability and damages are understood.

Settlement may be reached only after the opportunity to request exclusion has expired, and after

great changes in class members' circumstances and other aspects of the litigation. The proposal

permits the court to refuse to approve a settlement unless it affords a new opportunity to request

exclusion, at a time when class members can make an informed decision based on the proposed

settlement terms. In appropriate cases, the court can establish an opportunity to opt out that is as

meaningful as the opportunity afforded in the many cases that now reach settlement before

certification is ordered. And at a more basic level, the second opt-out opportunity gives class

members the same opportunity to accept or reject a proposed settlement as persons enjoy in

individual law suits.
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This proposal introduces a measure of class-member self-determination and control that

best harmonizes the class action with traditional litigation. The presumption of consent that

follows a failure to affirmatively opt out at the time of certification may lose its footing when

circumstances have changed materially from the time when the class action is finally settled. In

these cases, a second opt-out opportunity could relieve individuals from the unforeseen

consequences of inaction or decisions made at the time of certification, when limited meaningful

information was available. The proposed second opt-out opportunity may provide added

assurance to the supervising court that a settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate. It is just the

sort of "structural assurance of fairness," mentioned in Amchem Products Inc., that permits class

actions in the first place.

The proposal will only make a difference in cases in which the class is certified and the

initial opt-out period expires before a settlement agreement is reached. It is irrelevant in those
K

cases in which a settlement agreement is submitted to the court simultaneously with a request

that a class be certified. Even when applicable, however, a court may decide that the

circumstances make providing a second opportunity to request exclusion inadvisable. The case

may have been litigated to a stage that makes it similar to a fully tried suit and that reduces the

need for a second opportunity to opt out. There may not have been a significant change in

circumstances or lapse in time between the initial opt-out opportunity and the settlement. There

may be other circumstances that make the additional opt-out opportunity inadvisable.

Accordingly, the amendments provide a court with broad discretion to assess and determine

whether in the particular circumstances a second opt-out opportunity is warranted before

approving a settlement.

The advisory committee received several comments on this proposal. It is fair to say that

the comments, whether favorable or unfavorable, do not line up by plaintiffs and defendants.
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Some class-action plaintiffs' lawyers favor and some oppose the proposal. The same is true of

the defense bar. Academic commentary has been favorable. District judge members of the

advisory committee and of the Standing Rules Committee welcome the enhancement to their

discretion.

The advisory committee carefully considered concerns that a second opt-out opportunity

might inject additional uncertainty into settlement and create opportunities unrelated to the

purpose of the second opt out, potentially defeating some settlements and making others more

costly. Under this view, the proposal would create an opportunity for dissatisfied or mercenary

counsel to woo class members away from the settlement with promises of a superior alternative

settlement award. Balanced against these concerns is the fact that permission to opt out after a

tentative settlement is reached is not novel in certain kinds of class-action litigation and generally

has not been detrimental to these class-action settlements. Many cases settle before certification

in the knowledge that class members must be given a first opportunity to opt out. And when

settlements are reached after expiration of the original exclusion period, the terms - particularly

in mass tort actions - often include a second opt-out opportunity. The possibility that '!too

many' class members may opt out during a second-opportunity stage, leaving a defendant with a

less comprehensive settlement, is usually guarded against by including provisions in the

settlement agreement allowing the parties to abandon the settlement if a predetermined number

or proportion of the class takes advantage of the second opt-out opportunity.

Although providing a second opt-out opportunity may change the dynamics of the

negotiation process in some cases, the advisory committee is persuaded that ensuring the fairness

of the process outweighs any potential efficiency loss and that provision of the opportunity in

appropriate cases, in the court's discretion, will not be unduly disruptive to settlement. District
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judges are by no means averse to class-action settlements, and they will apply their discretion to

employ this new tool carefully.

New Rule 23(e)(4) would confirm the right of class members to object to a proposed

settlement, and would require court approval for withdrawal of an objection.

Rule 23(g): Class Counsel Appointment

All recent examinations of class-action practice recognize the crucial significance of

class counsel. But Rule 23 nowhere addresses the selection or responsibilities of class counsel.

Until now, the adequacy of counsel has been considered only indirectly as part of the Rule

23(a)(4) determination whether the named class representatives will fairly and adequately protect

the interests of the class. The proposed amendments build on experience under Rule 23(a)(4)

and fill the gap by articulating the responsibility of class counsel and providing an appointment

procedure.

Proposed paragraph (1)(A) recognizes the requirement that class counsel be appointed for

each class that the court certifies, unless a statute such as the Private Securities Litigation Reform

Act (Pub. Law No. 104-67) establishes different requirements.

Proposed paragraph (1)(B) states that class counsel "must fairly and adequately represent

the interests of the class." The Committee Note discusses the distinctive role of class counsel,

making it clear that the relationship between class counsel and individual class members,

including the class representatives, is not the same as the one between a lawyer and an individual

client. Appointment as class counsel entails special, paramount responsibilities to the class as a

whole.

Proposed paragraph (1)(C) sets out the criteria that a court must consider in appointing

class counsel, including the work counsel has performed in the action, counsel's experience in

complex litigation and knowledge of the applicable law, and the resources counsel will commit
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to the representation. Under the proposed amendments, a court may also direct potential class

counsel to provide additional information to assist it in making the appointment decision,

including the proposed terms of an attorney fee award. The provision encourages counsel and

the court to reach early shared understandings about the basis on which fees will be sought. Such

a provision has been encouraged by judges emphasizing the importance of judicial control over

attorney fee awards. This feature might obviate later objections to the fee request, serve as a

more productive way for the court to deal in advance with fee award matters that seem to defy

regulation after the fact, and accommodate competing applications or innovative approaches

when appropriate.

Proposed paragraph (2) sets out the appointment procedure for class counsel. Paragraph

(2)(A) would point out that the court may appoint interim counsel during the precertification

period as a case-management measure. Paragraph (2)(B) would recognize that the court's

scrutiny of potential class counsel will differ depending on whether there are multiple applicants

for the position. If there is one applicant, the court may make the appointment only if the

applicant is adequate under the criteria identified in Rule 23(g)(1)(C). If there are multiple

applicants, however, the court must appoint the applicant best able to represent the interests of

the class. The proposed rule takes no position on auctions or similar judicial efforts to engender

competition. The Note recognizes that one factor that may be important in selecting class

counsel in the multiple-applicant situation is an existing attorney-client relationship between the

class representative and counsel. Paragraph 2(C) would specifically authorize the court to

include provisions regarding attorney fees in the order appointing class counsel.

The advisory committee made several' adjustments to the proposal in response to public

comment. Most of the changes clarified the difference between the situation in which no
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applicant applies for appointment and the situation in which several lawyers or firms seek

apointment.

Rule 23(h): Attorney Fees

Attorney fees play a prominent role in class-action practice and are the focus of much of

the concern about class actions. The award of large attorney fees in the absence of meaningful

recoveries by class members in some class actions brings the civil justice system into disrepute.

Courts have increasingly assumed significant responsibility for determining attorney's fees, rather

than simply accepting previously negotiated arrangements. They have also examined the actual

benefits accruing to the class members as opposed to speculative estimates (such as coupon

recoveries). But the Civil Rules themselves provide little guidance in this area, which may have

contributed to some inconsistency in application. The only provisions on fee awards in the Civil

Rules appear in Rule 54(d)(2), but that Rule is not tailored to the special features of class actions.

The proposed amendment addresses notification to the class of a motion for award of fees, the

rights of objectors, and the criteria to be considered in determining the amount of the fee award.

Under proposed subdivision (h), a court may award attorney fees in a class action only if

authorized by law or the parties' agreement. The award must be "reasonable," and it is the court's

duty to determine the reasonable amount. The proposed rule does not attempt to influence the

ongoing case law development regarding a choice between (or combination of) the percentage

and lodestar amounts. As emphasized in the Committee Note, because the class action is a

creation of the court, the court has a special responsibility to monitor the attorney fee award, as it

also does with regard to proposed settlements. The Note further recognizes the critical role of the

court in ensuring that the class action achieved actual results for class members that warrant a

substantial fee award.
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Paragraph (1) would establish that the attorney fee motion is made under Rule 54(d)(2),

"subject to the provisions of this subdivision, at a time set by the court." It is important to

maintain the integration of all fee orders with the entry-of-judgment and appeal-time provisions

of Civil Rule 58 and Appellate Rule 4, which - under amendments to take effect this

December 1 - are explicitly integrated with Rule 54. But it also is important to recognize the

distinctive features of class-action fee applications, particularly with respect to the appropriate

time for a fee motion. Subdivision (h) would provide that a motion for fees must be made "at a

time set by the court."

The proposed amendment also requires that notice regarding attorney fee motions by

class counsel be directed to class members in a reasonable manner (similar to Rule 23(e) notice

to the class of a proposed settlement). In a case in which settlement approval is contemplated,

notice of class counsel's fee motion should be combined with notice of the proposed settlement.

In an adjudicated case, the court may modify the notice to avoid undue expense.

Paragraph (2) would allow any class member or party from whom payment is sought to

object to the attorney fee motion. The Committee Note points out that the court may direct

discovery depending on the completeness of the material submitted in support of the fee motion,

which depends in part on the applicable fee-measurement standard. The Note also makes clear

that broad discovery is not normally approved in regard to fee motions.

Proposed paragraph (3) calls for findings under Rule 52(a) and authorizes the court to

determine whether to hold a hearing on the motion. In settled class actions, the hearing might

well be held in conjunction with proceedings under Rule 23(e), and in other situations there

should be considerable flexibility in determining what suffices as a hearing. The findings

requirement provides important support for meaningful appellate review. As under Rule

54(d)(2), the court can refer the motion to a special master or magistrate judge. The Committee
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Note sets out the factors that courts have recently, and consistently, found important to consider

in determining whether the fee sought is "reasonable." The Note attempts to identify the analytic

framework for such determinations, recognizing that the case law will continue to develop and

will have subtle variations from circuit to circuit. The factors discussed in the Note cut across

different methods of determining the size of fee awards, such as percentage of fund or lodestar.

RULE 51 (INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY: OBJECTION)

The Rule 51 project began with a specific request from the Ninth Circuit Judicial

Council. Reviewing local district rules, the Ninth Circuit found that many districts had rules that

require submission of proposed jury instructions before trial begins. The Council was concerned

that these rules may be invalid in light of Rule 51's provision for filing requests "[a]t the close of

the evidence or at such earlier time during trial as the court reasonably directs." The proposed

amendments expressly validate the practices of these courts. The proposed amendments also are

designed to capture many of the interpretations of Rule 51 that have emerged in practice and

remove traps for the unwary.

Proposed amendments to subdivision (a)-govern requests regarding instructions to the

jury. The revision recognizes a court's authority to direct that the requests be submitted before

trial. But the amendment expressly allows a party to file a later request concerning issues that

could not reasonably have been anticipated at the earlier time for requests set by the court. The

court also may permit untimely requests on any issue.

The proposed amendments to subdivision (b) govern the instructions to the jury.

Paragraph (1) requires the court to inform the parties of all instructions, not only action on

requests, before instructing the jury and before jury arguments. Paragraph (2) makes explicit the

parties' opportunity to object on the record to the proposed instructions. Paragraph (3) recognizes
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the practice of instructing the jury "at any time after trial begins and before the jury is

discharged."

Under the present Rule 51, a party who wants an issue covered by instructions must do

both of two things: make a timely request, and then separately object to failure to give the request

as made. The requirement that a request be renewed by an objection is all too often overlooked.

These common failures arise in part from the ambiguous language of present Rule 51. The

requirement, however, serves useful purposes. Courts of appeals have explained that repetition is

useful, at times to ensure that the court had not simply forgotten the request or its intention to

give the requested instruction, and at other times to show the court that it has failed in its attempt

to give the substance of a requested instruction in better form. These purposes may be fully

satisfied by means short of a renewed formal objection. Proposed new Rule 51 (d)(1)(B)

accommodates these interests by two steps. First, it makes clear that both request and objection

are required. But then it also provides that a request suffices without a later objection if "the

court made a definitive ruling on the record rejecting the request."

Many circuits recognize a "plain;" "clear," or "fundamental" error doctrine that allows

reversal despite failure to comply with Rule 51. This doctrine is not reflected at all in the text of

Rule 51, but is explicit in the general "plain errors" provision of Criminal Rule 52. The contrast

between Criminal Rule 52 and Rule 51 has led some circuits to reject the plain-error doctrine for

civil jury instructions. Rule 51(d)(2) would be revised to adopt a plain-error provision parallel to

the approach taken in Criminal Rule 52(b).

Rule 53 (Masters)

The Rule 53 project began several years ago, prompted by observations addressed to the

advisory committee by two local district-court committees formed to develop Civil Justice

Reform Act plans. In working through the Civil Rules, these committees observed that Rule 53
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does not describe the uses of special masters that have grown up over the years. Present Rule 53

addresses only trial masters who hear trial testimony and report recommended findings. The

Supreme Court has severely limited resort to trial masters. But masters have come to be used

increasingly for pretrial and post-trial purposes. A study by the Federal Judicial Center

confirmed the belief that masters are frequently appointed for pretrial and post-trial duties. The

proposed amendment is designed to reflect contemporary practice, and to establish a framework

to regularize the practice.

In general, proposed new Rule 53 brings pretrial and post-trial masters expressly into the

rule, establishing the standard for appointment. It carries forward the demanding standard

established by the Supreme Court for appointment of trial masters, and eliminates trial masters

from jury-tried cases except upon consent of the parties. The rule establishes that a master's

findings or recommendations for findings of fact are reviewed de novo by the court, with limited

exceptions adopted with the parties' consent and the court's approval.

Rule 53(a)(1)(B) would continue to limit the use of trial masters to actions to be tried to

the court without a jury when some "exceptional condition" warrants it or when there is need to

perform an accounting or resolve difficult computations. But the present provision for

appointment of a trial master in a jury trial is deleted, except when a statute provides otherwise or

with the consent of the parties. Deleting the provision for use of a trial master in a jury trial does

not foreclose other means of providing neutral assistance to a jury in a complex case, such as by a

court appointment of an expert witness under Federal Rule of Evidence 706. Some courts have

found it possible to combine the functions of master and court-appointed expert in various ways.

Appointment as an expert witness ensures that the jury is informed, through examination and

cross-examination, of the grounds for the expert's recommended conclusions and preserves

procedural fairness.
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Paragraph (1)(C) would expressly authorize a court to appoint a special master to handle

pretrial and post-trial matters. The proposed amendment is not designed to encourage - nor, for

that matter, to discourage - use of special masters. Appointment is limited to matters that

cannot be addressed effectively and in a timely fashion by an available districtdjudge or

magistrate judge of the district.

Subdivision (b) would regularize the practice governing the appointment of a master.

Parties are given the opportunity to be heard before the court appoints a master. The

appointment order must state the master's duties, the circumstances - if any - when ex parte

communications are permitted, the record to be maintained, the terms of compensation for the

master, and the procedures and standards for reviewing the master's findings and

recommendations.

Proposed Rule 53(g)(3) increases the court's responsibility for fact matters. It requires de

novo determination of objections to fact findings unless the parties stipulate with the court's

consent that review is for clear error, or that the findings of a master appointed by consent or for

pretrial or post-trial duties will be final. The Committee Note adds a reminder that the court may

determine fact issues de novo even if no party objects. The changes are consistent with several

appellate decisions that reflect substantial reservations about the authority of an Article mI judge

to delegate responsibility to a master. A master's conclusions of law will continue to be reviewed

de novo by the court.

Subdivision (h) would set out the procedures governing the compensation of a master.

Proposed subdivision (i) carries forward the provisions of present Rule 53(f),' stating that

a magistrate judge is subject to Rule 53 only when the order referring a matter to the magistrate

judge expressly provides that reference is made under Rule 53.
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Technical and Conforming Amendments

The citations to Rule 53 contained in Rules 54(d) and 71A(h) would be changed to reflect

the renumbered provisions in amended Rule 53.

The advisory committee also recommended that the outdated references to the last

century in three forms in the appendix to the Civil Rules be updated. The proposed revisions

would substitute references to "20" for "19_" in Forms 19, 31, and 32. The advisory

committee concluded that neither public notice nor comment is appropriate or necessary because

the proposals are purely technical and do not substantively change the forms.

The Committee concurred with the advisory committee's recommendations. An excerpt

from the advisory committee report describes the proposed amendments and is set out in

Appendix B.

( Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the proposed
amendments to Civil Rules 23, 51, 53, 54, and 71A and the revisions to Forms 19,
31, and 32 and transmit these changes to the Supreme Court for its consideration
with a recommendation that they be adopted by the Court and transmitted to
Congress in accordance with the law.

Informational Item - Duplicative and Competing Class Actions

The advisory committee has been told repeatedly in a variety of forums, by counsel for

both defendants and plaintiffs, and without contradiction, that as Rule 23 is reformed to enhance

judicial supervision of class counsel, the deliberateness of the certification decision, and the

judicial review of settlements, an ever-growing number of cases will be filed in those state courts

where this kind of supervision is perceived to be less demanding. This often results in multiple

filings of multi-state diversity class actions in both federal and state courts. Yet this result is

precisely the outcome that the class-action device was designed to prevent. The purpose of the

class-action device is to eliminate repetitive litigation, promote judicial efficiency, permit small

claims to find a forum, and achieve uniform results in similar cases. But duplicative class
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litigation is destructive of just these goals. Multiple filings can threaten appropriate judicial

supervision, damage the interests of class members, hurt conscientious class counsel, impose

undue burdens of multiple litigation on defendants, and needlessly increase judicial workloads.

The problems generated by overlapping, duplicative, and competing class actions have

commanded the attention of many observers. According to the American Law Institute's 1994

Complex Litigation Project, the problems caused by multiple class actions are so pressing that

"[w]e are in urgent need of procedural reform to meet the exigencies of the complex litigation

problem." "Repeated relitigation of the common issues in a complex case unduly expends the

resources of attorney and client, burdens already overcrowded dockets, delays recompense for

those in need, results in disparate treatment for persons harmed by essentially identical or similar

conduct, and contributes to the negative image many people have of the legal system." American

Law Institute, Complex Litigation: Statutory Recommendations and Analysis (1984-1994) at 9.

Although the Federal Judicial Center's study focused on class-action dispositions in only four

federal districts over a period of two years, it found several illustrations of unresolved duplicative

filings. The RAND study confirmed the seriousness of the problem.

Legislative proposals to deal with overlapping actions have been pursued for several

years. In March 1988, the Judicial Conference approved in principle creation of minimal-

diversity federal jurisdiction to consolidate multiple litigation in state and federal courts

involving personal injury and property damage arising out of a "single event" (JCUS-MAR 88,

pp. 21-23). This position was confirmed in March 2001 when Director Mecham, on behalf of the

Judicial Conference, advised Congress that the federal judiciary supported H.R. 860, the

"Multidistrict, Multiparty, Multiforum Trial Jurisdiction Act of 2001" (107th Congress). In

addition, the 1990 Report of the Federal Courts Study Committee, pp. 44-45, recommended that

Congress "should create a special federal diversity jurisdiction, based on the minimal diversity
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authority conferred by Article m, to make possible the consolidation of major multi-party, multi-

forum litigation."

Congress has considered many bills that would provide easier access to federal courts in

class actions by initial filing or by removal from state courts. Most recently, the House of

Representatives in 2002 passed one of these bills, H.R. 2341 (107th Congress). In 1999, the

Judicial Conference, on the recommendation of the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction,

opposed a bill whose core jurisdictional requirements were similar to H.R. 2341 (JCUS-MAR

99, pp. 16-17). Under the earlier bill, a class action could be filed in federal court or removed

from state court to federal court if there were minimal diversity among the parties, i.e., at least

one defendant and one plaintiff were from different states. The Conference opposed the bill, as

drafted, "noting concerns that the provisions would add substantially to the workload of the

federal courts and are inconsistent with principles of federalism." As drafted, the bill contained

no effective limitation or threshold requirement on class actions that could be brought to federal

court. Although the bill did not succeed in establishing a feasible mechanism to control the

number of class actions potentially filed in or removed to federal courts, the problems identified

in the bill are serious and persist.

One specific source of the concerns reflected in these legislative proposals has arisen

from state-court filings on behalf of classes that include plaintiffs from other states. Many of

these actions seek - and frequently obtain - certification of nationwide classes. Membership

in these classes may overlap with classes sought - or actually certified - in other courts, state

or federal. Pretrial preparations may overlap and duplicate, proliferating expense and forcing

delay now in one proceeding, now in another, as coordination is worked through. Settlement

negotiations in one action may be played off against negotiations in another, raising the fear of a

reverse auction" in which class representatives in one court accept terms less favorable to the
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class in return for reaping the rewards that flow to successful class counsel. Moreover, the

certification of nationwide or multi-state class actions in one state court poses a threat to the

proper allocation'of decisionmaking in a federal system. Individual state courts may properly

apply the policy choices of the residents of that state to those residents. But local authorities

ought not impose those local choices upon other states and certainly not on a nationwide basis.

One means of doing something about the problems created by overlapping class actions

might be through new provisions in the Civil Rules. Serious objections, however, were made to

draft rule amendments considered by the advisory committee. Both Enabling Act limits and

Anti-Injunction Act limits were invoked. The issues presented were thoroughly discussed at the

conference sponsored by the advisory committee at the University of Chicago Law School in

October 2001. The advisory committee concluded that there may be room to adopt valid rules

provisions in the face of these objections, but to do so might test the limits of rulemaking

authority, inviting litigation over the rules themselves.

In light of these constraints on rulemaking, and because of the sensitive issues of

jurisdiction and federalism implicated by overlapping class actions, Congress is the appropriate

body to deal with the question. There is a secure basis in the Article mL authorization of diversity

jurisdiction to consider various approaches to consolidating overlapping class actions by bringing

them into federal court. One approach, exemplified in several of the bills that have been before

Congress, would establish minimal diversity jurisdiction in federal court for class actions of a

certain size or scope. This approach may embody some elements of discretion; several recent

bills bring discretion into the very definition of jurisdiction in an attempt to maintain state-court

authority over actions that involve primarily the interests of a single state. Another approach

would be to rely on case-specific determinations whether a particular litigation pattern is better

brought into federal-court control. This approach could be implemented by authorizing the
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Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation to determine whether a particular set of litigations

should be removed to federal court. The potential advantage of this approach would be that it

could prove more flexible over time, enabling the federal court system to respond to actual

problems as they arise and to stay on the sidelines when the problems are effectively resolved in

the state courts. Yet another approach would be to authorize individual federal courts to

coordinate federal litigation with overlapping state-court actions, by enjoining state-court actions,

if necessary, when the state-court actions threaten to disrupt litigation filed under one of the

present subject-matter jurisdiction statutes. While this approach may have the apparent

advantage of leaving federal jurisdiction where it is, it also has the obvious disadvantage of

potential conflict and tension between the court systems.

Careful study will suggest still other approaches. Many of the possible approaches are

likely to provide the occasion for adapting present class-action procedures or developing new

ones. The rules committees, acting through the Enabling Act process, can make important

contributions. The nature of these contributions will depend on the nature of the underlying

legislation.

Any proposal to add to federal subject-matter jurisdiction must be considered with great

care. The Judicial Conference has opposed one form of minimal diversity legislation. But the

problems that persist with respect to overlapping and competing class actions are precisely the

problems of multistate coordination that can claim high priority in allocating work to the federal

courts. It is very difficult for any single state court to fairly resolve these problems, and nearly as

difficult for state courts to act together in shifting ad hoc arrangements for cooperation. The

apparent need is for a single, authoritative tribunal that can definitively resolve those problems

that have eluded resolution and that affect litigation that is nationwide or multi-state in scope.
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Having delved deeply into this topic, the advisory committee made the following findings

and recommendations to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and Procedure and the

Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction concerning the problems posed by overlapping class

actions:

1. At the direction of the Judicial Conference, since 1991 the Advisory Committee on

Civil Rules has undertaken a searching review of class action practice under Rule 23

(JCUS-MAR 91, p. 33). This review has involved several conferences, close consultation
with judges, members of the bar and bar organizations, publication for comment of

several proposals, consideration of extensive testimony and comments on the published
proposals, review of empirical studies, and creation of the Working Group on Mass Torts
and adoption of its report;

2. On the basis of this extensive inquiry, the Advisory Committee finds that overlapping

and duplicative class actions in federal and state court create serious problems that: (a)

threaten the resolution and settlement of such actions on terms that are fair to class
members, (b) defeat appropriate judicial supervision, (c) waste judicial resources, (d) lead

to forum shopping, (e) burden litigants with the expense and hardship of multiple
litigation of the same issues, and (f) place conscientious class counsel at a potential

disadvantage;

3. The Advisory Committee has given careful consideration to several rule amendments
that might address the problems of multi-state class actions but concludes that these
proposals test the limits of the Committee's authority under the Rules Enabling Act;

4. Large nationwide and multi-state class actions, involving class members from multiple

states who have been injured in multiple states, are the kind of national litigation
consistent with the purposes of diversity jurisdiction and appropriate to jurisdiction in

federal court. Federal jurisdiction protects the interests of all states outside the forum

state, including the many states that draw back from the choice-of-law problems that

inhere in nationwide and multi-state classes;

5. With respect to multi-state class actions, the Advisory Committee agrees with the

recommendation of the Federal Courts Study Committee that Congress eliminate the

complete diversity requirement in complex, multi-state cases to make consolidation
possible;

6. Minimal diversity legislation could be crafted to bring cases of nationwide scope or

effect into federal court without unduly burdening the federal courts or invading state
control of in-state class actions;

7. Minimal diversity legislation could resolve or avoid some of the problems posed by

conflicting and duplicative class actions;
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8. The federal and state judicial systems, class members, other parties to the litigation,
and conscientious class counsel will benefit from the efficient supervision of these multi-
forum, multi-state class actions in one federal forum;

9. For these reasons the Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
respectfully recommends to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and
Procedure and to the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction that they support the
concept of minimal-diversity jurisdiction for large, multi-state class actions, in which the
interests of no one state are paramount, with appropriate limitations or threshold
requirements so that the federal courts are not unduly burdened and the states' jurisdiction
over in-state class actions is left undisturbed.

The Committee adopted the findings and recommendations of the advisory committee

and forwarded them to the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction for its consideration. The

Committee plans to continue discussions with the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction in an

effort to reach a consensus on how best to handle competing and overlapping class actions.

FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

-D -The Committee was advised that Director Mecham, as the Judicial Conference Secretary,

responded to the request of the House Judiciary Committee chair and three other Representatives

for the Judicial Conference's position on pending legislation concerning proposed amendment of

Criminal Rule 46(e) (Bail Bond Fairness Act of 2001, H.R. 2929, 107th Congress). The

legislation would eliminate the current power of a judge to forfeit a bail bond for failure to satisfy

a condition of release, other than "if the defendant fails to appear physically before the court."

The Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules carefully considered this issue in 1998, after Judge

W. Eugene Davis (chair) had testified before a House Judiciary Subcommittee, and the advisory

committee reaffirmed its opposition to the legislation at its most recent meeting in April 2002.

In reaching its decision to oppose the legislation, the advisory committee had surveyed

magistrate judges and learned that Rule 46 was working well. Bail bonds in a large majority of

districts are forfeited only if the defendant fails to appear at a scheduled proceeding. In some

districts, however, courts incorporate conditions of release as part of the bail bond and may
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forfeit bonds for violations of those release conditions. In these districts, the magistrate judges

strongly believe that holding a relative's or friend's assets at risk significantly increases the

probability that the defendantewill comply with all the release conditions. Absent this guarantee,

these magistrate judges would be more reluctant to release a particular defendant. And in these

cases, a magistrate judge might well decide to retain a defendant, in custody rather than expose

the court to the risk that the defendant will violate a significant release condition, e.g., refrain

from drug use. In fact, some defendants themselves propose that their bail bond be subject to

forfeiture if they fail to abide by the release conditions as a means of persuading a judge to

release them. The advisory committee concluded that Rule 46(e) provides judges with the

valuable flexibility to impose added safeguards ensuring a defendant's compliance with

conditions of release and opposed legislation restricting it.

The Committee concurred in the conclusions of the advisory committee.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference oppose legislation that would
amend Criminal Rule 46 to eliminate the authority of a judge to forfeit a bail bond
for breach of a condition of release, other than for failing to appear physically
before the court.

Rules Approved for Publication and Comment

The Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules proposed amendments to Rule 41 and the

rules governing § 2254 and § 2255 proceedings with a recommendation that they be published

for comment.

The proposed amendments to Rule 41 (Search and Seizure) provide procedural guidance

to a judge issuing a "tracking-device" warrant, which is authorized under 18 U.S.C. § 3117 and

case law. The proposed amendments regulate the installation of the device, the contents,

execution, and return of a tracking-device warrant, and the notice to the person who has been

tracked. The proposed amendments also conform to the USA PATRIOT Act (Pub. Law No.
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107-56) by including a provision authorizing a judge to delay any notice required in conjunction

with issuing any search warrant.

The proposed amendments to Rules Governing Section 2254 Cases and Section 2255

Cases conform to the Antiterrorism and Death Penalty Act of 1996, and the language of the rules

is rewritten to clarify and simplify it as part of a comprehensive restylization project. Among

other things, the amendments require the clerk of court to accept all petitions filed under these

rules in light of the serious consequences for failing to timely file a habeas corpus petition within

the strict one-year statute of limitations time frame imposed under the Antiterrorism Act. The

rules are also revised to reflect the statutory requirement that a petitioner first seek approval from

the pertinent court of appeals to file a second or successive petition. (The form following the

rules is also revised to highlight the Act's one-year statute of limitations and to alert a petitioner

of the consequences of failing to include all available grounds of relief in the initial petition.)

The Committee approved the recommendations of the advisory committee to circulate the

proposed rule amendments to the bench and bar for comment.

Informational Item

On the recommendation of the Committee, the Executive Committee on behalf of the

Judicial Conference agreed that appropriate leaders of the congressional Judiciary Committees

should be advised of inadvertent omissions in amendments proposed to Rule 16 that are due to

take effect in December 2002.

FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rules Recommended for Approval and Transmission

The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules submitted a proposed amendment to Rule

608(b) with a recommendation that it be approved and transmitted to the Judicial Conference.
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The amendment was circulated to the bench and bar for comment in August 2001. The

scheduled January 2002 public hearing was canceled because no one requested to testify.

The proposed amendment to Rule 608(b) (Specific instances of conduct) clarifies the

prohibition on using extrinsic evidence, as was originally intended by the rule, to apply only in

cases in which the proponent's sole reason for proffering the evidence is to attack or support the

witness's "character for truthfulness," rather than to permit a potentially broader literal reading of

the reference to the witness's "credibility" under the existing rule. Notwithstanding the original

intent of the drafters of Rule 608(b) and the decision in United States v. Abel, 469 U.S. 45

(1984), holding that the Rule 608(b) extrinsic evidence prohibition does not apply when it is

offered for a purpose other than proving the witness's character for veracity, a number of cases

have construed "credibility" more broadly and prohibited extrinsic evidence proffered to prove

non-character forms of impeachment. By expressly limiting the application of the rule to proof

of a witness's character for truthfulness as originally intended, the amendment leaves open the

admissibility of extrinsic evidence offered for other grounds of impeachment (e.g., prior

inconsistent statement, bias, and mental capacity), also as originally intended. The admissibility

of extrinsic evidence offered to impeach a witness on grounds other than character continues to

be governed by Rules 402 and 403.

The Committee concurred with the advisory committee's recommendations. An excerpt

from the advisory committee report describes the proposed amendments and is set out in

Appendix C.

Recommendation: That the Judicial Conference approve the proposed
amendments to Evidence Rule 608(b) and transmit these changes to the Supreme
Court for its consideration with a recommendation that they be adopted by the
Court and transmitted to Congress in accordance with the law.
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Rules Approved for Publication and Comment

In August 2001 proposed amendments were published for comment to Rule 804(b)(3)

(Hearsay Exceptions; Declarant Unavailable), which would require "corroborating

circumstances" indicating the trustworthiness of an unavailable witness's statement either

exculpating or incriminating an accused. The present rule requires "corroborating

circumstances" supporting the trustworthiness of a statement exculpating an accused, but it does

not explicitly require this support for a statement incriminating an accused. Consistent with the

majority view expressed in the case law, the advisory committee had proposed that the same

standard apply to both incriminating and exculpating statements. But the advisory committee

decided to withdraw and reconsider the proposal in light of the public comment.

The advisory committee revised the original proposal to account for the Supreme Court's

holding in Lilly v. Virginia, 527 U.S. 116 (1999), which requires that a statement incriminating

an accused bear "particularized guarantees of trustworthiness" to satisfy the Confrontation

Clause. It noted that the Lilly standard may be different from the one requiring "corroborating

circumstances" and concluded that explicit reference to "particularized guarantees of

trustworthiness" was proper for statements incriminating an accused. Similar to the original

proposal, the proposed amendments also extend the "corroborating circumstances" requirement

to declarations against penal interest offered in civil cases.

The Committee approved the advisory committee's recommendation to circulate the

proposed rule amendment to the bench and bar for comment.

ATTORNEY CONDUCT RULES

The Committee continued to monitor developments concerning legislation affecting

attorney conduct rules. No legislative movement has occurred. Representatives of the

Department of Justice continue to express concern about the current lack of uniformity in rules
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governing attorney conduct. But no formal talks with representatives of the American Bar

Association or the Conference of State Chief Justices have taken place, primarily because the

Justice Department's attention has been concentrated on other pressing matters, including

meeting the threat of international terrorism.

LONG-RANGE PLANNING

The Committee was provided with long-range planning materials and determined that no

change to its long-range plan was necessary.

REPORT TO THE CHIEF JUSTICE

In accordance with the standing request of the Chief Justice, a summary of issues

concerning select proposed amendments generating controversy is set forth in Appendix D.

Respectfully Submitted,

Anthony J. Scirica

David M. Bernick Mark R. Kravitz
Michael Boudin Patrick F. McCartan
Frank W. Bullock, Jr. J. Garvan Murtha
Charles J. Cooper Larry D. Thompson
Sidney A. Fitzwater A. Wallace Tashima
Mary Kay Kane Thomas W. Thrash

Charles Talley Wells

Appendix A - Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure
Appendix B - Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
Appendix C-Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Evidence K>
Appendix D - Report to the Chief Justice on Proposed Amendments Generating Controversy
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TO: Honorable Anthony J. Scirica, Chair
Standing Committee on Rules of Practice
and Procedure

FROM: Honorable A. Thomas Small, Chair
Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules

DATE: May 10, 2002

RE: Report of the Advisory Committee on
Bankruptcy Rules

I. Introduction

The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules met on March
21-22, 2002, in Tucson, Arizona. The Advisory Committee
considered public comments regarding proposed amendments to the
Bankruptcy Rules and Official Forms that were published in August
2001.

The proposed amendments published in August 2001 include
revisions to four Bankruptcy Rules (Bankruptcy Rules 1007, 2003,
2009, and 2016), and newRule 7007.1. Therewere also amendments
proposed to Official Forms 1, 5, and 17. The Advisory Committee
received only five comments on the proposed amendments and
additions to the Rules and Official Forms. Most of the comments
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were addressed to the amendments to Rule 1007 and the addition of
Rule 7007.1. One person commented on the proposed amendment to
Rule 2016. Since no person who submitted a written comment
requested to appear at the public hearing scheduled for January 4,
2002, the hearing was canceled.

The Advisory Committee considered the written comments on
the proposals and approved each, of the proposals and will present
them to the Standing Committee at its June 2002 meeting for final
approval and transmission to the Judicial Conference. The
amendments and additions to the Bankruptcy Rules are set out in Part
II A ofthis Report. The amendments to the Official Forms are set out
behind a separate tab in the Agenda Book.

The Advisory Committee also considered proposed
amendments to Bankruptcy Rule 1005 and eleven Official Forms to
implement a Judicial Conference policy concerning a restriction on the
publication of social security numbers. These amendments were
published for comment in January 2002, and since the comment period
for these amendments did not expire until April 22, 2002, there were
no comments to consider at the time of the Committee's meeting.
The Committee, however, directed the Subcommittee on Privacy and
Public Access to invite persons to participate in a focus group meeting
to discuss the issues raised by' the proposed amendments. The
Subcommittee conducted the focuss group meeting in Washington,
D.C., on April 12, 2002, the date originally scheduled for the public
hearing on the proposals. The Committee did not receive any timely
requests to appear , at the scheduled public hearing. The
Subcommittee approved amendme"ntsto Rules 1005, 1007, and 2002,
and Official Forms 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,,9 10;,^ 16A, 16C, and 19, and will
present them to the Standing Committee at its June 2002 meeting for
final approval and transmission -to', the Judicial Conference. The
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amendments to the Bankruptcy Rules are set out in Part II B of this
Report. The amendments to the Official Forms are set out behind a
separate tab in the Agenda Book.

II. Action Items

A. Proposed Amendments to Bankruptcy Rules 1007, 2003.
2009. and 2016. Proposed New Rule 7007.1. and Official Forms 1. 5.
and 17 Submitted for Final Approval by the Standing Committee and
Submission to the Judicial Conference.

1 . Public Comment.

The preliminary draft ofthe proposed amendments and
an addition to the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure and
amendments to the Official Forms were published for
comment in August 2001, and a public hearing on the
preliminary draft was scheduled for January 4, 2002. There
were no requests to appear at the hearing.

There were five comments on the proposals. The
comment submitted by the Standing Committee on Rules of
Practice and Procedure for the United States District Court
for the Western District of Michigan stated that it supports all
of the proposed amendments to the Bankruptcy Rules. There
were no comments on the proposed amendments to the
Official Forms. The remaining comments are summarized on
a rule-by-rule basis following the text of each rule set out
below. The Advisory Committee reviewed these comments
and approved the amendments and addition to the rules and
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forms as published. 'The Advisory Committee recommends
that the amendments to the Official'Forms be approved
effective December 1, 2002.

2. Synopsis of Proposed Amendments and Addition:

(a) Rule 1007 is amended to add an obligation for
corporate debtors to include, information
regarding their owners that also are
corporations- The disclosure provides to the
court, at the beginning ofthe case, some of the
information necessary to make judicial
disqualification decisions.

(b) Rule 2003 is amended to reflect the enactment
of a new subchapter V of chapter 7 of the
Bankruptcy Code, that makes multilateral
clearing organizations eligible for bankruptcy
relief.

(c) Rule 2009 is amended to reflect the enactment
of a new subschapter V of chapter 7 of the
Bankruptcy Code' that, makes multilateral
clearing organizations eligible for bankruptcy
relief.

(d) Rule 2016 is amended to implement
amendments madeto 11 U.S.C. § 110(h)(1) .

(e) Rule '7007.1 Sis added to require parties in
adversary proceedings to ,disclose corporate
entities that own' 10% or more of the stock of
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the party to provide the court with some of the
information necessary to make judicial
disqualification decisions.

(f) Official Form 1 is the form of a voluntary
petition, and it is amended to add a checkbox
for designating a clearing bank case filed under

,subchapter V of chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy
Code.

(g) Official Form 5 is the form of an involuntary
petition, and it is amended to give notice to
child support creditors 'and their
representatives that no filing fee is required
and the petitioner files the form specified in
§ 304(g) of the Bankruptcy Reform Act of
1994, Pub. L. No. 103-394, 108 Stat. 4106
(Oct. 22, 1994).

(h) Official Form 17 is the, form of a Notice of
Appeal, and it is amended to give notice to
child support creditors and their
representatives that no filing fee is required if
the appellant files the statement specified by
§ 304 (g) of the Bankruptcy Reform Act of
1994, Pub. L. No. 103-394, 108 Stat. 4106
(Oct. 22, 1994).
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3. Text of Proposed Amendments to Rules 1007, 2003,
2009, and 2016, and

newProposedRule 7007.1, andProposedAmendments
to Official Forms 1, 15, and 17:

Proposed Amendments Submitted to the Judicial
Conference for Approval
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL
RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE*

Rule 1007. Lists, Schedules, and Statements; Time
Limits

1 (a) LIST OF CREDITORS AND EQUITY SECURITY

2 HOLDERS. AND CORPORATE OWNERSHIP

3 STATEMENT.

4 (1) Voluntary Case. In a voluntary case, the debtor

5 shall file with the petition a list containing the name and

6 address of each creditor unless the petition is accompanied

7 by a schedule of liabilities. If the debtor is a corporation,

8 other than a governmental unit, the debtor shall file with

9 the petition a corporate ownership statement containing

10 the information described in Rule 7007.1. The debtor

11 shall file a supplemental statement promptly upon any

New material is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.
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12 change in circumstances that renders the corporate

13 ownership statement inaccurate.

14

COMMITTEE NOTE

This rule is amended to require the debtor to file a corporate
ownership statement setting out the information described in Rule
'7007.1. Requiring debtors to file the statement provides the court
with an opportunity to make judicial disqualification determinations
at the outset of the case. This could reduce problems later in the case
by preventing the initial assignment of the case to a judge who holds
a financial interest in a parent company of the debtor or some other
entity that holds a. significant ownership interest in the debtor.
Moreover, by including the disclosure statement filing requirement at
the commencement of the case, the debtor does not have to make the
same disclosure filing each time it is involved in an adversary
proceeding throughout the, case;, The debtor also must file
supplemental statements as changes in ownership might arise.

Public Comment on, Proposed Amendments to Rule 1007:

I., Hon. Walter Shapero (Bankr. E.D. Mich.) urged that the rule
requiring disclosure be extended to include disclosure when the
ownership of stock is held either directly or indirectly. He also
questioned whether the rule should be extended to be applicable to
contested matters and to disclosure by members of a creditors
committee.
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2. Thomas Yerbich (Anchorage, Alaska) suggested that the rule
should be extended to involuntary cases as well as voluntary cases.

Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

No changes since publication.

Rule 2003. Meeting of Creditors or Equity Security
Holders

2 (b) ORDER OF MEETING.

3 (1) Meeting of Creditors. The United States trustee

4 shall preside at the meeting of creditors. The business of

5 the meeting shall include the examination of the debtor

6 under oath and, in a chapter 7 liquidation case, may

7 include the election of a trustee o of a creditors'

8 committee and, if the case is not under subchapter V of

9 \ chapter 7. the election of a trustee. The presiding officer

10 shall have the authority to administer oaths.

11 *****
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COMIVTTEE NOTE

The rule is amended to reflect the enactment of subchapter V of
chapter 7 of the Code governing multilateral clearing organization
liquidations. Section 782 of the Code provides that the designation of
a trustee or alternative trustee for the case is made by the Federal
Reserve Board. Therefore, the meeting of creditors in those cases
cannot include the election of a trustee.

Public Comment on Proposed Amendments to Rule 2003:

No comments were received.

Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

No changes since publication.

Rule 2009. Trustees for Estates When Joint
Administration Ordered

1 (a) ELECTION OF SINGLE TRUSTEEFORESTATES

2 BEING JOINTLY ADMINISTERED. If the court orders a

3 joint administration of two or more estates purstmant to under

4 Rule 1015(b), creditors may elect a single trustee for the

5 estates being jointly administered, unless the case is under

6 subchapter V of chapter 7 of the Code.
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7 . (b) RIGHT OF CREDITORS TO ELECT SEPARATE

8 TRUSTEE. Notwithstanding entry of an order for joint

9 administration pursuant to under Rule 101 5(b)* the creditors

10 of any debtor may elect a separate trustee for the estate of the

11 debtor as provided in § 702 of the Code, unless the case is

12 under subchapter.V of chapter 7.

13 (c) APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTEES FOR ESTATES

14 BEING JOINTLY ADMINISTERED.

15 (1) Chapter 7 Liquidation Cases. Except in a case

16 governed by subchapter V of chapter 7. TFhe United States

17 trustee may appoint one or more interim trustees for estates

18 being jointly administered in chapter 7 cases.

19

COMMITTEE NOTE

The rule is amended to reflect the enactment of subchapter V of
chapter 7 of the Code governing multilateral clearing organization
liquidations. Section 782 ofthe Code provides that the designation of
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a trustee or alternative trustee for the case is made by the Federal
Reserve Board. Therefore, neither the United States trustee nor the
creditors can appoint or, elect a trustee in these cases.

Other amendments are stylistic,

Public Comment on Proposed Amendments to Rule 2009:

No comments were received.

Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

No changes since publication.

Rule 2016. Compensation for Services Rendered and
Reimbursement of Expenses

2 (c) DISCLOSURE OF COMPENSATION PAID OR'

3 PROMISED TO BANKRUPTCY PETITION PREPARER.

4 Every bankruptcy petition preparer for a debtor shall file a

5 declaration under penalty of perjury and transmit the

6 declaration to the United, States trustee within 10 days after

7 the date of the filing of the petition, or at another time as the

8 court may direct, as required by 11 h()(1). The declaration
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9 must disclose any fee, and the source of any fee, received from

10 or on behalf of the debtor within 12 months of the filing of the

11 case and all unpaid fees charged -to, the debtor. The

12 declaration must describe the services performed and

13 documents prepared or caused to be prepared by the

14 bankruptcy petition preparer. A supplemental statement shall

15 be filed within 10 days after any payment or agreement not

16 previously disclosed.

COMMITTEE NOTE

This rule is amended by adding subdivision (c) to implement
§ 11 O(h)(1) of the Code.

Public Comments on Proposed Amendments to Rule 2016:

1. Becky B. Dillon (Sarasota, Florida) offered comments on
portions of the rule that were not being amended.

Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

No changes since publication.
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Rule 7007.1. Corporate Ownership Statement

1 (a) REQUIRED DISCLOSURE. Any corporation that is

2 a party to an adversary proceeding, other than the debtor or a

3 governmental unit, shall file two copies of a statement that

4 identifies any corporation. other than a governmental unit, that

5 directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of any, class of the

6 corporation's equity interests, or states that there are no

7 entities to report under this subdivision.

8 (b) TIME FOR FILING. A party shall file the statement

9 required under Rule 7007.1(a) with its first pleading in an

10 adversary proceeding. A party shall file a supplemental

11 statement promptly upon any change in circumstances that this

12 rule requires the party to identify or disclose.

COMMITTEE NOTE

This rule is derived from Rule 26.1 of the Federal Rules of
Appellate Procedure. The information that parties shall supply will
support properly informed disqualification decisions in situations that
call for automatic disqualification under Canon 3C(l)(c) of the Code
of Conduct for United States Judges. This rule does not cover all of
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the circumstances that may call for disqualification under the
subjective financial interest standard of Canon 3C, and does not deal
at all with other circumstances that may call for disqualification.
Nevertheless, the required disclosures are calculated to reach the
majority of circumstances that are likely to call for disqualification
under Canon 3C(l)(c).

The rule directs nongovernmental corporate parties to list those
corporations that hold significant ownership interests in them. This
includes listing membership interests in limited liability companies and
similar entities that fall under the definition of a Icorporation in
Bankruptcy Code § 101.

Under subdivision (b), parties must file the statement with the first
document that they file in any adversary proceeding. The rule also
requires parties and other persons to file supplemental statements
promptly whenever changed circumstances require disclosure of new
or additional information.

The rule does not prohibit the adoption of local rules requiring
disclosures beyond those called for in Rule 7007.1.

Public Comments on Proposed Rule 7007.1:

1. Hon. Walter Shapero (Bankr. E.D. Mich.) urged that the scope
of the rule be extended to contested matters and that disclosure be
required whether the ownership of the stock is held directly or
indirectly.

2. Hon. Philip H. Brandt (Bankr. W.D. Wash.) also suggested
that the rule be expanded. In particular, he proposed that the
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disclosure requirements -include ownership interests in limited
partnerships and similar entities.

3. Thomas Yerbich (Anchorage, Alaska) proposed that the rule
require filing of the disclosure statement at a discrete time, for
example, thirty days after the filing of the initial pleading, rather than
"promptly" as provided in the proposal.

Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

Noi changes since publication.

Proposed Amendments to Rules 1005. 1007. and 2002. and Official
Forms 1. 3. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 16A. 16C. and 19 Submitted for Final
Approval by the Standing Committee and Adoption by the Judicial
Conference.

1. Public Comment.

The preliminary draft of proposed amendments to Rule 1005
and eleven Official Forms was published for comment by the bench
and bar in January 2002, and a hearing was scheduled for April 12,
2002, in Washington, D.C. We received no timely requests to appear
at the public hearing; however, the Subcommittee on Privacy and
Public Access conducted a focus group meeting in Washington on
April 12 to, consider the views of representatives of private creditors,
credit data gatherers, taxing authorities, law enforcement, and the
Federal Trade Commission.

The Advisory Committee received thirty-two written
comments on the proposed amendments along with the presentations
made at the focus group meeting. .The comments were submitted by
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representatives of creditor interests, taxing authorities, credit data
collection services, law enforcement, bankruptcy petition preparers,
and the United States trustee, among others. The focus group
discussion also included a representative from the Federal Trade
Commission who oversees the Commission's work relating to identity
theft.

The published amendments included only a proposed
amendment to Rule 1005 that would have restricted the debtor's
social security number on the caption of the petition to the last four
digits ofthe number. The proposal did not include any mechanism for
the collection ofthe full social security number or any means of access
to an electronic court record of the case by the full social security
number. After considering the written comments and the discussions
held in the focus group meeting, the Subcommittee on Privacy and
Public Access recommended the adoption of amendments to Rules
1007 and 2002 that would supplkment the amendment to Rule 1005
by requiring the debtor to submit, but not file, a statement of his or her
social security number that could be used to permit a search of the
court records by persons who already have-the debtor's social security
number. Collection of the social security number also would permit
the clerk to include the full number on the notice to creditors of the §
341 meeting of creditors, thereby allowing for the efficient
identification of the debtor by creditors in the case'. The Advisory
Committee, by mail ballot, accepted the proposal ofthe Subcommittee
and recommends the approval of the amendments to Rules 1005,
1007, and 2002, and the amendments to Official Forms 1, 3, 5, 6j, "7,
8, 9, 10, 16A, 16C, and 19. Again, approval of the Official Forms is
recommended as of December 1, 2003.

Summary of the Comments

Comments on the proposal generally were not addressed to the
specific language of the proposed amendment to Bankruptcy Rule
1005, orto any specific amendment within the Official Forms. Rather,
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they were much more general in nature. Therefore, this summary of
the comments is, made according to the nature of the comments
offered rather than by identification of individual, comments.

There were, four, categories, of comments on the proposals. The
first group of comments were from bankruptcy petition preparers who
object to being required to disclose their social security numbers while
other participants in the process do not. The second category of
comments came from private creditor interests and taxing authorities
who asserted a need for the debtor's full social security number. The
third category of comments came from the credit reporting industry
and likewise urged the use ofthe full social security number to protect
the integrity and accuracy of the credit reporting industry. The final
category, of comnents camesfrpm the United States Trustee Program
and the Departmernlt6ofJustice, Theyjiasserted that collection of the
full socialisecurity number is neesetsaoy p protect, the integrity ofthe
bankruptcy systemi,,apd to lopreventfdelbors,,from voiding proasecuioi
in appropriate cases. 

Bankruptcy f]etitionPreparers

Several b~ankrpt~cy petition preparers submitted comments noting
their objection to the requirement that their social security numbers be
set out on the, forlns. They noted the potential problem of identity
theft, and jasserted ithat ,their; ,socialf security 'numbers should be
protected to at least,~ the Vsa extent as the debtor's social security
number. The Code specifically ,requires in § 110, however, that
bankruptcy petition ,,preparers lmqstkinclude'their social security
number on the petition and elsewher The Ninth Circuit has upheld
this requirement in Ferm v. United States Trustee (In re Crawford),
194 F.3d 954 (9h Cir. 1999), Givenwthe statutory directive, it is not
within the Committee's authority to adopt a rule to restrict the
disclosure of a bankruptcy ,petitioni preparerM's social security number.
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Private Creditors

The second group of comments addressed creditor concerns
about the truncation of the social security number. Both private
(VISA, Mastercard, and Toyota Motor Credit, among others) and
public (tax, child support, employment services) creditors asserted
that limiting the disclosure of the social security number would lead
to significant difficulties in identifying debtors. They generally noted
that current searches are based on the full nine digit social security
number and that reconfiguring their systems to accommodate a four
digit number would be very expensive and would lead to potential
misidentification of debtors. (Misidentification could lead to
inadvertent violations of the automatic stay as well as the discharge
injunction according to these commentators. Misidentification might
also lead to incorrect attribution of a bankruptcy filing to the wrong
person thereby affecting that person's credit rating. This concern was
expressed by virtually every creditor or creditor representative
submitting a comment. These themes were presented as well at the
focus group meeting. Mr. Raymond Bell (see comment 02), on behalf
of Fleet Credit Card Services, L.P., participated in the focus group
meeting and described the matching process employed when a notice
of bankruptcy is received, He stated that limiting the social security
number to the last: four digits would increase costs dramatically
because of an increased need for the evaluation of several factors to
verify the identity of the debtor as a customer. Representatives of
taxing authorities and otherpublic creditors from Arizona, California,
Connecticut, Idaho, Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York, Ohio,
and Oregon likewise asserted a need for the full social security
number. ,Representatiyes ofthe lnternal Revenue Service participated
in the focus group meeting and noted as well that the Service relies on
the full social security, number and, would be significantly
disadvantaged if thetnumber reported to them were reduced to the last
four digits.
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Credit Reporting Agencies

Representatives ofthe credit reporting industry submitted the
third category of comments. Mr. Stuart Pratt of the Consumer Data
Industry Association submitted written comments and' participated in
the focus group discussion. Mr. Pratt offered information about the
number of persons in the United States with identical or nearly
identical names who might also have the same last four digits of a
social, security number. He also argued that timely and accurate
reporting of this information is essential not just to specific creditors
of the debtor, but to the efficient operation of the credit system
generally. A representative, of LEXIS/NEXIS made a similar point as
well in the, written comments he submitted. In their views, the
accuracy ~of credit ,reporting would suffer with a truncation of the
social security number on a debtor's petition. They noted as well that
limiting access would', at the very least, createdelays in the reporting
of the information.,

UnitedStates Trustee Program and the Department ofJustice

The lastxcategory of comments came from the United States
trustee program (including an individual employee of the United
States, trustee program, in her individual capacity and not as a
representative of the program) and the 'Department of Justice. These
comments focused on the need for complete and accurate information
both 'to ensure the integrity of the system 'and to prevent criminal
activity by persons who would use false social security numbers. The
comment of.the United States"'trustee iprograminoted the efforts
recently undertaken to verify the identity of debtors to protect against
fraudulent filers. L The Department of Justice indicated that it uses
personal identifiers fromi'bankruptcy'files for a variety of investigative
purposes in cases of credit cardifraud, bankruptcy' fraud, 1and identity
theft. According to the Department, limiting access to this
information could hamper the investigation of a wide range of criminal
activity. Finally, the Department of the Treasury also objected to the
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truncation of the social security number (for the reasons stated by
other creditors, both public and private), but Treasury also objected
to any truncation of the Employer Tax Identification Number. It
noted that the EIN does not present the same privacy concerns that
the social security number poses, and the EIN is used extensively by
the Department and should continue to be disclosed fully by the
debtor.

2. Synopsis of Proposed Amendments:

(a) Rule 1005 is amended to require the debtor to list all
names used in the six years preceding the filing of the
petition, and to include on the caption appropriate
numerical identifiers, but using only the last four digits
of the social security number.

(b) Rule 1007 is amended to require the debtor to submit
a verified statement of his or her fall social security
number. The statement is submitted, but it is not filed
in the case and does not become a part of the court
record. Therefore, the full social security number does
not become a part of the electronic case record that
would be available to the public either through internet
access or by a search of the paper records at the court.

(c) Rule 2002 is amended to require the clerk to include
the debtor's full social security number on the § 341
notice to creditors. The full number should be
included only on the notices sent to the creditors and
not on the copy of the notice that becomes part of the
court record.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL RULES

OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE (Continued)
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL
RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE-

Rule 1005. Caption of Petition

1 The caption of a petition commencing a case under the

2 Code shall contain the name of the court, the title of the case,

3 and the docket number. The title of the case shall include the

4 following information about the debtor: the name, employer

5 identification number, last four digits of the social security

6 number, any other federal tax identification number, and

7 emiiployes tax iden1 tificafin 11 be r of the debtor and all

8 other names usediby the debtor within six years before filing

9 the petition. If the petition is not filed by the debtor, it shall

10 include all names used by the debtor-which are known to the

1 1 petitioners.

COMMITTEE NOTE

The rule is amended to implement the Judicial Conference policy
to limit the disclosure of a party's social security number and similar

New material is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.
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identifiers. Under the rule, as amended, only the last four digits ofthe
debtor's social security number need be disclosed. Publication of the
employer identification number does not present the same identity
theft or privacy protection issues. Therefore, the caption must include
the full employer identification number.

Debtors must submit with the petition a statement setting out their
social security numbers.l This enables the clerk to include the full
social security number on the notice of the section 341 meeting of
creditors, ,but the statement itself is not submitted in the case or
maintained in the case file.

Public Comment on Proposed Amendments to Rule 1005:

The comments by private creditor interests, the credit reporting
industry, the United States trustee, and the Justice Department all
expressed concern that permitting debtors to limit the listing of social
security numbers to the final four digits would create problems in
identifying the debtors and acting accordingly. This could lead to
inadvertent violations of the automatic stay and the discharge
injunction. It would limit,,the ability of creditors and trustee to
determine whether a particular debtor has obtained bankruptcy relief
previously and is engaging in a serial bankruptcy filing. It could also
hamper law enforcement efforts to prosecute debtor for bankruptcy
fraud and related crimes..

Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

The rule was changed only slightly after publication. The rule was
changed to make clear that only the debtor's social security number
is truncated to the final four digits, but other numerical identifiers
must be set out in full. The rule also was amended to include a
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requirement that a debtor list other federal taxpayer identification
numbers that may be in use.

Rule 1007. Lists, Schedules, and Statements; Time
Limits

1 * *** *

2 (c) TiME LMIITS. The schedules and statements, other

3 than the statement of intention, shall be filed with the petition

4 in a voluntary case, or if the petition is accompanied by a list

5 of all the debtor's creditors and their addresses, within 15 days

6 thereafter, except as otherwise provided in subdivisions (d),

7 (e), (, and (h) of this rule. In an involuntary case, the

8 schedules and statements, other than the statement of

9 intention, shall be filed by the debtor within 15 days of the

10 entry of the order for relief Schedules and statements filed

11 prior to the conversion of a case to another chapter shall be

12 deemed filed in the converted case unless the court directs

13 otherwise. Any extension of time for the filing of the

14 schedules and statements may be granted only on motion for

Rules App. A-25



4 FEDERAL RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE

15 cause shown and on notice to the United States trustee and to

16 any committee elected under § 705 or appointed under § 1102

17 ofthe Code, trustee, examiner, or other party as the court may

18 direct. Notice of an extension shall be given to the United

19 States trustee and to any committee, trustee, or other party as

20 the court may direct.

21

22 (f) STATEMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

23 An individual debtor shall submit a verified statement that sets

24 out the debtor's social security number, or states that the

25 debtor does not have a social security number. In a voluntary

26 case, the debtor shall submit the statement with the petition.

27 In an involuntary case, the debtor shall submit the statement

28 within 15 days after the entry of the order for relief

29

Rules App. A-26



FEDERAL RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE 5

COMMITTEE NOTE

The rule is amended to add a requirement that a debtor submit a
statement setting out the debtor's social security number. The
addition is necessary because ofthe corresponding amendment to Rule
1005 which now provides that the caption of the petition includes only
the final four digits of the debtor's social security number. The debtor
submits the statement, but it is not filed, nor is it included in the case
file. The statement provides the information necessary to include on
the service copy of the notice required under Rule 2002(a)(1). It will
also provide the information to facilitate the ability of creditors to
search the court record by a search of a social security number already
in the creditor's possession.

Public Comment on Proposed Amendments to Rule 1007:

The, published amendments did not include any amendment to
Rule 1007. Thus, there were no comments on the proposal.
However, the rule amendment itself is in response to the public
comments received by the Advisory Committee.

Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

The rule amendment is made in response to the extensive
commentary that urged the Advisory Committee to continue the
obligation contained in current Rule 1005 that a debtor must include
his or her social security number on the caption of the bankruptcy
petition. Rule 1005 is amended to limit that disclosure to the final
four digits ofthe social security number, and Rule 1007 is amended to
reinstate the obligation in a manner that will provide more protection
of the debtor's privacy while continuing access to the information to
those persons with legitimate need for that data. The debtor must
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6 FEDERAL RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE

disclose the information, but the method of disclosure is by a verified
statement that is submitted to the clerk. The statement is not filed in
the case and does not become a part of the court record. Therefore,
it enables the clerk to deliver, that information to the creditors and the
trustee in the case, but it does not become a part of the court record
governed, by § 107 of the Bankruptcy Code and is not available to the
public.

Rule 2002. Notices to, Creditors, Equity Security Holders,
United States, and United States Trustee

1 1 (a) TWENTY DAY NOTICES, TO PARTIES IN

2 INTEREST. Except as provided in subdivisions (h), (i), and

3 (1) of this rule, the clerk, ,or some other person as the court

4 may direct, shall give the debtor, the trustee, all creditors and

5 indenture trustees at least 20 days' notice by mail of:

6 (1) the meeting of creditors under § 341 or § 1104(b)

7 of the Code, which notice, unless the court orders

8 otherwise, shall include the debtor's employer

9 identification number, social security number, and any

10 other federal taxpayer identification number;

11
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FEDERAL RULES OF BANKRUPTCY PROCEDURE 7

COMMITTEE NOTE

Subdivision (a)(1) of the rule is amended to direct the clerk or
other person giving notice of the § 341 or § 1104(b) meeting of
creditors to include the debtor's full social security number on the
notice. Official Form 9, the form of the notice of the meeting of
creditors that will become a part of the court's file in the case, will
include only the last four digits of the debtor's social security number.
This rule, however, directs the clerk to include the full social security
number on the notice that is served on the creditors and other
identified parties, unless the court orders otherwise in a particular
case. This will enable creditors and other parties in interest who are
in possession of the debtor's social security number to verify the
debtor's identity and proceed accordingly. The filed Official Form 9,
however, will not include the debtor's full social security number.
This will prevent the full social security number from becoming a part
of the court's file in the case, and the number will not be included in
the court's electronic records. Creditors who already have the
debtor's social security number will be able to verify the existence of
a case under the debtor's social security number, but any person
searching the electronic case files without the number will not be able
to acquire the debtor's social security number.

Public Comment on Proposed Amendments to Rule 2002:

The published amendments did not include any amendment to
Rule 2002. Thus, there were no comments on the proposal.
However, the rule amendments are made in response to the comments
received by the Advisory Committee.
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Changes Made After Publication and Comments.

The rule amendment was made in' response to concerns of both
private creditors and taxing authorities that truncating the, social
security number of a debtor to the last four digits would unduly
hamper their ability to identify the debtor and govern their actions
accordingly. Therefore, the Advisory Committee'amended Rule 2002
to require the clerk to include the debtor's full social security number
on the notice informing creditors of the § 341 meeting and other
significant deadlines in the case. This is essentially a continuation of
the practice under the current rules, ,and the amendment is necessary
because of the amendment to' Rule 1005 that restricts publication of
the social security number on the caption of the petition to the final
four digits of the nuinber. 
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AMENDMENTS TO OFFICIAL FORMS 1. 5. AND 17:

Public Comment on Proposed Amendments to Official Forms 1. 5, and 17:

No comments were received.

Changes Made After Publication:

No changes since publication.

Rules App. A-3 1



(Official Form 1) (12/02)

FORM BI United States Bankruptcy Court
Voluntary Petition____________________District of_______________ 

Name of Debtor (if individual, enter Last, First, Middle): Name of Joint Debtor (Spouse) (Last, First, Middle):

All Other Names used by the Debtor in the last 6 years All Other Names used by the Joint Debtor in the last 6 years
(include married, maiden, and trade names): (include married, maiden, and trade names):

Soc. Sec./Tax I.D. No. (if more than one, state all): Soc. Sec./Tax I.D. No. (if more than one, state all):

Street Address of Debtor (No. & Street, City, State & Zip Code): Street Address of Joint Debtor (No. & Street, City, State & Zip Code):

County of Residence or of the County of Residence or of the
Principal Place of Business: Principal Place of Business:

Mailing Address of Debtor (if different from street address): Mailing Address of Joint Debtor (if different from street address):

Location of Principal Assets of Business Debtor
(if different from street address above):

Information Regarding the Debtor (Check the Applicable Boxes)
Venue (Check any applicable box)
Q Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence, principal place of business, or principal assets in this District for 180 days immediately

preceding the date of this petition or for a longer part of such 180 days than in any other District
E There is a bankruptcy case concerning debtor's affiliate, general partner, or partnership pending in this District.

Type of Debtor (Check all boxes that apply)
Individpales) oDbo(hkabxshtpl-Chapter or Section of Bankruptcy Code Under Which

2 Individualts) a Railroad the Petition is Filed (Check one box)

a Corporation a Stockbroker
E Partnership El Commodity Broker El Chapter7 9 Chapter 12 Chapter13
El Other_________ E Clearing Bank El Chapter 9 El Chapter 12Oa Sec. 304 - Case ancillary to foreign proceeding

Nature of Debts (Check one box)
Consumer/Non-Business Business Filing Fee (Check one box)

Business Full Filing Fee attached
Chapter 11 Small Business (Check all boxes that apply) Ql Filing Fee to be paid in installments (Applicable to individuals only)

El Debtor is a small business as defined in II U.S.C. § 101 Must attach signed application for the court's consideration
E Debtor is and elects to be considered a small business under certifying that the debtor is unable to pay fee except in installments.

11 U.S.C. § 1121(e) (Optional) Rule 1006(b). See Official Form No. 3.

Statistical/Administrative Information (Estimates only) TIS SPACE IS FOR COURT USE ONLY

El Debtor estimates that funds will be available for distribution to unsecured creditors.

E Debtor estimates that, after any exempt property is excluded and administrative expenses paid, there will
be no funds available for distribution to unsecured creditors.

Estimated Number of Creditors 1-15 16-49 50-99 100-199 200-999 1000-over
El E] El El El El

Estimated Assets
$0 to $50,001 to $100,001 to S500,001 to $1,000,001 to $10,000,001 to $50,000,001 to Morethan

$50,000 $100,000 $500,000 SI million $10 million $50 million S100 million $100 million

El El El al El El El El
Estimated Debts

$0 to $50,001 to $100,001 to $500OOI to 51,000,001 to $10,000,001 to S50,000,001 to More than
$50,000 S100,000 S500,000 $1 million 510 million $50 million SlOO million $100 million

C El El E n l C E E
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(Official Form 1) (12/02) FORM Bi, Page 2
Voluntary Petition Name of Debtor(s):
(This page must be completed andfiled in every case) I

Prior Bankruptcy Case Filed Within Last 6 Years (If more than one, attach additional sheet)
Location Case Number: Date Filed:
Where Filed: I

Pending Bankruptcy Case Filed by any Spouse, Partner or Affiliate of this Debtor (If more than one, attach additional sheet)
Name of Debtor: Case Number: Date Filed:

District Relationship: Judge:

Signatures
Signature(s) of Debtor(s) (Individual/Joint) Exhibit A

I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this (To be completed if debtor is required to file periodic reports
petition is true and correct. (e.g., forms IOK and IOQ) with the Securities and Exchange
[If petitioner is an individual whose debts are primarily consumer debts Commission pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities
and has chosen to file under chapter 7] I am aware that I may proceed Exchange Act of 1934 and is requesting relief under chapter 11)
under chapter 7, 11, 12 or 13 of title 11, United States Code, understand 3 Exhibit A is attached and made a part of this petition.
the relief available under each such chapter, and choose to proceed
under chapter 7. Exhibit B
I request relief in accordance with the chapter of title I 1, United States (To be completed if debtor is an individual
Code, specified in this petition. whose debts are primarily consumer debts)

I, the attorney for the petitioner named in the foregoing petition, declarex, that I have informed the petitioner that [he or she] may proceed under
A chapter 7, 11, 12, or 13 of title 1, United States Code, and have

Signature of Debtor explained the relief available under each such chapter.

X X__ _
Signature of Joint Debtor Signature of Attorney for Debtor(s) Date

TelephoneNumber (I not reprsented byattorney)Exhibit CTelephone Number (If not represented by attorney) Does the debtor own or have possession of any property that poses

Date athreat of imminent and identifiableharm to public health or safety?

Signature of Attorney O Yes, and Exhibit C is attached and made a part of this petition.
x a No

Signature of Attorney for Debtor(s) Signature of Non-Attorney Petition Preparer

Printed Name of Attorney for Debtorls) I certify that I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as defined in II U.S.C.
§ I 10, that I prepared this document for compensation, and that I have
provided the debtor with a copy of this document.

Firm Name

Printed Name of Bankruptcy Petition PreparerAddress

Social Security Number

Telephone Number
Address

Date
Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals whoSignatureofDebtor(Corporation/Partnership) prepared or assisted in preparing this document:

I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this
petition is true and correct, and that I have been authorized to file this
petition on behalf of the debtor.
The debtor requests relief in accordance with the chapter oftitle 11, If more than one person prepared this document, attach
United States Code, specified in this petition. additional sheets conforming to the appropriate official form for

each person.
Signature ofAuthorized Individual X

Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer
Printed Namne of Authorized Individual 

Date
Title ofAuthorized Individual A bankruptcy petition preparer's failure to comply with the provisions

of title II and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result
Date in fines or imprisonment or both II U.S.C. §1 10; IS U.S.C. § 156.
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Form 1

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form has been amended to provide a checkbox for designating a

clearing bank case filed under subchapter V of chapter 7 of the Code enacted by

§ 112 of Pub. L. No. 106-554 (December 21, 2000).

Rules Appl A-34
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FORM B5
(12102)

United States Bankruptcy Court INVOLUNTARY

District of PETITION
IN RE (Name of Debtor - If Individual: Last, First, Middle) ALL OTHER NAMES used by debtor in the last 6 years

(Include married, maiden, and trade names.)

SOC. SEC./TAX I.D. NO. (If more than one, state all.)

STREET ADDRESS OF DEBTOR (No. and street, city, state, and zip code) MAILING ADDRESS OF DEBTOR (If different from street address)

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OR
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS

LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL ASSETS OF BUSINESS DEBTOR (If different from previously listed addresses)

CHAPTER OF BANKRUPTCY CODE UNDER WHICH PETITION IS FILED

C] Chapter 7 E0 Chapter 11

INFORMATION REGARDING DEBTOR (Check applicable boxes)

Petitioners believe: TYPE OF DEBTOR
E Debts are primarily consumer debts .. 1 Individual Ea Corporation Publicly Held

;] Debts are primarily business debts (complete sections A and B) C] Partnership [ Corporation Not Publicly HeldEl Other: __ _ _-

A. TYPE OF BUSINESS (Check one) B. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE NATURE OF BUSINESS
C: Professional El Transportation C: Commodity Broker
[l Retail/Wholesale [] Manufacturing/ El Construction
El Railroad Mining El Real Estate

l Stockbroker E1 Other

VENUE

Fl Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence, principal place of business, or principal assets in the District for 180 days immediately
preceding the date of this petition or for a longer part of such 180 days than in any other District.

0l A bankruptcy case concerning debtor's affiliate, general partner or partnership is pending in this District.

PENDING BANKRUPTCY CASE FILED BY ORAGAINST ANY PARTNER
OR AFFILIATE OF THIS DEBTOR (Report information for any additional cases on attached sheets.)

Name of Debtor Case Number Date

Relationship District Judge

ALLEGATIONS COURT USE ONLY
(Check applicable boxes)

1. El Petitioner(s) are eligible to file this petition pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 303(b).
2. E[ The debtor is a person against whom an order for relief may be entered under title 11

of the United States Code.
3.a. 0 The debtor is generally not paying such debtor's debts as they become due, unless

such debts are the subject of a bona fide dispute;
or

b. El Within 120 days preceding the filing of this petition, a custodian, other than a trustee,
receiver, or agent appointed or authorized to take charge of less than substantially all
of the property of the debtor for the purpose of enforcing a lien against such
property, was appointed or took possession.

If a child support creditor or its representative is a petitioner and if the petitioner files the forn specified in § 3 0 4(g) of the Bankruptcy
Reform Act of 1994, no fee is required. Rules App. A-35



Name of Debtor
FORM 5 Involuntary Petition
(12/02), CaseNo. (courtuseonly)

(court use only)

TRANSFEROFCLAIM

Check this box if there has been a transfer of any claim against the debtor by or to any petitioner. Attach all documents evidencing
the transfer and any statements that are required under Bankruptcy Rule 1003(a).

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

Petitioner(s) request that an order for relief be entered against the debtor under the chapter of title 11, United States Code, specified in
this petition.

Petitioner(s) declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct according to the best of their
knowledge, information, and belief.

x x
Signature of Petitioner or Representative (State title) Signature of Attorney Date

Name of Petitioner Date Signed Name of Attorney Firm (If any)

Name & Mailing 'Address
Address of Individual
Signing in Representative TelephoneNo.
Capacity

x x
Signature of Petitioner.or Representative (State title) Signature of Attorney Date

Name of Petitioner Date Signed Name of Attorney Firm (If any)

Name & Mailing Address
Address of Individual _
Signing in Representative Telephone No.
Capacity

.---------- '-----___.---

x x
Signature of Petitioner or Representative (State title) Signature of Attorney Date

Name of Petitioner Date Signed Name of Attorney Firm (If any)

Name & Mailing Address
Address of Individual
Signing in Representative Telephone No.
Capacity

PETITIONING CREDITORS

Name and Address of Petitioner Nature of Claim Amount of Claim -

Name and Address of Petitioner Nature of Claim Amount of Claim

Name and Address of Petitioner Nature of Claim Amount of Claim

Note: If there are more than three petitioners, attach additional sheets with the statement under Total Amount of
penalty of perjury, each petitioner's signature under the statement and the name of attorney Petitioners' Claims
and petitioning creditor information in the format above.

_ continuation sheets attached
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Form 5

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is amended to give notice that no filing fee is required if a child
support creditor or its representative is a petitioner, and if the petitioner also files
a form detailing the child support debt, its status, and other characteristics, as
specified in § 304(g) of the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-394,
108 Stat. 4106 (Oct. 22, 1994).

Cules App. A-37
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Official Form 17
(12/02)

United States Bankruptcy Court

District Of _

In re
Debtor

Case No.

Chapter

[Caption as in Form 16A, 16B, 16C, or 16D, as appropriate]

NOTICE OF APPEAL

_, the plaintiff [or defendant or other party] appeals under 28 U.S.C.

§ 158(a) or (b) from the judgment, order, or decree of the bankruptcy judge (describe) entered in this adversary

proceeding [or other proceeding, describe type] on the day of
(month) (year)

The names of all parties to the judgment, order, or decree appealed from and the names, addresses, and

telephone numbers of their respective attorneys are as follows:

Dated:

Signed:
Attorney for Appellant (or Appellant, if not represented by
an Attorney)

Attorney Name: _

Address:

Telephone No:

If a Bankruptcy Appellate Panel Service is authorized to hear this appeal, each party has a right to have the

appeal heard by the district court. The appellant may exercise this right only by filing a separate statement of

election at the time of the filing of this notice of appeal. Any other party may elect, within the time provided in 28

U.S.C. § 158(c), to have the appeal heard by the district court.

If a child support creditor or its representative is the appellant, and if the child support creditor or its representative

files the form specified in § 304(g) of the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1994, no fee is required
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Form 17

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is amended to give notice that no filing fee is required if a child
support creditor or its representative is the appellant, and if the child support
creditor or its representative files a form detailing the child support debt, its status,
and other characteristics, as specified in § 304(g) of the Bankruptcy Reform Act
of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-396, 108 Stat. 4106 (Oct. 22, 1994).
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AMENDMENTS TO OFFICIAL FORMS
1.3.5.6.7,8.9.10,16A. 16C. AND 19:

Public Comments on the Proposed Amendments to the Official Forms:

Consistent with the comments received on the proposed amendments
to the Bankruptcy Rules to implement the Judicial Conference policy on the
restriction on the use of social security numbers, the comments on the
proposed amendments to the Official Forms were generic in nature and did
not address any specific language contained in the forms. The issues raised
and arguments offered were contained in the comments on the amendments
to Rule 1005 as set out in the Report. The commentators generally
expressed concern that they have the ability to- identify the debtor by using a
full social security number. The amendments to the Official Forms as set
out below implement the Judicial Conference policy by limiting the
publication of social security numbers to the final four digits.

Several bankruptcy petition preparers objected to the requirement that
they include their full social security number on Official Form 19. That
requirement is set out in § 110 of the Bankruptcy Code, however, and
cannot be altered by the Official Form.

Rules App. A-40



(Official Form 1) (12/03)

FORM BI United States Bankruptcy Court V
^ District of ~~~~~~~~~~~~Voluntary Petition_ _ _ _ _ _ _ District of_

Name of Debtor (if individual, enter Last, First, Middle): Name of Joint Debtor (Spouse) (Last, First, Middle):

All Other Names used by the Debtor in the last 6 years All Other Names used by the Joint Debtor in the last 6 years
(include married, maiden, and trade names): (include married, maiden, and trade names):

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No./Complete EIN or other Tax I.D. Last four digits of Soc. Sec.No./Complete EIN or other Tax I.D. No.
No. (if more than one, state all): (if more than one, state all):

Street Address of Debtor (No. & Street, City, State & Zip Code): Street Address of Joint Debtor (No. & Street, City, State & Zip Code):

County of Residence or of the County of Residence or of the
Principal Place of Business: Principal Place of Business:

Mailing Address of Debtor (if different from street address): Mailing Address of Joint Debtor (if different from street address):

Location of Principal Assets of Business Debtor
(if different from street address above):

Information Regarding the Debtor (Check the Applicable Boxes)
Venue (Check any applicable box)
a Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence, principal place of business, or principal assets in this District for 180 days immediately

preceding the date of this petition or for a longer part of such 180 days than in any other District.
J There is a bankruptcy case concerning debtor's affiliate, general partner, or partnership pending in this District

Type of Debtor (Check a boxes that apply) Chapter or Section of Bankruptcy Code Under Which
QL Individual(s) [l Railroad the Petition is Filed (Check one box)
El Corporation al Stockbroker
El Partnership El Commodity Broker Q Chapter 7 Q Chapter 11 E Chapter 13
E Other_ El ClearingBank j Chapter 9 0 Chapter 12Q Sec. 304 - Case ancillary to foreign proceeding

Nature of Debts (Check one box)
Q Consumer/Non-Business Cl Business Filing Fee (Check one box)

_ Full Filing Fee attached
Chapter 11 Small Business (Check all boxes that apply) E Filing Fee to be paid in installments (Applicable to individuals only)

E Debtor is a small business as defined in 11 U.S.C. § 101 Must attach signed application for the courtes consideration
a Debtor is and elects to be considered a small business under certifying that the debtor is unable to pay fee except in installments.

11 U.S.C. §1121(e) (Optional) Rule 1006(b). See Official Form No. 3.

Statistical/Administrative Information (Estimates only) THIS SPACE IS FOR COURT USE ONLY

El Debtor estimates that funds will be available for distribution to unsecured creditors.
D Debtor estimates that, after any exempt property is excluded and administrative expenses paid, there will

be no funds available for distribution to unsecured creditors.

Estimated Number of Creditors 1-15 16-49 50-99 100-199 200-999 1000-over
11 El 0l E1 El El

Estimated Assets
$0 to $50,001 to Soo,0o' to $500,001 to S1,000,001 to SIooooooI to $50,000,001 to More than

$50,000 $100,000 $500,000 $1 million- $10 million $50 million $100 million $100million

0 0a 1E1 0 E El 0 El
Estimated Debts

50 to $50,001 to $100,001 to $300,001 to S.O000,001 to $10,000,001 to $50,000,001 to More than
s50,QOO S100,000 $500,000 SI million SI0 million S50 million $100 million S100 million

al El El El El E14 [ 0 ______.
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(Official Form 1) (12/03) FORM BI, Page 2

Voluntary Petition Name of Debtor(s):
(This page must be completed and filed in every case)

Prior Bankruptcy Case Filed Within Last 6 Years (If more than one, attach additional sheet)
Location Case Number: Date Filed:
Where Filed: ; '

Pending Bankruptcy Case Filed by any Spouse, Partner or Affiliate of this Debtor (If mo re than one, attach additional sheet)
Name of Debtor: Case Number: Date Filed:

District: ' Relationship, Judge:,

Signatures'
Signature(s) of Debtor(s) (Individual/Joint) Exhibit A

I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this (To be completed if debtor is required to file periodic reports
petition is true and correct (e.g., forms 10K and IOQ) with the Securities and Exchange
[If petitioner is an individual whose debts are primarily consumer debts Commission pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities
and has chosen to file under chapter 7] I am aware that I may proceed Exchange Act of 1934 and is requesting relief under chapter 11)
under chapter 7, 11, 12 or 13 of title I1, United States Code, understand Cl Exhibit A is attached and made a part of this petition.
the relief available under each such chapter, and choose to proceed
under chapter7. Exhibit B
I request relief in accordance with the chapter of title 11, United States (To be completed if debtor is an individual
Code, specified in this petition. whose debts are primarily consumer debts)

L the attorney for the petitioner named in the foregoing petition, declare
X that I have informed the petitioner that the or she] may proceed under

_ chapter 7, 11, 12, or 13 of title 11, United States Code, and have
Signature of Debtor explained the relief available under each such chapter.

X . X_ __ __
Signature of Joint Debtor Signature of Attorney for Debtor(s) Date

Telephone Number (If not represented by attorney) Exhibit CDoes the debtor own or have possession of any property that poses
oris alleged to pose athreat of imminentand identifiable harm to

Date
________________________________________________________public health or safety?

Signature of Attorney 0 Yes, and Exhibit C is attached and made a part of this petition.
X_________________ No

Signature of Attorney for Debtor(s) Signature of Non-Attorney Petition Preparer

Printed Name of Attorney for Debtor(s) r I certify that I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as defined in 11 U.S.C.
§ 110, that I prepared this document for compensation,' and that I have
provided the debtor with a copy of this documentI

Firm Name

Printed Name of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer
Address"

Social SecurityNumber(Requiredby 11 U.S.C.§ 110)

Telephone Number Address

Date
Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals who

Signature of Debtor (Corporation/Partnership) prepared or assisted in preparing this document:
I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided inthis
petition is true and correct, and that I have been authorized to file this
petition on behalf of the debtor.
The debtor requests relief in accordance with the chapter oftitle 11, If more than one person prepared this document, 'attach
United States Code, specified in this petition. additional sheets conforming to the appropriate official form for

each person.
Signature ofAuthorized Individual X

,___________________________________ _ ~. Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer
Printed Name of Authorized Individual

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ Date
TitleofAuthorizedIndividual A bankruptcy petition preparer's failure to comply with the provisions

._____________________ _ . of title 11 and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result
Date in fines or imprisonment or both II U.S.C. §110; 18 U.S.C. §156.
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Form 1

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is amended to require the debtor to disclose only the last four digits of the
debtor's social security number to afford greater privacy to the individual debtor, whose
bankruptcy case records may be available on the Internet. Pursuant to § 110(c) of the Bankruptcy
Code, the certification by a non-attorney bankruptcy petition preparer requires a petition preparer
to provide the full social security number of the individual who actually prepares the document.
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Official Form 3
(12/03)

United States Bankruptcy Court
_____________ District Of

In re , Case No.
Debtor

Chapter

APPLICATION TO PAY FILING FEE IN INSTALLMENTS

1. In accordance with Fed. R. Bankr. P. 1006, I apply for permission to pay the Filing Fee amounting to $ _ in installments.

2. I certify that I am unable to pay the Filing Fee except in installments.

3. I further certify that I have not paid any money or transferred any property to an attorney for services in connection with this case and that I will
neither make any payment nor transfer any property for services in connection with this case until the filing fee is paid in full.

4. I propose the following terms for the payment of the Filing Fee.*

$ ___________________ Check one a] With the filing of the petition, or
e3 On or before

$ on or before

$ on or before

$ on or before

* The number of installments proposed shall not exceed four (4), and the final installment shall be payable not later than 120 days after filing the
petition. For cause shown, the court may extend the time of any installment, provided the last installment is paid not later than 180 days after
filing the petition. Fed. R. Bankr. P. 1006(b)(2).

5. 1 understand that if I fail to pay any installment when due my bankruptcy case may be dismissed and I may not receive a discharge of my debts.

Signature of Attorney Date Signature of Debtor Date
(In a joint case, both spouses must sign.)

Name of Attorney
Signature of Joint Debtor (if any) Date

CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE OF NON-ATI'ORNEY BANKRUPTCY PETITION PREPARER (See 11 U.S.C. § 110)

I certify that I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as defined in 11I U.S.C. § 1 10, that I prepared this document for compensation, and that I have provided
the debtor with a copy of this document. I also certify that I will not accept money or any other property f-rom the debtor before the filing fee is paid in full.

Printed or Typed Name of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Social Security No.
(Required by 11 U.S.C. § 110(c).)

Address

Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted in preparing this document:

If more than one person prepared this document, attach additional signed sheets conforming to the appropriate Official Form for each person.

x
Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Date

A bankruptcy petition preparer 'sfailure to comply with the provisions of title 11 and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result in fines
or imprisonment or both. 11 U.S.C. § 110; 18 U.S.C. § 156.
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Form 3

COMMITTEE NOTE

Pursuant to § 110(c) of the Bankruptcy Code, the certification by a non-attorney
bankruptcy petition preparer requires a petition preparer to provide the full social security
number of the individual who actually prepares the' document pursuant to § 110(c) of the Code.
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FORM B5
(12/03)

United States Bankruptcy Court INVOLUNTARY

District of PETITION
IN RE (Name of Debtor - If Individual: Last, First, Middle) ALL OTHER NAMES used by debtor in the last 6 years

(Include married, maiden, and trade names.)

LAST FOUR DIGITS OF SOC. SEC. NO./Complete EIN or other TAX I.D.
NO. (If more than one, state all.) ,

STREET ADDRESS OF DEBTOR (No. and street, city, state, and zip code) MAILING ADDRESS OF DEBTOR (If different from street address)

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OR
PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS

LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL ASSETS OF BUSINESS DEBTOR (If different from previously listed addresses)

CHAPTER OF BANKRUPTCY CODE UNDER WHICH PETITION IS FILED

E Chapter 7 0 Chapter II

INFORMATION REGARDING DEBTOR (Check applicable boxes)

Petitioners believe: TYPE OF DEBTOR
Cl Debts are primarily consumer debts [I] Individual [Fl Stockbroker
L Debts are primarily business debts Cl Partnership l:| Commodity Broker

L Corporation LI Railroad[] Other:
B. BRIEFLY DESCRIBE NATURE OF BUSINESS

VENUE FILING FEE (Check one box)

L Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence, principal
place of business, or principal assets in the District for 180 El Full Filing Fee attached
days immediately preceding the date of this petition or for [ Petitioner is a child suport creditor or its representative,
a longer part of such 180 days than in any other District, and the form specified in § 304(g) of the Bankruptcy

LI A bankruptcy case concerning debtor's affiliate, general Reform Act of 1994 is attached.
partner or partnership is pending in this District.

PENDING BANKRUPTCY CASE FILED BY OR AGAINST ANY PARTNER
OR AFFILIATE OF THIS DEBTOR (Report information for any additional cases on attached sheets.)

Name of Debtor Case Number Date

Relationship District Judge

ALLEGATIONS COURT USE ONLY
(Check applicable boxes)

1. L Petitioner(s) are eligible to file this petition pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 303(b).
2. 0 The debtor is a person against whom an order for relief may be entered under title 11

of the United States Code.
3.a. 3] The debtor is generally not paying such debtor's debts as they become due, unless

such debts are the subject of a bona fide dispute;
or

b. LI Within 120 days preceding the filing of this petition, a custodian, other than a trustee,
receiver, or agent appointed or authorized to take charge of less than substantially all
of the property of the debtor for the purpose of enforcing a lien against such
property, was appointed or took possession.

Of a child support creditor or its representative is a petitioner and f the petitionerfiles theform specified in ,§ 
3 04(g) of the Bankruptcy

Reform Act of 1994, no fee is required.
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Name of Debtor____________________
FORM 5 Involuntary PetitionN
(6/92) CaseNo. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Itl-11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i~~~~~~(ort use only)
TRANSFER OF CLAIM

El Check this box if there has been a transfer of any claim against the debtor by or to any petitioner. Attach all documents evidencing
the transfer and any statements that are required under Bankruptcy Rule 1003(a).

REQUEST FORRELIEF

Petitioner(s) request that an order for relief be entered against the debtor under the chapter of title 11, United States Code, specified in
this petition.

Petitioner(s) declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct according to the best of their
knowledge, information, and belief.

X X
Signature of Petitioner or Representative (State title) Signature of Attorney Date

'Name of Petitioner Date Signed Name of Attorney Firm (If any)

Name & Mailing Address
Address of Individual _ ___ _ _
Signing in Representative Telephone No.
CapacityCapacity_ ___________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

x x
Signature of Petitioner or Representative (State title) Signature of Attorney Date

Name of Petitioner Date Signed Name of Attorney Firm (If any)

Name & Mailing Address
Address of Individual _ _
Signing in Representative Telephone No.
Capacity_
Capacity_________________________________
X X
Signature of Petitioner or Representative (State title) Signature of Attorney Date

Name of Petitioner Date Signed Name of Attorney Firm (If any)

Name & Mailing Address
Address of Individual
Signing in Representative Telephone No.
Capacity

PETMIIONING CREDITORS
Name and Address of Petitioner Nature of Claim Amount of Claim

e and Address of Petitioner Nature of Claim Amount of Claim

Name and Address of Petitioner Nature of Claim Amount of Claim

Note: If there are more than three petitioners, attach additional sheets with the statement under Total Amount of
penalty of perjury, each petitioner's signature under the statement and the name of attorney Petitioners' Claims
and petitioning creditor information in the format above.

____continuation sheets attached
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Form 5

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is amended to require the petitioner to disclose the debtor's employer

identification number, if any, and only the last four digits of the debtor's social security number

to afford greater privacy to the individual debtor, whose bankruptcy case records may be

available on the Internet. The form also is amended to delete the request for information

concerning the "Type of Business," as this data no longer is collected for statistical purposes.
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Form B6D
(12/03)

In re , Case No. _________________F all In re Debtor (If known)

SCHEDULE D - CREDITORS HOLDING SECURED CLAIMS

State the name, mailing address, including zip code and last four digits of any account number of all entities holding claims secured by property
of the debtor as of the date of filing of the petition. The complete account number of any account the debtor has with the creditor is useful to the trustee and
the creditor and may be provided if the debtor chooses to do so. List creditors holding all types of secured interests such as judgment liens, garnishments,
statutory liens, mortgages, deeds of trust, and other security interests. List creditors in alphabetical order to the extent practicable. If all secured creditors
will not fit on this page, use the continuation sheet provided.

If any entity other than a spouse in ajoint case may be jointly liable on a claim, placean "X" in the column labeled "Codebtor," include the entity
on the appropriate schedule of creditors, and complete Schedule H - Codebtors. If ajoint petition is filed, state whether husband, wife, both of them, or the
marital community may be liable on each claim by placing an "H," "W," "J," or "C" in the column labeled "Husband, Wife, Joint, or Community."

If the claim is contingent, place an "X" in the column labeled "Contingent." If the claim is unliquidated, place an "X" in the column labeled
"Unliquidated." If the claim is disputed, place an "X" in the column labeled "Disputed." (You may need to place an "X" in more than one of these three
columns.)

Report the total of all claims listed on this schedule in the box labeled "Total" on the last sheet of the completed schedule. Report this total also
on the Summary of Schedules.

0 Check this box if debtor has no creditors holding secured claims to report on this Schedule D.

CREDITOR'S NAME, DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED, AMOUNT
MAILING ADDRESS NATURE OF LIEN, AND Z OF

INCLUDING ZIP CODE, i DESCRIPTION AND MARKET 0 CLAIM UNSECURED
AND ACCOUNT NUMBER z VALUE OF PROPERTY 9- WITHOUT PORTION,

(See instructions above.) E ., SUBJECT TO LIEN Z 0' DEDUCTING IF ANY
_ _ B R Z 8 ; . ~~~~~~VALUE OF

COLLATERAL

ACCOUNT NO.,

VALUE $

ACCOUNT NO.

VALUE $

ACCOUNTNO.

VALUE $

ACCOUNT NO.

VALUE $

_______continuation sheets attached Subtotal> $
(Total of this page)

Total> $
(Use only on last page)

(Report total also on Summary of Schedules)
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Form B6D -Cont.
(12/03)

In re _ Case No.
Debtor (If known)

SCHEDULE D - CREDITORS HOLDING SECURED CLAIMS
(Continuation Sheet)

AMOUNT

CREDITOR'S NAME, 0 . DATE CLAIM WAS OF
MAILING ADDRESS L; INCURRED, CLAIM UNSECURED

INCLUDING ZIP CODE j z NATURE OF LIEN, AND ' , WiTHOUT PORTION,

AND ACCOUNT NUMBER 0 i e F. ; DESCRIPTION AND MARKET z 0 . DEDUCTING IF ANY

(See instructions.) VALUE OF PROPERTY VALUE OF
,, e n. 9 SUBJECT TO LIEN COLLATERAL

AC-COUNT NO.

VALUE $

ACCOUNTNO.

VALUE$

ACCOUNT NO.

VALUE $

ACCOUNT NO.

VALUE$

ACCOUNT NO.

VALUE$

LSheet no. __of-continuation sheets attached to Schedule of Creditors Holding Secured Claims Subtotal>- $
(Total of this page-)

Total >$
(Use only on last page)

(Report total also on Summary of Schedules)
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Form B6E
(12/03)

In re .__________________ Case No.______________
Debtor (if known)

SCHEDULE E - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED PRIORITY CLAIMS

A complete list of claims entitled to priority, listed separately by type of priority, is to be set forth on the sheets provided. Only holders of
unsecured claims entitled to priority should be listed in this schedule. In the boxes provided on the attached sheets, state the name, mailing
address, including zip code, and last four digits of the account number, if any, of all entities holding priority claims against the debtor or the
property of the debtor, as of the date of the filing of the petition. The complete account number of any account the debtor has with the creditor is
useful to the trustee and the creditor and may be provided if the debtor chooses to do so.

If any entity other than a spouse in a joint case may be jointly liable on a claim, place an "X" in the column labeled "Codebtor," include the
entity on the appropriate schedule of creditors, and complete Schedule H-Codebtors. If a joint petition is filed, state whether husband, wife, both
of them or the marital community may be liable on each claim by placing an "H,""W,""J," or "C" in the column labeled "Husband, Wife, Joint, or
Community."

If the claim is contingent, place an "X" in the column labeled "Contingent." If the claim is unliquidated, place an "X" in the column labeled
"Unliquidated." If the claim is disputed, place an "X" in the column labeled "Disputed." (You may need to placean "X" in more than one of these
three columns.)

Report the total of claims listed on each sheet in the box labeled "Subtotal" on each sheet. Report the total of all claims listed on this
Schedule E in the box labeled "Total" on the last sheet of the completed schedule. Repeat this total also on the Summary of Schedules.

El Check this box if debtor has no creditors holding unsecured priority claims to report on this Schedule E.

TYPES OF PRIORITY CLAIMS (Check the appropriate box(es) below if claim's in that category are listed on the attached sheets)

[JExtensions of credit in an involuntary case

Claims arising in the ordinary course of the debtor's business or financial affairs after the commencement of the case but before the earlier of the
appointment of a trustee or the order for relief. 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(2).

O Wages, salaries, and commissions

Wages, salaries, and commissions, including vacation, severance, and sick leave pay owing to employees and commissions owing to qualifying
independent sales representatives up to $4,650* per person earned within 90 days immediately preceding the filing of the original petition, or the
cessation of business, whichever occurred first, to the extent provided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(3).

El Contributions to employee benefit plans

Money owed to employee benefit plans for services rendered within 180 days immediately preceding the filing of the original petition, or the
cessation of business, whichever occurred first, to the extent provided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(4).

El Certain farmers and fishermen

Claims of certain farmers and fishermen, up to $4,650* per farmer or fisherman, against the debtor, as provided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(5).

El Deposits by individuals

Claims of individuals up to $2, 100* for deposits for the purchase, lease, or rental of property or services for personal, family, or household use,
that were not delivered or provided. 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(6).
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Form M6E
(12/03)

In re _ , Case No.o
Debtor (if known)

El Alimony, Maintenance, or Support

Claims of a spouse, former spouse, or child of the debtor for alimony, maintenance, or support, to the extent provided in 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(7).

Cl Taxes and Certain Other Debts Owed to Governmental Units

Taxes, customs duties, and penalties owing to federal, state, and local governmental units as set forth in 11 U.S.C. § 507(a)(8).

El Commitments to Maintain the Capital of an Insured Depository Institution

Claims based on commitments to the FDIC, RTC, Director of the Office of Thrift Supervision, Comptroller of the Currency, or Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System, or their predecessors or successors, to maintain the capital of an insured depository institution. 11

U.S.C. § 507 (a)(9).

Amounts are subject to adjustment on April 1, 2004, and every three years thereafter with respect to cases commenced on or after the date of

adjustment.

continuation sheets attached
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Forn B6E -Cont.
(12/03)

In re . Case No.
Debtor (If known)

SCHEDULE E - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED PRIORITY CLAIMS
(Continuation Sheet)

TYPE OF PRIORITY

_ . __ F _ _i AMOUNT
CREDITOR'S NAME, DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED Z 'T' OF
MAILING ADDRESS 5: AND CONSIDERATION FOR 3 CLAIM UNSECURED

INCLUDING ZIP CODE, N CLAIM - WITHOUT PORTION,
AND ACCOUNT NUMBER 8 &Z z o a DEDUCTING IF ANY

(See instructions.) 1 0 - VALUE OF
COLLATERAL

ACCOUNTNO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNTNO.

Sheet no. of__ sheets attached to Schedule of Creditors Subtotal) $
Holding Priority Clis(Total of this pge7)

(Use only on last page of the completed Schedule E.)
(Report total also on Summary of Schedules)
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Fonn B6F -Cont.
(12/03)

In re . Case No.
Debtor (If known)

SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIM1S
(Continuation Sheet)

AMOUNT
CREDITOR'S NAME, 0 DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND Z OF
MAILING ADDRESS 0 CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. Q CLAIM

INCLUDING ZIP CODE, n IF CLAIM IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, W WITHOUT
AND ACCOUNT NUMBER ' O SO STATE. z O n DEDUCTING

0 -< i B ' ': ,UVALUE OF,
COLLATERAL

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.,

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNTNO.

Seet no. __of isheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal ) $
CeiosHolding UJnsecured Nonpriority CMs(Total of this p"age)

Total[ > $
(Use only on last page of the completed Schedule E.)
(Report total also on Summary of Schedules)
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Fomn B6F (12/03)

In re , Case No.

C :1 Debtor (If known)

SCHEDULE F- CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS

State the name, mailing address, including zip code, and last four digits of any account number, of all entities holding unsecured claims without priority
against the debtor or the property of the debtor, as of the date of filing of the petition. The complete account number of any account the debtor has with the
creditor is useful to the trustee and the creditor and may be provided if the debtor chooses to do so. Do not include claims listed in Schedules D and E. If all
creditors will not fit on this page, use the continuation sheet provided.

If any entity other than a spouse in a joint case may be jointly liable on a claim, place an "X" in' the column labeled "Codebtor," include the entity on the
appropriate schedule of creditors, and complete Schedule H - Codebtors. If ajoint petition is filed, state whether husband, wife, both of them, or the marital
community maybe liable on each claim by placing an "H," "W," "J," or "C" in the column labeled "Husband, Wife, Joint, or Community."

If the claim is contingent, place an "X 'in the column labeled "Contingent." If the claim is unliquidated, place an "X' in the column labeled "Unliquidated."
If the claim is disputed, place an "X' in the column labeled "Disputed." (You may need to place an X" in more than one of these three columns.)

Report total of all claims listed on this schedule in the box labeled "Total" on the last sheet of the completed schedule. Report this total also on the Summary
of Schedules.

0 Check this box if debtor has no creditors holding unsecured claims to report on this Schedule F.

' - _ _ __AMOUNTCREDITOR'S NAME, DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND Z OF
MAILING ADDRESS 0 CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. CLAIM

INCLUDING ZIP CODE, ' (8 IF CLAIM IS SUDJECTTO SETOFF, _ : ITIIOUT
AND ACCOUNT NUMBER 0 3 - SO STATE. Z HDEDUCING

(See instructions, above.) VALUE OF COLLATERAL
s~~~~ ~~~~~~ F VAU FCLAEA

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

___continuation sheets attached Subtotal >0~ $
Total > $

(Report also on Summary of Schedules)
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Form B6F - Coat.
(12/03)

In re Case No.
Debtor (If known)

SCHEDULE F - CREDITORS HOLDING UNSECURED NONPRIORITY CLAIMS
(Continuation Sheet)

CREDITOR'S NAME AND DATE CLAIM WAS INCURRED AND AMFONT,
MAILING ADDRESS al CONSIDERATION FOR CLAIM. CLAIM

INCLUDING ZIP CODE i ; z IF CLAIM IS SUBJECT TO SETOFF, WITHOUT
8, , ;M., , > ' a;§ 1 t1 1 'SOSTATE. , DEDUCTING

VALUE OF
,, . COLLATERAL'

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT NO.

Sheet no. __of -sheets attached to Schedule of Subtotal )0 $
Creditors Holding Unsecured Nonpriority Claims (Total of this page)

Total )~$ 
(Use only on last page of the completed Schedule E.)
(Report total also on Summary of Schedules)
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Form B61
(12/03)

In re _ Case No.
Debtor (if known)

SCHEDULE I - CURRENT INCOME OF INDIVIDUAL DEBTOR(S)

The column labeled "Spouse" must be completed in all cases filed by joint debtors and by a married debtor in a chapter 12 or 13 case whether or not
a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and a joint petition is not filed.

Debtor's Marital DEPENDENTS OF DEBTOR AND SPOUSE
Status:

RELATIONSHIP AGE

Employment: DEBTOR SPOUSE
Occupation
Name of Em=Iover
How long employed
Address of Employer

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Income: (Estimate of average monthly income) DEBTOR SPOUSE
Current monthly gross wages, salary, and commissions

(pro rate if not paid monthly.) $ $
Estimated monthly overtime $ $

SUBTOTAL $ $

LESS PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS
a. Payroll taxes and social security $ $

b. Insurance $ $
c. Union dues $ $
d. Other (Specify: ) $ $

SUBTOTAL OF PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS $ $

TOTAL NET MONTHLY TAKE HOME PAY $ $

Regular income from operation of business or profession or farm $ $
(attach detailed statement)
Income from real property $ $
Interest and dividends $ $
Alimony, maintenance or support payments payable to the debtor for the
debtor's use or that of dependents listed above. $ $
Social security or other government assistance
(Specify) $ $
Pension or retirement income $ $
Other monthly income $ $
(Specify) ' $ $-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _$ $-__ _

TOTAL MONTHLY INCOME $ $

TOTAL COMBINED MONTHLY INCOME $ (Report also on Summary of Schedules)

Describe any increase or decrease of more than 10% in any of the above categories anticipated to occur within the year following the filing of
this document:
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Official Forms 6-cont.
(12/03)

In re x Case No.

Debtor (If kmown)

DECLARATION CONCERNING DEBTOR'S SCHEDULES

DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY BY INDIVIDUAL DEBTOR

I declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the foregoing summary and schedules, consisting of
(Total shown on sunmary page plus 1.)

sheets, and that they are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

Date _ Signature: Debtor
Debtor

Date Signature:
2 {Jo~~~,7int Debtor, if any);

[If joint case, both spouses tmust sign.]

CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE OF NON-ATTORNEY BANKRUPTCY PETITION PREPARER (See 11 U.S.C. § 110)

I certify that I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as defined in 11 U.S.C. § 110, that I prepared this document for compensation, and that I have provided the debtor with a
copy of this document.

Printed or Typed Name of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Social Security No.
(Required by II U.S.C. § 110(c).)

Address

Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted in preparing this document:

If more than one person prepared this document, attach additional signed sheets conforming to the appropriate Official Formn for each person.

x
Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Date

A bankruptcy petition preparer'sfailure to comply with the provisions of title 11 and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result infines or imprisomneft or both. It U.S.C. 110;
18 U.S.C § 156.

DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY ON BEHALF OF A CORPORATION OR PARTNERSHIP

l, the [the president or other officer or an authorized agent of the corporation or a member or an authorized agent of
the partnership ] of the [corporation or partnership] named as debtor in this case, declare under penalty of perjury that I
have read the foregoing summary and schedules, consisting of _ sheets, and that they are true and correct to
the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. (Total shown on sumrmnary page plus 1.)

Date Signature_

[Print or type name of individual signing on behalf of debtor.]

[An individual signing on behalf of a partnership or corporation must indicate position or relationship to debtor.]

Penaotyfornmakingafalsestatementorconcealingproperty. Fine of up to $500,000 or imprisonment for up to 5 years or both. 1 U.S.C. §§ 152 and 3571.
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Form 6

COMMITTEE NOTE

The instructions to Schedule D (Creditors Holding Secured Claims), Schedule E
(Creditors Holding Unsecured Priority Claims), and Schedule F (Creditors Holding Unsecured
Nonpriority Claims) are amended to inform the debtor that the debtor must list the last four digits
of any account number with the listed creditor, and that the debtor may, in its discretion, include
the entire account number in the schedules. Schedule I (Current Income of Individual Debtor(s))
is amended to provide greater privacy to minors and other dependents of the debtor by deleting
the requirement that the debtor disclose their names. Pursuant to § 110(c) of the Bankruptcy
Code, the certification by a non-attorney bankruptcy petition preparer requires a petition preparer
to provide the full social security number of the individual who actually prepares the document.
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Form 7
(12/03)

FORM 7. STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

__ DISTRICT OF

In re: , Case No.
(Name) (if known)

Debtor

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

This statement is to be completed by every debtor. Spouses filing ajoint petition may file a single statement on which
the information for both spouses is combined. If the case is filed under chapter 12 or chapter 13, a married debtor must furnish
information for both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and atjoint petition is not
filed. An individual debtor engaged in business as a sole proprietorpartner, family farmer, or self-employed professional,
should provide the information requested on this statement concerning all such activities as well as the individual's personal
affairs.

Questions I - 18 are to be completed by all debtors. Debtors that are or have been in business, as defined below, also
must complete Questions 19 - 25. If the answer to an applicable question is "None," mark the box labeled "None." If
additional space is needed for the answer to any question, use and attach a separate sheet properly identified with the case name,
case number (if known), and the number of the question.

DEFINITIONS

"In business. " A debtor is "in business" for the purpose of this form if the debtor is a corporation or partnership. An
individual debtor is "in business" for the purpose of this form if the debtor is-or has been, within the six years immediately
preceding the filing of this bankruptcy case, any of the following: an officer, director, managing executive, or owner of 5 percent
or more of the voting or equity securities of a corporation; a partner, other than a limited partner, of a partnership; a sole
proprietor or self-employed.

"Insider. " The term "insider" includes but is not limited to: relatives of the debtor; general partners of the debtor and
their relatives; corporations of which the debtor is an officer, director, or person in control; officers, directors, and any owner of
5 percent or more of the voting or equity securities of a corporate debtor and their relatives; affiliates of the debtor and insiders
of such affiliates; any managing agent of the debtor. 11 U.S.C. § 101.

1. Income from employment or operation of business

None State the gross amount of income the debtor has received from employment, trade, or profession, or from operation of
Cl the debtor's business from the beginning of this calendar year to the date this case was commenced. State also the

gross amounts received during the two years immediately preceding this calendar year. (A debtor that maintains, or
has maintained, financial records on the basis of a fiscal rather than a calendar year may report fiscal year income.
Identify the beginning and ending dates of the debtor's fiscal year.) If a joint petition is filed, state income for each
spouse separately. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must state income of both spouses whether
or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and a joint petition is not filed.)

AMOUNT SOURCE (if more than one)
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2. Income other'than from employment or operation of business

None State the amount of income received by the debtor other than from employment, trade, profession, or operation of the
rl debtor's business during the two years immediately preceding the commencement of this case. Give particulars. If a

joint petition is filed, state income for each spouse separately. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13
must state income for each spouse whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and ajoint
petition is not filed.)

AMOUNT SOURCE

3. Payments to creditors

None a. List all payments on loans, installment purchases of goods or services, and other debts, aggregating more than
El $600 to any creditor, made within 90 days immediately preceding the commencement of this case. (Married

debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include payments by either or both spouses whether or not a
joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and ajoint petition is not filed.)

NAME AND ADDRESS OF CREDITOR DATES OF AMOUNT AMOUNT
PAYMENTS PAID STILL OWING

None b. List all payments made within one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case to or for the
El benefit of creditors who are or were insiders. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include

payments by either or both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and a
joint petition is not filed.)

NAME AND ADDRESS OF CREDITOR DATE OF AMOUNT AMOUNT
AND RELATIONSHIP TO DEBTOR PAYMENT PAID STILL OWING

4. Suits and administrative proceedings, executions, garnishments and attachments

None a. List all suits and administrative proceedings to which the debtor is or was a party within one year immediately
Dl preceding the filing of this bankruptcy case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include

information concerning either or both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are
separated and a joint petition is not filed.)

CAPTION OF SUIT COURT OR AGENCY STATUS OR
AND CASE NUMBER NATURE OF PROCEEDING AND LOCATION DISPOSITION
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None b. Describe all property that has been attached, garnished or seized under any legal or equitable process within one

5 year immediately preceding the commencement of this case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter

13 must include information concerning property of either or both spouses whether or not ajoint petition is filed,

unless the spouses are separated and ajoint petition is not filed.)

NAME AND ADDRESS> DESCRIPTION

OF PERSON FOR WHOSE DATE OF AND VALUE OF

BENEFIT PROPERTY WAS SEIZED SEIZURE PROPERTY

5. Repossessions, foreclosures and returns

None List all property that has been repossessed by a creditor, sold at a foreclosure sale, transferred through a deed in lieu

a of foreclosure or returned to the seller, within one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case.

(Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include informnation concerning property of either or both

spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and a joint petition is not filed.)

DATE OF REPOSSESSION, DESCRIPTION

NAME AND ADDRESS FORECLOSURE SALE, AND VALUE OF

OF CREDITOR OR SELLER TRANSFER OR RETURN PROPERTY

6. Assignments and receiverships

None a. Describe any assignment of property for the benefit of creditors made within 120 days immediately preceding the

5 commencement of this case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include any assignment

by either or both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and a joint

petition is not filed.)

TERMS OF

NAME AND ADDRESS DATE OF ASSIGNMENT

OF ASSIGNEE ASSIGNMENT OR SETTLEMENT

None b. List all property which has been in the hands of a custodian, receiver, or court-appointed official within one year

El immediately preceding the commencement of this case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13

must include information concerning property of either or both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed,

unless the spouses are separated and a joint petition is not filed.)

NAME AND LOCATION DESCRIPTION

NAME AND ADDRESS OF COURT DATE OF AND VALUE OF

OF CUSTODIAN CASE TITLE & NUMBER ORDER PROPERTY
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7. Gifts

None List all gifts or charitable contributions made within one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case
0 except ordinary and usual gifts to family members aggregating less than $200 in value per individual family member

and charitable contributions aggregating less than $100 per recipient. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or
chapter 13 must include gifts or contributions by either or both spouses whether or not ajoint petition is filed, unless
the spouses are separated and ajoint petition is not filed.)

NAME AND ADDRESS RELATIONSHIP DESCRIPTION
OF PERSON TO DEBTOR, DATE AND VALUE
OR ORGANIZATION IF ANY OF GIFT OF GIFT

8. Losses

None List all losses from fire, theft, other casualty or gambling within one year immediately preceding the commencement
Cl of this case or since the commencement of this case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must

include losses by either or both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and a
joint petition is not filed.)

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUMSTANCES AND, IF
AND VALUE OF LOSS WAS COVERED IN WHOLE OR IN PART DATE OF
PROPERTY BY INSURANCE, GIVE PARTICULARS LOSS

9. Payments related to debt counseling or bankruptcy

None List all payments made or property transferred by or on behalf of the debtor to any persons, including attorneys, for
rl consultation concerning debt consolidation, relief under the bankruptcy law or preparation of a petition in bankruptcy

within one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case.

DATE OF PAYMENT, AMOUNT OF MONEY OR
NAME AND ADDRESS NAME OF PAYOR IF DESCRIPTION AND VALUE
OF PAYEE OTHER THAN DEBTOR OF PROPERTY

10. Other transfers

None List all other property, other than property transferred in the ordinary course of the business or financial affairs ofEl the debtor, transferred either absolutely or as security within one year immediately preceding the commencement of
this case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include transfers by either or both spouses
whether or not ajoint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and ajoint petition is not filed.)

DESCRIBE PROPERTY
NAME AND ADDRESS OF TRANSFEREE, TRANSFERRED
RELATIONSHIP TO DEBTOR DATE AND VALUE RECEIVED
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11. Closed financial accounts

None List all financial accounts and instruments held in the name of the debtor or for the benefit of the debtor which were
[l closed, sold, or otherwise transferred within one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case., Include

checking, savings, or other financial accounts, certificates of deposit, or other instruments; shares and share accounts
held in banks, credit unions, pension funds, cooperatives, associations, brokerage houses and other financial
institutions. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include information concerning accounts or
instruments held by or for either or both spouses whether or not ajoint petition is filed, unless the spouses are
separated and a joint petition is not filed.)

TYPE OF ACCOUNT, LAST FOUR AMOUNT AND
NAAME AND ADDRESS DIGITS OF ACCOUNT NUMBER, DATE OF SALE
OF INSTITUTION AND AMOUNT OF FINAL BALANCE OR CLOSING

12. Safe deposit boxes

None List each safe deposit or other box or depository in~which the debtor has or had securities, cash, or other valuables
El within one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or

chapter 13 must include boxes or depositories of either or both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless
the spouses are separated and ajoint petition is not filed.)

NAME AND ADDRESS NAMES AND ADDRESSES DESCRIPTION DATE OF TRANSFER
OF BANK OR OF THOSE WITH ACCESS OF OR SURRENDER,
OTHER DEPOSITORY TO BOX OR DEPOSITORY CONTENTS IF ANY

13. Setoffs

None List all setoffs made by any creditor, including a bank, against a debt or deposit of the debtor within 90 days preceding.
El the commencement of this case. (Married debtors filing under chapter 12 or chapter 13 must include information

concerning either or both spouses whether or not a joint petition is filed, unless the spouses are separated and ajoint
petition is not filed.)

DATE OF AMOUNT OF
NAME AND ADDRESS OF CREDITOR SETOFF SETOFF

14. Property held for another person

None List all property owned by another person that the debtor holds or controls.
1,

NAME AND ADDRESS DESCRIPTION AND VALUE
OF OWNER OF PROPERTY LOCATION OF PROPERTY

R
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15. Prior address of debtor

None If the debtor has moved within the two years immediately preceding the commencement of this case, list all premises
which the debtor occupied during that period and vacated prior to the commencement of this case. Ifajoint petition is
filed, report also any separate address of either spouse.

ADDRESS NAME USED DATES OF OCCUPANCY

16. Spouses and Former Spouses

None If the debtor resides or resided in a community property state, commonwealth, or territory (including Alaska, Arizona,
Di California, Idaho, Louisiana, Nevada, New Mexico, Puerto Rico, Texas, Washington, or Wisconsin) within the six-

year period immediately preceding the commencement of the case, identify the name of the debtor's spouse and of
any former spouse who resides or resided with the debtor in the community property state.

NAME

17. Environmental Information.

For the purpose of this question, the following definitions apply:

"Environmental Law" means any federal, state, or local statute or regulation regulating pollution, contamination,
releases of hazardous or toxic substances, wastes or material into the air, land, soil, surface water, groundwater, or
other medium, including, but not limited to, statutes or regulations regulating the cleanup of these substances, wastes,
or material.

"Site" means any location, facility, or property as defined under any Environmental Law, whether or not presently
or formerly owned or operated by the debtor, including, but not limited to, disposal sites.

"Hazardous Material" means anything defined as a hazardous waste, hazardous substance, toxic substance,
hazardous material, pollutant, or contaminant or similar term under an Environmental Law

None a. List the name and address of every site for which the debtor has received notice in writing by a governmental
El unit that it may be liable or potentially liable under or in violation of an Environmental Law' Indicate the

governmental unit, the date of the notice, and, if known, the Environmental Law:

SITE NAME NAME AND ADDRESS DATE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ADDRESS OF GOVERNMENTAL UNIT NOTICE LAW

None b. List the name and address of every site for which the debtor provided notice to a governmental unit of a release
Cl of Hazardous Material. Indicate the governmental unit to which the notice was sent and the date of the notice.

SITE NAME NAME AND ADDRESS DATE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ADDRESS OF GOVERNMENTAL UNIT NOTICE LAW
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None C. List all judicial or administrative proceedings, including settlements or orders, under any Environmental Law with
IJ respect to which the debtor is or was a party. Indicate the name and address of the governmental unit that is or

was a party to the proceeding, and the docket number.

NAME AND ADDRESS DOCKET NUMBER STATUS OR
OF GOVERNMENTAL UNIT DISPOSITION

18 . Nature, location and name of business

None a. If the debtor is an individual, list the names, addresses, taxpayer identification numbers, nature of the businesses,
and beginning and ending dates of all businesses in which the debtor was an officer, director, partner, or managing
executive of a corporation, partnership, sole proprietorship, or was a self-employed professional within the six
years immediately preceding the commencement of this case, or in which the debtor owned 5 percent or more of
the voting or equity securities within the six years immediately preceding the commencement of this case.

If the debtor is a partnership, list the names, addresses, taxpayer identification numbers, nature of the
businesses, and beginning and ending dates of all businesses in which the debtor was a partner br owned 5
percent or more of the voting or equity securities, within the six years immediately preceding the
commencement of this case.

If the debtor is a corporation, list the names, addresses, taxpayer identification numbers, nature of the
businesses, and beginning and ending dates of all businesses in which the debtor was a partner or owned 5
percent or more of the voting or equity securities within the six years immediately preceding the
commencement of this, case.

TAXPAYER BEGINNING AND ENDING (
NAME I.D. NO. (EIN) ADDRESS NATURE OF BUSINESS DATES K

None b. Identify any business listed in response to subdivision a., above, that is "single asset real estate" as
0 defined in 11 U.S.C. § 101.

NAME ADDRESS

The following questions are to be completed by every debtor that is a corporation or partnership and by any individual
debtor who is or has been, within the six years immediately preceding the commencement of this case, any of the following: an
officer, director, managing executive, or owner of more than 5 percent of the voting or equity securities of a corporation; a
partner, other than a limited partner, of a partnership; a sole proprietor or otherwise self-employed.

(An individual or joint debtor should complete this portion of the statement only if the debtor is or has been in business, as
defined above, within the six years immediately preceding the commencement of this case. A debtor who has not been in
business within those six years should go directly to the signature page.)
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19. Books, records and financial statents

None a. List all bookkeepers and accountants who within the two years immediately preceding the filing of thisEl bankruptcy case kept or supervised the keeping of books of account and records of the debtor.

NAME AND ADDRESS DATES SERVICES RENDERED

None b. List all firms or individuals who within the two years immediately preceding the filing of this bankruptcy
El case have audited the books of account and records, or prepared a financial statement of the debtor.

NAME ADDRESS DATES SERVICES RENDERED

None c. List all firms or individuals who at the time of the commencement of this case were in possession of the0 books of account and records of the debtor. If any of the books of account and records are not available, explain.

NAME ADDRESS

None d. List all financial institutions, creditors and other parties, including mercantile and trade agencies, to whom aEl financial statement was issued within the two years immediately preceding the commencement of this case by the
debtor.

NAME AND ADDRESS DATE ISSUED

20. Inventories

None a. List the dates of the last two inventories taken of your property, the name of the person who supervised theEl taking of each inventory, and the dollar amount and basis of each inventory.

DOLLAR AMOUNT OF INVENTORY
DATE OF INVENTORY INVENTORY SUPERVISOR (Specify cost, market or other basis)

None b. List the name and address of the person having possession of the records of each of the two inventories reportedEl in a., above.

NAME AND ADDRESSES OF CUSTODIAN
DATE OF INVENTORY OF INVENTORY RECORDS
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21 . Current Partners, Officers, Directors and Shareholders

None a. If the debtor is a partnership, list the nature and percentage of partnership interest of each member of the

E1 partnership.

NAME AND ADDRESS_ NATURE OF INTEREST PERCENTAGE OF INTEREST

7~~ _

None b. If the debtor is a corporation, list all officers and directors of the corporation, and each stockholder who

El directly or indirectly owns, controls, or holds 5 percent or more of the voting or equity securities of the

corporation.
NATURE AND PERCENTAGE

NAME AND ADDRESS TITLE OF STOCK OWNERSHIP

22. Former partners, officers, directors and shareholders

None a. If the debtor is a partnership, list each member who withdrew from the partnership within one year immediately

El preceding the commencement of this case.

NAME ADDRESS DATE OF WITHDRAWAL

None b. If the debtor is a corporation, list all officers, or directors whose relationship with the corporation terminated

El within one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case.

NAME AND ADDRESS TITLE DATE OF TERMINATION

23. Withdrawals from a partnership or distributions by a corporation

None If the debtor is a partnership or corporation, list all withdrawals or distributions credited or given to an insider,

Q1 including compensation in any form, bonuses, loans, stock redemptions, options exercised and any other perquisite

during one year immediately preceding the commencement of this case.

NAME & ADDRESS AMOUNT OF MONEY

OF RECIPIENT, DATE AND PURPOSE OR DESCRIPTION

RELATIONSHIP TO DEBTOR OF WITHDRAWAL AND VALUE OF PROPERTY
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24. Tax Consolidation Group.

None If the debtor is a corporation, list the name and federal taxpayer identification number of the parent corporation of any
al consolidated group for tax purposes of which the debtor has been a member at any time within the six-year period

immediately preceding the commencement of the case.

NAME OF PARENT CORPORATION TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EIN)

25. Pension Funds.

None If the debtor is not an individual, list the name and federal taxpayer identification number of any pension fund to
which the debtor, as an employer, has been responsible for contributing at any time within the six-year period
immediately preceding the commencement of the case.

NAME OF PENSION FUND TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EIN)

* * * * * *
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[If completed by an individual or individual and spouse]

I declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the answers contained in the foregoing statement of financial affairs and

any attachments thereto and that they are true and correct.

Date . Signature
of Debtor

Date Signature
of Joint Debtor
(if ally)

[If comppleted on behalf of a partnership or corporation]

1, declare under penalty of perjury that I have read the answers contained in the foregoing statement of financial affairs and any attachments thereto and

that they are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.

Date _ Signature

Print Name and Title

[An individual signing on behalf of a partnership or corporation must indicate position or relationship to debtor.]

continuation sheets attached

Penaltyfor making afalse statement: Fine ofup to $500,000 or imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both. 18 USC §152 and 3571

_--------- --- -_ __ __ - -- - -__ -- -- -_----- -- - -- ----- … --

CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE OF NON-ATTORNEY BANKRUPTCY PETITION PREPARER (See II U.S.C § 110)

I certify that I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as defined in 11 U S.C. § 110, that I prepared this document for compensation, and that I have provided

the debtor with a copy of this document.

Printed or Typed Name of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Social Security No.
(Required by 11 U.S.C. § 110(c).)

Address

Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted in preparing this document:

If more than one person prepared this document, attach additional signed sheets conforming to the appropriate Official Form for each person.

Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Date

A bankruptcy petition preparer's failure to comply with thle provisions of title 11 and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result in

fines or inmprisonment or both. 18 U.SC. § 156
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Form 7

COMMITTEE NOTE

Pursuant to § 110c) of the .Bankruptcy Code, the certification by a non-attorney
bankruptcy petition preparer requires a petition preparer to provide the full social security
number of the individual who actually prepares the document.
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Official Form S
(12/03)

United States Bankruptcy Court
District Of an

In re ___
Debtor Case No.

Chapter 7

CHAPTER 7 INDIVIDUAL DEBTOR'S STATEMENT OF INTENTION

1. I have filed a schedule of assets and liabilities which includes consumer debts secured by property of the estate.

2. I intend to do the following with respect to the property of the estate which secures those consumer debts:

a. Property to Be Surrendered.

Description of Property Creditor's name

b. Property to Be Retained [Check any applicable statement.]

Property will Debt will be
Description Property be redeemed reaffirmed
of Creditor's is claimed pursuant to pursuant to

Property Name as exempt 11 U.S.C. § 722 11 U.S.C. § 524(c)

D ate: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Signature of Debtor

CERTIFICATION OF NON-ATTORNEY BANKRUPTCY PETITION PREPARER (See 11 U.S.C. § 110)

I certify that I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as defined in 11 U.S.C. § 110, that I prepared this document for compensation, and that I have
provided the debtor with a copy of this document.

Printed or Typed Name of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Social Security No.
(Required by 11 U.S.C. § 110(c).)

Address

Names and Social Security Numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted in preparing this document.

If more than one person prepared this document, attach additional signed sheets conforming to the appropriate Official Form for each person.

X
Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Date

A bankruptcy petition preparer 'sfailure to comply with the provisions of title 11 and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result infines
or imprisonment or both. 11 U.SC §110; 18 U.S. C §156
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Form 8

COMMITTEE NOTE

Pursuant to § I 1 0(c) of the Bankruptcy Code, the certification by a non-attorney
bankruptcy petition preparer requires a petition preparer to provide the full social security
number of the individual who actually prepares the document.

Rules App. A-73



FORM B9A (Chanter 7 Individual or Joint Debtor No Asset Case (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of

Notice of 
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines

[A chapter 7 bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was filed on (date).]

or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was originally filed under chapter on
(date) and was converted to a case under chapter 7 on .]

You may be a creditor ofthe debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The'staff ofthe bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor(s) (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No.Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
I.D.No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Bankruptcy Trustee (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Attorney for Debtor(s) (name and address): Telephone number

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: / / Time: ( ) AM. Location:

( P.X

'Deadlines: Papers must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadlines:

Deadline to File a Complaint Objecting to Discharge of the Debtor or to Determine Dischargeability of Certain Debts:

Deadline to Object to Exemptions: Thirty (30) days after the conclusion of the meeting of creditors.

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Please Do Not File A Proof of Claim Unless You Receive aNotice To Do So.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9B (Chapter 7 Corporation/Partnership No Asset Case) (12103)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of

Notice of
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines

[A chapter 7 bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was filed on __ (date).]
or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was originally filed under chapter on

.. ______________________ (date) and was converted to a case under chapter 7 on ]

You may be a creditor of the debtor. You may want to consult an attorney to protect your rights.
All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor (namne(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No./Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
I.D. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Bankruptcy Trustee (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Attorney for Debtor (name and address):
Telephone number:

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:

Date: / / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:
( )P.M.

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
TThe filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Please Do Not File A Proof of Claim Unless You Receive a Notice To Do So.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9C (Chapter 7 Individual or JointDebtor Asset Case)(12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of

v-Notice of
Chapter 7TBankruptcy ;Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines-

[A chapter 7 bankruptcy case concerning, the debtor(s) listed below was filed on '_" (date).]
or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was originally filed under chapter _ on

(date) and was converted to a case under chapter 7 on .1
You may be a creditor of the debtor. This notice lists importan't deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot gie legal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor(s) (name(s) and address): "Case Number:.

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No./Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
I.D. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Bankruptcy Trustee (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Attorney for Debtor(s) (name and address): Telephone number:

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: I / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

( P.M.

Deadlines: Papers must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadlines:

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim:

For all creditors (except a governmental unit): For a governmental unit:

Deadline to File a Complaint Objecting to Discharge of the Debtor or to Determine Dischargeability of Certain Debts:

Deadline to Object to Exenmptions: Thirty (30) days after the conclusion of the meeting of creditors.

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9D (Chapter 7 Corporation/Partnership Asset Case) (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of__

Notice ofChapter 7 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines
[A chapter 7 bankruptcy case concerning the debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below was filed on .(date).]

or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below was originally filed under chapter
on

(date) and was converted to a case under chapter 7 on_ _.]
You may be a creditor of the debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No/Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
I.D. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Bankruptcy Trustee (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Attorney for Debtor (name and address): Telephone number:

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
'Date: / / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

l.( )PM.

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim
Proof of Claim must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadline:

For all creditors (except a governmental unit): For a governmental unit:

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9E (Chapter II Individual or Joint Debtor Case) (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of_ _ __ _

Notice of
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines
[A chapter 11 bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was filed on, ,_, (date).]

or [A bankruptcy case concerni the debtor(s) listed below was originally filed under chapter _ on
(date) and was converted to a case under chapter 'l on *1

You may be a creditor of the debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights., All documentsifiled' in the case may be, inspected fat the bankruptcy ,clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give leglal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor(s) (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No./Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
I.D. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Aftorney for Debtor(s) (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Telephone number

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: / / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

( )PM.

Deadlines: Papers must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadlines:

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim: Notice of deadline will be sent at a later time.

Deadline to File a Complaint to Determine Dischargeability of Certain Debts:

Deadline to File a Complaint Objecting to Discharge of the Debtor:

First date setfor hearing on confirmation ofplan.
Notice of that date will be sent at a later time.

Deadline to Object to Exemptions:

Thirty (30) days after the conclusion of the meeting of creditors.

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of thie Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

[Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9E (ALT.) (Chapter I I Individual or Joint Debtor Case) (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of_

'Notice of
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines
[A chapter 11 bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was filed on (date).]

or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was originally filed under chapter, on
(date) and was converted to a case under chapter 11 on ,]

You may be a creditor of the debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor(s) (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No./Complete EIN or other Taxpayer.
I.D. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Attorney for Debtor(s) (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
l Date: / / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

( )P.M.

Deadlines: Papers must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadlines:

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim:
For all creditors (except a governmental unit): For a governmental unit:

Deadline to File a Complaint to Determine Dischargeability of Certain Debts:

Deadline to File a Complaint Objecting to Discharge of the Debtor:

First date setfor hearing on confirmation ofplan.
Notice of that date will be sent at a later time.

Deadline to Object to Exemptions:
Thirty (30) days after the conclusion of the meeting of creditors.

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

J~./ Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9F (Chapter 11 Corporation/Partnership Asset Case) (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT Distrct of

Notice of
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines
[A chapter Il bankruptcy case concerning the debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below was filed on

_ (date).] or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below
was originally filed under chapter______ on 3,_,_,________,,_ _ (date) and was converted to a case under chapter 11
on .]

You may be a creditor of theldebtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the4 adress listed below.
NOTE: Whe staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice ,

See Reverse ,Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No/Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
LD. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Attorney for Debtor (name and address): lF

(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Telephone nmbher-

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: I I Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

( )P.M.

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim
Proof of Claim must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadline:

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim: Notice of deadline will be sent at a later time.

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FO6RM B9F (ALT.) (Chapter ii Corporation/Partnership Case) (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of

Notice of
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines
[A chapter 11 bankruptcy case concerning the debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below was filed on

(date).] or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below
was originally filed under chapter on (date) and was converted to a case under
chapter 11 on .]

You may be a creditor of the debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. NoiComplete EIN or other Taxpayer
LD. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Attorney for Debtor (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: / / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

( )P.M.

Deadlines to File a Proof of Claim
Proof of Claim must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadline:

For all creditors (except a governmental unit): For a governmental unit:

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor and the debtor's property.
If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9G (Chapter 12 Individual or Joint Debtor Family Farmer) (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT - Districtof__

Notice of _

Chapter 12 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines
[The debtor(s) listed below filed a chapter 12 bankruptcy case on (date).]

or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was, originally filed under chapter on

,,_______.,_,______''_' (date) and was converted to t case under chapter 12 on, .

You may be a creditor of the debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect

your rights. Alldocuments filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the 'address listed below.

NOTE: The sta'ff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice. i

See ReverseSide For Important Explanat ions.

Debtor(s) (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No./Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
I.D. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Attorney for Debtor(s) (name and address):

(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Bankruptcy Trustee (name and address):
Telephone number:

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: I / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

§ ( )~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P.M.

¶ Deadlines: Papers must be receivedby the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadlines:

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim:

For all creditors (except a governmental unit): For a governmental unit:

Deadline to File a Complaint to Determine Dischargeability of Certain Debts:

I Deadline to Object to Exemptions:
Thirty (30) days after the conclusion of the meeting of creditors.

Filing of Plan, Hearing on Confirmation of Plan

[The debtor has filed a plan. The plan or a summary of the plan is enclosed. The hearing on confirmation will be held:

Date: Time: Location: 1
or [The debtor has filed a plan. The plan or a summary of the plan and notice, of confirmation hearing will be sent separately.]

or [The debtor has not filed a plan as of this date. You will be sent separate notice of the hearing on confirmation of the plan.]

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor, the debtor's property, and

certain codebtors. If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B9H (Chapter 12 Corporation/Partnership Family Farner) (12/03)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT District of

Notice of
Chapter 12 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines

[The debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below filed a chapter 12 bankruptcy case on (date).]
or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor [corporation] or [partnership] listed below was originally filed under chapter
on ' (date) and was converted to a case under chapter 12 on ]

You may be a creditor of the debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy clerk's office at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's office cannot give legal advice.>

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor (name(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. NoiComplete EIN or other Taxpayer
I.D. No.:

All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Bankruptcy Trustee (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Attorney for Debtor (name and address): Telephone number:

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: / / Time: ( ) A.M. Location:

- ( )P.M.

Deadlines: Papers must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadlines:

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim:
For all creditors (except a governmental unit): For a governmental unit:

Deadline to File a Complaint to Determine Dischargeability of Certain Debts:
Filing of Plan, Hearing on Confirmation of Plan

[The debtor has filed a plan. The plan or a summary of the plan is enclosed. The bearing on confirmation will be held:
Date: Time: Location: 1

or [The debtor has filed a plan. The plan or a summary of the plan and notice of confirmation hearing will be sent separately.]
or [The debtor has not filed a plan as of this date. You will be sent separate notice of the hearing on confirmation of the plan.]

Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor, the debtor's property, and
certain codebtors. If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

Hours Open: Date:
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FORM B91 (Chapter 13 Case) (12103)

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT Distictof

Notice of 
Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Case, Meeting of Creditors, & Deadlines
[The debtor(s) listed below filed a chapter 13 bankruptcy case on (date)J_

or [A bankruptcy case concerning the debtor(s) listed below was originally filed under fchapterl? '_ ' on
_____________________ (date) and was converted to a case under chapter 13 on _

You may be a creditor ofthe debtor. This notice lists important deadlines. You may want to consult an attorney to protect
your rights. All documents filed in the case may be inspected at the bankruptcy'clerk's office, at the address listed below.
NOTE: The staff of the bankruptcy clerk's officecannot give legal advice.

See Reverse Side For Important Explanations.

Debtor(s) (namne(s) and address): Case Number:

Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No./Complete EIN or other Taxpayer
__________________________________ E~D. No.:

{ All Other Names used by the Debtor(s) in the last 6 years Bankruptcy Trustee (name and address):
(include married, maiden, and trade names):

Telephone number:

Attorney for Debtor(s) (name and address):

Telephone number:

Meeting of Creditors:
Date: / Time: ( ) A.M, Location:

l ( . ~~~~~~~~~~~~)P.M.

Deadlines: Papers must be received by the bankruptcy clerk's office by the following deadlines:

Deadline to File a Proof of Claim:

For all creditors (except a governmental unit): For a governmental unit:

Deadline to Object to Exemptions:

Thirty (30) days after the conclusion of the meeting of creditors.

Filing of Plan, Hearing on Confirmation of Plan

[The debtor has filed a plan. The plan or a summary of the plan is enclosed. The hearing on confirmation will be held:
Date: _ Time: _ Location: ' 1

or [The debtor has filed a plan. The plan or a summary of the plan and noticejof confirmation hearing will be sent separately.]i
or [The debtor has not filed a plan as of this date. You will be sent separate notice of the hearing on confirmation of the plan.]

i Creditors May Not Take Certain Actions:
The filing of the bankruptcy case automatically stays certain collection and other actions against the debtor, debtor's property, and
certain codebtors. If you attempt to collect a debt or take other action in 'violation of the Bankruptcy Code, you may be penalized.

Address of the Bankruptcy Clerk's Office: For the Court:

Clerk of the Bankruptcy Court:

Telephone number:

L Hours Onen: Date:
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Form 9

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is amended to add to the information provided to creditors, the trustee and the
United States trustee, all the names used by the debtor during the six years prior to the filing of
the petition. The form includes the debtor's full employer identification number, if any, as well
as the last four digits of the debtor's social security number. Rule 2002(a)(1) also is amended to
direct the clerk to include the debtor's full social security number and employer identification
number on the notices served on the United States trustee, the trustee, and creditors. This will
enable creditors to identify the debtor accurately. The copy of Official Form 9 included in the
case file, however, will show only the last four digits of the debtor's social security number. This
should afford greater privacy to the individual debtor, whose bankruptcy case records may be
available on the Internet.
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FORM BIG (OfficialForm 10)(12/03)

UNrrED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT DISTRICT OF PROOF OF CLAIM

Name of Debtor Case Number

NOTE: This form should not be used to make a claim for an administrative expense arising after the commencement
of the case. A "request" for payment of an administrative expense may be filed pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 503.

Name of Creditor (The person or other entity to whom the debtor owes El Check box if you are aware that
money or property): anyone else has filed a proof of

claim relating to your claimL Attach
copy of statement giving

Name and address where notices should be sent: particulars.O Cheek box if you have never
received any notices from the
bankruptcy court in this case.

o Check, box if the address differs
frgm the address on the envelope

Telephone number: sent to you by the court.
Telephone ____________________number:________________ THis SPACE IS FOR COUrT USE, ONLY

Account or other number by which creditor identifies debtor: Check here O replaces
if this ciaim a previously filed claim, dated:_

I iEl amends

1. Basis for Claim

E Goods sold . O Retiree benefits as defined in 11 U.S.C. § 1114(a)
o Services peiforrmed E[ Wages, salaries, and compensation (fill out below)
O Money loaned Last four digits of SS,#:

El Personal injury/wrongful death Unpaid compensation for services, performed
O Taxes
E Other from to_

(date) (date)

2. Date debt was incurred: 3. If court judgment, date obtained:

4. Total Amount of Claim at Tine Case Filed: $
(unsecured) (secured) (priority) (Total)

If all or part of your claim is secured or entitled to priority, also complete Item 5 or 7 below. * g

El Check this box if claim includes interest or other charges in addition to the principal amount of the claim. Attach itemized statement of all
interest or additional charges.

5. Secured Claim. 7. Unsecured Priority Claim.
E Check this box if your claim is secured by collateral (including a El Check this box if you have an unsecured priority claim

right of setoff). Amount entitled to priority S

Brief Description of Collateral: Specify the priority of the claim:

El Real Estate El Motor Vehicle El Wages, salaries, or commissions (up to $4,650),* earned within 90
Other days before filing of the bankruptcy petition or cessation of the

debtor's business, whichever is earlier - I I U.S.C. § 507(a)(3).

Value of Collateral: $ _l Contributions to an employee benefit plan - II U.S.C. § 507(a)(4).
m Up to $2,100* of deposits toward purchase, lease, or rental of

Amount of arrearage and other charges at time case filed included in property or services for personal, family, or household use - II U.S.C.
secured claim, if any: $ § 507(a)(6).

El Alimony, maintenance, or support owed to a spouse, former spouse,

6. Usecued NnprirityClaim $_________or child - II U.S.C. § 507(a)(7).
6. Unsecured Nonpriority Elaim $ G Taxes or penalties owed to governmental units-l I U.S.C. § 507(a)(8).

E Check this box if: a) there is no collateral or lien securing your E Other - Specify applicable paragraph of I1 U.S.C. § 507(a)(X).
claim, or b) your claim exceeds the value of the property securing it, or *Amounts are subject to adjustment on 4/1/04 and every 3 years thereafter with
if c) none or only part of your claim is entitled to priority. respect to cases commenced on or after the date ofadj ustment.

8. Credits: The amount of all payments on this claim has been credited and deducted for the purpose of making Tins SPACE IS FOR COURT USE ONLY

this proof of claim.

9. Supporting Documents: Attach copies of supporting documents, such as promissory notes, purchase

orders, invoices, itemized statements of running accounts, contracts, court judgments, mortgages, security

agreements, and evidence of perfection of lien. DO NOT SEND ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS. If the documents are

not available, explain. If the documents are voluminous, attach a summary.

10. Date-Stamped Copy: To receive an acknowledgment of the filing of your claim, enclose a stamped, self-
addressed envelope and copy of this proof of claim

Date Sign and print the name and title, it any, of the creditor or other person authorized to file
this claim (attach copy of power of attorney, if any): C7

Penaly for presentingfraudulent claim: Fine of up to $500,000 or imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both. 18 U.S.C. §§ 152 and 3571.
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FORM B10 (Official Form 10)(12/03)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROOF OF CLAIm FORM
The instructions and definitions below are general explanations of the law. In particular types of cases orcircumstances, such as bankruptcy cases that
are not filed voluntarily by a debtor, there may be exceptions to these general rules.

Debtor Secured Claim Unsecured Claim

The person, corporation, or other entity A claim is a secured claim to the extent If a claim is not a secured claim it is an
that has filed a bankruptcy case is that the creditor has a lien on property unsecured claim. A claim may be partly
called the debtor. of the debtor (collateral) that gives the secured and partly unsecured if the property

creditor the right to be paid from that on which a creditor has a lien is not worth
Creditor property before creditors who do not enough to pay the creditor in fall.

A creditor is any person, corporation, have liens on the property. Unsecured Priority Claim
or other entity to whom the debtor Examples of liens are amortgage on real Certain types of unsecured claims are given
owed a debt on the date that the estate and a security interest in a car priorty o theycaret bpaidn aruptcy
bankruptcy case was filed. truck, boat, television set, or other item cases before most other unsecured claims (if

Proof of Claim of property. A lien may have been there is sufficient money or property

A form telling the bankruptcy court obtained through a court proceeding available to pay these claims). The most
how much the debtor owed a creditor at before the bankruptcy case began; in common types of priority claims are listed
the time the bankruptcy case was filed some states a court judgment is a lien. on the proof of claim form. Unsecured claims
(the amount of the creditor's claim). In addition, to the extent a creditor also that are not specifically given priority status
This form must be filed with the clerk of owes money to the debtor (has a right by the bankruptcy laws are classified as
the bankruptcy court where the of setoff), the creditor's claim may be a Unsecured Nonpriority Claims.

bankruptcy cae was filed.secured claim. (See also Unsecured
bankruptcy case was filed. Claim.)

C / Court, Name of Debtor, and Case Number: 5. Secured Claim:
Fill in the name of the federal judicial district where the bankruptcy Check the appropriate place if the claim is a secured claim. You must
case was filed (for example, Central District of California), the state the type and value of property that is collateral for the claim,
name of the debtor in the bankruptcy case, and the bankruptcy case attach copies of the documentation of your lien, and state the amount
number. If you received a notice of the case from the court, all of past due on the claim as of the date the bankruptcy case was filed. A
this information is near the top of the notice. claim may be partly secured and partly unsecured. (See

Information about Creditor DEFINITIONS, above).
Complete the section giving the name, address, and telephone 6. Unsecured Nonpriority Claim:
number of the creditor to whom the debtor owes money or Check the appropriate place if you have an unsecured nonpriority
property, and the debtor's account number, if any. If anyone else claim, sometimes referred to as a "general unsecured claim". (See
has already filed a proof of claim relating to this debt, if you never DEFINITIONS, above.) If your claim is partly secured and partly
received notices from the bankruptcy court about this case, if your unsecured, state here the amount that is unsecured. If part of your
address differs from that to which the court sent notice, or if this claim is entitled to priority, state here the amount not entitled to
proof of claim replaces or changes a proof of claim that was already priority.
filed, check the appropriate box on the form. 7. Unsecured Priority Claim:

1. Basis for Claim: Check the appropriate place if you have an unsecured priority claim,
Check the type of debt for which the proof of claim is being filed. and state the amount entitled to priority. (See DEFINITIONS,
If the type of debt is not listed, check "Other" and briefly describe above). A claim may be partly priority and partly nonpriority if, for
the type of debt. If you were an employee of the debtor, fill in the example, the claim is for more than the amount given priority by the
last four digits of your social security number and the dates of law. Check the appropriate place to specify the type of priority
work for which you were not paid. claim.

2. Date Debt Incurred: 8. Credits:
Fill in the date when the debt first was owed by the debtor. By signing this proof of claim, you are stating under oath that in

3. Court Judgments: calculating the amount of your claim you have given the debtor credit
If you have a court judgment for this debt, state the date the court for all payments received from the debtor.
entered the judgment. 9. Supporting Documents:

4. Total Amount of Claim at Time Case Filed- You must attach to this proof of claim form copies of documents that
4. Total Amount of Chtim at Time Case Filed: show the debtor owes the debt claimed or, if the documents are too

Fill in the applicable amounts, including the total amount of the lengthy, a summary of those documents. If documents are not
entire claim. If interest or other charges in addition to the principal available, you must attach an explanation of why they are not
amount of the claim are included, check the appropriate place on available.
the form and attach an itemization of the interest and charges.
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Form 10

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is amended to require a wage, salary, or other compensation creditor to disclose
only the last four digits of the creditor's social security number to afford greater privacy to the
creditor. a A trustee can request the full information necessary for tax withholding and reporting at
the time the trustee makes a distribution to creditors.
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Official Fonm 16A
(12/03)

Form 16A. CAPTION (FULL)

United States Bankruptcy Court
_______________District Of _________

In re________________________ )
-Set forth here all names including married,)

maiden, and trade names used by debtor within)

last 6years.])

Debtor )Case No. ________

Address ____________________________________ 

Chapter ______

Employer's Tax Identification (EIN) No(s). [if any]:_____.

Last four digits of Social Security No(s).:_________ 

fDesignation of Character of Paper]
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Form 16A

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is amended to require disclosure of only the last four digits of the debtor's
social security number to afford greater privacy to the individual debtor, whose bankruptcy case
records may be available over the Internet.
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Official Fonn 16C
(12/03)

FORM 16C. CAPTION OF COMPLAINT IN ADVERSARY PROCEEDING
FILED BY A DEBTOR

[Abrograted]
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Form 16C

COMMITTEE NOTE

The form is abrogated. An amendment to Official Form 16A directs that only the last

four digits of the debtor's social security number should appear in a caption. Section 342(c) of

the Bankruptcy Code continues to require the debtor to provide a creditor with the debtor's name,

address, and taxpayer identification number on any notice the debtor is required to give to the

creditor. An individual debtor can fulfill this requirement by including the debtor's social

security account number on only the creditor's copy of any notice or summons the debtor may

serve on the creditor.

R
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Form B19
(12/03)

Form 19. CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE OF NON-ATTORNEY
BANKRUPTCY PETITION PREPARER (See 11 U.S.C. § 110)

[Caption as in Form 16B.]

CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE OF NON-ATTORNEY
BANKRUPTCY PETITION PREPARER (See 11 U.S.C. § 110)

I certify that I am a bankruptcy petition preparer as defined in 11 U.S.C. § 110, that I
prepared this document for compensation, and that I have provided the debtor with a copy of this
document.

Printed or Typed Name of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer

Social Security No.
(Required by 11 U.S.C. § 110(c).)

,,
Address

Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals who prepared or assisted in preparing
this document:

If more than one person prepared this document, attach additional signed sheets conforming to the
appropriate Official Form for each person.

x__ _

Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer Date

A bankruptcy petition preparer's failure to comply with the provisions of title 11 and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may
result in fines or imprisonment or both. 11 U.S.C. § 110; 18 U.S.C. §156.
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Form 19

COMMITTEE NOTE

Pursuant to § 110(c) of the Bankruptcy Code, the certification by a non-attorney
bankruptcy petition preparer requires a petition preparer to provide the full social security
number of the individual who actually prepares the document.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544

ANTHONY J. SCIRICA CHAIRS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES
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A. THOMAS SMALL

BANKRUPTCY RULES

DAVID F. LEVI
CIVIL RULES

TO: Honorable Anthony J. Scirica, Chair, Standing Committee EDWARD E. CARNES
CRIMINALRULES

on Rules of Practice and Procedure
MILTON 1. SHADUR

From: David F. Levi, Chair, Advisory Committee EVIDENCE RULES

on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

Date: May 20, 2002 (Revised to account for action taken by Standing Committee at its
June 10-11 meeting)

Re: Report of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee

Introduction

The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on January 22 and 23 at the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts in Washington, D.C., and on May 6 and 7 in San Francisco.

The January meeting was held in conjunction with the second public hearing on proposed
Civil Rules amendments that were published for comment in August 2001. The meeting focused
on items that were carried forward on the Committee agenda for future action. The Committee
asked for preparation of a resolution on possible legislative approaches to overlapping class
actions, a matter that is presented for action with the report on the May meeting.

The May meeting was devoted almost entirely to discussion of the August 2001 proposals
in light of the voluminous testimony and comments. As with earlier Civil Rules proposals, the
testimony and comments were enormously helpful. Significant improvements in the published
proposals are recommended, but none of the changes departs from the published proposals in a
way that would require republication.

Part I of this report describes the three rules that were published for comment in August
2001 and are recommended for submission to the Judicial Conference and Supreme Court for
adoption. A brief introductory summary of these rules is provided here. The format adopted for
the detailed recommendations is guided by the nature of the changes. Rules 51 and 53 are
completely rewritten. Rule 23 subdivision (c) is substantially rewritten, subdivision (e) is
completely rewritten, and subdivisions (g) and (h) are new. The Rule 51 materials are relatively
brief, but the Rule 53 and Rule 23 materials are lengthy. To facilitate discussion, each rule is
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Report of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee
Page -2-

introduced by a clean text of the rule and Committee Note as recommended for adoption. The
statement of changes since publication follows. The "recommendations" then restate the purpose
of the proposed amendments and the reasons for the changes made since publication. The
historic materials follow - first the summaries of testimony and comments and then the
traditional overstrike, underline, and double-underline versions that show changes from the
current rule and the changes since publication.

Rule 51 is completely, rewritten, but little is new. The purpose of the revision is primarily
to express in the rule the many practices that are not clearly expressed, in the rule. Some of the
changes are designed to confirm good practices that have been adopted in defiance of the present
rule text. ,,lMany courts require submission of requests for instructions before trial begins,
although Rule 51 now seems to direct that the earliest time is "during trial." Many courts
recognize a "plain error" doctrine, although Rule 51 seems to forbid review. Other good
practices have softened the requirement that there be both requests and objections. Comments on
the proposed rule led to a revision of the "plain error" provision to bring it as close as can be to
the plain error provision in Criminal Rule 52(b).

Rule 53 is completely rewritten as well. Present Rule 53 addresses only trial masters. A
study by the Federal Judicial Center confirmed the belief that masters are frequently appointed
for pretrial and post-trial duties. New Rule 53 brings pretrial and post-trial masters into the rule,
establishing the standard for appointment. It carries forward the demanding standard established
by the Supreme Court for appointment of trial masters, and eliminates trial masters from jury-
tried cases except upon consent of the parties. Two major changes are recommended since
publication. The standard for reviewing a master's findings or recommendations for findings of
fact is set as de novo decision by, the court, with limited exceptions adopted with the parties'
consent and the court's approval. And in response to several strong and persuasive comments, it
is recommended that subdivision (i), addressing appointment of a magistrate judge as master, be
deleted. Other changes from the published rule also are recommended, as described in more
detail with the separate Rule 53 recommendations.

The Rule 23 revisions address the process for managing a class action on the assumption
that a class has been certified. They do not address the prerequisites or criteria for certification.
Rule 23(c) changes address the time for determining whether to certify a class and strengthen the
provisions for notice. The most important change since publication is to modify the proposal that
notice be required in (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions. Comments from many civil rights groups
urged that mandatory notice, eyen if by relatively inexpensive means, could cripple many class
actions.

Rule 23(e) is completely rewritten to strengthen the procedure for reviewing a proposed
settlement. The recommendations for changes from the published version identify the most
salient provisions. As published, Rule 23(e)(1) required court approval for voluntary dismissal
or settlement before a determination whether to certify a class. Testimony and comments
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Report of the Civil Rules Advisory Committee
Page -3-

underscored earlier doubts whether there is much that a court can do when the only parties before
it are unwilling to continue with the action. This provision is amended to require court approval
only for voluntary dismissal or settlement of the claims, issues, or defenses of a certified class.
Rule 23(e)(2) authorized the court to direct the parties to file a copy or summary of any
agreement made in connection with a proposed settlements. The comments and testimony
provided strong support for establishing a mandatory requirement. As revised, Rule 23(e)(2)
directs the parties to identify any agreement made in connection with a proposed settlement.
Rule 23(e)(3), establishing a discretionary opportunity to opt out of a (b)(3) class settlement after
expiration of the initial opt-out period, was publisheddin two versions. The recommendation is to
adopt in restyled form the second version, which says that the court may direct a new opt-out
opportunity without establishing any presumption in favor of providing the opportunity. Rule
23(e)(4) describes the right to object and requires court approval for withdrawal of an objection.
Only style changes are recommended.

Rule 23(g) establishes a formal requirement that appointment of class counsel be made
upon certifying a class. The core of this rule reflects established practice that reviews the
adequacy of class counsel as part of the Rule 23(a)(4) determination whether class
representatives will fairly and adequately represent the interests of the class. Several changes are
recommended in response to the testimony and comments. An explicit provision is added to
authorize designation of interim counsel to act on behalf of a putative class before the
certification decision. There are new and sharper statements of the distinction between actions in
which there is only one applicant for appointment as class counsel and actions in which there are
competing applicants. And the criteria for appointment are supplemented by provisions designed
to reduce the risk that an entrenched and ingrown class bar will fence out counsel whose
knowledge of the law and experience in the subject matter of the litigation promise effective
class representation despite a lack of class-action experience.

Rule 23(h) establishes a procedure for acting on attorney fee requests. Only minor
changes from the published version are recommended.

The Committee Notes for Rules 51, 53, and 23 have been dramatically shortened. The
Standing Committee expressed concern about the role of Committee Notes at the June 2001
meeting and explored the same questions in more general terms at the January 2002 meeting.
The published Notes prompted much helpful discussion in the testimony and comments, but can
be reduced to more compact explanations of the changes effected by the amendments.

The Committee is not recommending any rules for publication in this report. Part II
accordingly provides a brief list of some of the more prominent items on the Committee agenda.
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I Action Items: A. Rules Recommended For Adoption

Rule 51

Rule 51. Instructions to Jury; Objections; Preserving a Claim
of Error

(a) Requests.

(1) A party may, at the close of the evidence or at an earlier
reasonable time that the court directs, file and furnish to every
other party written requests that the court instruct the jury on the
law as set forth in the requests.

(2) After the close of the evidence, a party may:

(A) file requests for instructions on issues that could not
reasonably have been anticipated at an earlier time for
requests setunderRule 51(a)(1), and

(B) with the court's permission file untimely requests for
instructions on any issue.

(b) Instructions. The court:

(1) must inform the parties of its proposed instructions and
proposed action on the requests before instructing the jury and
before final jury arguments;

(2) must give the parties an opportunity to object on the record
and out of the jury's hearing to the proposed instructions and
actions on requests before the instructions and arguments are
delivered; and

(3) may instruct the jury at any time after trial begins and before
the jury is discharged.
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(c) Objections.

(1) A party who objects to an instruction or the failure to give
an instruction must do so on the record, stating distinctly the
matter objected to and the grounds of the objection.

(2) An objection is timely if:

(A) a party that has been informed of an instruction or
action on a request before the jury is instructed and before
final jury arguments, as provided by Rule 51 (b)(1), objects
at the opportunity for objection required by Rule 51(b)(2);
or

(B) a party that has not been informed of an instruction or
action on a request before the time for objection provided
under Rule 51 (b)(2) objects promptly after learning that the
instruction or request will be, or has been, given or refused.

(d) Assigning Error; Plain Error.

(1) A party may assign as error:

(A) an error in an instruction actually given if that party
made a proper objection under Rule 51(c), or

(B) a failure to give an instruction if that party made a
proper request under Rule 51(a), and - unless the court
made a definitive ruling on the record rejecting the request
-also made a proper objection under Rule 5 1(c).

(2) A court may consider a plain error in the instructions
affecting substantial rights that has not been preserved as
required by Rule 51(d)(1)(A) or,(B).
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Committee Note

Rule 51 is revised to capture many of the interpretations that
have emerged in practice. The revisions in text will make uniform
the conclusions reached by a majority of decisions on each point.
Additions also are made to cover some practices that cannot now be
anchored in the text of Rule 51.

Scope. Rule 51 governsinstructions to the trial jury on the law
that governs the verdict. A variety of other instructions cannot
practicably be brought within Rule 51. Amnong these instructions are
preliminary instructions to a' venire, and cautionary or limiting
instructions delivered in immediate response to events at trial.

Requests. Subdivision (a) governs requests. Apart from the plain
error doctrine recognized in subdivision (d)(2), a court is not obliged
to instruct the jury on issues raised by the evidence unless a party
requests an instruction. ' The revised'rule recognizes the court's
authority to direct that requests be submitted before trial.

The close-of-the-evidence deadlinemay come before trial is
completed on all potential issues. Trial may be formally bifurcated
or may be sequenced in some less formal manner. The close of the
evidence is measured by the occurrence of two'events: completion of
all intended evidence on an identified phase of the trial and
impending submission to the jury with instructions.

The risk in directing a pretrial request deadline is 'that trial
evidence may raise new issues or reshape issues the parties thought
they had understood. Courts need not insist on pretrial requests in all
cases. Even if the request time is set before trial or early in the trial,
subdivision (a)(2)(A) permits requests after the close of the evidence
to address issues that could not reasonably have been anticipated at
the earlier time for requests set by the court.
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Subdivision (a)(2)(B) expressly recognizes the court's discretion
to act on an untimely request. The most important consideration in
exercising the discretion confirmed by subdivision (a)(2)(B) is the
importance of the issue to the case - the closer the issue lies to the
"plain error" that would be recognized under subdivision (d)(2), the
better the reason to give an instruction. The cogency of the reason for
failing to make a timely request also should be considered. To be
considered under subdivision (a)(2)(B) a request should be made
before final instructions and before final jury arguments. What is a
"final" instruction and argument depends on the sequence of
submitting the case to the jury. If separate portions of the case are
submitted to the jury in sequence, the final arguments and final
instructions are those made on submitting to the jury the portion of
the case addressed by the arguments and instructions.

Instructions. Subdivision (b)(1) requires the court to inform the
parties, before instructing the jury and before final jury' arguments
related to the instruction, of the proposed instructions as well as the
proposed action on instruction requests. The time limit is addressed
to final jury arguments to reflect the practice that allows interim
arguments during trial in complex cases;' it may not be feasible to
develop final instructions before such interimrarguments. It is enough
that counsel know of the intended instructions before making final
arguments addressed to the 'issue. If the trial is' sequenced or
bifurcated, the final arguments addressed to an issue may occur
before the close of the entire trial.

Subdivision (b)(2) complements subdivision (b)(1) by carrying
forward the opportunity to object established by present Rule 51. It
makes explicit the opportunity to object on the record, ensuring a
clear memorial of the objection.
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Subdivision (b)(3) reflects common practice by authorizing
instructions at any time after trial begins and before the jury is
discharged.

Objections. Subdivision (c)' states the right to object to an
instruction or the failure to give an instruction. It carries forward the
formula of present Rule 51 requiring that the objection state distinctly
the matter objected to and the grounds of the objection, and makes
explicit the' requirement that the objection be made on the record.
The provisions on the time to object make clear that it is timely to
object promptly after learning of an instruction or action onma request
when the court has not provided advance information as required by
subdivision 3b)(1). The need to repeat a request by way of objection
is continued by new subdivision (d)(l)(B) except where the court
made a definitive riuling on the record.

Preserving a claim of error and plain error. Many cases hold
that a proper request 'jfor a jury instruction is not alone enough to
preserve the right to appeal failure to give the instruction. The
request must be refi d' by objection. This doctrine is appropriate
hen "the court may not have sufficiently focused on the request, or

may believe that quest has been granted in substance although
in differe nt words Buthis doctrine may also prove a strap for the
unwary who fail to dadd an objection after the court has made it clear
that ihe request hasp leen considered and rejected on the merits.
Subdivision 1I3) 'esfabbishes autorit to review the failure to
grant a timely request, despite a failuto add an objection, when the
court, has made a definitive ruling on the-record rejecting the request.

Many circuits have recognized that an error notapreserved under
Rule 51 may be reviewed'in exceptional circumstances., The
language adopted to capture these decisions in subdivision (d)(2) is
borrowed from Criminal Rule 52. Although the language is the same,
the context of civil litigation often differs from the context of
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criminal prosecution; actual application of the plain-error standard
takes account ofthe differences. The Supreme Court has summarized
application of Criminal Rule 52 as involving four elements: (1) there
must be an error; (2) the error must be plain; (3) the error must affect
substantial rights; and (4) the error must seriously affect the fairness,
integrity, or public reputation of judicial proceedings. Johnson v.
US., 520 U.S. 461, 466-467, 469-470 (1997). (The Johnson case
quoted the fourth element from its decision in a civil action, US. v.
Atkinson, 297 U.S. 157, 160 (1936): "In exceptional circumstances,
especially in criminal cases, appellate courts, in the public interest,
may, of their own motion, notice errors to which no exception has
been taken, if the errors are obvious, or if they otherwise substantially
affect the fairness, integrity, or public reputation of judicial
proceedings.")

The court's duty to give correct jury instructions in a civil action
is shaped by at least four factors.

The factor most directly implied by a "plain" error rule is the
obviousness of the mistake. The importance of the error is a second
major factor. The costs of correcting an error reflect a third factor
that is affected by a variety of circumstances. In a case that seems
close to the fundamental error line, account also may be taken of the
impact a verdict may have on nonparties.

Changes Made After Publication and Comment

The changes made after publication and comment are indicated
by double-underlining and overstriking on the texts that were
published in August 2001.
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Rule 51(d) was revised to conform the plain-error provision to
the approach taken in Criminal Rule 52(b). The Note was revised as
described in the Recommendation.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends adoption of Rule 51 substantially
as published. This proposal drew few comments. Many supported
this recodification of current best practices. The Civil Procedure
Committee of the American College of Trial Lawyers, for example,
found the proposal, "a notable improvement over the existing text.'

The "plain error" provision of proposed Rule 51(d) was rewritten
to conform to the approach taken by Criminal Rule 52(b). Rather
than state that a party may assign a plain error, the revised version
states that a court may consider a plain error.

Changes were 'made in the Com1mittee Note to state that Rule 51
"governs instructions to the trial jury on the law that governs the
verdict." The Supreme Court's approach to "plain error" also is
described. The, Note also has been shortened by removing several
passages that might seem to go beyond explaining the rule text'
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Summary of Comments on Rule 51

Thomas Y. Allman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CV-026: "The restated Rule[] 51
seem[s] quite appropriate."

Hon. Malcolm Muir, 01-CV-01: The practice in M.D.Pa. is to instruct the jury before closing
arguments. "Generally we do not advise counsel of our rulings on their proposed points for charge
prior to instructing the jury." After the charge, we ask for objections; if an objection is sustained,
supplemental instructions are given before closing arguments. Instructions before closing arguments
are "highly beneficial" because counsel know precisely what the instructions are. No counsel has
ever asked to be informed of rulings on requests before the instructions are given. The proposed
amendment would require that counsel be informed of rulings on proposed points for charge before
instructions are given; this is "an unnecessary and time-consuming requirement."

Hon. Gerard L. Goettel. 01-CV-02: It is "impractical" to make instructions available to counsel
"either before the trial starts or at least days before it is given. * * * The trial evidence shapes the
charge." Even after the evidence is closed, whether an instruction is appropriate may depend on the
summations - as examples, a missing witness charge or "a charge concerning the plaintiff s counsel
specifying the amount of damages that should be awarded need not be given unless the issue is raised
in summation." "Indeed, on occasions, in the course of charging the jury, I add thoughts that had not
previously occurred to me. I am told that some Judges, like the legendary Hubert Will, deliver the
entire charge extemporaneously." Counsel will not only demand to see written text before the
instructions, but "will also object to any deviation between the written and the spoken. The proposed
change will accomplish little except to prompt appeals."

Court Advisory Comm., S.D.Ga.. 01-CV-053: Opposes the limitation on the right to submit
instructions at the close ofthe evidence. Disputes will arise with respect, to whether the issue should
have been reasonably anticipated. "The language of this proposed rule inevitably invites second
guessing, disagreement, and ultimately appeals ***."

Committee on Fed.Civ.P., Amer. Coll. Trial Lawyers, 01-CV-055: The proposal is "a notable
improvement over the existing text." But it should be made clear that it refers to "preliminary,
interim and final instructions other than those issued in the course of trial that are purely cautionary
or limiting in nature." So instructions to an entire venire panel -which is not a jury - are not
included. And cautionary instructions often are given in circumstances in which advance requests
are not practicable.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn.. 01 -CV-057: Supports the revision, which "clearly and succinctly
provides guidance on the practice and procedure in this area."

Section of Antitrust Law. ABA. 01-CV-0-72: (1) Endorses 51(a). "Pretrial requests for jury
instructions are especially helpful to parties preparing to try complex cases." They can help the court
decide whether to bifurcate the trial, or set the stage for summary judgment or severance of claims
or parties. At the same time, pretrial requests are not necessary in every -case. And the (a)(2)
provisions for later requests are appropriate. (2) The changes included in 5 1(b) also are favored.
Preliminary instructions at the outset of trial "may assist an antitrustjury by acquainting it with basic
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antitrust principles. Interim instructions, especially if made during an unusually lengthy or complex
trial, may also be quite helpful ** *. Supplemental instructions given during jury deliberations may
clarify issues forjurors." (3) Rule'5 1(c) is "a reaffirmation of existing law and practices. We concur
* **." (4) "We endorse proposed Rule 5 1(d)," which addresses the "potential pitfall" created by the
present requirement that a party object to failure to give an instruction that has already been denied.
And, it codifies the plain error doctrine.,

Department of Justice. 01 -CV-073: Supports the purpose of amended Rule 51, but urges revision
of the plain-error p'ovisioh in (d)(3). eThis provision should be moved out of the "a party may assign
as error" structure, and made a sep e paragraph. The Advisory Committee states that its model
is Criminal Rule'52(b). le 52(b) states that plain errors "may be noticed." U.S. v. Johnson, 1997,
520 U.S. 461,467, 470, instructs th a court has discretion to ignore a' plain error, and indeed may
notice plain error only if failure 'to doso would seriously'affect the fairness integrity, or public
reputationof juaia~l proceedings, These limits should be preserved. "'The government would befi
exposed to significant ,armn if a new raling affected alarge number of civil judgments and the Error
was deemej, in hindsight, to, have been, 'plain."' The cure is simple: retain proposed (d)(l) and (2)
aslbe)(l )(A) and (e);2painerror would become (d)(2)'"Plain errors or defects affecting substantial
rights may be no,,ticedilthough they were not brought to the attention ofthe court."

Oregon State Bar Pra. ,& Proc. Ciom.. 0l1-CV-d099: Rulie 51(d)(3) seems to establish a "right" of
plain-error ~review 'flout setting forth its linlitatiolns." llaineror reviewshoud be limited to
"exceptional cases in04hich it is nee ary avpid anleaiesiscarriagesofjuste" the f§ur factors
descriibd irie Notep '1~not restrict ion enoulh fOr "+there ,isll no ass~iren that such commntary will
assist a court in its interpretation of the 'pain ters of We prposed rule2>Review shuld be
limited to, errior '"'',sop:seriious, wand !Jflagrant tat,i,St gocs ,o 41theyry integrit of the trial,'' (quoting
Travelers6Ind~en., vC. Spor. ,-ReinsClo.; X2d Cir. W95,i(62 F.3dh74;,l79)l ,,iThe'lRletshould limiit
review to ',extraordinay casesin whicah instutional errerlserioisgly fifects the fairness andi integrity
ofthe proceedings." Or it could be modeled on Evidence ,Iule '1OAd): "inothingin!thsrule requiring
an objection precludes taking notice of plain errors affecting substantial rights althpughthey, were
not brought to~ the attentis of thJe court.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE*

1 Rule 51. IshU u uctis to Jul . Olbjectio

2 At tim cl ose ofthe e videnice or at such earlie timeiG duriiig
3 the thial as the eouAt reaocably dts, aniy patty may file
4 written1 iequests tflat the court insrsuct the jtuy on the law as
5 sct forth in tl! r Tlhe court shall infpii counsel of its
6 proposed aetionl upoll the requests prior to tljeir argumLents to
7 tlhe jwuy. ThlLe court, at its election, may iistruct the jmly
8 Iefore or after argulent, or bloth. No party titay a stgn as
9 rti. g;Vg or the failuie to give an. ini uctio uess that

10 party objects thaerto vefoLe telL j uy retires to counsider its
11 ve dict, stating distinctly thle inatt obj ected to ald tlLe
12 grounds oftle olbjection. Opportunity shall be give -to arakLe
13 tlte otjAion out of tlhe lheariihg of thjuiy.

14 Rule 51. Instructions to Jury; Objections; Preserving a

15 Claim of Error

16 (a) Requests.

17 (1) A party may. at the close of the evidence or at an

18 earlier reasonable time that the court directs. file and

* New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined

through.
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19 furnish to every other party written requests that the court

20 instruct the Jury on the law as set forth in the requests.

21 (2) After the close of the evidence, a party may:

22 (A) file requests for instructions on issues that

23 could not reasonably have been anticipated at an

24 earlier time for requests set under Rule 51 (a)(1), and

25 (B) with the court's permission file untimely

26 requests for instructions-on any issue.

27 (b) Instructions. The court:

28 (1) must inform the parties of its proposed instructions

29 and proposed action on the requests before instructing

30 the jury and before final jury arguments:

31 (2) must give the parties an opportunity to object onthe

32 record and out of the juiy's hearing to the proposed

33 instructions and actions on requests before the

34 instructions and arguments are delivered: and

35 (3) may instruct the jurv at any time after trial begins

36 and before the jury is discharged.

37 (c) Objections.

38 (1) A party who objects to an instruction or the failure

39 to give an instruction must do so on the record. stating
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40 distinctly the matter objected to and the grounds of the
41 objection.

42 (2) An objection is timely if:

43 (A) a party that has been informed of an
44 instruction or action on a request before the jury is
45 instructed and before final jury arguments, as
46 provided bv Rule 51(b)(1), objects at the
47 opportunity for objection required by Rule 51 (b)(2):
48 or

49 (B) a party that has not been informed of an
50 instruction or action on a request before the time for
51 objection provided under Rule 51(b)(2) objects
52 promptly after learning that the instruction or
53 request will be, or has been, given or refused.

54 (d) Pr eset lai qo Assigning Error; Plain Error.

55 (1) A party may assign as error:

56 (A) an error in an instruction actually given if that
57 party made a proper objection under Rule 51 (c), or

58 (B) a failure to give an instruction if that party
59 made a proper request under Rule 51 (a), and-
60 unless the court made a definitive ruling on the
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61 record rejecting the request - also made a proper

62 objection under Rule 51(c)- or

63 (2) A court may notiee consider a plain error in or

64 - from1 the instructions affecting substantial

65 rights that has not been preserved as required by Rule

66 '51(d)(1)(A) or (B).

Committee Note

1 Rule 51 is revised to capture many of the interpretations
2 that have emerged in practice. The revisions in text will make
3 uniform the conclusions reached by a majority of decisions on
4 each point. Additions also are made to cover some practices
5 that cannot now be anchored in the text of Rule 51.

6 Scope. Rule 51' governs instructions to the trial jury on
7 the law that, governs the verdict.' A variety of other
8 instructions cannot practicably be brought within Rule 51.
9 Among these instructions are preliminary instructions to a

10 venire, and cautionary or limiting instructions delivered in
11 immediate response to events at trial.

12 Requests. Subdivision (a) governs requests. Apart from
13 the plain error doctrine recognized in subdivision (d)(2-3), a
14 court is not obliged to instruct the jury on issues raised by the
15 evidence unless a party requests an instruction. The revised
16 rule recognizes the court's authority to direct that requests be
17 submitted before trial. Pafti.ulally i r plex cases, retiial
1 8 requests Clhelph parties prepamefor trial. Trial also llla
19 bshpdly severinlg somve m~laters for separate trial, or by
20 directing that trial' beginl with issues that maly warrll
21 disposition by jndgme-t# as a nlatt of law, see Rules
22 1 6(c)(1 4) and 510(a). It s likdy that the deadline for
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23 petid requests will often ble eo lected to a final Pretrial
24 conference.

25 The close-of-the-evidence deadline may come before trial
26 is completed on all potential issues. Trial may be formally
27 bifurcated or may be sequenced in some less formal manner.
28 The close of the evidence is measured by the occurrence of
29 two events: completion of all intended evidence on an
30 identified phase of the trial and impending submission to the
31 jury with instructions.

32 The risk in directing a pretrial request deadline is that
33 tninticipated trial evidence may raise new issues or reshape
34 issues the parties thought they had understood. Even if there
35 is no unantia ed vd , a party may s to raise or
36 espond to an uuianticipated issue that is suggestd by court,
37 advesary, or juiy. Thle n-ed fbr a pretriial request deadline
38 may nut be great in al action that fiivolves well-settled law
39 that is fariliai to the court and not disputed by the pars.
40 Courts need not insist on pretrial requests in all cases. Even
41 if the request time is set,, before trial or early in the trial,
42 subdivision (a)(2)(A) permits requests after the close of the
43 evidence to address issues that could not reasonably have
44 been anticipated at the earlier time for requests set by the
45 court.

46 Subdivision (a)(2)(B) expressly recognizes the court's
47 discretion to act on an untimely request. Unti... Iyrequests
48 a uftin accepted, at tinj.s by a1tii1 on all olJee to the
49 failue to give if l instrucion on an issue that vas not frarnied
50 by a tielyceljes Tl9i 1 1 dulgc 1lc must le set against the
51 plopouitioii that all objetiun alounlis sLfficIt only as to
52 ilatter actually stated in the insftnutiouu. Tl1l, pArp dftkM mis
53 stated in prsesnt Rtfle 51r, btt in a fashion that lhas misted
54 ccl tlhe motasut attorneys. -RU 51 now says that nO
55 parkty aay ass~in as eroi tlre failurh to give all instraction
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56 unleAs that party objects tlereto. It is easy to read into tlhis
57 1 plicati:n that it is sufficient to object" to th1
58 fal ,.n to give an inistrtttiotn. But even if fi-amied as an
59 objection, a IroueSt to inLeludc li4attie ominitted firom the
60 instrucions is just that, a reqius~t and is mlimely, after the

61 closceofthle e;llcorte allie L11le directed by thec court.
62 The most important consideration in exercising the discretion
63 confirmed by subdivision (a)(2)(B) is the importance of the
64 issue to the case - the closer the issue lies to the "plain error"
65 that would be recognized under subdivision (d)(2a), the better
66 the reason to give an instruction. The cogency of the reason
67 for failing to make a timely request also should be considered.
68 -U 1 ealilw the lreAueSt deadline, t* rfi1Ur l1kd1 it is that
69 god reason, w$il appear for failing to i-gize an iiiportyuant

70 issue. , ourts also mlust reminll wary,' hlowever, of thle riskS
71 pusd by tardy reWquets. Iujjild a Aiuii in* tu losJig lninute

72 ofthial liay iuyvite i err.o. A jury iay bre corfused by a tardy
73 insti ution miiade after tlhe main body of instf.uctioulis a11d in
74 ay l 11 isledttaY ,U9 111 d tU fOuC u 1 ue afteto on th1 e

75 issues isolatedl and enylpasized by a taidy instruetioi. A*nd if
76 thle istruc iLn ;c givt at1 rgu i=ts, the paties may
77 ha1 famedith ri ents int.ii t. , dId n anti.- .11 iipat1 the78 lA ;istwon, flliatb e1WalllL me 1 to 11s -llalu T lW iltb l re
78 iiisti uctiouns :that canlc to ~ l i grvc To'be considered under
79 subdivision (a)(2)(B) a request should be made before final
80 instructionsandbeforefinal jurvyarguments. Whatisa"final"
81 instruction and -argument depends on the sequence of
82 submitting the case to te jJ If separate portionF of the
83 case are subnmitted to thejury insequencd, the final arguments
84 and finial instructin ae ade on ubinAitting to lthe jury
85 the portion of te case adress bthe nts and
86 instructi6ns. j

87 Jnsructionsul Sdivisio r (113requires the court to
88 informthe partieurbeforeyinsticting thejury and before final
89 jury arguments related to the inrc tion, Of the proposed
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90 instructions as well as the proposed action on instruction
91 requests. The time limit is addressed to final jury arguments
92 to reflect the practice that allows interim arguments during
93 trial in complex cases; it may not be feasible to develop final
94 instructions before such interim arguments. It is enough that
95 counsel know ofthe intended instructions before making final
96 arguments addressed to the issue. If the trial is sequenced or
97 bifurcated, the final arguments addressed to an issue may
98 occur before the close of the entire trial.

99 Subdivision (b)(2) complements subdivision (b)(1) by
100 carrying forward the opportunity to object established by
101 present Rule 51. It makes explicit the opportunity to object
102 on the record, ensuring a clear memorial of the objection.

103 Subdivision (b)(3) reflects common practice by
104 authorizing instructions at any time after trial begins and
105 before the jury is discharged. Pielininimy iiisti uetion1s1lay be
106 given at tle bLgI.-njll i the LipI, a Jdviee that may bke a
107 hdelpfl aid to the Jmy. i cases 6f ufital iekgth or
108 complexity, intet iin instT =uticii also ilny be mAde dwiing the
109 tuw - f tuah. 'Suyplkiimeltal intlLsctions2 Tinay ble given
110 dluigjury delibeatioms, an even after initial deliberatiowu
111 if it is alloii to res1 b.it fite elk se l further.
112 delibe ati , Thee present ptvisi that eogmnizes the
113 autldiptty-to, deliveC, "finald" I fstbuctrs lent or after
114 awgumnt, or at both times, is ineluded within this broader
115 pro m .. .n

116 , Objections. Subdivision (c) states the right, to object to
117 an instruction or the failure to give an instruction. It carries
118 forward the formula of present Rule 51 requiring that the
119 objection state distinctly the matter objected to and the
120 grounds of the objection, and makes explicit the requirement
121 that the objection be made on the record. The provisions on
122 the time to object.-make clear that it" is timely to object
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123 promptly after learning of an instruction or action on a request
124 when the court has not provided advance information as
125 required by subdivision'(b)(1). The need to repeat a request
126 by way of objection is continued by new subdivision (d)(1)(B)
127 except where the court made a definitive ruling on the record
128 mzollified, betdby dcd new ubdiision (d)((B(2)

129 Preserving a claim of error and plain error. Many cases
130 hold that a proper request for a jury instruction is not alone
131 enough to preserve the right to appeal failure to give the
132 instruction. The request must be renewed by objection. This
133 doctrine is appropriate when' the court may not have
134 sufficiently focused on the request, or may believe that the
135 request has been granted in substance although in different
136 words. But this doctrine may also prove a trap for the unwary
137 who fail to add an objection after the court has made it clear
138 that the request has been considered and rejected on the
139 merits. Subdivision (d)(lXB(2 establishes authority to,
140 review the failure to grant a timely request, despite a failure
141 to add an objection, whenAthe court, has,, made a definitive
142 ruling on the record rejecting the request.,

143 -' Many circuits have recognized that an error not preserved
144 under'Rule 51 may be reViewed in exceptional circumstances.
145 Tlhe fouidatioi ftlese decisions is tat"" d4 it cut 9 '

146 a duty to tl1c d ati, ' thl law, ' d'tOlhJury to give oireet
147 i,.strfu'otori8 the f.iidatiicita1 ca Of aIl aetion. The
148 language adoptedto capture these decisions in subdivision
149 (d)2(3 is borroweRdufrom Criminal Rle 52. Although the
150 language is the same, the context of civil litigation often
151 differs froin te ,context of criminal prosecution; actual
152 application ,o, e, plain-error standard takies account of the
153 differences, Th Supreme Court has summarized application
154 of'Crimina1 'Rule 52, as, involving four, elements: (1' there
155 must' be an error. (2) the error must bepiblain: (3) the error
156 must affect sustantia righs: and (4) th~ error must seriouisy

156es App.B-26
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157 affect the fairness, integrity. or public reputation of judicial
158 proceedings. Johnson v. U.S., 520 U.S. 461. 466-467, 469-
159 470 (1997). (The Johnson case quoted the fourth element
160 from its decision in a civil action. U.S. v. Atkinson. 297 U.S.
161 157. 160 (1936): "In exceptional circumstances, especially in
162 criminal cases, appellate courts. in the public interest. may. of
163 their own motion, notice errors to which no exception has
164 been taken, if the errors are obvious, or if they otherwise
165 substantially affect the fairness, integrity, or public reputation
166 of judicial proceedings.")

167 The court's duty to give correctjury instructions in a civil
168 action is shaped by at least four factors.

169 The factor most directly implied by a "plain" error rule is
170 the obviousness of the mistake. Obvio ss reduces the
171 need to rely on th11 e paxtie to lp th1 e i.OUlc with the law, and
172 also bears on sxciety's obligation to provide a reasonably
173 lekaned j . Obviousness turns not only on how-wl tthe
174 law is settled, but also on how familiar the pattieular area of
175 law should be to most judges. Clealy settled but exotie law
176 often doeOt eL Obvius error. Obviousiness also
177 deprnds ton th t v t se was presfend at itin and argued.

178 The importance of the error is a second major factor.
179 Ifmportawme tzrast be u teasued' by tHe-1 e tire issue plays it
180 the specific case, what is fundamental to one casen may-be
181 peripheral in another. InportaLLce is 'indepettdet of
182 obviousness. A suffiieLntly iyiportant error may ui
183 reversal e.ve though it was not obvi M.A TAilLeI n ,L likely
184 cxa1iiphe i lves an instbactioon that was o- eIA ulder law
185 that was lLaily pettld at t 11 %, tine of ttiC ish¢on, so that
186 Wequest and objedit would Unrak -sense only ini hopI of
187 zaguing for a cluaL il the law. If the law is tLnii Jmlanlud in
188 anter case, of by B lisation-tha astretr active effect,
189 Tv~eo sal may. be wavaTwted.
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190 The costs of correcting an error reflect a third factor that
191 is affected by a variety of circumstances. If a coamplete tew
192 thg uuiwst b~ Lad for othte seasonsn, ardinauily all illnstmuetic.
193 1 su at m t belo rreca a ted fbr theseon tral
194. without sig -ificaltt cost. A Rulc 49 verdict may enable
195 Correctionm without further proceedi.gs,

196 In a case that seems close to the fundamental error line,
197 account also may be taken of the impact a verdict may have
198 . ton nonparties. Ceo m1 on1 exammples are provided by actions
199 that attack goveLumnuert actions or private discriumuinationi.

Rule 53. Masters

(a) Appointment.

(1) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a court may appoint a
master only to:

(A) perform duties consented to by the parties;

(B) hold trial proceedings and make or recommend
findings of fact on issues to be decided by the court without
a jury if appointment is warranted by

(i) some exceptional condition, or

(ii) the need to perform an accounting or resolve a
difficult computation of damages; or

(C) address pretrial and post-trial matters that cannot be
addressed effectively and timely by an available district
judge or magistrate judge of the district.

(2) A, master must not have a relationship to the parties,
counsel, action, or court that would require disqualification of a
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judge under 28 U.S.C. § 455 unless the parties consent with the
court's approval to appointment of a particular person after
disclosure of any potential grounds for disqualification.

(3) In appointing a master, the court must consider the fairness
of imposing the likely expenses on the parties and must protect
against unreasonable expense or delay.

(b) Order Appointing Master.

(1) Notice. The court must give the parties notice and an
opportunity to be heard before appointing a master. A party may
suggest candidates for appointment.

(2) Contents. The order appointing a master must direct the
master to proceed with all reasonable diligence and must state:

(A) the master's duties, including any investigation or
enforcement duties, and any limits on the master's authority
under Rule 53(c);

(B) the circumstances - if any - in which the master
may communicate ex parte with the court or a party;

(C) the nature of the materials to be preserved and filed as
the record of the master's activities;

(D) the time limits, method of filing the record, other
procedures, and standards for reviewing the master's orders,
findings, and recommendations; and

(E) the basis, terms, and procedure for fixing the master's
compensation under Rule 53(h).

(3) Entry of Order. The court may enter the order appointing
a master only after the master has filed an affidavit disclosing
whether there is any ground for disqualification under 28 U.S.C.
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§ 455 and, if a ground for disqualification is disclosed, after the
parties have consented with the court's approval to waive the
disqualification.

(4) Amendment. The order appointing a master may be
amended at any time after, notice to the parties and an
opportunity to be heard.

(c) Master's Authority. Unless the appointing order expressly
directs otherwise, a master has authority to regulate, all proceedings
and take all appropriate measures to perform fairly and efficiently the
assigned duties. The master may by order impose upon a party any
noncontempt sanction provided by Rule 37 or 45, and may
recommend a contempt sanction against a party and sanctions against
a nonparty.

(d) Evidentiary Hearings. Unless the appointing order expressly
directs-otherwise, a master conducting an evidentiary hearing may
exercise the power ofthe appointing court to compel, take, and record
evidence.

(e) Master's Orders. A master who makes an order must file the
order and promptly serve a copy on each party. The clerk must enter
the order on the docket.

(i) Master's Reports. A master must report to the court as required
by the order of appointment. The master must file the report and
promptly serve a copy of the report on each party unless the court
directs otherwise.

(g) Action on Master's Order, Report, or Recommendations.

(1) Action. In acting on a master's order, report, or
recommendations, the court must afford an opportunity to be
heard and may receive evidence, and may: adopt or affirm;
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modify; wholly or partly reject- or reverse; or resubmit to the
master with instructions.

(2) Time To Object or Move. A party may file objections to
- or a motion to adopt or modify - the master's order, report,
or recommendations no later than 20 days from the time the
master's order, report, or recommendations are served, unless the
court sets a different time.

(3) Fact Findings. The court must decide de fovo all
objections to findings of fact made or recommended by a master
unless the parties stipulate with the court's consent that:

(A) the master's findings will be reviewed for clear error,
or

(B) the findings of a master appointed under Rule
53(a)(1)(A) or (C) will be final.

(4) Legal Conclusions. The court must decide de novo all
objections to conclusions of law made or recommended by a
master.

(5) Procedural Matters. Unless the order of appointment
establishes a different standard of review, the court may set aside
a master's ruling on a procedural matter only for an abuse of
discretion.

(h) -Compensation.

(1) Fixing Compensation. The court must fix the master's
compensation before or after judgment on the basis and terms
stated in the order of appointment, but the court may set a new
basis and terms after notice and an opportunity to be heard.

(2) Payment. The compensation fixed under Rule 53(h)(1)
must be paid either:

R
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(A) by a party or parties; or

(B) from a fund or subject matter of the action within the
court's control.

(3) Allocation. The court must allocate payment of the
master's compensation among the parties after considering the
nature and amount of the controversy, the means of the parties,
and the extent to which any party is more responsible than other
parties for the reference to a master. An interim allocation may
be amended to~reflect a decision on the merits.

(i) Appointment of Magistrate Judge. A magistrate judge is
subject to this rule only when the order, referring a matter to the
magistrate judge expressly provides that the reference is made under
this rule.

COMMITTEE NOTE

Rule 53 is revised extensively to reflect changing practices in
using masters. From the beginning in 1938, Rule 53 focused
primarily on special masters who perform trial functions. Since then,
however, courts have gained experience with masters appointed to
perform a variety of pretrial and post-trial functions. See Willging,
Hooper, Leary, Miletich, Reagan, & Shapard, Special Masters'
Incidence and Activfty (FJC 2000). This revised Rule 53 recognizes
that in appropriate circumstances masters may properly be appointed
to perform these functions and regulates such appointments. Rule 53
continues to address trial masters as well, but permits appointment of
a trial master in an action to be tried to a jury only if the parties
consent. The new rule clarifies the provisions that govern the
appointmentand function of masters for all purposes. Rule 53(g) also
changes the standard of review for findings of fact made or
recommended by a master. The core of the original Rule 53 remains,
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including its prescription that appointment of a master must be the
exception and not the rule.

Special masters are appointed in many circumstances outside the
Civil Rules. Rule 53 applies only to proceedings that Rule 1 brings
within its reach.

Subdivision (a)(1)

District judges bear primary responsibility for the work of their
courts. A master should be appointed only in limited circumstances.
Subdivision (a)(1) describes three different standards, relating to
appointments by consent of the parties, appointments for trial duties,
and appointments for pretrial or post-trial duties.

Consent Masters. Subparagraph (a)(1)(A) authorizes appointment
of a master with the parties' consent. Party consent does not require
that the court make the appointment; the court retains unfettered
discretion to refuse appointment.

Trial Masters. Use of masters for the core finctions of trial has been
progressively limited. These limits are reflected in the provisions of
subparagraph (a)(1)(B) that restrict appointments to exercise trial
functions. The Supreme Court gave clear direction to this trend in La
Buy v. Howes Leather Co., 352 U.S. 249 (1957); earlier roots are
sketched in Los Angeles Brush Mfg. Corp. v. James, 272 U.S. 701
(1927). As to nonJury trials, this trend has developed through
elaboration of the "exceptional condition" requirement in present
Rule 53(b). 'This phiase is retained, and will 2continue to have the
same force 'as it has developed. Although the provision that a
reference- "shall be the exception and not the rule" is deleted, its
meaning is embraced for this setting by the exceptional condition
requirement.
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Subparagraph (a)(1)(B)(ii),, carries forward the approach of
present Rule 53(b), which exempts from the "exceptional condition"
requirement "matters of account and of difficult, computation of
damages." This approach is justified only as to essentially ministerial
determinations that require mastery of much detailed information but
that do not require extensive determinations of credibility.
Evaluations of witness credibility should only be assigned to a trial
master when justified by an exceptional condition.

The use of a trial master without party consent is abolished as to
matters to be decided by a jury unless a statute provides for this
practice.

Abolition ofthe direct power to appoint a trial master as to issues
to be decided by a jury leaves the way free to appoint a trial master
with the consent of all parties. A trial master should be appointed in
a jury case, with consent of the parties and concurrence of the court,
only if the parties waive jury trial with respect to the issues submitted
to the master or if the master's findings are to be submitted to the jury
as evidence in the manner provided b@ former Rule 53(e)(3). In no
circumstance may a master be appoin~ited topreside at ajury trial.

The central function of a trial master is0to preside over an
evidentiary hearing on the merits of l 'aims6 or defenses in the
action. This function distinguishes the['11rial "master from most
functions of pretrial and post-trial masters. If any tniasterjis to be used
for such matters as a preliminary injunction hearing or a
determination of c6mplextdamages issues, or example, the master
should be a trial master. The linid howxver,, Is ndj distinct. A pretrial
master might well conduct an evideritia heajng on a discovery
dispute, and a~6st-trial master might, cndnyharn n
questions of compliance.rducht ~ vvdeh earingson
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Rule 53 has long provided authority to report the evidence
without recommendations in nonjury trials. This authority is omitted
from Rule 53(a)(1)(B). In some circumstances a master may be
appointed under Rule 53(a)(1)(A) or (C) to take evidence and report
without recommendations.

For nonjury cases, a master also may be appointed to assist the
court in discharging trial duties other than conducting an evidentiary
hearing.

Pretrial and Post-Trial Masters. Subparagraph (a)( 1 )(C) authorizes
appointment of a master to address pretrial or post-trial matters.
Appointment is limited to matters that cannot be addressed effectively
and in a timely fashion by an available district judge or magistrate
judge of the district. A master's pretrial or post-trial duties may
include matters that could be addressed by ajudge, such as reviewing
discovery documents for privilege, or duties that might not be suitable
for a judge. Some forms of settlement negotiations, investigations,
or administration of an organization are familiar examples of duties
that a judge might not feel free to undertake.

Magistrate Judges- Particular attention should be paid to the prospect
that a magistrate judge may be available for special assignments.
United States magistrate judges are authorized by statute to perform
many pretrial functions in civil actions. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1).
Ordinarily aldistrictjudge who delegates these functions should refer
them to a magistrate judge acting as magistrate judge.

There is statutory authority to appoint! a magistrate judge as
special master. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2). In special circumstances, or
when expressly authotrized by a statute other than § 636(b)(2), it may
be appropriate 'to appoint a magistratejudge as a master when needed,
to perform functions outside those listed in § 636(b)(1). There is no
apparent reason to appoint a magistrate judge to perform as master
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duties that could be performed in the role of magistrate judge. Party
consent is required for trial before a magistrate judge, moreover, and
this requirement should not be undercut by resort to Rule 53 unless
specifically authorized by statute; see 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(f)(5).

Pretrial Masters. The appointment of masters to participate in
pretrial. proceedings has developed extensively over the last two
decades as some district courts have felt the need for additional help
in managing complex litigation. This practice is not well regulated
by present Rule, 53, which focuses on masters as trial participants.
Rule 53 is amended to confirm the authority to appoint - and to
regulate the use of- pretrial masters.'

,A pretrial master should 'be appointed only when the needis
clear. Directjudicial performance of judicial fumctions may' be
particularly important in cases that involve important public issues or
many parties., , At, the extreme, ,a broad delegation of pretrial'
responsibility as ,well as a delegation of trial responsibilities can run
afoul of Article III.

A master also may be appointed to address matters that blur the
divide betweenpretrial and trial functions l The court's responsibility.
to interpret patent claims as a matter of law, for example, may be
greatly assisted by appointing a master who has expert knowledge of
the field in which the patent operates. Review of the master's
findings will be de novo under Rule 53(g)(4), but the advantages of
initial determination by a mastermay make the process more effective
and timely than disposition by the judge acting alone. Determination
of foreign law may present comparable difficulties. The, decision,
whether-to 'appoint a master to address such matters is governed by
subdivision (a)(1)(C), 'not the trial-mastercprovisions of subdivision
(a)(1)(B).
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Post-Trial Masters. Courts have come to rely on masters to assist in
framing and enforcing complex decrees. Present Rule 53 does not
directly address this practice. Amended Rule 53 authorizes
appointment of post-trial masters for these and similar purposes. The
constraint of subdivision (a)(1)(C) limits this practice to cases in
which the master's duties cannot be performed effectively and in a
timely fashion by an available districtjudge or magistrate judge ofthe
district.

Reliance on a master is appropriate when a complex decree
requires complex policing, particularly when a party has proved
resistant or intransigent. This practice has been recognized by the
Supreme Court, see Local 28, Sheet Metal Workers ' Internat. Assn.
v. EEOC, 478 U.S. 421, 481-482 (1986). The master's role in
enforcement may extend to investigation in ways that are quite unlike
the traditional role ofjudicial officers in an adversary system.

Expert Witness Overiap. This rule does not address the difficulties
that arise when a single person is appointed to perform overlapping
roles as master and as court-appointed expert witness under Evidence
Rule 706. Whatever combination of functions is involved, the Rule
53(a)(1)(B) limit that confines trial masters to issues to be decided by
the court does not apply to a person who also is appointed as an
expert witness under Evidence Rule 706.

Subdivision (a)(2) AND (3)

Masters are subject to the Code of Conduct for United States
Judges, with exceptions spelled out in the Code. Special care must
be taken to ensure that there is no actual or apparent conflict of
interest involving a master. The standard of disqualification is
established by 28 U.S.C. § 455. The affidavit required by Rule
53(b)(3) provides an important source of information about possible
grounds for disqualification, but careful inquiry should be made at the
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time of making the initial appointment. The disqualification
standards established by § 455 are strict. Because a master is not a
public judicial officer, it may be appropriate to permit the parties to
consent to appointment of - a particular person as master in
circumstances that would require disqualification of a judge. The
judge must be careful to ensure that no party feels' any pressure to
consent, but with such assurances -and with the judge's own
determination that there is no troubling conflict of interests or
disquieting appearance of impropriety - consent may justify an
otherwise barred appointment.

One potential disqualification issue is peculiar to the master's
role. It may happen that a master who is an attorney represents a
client whose litigation is ,assiggned, to the judge who appointed the
attorney as master. Other parties to the litigation may fear that the
attorney-master will gain special respect from the judge. A flat
prohibition on appearance before the appointing judge during the time
of service as master, however, might in somie circumstances unduly
limit the opportunity to make a desirable appointment. These matters
may be regulated to some extent by state rules of professional
responsibility., The question of pre~sent conflicts, and the possibility
of futureconflictscan b <econsideredatthetime ofappointment.
Depending1 ' on" the cIrbumistances, the judges rpmay consider it.
appropriate to impose a non-appearance condition on the lawyer
master, and perhaps oh the master's ,firm as well.

Subdivision (b)

The order appointing a pretrial master is vitally important in
informing the master and the parties about the nature and extent of
the master's duties and authority. Care must be taken to make the
order as precise as possibl'e. .The parties, must be given notice and
opportunity to be heard on the question whether a master should be
appointed and on the terms of the appointment. To the extent
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possible, the notice should describe the master's proposed duties,
time to complete the duties, standards of review, and compensation.
Often it will be useful to engage the parties in the process of
identifying the master, inviting nominations, and reviewing potential
candidates. Party involvement may be particularly useful if a pretrial
master is expected to promote settlement.

The hearing requirement of Rule 53(b)(1) can be satisfied by an
opportunity to make written submissions unless the circumstances
require live testimony.

Rule 53(b)(2) requires precise designation of the master's duties
and authority. Clear identification of any investigating or
enforcement duties is particularly important. Clear delineation of
topics for any reports or recommendations is also an important part
of this process. And it is important to protect against delay by
establishing a time schedule for performning the assigned duties. Early
designation ofthe procedure for fixing the master's compensation also
may provide useful guidance to the parties.

Ex parte communications between a master and the court present
troubling questions. Ordinarily the order should prohibit such
communications, assuring that the parties know where authority is
lodged at each step of the proceedings. Prohibiting ex parte
communications between master and court also can enhance the role
of a settlement master by assuring the parties that settlement can be
fostered by confidential revelations that will not be shared with the
court. Yet there may be circumstances in which the master's role is
enhanced by the opportunity for ex parte communications with the
court. A master assigned to help coordinate multiple proceedings, for
example, may benefit from off-the-record exchanges with the court
about logistical matters. The rule does not directly regulate these
matters. It requires only that thecourt exercise its discretion and
address the topic in the order of appointment.
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Similarly difficult questions surround ex parte communications
between a master and the parties. Ex parte communications may be
essential in seeking to advance settlement. Ex parte communications
alsomay prove useful in other settings, as with in camera review of
documents to resolve privilege questions. In most settings, however,
ex parte communications with the parties should be discouraged or
prohibited. The rule requires that the court address the topic in the
order of appointment.

Subdivision (b)(2)(C) provides that the appointment order must
state the nature of the materials to be preserved and filed as the record
of the master's activities, and (b)(2)(D) requires that the order state
the method of filing 'the record. It' is not feasible, to prescribe 'the
nature of the record without regard to the nature, of the master's
duties. The'records appropriate to discovery duties may be different
from those', appropriate to encouraging settlement, investigating
possible violations of a complex decree, or making recommendations
for trial fimdings.' A basic requirement, howevere, is that the master
must make and file a complete record of the evidence considered in
making or recommending findingsof fact on the basis of evidence.
The order of appointment should routinely'includ& this requirement
unles's the nature ,of the, appointment precludes any prospect that the
master will makebor recommend evidence-based findings of fact. In
some circumstances it may be appropriate for a party to file materials
directly,,with the court as provided by Rule 5(e), but in many
circumstances l filing with- ,the' court 'may J- be inappropriate.
Confideritiality is important with respect to' many materials that may
properly be considered-,by a master. f Materials ino{the record can be
transmitted te'the court, and filed, in connection With review of a
master'$Iorder, report,'or recommendations underfsubdivisions (f) and
(g). Independently of review proceedings, the court',may direct filing
of any materials that it wwishes to make part of the 'ublic record.
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The provision in subdivision (b)(2)(D) that the order must state
the standards for reviewing the master's orders, findings, or
recommendations is a reminder ofthe provisions of subdivision (g)(3)
that recognize stipulations for review less searching than the
presumptive requirement of de novo decision by the court.
Subdivision (b)(2)(D) does not authorize the court to supersede the
limits of subdivision (g)(3).

In setting the procedure for fixing the master's compensation, it
is useful at the outset to establish specific guidelines to control total
expense. The court has power under subdivision (h) to change the
basis and terms for determining compensation after notice to the
parties.

Subdivision (b)(3) permits entry of the order appointing a master
only after the master has filed an affidavit disclosing whether there is
any ground for disqualification under 28 U.S.C. § 455. If the
affidavit discloses a possible ground for disqualification, the order
can enter only if the court determines that there is no ground for
disqualification or if the parties, knowing of the ground for
disqualification, consent with the court's approval to waive the
disqualification.

The provision in Rule 53(b)(4) for amending the order of
appointment is as important as the provisions for the initial order.
Anything that could be done in the initial order can be done by
amendment. The hearing requirement can be satisfied by an
opportunity to make written submissions unless the circumstances
require live testimony.

Subdivision (c)

Subdivision (c) is a simplification of the provisions scattered
throughout present Rule 53. It is intended to provide the broad and
flexible authority necessary to discharge the master's responsibilities.

\
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The most important delineation of a master's authority and duties is
provided by the Rule 53(b) appointing order.'

Subdivision (d)

The subdivision (d) provisions for evidentiary hearings are
reduced from the extensive provisions im current Rule 53. This
simplification ofthe rule is not intended to diminish the authority that
may be delegated to a master. Reliance is placed on the broad and
general terms of subdivision (c).,

Subdivision (e)

Subdivision (e) provides that a master's order must be filed and
entered on the docket. It must be promptly served on the parties, a
task ordinarily accomplished by mailing or other means as permitted
by Rule 5(b). In some circumstances it may be appropriate to have
the clerk's office assist the master in mailing the order to the parties.

Subdivision (f

Subdivision (f) restates some of the provisions of present Rule
53(e)(1). The report is the master's primary means of communication
with the court. The materials to be provided to support review of the
report will depend on the nature of the report. The master should
provide all portions of the record preserved under Rule 53(b)(2)(C)
that the master deems relevant to' the report. The parties may
designate additional materials from the record, and may seek
permission to supplement the record' ith 'evidence. The court may
direct that additional materials from the record be provided and filed.
Given the wide array of tasks that may be assigned to a pretrial
master, there may be circumstances that Justify sealing a report or
review record against public access - a report on continuing or failed
settlement efforts is the most likely example. A post-trial master may
be assigned duties in formulating da decree that deserve similar
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protection. Such circumstances may even justify denying access to
the report or review materials by the parties, although this step should
be taken only for the most compelling reasons. Sealing is much less
likely to be appropriate with respect to a trial master's report.

Before formally making an order, report, or recommendations,
a master may find it helpful to circulate a draft to the parties for
review and comment. The usefulness of this practice depends on the
nature of the master's proposed action.

Subdivision (g)

The provisions of subdivision (g)(l), describing the court's
powers to afford a hearing, take evidence, and act on a master's order,
report, or recommendations are drawn from present Rule 53(e)(2), but
are not limited, as present Rule 53(e)(2) is limited, to the report of a
trial master in a nonjury action. The requirement that the court must
afford an opportunity to be heard can be satisfied by taking written
submissions when the court acts on the report without taking live
testimony.

The subdivision (g)(2) time limits for objecting to - or seeking
adoption or modification of- a master's order, report, or
recommendations, are, important. They are not jurisdictional.
Although a court may properly refuse to entertain untimely review
proceedings, the court may excuse, the failure to seek timely review.
The basic time period is lengthened to 20 days because the present
10-day period may be too short to permit thorough study and response
to a complex report dealing with complex litigation.: If no party asks
the court to act on ,a master's report, the, court is free to adopt the
master's action jor to disregard it at any relevant point in the
proceedings.

Subdivision (g)(3) establishes the standards of review for a
master's findings of fact or recommended findings of fact. The court
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must decide de novo all objections to findings of fact made or
recommended by the master unless the parties stipulate, with the
court's consent, that the findings will be reviewed for clear error or
- with respect to a master appointed on the parties' consent or
appointed to address pretrial or post-trial matters - that the findings
will be final. Clear-error review is more likely to be appropriate with
respect to findings that do not go to the merits of the underlying
claims' or defenses, 'such as findings of fact bearing on a privilege
objection to a discovery request. Even if no objection is made, the
court is free to decide the facts de novo; to review for clear error if an
earlier approved stipulation provided clear-error review; or to
withdraw its consent to a stipulation for clear-error review or finality,
and' then to' decide de novo. If the court withdraws its consent to a
stipulation, for finality or clear-error review, it may reopen the
opportunity to object.

Under, Rule 53(g)(4), the -court must decide de 'novo all
objections to conclusions, of law made or recommended by a'master.
As with findings of fact, the court also may decide conclusions of law
de novo when no objection is made.

Aparth from factual and legal questions, masters often make
determinations that, when made by a trial court, would be treated as
matters of procedural discretion. The court may set a standard for
review of such matters in the order of appointment, and may amend
the order to establish the standard. If no standard is set by the original
or amended order appointing the master, review of procedural matters
is for abuse of discretion , The subordinate role of the master means
that the trial court's review for" abuse of discretion may be more
searching than the review that an appellate court makes of a trial
court.
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If a master makes a recommendation on any matter that does not
fall within Rule 53(g)(3), (4), or (5), the court may act on the
recommendation under Rule 53(g)(1).

Subdivision (h)

The need to pay compensation is a substantial reason for care in
appointing private persons as masters.

Payment ofthe master's fees must be allocated among the parties
and any property or subject-matter within the court's control. The
amount in controversy and the means of the parties may provide some
guidance in making the allocation. The nature of the dispute also may
be important - parties pursuing matters of public interest, for
example, may deserve special protection. A party whose
unreasonable behavior has occasioned the need to appoint a master,
on the other hand, may properly be charged all or a major portion of
the master's fees. It may be proper to revise an interim allocation
after decision on the merits. The revision need not await a decision
that is final for purposes of appeal, but may be made to reflect
disposition of a substantial portion of the case.

The basis and terms for fixing compensation should be stated in
the order of appointment. The court retains power to alter the initial
basis and terms, after notice and an opportunity to be heard, but
should protect the parties against unfair surprise.

The provision of former Rule 53(a) that the "provision for
compensation shall not apply when a United States Magistrate Judge
is designated to serve as a master" is deleted as unnecessary. Other
provisions of law preclude compensation.

Subdivision (i)

Rule 53(i) carries forward unchanged former Rule 53(f).
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Conforming Amendments: Rules 54(d), 71A (h))

Rule 54. Judgments; Costs

2 (d) Costs; Attorneys' Fees.

3

4 (2) Attorneys' Fees.

5

6 (D) By local rule the court may establish, special
7 procedures by which issues relating to such fees
8 may be resolved without extensive evidentiary
9 hearings. In addition, the court may refer issues

10 relating to the value of services to a special master
11 under Rule 53 without regard to the provisions of
12 svisi (b) Rule 53(a)(1) theref and may refer
13 a motion for attorneys' fees, to a magistrate judge
14 . under Rule 72(b) as if it were a dispositive pretrial
15 matter.

16

Committee Note

1 Rule 54(d)(2)(D) is revised to reflect amendments to
2 Rule 53.
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Rule 71A. Condemnation of Property

1

2 (h) Trial.

3

4 In the event that a commission is appointed the court may
5 direct that not more than two additional persons serve as
6 alternate commissioners to hear the case and replace
7 commissioners who, prior to the time when a decision is filed,
8 are found by the court to be unable or disqualified to perform
9 their duties. An alternate who does not replace a regular

10 commissioner shall be discharged after the commission
11 renders its final decision. Before appointing the members of
12 the commission and alternates the court shall advise the
1 3 parties of the identity and qualifications of each prospective
14 commissioner and alternate and may permit the parties to
15 examine each such designee. The parties shall not be
16 permitted or required by the court to suggest nominees. Each
17 party shall have the right to object for valid cause to the
18 appointment of any person, as a commissioner or alternate. If
19 a commission is appointed it shall have the powers authority
20 of a master provided in subdivision Rule 53(c) oflRule53 and
21 proceedings before it shall be governed by the provisions of
22 (cariapl(1) and (2) of subdivisionRule 53(d) of Rule 53.
23 Its action and report shall be determined by a majority and its
24 findings and report shall have the effect, and be dealt with by
25 the court in accordance with the practice, prescribed in
26 patagraph (2) of Subdiisin Rule 53(e) (fi. and (g0 of Rue
27 5i. Trial of all issues shall otherwise be by the court.

28
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Committee Note

I The references to specific subdivisions of Rule 53 are
2 deleted or revised to reflect amendments of Rule 53.

Changes Made After Publication and Comment

Subdivision (a)(3), barring appearance by a master as
attorney before the appointing judge during the period of the
appointment, is deleted. Subdivision (a)(4) is renumbered as
(a)(3).

Subdivision (b)(2) is amended by adding new material to
the subparagraph (A), (B,) (C), and (D) specifications of
issues that must be addressed in the order appointing a master.
(A) now requires a statement of any investigation or
enforcement duties. (B) now establishes a presumption that
ex parte communications between master and court are
limited to administrative,:matters; the court may, in its
discretion, permit ex parte communications on other matters.
(C) directs that the order address not only preservation but
also filing of the record. (D) requires that the order, state the
method of filing the record.

Subdivision (b)(3) is changed by requiring an opportunity
to be heard on an order amending an appointment order. It
also is renumbered as (b)(4).

Subdivision (b)(4), renumbered as (b)(3), is redrafted to
express the original meaning more clearly.

Subdivision (c) has a minor style change.
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Subdivision (g)(1) is amended to state that in acting on
a master's recommendations the court "must' afford an
opportunity to be heard.

Subdivision (g)(3) is changed to narrow still further the
opportunities to depart from de novo determination of
objections to a master's findings or recommendations for
findings of fact.

Subdivision (g)(4) is changed by deleting the opportunity
of the parties to stipulate that a master's conclusions of law
will be final.

Subdivision (i), addressing appointment of a magistrate
judge as master, is deleted.

Recommendation

The Committee recommends adoption of Rule 53 with
changes made to reflect the public comments and testimony.
This complete revision of Rule 53 brings the rule into
conformity with contemporary practice. Masters are now
used for a wide variety of pretrial and post-trial tasks that are
not described by the provisions for trial masters that constitute
present Rule 53.

Revised Rule 53 makes several important changes in
addition to capturing and regulating appointments of pretrial
and post-trial masters. Under the new rule, a trial master may
be appointed in a case to be tried to a jury only if the parties
consent. The stringent approach to appointment of trial
masters adopted by the Supreme Court is preserved for cases
to be tried to the court. As described below, judicial
responsibility for reviewing a master's findings is enhanced.
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The provisions describing the master's authority are
simplified and made more flexible.

The committee recommends several changes from the
text published in, August 2001. In the order of appearance in
Rule 53, they include these changes:

As published, Rule 53(a)(1)(3) barred a master from
appearing as an attorney before the appointing judge during
the period of the appointment. Comments on this prohibition
emphasized, the difficulties that might be created both in
making desirable initial appointments and in responding to
unrelated and unforeseen litigation that might arise during the
period of the appointment. The committee recommends
deletion of this provision, with a comment in the Committee
Note that calls attention to the issue.

Several additions are recommended for Rule 53(b)(2),
which sets out provisions that must appear in an order
appointing a master. These additions were made in response
to comments, by the Department of Justice, which has
extensive experience in litigation before masters. One of
these additions limits ex parte communications between
master and court to administrative matters unless the court
establishes broader limits in the order appointing the master.
The "effective date" provision of Rule 53(b)(4) is redrafted to
express the intended meaning more clearly, and this paragraph
is renumbered as paragraph (b)(3).

The review provisions of Rile 53(g)(3) and (4) are
changed substantially. Rule 53(g)(3) was initially published
in alternative versions. The first version established a
presumption of de novo review on matters of fact unless the
order of appointment provided for clear-error review or the
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parties stipulated for finality. The second version attempted
to establish a parallel to magistrate-judge practice,
establishing a presumption of clear-error review for "non-
substantive fact findings," and de novo review for
"substantive fact issues." The committee recommends
adoption of a new version that improves upon the first,
alternative. The new version requires de novo determination
of objections to fact findings unless the parties stipulate with
the court's consent that review is for clear error, or that the
findings of a master appointed by consent'or for pretrial or
post-trial duties will be final. The Committee Note adds a
reminder that the court may determine fact issues de novo
even if no party objects. These changes reflect several
appellate decisions that reflect substantial doubts about the
authority of an Article III judge to delegate responsibility to
a master. Similar doubts underlie the recommendation that
(g)(4) be changed by deleting the provision that would allow
the parties to stipulate that a master's conclusions of law will
be final.

Rule 53(i) was published in a form that reflected the
substantial tensions that surround appointment of a magistrate
judge to act as special master.. Several comments suggested
that it is better not to address these questions in Rule 53.
Both the Committee on Administration of the Magistrate
Judges Systemn and the Federal Magistrate Judges Association
recommended that subdivision (i) be abandoned. These
recommendations were persuasive. The committee
recommends deletion of Rule 53(i).
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Summary of Comments on Rule 53

General

Thomas Y. Allman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-026: "The restated Rule[] ***

53 seem[s] quite appropriate." The change is "long overdue and quite useful." Experience with
special masters shows that they free up overworked Magistrate Judges "while allowing a body of
expertise to build on aspecific case." The protections built into the appointment and management
process are consistent with a practical approach.

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee. D.C. Hearing'211 ff.: Rule 53 does need to
be revamped to bring it in line with common practice. A common role of special masters is to
reduce the court's workload.

Federal Magistrate-Judges Assn.. 01-CV-057: "'[O]verall, the amendments provide an excellent
guideline and framework to regularize the practice ,of utilizing special masters and do reflect
contemporary practice. ^ T~he rules are most helpful in, providing the court and counsel an effective
resource for the use of Special Masters *

Section of Antitrust Law. ABA. 01 -CV-072: Generally supports the "efforts to update the standards
for appointment and utilization of special masters. "The Section * i *is[ of the view that Rule 53
should have little impact on antitrust litigation. Because antitrust cases typically involve complicated
facts, the Section of Antitrust Law believes that the assigned judge, rather than a special master or
a magistrate judge, 1should supervise' the pretrial phase of the case. Involvement of the assigned
judge from day one sdrves to educate the judgeandminimizes the inefficincies that inevitably arise
when two or more jhdiciali 6ffmcer9 are 'involved in the pretrial phase 6f a case."

State Bar of Cal.. Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 01-CV-089: Agrees that there is room to explore more
creative models, and that they will be difficult to- develop. And agrees that collaboration at least
between the Evidence and Civil Rules Committees will be required. Perhaps consideration of this
extensive Rule 53 revision should be postponed until this other "important further work" can be
done.

Margaret G. Farrell. Esq.. 01-CV-092: Amendment is necessary to deal with issues not now
addressed by Rule 53. The treatment of pretrial,Atrial, and post-trial stages recognizes that these
distinctions are made ,by courts in presentipractice. Having studied these matters for the FJC, has
concluded that it is wise to require courts to address discrete issues (such as ex parte communication)
but at the same time allowjudges considerable latitude and discretion. Finally, the Note recognition
of the diverse roles and functions performed by special masters "is a valuable modernization of the
rationale for the flexibility that Rule 53 has in fact provided." But it might be wise to address the
appealability of an order appointing a special master. Mandamus is the only method now available
before final judgment; the standards for mandamus are demanding, and the burdens of cost and delay
of proceedings that lead to final judgment cannot be restored. An interlocutory appeal provision akin
to Rule 23(f) might be wise.
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On a different matter, suits against special masters for misfeasance and malpractice have been
dismissedonjudicial immunity grounds. See, e.g., Smithv. DistrictofColumbiaNo.92-555, Order
No. 42192 (D.D.C.Apr.20, 1992), on appeal, No 93-7046 (DCCir.1993); Wagshal v. Foster, 1993
WL 84699 (D.D.C.). "Such immunity ought to apply, if at all, only when a special master is
performing judicial functions, not when he or she is performing administrative or other tasks not
judicial in nature. The Comment might acknowledge this issue and recognize that like other risks
of liability, this one can be insured by malpractice insurance or a bond, the costs of which are
properly included in the costs of the reference."

Subdivision (a) - Appointment

Peter J. Ausili, Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee, D.C. Hearing 212 ff.: (1) The committee
believes that once the parties consent to a master, further judicial authorization is not necessary. (2)
The exceptional condition provision is carried forward; the committee believed examples would be
useful. One is matters that are unduly burdensome, as where the parties are so contentious that the
court is forced largely to ignore the rest of its docket. (The written statement, 01 -CV-056, adds: the
matter is overwhelming, or it "simply does not make sense for the judge to deal with the particular
matter.") (3) (a)(1)(C) deals with pretrial and post-trial matters, but does not say so expressly. The
rule itself might referto pretrial matters, collateral matters arising during trial, and post-trial matters.
(4) It places a hardship on small-firm lawyers to exclude them from appearing before the appointing
judge in other matters. (The written report, 01 -CV-056, notes that some committee members thought
the proposed rule is necessary to avoid the appearance of impropriety. The majority feared that
disqualification from cases already pending before the appointing judge would impose undue
hardship on clients.) (5) 01-CV-056: Rule 53(a) presently provides that a master can obtain a writ
of execution against a party who fails to pay court-ordered compensation. A majority of the
committee believe that Rule 53(h) covers the need; a minority believe the rule provision should be
restored.

Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: (Attaches the Departnent policy on the use ofmasters in cases
involving the United States.) (1) The existing language of Rule 53(b) should be retained to
emphasize the need to limit appointment of trial masters: such appointment "shall be the exception
and not the rule. " Masters should not be appointed to alleviate caseload problems, nor because a case
presents difficult technical issues. Nor is it appropriate to appoint a master whose decision will be
reviewed in substantial detail. Cost should be considered. (2) (a)(1)(C) is problematic for similar
reasons: the reference to matters that cannot be effectively and timely addressed by ajudge may be
used to undermine the limits on appointment- (C) is not explicitly limited to pretrial and post-trial
masters, and might be invoked to appoint a trial master without a need to show exceptional
conditions. The rule should be revised to read: "address matters involving pretrial and post-trial
duties that cannot be addressed effectively and timely * * *." Finally, the Department agrees that
"[a]bsent some extraordinary situation, a master should not serve as a court-appointed expert in the
same case."

Maritime Law Association. 01 -CV-081: The Rule 53(a)(3) bar on appearing before the appointing
judge "is not necessary or appropriate. *** When a master is appointed in a maritime case, he or
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she often is a maritime specialist whose practice and that of his or her firm is concentrated in the
federal courts. Barring that lawyer (or possibly that lawyer's firm) from appearing before' the
appointing judge, *** would unnecessarily hinder the master or his firm in their representations of
theirclientsa.n-d would discourage the attorneys from accepting appointments ***. 

State Bar of California. Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 01-CV-089: (a)(1)(C) seems to permit reduction ,of the'
"exception and not the rule" approach. Increased use of special masters,,particularly those with
special expertise in particular disciplines, is generally beneficial. 'But Rule 53 should "not be too
readily invoked to facilitate appointment of special 'masters to act as discovery referees or as
settlement masters, where particular expertise or unique experience is not required." This concern
is heightened when the cost of a master is substantial most particularly Whenqthe litigants have
modes meanis or amounts in controversy.

Margaret G. Farrell. Esq.. 01l-CV-092:i (1) Elimination of the ',exception not the rule" language of
present Rule 53 seems designed, to 'reflect a different standard for pretrial and post-trial masters.
Applicationlof Rule 53 noow does distinguish-the conditions must be more exceptional to warrant
appointment, of a trial master. This distinction should beoclarified in the Rule. ! (2) And the language
of(a)(l)(C) is '"problematict!: it is,,not,,clearwhether it limits ,appoitmentsto duties' thatcannot be
performed by lajudge 4or magistrate judge - such as mediation -and settlemet,lior investigating
infractionis 3ofco~Urtorders an, making findings, on ithe basis of information obtained loutside
evidentiary hearings.!pJ'The Note could Abe' revised to make clear Ahe inted tha masters can be
appointed both to perform duties that could beperformed b ajudge or magistrate judge ifone were
available and also toXperformduties that cannot pe performed by ,ajudge orl magistrate judge. '3) It
is not clear that la mastef can be appointed toqtrial duties subject only to, clear error reviews see
subdivision (g). 1

iSubiVision (b) '- OrderAppointingMaster

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee. D.C. Hearing 215-216: The rule need not
require the judge to address questions of ex parte communications upbfront. Still, it is good practice
to deal with this in the order.

Department of Justice. 0 1 -CV-073: Subdivisions (b) through (f) may provide a helpful structure, but
a number of specific concerns remain. (1) (b)(2)(A) does not refer tothe parties' conduct of the
hearing before the master, includingthe opportunity to be heardior to submit evidence. Present Rule
53(c) requires a record of evidence presented and excluded. The Rule "should require that the
appointing order describe specifically the manner of the parties' presenting evidence and argument
before the master." Due process requires the protection of notice and hearing on the record,
especially if review is for clear error; see Ruiziv. Estelle, 5th Cir.1982, 679 F.2d 1115, 1162-1163.
At least the Notes should reflect a presumption that if review is to be for clear error the appointing
order must require the master to hold a hearing and take evidence unless the parties consent
otherwise. '(2) (b)(2)(A) does not address the special needs of masters involved in framing and
enforcing complex decrees. "The asserted occasional need for 'sweeping investigative powers,' as
well as the 'limits on' such powers *** are of sufficient impo~tnce to require a more specific
statement of authority ini the Role' s text." A new subparagraph should require that the order describe
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"the nature and extent of a post-trial master's investigative or enforcement powers, if any." (3)
(b)(2)(B) addresses ex parte communications. Ex parte contacts with a master may be subject to the
same ethical constraints -as contacts with a judge; see Jenkins v. Sterlacci, D.C.Cir. 1988, 849 F.2d
627, 630; in re Joint Eastern & Southern Districts Antitrust Litigation, E.D., S.D.N.Y.1990, 737
F.Supp. 735,739-740. The rule should state expressly a presumption that ex parte contacts with the
judge should be limited to administrative matters. (4) (b)(2)(C) should state a presumption that the
master's record is to be filed in matters in which the judge is to review and act on the master's report,
order, or recommendations. A filing requirement would reduce uncertainty as to what constitutes
the record for review - see Shafer v. Army & Air Force Exchange Serv., 5th Cir.2002, 277 F.3d
788. One provision might be: "unless otherwise provided by the order of appointment, the master
shall file the record of all the materials on which he or she has relied in producing the order, report,
or recommendations. The record shall include a transcript of all proceedings held on the record."
(5) (b)(3) permits amendment of the appointing order after notice to the parties. Literally, it would
permit changes in the duties of a master appointed on the parties' consent. A new sentence should
be added: "If the appointment of the master was by consent of the parties, any amendment of the
order must also be by the consent of the parties." (6) (b)(4) contemplates that the appointment order
take effect only after both events - the affidavit is filed and the date set by the appointing order has
arrived. It should say "appointment takes effect bn the later of' the two dates.

Maritime Law Assn.. 01-CV-081: Restrictions or prohibition of ex parte communications with a
party are appropriate "in almost all instances," but there is "no justification for requiring the
appointing order to state the circumstances in which a master may communicate ex parte with the
court. Indeed, we believe that free communication between the appointing judge and the appointed
master is essential for the effective utilization of the master."

Subdivision (c)- Master's Authority

Margaret G. Farrell. Esq.. 01-CV-092: The Note addresses the confidentiality of material submitted
to a master. -"In my experience," the vital importance of confidentiality may be especially so "when
documents are produced in proceedings before a master who is trying to mediate or settle a case."
It is not now clear whether a master can enter a protective order under Rule 26(c). "Perhaps the
question could be clarified."

Subdivision (1) - Master's Report

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Comnmittee. D.C. Hearing 214-215: The Rule does not
provide for circulation of a draft report, which is in the current rule. The Note refers to it. It might
be put into the rule.

Subdivision (g) - Standards of Review

Prof. Anthony M. Sabino. 01-CV-67: Proposed Rule 53 seeks to be neutral, neither encouraging nor
discouraging use of masters. The proper standard of review is essential to maintain this balance.
Version Two is troubling. De novo review of "substantive" fact issues will invite disputes seeking
to distinguish substantive facts from others. The clear error standard for reviewing "non-substantive"
facts "simply puts too much factfinding power in a nonjudicial officer." Version One is better. De
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novo review of factfinding "provides a superior check and balance upon the work of the master, and
is consonant with the constitutional authority of the Article III courts." De novo review is also-
appropriate for conclusions of law; the rule shouldnot'permit the parties to-stipulate that a master's
conclusions of law will be'final.

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.'. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee, D.C. Hearing 213-214: The clear error
standard should be the general provision, allowing a de nov d on a icul issue when.

,~~~~, t, , , i a 4,4 , , I , !a, i 1! '< 9 I , ,, ,,I

necessary A master' might, for exanple, beIappoited to conducta Markman claim-construction
hearing in a patent &ase. Construction of the claimn might turno on fact matters; it might be something
that could be decided as a matter of law on the face of the claim. Inresponse ,to a question,, agreed
that the' issue of claim construction may be equivalent to a "quasi summary judgment."

Committee on Administrationwof Maiistrate Judges Svstem. Hon. Harvey IE Schlesinger. Ol-CV-
052: It is anomalyosthatlunder present ~Rule 53,,.,land under the proposed versions as well, "a court
may give greater defence to the factual findings of a non-judge master than to those of a magistrate
judge."'' Amagistratejudge',s recommendations onpa case- dispositive matter arereviewed de novo;
the proposal would pe~rmit clear error review. A

Mikel L. Stout. Esc&Jl- I CV-'054': Recommends version 2 ol(g)(3). "This wuld be consistent with
the manner in which he courts utilized magitate judge efforts in pretrial ratters" and seems
better from experience,,., tl. .,

Federal Magistrate hidgies Assn.. 01 -CV-057: (i1) Supports Alternative l. De novo review of all fact
issues, uness' othdvAise specified in the appoinng order, is appropriate. Ti distinction in
AlteonIative 2 between substantive fact issues and other fact iss46s "pis one that is hard to articulate
under any general standard and this distinction will likely legad to collateral issues with regard to the
matter of review." (2) "Wholeheartedly', supports inclusion ofthe proposed (g)(5) standard to review
procedural rulings for abuse of discretion.

Dep irtment ofJustice. IO1 -CV-057,(1) (g)(l) should say not that the court "may" but instead should
say jl',shall afford anliopportunity to libe heard.' (2) The parties should have tdelright to select de novo
review, as incorporatedtinthe order ofappointment. The firstpublished alternativee"'provides a more
definitive statement of the factual burden of proof by which to apply a 'clearverror' rle eof review."
The second alternative turns on the distinction between "substantive" and "non-substantive" issues:
this distinction "creates a potential Tfoi ambiguity and confusion," but this alternative is "more
versatile, addressing, for examtple, fIact-finding concerning discovery conduct., On balance, the
Department- prefers the first,,version!" 'But it should be amended to expressihe parties' right to
choose: (g)(3)(A) "thus would state that the court would decide all fact issues delhovolunless 'the
parties stipulate with the court's consent that thn master`s findings will be reviewed for clear error

Maritime Law Assn.. 01-CV-081. Favor Version 1. But,(1) the court's consent should not be
necessary if the parties agree that the master's findings of fact will be final. At the same time, (2)
when the parties agree that the findings will be final, the courtshould retainjurisdiction, as in
arbitration, to ensure that the master has given the parties, a fair hearing. .Former Admiralty Rule
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431/2 provided that in such circumstances the court would review the report according to the
principles governing review of an arbitral award. Rule 53(g) should add a new "(6) If the-parties
have stipulated as provided above for the master's findings of fact to be final, such final findings
shall be subject to review by the appointing court under 9 U.S.C. §§ 10-11 as if they were contained
in an arbitration award."

State Bar of Cal.. Comm. on Fed. Cts.. 01-CV-089: Supports the first alternative, establishing de
novo review unless the appointing order specifies a different standard. And also supports (g)(5) "as
it provides both a definite standard and one which will protect the rights of the litigants if applied
by the district court in the searching manner envisioned by the Advisory Committee."

Margaret G. Farrell. Esq.. 0 1 -CV-092: (1) It is not clear whether the default rule of clearly erroneous
review "applies where a master makes findings or recommendations based on something other than
a formal evidentiary hearing." In current practice, discovery/settlement masters and post-trial
masters "do, in fact, make findings based on information -like the inspection of prisons - that is
not gained at a formal evidentiary hearing." Due process problems are raised by limiting review to
clear error. Some courts now provide for a de novo evidentiary hearing at the request of an objecting
party when a master finds facts on the basis of an informal fact-finding proceeding. (2) Article III
may not permit a clear-error standard of review for findings "of the merits of liability." Case law
provides uncertain guidance. See U.S. v. Microsoft Corp., D.C.Cir.1998, 147 F.3d 935; In re
Bituminous Coal Operators Assn., D.C.Cir.1991,949 F.2d 1165,1169; Stauble v. Warrob, Inc., 1st
Cir.1992 977 F.2d 690,1694,695. (And Stauble should notbe cited for its pretrial aspects [p.137]:
in the court of appeals the major issue was the master's trial role.

Subdivision (i) - Magistrate Judges

Committee on Administration of Magistrate Judges System. Hon. Harvey E. Schlesinger. 01-CV-
052: (1) Subdivision (i) and associated "commentary" should be deleted. The paragraph beginning
at the bottom of p. 135 should be deleted, and replaced by this: "Title 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2)
authorizes courts to appoint United States magistrate judges as special masters under the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure. For this reason, language referring to rnagistratejudges in the current Rule
53 is eliminated as unnecessary. Because the range of duties assignable to magistrate judges is
comprehensive even without recourse to special master provisions, see generally 28 U.S.C. § 636,
courts have seldom invoked those provisions, although they retain the option to do so. " (2) The Note
"could be changed to make clear that a magistrate judge retains his or her statutory contempt
authority even when serving as a master." See § 636(e)(2), added in 2000.

Mikel L. Stout. Esq.. 01 -CV-054: Would delete the second sentence of (i). There is no need to limit
the authority to appoint a magistrate judge whenever the court finds appointment appropriate.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn.. 01-CV-057: Recommends deletion of all of subdivision (i).
Continued "inclusion of magistrate judges in this role would undermine the position and authority
of magistrate judges as judicial officers and would be inconsistent with the best utilization for
magistrate judges." The role of magistrate judges acting as judges has continued to expand.
Although § 636(b)(2) provides for acts as special master under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
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this statute was adopted before later expansions of magistrate judge authority, and "is now obsolete."
Appointment of magistrate judges as special masters is becoming increasingly rare. Proposed Rule
53(a)(1)(c) limits appointment of special masters to matters that cannot be addressed effectively by
a district judge or magistrate judge; this recognizes, that a magistrate judge may appoint amaster,
either for such pretrial matters as discovery or when a magistrate judge is exercising consent
jurisdiction for trial. Application of Rule 53 to magistrate judges would be inconsistent with the
standards of review set in § 636, which provides desnovo reviewpon dispositive matters and learly
erroneous or contrary to law" reViewlon other matters. A magistrate judge appointed under-Rule 53
would be reviewed by these standards ,only if adopted in the appointing order. The alternative of
appointing a magistrate judge as master only Hen specifically authorized by a statute other than §
636(b)(2) would create confusion. Congress can enact specific statutes, such as § 2000(e)(5);, that
disposes of those specific matters.,

Prof. AnthoiP M:. Sabino 01 V-67: There is verygood reasonto limit appotm ent of a magistrate
judge "to preve t confusion over a Magistrate Judge's duties as already clearly defined in Title 28
* i*^ *' it is, beter to eliminate anTy confisioh of by eliminaWng this provision entirely., We should
"keep MagisfateJdges andi special mastrs at a respectful distance from one' another."' This will
avoid anyclictwihAticle III.

State Bar of CQL Comm. on Fed.,Cts.. 0I-CV -089 Supports deletion of the second sentence of (i),
"leavinglthe issues t8 the 'eolution of devel oping practice and experience.",, This arises in part from
concerns boolsudb, titting non-ju dicial officers for judicial officers, including magistrate judges.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE

FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

Rule 53. Masters

Rule 53. Master

1 (a) Appo1 1 tmentn _d Compenatin. Tlh court inv whih
2 lany action is pegs tlay appotinrt a sia in. As
3 used in tlhese rulcs, the wvord "masterl" includes a referee, a
4 auditor, mi exa 1iiaad an e TL, llasesso atin to
5 be alloe t a mast -i shall be fixed bydie ourt, and slall l
6 chargd upon -sui of the parties or paid out of aiiy fund Or
7 subject lllatter of the aetion, whe is in tlhe custody amd

( \ 8 cofflu-ol Oftit.e iou as tll cUnit ray dthct ptqvided that this
9 1JlUV rvisi for wbr lpensain slall nut aplfy when a Ulited

10 Staites iagitrati judge is designated setve as a toaster.
11~~~~~~hl nTletieh mas's rpls seculity or

12 th6. miaster. s e.eanfationl,ut wl tl1 Y party e&d to pay
13 thne counrpnisatiun allowe by tle uUILt doe;Z nt pay it aftet
14 tftice and witliiu tlu1 tieie p esfibed by thll coiut, tluL miaster
15 is entitled to a wiit f execon agaivst Fll deinueLT palty .

16 (1,) Referenc. A referen to a master shIa1 l be the
17 exception--and nut tw e u-k. In actionf to be tried by a july, a
18 lefcrelnce shall be nade onlfy w-heLt thle isses ae complicated:,
19 il autiunzstu b e t 1 t wouaj wy, savelin i11atteL of account
20 and of diffiut computtio fdanages, a efeience shahl l
21 nade, only uun a shuoing that Suile exceptiorai condition
22 requiresi t. Upqn the conselit of tlh partke, a inagisia
23 judge imay be designated.tv to 've as a spcial lIUtlUt
24 regard to the p-OviwSion ofthis subdoiioiuii
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25 (c) Poe .. The order of reference to tlLe mllaster may
26 sty or thli master's ppvver anu may diet thel maste
27 to report only upon particulal issus or to dot pLerfOlnin
28 paiticular acts or to receive an d report evidence only and may
29 fixA tll tinme and ylae for beginnling and cloUsng the lhlaringb

30 and for tll fih= of tl1c 11 ster's report. Subject to tlLe
31 specifications a=d linmitations stated in tlh cler, the lmaster
32 has and ,llAl4iAl Uh pU WLI *V ltrulate all plUre ldnl mi
33 evcy heaminJ f th ast and to do all acts and takl all
34 lCtal Llmm s~ary 01- proper for e.. effiient perforiiiancee of
35 thle nmstei 's dutieg utidLe thle UodLe. Tile llasteLl rimay lUl

36 thl produetion befobc tlLe maiste of evidlertic upon all nmatters

37 eLn-mbravcd in; tilL £efeleL11, mdil1 g tle piodum.tfio of all
38 b~uuu, paplu, ~ v U U~LLILL, eUulni;;Lta, aCUu vViftings,apphLeabl
39 tlUTdco. 0T1l lilastem iay -uk UoUI tlLe admissibility of
40 LdcLlmI G Utllc, iwA dil ted by tohe oider of referelel
41 atd lhas tllb aui L tU put ytil; u o oat atund may
42 exalninL tlilln aMud Iay call tilL paitiLs to taLL a tiion and
43 WeAdi-1 Fi I so rl'ts_.. he

ti1s 1wlili UUIUl atlm. vlsl~apaity >u 1gUL~ti, tilL

44 immasLi sdella l loekL a ILLUIJ U17 mmml evideLLee effermd aL

45 LAJudud iLL tlLall luallol,,, thtesame
46 linrirtaP %r1 a pL v d itilul ul];iw gu Eyide 1 . fo1

47 a LUUA i.ttmnl tlmUUt aJYUy.

48 (d)r, eediiugs=

49 (1) IiV&tgn. V~V 7
11 a rLfeIrniLe i§imade, thle clelk shlall

50 iforthlitl1 fiurnlsm L til ±naster witl d Chpy of tlLe order Uf

51 r1'mellce., U1OII lciPt t"lereof unless tfl order oU
52 _ r ~ q.o L. - 4:_ )_1'J__s _-ll£ &,L52 , : f +, l~l~.lm~illiec y11%WL lV-xapioidL ,'41C laskte sall fmthvwith

53 set a tinmc mand piace fbt ftI fim§ iLLeeting of timeil 'parties
54 tl L& 4ttiml.y s to be leild Vvitjiin 20 days aftcr- tl date
55 of tiL L .A fmfmm. aid _ 3-n iA_1l_.1 _tfi tht _a.ties or
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56 tlheir attoineSy. It is tle duty of tlh miaster to t ocee
57 witlh all reason-able diliece. Either party, on 1 otice to
58 the parties amd miasteL, may apply to the court for at

59 or-der requiriing tlLe iastet to speed tl proceedings and
60 to miiake tLhe i. gt. If a pmaty fails to appear at the tiniie
61 and place appoinited, thle iast may proced ex parte or,
62 in tlhe mnastei's discretiong, adjouwi the proceedigs to a
63 fitume day, Mfilgluice to thle absenlt party of tll
64 adjourinnent.

65 (2) fitznsscs. Tte partiesl may proeu e the attendanee
66 of witnlesses before tlhe m~aster lby thle issua ce MIU!
67 vc of subpoemas as prOV idi Rui 45. If without
68 adequate excuse a witmess fails to appem give
69 evidenece , lle witlless- layble puaisled as foba contemlpt
70 amid l e subjcted to tle cm %VILZ, pmealties, amid
71 per11edi dovided in Rule 37 anld 45.

72 (3) Sta jmt ofmAe-e. V aAe ofaccotunmtin
73 are ini issue before tlhe mnaster, tlhe mmaster may preserb
74 tle fomni iii wlh lt11 accoummts ,hall be submmitted amd iti
75 anly proper ease may casue Or receive in evmdenie a
76 stateLment by a ified pullic acouwt who is called
77 as a wits Upo objtin of a paty to, any of thf
78 items tlhus slubllitted Or upon a slhowVVJiJ that tMe fbrn oft
79 stateiiment is insufficiert, the nmaster nfay requue a
80 diffreiit finn of statelment to be frn1 iswd-d, om the
81 e um oe ite.sS there o f t o be 1roved by -uol
82 i nacmlmnafik of tlV a eunti Laties or uon wr itten
83 intemmugatLiVis, oI IT. s othie mmmaminle pa fle mnaste

84 dife~.
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85 (c)- Repot t.

86 (1) I-CIno , utnd wfih11M. TLe lilaster spaI prep a

87 UpOir t1e iilat rs sulbm1 itted to tlh mllaster by tlhe
88 redce of 1cfereic an1 d, if required to make finldillngs o
89 fadt atild COMu siouns of law, tlhe liaster s sall et tlhel11
90 fo'th e11 tle pot. Tlhe nlaster shall file thle reprt vitl.
91 thle clerk of the COUlt amid serve -Oll all palties notice o
92 th1e fililg. In a'tiun to be tried wvitlut a jury, unkess
93 othlerwise directed lby thle order of referen~ce, tlhe mlaster
94 shall file vnth tle report a tranlscript of the proceedings
95 and of tle evidece and tll.e original xhlilbits. Unlesas
96 otlherwis directed by the oLder of reference, the mastei
97 shall se ve a copy of tlhe report on eaclh paty.

98 (2) I Na-Jwa1y iatio s. In all actioni to be tried
99 wilotuyP thle'6ourt sh-ll accept thle master' s finldilgs

100 Of fact unless ckaily erjunlous. Within 10 days aftel-
101 being served with notice of tlhe filing of tle report ally
102 pmlty mlay serve tylittenl ob~jectionls thlereto uponl thle othler
103 paties.. Applicationi to thne eOUft fO1 actionl upOn the
104 ed portayLd uonl oljectiolst zert sha alc llib y lOtiOll
105 and uppi u as ubC scrib ed int ulc (d).f Thle COUa t
106 afte1 he5 opt the report or may modify it oil-
107 Rul et itA, whle orin part -ve further
108 4vdlc Ol lasUr 'iultw,i vith inlstruetionls.

109 1-11 ILz L e0l.IlaL VIoLl to etv d oajl

111~~~~~~~~~~~~~T ,la , g

112 xtatl r -dllsil as cv lc go, Jlelltcsful
113 anld mlay b~e rlead to thte jury, subject to 'thef ralinlg of thl
114 Inl ,pl arty Objeetion~s in pOillt of law whlichl may be
115 hlaet le report.
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116 (4) StLhuletit t Thl effcct of a miaster'!
117 fin1dings is t..e sanIiV VVhtllr Ol t t11 e paItieU lrlav
118 coLLsenited to tl en cefe1e , b Ldlut, hvliaen thle pari stsipulate
119 that a uaster's fnindits of fact shlalll be finpal, oldy
120 questioiis of law arising upon tlhe repor shall tliereafter
121 be considered.

122 (5) D ut0 epoi t. Before filig the ilmasters report a
123 mlaster imay suubinit a diaft tlef to coul for all
124 parties for tlie pup of Leceiving tflieir spggesions.

125 ( Applicati to Magish at Judges. A lmagistatejudge
126 is suijbect to this rule only whlen thi order ieferrinig a mattertto
127 thc. niagistate judge exprssl povides that thle refer iS
128 made uinder thls rule.

129 au) Appointment.

130 (1) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a court mav
131 appoint a master only to:

132 ( perform duties consented to bv the parties;

133 (B! hold trial proceedings andmake or recommend
134 findings of fact on issues to be decided by the court
135 without a jurY if appointment is warranted by

136 (i) some exceptional condition, or

137 (ii) the need to perform an accounting or
138 resolve a difficult computation of damages: or
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139 (C address pretrial and post-trial matters that

140 cannot be addressed effectively and timely by an

141 available district judge or magistrate judge of the

142 district.

143 ( A master must not have a relationship to the parties.

144 counsel, action, or court that would require

145 disqualification of a judge under 28 U.S.C. § 455 unless

146 the parties consent with the court's approval to

147 appointment of a particular person after disclosure of a

148 any potential grounds for disqualification.

149 I A n waster-ruast lot ! d u -riod of the

150 ap1ointnt, annear as an attorney before the u

151 made the aoirtmelL

152 (34!) In appointing a master, the court must consider the

153 fairness of imposing the likely expenses on the parties

154 and must protect against unreasonable expense or delay.

155 m Order Appointing Master.

156 (U IhB iULa Notice. The court must give the parties

157 notice and an opportunity to be heard before appointing

158 a master. A party may suggest candidates for

159 appointment.
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160 ( Contents. The order appointing a master must

161 direct the master to proceed with all reasonable diligence

162 and must state:

163 (A) the master's duties, including any investigation

164 or enforcement duties, and any limits on the

165 master's authority under Rule 53(c).

166 v the circumstances; - if any; - in which the

167 master may communicate ex parte with the court or
168 a pa lpications with the

169 court to adminisipti mattittleds the court ill its
170 diseretioe e t*aotl n ;
171 ______

172 a the nature of the materials to be preserved and

173 filed as the record of the master's activities:

174 - () the time limits, method of filing the record,

175 other procedures., and standards for reviewing the
176 master's orders, findings. and recommendations: and

177 d) the basis, terms. and procedure for fixing the

178 master's compensation under Rule 53(h).
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179 (34) Entry of Order. Effective Date. A iiiaster's

180 a eniiituieit takies effect The court may enter the order

181 appointing a master only after the master has filed an

182 affidavit disclosing whether there is any ground for

183 disqualification under 28 U.S.C. 6 455 and, if a ground

184 for disqualification is disclosed, after the parties have

185 consented with the court's approval to waive the

186 disqualification.

187 (43) Amendment. The order appointing a master may

188 be amended at any time after notice to the parties, and an

189 opportunity tobe heard.

190 Le) Master's Authority. Unless the appointing order

191 expressly directs otherwise, a master has authority to regulate

192 all proceedings and take all appropriate measures to perform

193 fairly and efficiently the assigned duties. The master may by

194 order impose iupon a party any noncontempt sanction

195 provided by Rule 37 or 45. and may recommend-totihe-court

196 forthe cowt's aproval a contempt sanction against a partv

197 and sanctions against a nonMarty.

198 fm Evidentiarv Hearings. Unless the appointing order

199 expressly directs otherwise, a master conducting an
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200 evidentiary hearing may exercise the power of the appointing

201 court to compel, take. and record evidence.

202 Ue Master's Orders. A master who makes an order must

203 file the order and promptly serve a copy on each part. The
204 clerk must enter the order on the docket.

205 ( Master's Reports. A master must report to the court as

206 required by the order of appointment. The master must file

207 the report and promptly serve a copy of the report on each
208 party unless the court directs otherwise.

209 (g) Action on Master's Order, Report, or
210 Recommendations.

211 (1) Action. In acting on a master's order, report, or
212 recommendations, the court mav must afford an

213 opportunity to be heard and may receive evidence, and

214 may: adopt or affirm: modify: wholly or partly reject or

215 reverse: or resubmit to the master with instructions.

216 ( Time To Object or Move. A party may file

217 objections to - or a motion to adopt or modify - the
218 master's order, report, or recommendations no later than
219 20 days from the time the master's order, report, or
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220 recommendations are served, unless the court sets a

221 different time;

222 ( Fact Findings or ReconnizedatioIs.

223 fRecommended New VersionW The court must decide de

224 novo all^ objections 'to findings of fact made or

225 recommended by a master unless the parties stipulate

226 with the court's consent that:

227 @ the master' s findings will be reviewedfor clear

228 error, or

229 S the findings of a master appointed under Rule

230 53(a)(1)(A) or (C) will be final.

231 HJ ' sio 1 j The co-at anast decide de -lI t

232 issucoll wlhich a imaster has liade or recomm1 1 en1ded

233 caX- ( i t _r __ _p____

234 p1OVides that the m-aster1s-findines will! be reviewed

235 for clear1errol-.or(Bi the vardes sti1mlate vith the
236 ~~~~~outs consenlt thlat thenate' f-11im wil be- 236 , W :WllU

237 ____

238 HTersion >) 2 l'ell a' master has made o

239 -ecommend
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240 (Ai the court Xust decide de novo all su1stwti

241 fact iss.aes the order of -1 2intnt

242 provides th1at the master's fi1dings will be reviewed

243 for clear error, o (Hd the1 rarties stimalate with fi

244 court's cortsn Harlat thle mlaster's finldinas-will be

245 f inah

246 ft 1e court a set a-side rtonC-substanfivc-4a

247 findigs or recommended findis only" for clear

248 1 (i the order of anmointmerA p rovides

249 for de 1m Or bv lc!
250 v -cvdence and de t11 facts de n.., or

251 ( iii! tlhe ,arties stip-lae wit.lI, tle cot's con................sen~t

252 t1at th* e mam.. as1ter' swilf be fir l

253 (4) Legal Conclusions questims. The court must

254 decide de novo all objections to conclusions of law made

255 or recommended by a master.I, aeti;,. under Rule

256 5) tl(,e -.- St decide nestion of law de

257 less tl1e malLs 3 ¶IJu e-with1 tl1e co-at's
258 con~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lsen~t ti at the mase' 4is -oiin--ll258 ua ,, 1W us 111 £ 

259 f(5) Procedural Matters Discretion. Unless the order

260 of appointment establishes a different standard of review.
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261 the court may set aside a master's ruling on a procedural

262 matter only for an abuse of discretionj

263 m Compensation.

264 W Fixing Compensation. The court must fix the

265 master's compensation before or after judgment on the

266 basis and terms stated in the order of appointment, but

267 the court may set a new basis and terms after notice and

268 an opportunit to be heard.

269 ( Payment. The compensation fixed under Rule

270 53(h)(1) must be paid either:

271 Id by a party or parties; or

272 (B) from a fund or subject matter of the action

273 within the court's control.

274 (3) Allocation. The court must allocate payment of the

275 master's compensation among the parties after

276 considering the nature and amount of the controversy

277 the means of the parties, and the extent to which any

278 party is more responsible than other parties for the

279 reference to a master. An interim allocation may be

280 amended to reflect a decision on. the merits.
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281 (i) Appointment of Magistrate Judge. A magistrate judge

282 is subject to this rule only when the order referring a matter to

283 the magistrate judge expressly provides that the reference is

284 made under this rule. Unless authorized v a statute othe1

285 thian-2- U.S.C. § 636(b)(2). a court leay appoint a nraistrate

286 Jud1e as master oniv for duties that cannot be oerfbrmed i

287 the eanaeftr bf mamistrate iudge and-p1 in ex1eetictai

288 enstanees. A rnaaistrate 0-a is not l

289 comnensation ordered under Rule 53 Luz.

Committee Note

I Rule 53 is revised extensively to reflect changing
2 practices in using masters. From the beginning in 1938, Rule
3 53 focused primarily on special masters who perform trial
4 functions. Since then, however, courts have gained
5 experience with masters appointed to perform a variety of
6 pretrial and post-trial functions. A study by the HFedeLal
7 Judicial r docu ksn tiie varity 6f e that
8 have colime to ti dssigned to masters. See Willging, Hooper,
9 Leary, Miletich, Reagan, `& Shapard' Special Masters'

10 Incidence and Activity (FJC 2000). This revised Rule 53
11 recognizes that in appropriate circumstances masters may
12 properly be appointed to perform these functions and
13 regulates such appoihtmets. iRule 53 continues to address
14 trial masters as well, but permits appointaent of a trial master
15 in an action to be tried to a jury only if the parties Consent.
16 The new rule clarifies the Provisions that govern the
17 appointment and function of masters for all purposes. Rule
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18 53(g) also changes the standard of review for findings of fact
19 made or recommended by a master. The core of the original
20 Rule 53 remains, including its prescription that appointment
21 of a master must be the exception and not the rule. Rutle 53
22 vwas adapted firom equity practice, amd reflected a long history
23 of disonteknt -wth tle expeAnse and delay frequently
24 et ut efeed i ifereinces to Niasteis. Pubjk~ udieial offices,
25 nourovernjuy pLeulnptiunl -f al-ility, experience, and
26 thalt o t atta t s. Tese cotTcer
27 remnain irmportant today.

28 The lnew yiuvisiois reflcct thle j=ed for care rin definlig
29 a liaste.a's rol. It iiiay pouve wise to appoint a single perso
30 to performt mlultiple mlaster roles. Yect separate thlougl shlould'
31 be given to each roie. Pretrial and post-trial miasters arelikely
32 to be appointed iiofe often than trial mlasters. Thle qustiot
33 wlV1 tl1,L touappint a trial iTaster is nOt likely t lbe ripe whel
34 a 1.9tlial nias1:cr is appoinLted. If appuointment of a trial inaster
35 Seeps appi 'ate after comipletion of ietriMal proceedings,
36 hl vvvr, liL pidrial niastea's expe ieALce with the case may
37 I~ tol eson to approilnt tl pretrial mlasteras trial mlaster.
38 Nunpth.ke, ,l, advaintages, of et c tay ble mioe tran
39 offct by tO h atue offthle pretial niaster's ole. A settlekelt
40 piatei L ,a.tcilarly fikcly to have played role that ae
41 in AounAatibk A itl, le niutial ,ole of tial , nmaster, md indeed
42 nimay bee nfetve as qsttinlnt mnasteri oy LvYth cleai
43 auian that ltle a Aptil.tLt l.l ;1 uLt be exLpanded to tri

44 M.asLi dutXs. F 0 1 si"iniA ieaso1L it ALmay lr wise to appoint
45 sep ate pcastial esasters in cas tlhat va iant rlTn.ance on a
46 r1nastei bt1 fo-i Zfailitat ii -dtkinent and fr supe Viljg

47 .,tiii1 pieines.rThve day bw jfevvei Jifficulties i
48 Ruale LL sllastel or trl pp.B-aste66 as pst-trial
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49 master, particularly foi tasks that involve facilitating party
50 cooperation.

51 Special masters are appointed in many circumstances
52 outside the Civil Rules. Rule 53 applies only to proceedings
53 that Rule 1 brings within its reach.

54 Subdivision (a)(1)

55 District judges bear initia{-and primary responsibility for
56 the work of their courts. A- master should be appointed only
57 in restricted limited circumstances. Subdivision (a)(1)
58 describes three different standards, relating to appointments
59 by consent of the parties, appointments for trial duties, and
60 appointments for pretrial or post-trial duties.

61 Consent Masters. Subparagraph (a)(1)(A) authorizes
62 appointment of a master with the parties' consent. Courts
63 should le Careful to avoid any appcaraee of influience that
64 iiiay lad a paity to eotsnrt to all aipointmLet that otherwise
65 wouldleresisted. i.l giFvrI eoniiit, ho w ever, estabfisims
66 a stroMn foubidatidoi fri apuointing a iiastei. But Wparty
67 consent does not require that the court make the appointment;
68 the court retains unfettered discretion to refuse appointment.
69 Tl7. L'UA lay well prefer to Oisehmirgall judicial duties
70 tlhougl official judicial- offies,

71 Trial Masters. Use of masters for the core functions of trial
72 has been progressively limited. These limits are reflected in
73 the provisions of subparagraph (a)(1)(1B) that restrict
74 appointments to exercise trial functions. The Supreme Court
75 gave clear direction tothis~trend in La Buy v. Howes Leather
76 Co., 3>52 U.S. 249 (1957), earlier roots are sketched in Los
77 Angeles Brush Mfg. Corp. V. James, 272 U.S.701 (1927). As
78 to nonjury trials, thistrend hasideveloped through'elaboration
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79 of the "exceptional condition" requirement in present Rule
80 53(b). This phrase is retained, and will continue to have the
81 same force as it has developed. Although the provision that
82 a reference "shall be the exception and not the rule" is deleted,
83 its meaning is embraced for this setting by the exceptional
84 condition requirement.

85 Subparagraph (a)(1)(B)(ii) carries forward the approach
86 of present Rule 53(b), whichlexempts from the "exceptional
87 Tondition" requirement "matters of account and
88 of difficult computation of damnages." This approach is
89 justified only as to essentially ministerial determinations that
90 require mastery of much detailed information but that do not
91 require extensive determinations of-credibility. Evaluations
92 of witness credibility should only be assigned to a trial master
93 whenjustified'by an exceptional condition.

94 The use of a trial master without party consent is
95 abolished as toWmatters to be decided by ajury unless a statute
96 provides forthis practice. <FPresot Rulc 53(1b) autllorizes
97 ap 1 in 1 1 a 1 i+aste 1 atintt case P-eselt Rtle 53(e)(3)
98 directs that, lt m i'as , nlt report the evidece, and that
99 Mtl thatl' ililsuolbe issues submllitted to thle mlastcr

100 a dmiss au ibe,,utIaSFvkLu,,Lv 'lf thL miaftt fUllnd and milay Ub
101 read totle jury."t llys~lpactic inlikudes onlthle jy''sprovtiec
102 Witl too lttle %fJ lbeeL1 t. Ifthe rLnaste's findings are
103 tU t,& U1 tla w ,naokwiut luidwA a pili.iiilialy tgal
1 04 tl"La Ie~et~~llil asosil tLe tLII, tLat YVl l Ue.

105 AL Aducfld lbo1 tj Lny. Tls pr d inpumoses a SeVC1
16 UrL1%,L.L"JLaL Vll HalIV lw b1t tlL seekin -l~i3{l

107 a dVa s cf fL f1 4j full tui4 AeaIXot cLV dupiuAaie at a

108 %,cod Itiall. It aU1 IIII~y~atuO YY It 1 oftwo ttlazl to ireadi
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110 as evidence is also opei to doubt. It would le folly to ask th
111 juity to consider both1 the evidence heard before he miaster and
112 the evidence presented at trial, as Ieflected in thel longstanddiug
113 rule tliat the mIaster "shail not be directed to report the
114 evidence." If the juiy does not know' what eviderrcc the
115 master lheaid, lhowever, nuor the ways in which the ma-ster
116 evaluated that evidence, it is i bipoikle to appraise the
117 master's fi 1dings in relation to the evidence lheard by the jury

118 Abolition of the direct power to appoint a trial master as
119 to issues to be decided byin ajuryse leaves the way free to
120 appoint a trial master with the consent of all parties. As-i
121 other settings, party consent does not require the eOcrt to
122 appoint a mtastei. A trial master should be appointed in ajury
123 case, with consent of the parties and concurrence of the court,
124 only if the parties waive jury trial with respect to the issues
125 submitted to the master or if the master's findings are to be
126 submitted to the jury as evidence in the manner provided by
127 former Rule 53(e)(3). In no circumstance' may a master be
128 appointed to preside at ajury trial.

129 The central function of a trial master is to preside over an
130 evidentiary hearing on the merits of the claims or defenses in
131 the, action. This function distinguishes the trial master from
132 most functions ofpretrial and post-trial masters. If any
133 master is to be used for such matters, as a preliminary
134 injunction hearing or a determination of complex damages
135 issues, for example, the master should be a trial master. The
136 line, however, is not distinct. A pretrial master might well
137 conduct'an evid'entiary hearing on a discovery dispute, and a
138 post-trial master tnight Tnay often need -to conduct evidentiary
139 hearings on questions of compliance.
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140 Rule 53 has long provided authority to report the
141 evidence without recommendations in nonjury trials. This
142 authority is omitted from Rule 53(a)(1)(B). The person whdo
143 , s a vIvidenLe should wUok W th dUtuliiidtriatiuons of

144 -credibility, lrearles of the standard of revievw st by tlhe
145 court. In special some circumstances a master may be
146 appointed under Rule 53(a)(1)(A) or (C) to take evidence and
147 report without recommendations. Such cireumstaiices might
148 ; rvolvc, fol exan11ple, a need to take evide.ce at a location
149 iUutsid the UdSUt1 L v - a Cireinnstanee that nimi1It justify
150 appointlilnt of tlh trial ju a inaste i -vI a 1.. cd to takz
151 ev idlne at a tin-rs UL plae that the tuial judue 6ainunt attceid.
152 99 I Ving F nuw ii9at ns t-cloy niay r-c 'l the nee
153 fol sucl. a~poi~ntniLents and faeilitate a " Vpoii" Ly kuiiibmed

154 visual an d a meiu kii'ans.

155 For nonjury cases, a master also may be appointed to
156 assist the ,lrcourt in discharging trial duties' other than
157 conducting an evidentiary hearing. Courts ocuvasionially lhave
158 aypuHiLtd judirial adjucits to performn a yarivy, of tasks th
159 do not fall L 1-atl intO any t Laditigiial c Iategly. A COUlt-

160 a-pXUtdL f o L 4tii to giva

161 a';vir tu tl~i~~ ouft inl AdditiVOlt 1 test';fy iug at alUeaiii, 0f1 a161 ~ a.LI%. rU L., % :,.LU 1 11r. 10 211' : £L
162z aypuoinVrtiL Ilay LIM.t that tIlI aun l Ulmull infpmmnatmUn
163 , solely 'for tl1' urpose ofx ivi4, advic ttU the coUud. If such

164 V' igmuc.ts aS L V eO to a pe1L. d igU% atd as'smmatSI.ma, tl.c

165 U1 U f. p Vfl iUmL*LL t hLeUuld U%, xIacuim. 1lmI aA ulaA fMai C u

166 &,fin.8 t -i 1 ,,vve and autL&Lu1Ly that St VI- tlhIsc Iati v-cly
167 _'1rnCmili".aL LICLL *q ~ 7'ra'm '_J L, .,a11VUJUl Ye U ,
168 n ,+ kk 5I IJ
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169 Pretrial and Post-Trial Masters. Subparagraph (a)(1)(C)
170 authorizes appointment of amasterto perform address pretrial
171 or post-trial duties matters. Appointment is limited to matters
172 that cannot be addressed effectively and in a timely fashion by
173 an available district judge or magistrate judge of the district.
174 A master's pretrial or post-trial duties may include matters
175 that could be addressed by a judge. such as reviewing
176 discovery documents for privilege, or duties that might not be
177 suitable for a judge. Some forms of settlement negotiations.
178 investigations, or administration of an organization are
179 familiar examples of duties that a judge might not feel free to
180 undertake.

181 Magistrate Judges. Particular attention should be paid to the
182 prospect that a magistrate judge may be available for special
183 assignments to resond to higlh-need cases. United States
184 magistrate judges are authorized by statute to perform many
185 pretrial functions in civil actions. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1).
186 Ordinarily a district judge who delegates these functions
187 should refer them to a magistrate judge acting as magistrate
188 judge. A m11agistrate judge is arl expe iencend judicial officer
189 who lhas no need to set aside nonjeudiial rsposibilities for
190 m aster derfs t'lI. ffae of delay that -often .deters it
191 of a master is muc red-ced. There is no need to il
192 theepaltiestl1c burden ofpay i g IuaSI fees vt a m11agistIate
193 judge is availtle. A iiiagistrate. judge, .noreovei, 'is less
194 liked-to ly ito b led in niatters that raise d.juaifisatiqn
195 issues

196 ' Tle Statute secific.ally authorizes appointnie uof There
197 is statutory authority to appoint a magistrate judge as special
198 master. 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2). In special'circumstances, or
199 when expressly authorized by a statute other than § 63 6(b)(2),
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200 it may be appropriate to appoint a magistrate judge as a
201 master when needed to perform functions outside those listed
202 in § 636(b)(1).- Tlese advamtages are muost likely to bl
203 realized with trial o, post-trial fiiction1 s. The advantages of
204 relying on a magistratejudge are diminislhed, lLowever, by thl
205 risk of colfuosiou1 betweeiu tl1e uidiiiaiy rnagistrate judge rol
206 and iat duties, particulaily ,vitl respect to pretrial
207 fuinctionls coruioriy peirformd by iagistrate judges as
208 Magistrate-judges. There is no apparent reason to appoint a
209 mrnagistrate judge to perform as master duties that could be
210 performed in the role of magistrate judge., The situationi
211 fifferent as to trial fm-fio's, mid as t
212 1F & e. eratedi i 6 36(b. Party
213 consent is required for trial before' a magistrate judge,
214 'moreover, and this requirement should not be undercut by
215 resortto Rule 53unless specifically authorizedby statute; see
216 42 U.S.C., § 2000e-5(f)(5). SubdNi'"i% (i) lepie$ t4hat
217 ' appoiztonwt. t "If a nistiate ,judg as niditei be justAfied by
218 eAccptiouiaI clu.Lstahiees' ' A' '

; f 'j ' l P V 1 4 t fa ' acti ' '' ' ' ,

219 , ,A cuuIt co1 1 f1o1 kd wit-h anW aItio' that calls for judicial
220 ,atteiwiun bTey 1 d tbey cut's ownj reuwCe may 
221 assigenmet of a dU1t3ct' "j`udge, nx uri-,ati. j udge., fmU% m
222 auotherdistrid t. tTlmis 'upoituity, l, vv l7adoes ftot limfit tl1
223 autliemity to aypoimmt a spescial er ti1e. sea1 for a judge
224 l lU .yuedul y P14. a, assi ignmlelnt firom outsid
225 t4e distrit ,

226 Dspie tlhe advantages of: elying on distriet judges and
227 magistrate judges to dischJage j udiial daties, the occasio
228 may arise fm appyqfiihnert of a nlommjudicial officei as pletrial

229 11=ster. Abs-ent paty coLuseCt, tlc rnuostcot mnojt ustifications
230 w4ll r thrt skd foi 1Iim e 'um exAPeA skills that,'Cciuot be
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231 supplied by ani availablle agistrate judge. -A iluistratiohl of
232 tle need for timeis Lprovided by discovery tasks that require
233 review of iuierous- douments, or perhaps su visio f
234 depositious at distart places. Post-trial a-uuitiiig chores are
235 another faiiliar example of tin g work tmat
236 requires I~ttle udicial expeielnce. Expert expeAience with the
237 , ulbject-inratter of specialized lfigafion may be important it'
238 cases in vlcih a, district judge or magistrate judge coul
239 devote tle required time. At times the need for special
240 knowfedge or mayle best served by appoitniient
241 of an expert who is not a lawvyer. In large-scalc cases, it miay
242 be approuIiate to appoint a teamu offnasters who possess both
243 legal and other skills.

244 Pretrial Masters. The appointment of masters to participate
245 in pretrial proceedings has developed extensively over the last

cl : 246 two decades as some district courts have felt the need for
247 additional help in managing complex litigation. Reflectimn
248 of tLh pIatice aie foubd in audi eas as But B fingtono A. R. R.
249 v .L-Ve't. ofleee934 F 2d lOG4 (9th1 eir. f 991), andI hie 
250 AMrmco-, V -F .2d'103-(8t± Cir. 1985). This practice is not
251 well regulated by present Rule 53, which focuses on masters
252 as trial participants. A careful study has inade a clVinling
253 cs tat fle use of mnasters to ~supevise disoveiy was
254 considered rejected in fianing Rk- 53. Se
255 BI uril, lRfer ? ig- DsboveTy - tu S7eiul MaMst s:-I Rll
256 5$ a Sbut ofiAutvitity and Reshtictin?, 1983 ABF
257 Roajj n Jouunal 143.1 Rule 53 is amended to confirm the
258 authority to appoit- and to regulate the use of- pretrial
259 mnasters.
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260 A Ppretrial masters should- be appointed only when the
261 need is clear needed. Thc parties slould ot lbe lightly
262 .sujected to the potential delay and expense of delegatirig
263 pretrial fwictions to a pretrial nmaster. Ordi 1arily public
264 judiill officers should di.scharge public judicial fuIictigons.
265 Direct judicial performance of judicial functions may be
266 particularly important in cases that involve important public
267 issues or many parties. Appoiiitniment of a masteri isk
268 dilutio11 ofl udicial con&tol, loss of farniliauity vwith inrnPOlait
269 developnirtents in a case, and ,dupficatioii of effort. r At the
270 extreme, a broad delegation of pretrial responsibility as well
271 -as a delegation of trial responsibilities can run afoul of Article

273 r TT C4 _ _ rsA7r.7nI, 949 F.2d _1 l6tl~~~( '( r li99 -I, noUUt V. vv-t-u -rt,,//rt w l>~ 1,'z)

274 YDrC.C1. 199l),Bw 'it~toN0 . R.R. v. e ofR e 934
275 -.2d 106 (thl CTf. 1991). l &lay and276 rr. _W _._ I' St' _en_111'' 1 . ___

276ZllO l joff, h LlVIL ,b y VV ua nLty that a 1aaptL

277 b1 1 to pes ietal tas tiiiie, takiit, and fllexl yIoiedulsthat
rlrro ~~~ '11r LV 4'L''1' 't~ ' ' id '.'l] ~ _C1AL c4&__'_ S_'1' _ x_'___A k1' VI _. 

278 LIa ulot UL yioV kkd b udkial Uofili . Aypolintiii~m i fL a

279 1ia Ol I J u"iLLid WLll a matL xl I.kdy to u OL tutiallmy

280 - advalice tlhe Rkul jgoals of atlitvivug tl JUSt spey ad
281 'Xoi4 Wni.A 4 t of£ i _t' ' -

t01 w~~~V1%J.ivuil za u A~IX'lll"LlmlzM l U E' mix.~ul

282 'DPespL. th1 e 1 1pcd 'f 1 ,Wauti, h eiuimands of comiplex

283 litigatioll way preet tedi that iai Lc addiessd oll e-th
284 a %pot Xit 0f a peqial Lmaster. Somie cases -may requinr
285 nmorc atte~tion thanjudge can devote Vsi attelidii to tlx

286 n1eeds o ot Lher cases, anid the nibst 'dLmart dlidg tasCs iiiay
287 flmqUiIt miu a full time1 of a s 11ngle J undkial tlfficr.
288 OtlM cas may call' for expert knowledge ii a particulai
289 subjc t. nhe eletreih-ed and lhgitiiiate conicer that

290 appointm11rnt of a spm.cial inaster mlnay engenider dqlay and

291 added exrtse niuist lbe alanld 4aiiiA iUoiit l that aS
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292 appropriate appointritent can reduce cost and delay.
293 Recognition of the esseutial help that a Ualtider cart pIovide is
294 reflceted inthe wide variety oflespoiisibi that have ebeC1
295 aFigied to Prehtial asters. Settlemnt miasters are used to
296 miiediate or tho i H facilitate settier1 e1 t. Masters are used
297 to supervise discovery, waticularly when tle parfies have
298 beenl uitalke to miianiage discovery as they should orn wh it is
299 necessIay to deal witl claims thattliousadodocuments are
300 p1 privilege'k b iproduet, or rotetive order. Il
301 special cite a i master may be asked to eoULJdne
302 pieffininlary pretrial collferencs aprettiai conlferencerthneete
303 to shaping thai sd1 uld ble coneted lby the office rwho
304 will preside at the trial. Mastes maye used to he anri
305 either decide or make recommuendlcatiuiis on ptetfiaI motions.
306 dol pretrial nianagement duties 1a be assigned as
307 well. With the coopetation of tle ourts iilvl a -specal
308 niastCi titn prove useful in coordinating the pmogrebSs f
309 paaelitigatior-

310 A master also may be appointed to address matters that
311 blur the divide between pretrial and trial functions. The
312 court's responsibility to interpret patent claims as a matter of
313 law, for example, may be greatly assisted' by appointing a
314 master who has expert knowledge of the field in which the
315 patent operates. Review of the master's findinas will be de
316 ' novo under Rule 53(a)(4), but the advantages of initial
317 determination by a master may make the process more
318 effective andtimely than disposition bv the iudge acting
319 alone. Determination of foreign law may present comparable
320 difficulties. 'The decision whether to appoint a ,master to
321 address such matters is governed by subdivision (a)(1 )(C), not
322 the trial-master provisions of subdivision ,(a)(l)(B):
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323 - Tl.e pO Wl to appoint a special mIlasteI to perfbirm pretLial
324 functions does not preempt the field of alterkjat dispute
325 resolutipn =de "cout-annexed" procedures A mediatoi or
326 arbitrator, for example, may be appointed under loeal'
327 alternate-dispute resoiolutiu procedures wifthout'reliance an
328 Rule 53.

329 Post-Trial Masters. Courts have come to rely, ex lnsivey on
330 masters to assist in framing and enforcing complex decrees,
331 partieulailyi iul litigation. emurr n± Present
332 Rule 53 does not directly address this practice.' Amended
333 Rule 53 authorizes appointment of post-trial masters for these
334 " and similar purposes. The constraint of subdivision (a)(1)(C)
335 limits this practice to cases in which the master's duties
336 'cannot be performed effectively and in a timely fashion by an
337 available district judge or magistrate judge of the district.

338 It is diffipult to traistlat developing post-trial master
339 practicc into terins that re1 .... tlhe "exc conditioni"
340 i i n of g l e RS 53bJ for trial masters inUnjUI

341 11.L~ taJk -ffIt"ITITn and =nfpibicnllr Ln4untIun XIa"y

342 ViI W .i Itarthan tle lability deeisiolas a atter of
343 mb~tiact mineiyl4 tut may ble ev uc nnpuoart in

344 practiC.al Ln dtai.lek4 d-eTle and its uvymatioi.m. dcd,
345 uFte ymuVId"%e m t nieanii'f l dFfiAmiti m1 of tL' 1igl ts

346 ' un11an L V%. kat Id V %., i6s ofter.
347 pVce oi.>t ei1dscei9 oft r5ljdci, lee-4~tc
348 C- LU.sUcL Dv r u4lve Yxoal~co slIct judc, . IIvolezc~

349 IbIbtI~lCXJIU- cuodlteIL twLVVI ,tcl. 'li t w Ir sOutio.....................a

350 r f iV 1iat;m, li I %Ao, lias i.. viaod' many tr al judlg s

351 Mnd ¢p 9 late tUtlts Itct Lmasc.M Uft1 ml a I ndirsaltyabl. Tl%
352 Al, Lt,,Iq at n t _ t f __t:

353 cons4n deiu.ii a fc-imula. imUliaI -yn a IIaItcr i"
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354 inappropriate, whecn responlding to suchl routinle mlatters as
355 conitemipt of a s1 11 1 1pe decree; see Apex Fntuin Sates ului. v.
35 : eftrfek7 n10 F.2db 1 non 1 n96 1 a97 (3d eir. 19no7)

357 Reliance on a master is appropriate when a complex decree
358 requires complex policing, particularly when a party has
359 proved resistant or intransigent. This practice has been
360 recognized by the Supreme Court, see Local 28, Sheet Metal
361 Workers' Internat. Assn. v. EEOC, 478 U.S. 421, 481-482
362 (1986). Amioing the iay appI'late dcisios are I re
363 Pewson 990 F.2d653 (istCe. 1993), "w"i,. - a. Lne 851
364 F.2d 867(7th C.r. 1988), ' E v. J1 8280F.2d 536 (9th
365 ei1 . 1987),I Arim, Z bi. 770 F.2d 103 (8th er1 . 1985),
366 II"a*77?Z,? v. Pe1 z1.J .State School & IIos,., 12 F.2d 84,
367 111 - 12 (3d e. 1977), 1red v. Ceveland x .ufEdvc., 607
368 F.52d 737 (6their;.1979),Gfmpl4 6y 'v.iisntG1 F.2d 240,
369 244-245 (5th eir. -1979). The master's role in enforcement
370 may extend to investigation in ways that are quite unlike the
371 traditional role of judicial officers in an adversary system.
372 Tlne Iliaste in thle Pews. case, forin eai, was appoinited
373 by tle court on its 6ulf iivrtiion tO gatfICT iLi itlaL iil aboUt tlhe
374 -peiatiuii aaid efficacy of a consent dlee tiat had b1 1 ;1i
375 effect f61 n .eaely tedllty yean. A classl cxallyk oftlie e
376 -for^-caud l4 1 11ts un -A w eeiu g i vvatilrate puv wes as

378 1171 (t4 i C 1 . 1982), 4it. d d, 4G0 U.I. 1042 (19133).

379 Otl1 1 d tisat may be assigmmed to a ,o ,t-tiial miaster
380 i-A -d. 0cl tI~l0$ as a nmliuisfterial Oloaountjn gr
381 admmnnistmati u-flai awamd to multipfe claiiiiwis.L Still otlhe

382 duties will 4e i~etified as vLdl, anld tUhe raiige of appro~piate
383 duties jrlla be exteioded witll tlle l~arties' colllResAB7
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384 It may prove destabkle to appoint as post-trial imastera
385 pirson who has served in tlhe sae case as a pretrial or trial
386 miaster. Intimate fawiliarity'w ith t c Iay einable thne
387 mastcr to act nuchinoreui uickly and miore suely. The skl;ills
388 mjuiied lryost-trial tasks, however, ~ may be sigiificantly
389 Jffelellt fron1 the skill required for earlier tasks. Tilis
390 diff 1erece may outweiglh tlhe advwttages of fawniliarity. In
391 particulaly coiplex litigation, the ran.ge of required skills
392 may be so great tdatit is letter to appoint two O
393 plersonus. Tlle shleer volume . work also may favi tle
394 apOpfmnoreitofnmun.. thwai 6iem person. T-He hdditionmal persons
395 may be appylinlted a co-cqual i masteLr, as associate 1iasters,

396 ,or i somie lesser role - umme c..umimum lalbel is "iounitor."

397 Expert Witness Overlap. This rule does'not address the
398 difficulties that arie when a single person isappointed to
399 perform' ov`erlapping roles as master and, as court-appointed
400 expert' witne'ss under Evidence Rule 706., To bl- effective, a
401 co..ul -apluYted' & LA t vitmluriss, 7,ay ,med ,couu4-enmforeed
402 povils Gf inqimimj that i-snmbktlme.pow 1 iuf a pJLtLrial or
1403 yut-tmial r soiiie uI.,ftai1I lee ,f PjuaOVer,
404 "en mustt a s e ahpouinF,, as a maski. Ever iil
405 a~~Aa yi Itm_1n, eh ubntiuo as aily
406 60.11.1f-2 nd YILiatjt,IUtIL fl~tunl~ A iut407 6 caj§ a ' u fm i t1d n alia , f nihmu nng
408 e ,;c 14 T, .,~'1 cort1j IIA lise,-ul~illl

408 ao Ylla;>kl,' 13it subiect to e.aILatiuiA anLd Closs-
409 eiaght, atio. MUdu, e [nay bo U iv !vtl c adei' of a
410 miastermwho rovidce te eqnuivaiite , otsde tlle
411 . 1ujiqia testin1 of =Aanird'nos$uxalmmiimatmom1.

412 A tnmastermlho tesftifiks . Ia ainiild a§vitness
413 moves far! uside&rbb c fuidiPalyjudisial Pfficm. Plsnt

414 expenmemee insufficiemit to JustifB' mumore thani cautionu
415 experimnentatiou itl1 V o 1 b-d f fions. Whatever

J
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416 combination of functions is involved, the Rule 53(a)(1)(B)
417 limit that confines trial masters to issues to be decided by the
418 court does not apply to a person who also is appointed as an
419 expert witness under Evidence Rule 706.

420 Subdivision (a)(2), and (3), and (4).

421 Masters are subject to the Code of Conduct for United
422 States Judges, with exceptions spelled out in the Code.
423 Special care must be taken to ensure that there is no actual or
424 apparent conflict of interest involving a master. The standard
425 of disqualification is established by 28 U.S.C. § 455. The
426 affidavit required by Rule 53(b)Q3 (4)(A) provides an
427 important source of information about possible grounds for
428 disqualification, but careful inquiry should be made at the
429 time of making the initial appointment. The disqualification
430 standards established by § 455 are strict. Because a master is
431 not a public judicial officer, it may be appropriate to permit
432 the parties to consent to appointment of a particular person as
433 master in circumstances that would require disqualification of
434 a judge. The judge must be careful to ensure that no party
435 feels any pressure to consent, but with such assurances - and
436 with the judge's own determination that there is no troubling
437 conflict of interests or disquieting appearance of impropriety
438 -consent may justify an otherwise barred appointment.

439 One potential disqualification issue is peculiar to the
440 master's role. It may happen that a A master who is an
441 attorney may represents a client whose litigation is assigned
442 to the judge who appointed the attorney as master. Other
443 parties to the litigation mav fear that the attorney-master will
444 gain special respect from the iudge. A flat prohibition on
445 appearance before the appointing judge during the time of
446 service as master, however, might in some circumstances
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447 unduly limit the opportunity to make a desirable appointment.
448 These matters may be regulated to some extent by state rules
449 of professional responsibility. The question of present
450 conflicts, and the possibility of future conflicts, can be
451 considered at the time of appointment. Depending on the
452 circumstances, the judgte may consider it appropriate to
453 impose a non-appearance condition on the lawyer master, and
454 perhaps on the master's firm as well.

455 'Thle rtfle prohlitits a !wyermllaster fromd appeuarillg before
456 the appoiiLutigjudge as a lavvwyer duringihe period of the
457 appointirniit. Theule d oe not addres the questionwh wethel-
458 other mer1 c1bers of the !aiii fl1.,1 are bajed ferom apy~aiiig
459 Lbfore the appointing judge. Othler Ionflicts are not

460 enuuieated, but also Iust deavuidd. FIo ecample, a

461 lavye l-iLLase LIIay l1e involved iII VLuthi litigation tLhat

462 nU.LV~ VI . a Ua"Ink~tu lWyeis u firms enga~ ith%_

463 esent actioI. A Lawyer mi alllavy ily co mlitted to
464 se soctah; [F political pusltiunl that are afift.ed by

465 the case.

466 Subdivision (b)

467 The order appointing a pretrial master is vitally important
468 in informing the master and the parties about the nature and
469 extent of 'the master's duties and authority. Care must be
470 taken to make the order as precise as possible. The parties
471 must be given notice and opportunity to be heard on the
472 question whetr a ,master should be appointed and on the
473 terms of the appointment. To the extenit possible, the notice
474 should describeA the master's proposed duties, time to
475 complete the duties, Dstandardspofreview, and compensation.
476 Often it willfbeuseul to engage the parties in the process of
477 identifying the master, Jinviting nominations, and reviewing
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478 potential candidates. Party involvement may be particularly
479 useful if a pretrial master is expected to promote settlement.

480 The hearing requirementofRule 53(b)(1 canbe satisfied
481 by an opportunity 'to make written' submissions unless the
482 circumstances require live testimony.

483 Prcsent Rule 53 reflects Historic cones that
484 appoiritnient of a mnaster may legthen, not reduce, the timne
485 requied to reachjudgment. Rule 53(d)(') dirte tthe naste
486 to proceed with ail reasonable diligen, amd recognizes the
487 righlt of a p1 aty to no v e for and or der irecting tle mnaster to
488 s the proceedings mijd mmiake tlhe report. Today, a stei
489 should be appointed only when tire appointmelnt is calulated
490 to speed ultimioate s of tle action. New Rule
491 53(1b)(2) remiminds court anid pa ftlso thLehistoric Concer's by
492 iequinl that the appointing ord 1 direct the mnaste to
493 proeced with all reasonablkediligenec'.

494 Rule 53(b)(2) also requires precise designation of the
495 master's duties and authority. There should be no doubt
496 amnong tlhe mmiaster aid parties as to the tasks to be perforined
497 and the allocation of powev s hetween master and COurt to
498 esure performnance'. Clear identification of any investigating
499 or enforcement duties is Dparticularly important. Clear
500 delineation of topics for any reports or recommendations is
501 also an important part of this process. ',And fit also is
502 important to protect against delay by establishing a time
503 schedule for performing the assigned duties. Early
504 designation of the procedure for fixing the master's
505 compensation alsormay provide useful guidance to the parties.
506 ' Anxd pmerienmce nimay sltoiVvtlh value of describing speeifie
507 antllay proveds that ha- Vfus ini carryin out mnome

508 gci..emally &ilesmribed dut.L
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509 Exparte communications between a master, and the court
510 present troubling questions. Oft Ordinarily the order
511 should prohibit such communications apart frot
512 ahdlniistrafiv- 1., tterq assuring that the parties know where
513 authority is lodged at each step of the proceedings.
514 Prohibiting ex parte communications between master and
515 court also can enhance the role of a, settlement master by
516 assuring the parties that settlement can, be fostered by
517 confidential revelations that will not be shared with the court.
518 Yet there may be circumstances in which the master's role is
519 enhanced by the opportunity for ex parte communications
520 with the court. Armaster ,assigned to help coordinate multiple
521 proceedings,, for example, may benefit from off-the-record
522 exchanges with the court about logistical matters. The rule
523 ,does not directly regulate, these matters. It requires only that
524 the courtlfiridgod cause exercise its -discretion and address
525 the topic in the order of appointment.,

526 Similarly difficult questions surround ex parte
527 communications between, a master and the parties. Ex parte
528 communications may be essential in seeking to advance
529 settlement. Ex parte communications also may prove useful
530 in other settings, as, ,with in camera review of documents to
531 resolve privilege questions. In most settings, however, ex
532 parte communications with the parties should be discouraged
533 or prohibited. The rule does lot }nu vj& dbutt guidances bst
534 does requires ,that the court address lhe topic in the order of
535 appointment.,

536 Subdivision -(b)(2)(C) provides that the appointment
537 order must statetle nature of the Materials to be preserved
538 and filed as the record ofthe master'tslactivities, and (b)(2)(D)
539 requires that the oder ,state the method of filing the record.
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540 It is not feasible to prescribe the nature of the record without
541 regard to the nature of the master's duties. . The records
542 appropriate to discovery duties may be different from those
543 appropriate to encouraging settlement, investigating possible
544 violations of a complex decree, or making recommendations
545 for trial findings. A basic requirement, however, is that the
546 master must make and file a complete record of the evidence
547 considered in making or recommending findings of fact on
548 the basis of evidence. The order of appointment should
549 routinely include this requirement unless the nature of the
550 appointment precludes any prospect that the master will make
551 or recommend evidence-based findings of fact. In some
552 circumstances it may be appropriate for a party to file
553 materials directly with the court as provided by Rule 5(e), but
554 in many circumstances filing with the court may be555 inappropriate. Confidentiality is vitaHy important with
556 respect to many materials that may properly be considered by
557 a master. Materials in the record can be transmitted to the
558 court, and filed, in connection with review of a master's
559 order, report, or recommendations under subdivisions (f) and
560 (g). Independently of review proceedings, the court may direct
561 filing of any materials that it wishes to make part of the public
562 record. I- ' I

563 The provision in subdivision (b2(2)(D) that the order
564 must state the standards for reviewing the master's orders,
565 findings. and recommendations is a reminder of the
566 provisions of subdivision (g)(3) that recognize stipulations for
567 review less searching than the presumptive requirement of de
568 novo decision by the court. Subdivision (b)(2)(D) does not
569 authorize the court to supersede the limits of subdivision
570 ((3).' '
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571 In setting the procedure for fixing the master's
572 compensation, it is useful at the outset to establish specific
573 guidelinesto control total expense. Tlhe order of appointmienut
574 slhould state tlie basis, termps, and procedures for fixing
575 compeniisatioui. ViA=n there is an apyparent danger that tlhe
576 expyciis may prOve u sjustifiably tdelnsomei to a paity Ol
577 disiropuotiouate to thlu 1needs of the casc, it also may help to
578 &ovide for aL IItI total budget and for regular reports o
579 vinuiati v e expenses. The court has power under subdivision
580 (h) to change .,the basis and- .terms for determining
581 compensation, but should 1ecAJizLtl 1c risk yofinufaii hurlisy
582 after notice to the parties.

583 I FL R 53,(4) for amnding thc order of
584 aypuuntih.nt u~a nutit~t 1 l ~UI r the~ initial

585 order. Ncw- uppUtuanities for us Iful a-sigvr~~ct~s may Cijigc

586 as tV y ial plOCS mlfolds, oi evL.L il Iat'ags of tle
587 litigatiju. Cun v c r iay e 'vv that ane innitial

588 aOs5gL&tLj:fLLn t 1`10 too ELjoad or al11iLLEtioUs, rldslloul LA,e L.Lilited

589 VI ovuVcd. It cv IL 1Gay luappe tlat the" first n1astc is ill-
590 uited to t cas a d; should le cp-ad. ±Anythiiug-that
591 col, b1c dun'. in tlmlc initial or~d1. e1 ,ui llC,,y amn~l~ndnulrt.

592 m11~h~i 1M %,OIlI~ XCU U "It-t

593 1ake w1itt- Mis w-Aess th 1 cireumstane
594 !ive>,testirno. , .

595 Subdivision ((4? permits entry of he order appointing
596 a master onl J after.ds 1irilts fflc v dat of a Jmnamter's

597 appVItff Thapyointiit Lamniut £1ke effcct until the
598 maat't'has' filed atn affidavit dikcosi r there is any
599 iroutnd'7ferl-disqualificati6nr under 28 U.S.C. § 455. If the
600 Saffidavit dlis616ses a possibleground for disquali'fication, the
601 order can enter aEointnml..ut ais take effect only if the court
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602 determines that there is no ground for disqualification or if the
603 parties, knowing of the ground for disqualification, consent
604 with the court's approval to waive the disqualification. The
605 appoinltm~ent 7re~lutJlol.vdm effective date, wlifil
606 should bie set to follow1 th1 fl 1ing-oftl, (b)(4o(A) affidavit.

607 The provision in Rule 53(b)(4) for amending the order of
608 appointment is as important as the provisions for the initial
609 order. Anything that could be done in the initial order can be
610 done by amendment. The hearing requirement can be
611 satisfied by an opportunity to make written submissions
612 unless the circumstances require live testimony.

613 Subdivision (c)

614 Subdivision (c) is a simplification of the provisions
615 scattered throughout present Rule 53. It is intended to
616 provide the broad and flexible authority necessary to
617 discharge the master's responsibilities. The most important
618 delineation of a master's authority and duties is provided by
619 the Rule 53(b) appointing order. It is made cear that tit
620 cort~empt power-refe1 ied to in present Rule 53(d)(2) is
621 reserved to the judge, not the mtaster.

622 Subdivision (d)

623 The subdivision (d) provisions for evidentiary hearings
624 are reduced from the extensive provisions in current Rule 53.
625 This simplification of the rule is not intended to diminish the
626 authority that may be delegated to a master. Reliance is
627 placed on the broad and general terms of subdivision (c).
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628 Subdivision (e)

629 Subdivision (e) provides that a master's order must be
630 filed and entered on the docket. It must be promptly served
631 on the parties, a task'ordinarily accomplished by mailing or
632 other means as permitted by Rule 5(b). In' some
633 circumstances-it may be appropriate to have the clerk's office
634 assist the master in mailing the order to the parties.

635 '- Subdivision ()

636 Subdivision (f) restates some of the provisions of present
637 Rule 53(e)(1). The report is the master's primary means of
638 communication with the court. The materials to be provided
639 to support review of "'the r'eport will depend on the nature of
640 the report. The master should provide allportions of the
641 record preserved under Rule 53(b)(2)(C) that the master
642 deems relevant to the report The parties may designate
643 additional materials firomthe record; and mayseekpermission
644 to supplement the record with evidence. LThe court may direct
645 that additionalpmaterials fromnflthe record be provided and
646 filed. Given the wide array of tasks that may be assigned to
647 a pretrial master, there ;,may Ibe circumstances that justify
648 sealing a report or review record against public access - a
649 report on continuing 'or failed settlement efforts is the most
650 likely example. A,, post-trial master may be assigned duties in
651 formulating a decree that deserve similar protection. Such
652 circumstances may even justify denying access to the report
653 or review materials by the parties,, although this step should
654 be taken only -for theJmost compellingreasons. Sealing is
655 much less likely to be appropriate with respect to a trial
656 master's report.
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657 Before formally making an -order, report, or
658 recommendations, a master may find it helpful to circulate a
659 draft to the parties for review and comment. The usefulness
660 of this practice,,depends on the nature of the master's
661 proposed action.

662 A masteri may learn of matters outside the scope of the
663 TefTencee Rude 53 does not adchess the question whether -
664 or how - such matters i, ay properly bIe bOht to the cowrts
665 aLL%.,IILVI.1VattersI deln ihbetcel efforts, for
666 cxauipk, often should1 1lt pe atpoted to the %u., t Othe.
667 iatters may deserve differe1 1 t ftv.Lhi. ,el. If a master
668 con1 cluds that something should be brought to the eowit's
669 attitiok, ordinaiily the parties should be i~lfofi.ied of the
670 master's conli11twlj~,tiui.

671 Subdivision (g)

672 The provisions of subdivision (g)(1), describing the
673 court's powers to afford a hearing, take evidence, and act on
674 a master's order, report, For recommendations are drawn from
675 present Rule 53(e)(2), but are not limited, as present Rule
676 53(e)(2) is limited, to the report of a trial master in a nonjury
677 action. The requirement that the court must afford an
678 opportunity to be heard can be satisfied bv taking written
679 submissions when the court actslon the report without taking
680 live testimony.'

681 ;Th subdivision (g)(2)ftime limits for objecting to - or
682 seeking adoption or modification of - a master's order,
683 report, or recommendations, are important. They are not
684 jurisdictional. ThR SU IN _lee f a iastei n1eaiis that
685 aAlthough a court may properly refuse to entertain untimely
686 review proceedings, ther e-niustbe-pwr- court may excuse
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687 the failure to seek timely review. The basic time period is
688 lengthened to 20 days because the present 10-day period may
689 be too short to permit thorough study and response to a
690 complex report dealing with complex litigation. No time
691 litit is set for aftion by the eourt wheno party undertakes
692 to file objectionis or move for adoption Oi iiodificationi of
693 1 aster1 s Or.ik, report, Or recoi mendations. If no party asks
694 the court to act on a master's report, 9Fthe court remains is
695 free to adopt the master's action or to disregard it at any
696 relevant point in the proceedings. If t Ie ourt takes no action,
697 the 'matasier's action has no effet o utsid the. tems of tfiI
698 cotit's OVV 0 det s and jud

699 Subdivision (g)(3) establishes the standards of review for
700 a master's findings of fact or recommended findings of fact.
701 The court must decide de novo all objections to findings of
702 fact made or recommended by 'the master unless the parties
703 stipulate. with the court's consent, that the findings will be
704 reviewed for clear error or - with respect to a master
705 appointed on the- parties' consent or appointed to address
706 pretrial or Post-trial matters -, that the findings will be final.

707 Cla- I r.1 rog
707 Clear-error-review is more likely to be appropriate with
708 respect to findings that doj.not go to the merits of the
709 underlving claims or ;.defenses, such as findings- of fact
710 bearing on a privilege objection to a discovery request. Even
711 if no objection is made, the court is free to decide the facts de
712 novo: to review vfor clear error 'if an earlier approved
713 stipulation provided 'clear-efror review: or to' withdraw its
714 consent to astipuiatioft forIckar-error review or finalitv. and
715 thenutordecide d'novo. If the court withdraws its consent to
716 a stipulatidn [inality or clear-error review it mav or
717 reoe'n&the oior6un to biect:
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718 ersion 13 'Subdi-vsion1 (g)(3) provides several
719 afternative standards for review of a mJaster's fact findings or
720 recornn.lenidatioiis for fact fi1 dings, but tlhe COlt ust decide
721 de novo all fact, ,issues unless Iie ordet- of appoi entiiieit
722 provides a elear-error Standaid of review, or the parties
723 stipulatc with the court's consent that tle master's findings
724 will be final. Th. deteL imjnpation whl~etlher to establisli a lcar-
725 ciioi standaid ofreviewvordiwarily slould be nla& at tde tn
726 ofthe initial ordei of appointlelnt. Altlhough tle order may b
727 aml1 en1 ded to estalbli-s this standard at anly time after notice to
728 the parties uider Rule 53((b)(3), suneh ani awienidnmert should be
729 miade only with thle osent of tre partie s or fbr colpelling
730 reasoLns. The parties iiay rely on th1e expeetation of de n1oVO
731 ,,determination by tlhe COurt in eon1dueting proceedings lbeforl
732 tlhe mnasteri. If a cfear-eror staandard of cvievv is set by th1e
733 ordei of appointmnenIt, ayplication of the standard will be as
734 iialleabe in this context as it is in Rule 52; in applyinug th
735 elear-err,- standard, 1oreover, tlLe court may take account of
736 ths.e fact that th* relationship 1t n a Coult and a jaster is
737 nott saiume as tlhe relationship between an appcilate Court
738 apd atrial oumt. A court mmay not accord ther muaster's findingas
739 d& cnotmmiiendalns greater weiglt than cleat-etror review
740 Pcrnuits without tlhe co1 sem t of the parties; el ero
741 marks tle, outer limit of appropriate defer to a. lmaster.
742 PaVie whlMo eixpeto expedite proccedings,, however, mmay-
743 44,l 4.l VV wOAIUft' S conlsent-stip~ulate tfiat thpmlaste 's finlditigs
744 vvill-lc finlhl 745 HI 1 - i 1 a

745 Il m blosisetweenl d e nlovo- and clear-err lein teiew, thlle
746 coutt should ed tl e ditinlcion bletwee tri anld the other
747 duti a d to aaster. Present-Rile53(e)(2
748 estatfislheT, cleai-error standard of review fbro'a 111aste1's

749 fact n an actl
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750 S eourt,1 h -er, 1 m1 .ce a .
751 a m~aster . sllould be resuo~sibvle for decidina th~e facts thlat lbcar
752 on liability. If exceTP ions are ever to e made 1
753 _ 1_a * ao _ ._ t _ __.,__r _inn. .

754 v. Iowes Leather Co.. -3 I52 U.S. 249 (1957!. De1isions bv
755 several co Pts of a 1neals suggest tlat A.ticle II may nrc.ibit
756 A . 1 TT .ele Hf itidae eig tlie Ath le II
757 11,.esnonsiity to decide ultimate issues of 1iabPl lit-v b liitg
758 -revi 1ew of a miiaster u p a e laiai. 4 S.DV.
759 MAey1soft 1el 1A7 F.3d 935. 953-956 (D.e.6ir.1998i,
760 S-t-a b v, f17 7 iv ., 97 '7 T' F. 2 G90 V/ st Cr.19i92) ( I 
761 n, , fl _I fl. A= _ (X_ rAin T'q 1 1 1C

762 e1 1l91 ; lort 1h e r1 7 r. Bev
763 Rv )A4 F.3d I 064 (9thd 11' 991.b hi re. TTCF R1G r
764 1 lO83 /f.1 (6 thOe 7 9 r 1 -7'7g T'' ' 2 1 R1 1 F.2

765 (8tlhC;.19 T s . 1 owever " 1 questio1is
766 resolved, the very presence of su.staPtia1 A.ticle. I doubts
767 H f1 .:1_ . r_ of de now f-et PA,1

768 d1 dcide fact auestions de novo1 to tl e extent th9t
769 *it nrevails, or-di*ir. defeats ary,* ri
770 ta s THleL1resuft is more Plikel to add dela and
771 i to diminisl the qualitv ofthe ultimate
772 1ce the 1rocess.

773 ; 1 Prevr aeIV 13.1"VVX

774 .2 <i14 ' a6 t 1i1i - A __._,,

775 .e wltl a f
776 1 M1k1 _ a a 1e 11
777 -o P _"I 2d 1 br *.:. v, _ _s*_4:i__

778 cr C1 a;-er r riate wit____l
779 ... attersof case aitfistration. A
780 f1 I-ft1 I 7 e
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781 stanldard to-rev zatr's determinlationls as to eoumnlanlee
782 with diseo

783 f -'el } (g)(3) plon , stards foi
784 review of a rnlastt'@ fixidinlor fux x tifienldatis for fact
785 filidil1gs. Tlre structure is adapted fom thdie system established
786 by 28 U.S.C. § 63G(b)(1) for review of tle decisionts 
787 recortmilenliationls of a mlagistrate judge. Substanltive-fiaet
788 issues are to be decided de no vo by thle court tless the order
789 of appoinftmint establisies a cleat -error stadat dof review o
790 tlhe parties stipulate witl1 the c ourt's eomsent that tLhe miaster 's
791 £"idiiigs will ble finial. Nox-substaiitive fact issues -one
792 examlple would be detennlintatianls withl respect to discovery
793 conduct-ac to le Lewed obly for cleai eiror uiless th-e
794 rUder of appuointmen t piovid foe de -iovu - eviVev, tlhe COult
795 icei evidenee and decides tlh facts de novu, -x tle p afties
796 stipulat e with th1e eourt's consent that tlnr i.-a ,tti' a fildi1 1 g1
797 will be fin4al. Tle determiniiiation whiether t establish a
798 different standard of review in thle ordet- of appouitinent
799 vrdiiarily should l i ea& at tle tiie of the initial'order.
800 Altllough tlhe order may be anlen1 de to depart fro1 1 the
801 ptCesuidptve standard at awry tinie after notice to the parties
802 umidef Rule 53(b)(3), stchI amiiwatendiietslouldbe adeo1Aly
803 wjtl1 tleonsertt ofthe parties or for co1 mpe1 llg r easonis. The
804 partie may rely on tl1 e 'atieipatedManLdard of kLVIVV iI
805 cOnlduting pi opedng efore the matrl . VA1ella clew--=-ror
806 st-aipdaxd ofpevev apphie, apphati i ofth 1% OtaUid W.H bl
807 as ialkeabk.le i1 tlis coUtextas it is in Rule 52, iii apTplyin th1
808 cka-.-e11 o,-tar daf , nu over, tlhe iurt may take a untof
809 the fabfettlat tlwee X idtt c euut a id asteris
810 1 uot thl 1 lii 1 l as th 'Jatiu n sirb et alppd7laL couit
811 and C4 ta JLuC A eu L. mY nut a yd tlm t' findings
812 Ol Teconm1eLndations greafer weg tlhaL jLa -n ri
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813 permlits witlhout tlhe con~sent oftlhe pawties; eleal-lo lCiW

814 miarks thle outer liuiit of appiopriate deferece to a mpaster.
815 Parties wlo wisl to expedite proceedings, lhowever, miiay-
816 . ithtli ut's coinset- stipulate that tlhc maste 's findings
817 wille-fina+

818 Al~sent con~sen....t oftc +e artie§, question........s of law cann....ot lbc
819 delegated for final resolutionl by a master. As with mnatters of
820 fact, a pa ty 5tipeulatiuu cai nac the master's dispositiun on
821 legal auesfiogl filral ornly -if tlhc mlaste wsapi................. ted-o .tlhe
822 pas* consent or a1poit t ;s Dretar or
823 miatltrs and tt1se ts to thel stipulation.

824 Under Rule 53'&)(4). the court must decide de novo all
825 'objections to conclusions of law made or recommended by a
826 master. As with findings of fact, the court also may decide
827 conclusions of law de novo when"no objection is made. K
828 Apart from factual and legal questions, masters often
829 make determinations that, when made by a'trial court,'3Would
830 be treated as matters of procedural discretion. The court may
831 Iqset a standard for review of such matters in the order of
832 !,appointment, and may; amend the order to establish the
833 standard.,, If no standard is' set by the original or amended
834 order appointing the master, review 'of procedural matters is
835 for an abuse of discretion. Tlhea osco-uf-di nldtii salddid
836 pi~sk as depertdenit' ot t ype of yocedu ilc issuc
837 lli molved in. th~is 'settiizfi as irn aIn dtle1 f. aot , tThe
838 :subordinato role,,of the master means that the trial court's
839 review for abuse of discretion is* mgay be more!searching
840 than the review that an appellatetccitrt makes of a trial court.
841 '. Aj ta i judgc bo c s tlhatpa niaste has erred lhas =inplC
842 a to eorect the ero., I
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843 [if subdi v iion (g)(5) is not adopted, tfe Coemniiite-N-tL
844 would ay. Nostandard of review is set for 'uli Us n
845 piorcdua1 iaters. The court nay set standawds of ixeviev in
846 tfie uoder appuitiing tle lnzster, seeRule 53(b)(2)(D), or may
847 face the issau oly vwhen it arises. If a standard not Set in
848 the otder appointing thle master, a pa ty seekingii i vie Jlay

849 ask tle eowt to stated standard of review bleforc f1 i
850 tie atguments on review.]

851 If a master makes a recommendation on any matter that
852 does not fall within Rule 53(g)(3!. (4). or (5). the court may
853 act on the recommendation under Rule 53(g)(1).

854 Subdivision (h)

855 The need to pay compensation is a substantial reason for
N1 856 care in appointing private persons as masters. The burden on

857 tlhe pawties camm be. rU% to sonme ctemmt Iby m ugLizin; the
858 pable seviIC efrlLient of th1e Oastm's office. One court has
859 yndotsed thc sugges that an attourny-master-shAuljld le
860 comnpensad at a rate of about half tLhat aeand by private
861 attorneys iii enL ial n matters. See Reed P. COevetairjdd.
862 of B-c-e, e07 n.2d 737, 746 (6 17 Uut-ewe-a
863 disecuutedp pblie-sern.e r iLateL ca inmposeIuLtan 1dC 11s.

864 Payment of the master's fees must be allocated among
865 the parties and any property or subject-matter within the866 court's control. Mamm4 fators, too nunm s to Lmummmerat
867 may affcth at ll. The amount in controversy and the
868 means of the parties may provide some guidance in making869 the allocation, alfough it is likely to -m4om retart A
870 thye itiilfl de~iion wheft to p iad wpythe
871 to setan expse lmtit at thi outtset. Tlh, nmeamiz of th parties
872 also mlmay bU c lmsi.meyd, aLd mmay' 1 e p y in Lp ii
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873 , is a Ilarked iilbalaee of resources. Altlhougl tleLe is
874 a risk that a master may feel somelhvw beolde to a well
875 c11dowcd paty whio pays a major portion of the fees, there al
876 even greater risks of tmfaimmess and strategic manipulationm if
877 cot calim mtou up against a party wvho canm ill afford to pay.
878 The nature of the dispute also may be important -parties

879 pursuingimatters of public interest, for example, may deserve
880 special protection. A party whose unreasonable behavior has
881 occasioned the need to appoint a master, on the other hand,
882 may properly be charged all or a major portion of the master's
883 fees. It may be proper to revise an interim allocation after
884 decision on the merits. The revision need not await a decision
885 that is final for purposes of appeal, but may be made to reflect
886 disposition of a substantial portion of the case.

887 The basis andterms for fixing compensation should be
888 stated 'inthe orderof appointment. The court retains power
889 tokalter the jinitial basis and terms,- after notice and an
890 opportunity to be heard, but should protect the parties against
891 unfair, surprise.

892 The provision of former Rule 53(a), that the '"provision
893 for-compensation'shall not apply ' wvhen a United States
894 Malgistrate Judge is designated to serve as a master" is deleted
895 as unnecessary. Other provisions of law preclude
896 compensation. ,, a

897 Subdivision (i)

898 Rule 53(i) carries forward.unchanged former Rule 53(f).
899 It imand. lmever, to %.i.plLa izi.tat a miagistrate judg
900 IbI ulmIFdFt ,app d ' a miaster nly when justified b
901 exAeptionmal c Omdimarily a magistrate judge
902 teuuld~ulot be,*Ppoimm ted as a at to diseharge duties that
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903 could be discharged in the capacity of magistrate judge. 28
904 U.S.C. § 636(b)(2) provides for desigiration of a -ragistrate
905 judge to servea a special mllastc pursuaunt to tlhe Fedeala
906 Res of eivil Procedue. TIs }IuII IuIZIvWa adopted before
907 later statestat Iaexpak tle duties that a nlati;t~at j udg
908 miiay perform asagistiateudge. StJbdivLisiu (i) Teqoghzes
909 tllis expmisim, anld imiplemlens the staatoy pmupose to hlave S
910 magistrate judges ffmrwtio 1 as itiate judges wheeer
911 autlorized by- § 636. Specific p' OVisions ini othez statutes that
912 authloize the appoinitmienit of a agistrate judge as speeial
913 iiiaster, lhoweve, may be iniplemened accotdin1g to theit
914 terms, an exaMpe isp rovided by 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(f)(5).
915 Sestlo di nwm ili suin di IS0 on (a. Iecauuthri
916 judge Ieiaimis ajudicial office1 , tLe part ies mamot cunseniit to
917 waive disquaificatioui w -2 U.S.C. § 455 in tle way that
918 Rule 53(a)(2) pelmits witl iespect to a iastei wlhou is nrt a
919 jttdieial office..
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Rule 23

Rule 23. Class Actions

(c) Determining by Order Whether to Certify a Class Action;
Appointing Class Counsel; Notice and Membership in Class;
Judgment; Multiple Classes and Subclasses.

(1) (A) When a person sues or is sued as a representative of a
class, the -court must - at an early practicable time -

determine by order whether to certify the action as a class action.

(B) An order certifying a class action must define the class
and the class claims, issues, or defenses, and must appoint
class counsel under Rule 23(g).

(C) An order under Rule 23(c)(1) may be altered or
amended before final judgment.

(2) (A) For any class certified under Rule 23(b)(1) or (2), the
court may direct appropriate notice to the class.

(B) For any class certified under Rule 23(b)(3), the court
must direct to class members the best notice practicable
under the circumstances, including individual notice to all
members who can be identified through reasonable effort.
The notice must concisely and clearly state in plain, easily
understood language:

* the nature of the action,

* the definition of the class certified,

* the class claims, issues, or defenses,
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* that a class member may enter an appearance
through counsel if the member so desires,

* that the court will exclude from the class any
member who requests exclusion, stating when
and how members may elect to be excluded,
and

* the binding effect of a class judgment on class
members under Rule 23(c)(3).

(3) The judgment in an action maintained as a class action
under subdivision (b)(l) or (b)(2), whether or not favorable to
the class, shall include and describe those whom the court finds
to be members of the class. The judgment in an action
maintained as a class action under subdivision (b)(3), whether or
not favorable to the class, shall include and specify or describe
those to whom the notice-provided in subdivision (c)(2) was
directed, and who have not requested exclusion, and whom the
court finds to be members of the class.

(4) When 'appropriate ) an action may be brought or
maintained as a class action with respect to particular issues, or
(B) a class may be divided into subclasses and each subclass
treated as a class, and the provisions of this rule shall then be
construed 'and applied accordingly.

Committee Note

Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c) is amended in several respects.
The requirement that the court determine whether to certify a class "as
soon as practicable after commencement of an action" is replaced by
requiring determination "at an early practicable time." The notice
provisions are substantially revised.
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Paragraph (1). Subdivision (c)(1)(A) is changed to require that
the determination whether to- certify a class be made "at an early
practicable time.", The "as soon as practicable" exaction neither
reflects prevailing practice nor captures the many valid reasons that
may justify deferring the initial certification decision. See Willging,
Hooper & Niemic, Empirical Study of Class Actions in Four Federal
District Courts: Final Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil
Rules 26-36 (Federal Judicial Center 1996).

Time may be neededto gather information necessary to make the
certification decision. Although an evaluation of the probable
outcome on the merits is not properly part of the certification
decision, discovery, in aid of the certification decision often includes
information required to identify the nature of the issues that actually
will be presented attrial. In this sense it is appropriate to conduct
controlled discovery into the ,"merits," limited to those aspects
relevant to making the certification decision on an informed basis.
Active judicial supervision m~ay' be required to achieve the most
effective balance that expedites an Ninformed 'certification
determination without, forcing an artificial and ultimately wasteful
division between "certification discovery" and "merits discovery." A
critical need is todetermine how the case will be tried. An increasing,
numbe r of courts require: a! party requesting class certification to
present a "trial! plan" that describes the issues likely to be presented
at trial and tests whether they are susceptible of class-wide proof.
See Manual For Complex Litigation Third, § 21.213, p. 44; § 30.11,
p. 214; § 30.12, p. 215.

Other considerations may affect the, timing of the certification
decision. The party opposing the class may prefer to win dismissal
or summary judgment as, to, the individual plaintiffs without
certification and without binding the class that might have been
certified. Time may be needed to explore designation of class
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counsel under Rule 23(g), recognizing that in many cases the need to
progress toward the certification determination may require
designation of interim counsel under Rule 23(g)(2)(A).

Although many circumstances may justify deferring the
certification decision, active management may be necessary to ensure
that the certification decision is not unjustifiably delayed.

Subdivision (c)(l)(C) reflects two amendments. The provision
that a class certification "may be conditional" is deleted. A court that
is not satisfied that the requirements of Rule 23 have been met should
refuse. certification until they have been met. The provision that
permits alteration or amendment of an order granting or denying class
certification is amended to set the cut-off point at final judgment
rather than "the decision on the merits." This change avoids the
possible ambiguity in referring to "the decision on the merits."
Following a determination of liability, for example, proceedings to
define the remedy may demonstrate the need to amend the class
definition or subdivide the class. In this setting the final judgment
concept is pragmatic. It is not the same as the concept used for appeal
purposes, but it should be flexible, particularly in protracted
litigation.

The authority to amend an order under Rule 23 (c)(1) before final
judgment does not restore the practice of "one-way intervention" that
was rejected. by the 1966 revision of Rule 23. A determination of
liability after certification, however, may show a need to amend the
class~, definition. Decertification nray be warranted after further
proceedings.,

If the definition of a class certified under Rule 23 (b)(3) is altered
to include members who have not been afforded notice and an
opportunity to request exclusion, notice - including an opportunity
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to request-exclusion - must be directed to the new class members
under Rule 23(c)(2)(B).

Paragraph (2). The first change made in Rule 23(c)(2) is to call
attention to the court's authority - already established in part by
Rule 23(d)(2) -to direct notice of certification to a Rule 23(b)(1) or
(b)(2) class. The present rule expressly requires notice only in actions
certified under Rule 23(b)(3). Members of classes certified under
Rules'23(b)(1) or (b)(2) have interests that, may deserve protection by
notice.

The authority to direct notice to class members in1' a (b)(1) or
(b)(2) class action should be exercised with care. For several reasons,
there may be less need for notice than in a (b)(3) class action. There
is no right to request exclusion from a (b)(1) or`(b)(2) class., The
characteristics of the class may reduce the need for formal notice.
The cost of providing notice, nmoreover; could easily cripple actions
that do not seek damages. The court may decide not to direct notice
after balancing the risk that notice costs lmay deter the pursuit of class
relief against the benefits of notice.

When the cboufidoes direct certification notice in a (b)(i) or
(b)(2) class action,, the discretion and flexibility established' by
subdivision (c)(2)(A) 'extend to the method of'giving notice. Notice
facilitates the opportunity to, participate. Notice calculated to reach
a significant number of class members often will protect the interests
of all. Informal methods may prove effective.' A simple posting in a
place visited by many class members, directing attention to a source
of more detailed information, may suffice. The court should consider
the costs of notice in relation to the probable reach of inexpensive
methods. .
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If a Rule 23(b)(3) class is certified in conjunction with a (b)(2)
class, the (c)(2)(B) notice requirements must be satisfied as to the
(b)(3) class.

The direction that ciass-certification notice be couched in plain,
easily understood language is a reminder of the need to work
unremittingly at the difficult task of communicating with class
members. It is difficult to provide information about most class
actions that is both accurate and easily understood by class members
who are not themselves lawyers. Factual uncertainty, legal
complexity, and the complication of class-action procedure raise the
barriers high. The FederallJudicial Center has created illustrative
clear-notice forms that provide a helpful starting point for actions
similar to those described in the forms.

Rule 23(e): Review of Settlement

Rule 23. Class Actions

(e) Settlement, Voluntary Dismissal, or Compromise.

(1) (A) The court must approve any settlement, voluntary
dismissal, or compromise of the claims, issues, or defenses
of a certified class.

(B) The court must direct notice in a reasonable manner to
all class members who would be bound by a proposed
settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise.

\
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(C) The court may approve a settlement, voluntary
dismissal, or compromise that would bind class members
only after a hearing and on finding that the settlement,
voluntary dismissal, or compromise is fair, reasonable, and
adequate.

(2) The parties seeking approval of a settlement, voluntary
dismissal, or compromise under Rule 23(e)(1) must file a
statement identifying any agreement made in connection with the
proposed settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise.

(3) In an action previously certified as a class action under Rule
23(b)(3), the court may refuse to approve a settlement unless it
affords anew opportunity to request exclusion to individual class
members who had an earlier opportunity to request exclusion but
did not do so.

(4) (A) Any class member may object to a proposed
settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise that requires
court approval under Rule 23(e)(1)(A).

(B) An objection made under Rule 23(e)(4)(A) may be
withdrawn only with the court's approval.

Committee Note

Subdivision (e). Subdivision (e) is amended to strengthen the
process of reviewing proposed class-action settlements. Settlement
may be a desirable means of resolving, a class action. But court
review and approval are essential to assure adequate representation of
class members who have not participated in shaping the settlement.
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Paraaraph (1). Subdivision (e)(1)(A) expressly recognizes the
power of a class representative to settle class claims, issues, or
defenses.

Rule 23(e)(1)(A) resolves the ambiguity in former Rule 23(e)'s
reference to dismissal or compromise of "a class action." That
language could be - and at times was - read to require court
approval of settlements with putative class representatives that
resolved only individual claims. See Manual for Complex Litigation
Third, § 30.41. The new rule requires approval only if the claims,
issues, or defenses of a certified class are resolved by a settlement,
voluntary dismissal, or compromise.

Subdivision (e)(1)(B) carries forward the notice requirement of
present Rule 23(e) when the settlement binds the class through claim
or issue preclusion; notice is not required when the settlement binds
only the individual class representatives. Notice of a settlement
binding on the class is required either when the settlement follows
class certification or when the decisions on certification and
settlement proceed simultaneously.

Reasonable settlement notice may require individual notice in the
manner required by Rule 23(c)(2)(B) for certification notice to a Rule
23(b)(3) class. Individual notice is appropriate, for example, if class
members are required to take action - such as filing claims - to
participate in thejudgment, or if the court orders a settlement opt-out
opportunity under Rule 23(e)(3).

Subdivision (e)(1)(C) confirms and mandates the already
common practice of holding hearings as part of the process of
approving settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise that would
bind members of a class.

Subdivision (e)(1)(C) states the standard for approving a
proposed settlement that would bind class members. The settlement
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must be fair, reasonable, and adequate. A helpful review of many
factors that may deserve consideration is provided by In re:
Prudential Ins. Co. America Sales Practice Litigation Agent Actions,
148 F.3d 283, 316-324 (3d Cir. 1998). Further guidance can be found
in the Manual for Complex Litigation.

The court must make findings that support the conclusion that
the settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate. The findings must be
set out in sufficient detail to explain to class members and the
appellate court the factors that bear on applying the standard.

Settlement review also' may provide an occasion to review the
cogency of the initial class definition. The terms of the settlement
themselves, or objections, may reveal divergent interests of class
members and demonstrate the' need to redefine the 'class or to
designate subclasses., Redefinition of a class certified under Rule
23(b)(3) may require notice to- new' class members under Rule
23(c)(2)(B). See, Rule,23(c)(1)(C).

Paragraph (2). Subdivision' (e)(2) requires parties seeking
approval of a settlement, voluntary dismissal, orfcomnpromise under
Rule 23(e)(1) to file a statement identifying any agreement made in
connection with the settlement. This provision does not change the
basic requirement that the parties disclose all terms of the settlement
or compromise that the court must approve under Rule 23(e)(1). It
aims instead at -related tundertakings that, although seemingly
separate, may have influenced the terms of the settlement by trading
away possible advantages for the class in return for advantages for
others. Doubts should be resolved in favor of identification.

Further inquiry into the' agreementsidentified by the parties
should not become the occasion for discovery by the parties or
objectors. The court may direct the parties to provide to the court or
other'parties a summary or copy' of the full terms of any agreement
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identified by the parties. The court also may direct the parties to
provide a summary or copy of any agreement not identified by the
parties that the court considers relevant to its review of a proposed
settlement. In exercising discretion under this rule, the court may act
in steps, calling first for a summary of any agreement that may have
affected the settlement and then for a complete version if the
summary does'not provide an adequate basis for review. A direction
to disclose a summary or copy of an agreement may raise concerns of
confidentiality. Some agreements may include information that
merits protection against general disclosure. And the court must
provide an opportunity to claim work-product or other protections.

Paragraph (3). Subdivision (e)(3) authorizes the court to refuse
to approve a settlement unless the settlement affords class members
a new opportunity to request exclusion from a class certified under
Rule 23(b)(3)'after settlement terms are known. An agreement by the
parties themselves to permit class members to elect exclusion at this
point by the settlement agreement may be one factor supporting
approval of the settlement. Often there is an opportunity to opt out at
this point because the class is certified and settlement is reached in
circumstances that lead to simultaneous notice of certification and
notice of settlement. In these cases, the basic opportunity to elect
exclusion applies without further complication. In some 'cases,
particularly if settlement appears imminent at the time of certification,
it may be possible to achieve equivalent protection by deferring notice
and the opportunity to elect exclusion until actual settlement terms
are known. 'This approach avoids the cost and potential confusion of
providing two notices and makes the single notice more meaningful.
But notice should not be delayed unduly after certification in the hope
of settlement.

Rule 23(e)(3) authorizes the court to refuse to approve a
settlement unless the settlement affords a new opportunity toelect
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exclusion in a case that settles after a certification decision if the
earlier opportunity to elect exclusion provided with the certification
notice has expired by the time ofthe settlement notice. A decision to
remain in the class is likely to be more carefully considered and is
better informed when settlement terms are known.

The opportunity to request exclusion from a proposed settlement
is limited to m'embers' of a (b)(3) class. Exclusion may be requested
only by individual class members; no class member may purport to
opt out other 'class members by way of another class action.

The decision whether to approve a settlement that does not allow
a new opportunity to elect exclusion is confided to the court's
discretion. The court may'make this decision before directing notice
to the class under Rule 23(e)(l)(B) or after the Rule 23(e)(1)(C)
hearing. Many factors may influence the court's decision. Among
theselare changes in the information available to class members; since
expiration ofthe first!opportunity to request exclusion, and the nature
of the individual class members' caims.

The terms setforpermitting a new, opportunity to elect exclusion
from the proposed settlement of a'Rule 23(b)(3) class action may
address concerns of potential misuse., The, court might direct, for
example, that class members who, elect exclusion are bound by
rulings on ,the meritsmade before the settlement was proposed for
approval. Still other, terms or conditions may be appropriate.

Paragranh (4).' Subdivision(e))(4) confirms the right of class
members to objectto a proposed settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
compromise. ''The right is defined in relation to a disposition that,
because it would' bind the clas,' requires court approval under
subdivision (e)(l)(C).

Subdivision (e)(4)(B) requires court approval for withdrawal of
objections made under subdivision (e)(4)(A). Review follows
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automatically if the objections are withdrawn on terms that lead to
modification of the settlement with the class. Review also is required
if the objector formally withdraws the objections. If the objector
simply abandons pursuit of the objection, the court may inquire into
the circumstances.

Approval under paragraph (4)(B) may be given or denied with
little need for further inquiry if the objection and the disposition go
only to a protest that the individual treatment afforded the objector
under the proposed settlement is unfair because of factors that
distinguish the objector from other class members. Different
considerations may apply if the objector has protested that the
proposed settlement is not fair, reasonable, or adequate on grounds
that apply generally to a class or subclass. Such objections, which
purport to represent class-wide interests, may augment the
opportunity for obstruction or delay. If such objections are
surrendered on terms that do not affect the class settlement or the
objector's participation in the class settlement, the court often can
approve withdrawal of the objections without elaborate inquiry.

Once an objector appeals, control of the proceeding lies in the
court of appeals. The court of appeals may undertake review and
approval of a settlement with the objector, perhaps as part of appeal
settlement procedures, or may remand to the district court to take
advantage of the district court's familiarity with the action and
settlement.
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Rule 23(g): Class Counsel

Rule 23. Class Actions
* *,*** *

(g) Class Counsel.

(1) Appointing Class Counsel.

(A) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a court that
certifies a class must appoint class counsel.

(B) An attorney appointed to serve as class counsel must
fairly and adequately represent the interests of the class.

(C) In appointing class counsel, the court

(i) must consider:

* the work counsel has done in identifying
or investigating potential claims in the
action,

* counsel's experience in handling class
actions, other complex litigation, and
claims of the type asserted in the action,

* counsel's knowledge ofthe applicable law,
and

* the resources counsel will commit to
representing the class;

(ii) may consider any other matter pertinent to
counsel's ability to fairly and adequately represent the
interests of the class;
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(iii) may direct potential class counsel to provide
information on any subject pertinent to the
appointment and to propose terms for attorney fees
and nontaxable costs; and

(iv) may make further orders in connection with the
appointment.

(2) Appointment Procedure.

(A) The court may designate interim counsel to act on
behalf of the putative class before determining whether to
certify the action as a class action.

(B) When there is one applicant for appointment as class
counsel, the court may appoint that applicant only if the
applicant is adequate under Rule 23(g)(1)(B) and (C). If
more than one adequate applicant seeks appointment as
class counsel, the court must appoint-the applicant best able
to represent the interests of the class.

(C) The order appointing class counsel may include
provisions about the award of attorney fees or nontaxable
costs under Rule 23(h

Committee Note

Subdivision (g). Subdivision (g) is new. It responds to the
reality that the selection and activity of class counsel are often
critically important to the successful handling of a class action. Until
now, courts have scrutinized proposed class counsel as well as the
class representative under Rule 23(a)(4). This experience has
recognized the importance of judicial evaluation of the proposed
lawyer for the class, and this new subdivision builds on that
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experience rather than introducing an entirely new element into the
class certification process.' Rule 23(a)(4) will continue to call for
scrutiny of the proposed class representative, while this subdivision
will guide the court in assessing proposed class counsel as part of the
certification decision. This subdivision recognizes the importance of
class counsel, states the obligation to represent the interests of the
class, and provides a framework for selection of 'class counsel. The
procedure and standards for appointment vary depending on whether
there are multiple applicants to be class counsel. The new
subdivision also -provides a method by which the court may make
directions from the outset about-the potential fee award to class
counsel in the event the action is successful.

Paragraph (1) sets out the basic requirement that class counsel be
appointed if a class is certified and articulates'the obligation of class
counsel to represent the interests of the'class, as opposed to the
potentially conflicting interests of individual class members. It also
sets out the factors the cout should consider in assessing proposed
class counsel.

Paragraph (1 )(A) requires that'the court appoint class counsel to
represent the class. 'Class counsel must be appointed for all classes,
including each subclass that the court certifies to represent divergent
interests.

Paragraph (1)(A) does not apply if "a statute provides otherwise."
This recognizes that provisions of the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. '104-67, 109 Stat. 737 (1995)
(codified in various sections of 15 U.S.C.), contain directives that
bear on selection of a lead plaintiff and the retention of counsel. This
subdivision does' not purport 'to' supersede or to affect the
interpretation of those provisions, or any similar provisions of other
legislation.
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Paragraph 1 (B) recognizes that the primary responsibility of class
counsel, resulting from appointment as class counsel, is to represent
the best interests of the class. The rule thus establishes the obligation
of class counsel, an obligation that may be different from the
customary obligations of counsel to individual clients. Appointment
as class counsel means that the primary obligation of counsel is to the
class rather than to any individual members, of it. The class
representatives do not have an unfettered right to "fire" class counsel.
In the same vein, the class representatives cannot command class
counsel to accept or reject a settlement proposal. To the contrary,
class counsel must determine whether seeking the court's approval of
a settlement would be in the best interests of the class as a whole.

Paragraph (1)(C) articulates the basic responsibility of the court
to appoint class counsel who will provide-the adequate representation
called for by paragraph (1)(B). It identifies criteria that must be
considered and invites'the court to'consider any other pertinent
matters. Although couched in terms of the court's duty, the listing
also informs counsel seeking appointment about the'topics that
should be addressed in an application for appointment or in the
motion for class certification.

The court may direct potential class counsel to provide additional
information about the topics mentioned in paragraph (1)(C) or about
any other relevant topic. For example, the court may direct applicants
to inform the court concerning any agreements about a prospective
award of attorney fees or nontaxable costs, as such agreements may
sometimes be significant in the selection of class counsel The court
might also direct that potential class counsel indicate how parallel
litigation might be coordinated or consolidated with the action before
the court. ' '

The court may also direct counsel to propose terms for a
potential award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs. Attorney fee
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awards are an important feature of class action practice, and attention
to this subject from the outset may often be a productive technique.
Paragraph (2)(C) therefore authorizes the -court to provide directions
about attorney fees and costs when appointing class counsel. Because
there will be numerous class actions in which this information is not
likely to be useful, the court need not consider it in all class actions.

Some information relevant'to class counsel appointment may
involve matters that include adversary preparation in a way that
should be shielded from disclosure to other parties. An appropriate
protective order may be necessary to preserve confidentiality.

In evaluating prospective, class counsel, the court should weigh
all pertinent factors. No single factor should necessarily be
determinative in a' given case. For example, the resources counsel
will commit to the case must be appropriate to its needs, but the court
should be" careful not to limit consideration to' lawyers with the
greatest'resources. ,

If, after review of all applicants, the court concludes that none
would be satisfactory class counsel, it may deny class certification,
reject all applications, recommend that an application be modified,
invite new applications, or make any other appropriate -order
regarding selection aid appointment of class counsel.

Paragraph (2). This paragraph sets out the procedure that should
be followed in appointing class counsel, Although it affords
substantial flexibility, it provides the framework for appointment of
class counsel in all class actions. For counsel who: filed the action,
the materialis submitted in support ofthe Motion for class certification
may suffice to justify appointment so long as. the information
described in paragraph (g)(l)(C) is included. If there are other
applicants, they ordinarily would file a formal application detailing
their suitability f6r'the position'
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In a plaintiff class action the court usually would appoint as class
counsel only an attorney or attorneys who have sought appointment.
Different considerations may apply in defendant class actions.

The rule states that the court should appoint "class counsel." In
many instances, the applicant will be an individual attorney. In other
cases, however, an entire firm, or perhaps numerous attorneys who
are not otherwise affiliated but are collaborating on the action will
apply. No rule of thumb exists to determine when such arrangements
are appropriate; the court should be alert to the need for adequate
staffing of the case, but also to the risk of overstaffing or an ungainly
counsel structure.

Paragraph (2!(A) authorizes the court to designate interim
counsel during the pre-certification period if necessary to protect the
interests of the putative class. Rule 23(c)(1)(B) directs that the order
certifying the class include appointment of class counsel. Before
class certification, however, it will usually be important for an
attorney to take action to prepare for the certification decision. The
amendment to Rule'23(c)(I) recognizes that some discovery is often
necessary for that, determination. It also may be important to make-or
respond to motions before certification. Settlement may be discussed
before certification. Ordinarily, such work is handled by the lawyer
who filed the action. In some cases, however, there may be rivalry or
uncertainty that makes formal designation of interim counsel
appropriate. Rule 23(g)(2)(A) authorizes the court to designate
interim counsel to act on behalf of 'the putative class before the
certification decision is made. Failure to make the forhal designation
does not prevent the attorney who filed the action from proceeding in
it. Whether or 'not foriially designated interim counsel, an atto rey
who acs on behalf of the class before t certification must act in the
best interests of the class as a whole. For example, ain attorney who
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negotiates a pre-certification settlement must seek a settlement that
is. fair, reasonable, and adequate for the class.

Rule 23(c)(1) provides that the court should decide whether to
certify the class "at an early practicable time," and directs that class
counsel should be appointed in the order certifying the class. In some
cases, it may be appropriate for the court to allow a reasonable period
after commencement of the action for filing applications to serve as
class counsel. The primary ground for deferring appointment would
be that there is reason to anticipate competing applications to serve
as class counsel. Examples might include instances in which more
than one class action has been filed, or in which other attorneys have
filed individual actions on behalf of putative class members. The
purpose' of facilitating competing applications in such a case is to
afford the best possible representation for the class. Another possible
reason if or deferring appointment would be that the initial applicant
was found inadequate, but it seems appropriate to permit additional
applications r'ather thanr4deny class certification.

Paragraph (2)(B) states the basic standard the court should use
in deciding whether to certify the class and appoint class counsel in
the single applicant situation - that the applicant be able to provide
the representation called for by paragraph (1 )(B) in light ofthe factors
identified in paragraph (1)(C).

If there are multiple adequate-applicants, paragraph (2)(B) directs
the court to select he class etunsel best able to represent the interests
of the class. This decision should, also be made using the factors
outlined in paragrapl '(l )lC), but in the multiple applicant situation
the court is`to go bey'nd 'scrutinizing the' adequacy of counsel and
make 'a comparisoni of eh trengt of the various aplicants. As
with the decision wh'ther' to appoint 'the sole applicant for the
position, no sinIgle fcttshould be dispositive in selecting class
counsel in cases in which there are multiple applicants. The fact that
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a given attorney filed the instant action, for example, might not weigh
heavily in the decision if that lawyer had not done significant work
identifying or investigating claims. Depending on the nature of the
case, one important consideration might be the applicant's existing
attorney-client relationship with the proposed class representative.

Paragraph (2)(C) builds on the appointment process by
authorizing the court to include provisions regarding attorney fees in
the order appointing class counsel. Courts may find it desirable to
adopt guidelines for fees or nontaxable costs, or to direct class
counsel to report to the court at regular intervals on the efforts
undertaken in the action, to facilitate the court's later determination
of a reasonable attorney fee.
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Rule 23(h): Attorney Fees Award

Rule 23. Class Actions

(h) Attorney Fees Award. In an action certified as a class action,
the court may award reasonable attorney fees and nontaxable costs
authorized by law or by agreement of the parties as follows:

(1) -Motion for Award of Attorney Fees. A claim for an
award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs must be made by
motion under Rule 54(d)(2), subject to the provisions of this
subdivision, at a time set by the court. Notice of the motion
must be served on all parties and, for motions by class counsel,
directed to class members in a reasonable manner.

(2) Objections to Motion. A class member, or a party from
whom payment is sought, may object to the motion.

(3) Hearing and Findings. The court may hold a hearing and
must find the facts and state its conclusions of law on the motion
under Rule 52(a).

(4) Reference to Special Master or Magistrate Judge. The
court may refer issues related to the amount of the award to a
special master or to a magistrate judge as provided in Rule
54(d)(2)(D).

Committee Note

Subdivision (h). Subdivision (h) is new. Fee awards are a
powerful influence on the way attorneys initiate, develop, and
conclude class actions. Class action attorney fee awards have
heretofore been handled, along with all other attorney fee awards,
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under Rule 54(d)(2), but that rule is not addressed to the particular
concerns of class actions. This subdivision is designed to work in
tandem with new subdivision (g) on appointment of class counsel,
which may afford an opportunity for the court to provide an early
framework for an eventual fee award, or for monitoring the work of
class counsel during the pendency of the action.

Subdivision (h) applies to "an action certified as a class action."
This includes cases in which there is a simultaneous proposal for
class certification and settlement even though technically the class
may not be certified unless the court approves the settlement pursuant
to review under Rule 23(e). When a settlement is proposed for Rule
23(e) approval, either after certification or with a request for
certification, notice to class members about class counsel's fee motion
would ordinarily accompany the notice to the class about the
settlement proposal itself.

This subdivision does not undertake to create new grounds for an
award of attorney fees or nontaxable costs. Instead, it applies when
such awards are authorized by law. or by agreement of the parties.
Against that background, it provides a format 'for all awards of
attorney fees and nontaxable costs in connection with a class action,
not only the award to class counsel. In some situations, there may be
a basis for making an award to other counsel whose work produced
a beneficial result for the class, such as attorneys who acted for the
class before certification but were not appointed class counsel, or
attorneys who represented objectors to a proposed settlement under
Rule 23(e) o6r to the fee motion of class counsel. ,Other situations in
which fee awards are authorized by law or by agreement of the parties
may exist.

This subdivision authorizes an award of "reasonable"' attorney
fees and nontaxable costs. This is the customary term for
measurement of fee awards in cases in which counsel may obtain an
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award of fees under the "common fund" theory that applies in many
class actions, and is used in many fee-shifting statutes. Depending on
the circumstances, courts have approached the determination of what
is reasonable in different ways. In particular, there is some variation
among courts about whether in "common fund" cases the court should
use the lodestar or a percentage method of determining what fee is
reasonable. The rule does not attempt to resolve the question whether
the lodestar or percentage approach should be viewed as preferable.

Active judicial involvement in measuring fee awards is
singularly importantto the proper operation of the class-action
process. Continued reliance on ;caselaw development of fee-award
measures does not diminish the court's responsibility. In a class
action, the district court must ensure, that the amount and mode of
payment of attorney fees are fair and properwhether the fees come
from a common fund or are otherwise paid. Even in the absence of
objections, the court bears this responsibility.

Courts discharging this responsibility have looked to a variety of
factors. One fundamental focus is the result actually achieved for
class, members, a basic consideration in any case in which fees are
sought on the basis of a benefit achieved for class members. The
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 explicitly makes this
factor a cap for a fee award in actions to which it applies. See 15
U.S.C. §§, 77z-l(a)(6),; 78u-4(a)(6),(fee award should not exceed a
"reasonable, percentage of the amount of any damages and
prejudgmentjinterest-actually paid to the class"). For a percentage
approach to fee measurements, results achieved His the basic starting
point.,

In many instances, the court may need to proceed with care in
assessing the value conferred on class members. Settlement regimes
that provide for future payments, for example, may not result in
significant actual payments to class members. In this connection, the
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court may need to scrutinize the manner and operation of any
applicable claims procedure. In some cases, it may be appropriate to
defer some portion of the fee award until actual payouts to class
members are known. Settlements involving nonmonetary provisions
for class members also deserve careful scrutiny to ensure that these
provisions have actual value to the class. On occasion the court's
Rule 23(e) review will provide a solid basis for this sort of evaluation,
but in any event it is also important to assessing the fee award for the
class.

At the same time, it is important to recognize that in some class
actions the monetary relief obtained is not the sole determinant of an
appropriate attorney fees award. Cf. Blanchardv. Bergeron, 489 U.S.
87, 95 (1989) (cautioning in an individual case against an
"undesirable emphasis" on "the importance of the recovery of
damages in civil rights litigation" that might "shortchange efforts to
seek effective injunctive or declaratory relief').

Any directions or orders made by the court in connection with
appointing class counsel under Rule 23(g) should weigh heavily in
making a fee award under this subdivision.

Courts have also given Weight to agreements among the parties
regarding the fee motion, and to agreements between class counsel
and others about the fees claimed by the motion. Rule 54(d)(2)(B)
provides: "If directed by the court, the motion shall also disclose the
terms of any agreement with respect to fees to be paid for the services
for which claim is made." The agreement by a settling party not to
oppose a fee application up to a certain amount, for example, is
worthy of consideration, but[lthe court remains responsible to
determine a reasonable fee. "Sideagreements! regarding feesprovide
at least perspective pertinent to an appropriate fee award.
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In addition, courts may take account of the fees charged by class
counsel or other attorneys for representing individual claimants or
objectors in the case. In determining a fee for class counsel, the
court's objective is to ensure an overall fee that is fair for counsel and
equitable within the class. In some circumstances individual fee
agreements between class counsel and class members might have
provisions inconsistent with those goals, and the court might
determine that adjustments in the class fee award were necessary as
a result.

Finally, it is important to scrutinize separately the application for
an award covering nontaxable costs. If costs were addressed in the
order appointing class counsel, those directives should be' a
presumptive starting point in determining what is an appropriate
award.

Paragraph (1). Any claim for an award of attorney fees must be
sought by motion under Rule 54(d)(2), which invokes the provisions
for timing of appeal in Rule 58 and Appellate Rule 4. Owing to the
distinctive features of class action fee motions, however, the
provisions of this subdivision, control disposition of fee motions in
class actions, while Rule 54(d)(2) applies to matters not addressed in
this subdivision.

The court should direct when the fee motion must be filed. For
motions by class counsel in cases subject to court review of a
proposed settlement under Rule 23(e), it would be important to
require the filing of at least the initial motion in time for inclusion of
information about the motion in the notice to the class about the
proposed settlement that is required by Rule 23(e). '-In cases litigated
to judgment, the court might also order class counsel's motion to be
filed promptly so that notice to the class under this subdivision (h)
can be given.
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Besides service of the motion on all parties, notice of class
counsel's motion for attorney fees must be "directed to the class in a
reasonable manner." Because members of the class have an interest
in the arrangements for payment of class counsel whether that
payment comes from the class fund or is made directly by another
party, notice is required in all instances. In cases in which settlement
approval is contemplated under Rule 23(e), notice of class counsel's
fee motion should be combined with notice of the proposed
settlement, and the provision regarding notice to the class is parallel
to the requirements for notice under Rule 23(e). In adjudicated class
actions, the court may calibrate the notice to avoid undue expense.

Paragraph (2). A class member and any party from whom
payment is sought may object to the fee motion. Other parties - for
example, nonsettling defendants - may not object because they lack
a sufficient interest in the amount the court awards. The rule does not
specify a time limit for making an objection. In setting the date
objections are due, the court should provide sufficient time after the
full fee motion is on file to enable potential objectors to examine the
motion.

The court may allow an objector discovery relevant to the
objections. In determining whether to allow discovery, the court
should weigh the need for the information against the cost and delay
that would attend discovery. See Rule 26(b)(2). One factor in
determining whether to authorize discovery is the completeness ofthe
material submitted in support of the fee motion, which depends in
part on the fee measurement standard applicable to the case. If the
motion provides thorough information, the burden should be on the
objector to justify discovery to obtain further information.

Paragraph (3). Whether or not there are formal objections, the
court must determine whether a fee award is justified and, if so, set
a reasonable fee. The rule does not require a formal hearing in all
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cases. The form and extent of a hearing depend on the circumstances
of the case. The rule does require findings and conclusions under
Rule 52(a).

Paragraph (4). By incorporating Rule 54(d)(2), this provision
gives the court broad authority to obtain assistance in determining the
appropriate amount to award. In deciding whether to direct
submission of such questions to. a special master or magistrate judge,
the court should give appropriate consideration to the cost and delay
that such a process might entail.

Changes Made After Publication and Comment

Rule 23(c)(1)(B), is changed to incorporate the counsel-
appointmenrt provisions of Rule 23(g). The statement of the method
and time for requesting exclusion from a (b)(3) class has been moved
to the notice of certification provision in Rule 23(c)(2)(B).

Rule 23(c)(1)(C) is changed by deleting all references to
"conditional'" certification. ,,i

Rule 23(c)(2)(A) is changed by deleting the requirement that
class members be notified of certification of a (b)(l) or (b)(2) class.
The new version provides only that the court may direct appropriate
notice to the class.

Rule 23(c)(2)(B) is revised to require that the notice of class,
certification define the certified class in terms identical to the terms
used in (c)(1)(B), and to incorporate the statement transferred from
(c)(1)(B) on "when and how members may elect to be excluded."

Rule 23(e)(1) is revised to delete the requirement that the parties
must win court approval for aprecertification dismissal or settlement.

Rule 23(e)(2) is revised to change the provision that the court
may direct the parties to file a copy or summary of any agreement or
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understanding made in connection with a proposed settlement. The
new provision directs the parties to a proposed settlement to identify
any agreement made in connection with the settlement.

Rule 23(e)(3) is proposed in a restyled form of the second
version proposed for publication.

Rule 23(e)(4)(B) is restyled.

Rule 23(g)(1)(C) is atransposition of criteria for appointing class
counsel that was published as Rule 23(g)(2)(B). The criteria are
rearranged, and expanded to include consideration of experience in
handling claims of the type asserted in the action and of counsel's
knowledge of the applicable law.

Rule 23(g)(2)(A) is a new provision for designation of interim
counsel to act on behalf of a putative class before a certification
determination is made.

Rule 23(g)(2)(B) is revised to point up the differences between
appointment of class counsel when there is only one applicant and
when there are competing applicants. When there is only one
applicant the court must determine that the applicant is able to fairly
and adequately represent class interests. When there is more than one
applicant the court must appoint the applicant best able to represent
class interests.

Rule 23(h) is changed to require that notice of an attorney-fee
motion by class counsel be "directed to class members," rather than
"given to all class members."

Recommendation

The Committee recommends adoption, with revisions, of the
amendments of Rules 23(c) and (e), and of the new Rules 23(g) and
(h), published in August 2001.
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The Committee's work with Rule 23 now spans more than a
decade. Although the work has been continuous, -substantially
seamless, and frequently intense, it is convenient to mark off periods
of changing directions.

The first phase, completed rather quickly, undertook a top-to-
bottom revision of all of Rule 23. The draft - in large part the work
of Judge Sam Pointer - was a remarkable undertaking. It was put
aside not for want of quality but out of concern that the Enabling Act
process could not assimilate such dramatic change in any manageable
period of time. Even the law professors who commented on less
ambitious later drafts argued that the process cannot work as intended
when too many new ideas are presented for consideration and action.

The second phase was embodied in amendments published for
comment in 1996. This phase focused on the criteria for certifying a
class under Rule 23(b)(3) and proposed a rule for certifying
settlement classes. The voluminous, clear, and conflicting advice
provided on these proposals is preserved in the four-volume Working
Papers published at the end of the process. The only amendment that
emerged from this process was addition of a new Rule 23(f)
establishing court of appeals discretion to permit an interlocutory
appeal from an order granting or denying class certification. Rule
23(f) appears to be working well, enabling courts of appeals to
resolve many uncertainties about certification and to establish a
greater uniformity of practice.

A third phase involved a close look at mass-tort litigation,
working in large part through the ad hoc Working Group on Mass
Torts. The Report of the Advisory Committee and the Working
Group, published on February 15, 1999, raises issues that continue to
command a place on the Committee's agenda. Some of those issues
may require legislative solutions. Recommendations with respect to
consideration of legislation dealing with overlapping, duplicating, and
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competing class actions are advanced in Part I B of the present report.
Other issues may be more susceptible to solutions by court rules. The
Committee continues to study settlement classes, "futures" claims,
and the possibility of adopting an opt-in class rule.

The present recommendations grow out of a more modest phase
of the Committee's work. There is no attempt to change the criteria
for class certification. The focus instead is on the process for
applying current certification criteria, review of proposed settlements,
appointment of class counsel, and making fee awards. These
proposals do not raise sensitive issues about the role of class actions
in compensating claimants whose claims do not support individual
litigation or about public enforcement values. They are not calculated
to alter the present balance between classes and class adversaries.
The purpose is to improve the administration of Rule 23.

Rule 23(c) deals with the time for determining wheiher to certify
a class, the contents of a certification order, and notice of
certification. The Committee recomrnends adoption of Rule 23 (c) as
published, with some revisions.

The proposal to amend the present requirement that a class-
certification determination be made "as soon as practicable" has been
pursued for many years. The version published in 2001 departed
slightly from the version published in 1996. It now requires that the
certification determination be made "at an early practicable time."
There was extensive comment on this proposal, focusing on the
extent of discovery that should be permitted before the certification
determination. There iis. a clear tension between the desire to avoid
precertification discovery that exhausts all subjects of discovery on
the, merits and the need in some cases dto engage in discovery that
supports an informed certification determijnation. This tension is
addressed in the Committee Note. 'After considering the many
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concerns expressed in testimony and comments, the Committee
recommends publication of the Rule 23(c)(1)(A) as published.

Rule 23(c)(1)(B) defines the contents of a certification order.
Two changes of the published rule are proposed. First, the counsel-
appointment, provisions of Rule 23(g) are incorporated, calling
attention to the, need to appoint class counsel. Second, the direction
that the -order state when and, how members can elect exclusion from
a Rule, 23(b)(3) class is eliminated in, response to comments
suggesting, that, this statement cannot effectively be made until a
certification, notice is prepared after the certification order.

Rule 23(c)(l)(C) as published changed the present rule that a
class certification, "may be conditional" to a statement that a
certification "is conditional." This version reflected the common
practice that treats this provision as an essentially redundant
expression of the rule that a certification, order can be altered or
amended. Comments expressed fear that emphasis on the conditional
nature of a certification order will encourage some courts to grant
certification without searching inquiry, relying on later developments
to determine whether certification is in fact appropriate. There also
was a reminder that the original purpose of the present provision was
to enable a court to place conditions on certification -the example
in the Committee Note was a certification conditioned on the
appearance of class representatives who wouldbe more adecuate than
present representatives. The Committee recommends deletion of any
reference to the "conditional" nature of c&rtification.

A change ,is recommended for Rule 23(c)(2)(A). The published
version required certification noticI in~all forns of classiactions. For
(b)(l), and (2) classes, notice wast toi;pe '"calculated to reach a
reasonable number of, class members.,' ,,,IMany, comments expressed
strong resistance to any requirement of notice in (b)(1) and l(2)
classes. Most of the resistance arose from fear that many civil rights
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actions cannot bear the costs of even modest notice efforts, and would
not be filed. The Committee considered several alternative
formulations that would require notice but seek to address this
concern. In the end, it concluded that there is no satisfactory rule
language that would both require notice and ensure that worthy
actions would not be stopped at the door. The Committee
recommends that (c)(2)(A) be changed to provide simply that the
court may direct appropriate notice to a (b)(1) or (2) class. The
Committee Note is changed to direct attention to the balance between
notice costs and benefits, and to suggest that low-cost means of notice
be considered.

Rule 23(c)(2)(B) is recommended substantially as published.
Minor changes are made to the provisions defining items that must be
included in a certification notice. The notice must include the
definition of the certified class, and must state when and how

A). members may elect to be excluded from a (b)(3) class.

Rule 23(e). Rule 23(e) governs the requirement that a court approve.
settlement of a class action. Grave concerns have been expressed in
recent years about the importance of searching review. One recent
statement is provided in The Rand Institute for Civil Justice report,
Hensler et al., Class Action Dilenminas: Pursuing Public Goals for
Private Gain. The Rule 23(e) revisions are designed to emphasize
and strengthen the review procedure, and also to add anew provision
that authorizes the court to order a new opportunity to est
exclusion from alRule 23(b)(3) class that settles after the first
opportunity to reqqest exclusion hais expired

Rule 23(e)(1) states the requirement of court approval, directs
notice to the class of a proposed settlement, and states the familiar
"fair, reasonable, and adequate" standard for approval. One change
is recommended from the published version. The published yersion
adopted the rule, drawn by some cases from the ambiguity of present

(0R
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Rule 23(e), that a court must approve a voluntary dismissal,
withdrawal, or settlement made before a determination whether to
certify a class. The approval requirement reflected two primary
concerns. Absent class members may rely on a pending class action
to toll the statute of limitations. Class allegations may be added to
draw attention to a case, to increase the pressure to settle, or to
support forum shopping opportunities. It was hoped that the approval
requirement would protect reliance and deter misuse. The comments,
however, reflected the uncertainties expressed in the Committee
Note. Many observers stated that reliance by absent class members
seldom occurs, if indeed it ever occurs. As to the desire to deter
misuse of class allegations, the problem is what effective response
can be made. A court cannot effectively coerce continued litigation
whenl all parties have agreed not to litigate further, and it may be
unseernly"to charge the court 'with searching out new representatives
for the putative class. The Committee recommends changes in Rule
23(e)(1) that require court approval only for a settlement of the
claims, issues, or defenses of acertified class.'

'Rule 23(e)(2) addresses the problem of "side agreements" that
may have affected the negotiation of settlement terms but that do not
definte the erlms presented to the coutfor approval. As published,
Rule 23(e)(2) provided' that the court ma directthe parties to file a
copy or summary' of any agreement or understanding made in
connection with the'pro settit. Many cments urged that
filing should be mademandato pbintng out that the court has little
means to Iearn of side agreements and that the pries have every
incentive not to file these agreements. The, Committee recommends
that Rule 23 (e)(2) be modified to direct that the pa is'must id-entify
any agreement made in connection wfiihthe proposed' settlernerit. The
reference to an "understandingg" is deleted as too vague to enforce as
a mandatory subject of identification. L The Committee Note islrevised
substantially, to reflect theseletanges. ' F ' "
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Rule 23(e)(3) creates a new option that allows a court to provide
a new opportunity to elect exclusion from a (b)(3) class if a settlement
is proposed after expiration ofthe original time for electing exclusion.
This proposal reflects concern that inertia and a lack of understanding
may cause many class members to ignore the original exclusion
opportunity, while the identification of proposed binding settlement
terms may encourage a more thoughtful response. It also provides an
opportunity to gain information that the court can use in evaluating
the proposed settlement. Two alternative versions were published for
comment. The first was a "stronger" version, directing that notice of
the proposed settlement afford a new opportunity to elect exclusion
unless the court finds good cause to deny the opportunity. The
second version was more neutral, providing simply that the court may
direct that the notice of settlement include the second opportunity.
Many comments addressed both versions of the proposal. A cross-
section of the bar supplied both support and opposition for the
principle of a further opportunity to opt out. The common
observation that the proposal may make it more difficult to reach a
settlement agreement was divided between the view that the result
will be better terms for class members and the view that good
settlements may be defeated by a settlement opt-out opportunity. The
Committee recommends adoption of the second version in restyled
form. It suffices to establish a discretonary authority to permit a
settlement exclusion, relying on case-by case determinations whether
all of the surrounding circumstances suggest the need for this
opportunity.

Rule 23(e)(4) expressly recognizes the right of a class member
to object to a proposed settlement and requires that the court approve
withdrawal of an objection. The Committee recommends adoption
of the proposal as published, with a restyled version of the provision
on withdrawal.
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Rule 23(g). Rule 23(g) is new. For the first time, it provides an
express procedural format for appointing class counsel. Until now,
the adequacy of class counsel has been considered as part of the Rule
23 (a)(4) determination whether the named class representatives will
fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. The role
played by counsel is important, and often central, to class
representation. Comments on Rule 23(g) commonly recognized the
value of establishing explicit'directions on appointment of class
counsel. Differences were expressed on some of the details, as
described below. The Committee recommends adoption of Rule
23(g) with the changes noted.

Criteria for appointing class counsel were originally published
as Rule 23(g)(2)(B). They are relocated to become Rule 23(g)(1)(C),
placing then at the beginning ofthe rule. The "bullet" factor looking
to the work counsel has done in identifying or investigating potential
claims is'placed first in the list as a likely starting point. Concern that,
consideration of counsel's experience in class actions and complex
litigation might contribute to entrenchment of a small specialized bar
led to the addition of two new considerations: experience in handling
claims ofthe type asserted ink action (recognizing that counsel who
have litigated individual adctionisof this type may provide better
representation than counsel who specihlize in class litigation
generally);, and kinoledge of the 'apjlicable law. It is hoped that
these new considerations will facilitate appointment of good attorneys
who will expand the ranks of class-action &ounsel.

New Rule 23(g)(2)(A) reflects many comments on an issue that
was reflected in the published Committee Note but not, in, the
published rule. There must be' a lawyer who can act on behalf of a
proposed class before the certification decisionnis made. If nothing
else, some'lawyer nust present the case for certification. In addition,
motions to dismiss, or for summary judgment are common, and
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discovery may be needed to support the certification determination.
Ordinarily these needs are addressed by the lawyer who filed the
action. In some cases, however, there may be rivalry or uncertainty.
Rule 23(g)(2)(A) authorizes the court to designate interim counsel to
act on behalf of the putative class before the certification decision is
made.

The published proposal generated many comments on the role of
competition among lawyers in making an appointment of class
counsel. The comments were fueled by two aspects of the published
proposal. 'The provision that was published as Rule 23(g)(2)(A)
provided that the court may allow a reasonable period after
commencement of the action for applications by attorneys seeking
appointment, as class counsel. The Committee Note included
reflections on the occasional reliance, on "auctions" to solicit
competing proposals for appointment. Although these proposals were
meant to be neutral on the, value of the auction process, they were
read by many observers as an encouragement of competition in
general and of auctions in particular.. The comments frequently
stressed the observation that in most class actions, it is difficult to'
find even one lawyer to represent the class. Competition is not a
realistic possibility. Doubts also were expressed about the value of
auctions to secure the most effective class representation. These
comments are reflected in the proposed revisions of Rule 23(g)(2).
The subparagraph published as 23(g)(2)(A) is deleted. A new Rule
23(g)(2)(B) emphasizes the distinction between cases in which there
is only one applicant for appointment as class counsel and cases in
which there is more than one qualified applicant. When there is only
one applicant, the court's responsibility is the familiar responsibility
to ensure that counsel will fairly and adequately represent the interests
of the class. When there is more than one applicant, the court is
directed to appoint the applicant who is best able to represent class
interests. The Committee Note is revised to reflect these changes,
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and to describe the circumstances in which a court may reasonably
anticipate that there will be more than one applicant.

With these changes, the Committee recommends adoption of
Rule 23(g).

Rule 23(h). Rule 23(h) also is new. The topic, the award of attorney
fees in a class action, is not new. Rule 23(h) does not seek either to
change well-established fee-award practices or to resolve identifiable
disputes in current practice. Most particularly, it does not take sides
in the debate between the "percentage" and "lodestar" methods of
calculating fees. Instead, it seeks to establish a uniform procedural
format for making fee awards.

The comments included some expressions of concern about the
possible cost of notice to the class of an attorney-fee motion by class
counsel. Althoughthis concern is addressed in the Note, paragraph
(1) was changed to remove the direction that notice be addressed toi
"all' class members, and 40 provide that notice be "directed," rather
than "[given," to class members. Two commas were added to
paragraph (2) for clarification.

Rules Ipp.13-132
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Summary of Comments & Testimony: 2001 Rule 23(c)(1)

At an Early Practicable Time

Conference: In 1997 the Standing Committee rejected the "when practicable" proposal. It was
concerned that this would lead to delay, and reinstate "one-way intervention. " It also was concerned
that the parties need to know the stakes of the litigation. But to apply the certification criteria, the
judge "needs to know what the substance" of the dispute is. The pleadings alone do not reveal
enough in many cases. The premise of the proposal is that it is proper to take the time needed to
uncover the substance of the dispute, "but not to indulge discovery on the merits or decision on the
merits." The proposal simply confirms practices that have emerged over many years. If this were
the only change to be made in Rule 23, probably it would not be worth it. But if Rule 23 is to be
changed in other ways, "this change is probably a good one."

Conference: From a plaintiff's perspective, the proposal makes no difference. "As soon as
practicable" gives all needed flexibility, and courts understand that. The Note says the purpose is
to preserve current practice. But there is a risk of unintended consequences. More precertification
activity Will be encouraged. It is a mistake to fine-tune the rules, to make them into a "Code." Rule
23(c)(1) works now.

Conference: The "at an early practicable time" proposal is a close call, but "I favor it." There has
been a substantial change in practice in the last few years, in response to appellate demands that a
record be made to support the certification determination. The FJC study documents the change.
One reason to revise the rule is to support publication of the Committee Note. In most cases, at least
some discovery is needed to support the certification determination. "The question is now much
discovery - there should be an adequate record, butno more discovery than needed for that." The
Note properly encourages trial courts to play an active role in determining how much discovery is
needed. The change also may drive out lingering vestiges of practice that allow certification on the
pleadings with minimal or no discovery. It will discourage local rules that require a determination
within a stated period; often the stated period expires before disclosure or discovery can even begin.
It also will encourage courts to understand that they can rule on 12(b)(6) and siumary-judgment
motions before the certification determination.

Conference: The proposal reflects present practice. In 1976 there was de minimis discovery to
support a certification determination, or none at all. There has been progressive movement, in some
cases, it may carry too far into discovery on the merits. The Committee Note helps. The proposedlanguage is indeed "fastidious." And it is a good thing that the Note refers to trial plans; if they are
kept brief, they are a good thing.

Conference: The underlying principle is salutary. The Note deals adequately with the risk of
unintended consequences. The trial plan should look carefully at what issues are assertedly common,
and how they will be proved. More importantly, it should look at what individual issues will be left
at the end of the class trial, and at how they will be proved; if there is a lot of proof to be taken
individually after the class trial, we need to ask whether a class trial is worthwhile. It isla good idea
to submit a draft class notice with the trial plan because the notice often shows issues not reflected
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in the plan, including problems with choice of law and jury trial. Even the identification of the
persons to whom notice is directed is important.

Conference: A plaintiffs' lawyer thought there is no need to change. "As soon as practicable"
provides ample flexibility, and courts use it wisely. In parallel litigation, it may be advisable to defer-
certification until merits discovery has been completed in a nonclass action; that has worked well.,
It might be hepfl simply to publish the Note without changing the Rule. (And class counsel must
be ap'pointed before the certification determination, in part to manage discovery that bears on the,
determination.) '

Conference:1 (The "as soon as practicable" proposal was the focus of much of the discussion on the,
proper role of a Committee Note. One' view was that a Note is useful because it gives detailed
guidance, making it possible to frame thellRule itself in general and flexible terms., A different view-
was that all this material should be put into the Manual for Complex, Litigation. One, judge
suggested that judge~sgenerally do not seem mnuch persuaded by Committeei Notes. A, lawyer
responded that more Judges seem familiar with Committee Notes than seem familiar with the
Manual. "Without tie Notes, it will be hard for judges to follow, the change from 'as soon as
practicable' to 'at an early practicable tim' o Aotiher judge thought the CommnitteeNos should
make more frequent references to the Manual, and say less directly.)

Conference: The Second Circuit has not followed the lead of the Seventh Circuit's Szabo opinion.
The rule chae and a Note will allowmore l 4eway, tot tlial, judge. "The Note, however, is K
somewlhat Janusfaced." E I [ U y

Conference: There was general discussion of the questionw ether it is possible to permit enough
discoveryto inform, the certification decision without launching i~ill discovery on the merits. One
defenselawyler recognized that thisfeat may not be ,universally npossible,'but that it has been done
successfu.ly,,,,A pla ntiffi s lawyer agreed that ,it is possibley~altough difficult - if an antitrust
conspiracy is claimed, for example, it is important t know'whether the claim will be proved by
documents orgy offering evidence - and urging, inferences frm the pattern - of each class
member's transactions. If the parties inform the jude the fesibility of certification discovery can
be worked out at an early Rule 16 conference. A judge observed that when certification discovery
is possible (and it is not always possible), it is not fruitful to engage in fights over the purpose of
specific discovery' requests: uich discovery wilf be 'useful i4, the merits and for certification.
A defense lawyer observed that common issues alwycaIli tbe "the real question is what are

the individual' issues how will they be pro$Jed, an arthey. Discovery can focus on
that, and can be a lot simpler than mammoth document discovity on' e merits.' A plaintiffs'
lawyer disagreed - the defense is too much prone to conjnring up hosts of individual issues. But
another, plaintiffs lawyer thought that it is proper' to praeg discovery 'to support an early
certificationdecision; "generally you can tell the difference."'

Conference: The FJC study found a full spectrum of practice oni the question whether "as soon as
practicable" defeats pre-certification 12(b)(6) and summary-judgment rulings., The, "early time"
change may not address that issue. The Note s [ s the not decide the merits first and then
certify ;"there is an ambivalence here.
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Conference: It was asked whether the change will support defense delay by "going after the
representatives."

Conference: It was suggested that today the certification issue is considered several times as
discovery unfolds. Ajudge responded that that is not common practice. A lawyer observed that in
federal courts there tends to be one consideration of certification; multiple consideration may
become a problem when there are parallel federal and state filings. Another lawyer observed that
in federal courts, MDL practice waits for federal filings to accumulate and then provides one
certification decision for all. "But there has been an uptick in trying to get certification by filing
another case after certification is denied in the first case."

Conference: The proposed rule on attorney appointment underscores the need for an early
certification decision so class counsel can be appointed.

Conference: Early appointment of class counsel is needed so the class adversary knows who can
discuss discovery.

Conference: Some state courts proceed with alacrity into full merits discovery while federal courts
languish over the certification decision. That makes coordination more difficult.

Michael J. Stortz. Esq.. S.F. testimony 14-15: There is a risk that deferring a certification decision
will cede the lead to state courts. The Note should say that pending litigation may be a ground not
to defer but instead to move more quickly to resolve the issues that arise from overlapping litigation.

Barry R. Himmelstein. Esq.. S.F. testimony 16: The Note seems to express a preference for
bifurcated discovery, first on certification then on the merits. This should be left to the judge's
discretionary case management. Plaintiffs and defendants typically disagree about bifurcation. The
line between certification and merits discovery is very fuzzy; bifurcation leads to discovery battles
about what is appropriate to certification discovery. If plaintiff is left free, discovery will be sought
"as to what we really need now to move the case forward." Given a deadline to move for
certification, plaintiff will focus on, the information needed to prevail on certification. (llis written
statement suggests that it may be desirable to set a deadline for certification that de facto requires
plaintiffs' counsel to focus discovery on matters required for the certification motion.) Defendants
typically object to discovery as not relevant before certification, and draw from their own
information to show the reasons why certification shouldibe denied. The plaintiff must be able to
discover the defendant's information to be able to show why certification should be granted. (His
written statement, 01 -CV-008, adds that when discovery is successfully bifurcated, discovery on the
merits after certification often requires the producing party to go through the same documents twice,
and produce the same witnesses for multiple depositions.)

Mary Alexander, Esq.. S-F Testimony pp 58 ff: For ATLA. The change to at an early practical time
"will provide an opportunity for extensive precertification discovery and litigation that could be used
to delay crucial certification." Although the change seems modest, we are concerned that it will
make the situation "even worse," that defendants will use the new language to convince courts to do
further discovery and make plaintiffs more desperate to settle. Discovery, even if it is said to be on

( 3 class certification only, "is much more open for abuse on the part of the litigants." Keep the present
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language. The danger is that discovery will, be, so extensive "that you are really litigating the case
prior to certification," and that this will be done to delay the case. (In response to a question: ATLA
does not have a position on dismissing causes of action before certification.) (In response to another,
question: we have often seen defendants resisting discovery, but this too is done to delay things.
What we need is judicial oversight of discovery; it has to be taken on a case-by-case basis., (In
response to yet another question:' there is a, need to develop sufficient information so the court is able,
to determine whether a proposed class is unfair to individual class members because it homogenizes
claims that should not be homogenized. Individual rights and also defendant rights need to be
protected, but'i'at shouldflnot mean undue delay just for discovery on the certification question.)
ATLA would be happy to look into the question whether ,it would be desirable to provide for
bifurcated discover, with a first ,wave limited to certification issues, in return for da prompt,
certification determination. We will examine the proposed Note language again to see how well it
expresses the need for balance, but we are concerned that the change of Rule language will be used
inappropriat&lyl'to persuade the court that this' discovery has to be done.

John Beisner, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement: The change to "at an early practicable time"
is appropriate. Appellate courts are stressing the need for an adequate record to support' a
certification determination. "[T]ime must be allowed to permit development of this record. But the
Note may inadvertently encourage too much discoverybefore determination ofthe certification issde,
The Note shduld str,,ess the need for active, trial-court involvement in establishiing 'rliscovery
parameters by, demanding a showing that discovery is needed to resolve the'certificatiofrissue; And
the Note should state that first priority should be given to resolution of any initial motions to dismiss
the classclaims. a ' '

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CY-044: It is suggested that the text and
Note show a sotto voce version of 4'e "just ain't worth it" proposal that was abandoned years ago.
"By softening the mandate for quick certification and acknowledging the, possibilityPof discovery,
the proposed delay invites litigants and judges Ito consider the merits,'I

Victor E. Schwartz. Esq., for American Tort Reform Assn. & American Legislative Exchange
Council. D.'C.-Hearing and WrittenlStatement. Ol-CV-031: '7The change hasan importantpurpose,
"to allow a court to gather full and complete informatio before making a decision as to whether to
certify a class." This will remind federal judgesbofthe Extraordinary importance of the certification,
decision. But the amendment will expand We gulf between federal practice and practice in some r
state courts, where some judges have even certifiedl 'clses befithe defendant has beenserved.

Thomas Y. Allman. Esq., D.C. Hearing 104 ff: Improvident certification l"is our greatest'single
concern. * * I really like the comment that the early review of atrial plan should be part of the
manageability review of the trial court. My experience qin both State and Federal Court has been that
many courts prefer to delay'the unpleasant thinking about Ie consquenes ¶6,of ,tei#tif cation and
simply focus on the contentious allegations of Jiabilii rl iMere wll be a' tensiop in, discovery, ,as
plaintiffs demand discovery that bears on certifipatiqn I 'nl as defndanti resist te same
discovery by arguing that it goes to the merits. But tfat is' c true ofevrery tioication
"and we've always been able to work out an accom oion" Fil "we should ee rtiicatio
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review when it comes to boilerplate allegations." (His written statement adds that improvident class
certification is "brutally coercive." Trial courts tend to focus on the inflammatory allegations
without thinking about the need to address the individualized issues. When the individual issues
problems appear after certification, the response may be to resort to statistical models on causation
and damages issues. The Note should say that the court should look beyond boilerplate allegations;
see Szabov. BridgeportMachines, Inc., 7thCir.2001, 249 F.3d 672, certiorari denied 122 S.Ct. 348.)

Lewis H. Goldfarb. Esg., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-019: "This small change is very
important." Plaintiff lawyers benefit from the coercive effects of fast certification. Discovery in aid
ofthe certification decision "is critical to a fair resolution of this often case-dispositive issue." The
Note suggests "a fair delineation" of the discovery balance. It also should note that the pendency of
related litigation, or a government investigation, is reason to defer a certification determination.

Patrick Lvsaught. Esq.. for Defense Research Institute, 01 CV-033. 01 -CV-034, pp 4-8: Opposes the
change. The certification decision is critical; it determines the stakes, the structure of trial, the
methods of proof, and the, scope and timing of discovery and motion practice. Nothing should be
done to foster delay in the certification decision.i The Rule and Note seem to reflect a proper
approach to balancing the need for discovery on certification issues with the need for prompt
decision, but implementation ojfthe Rule may not achieve this. Delay is unfair for another reason:
it prolongs the tolling of limitations periods. Prompt decision alsolis, entwined with the need to
reduce comripeting class actions. One of the reasons for rejecting'tih 1996 proposal was the belief
that all Rule ,23 proposals should be considered in a single package. TheAdvisory Committee has
indicated that it is working toward rules to address the overlapping class-'action problem. Action on
the timing of certification should be deferred until proposals are ready to address overlapping' class
actions directly.

Michael Nelson. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 166-167: It is important for the Note to describe the importance
of maintaimng a close watch on merits discovery. (His written statement, 01-CV-021, is -more
detailed. The Note should stress that discovery should be limited to matters necessary to decide
certification' 'the parties should be required to justify discovery in these terms. The Note also
should state thatrin most cases priority should be given to motions to dismiss, perhaps avoiding the
need for ay discovery. And the Note should obsere that the existence of parallel actions may be
a reason to accelerate, not defE a '~erhfication determination.);

Stephanie A. Middleton. Esq.. D.1 . Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-032: The change "will
provide a district court with more flexibility."

American Ins. Assn.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-022: Agrees with certification at an
early practicable time, but cautions that courts should closely monitor discovery to ensure a close
nexus with certification issues.

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Committee on Civil Litigation, D.C. Hearing 204: The proposed
change might not have any significant practical effect; some committee members felt it might
encourage delay. (01-CV-056 is similar.)
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Walter J. Andrews, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 281-282: The changed language is appropriate. There should
be an efficient and complete record related to certification issues before the certification
determination. ,The benefits accrue,, however, only if the court Iactively limits discovery to
developing a complete record on certification. The courtmustbe agatekeeperto deter wasteful and
costly discovery.

BruceAlexander. Esq*.D.C. Hearing 310 ff and Written Statement. 01-CV-041: Generally endorses
(c)(l)(A). But the note, ,about merits discovery ,should be clarified, to recognize that good case
management may require discovery that supports summary judgment on the individual claims before
reaching the certification issue. There is no need to force discovery on certification issues when the
case can~be dispatched early by this simple means.

Professdif Charles Silver. 01 -CV-048: (1) Thre should be more guidance about the trial pln. There
is a risk that a defendant will raise ril sorts'of issues to oppose certification that would not in fact
be raised4after certification -'l exa ples are counterclaims ,against, class members (which never
should be permited in, any,,i event),, or affirmatjve,,-defensesc The court should, not be reqpuired to
resolve at this stage ,issues at may,,never need to, be resolved,r such as choice, of law. A happy
medium jsr thejt jgol, gtrijlplan-that ensures jfat parties 'and court have identified the'ma'or issues
that are certainllto' bie Jliigated& (2) 7rhe comment should statelthat it is proper to certif on fewer than
all claims, r legal theore6s and tat ia ,decision to request sueh certhfication 6`does not show the
inadequacy1 ofl representation or createja riisk thatI class members willbe precluded fom individual
litiga, tin of tl#ories &clr nsi, not inclided iin the rclass action. (3) Any mention in the Note df
maturi~n lith~igabon,#, iy the istake of fplcul&sing on ,cases~actually tried.i The Note should require
a partJy yhj [arues afroimln hea maturityPf liltlgation ,"to'present evidence including t ire claim
market," setments as well as adjudicated judgments. And it should be stated clearly that there is
no maturity requirement; particularly with respect to small claims, (4) The icomment that the court
may not iry[~rihd 'ei~iits ~first ~n~~ir~i tiicertifyc acss isvwrng. !This is frequently done b amending

'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.1certifcaiUioii at~rdk~ i&nt.h the mris. Ths s n mretha a ie uin agis nnuua su

preclusion. Indeed, "a class action need~not' 1' a millilofrdolfar sllugfest and souid riot be when it
is possible to~ keepcosts low.' l , p s I r eryclatei is ideicv l to t yat~pof t named
plaintiff. I' ,, , , cas a i I, 1 '1!e, I ' i '

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 0 m1e-CV-053: This will not materially alterhpractice.

Committeeon Federal Civ. P.. Amer. Coil. Trial LawyIers. 01-CV-055: The new form "is only
slightly clearer (although definitely more accurate) * * * .'' The change is an improvement. The
Committee should thinik about adding part of the Note to the Rlel text: a certification deterimination
should be made promptly ,after submission of sufficient informatiomn to permit a well-informed
determination. 5, 1
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Federal Magistrate Judges Assn.. 01 -CV-057: This change is consistent with better practice; the Note
clearly states that the change is not intended to permit undue delay.

Exxon Mobil Corp., 01-CV-059: Supports the change. But the Note should stress that the court
should require the parties to justify the need for any certification-related discovery. The Note also
should state more clearly that a motion to dismiss class claims should be considered before taking
up the certification issue.

Bruce S. Harrison. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-060: The Note to (c)(l)(A) should
state that the pendency of competing state class actions is a ground not to defer a certification
decision but to accelerate it.

National Assn. of Consumer Advocates. 01-CV-062: The rule effects a slight change of wording.
TheNote "isgrossly inappropriate and overlong." "Itis essentially apractice guide andpractitioners
will point to it as precedent. Even this seemingly innocuous rule change, therefore, becomes a
platform for a specific theory and position on class action certification, rather than a clarification of
what the rule is."

Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01-CV-064: This change should not be made. Courts apply "as soon as
practicable" with all needed flexibility. Discovery is allowed before the certification decision-
"often too much in my view." In a few rare cases, courts have deferred class certification
proceedings, where unusual facts warrant, until completion of all or a substantial amount of merits
discovery. There is no evidence of abuse. Any beneficial effects to be served can be accomplished
by adding language to the Note or to the Manual for Complex Litigation.

Equal Employment Advisory Council, 01-CV-065: Supports the proposal "to remove any residual
sense of urgency *** and to make it clear that motions to dismiss and for summary judgment may
be entertained by the trial court prior to certification."

Alliance of American Insurers, 01-CV-068: Supports the change.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and Litigation. 01-CV-069: Supports the concept and Committee
Note, but suggests more explicit changes to direct courts to do what the Note advises. Courts need
flexibility in timing the certification decision to accommodate appointment of counsel, dispositive
motions, and development of a record to support the certification decision. At the same time, the
parties are entitled to an early decision that defines the scope and stakes of the litigation. "In whole,
the commentary of the proposed Note is guidance that is much needed by district courts today. " But
"some district courts view such Notes in the same light as legislative history, giving it little or no
weight." The Rule language does not seem to supersede local district rules that require early filing
of certification motions. More detailed instructions to district courts might be included in the Rule
itself, "such as by requiring entry of a scheduling order for pre-certification proceedings that would
deal on a case-by-case basis with the timing of the certification briefing and decision in the context
ofthe sequence of other proceedings." It might be desirable to look to Rule 16(b). And there should
be some method, similar to the discovery conference in Rule 26(f), to enlist the parties in advising
the court on framing the pre-certification scheduling order. (The discussion of scheduling orders
also is directed to the Rule 23(g) provisions for appointing class counsel. If an appointment
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procedure is adopted, "it should occur first and quickly, so that plaintiff's counsel -who

presumptively will be class counsel if the class is certified - is appointed as the advocate for the
putative class in the remainder of the certification proceedings.")

Association of the Bar of the CitV of New York. 01-CV-071: "The slight change in -wording, on its
face? would not seem tosuggest any significant change in result." The Federal Courts Committee is
opposed to non-substantive amendments ofthis nature. Stability in the rules is important The Note,
however, undertakes to, talk at length about discovery, trial plans, and consideration of parallel
actions. Notes should not be used in this way to import the Committee's views of best practice into
the jurisprudence.

National Treasury Emplovees Union. 01-CV-078: Opposes the change. The current approach is not
flawed. "The change is likely to lead to excessive discovery prior to class" ertification." Defendants
will flood plaintiffs with excessive discovery requests; there is no sufficient limit on the Uscope and
degree of pre-certification discovery requests. "Another concern is that pre-certification discovery
could lead to apremature examination 'into the merits," jeopardizing the long-standing rule that
certification should be decided without reference to the merits.

Washington Legal Foundation. 01-CV-082: "[Ijt makes sense to remind federal judges that they
should not render a class certification decision -until they are in a position to make an informed
decision * $ ."

Mebri & Skalet. PLLC. 01-CV-083: "The potential concerns here lie not with the nuances of the
wording of the Rule, but rather with the larger issue of whether courts are appropriately managing
class certification discovery." The firm's experience with employment-discrimination, consumer-
protection, and other class litigation shows that "delays in moving for certification frequenly arise
because defendants contestlthe discovery necessary to determine whether Rule 23's elements are
satisfied." Discovery often is necessary, but "must not provide an excuse for defendants to drag out
discovery disputes with an eye toward lengthydelays of the class certification decision." District
judges should be instructed to manage discovery ,"with the goal of an informed, but expeditious
resolution of the class certification issue." A'case management plan aimed at this is desirable; an
example order is attached. And the Note suggestion for consideration of summary j udgment motions
against named plaintiffs "should be tempered by acknowledgement that the class lclaims exist
independently of the individual claims'." Dismissal of the claims of anamed representatiye does not
preclude certification if new representatives' can be found.'

Mortgage Bankers Assn.. 01-CV-087:,Supports ,and encourages the change. But the Note should
make clear that courts should manage pre-certification discovery "so that initially thel'parties focus
on that material necessary ,to fairly and efficiently prosecute motions relating to class certification."
Phasing discoyer y'canbe quite effective., Thereis no need for unfettered class-wide merits discovery
before a certification decision is made.,

State Bar df California Committee on Federal Courts. 01-CV-089: Supports the change. It "gives
courts some flexibili ty in allowing discovery on issues that may further illuminate issues bearing on
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certification." And the Note states that it is not intended to encourage or permit extensive discovery
unrelated to certification.

Committee on Rules of Practice. W.D-Mi., 01-CV-090: The Rule language is relatively
noncontroversial. The Note suggests a "cookie cutter" approach in which for all class actions,
discovery is artificially bifurcated between certification issues and merits issues. This will protract
litigation and discourage early settlement negotiations by emboldening defendants to provoke delay.
The Note should be revised to leave control of discovery in the district court.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, 01-CV-091: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) "As soon as
practicable" should be retained. Of course certification is not practicable until plaintiffs have fully
sufficient responses to discovery regarding the identity of the class and class certification issues; in
civil rights cases, in particular, almost all of this information is possessed by the party opposing the
class. The FJC Empirical Study shows that present practice works well. Motions to dismiss or for
summary judgment are often decided before a certification determination is made. The present
priority on prompt certification helps to move civil rights actions toward conclusion. Delay is
particularly important in the many actions seeking injunctive relief to protect against losses that
cannot be compensated with money. The proposed Committee Note, moreover, suggests that delay
may be appropriate to consider appointment of class counsel or in light of overlapping classes; that
invites too much delay. "The proposed wholesale changes to Rule 23 dictate a 'one size fits all,'
micro-management approach to class actions that is simply inappropriate to most civil rights class
actions."

NASCAT and Committee to Support the Antitrust Laws. 01 -CV-093: The current draft reiterates that
consideration of the merits is not properly part of the certification decision, and that the change is
not intended to support unnecessary delay. These revisions "adequately address our concerns" on
these accounts. But the Note also suggests that it is possible to have controlled discovery on the
merits, limited to aspects that support a certification determination. This is helpful as a suggestion
to control precertification discovery. But it also suggestions a bifurcation of discovery that is rarely
appropriate. There seldom is a bright line between merits and certification discovery. Artificial
distinctions can defeat discovery of information needed for a certification decision, and lead to
unnecessary delays and inefficient discovery. Flexible deadlines provide a better method.

David J. Piell. Student. 01-CV-094: "At an early practicable time" does not suggest that the court
give any urgency to the certification decision. The incentive for delay lies with defendants, not class
counsel. Defendants will argue that the changed languagejustifies further delay, no matter what the
Note says. Precertification discovery should focus on the Rule 23(a) factors; "[g]oing much beyond
this requires delving into the merits." The suggestion that this change dovetails with the process for
appointing counsel under 23(g) simply points to the flawed provisions of 23(g).
Steven P. Gregory. Esq.. 01-CV-096: The change "may indicate to some courts that they should or
at least may delay their certification decisions deeply into the litigation of the case **** All parties
** * are benefited in any class action by an early determination regarding certification."
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Prof. Howard M. Erichson. 01-CVV-097: (c)(1)(A) makes perfect sense and codifies best practice.

Other (c)(])

Conference: (c)(1)(C) carries forward the present statement that a certification deternination is
conditional. "The word should be deleted' Certification is supposed to be 'for keeps. "' (This view,
was repeated later.)

Conference: Appointment of class counsel is tied to certification; the class-counsel rule should be
added to subdivision (c).

Michael J. Stortz. Statement for-S-FHearing:, Proposed Rule 23 (c)(1 )(B) requires the order certifying
a class to "define the class and the class claims, issues, or defenses." Proposed Rule 23(c)(1)(A)(i)
requires tphe noticeto thellass to describe "the claims, issues, or defenses with respect to which the
class has been certified." The language should be made parallel. The order should describe the
claims, issues, or defenses; the notice should set forth the class definition.

Barry R. Himmelsteinm Esq.. S.F. Hearing 19: It is not practicable to require that the certification
order set an opt-out deadline. The court should be free to enter this order later. (His written
statement amplifies: an opt-out date cannot be set until you know'when notice is to be accomplished.
Typically notice iplans are not worked out among the parties until certification has actually been,
ordered.)

Mary Alexander. Esq.. S-F Hearingz64: For ATLA.i Supports requiring certification orders to define K
the class and identify class claims, issues, and defenses. Takes no position on (c)(l)(C) provisions
for amending the certification order.

John Beisner. Esq., D.C. Hearin L15-16 (and written statement): (1) The (c)(1)(B) provisions should
be made more pointed. Rule 23(f) appeals already are working to improve class-action
jurisprudence. But appellate courts are findingthat it is difficult to "figur[e] out what the District
Court intended to treat on a class basis * * * I would urge that the proposed rule be clarified to
specify that a Distri.t Court indicate which elements of the class claims and defenses thereto it
intended to try on a class lbasis, threby indicating by omission what elements of those claims would
be left ,to be adjudicated on an individual basis." ,The, Note, should state that one purpose is to
facilitate appellate tview. (2) It is troubling to refer to certification orders as conditional - this
may revive thediscredited view that a court should err on the side of granting certification on the
theory that it can be unwound later. 'The Note should refer to cases like Isaacs v. Sprint Corp., 7th
Cir. 2001,; to stress ,tat rigorous application of Rule 23 criteria remains important. The Note also
might underscore evehlinore emphaticallyi the proposition that the authority to amend the order at
any time before finail judgment does not !open the door to granting class certification after
determining the merits in an individual action.

Victor E. Schwartz. for American Tort Reform Assn. and American Legislative Exchange Council.
D.C. Hearing and Written Statemenlt 01 -CV-03 1: The requirement that the order define the class and
identify class claims issilues, and defenses will clarify the issues forthe parties and an appellate court.
But it will expand thellgulf between federal practice and the practice in some state courts.
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Thomas Y. Allman. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 106: The reference to the conditional nature of certification
in (c)(1)(B) is good. But "you should not avoid the consequences of dealing with certification by
calling it conditional." (His written statement adds that the Note should stress that actual, not
presumed conformance with Rule 23 is essential. See General Tel. Co. v. Falcon, 1982, 457 U.S.
147, 160.)

Brian Wolfman. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-043: (c)(1)(B) should be clarified by
referring to the claims, etc., "with respect to which the class has been certified."

Michael Nelson. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-021: It is proper to require that the
certification order define the class and the class claims, issues, or defense. This facilitates appellate
review. The Note should amplify the need for a clear statement of the matters to be adjudicated on
a class basis. The notice requirements should parallel the order requirements, so that the notice
defines the class, etc.

Walter J. Andrews. Esq. D.C. Hearing 281-282: (1) The statement that certification is conditional
may encourage courts to err on the side of granting class status. That should be discouraged. But
it is proper to recognize the need to modify class definition at the remedy stage. The Note should
emphasize that plaintiffs must establish ultimately that the requirements for certification are met.
(2) The order certifying a class should not only define the class but also define the elements of each
class claim or issue that are certified for class treatment, making clear what issues plaintiffs will be
required to prove individually. That will reduce uncertainty and increase the likelihood of

--' settlement.

Bruce Alexander, Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement, 01-CV-041: The Note should emphasize
that the conditional nature of certification does not'relax the standards for certification.

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 01-CV-053: Spelling out requirements for the certification order
will generate disputes; there is no need for the specification.

Comm. on Civil Litigation. E.D.N.Y.. 01-CV-056: (1) It is impractical to require that the
certification order specify the class claims, issues, or defenses; often they are not then known. And
this will frustrate litigants: at certification, defendants often prefer a narrow class definition, but at
settlement they prefer a broad definition. This tilts the balance against certification. And the order
need not state the mechanics of opting out. (2) Courts have consistently held certification orders are
conditional. There is no need to change.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn.. 01-CV-057: The change from "decision on the merits" to "final
judgment" "would eliminate the ambiguity associated with determining when 'the decision on the
merits' has occurred."

Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01-CV-064: In general it is good to provide guidance in the Rule as to the
contents of the certification order. But: (1) Need every order define the class claims, issues, or
defenses? Ordinarily the order certifies a class for all claims asserted in the complaint; repetition
in the order is superfluous. It is useful to spell this out in the order only if the class is certified as to
fewer than all claims or issues; this might be said in the rule, or the rule might be left silent. (2)
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Stating "when" class members may request exclusion is difficult because at the time of the order it
is difficult to know precisely when notice will go out. The class list must be compiled, disputes
about wording must beresolved, and circumstances may change (as a settlement may be reached).
The most.that can be said is that exclusion must be requested within a reasonable time in response
to the class notice; that need not be in the rule.

Alliance of American Insurers. 01 -CV-068:, Supports the requirement that the order define the class
and the class claims, issues or defenses. Also supports the requirement that the notice state when
and how class members can opt out, The, changes "would bring more specificity to class certification
orders." But recommends revision of the (c)(l)(C) provision for amending a certificationorder-
it should state that the order can be amended at any time up to final judgment in the trial court. This
change will make it clear that,the parties cannot amend the class definition "throughout the appeals
pro~ess§."

Peter J. Ausili, Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Committee on Civil Litigation. D.C.Hearing 205: It is impractical to
insist that the certification order identify the class issues. The definition should be in terms of the
transaction or occurrence in order to bring in claim preclusion. A defendant, for example, may argue
for narrowly defined class issues at certification time, and then seek a broad definition on settlement.

Professor Charles 'Silver. 01,CV-048: The Note on the conditional nature of certification should
address Rule 23(f):, if a judge' recertifies after an initial conditional certification, is there a second
appeal opportunity? "One appeal is enough."

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections. 01-CV-069: (1) Supports (c)(l)(B)'s requirement that
the certification order state when and how class members can elect exclusion. This embodies the
better practice now followed. (2) Is concerned about the change in (c)(l)(C) that allows amendment
of a certification order at any time before "final judgment.'" They are not aware ,of any case in which
the present rule language has prevented necessary modifications based on developments in the
litigation. The hypothetical of changes during the remedial phase has not seemed to be a real
problem. There is a risk, despite the Note, that using the "final judgment" phrase will generate
ambiguity because ofthe long association with appeal concepts. There may be no real-world reason
to modify the present language. In, addition, the amendments may seem to endorse the view that'a
court can conditionally certify a class without strict, compliance with Rule 23 requirements. If there
really is a need to modify' the present Rule,, the Note should. "make it clear that the change is not a
basis for failing rigorously to apply the requisites of Rule 23 when ~class certification is first
considered."

National Treasury Employees Union. 01 -CV-078: Allowing amendment ofthe class definition at any
time up to final judgment "would be a good change, because class definitions sometimes can be
imprecise when crafted at an early stage in the litigation."

Mehrie & Skalet. PLLC. 01-CV-083: The substitution of "final judgment" makes it even more
important that the Notes clarify that the certification decision does not turn on the merits of the
dispute. '
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State Bar of California Committee on Federal Courts. 01-CV-089: Supports the provisions giving
specific guidance on the content of the class-certification order. Also supports the amendment that
refers to "final judgment," eliminating a possible ambiguity in the present reference to decision on
the merits.

Committee on Rules of Practice. W.D.Mi.. 01-CV-090: It is a mistake to require the certification
order to definitively detail issues, claims, and defenses. The issues and claims evolve. And the
requirement will complicate the certification decision by burdening both parties with the burden of
defining issues and claims at an early stage where they cannot be definitively identified. Only a
general statement of claims should be required.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. 01-CV-091: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) The present
provision that certification "may be" conditional reflects the 1966 Committee Note statement that
a court may rule that a class action may be maintained' only if representation is improved through
intervention of additional parties of a stated type, or for similar reasons. To make every certification
conditional is to encourage constant relitigation of the certification issues, and even to invite "the
unscrupulous to attempt to manipulate factors affecting class certification after the initial
determination." There is a further special problem for civil rights cases. Plaintiffs and defendant
may be able to agree on injunctive relief, while remaining far apart on monetary relief; they should
have the flexibility to achieve interim injunctive relief, without fear that the injunction will be
subject to later reconsideration because the certification was only conditional. And the provision
permitting alteration up to "final judgment" does not define the ambiguous meaning of final
judgment. And if a certification determination is alwaysconditional, can it ever be suitable for Rule
23(f) appeal? '

David J. Piell. Student. 01-CV-094: It should be made clear that (c)(1)(B) does not require
immediate notice to the class. Often it may be wise to defer notice - settlement negotiations, for
example, may begin in earnest only after the certification determination. It is unnecessarily costly
and confusing to have an initial notice, followed perhaps promptly by a second settlement notice.
The costs of an unnecessary certification notice, further, will impede settlement as plaintiffs seek to
recover the costs from the settlement fund.

Prof. Howard M. Erichson. 01-CQV-097: (c)(l)(B) provisions for the content of a certification order
make perfect sense and codify sound practice.

Sum-mary of Comments:'Rule 23(c)(2) 2001

(b) (1), (2) Notice

Conference: Notice can be given now. The proposal for notice to a "reasonable number" of class
members "is odd."

Conference: Notice in (b)(1) and (2) classes is to be applauded. But it is troubling to suggest that
individual notice is not required; we should demand that. Still, notice need not be "as extensive" as

,,
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in (b)(3) classes. It should be made clear that the defendant can be made to pay for the notice, or to
include it in regular mailings to class members.

Conference: Notice to (b)(1) and (2) classes "should be meaningful."

Conference: The Committee Note, p. 49, says that notice supports an opportunity for (b)(1) and (2)
class members to challenge the certification decision. "This should not be what you have in mind.
Change it."

Mary Alexander, Esq.. S-F Testimony 64: Notice islexpensive, time-consuming, but necessary to
protect the rights of individual litigants. Some notime processes are shaped so thatclass members
do not even realize the notice describes a civil action in which their rights may, be taken away.
ATLA supports the plain language provision It takes no position on (C)(2)(A)(ii)"or (iii).

James ,M. Finberg. Esq.. S-F Testimony 97 ff: Actions for declaratory and injunctive reliefare often
-perhaps almoist always - brought by public-interest groups that have limited economic resources.

Notice,,can be ver expensive; the, cost will deter many meritorious cases. As an example, conisider
the class action in California to challenge PEroposition 17,that would limit health, education, and
welfare benefitsto immigrants. It 1is a very large class; it would be difficult to notify that class at the
certification stage. The Notes recognize the burdens and suggest that courts look at the issue, but
the language, of the $ulejis andatory. Tere is noroption to reftuse toorder any notice. It also says
that notice mustbe calculated,to reach a reasonable ,number of class members. But that could be so
costlyas to defeat ,the action. .Pe rhaps the rule shoud say "'s~hall consider directing," and also should
allow toe curt to decide who must pay for Kthe cost of notice as an initial matter. (His, written
statenient, O1-C,-07, says the presumption should be that the defendantfpay the notice costs.)
Remember that Rule 23(e) requires notice of settlement. The settlement notice will give an
opportunity to members of a (b)(l) or (b)(2) iclass to appear and challenge the settlement; at that
stagelt~ie burden of payment will be on the defendant, and Will not deter filing. (in response to a
question: There Vere several Proposition 187,cases. 'The one that went to judgment did not settle;
so deferring notice tosettlement Wouldniot work. The class won that one. Notice before settlement
or judgmlent would Support monitoring by class rnembers, but 'is it worth the cost of deterring
meridrious actions? (In reisponset4o anoaer question: some notice, such as posting onthe internet,
is relatively inexpensive, but the rule seems to demand mlre by requiring notice to a reasonable
number of class members. i Many members ,of the Proposition 187 class do not have access to
computers; many do not speak English. Reaching even a high percentage of the class; though less
than a majority, would be extraordinarily expensive.) The rule should be modified to give the court
discretion to have minimal notice, or even no notice, in some cases.

James C. Sturdevant. Esq.. S-F Testimony 117 ff: For Consumer Attorneys of California (p. 127).
Began practice in public interest cases on,behalf of people with entitlements under federal and state
programs; they were mostly (b)(1) or (b)(2) classes. Since then, has tried consumer protection and
employment class actions as (b)(3) actions. Mandatory notice in (b)(1) and (b)(2) classes will
eliminate a number of cases, including "cases that are brought on a daily basis by public interest
organizations challenging policies and practices of governmental agencies, both state and federal,
which violated federal law or a mixture of state and federal law." One recent case against AT&T
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challenged an arbitration provision in a new agreement required by the detariffing of the
telecommunications industry. The class included AT&T's California long-distance customers, some
7,000,000 to 9,000,000 persons. The case was filed on July 30; trial beganNovember 13; evidence
has been completed. Adding any form of notice cost to this action seeking predominantly injunctive
or declaratory relief would have added tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars, perhaps even
millions, to the cost, depending on the form of notice selected. Individualized notice would have
cost at least $5,000,000. Publication might have been $30,000 to $60,000. Internet notice might be
of some assistance, but only 40% to 45% of American households have internet connections, and
ofthem notice would go only to those who were plugged into the particular website. There is no opt-
out opportunity to protect. The determinations required to be made under Rule 23(a) to certify the
class are protection enough for class members. Most ofthese true public interest cases "do not settle
** * until there is some certainty as to how the liability hammer is going to fall."

Jocelyn D. Larkin. EsN.. S-F Testimony 139 ff: For The Impact Fund, which maintains its own class-
action practice, and provides both grants and training to lawyers to bring other class actions. The
focus is on civil-rights actions, particularly employment discrimination actions. The number of civil-
rights class actions declined greatly between 1979 and 1989, and has essentially held steady since
then despite significant enhancements of the civil rights statutes. (Her written statement, 01-CV-
012, observes that one reason that class actions are less effective is that some courts have come to
analyze civil rights class actions as if they were personal injury mass-tort classes; one court even
drew an analogy to a tobacco class action.) In employment discrimination: litigation against mid-sized
companies, with classes of 100 to 800 members, class actions are important. One reason for this
importance is that individual class members are-reluctant to invite retaliation by filing suit; the
anonymity of the class is important. The mandatory notice provision "for (b)(2) actions "will deter
the filing of many worthy civil rights class actions." The numberone problem faced by civil-rights
practitioners is resources. The clients cannot afford 'to advance the costs of notice. Our grants
average $10,000; typically thereis no other, resource to pay for litigation costs. These may be small
cases involving public benefits, environmental justice,! driminal justice, voting rights as well as the
smaller employers. $1 0,000 is not adequate for deposition costs and experts. "'Adding a big ticket
cost like notice is simply going 'to mean they don't bring those cases.!" (In response to a question
whether low-cost notice would Isatisfy the rule as proposed - whether,, for example,, notice to
employees posted at the job site, or notice to a class of homeless'personsposted at various places,
would do: Where people are centralized, as in employmeintt Pjerhaps tha will d6. 'But the more
worrisome cases are those that involve people who have' applied for ajob and are turned away; only
fairly expensive notice can find them. Or a case in which a local public 'agency stopped taking
applications from disabled people for public housing: notice to reach'1thern would 'have to be fairly
broad. Or, in response to a question, a class involving all blacks and hispanics in the City of New
York who were allegedly stopped on the basis of racial profiling.) Th Carislecas also is troubling
-it says that nothing in Rule 23 suggests that notce requirements ybe tailor fit the

pocketbooks of particular plaintiffs. ' ' ., t
In addition to cost, we mustc'onsider the practical reality: what is the benefit of notice? There

is no right to opt out. The Committee envisions class members being able to monitor class
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representatives and class counsel, but "Imustrespectfully suggestthatthat's justnotareality. Class
members in civil rights cases don't have the interest, the time, the resources or the capacity to
monitor the progress of a class action or hire their own attorneys to do it., And that's not to suggest
for a moment that class counsel should not be closely monitored in these cases. Judicial scrutiny of
adequate Rrlepresentation is absolutely critical And the representatives often do have an interest in
monitoring their class counsel! In one recent example, the representatives in a gender discrimination
case carne to the Impact Fund because their lawyers had negotiated a settlement that they thought
was wrong. We agreed, and were able to substitute in as class counsel. (Her written statement adds
the observation that in, civil rights litigation notice may be both expensive and ineffective: "the
typical civil rights class member does not read the Wall StreetJournal." ,Non-Engislh ispeaking class
members lso pose a problem.)

So: "Don't change the rule because changing the rule will effectively close the door or may
effectively close the courthouse doors to the least powerful members of our society."

(Her! written supplement, 01-CV-012, adds that internet notice may not be much help: the
"digital divide" is' real. The poor, and memrbers ,,of minority groups of all income levels, have
distinctively low acc ss t6tilie Internet. She adds other examples of diffuse classs whose members
are hard to idenify -:peopletold by the hotel there are no arailabloe accessibl rooms, or unablejto
attend a theater that is 'not accessible.)

John Beisner^Esa. D.JC. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CV-027: (1) The success of a rule directing
plain language and specifying elements lof class notice will depend on additional specific guidance.
The Federalludicia Cqenter fonmsarje guides. But it might be, desirable to add a limited collection
of notice form s 1Aot ependixof Forms thataccompaniestheRules, (2) Requiring notice in (b)(1)
and() classnesappeais pnbalance to be ,a' positive change.Z jIt4would ','halt", the strategy of
transfrm.ing damiges lasses inmo these form~ihn~I ,Ilhe Note, should make clear that the change is not
intended to broaden use of (b)(2), classes, there ,jsa circuit;split on the extentlto which damages
claims m ty be addedi ta,,b) class, and the Note should state that the rule change is not intended
to address this splish iiae Note, further, suldstate more~clearly that the notice obligations are less
onerous than in 1(b#2 lclasses. And it is, very troubling to suggest that a defedant can, be required
to use its ownpubli commrunicat/ion s mehaisms"pt assistin providing noticelto the putative class.
The notice$biden with the purportedqclass reresentatives. Tojrequire a defendant to include
a cWa`s nmotice in wailing, for xample, raises due process issues because it requires the
defenat to pay for posecuting litigatiorn againsti itself even though no merits determination has
been, ad.And, cii cic Gas & Electric qo. v. PUC, 1986, 475 U.S. 1, suggests there also
mayEa First nr Admen~ t problem in requiring a defendant to convey this l"very negative message."

Bill IAnwLee lsqlI .c. ,Hearing 20-40 Mandator notice should not be required in (b)(l) or (b)(2)
class actins. 'Judges~hvlauthority tpIordernoticnwunder ~d)(2) and are aware of the authority.
Altho~Wgh~t the iidiice uiremeht is pposedp foi good motives,; it -ill seriously hamper the
prosecution of civil rights actions. Experience as Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights
Division shows that jprivate. enforcement. carries the principal burden in the civil rightsarena.
Congress foresaw 4Oe need for private enforcement by adding attorney fee provisions. Other
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countries, as South Africa, recognize the importance of class actions in enforcing civil rights. The
number of private enforcement actions has dropped since the 1970s. Civil rights class actions tend
to be brought under (b)(1) and (2). When notice is required courts uniformly have required plaintiffs
to pay. Notice costs will deter many plaintiffs from bringing class actions. An example is provided
by an action to address discriminatory funding ofpublic transportation in Los Angeles. The
plaintiffs unsuccessfully sought lawyers to represent them until the NAACP Legal Defense Fund
took on the case. The out-of-pocket costs for discovery and the like were $150,000, and strained the
budget. On settlement, notice was provided by publication in four localnewspapers for three days
and by posting short notices in such public places as bus stops. The cost of that limited notice
program was $140,000. The prospect of paying that cost would have prevented filing the action; the
result of the decree is estimated at $600,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 of enhanced spending on inner-
city bus transportation. If there were no cost, the notice proposal would present a different question.
The value of notice in these cases is symbolic; we do not need to incur the costs for symbolic
reasons. Alternative means of notice may be effective, such as paycheck notices 'in an employment
discrimination case, but no defendant has ever voluntarily offered to do that. A court might compel
notice by modest means, but is not likely to shift the cost to the defendant. So it is not a sufficient
remedy to state more clearly that the court should consider the impact of notice costs on the ability
to maintainrthe action; the mandatory notice provision should be dropped. The increasing cost of
litigating these actions'probably accounts for the decreased filing rates. And individual actions do
not provide an adequate alternative to class actions. Class' actions terid to be noticed, and can
accomplish actual tangible results. 'Oting out of a class action to pursue individual remedies may
be a good thing, but that does not detract from thoe value of a larger remedy that affects a larger group
ofpeople. An alternative to mandatorynotice might be to work through proposed Rule 23(g)(2), "to
put potential class action counsel l'o n otice that 'courtsl and this' committee think communicationls
with the class is a very important aspect of their representationn.

Mr. Lee's written statement offets additional points. (1) Civil rights actions are appropriately
brought under (b)(l) as well as (b)(2). (2) There mar no studies, indicating that class counsel have
been inadequate in communicating with class members; what 'the cases reflect are disputes about
efforts to communicate. (3) The concern with the ability of class members to monitor proceedings
and to decide whether'to participate individually arises from case-specific circumstances, not a
problem inherent in (b)(1) and (2) classes. (4) The use of notice!'power under (d)(2) does not seem
to have had a deterrent Effect on filing. (5) Proceduresfor' notice of settlement and the fairness
hearing "in effect promote the inrterst of assuring thafithe class is kept informed."

Prof Owen M . Fiss,. D. C. Hearing 4:0-5 7 7: Proposes a two-notice regime. The first notice would go
out prior to certification "to test foreh adequiacy ofrepresentation." This notice would be tested bythe general formula of Mullane v. Centr'al Hanover Bak & Trust: the best notice practicable under
the circumstances.,,' The second inoticeiwould go out after certification but before trial, to "seek to
operationalize the right to opt out.'ltil The right to opt out should not be limited to (b)(3) classes. Rule
23 rests on '"interest representation,", and "any, individual should have the right to disavow that
representation." But the opt-out right might be limited to circumstances in which "the interest ofthe
d individual member orf the Class is of a sufficient magnitude and particularity to make opting out just
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and appropriate." Once the opt-out right is generalized, if perhaps limited, there is no remaining
need to, maintain the distinctions between (b)(1), (2), and (3) classes. Predominance and superiority
should be required for all classes. The cost of notice in civil rights cases is a concern, but "we're
also deeply committed to procedural justice." The cost of notice before certification need not be
crippling. And there is more of a role for individual actions to vindicate civil rights than Mr. Lee's
testimony suggests.,i An"individual student, for example, is entitled toaeducation in a desegregated'
school system'as a matter of an individual remedy. Settlement, moreover, Iis'a very special event,'
it should be limited ,to class members who choose to opt' into the class. (In responselto questions:
Perhaps, it is possibleto discard opt-in, and even eliminate opt-out, wheni class' memnbers have
identical and de miiisindividual stakes; Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin may be ian ilustration. That
will require more thought.) a

The written ,statement prepared with Joh ronsteen, 01 -CV-023, amplifies several points. (1)
The piovisiol nfor the best notice practicable under the circunstances might include a check-list of
factors: cost; Smof reehwng every class membey ,rwhich will v arywith theasize of
interest and the Vapatoion of interest among menmbers;tand the consequences for "maintainability of
the class action. 1'f, epnsive notice wouldlil cripple a class action to redresscims that could,
not be brought "a individual suits, Jhe juge hould seek"to a'voi~d'suc'h stringenthjotice6. (2)
The t to t tmi be ed ifa class membere ksto abuseihe priyilege- "for example,
ifeall classo Juitbe~s[n~ikhtereWare absoi Tel' aidenrimfandballt sand tobenefit ifte remedy soupt
dis grntedt-n sa' iijunct nto end discr'im' ination or institute an accelerated promotion polkyw
butesnot sequlke toat pt ourt olsel i aoo 'be leese'rving the r csaim for nosecond bitea t s thi
nisi l~FtF e 'F i, l~~e~stli f thile c a' ofthe rTgh an oJ ia 1' i ihe jlahtif d~r~otie "~' ~F~ftIT it i a a[Fa 

h ave [ainterestlw cl O 3)ih hti',e wf t t opt outseemshto be limited; "thejudghe
en msho ,.'' fleshejseco iss a reasonable likeliho that a sip nume d 1

peoplsae Will opt 2lacce~wln 1 indivlualestakes ale-maihand dineret are *et "a F'.{' 'el'gn tat o

pe s Aes dielio"And~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ i 'F er~ eouis.,

Professor JudithResnik D.C, iHearingp58 f.: T ere remains roomfor'both mandatory, andopt-nout
classes. Buth itncihsoldntb rawni at the be ginning of ihe action. TL~`here is no ne ed to
determine atthebegdining eth edy l|4noju Ab)(lvll3;,l a ' iordanmagees. The
distiRictio dies are actually. h the labe. F[Tha Ybe when
certificatio andsetlmen ae but t' eihat Tha s'~it mobiht hr

may be I s ,element isbbing,','ph~taped there." S'aimpling notice,
should be aboFutTentie~rp6ls~m lo ~ or monitoring. A casmay

incu e peol -ih~fr~ ix~u~h e~~~~~oitr~gsiprat u mpnitoring
does notreurt1a ecortosec&b osdbthcotofndicalnte.Iiils pig
notice, suffices-~I~At~o t, remedy siagqi;,f.it sisdecide hta jicino iied~i"rqieta
the action be m~de m4ndaory~, "at that pointiyogeed better-n~te h'asi o atU'h

have aninterest 'Indass adjudicationi-1- "e want fewer o heecae ard w trslete
en ass,,. toftsigh~ab~tar~e addition, csocal.Irtsb
courtl~~~~based ~ad -milaithlke'* "

evexy~~~~pnqtist r thisic*nlielp., (Her written statemetF
notice drftfitaisLhedsintos [among (b)C~I (2), and'()cas~ ~e~it1i~~r FI 
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should be divorced from the opportunity to request exclusion. The certification test should be
addressed in Rule 23(a) to establish a "uniform standard of both the need and desirability of class
certification." It should not be required that a class action be superior; it should be enough that it is
a useful way to proceed, "suitable to the claims presented." Purposes could be "to facilitate access
and quality representation for small claimants, or to buffer against disparate outcomes for classes of
similarly situated plaintiffs, or to create enforcement rights in a wide set of claimants." Present
subdivision (b) would be replaced by provisions on appointment and compensation of class counsel.)
Norman J. Chachkin, Esq.. NAACP Legal Defense & Educational Fund, D.C. Hearing: The
problems of (b)(2) class actions are not illuminated by the Advisory Committee's extensive study
- supported by the FJC and RAND - of mass-tort and consumer class actions. In (b)(2) civil
rights action there is no lack of communication between unnamed class members and class counsel.
Some of the communication involves class members who wish to add to the class litigation
individual problems that they are encountering with the defendant. But any attorney serious about
representing a (b)(2) class must be in communication with, and accessible to, class members. Most
of these actions result in settlement. It is difficult to present the pros and cons of a settlement to class
members unless there has been effective communication with class counsel before the settlement is
proposed. All ofthe current proposals should be recommitted for further study to the extent that they
involve (b)( 1) and (2) classes. The advice in the Note that the costs of class notice should not defeat
a "worthy" class is merely advisory. There is, moreover,, a great dealof latitude for the individual

s"~' judge to weigh the costs and advantages of notice; this "dould even pnit personal or ideologicalopinions to affect ocedurapemit ersnal r ieoloicaopimions to affect procedural decisions." The (b)(2) class was added in 1966 to emphasize the
suitability of class actions in civil rights and race discriminationll claims; that is still a valid,
necessary, and worthy purpose. In the real World, we -cannot achieve as much reform and
enforcement of constitutional and statutory rights throughl individual, -ionsas We achieve through
class actions. Inadequate representation can be cured by decertflficatinltwhen it becomes apparent,
or by collateral attack. Rule 24 establishes a right to intervene on showing inadequate representation.
A further problem is that notice is to be givenmonly after the ,certificton decision. Once notice is,
given, the class certification issues will have to be, revisited. Te resulting problems of
manageability will be worsened by, the provisionlqthat allows a class member to appear through
counsel without satisfying Rule 24 interventionistandards, Most of the Rule 24 cases involving
attempted intervention "involve disagreements with the litigation judgment of class counsel, andalmost without exception, although there are some few exceptions, D tct Courts have determined
that that disagreement doesn't affect the substantial, substantie ointerests of absent class members
and it doesn't justify Ecomplicating the litigation by allowing in lividu$ls to intervene." So, p. 103,
"a mere disagreement over whether you should file a sumnary Judgment motio this week or take
another deposition isj not the sort of thing that meets the Ru-k 24 reqirements." The notion of
permitting exclusion from a (b)(2) pclass also is puzzling: if a class action were brought to
desegregate a public school, could a Blass member ask "'to continue to: go to school in the system
that's operated in violation of the United States Constitution."' The Committee also should not
attempt to address the ongoing development of decisional law on the1lextentto which damages can
be sought incident to a (b)(2) class, as, in Title VII actions. If the costsgof notice were substantially
lower, notice would not be as much of an issue. But theyimportant time for notice is the time of
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settlement: that is when class members have the most important contribution to evaluating the
adequacy of representation. Finally, courts hear from class members in (b)(2) actions. They get lots
of letters that-they put in the file and send to counsel to be dealt with as counsel wish. "There's not
a lack of initiative being taken, in my experience, by unnamed class members who are dissatisfied
with what's happened."'

The written statement, 01-CV-051, adds more. The FJC Study shows the median cost of class
notice in four districts Iwas $36,000; in two districts it was $75,000 and $100,000. There is no
experience to suggest that class members have often attempted torelitigate the certification issues,
in any event, notice prior to certification would be needed to support such efforts. There has been
some challenge to adequacy of representation; but that is relatively infrequent and commonly
involves mere disagreements about litigation strategy. (Pages 12-13 illustrate cases denying
intervention; the parenthetical descriptions suggest strong reasons for granting intervention in at least
several) ,"In the, class context classcounsel's responsibility is to the class, and is not mechanically
dependent upon the desires of the named plaintiffs." Indeed, "'class counsel is :entitled to be free
from harassment by class members. All of his judgmeents cannot be challenged Yin elourt."' Defense
counsel will takp advantage of a right totappear by encouraging disruptivei class members to
participate and undermine the Iclass proceeding: nlthe other hand, defendants too may suffer if
class members who ppar contribute in such al way as to be entitled to atto -fee awards.

Brian Wolfman. D.C. Wiearing and Written Comment: Notice in (b)(I) and (2) classes is desirable,
although cost is a prlem. it should be directed to "a reasonable number of 0class members )
comprising a fair cross-section of the class.' Notice to only a reasonable number may not suffice
if there are diergenit itrts fheeiefrmiubc'lasses, notice should go to a fair~ cross-sectio~n
of each subclass. i tswh others have oalld " ling" otice. The Note

Ant-nit I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sm LI~ ~iI1 L~

should state that [firight are whe lsome of the relief is' damages-: Dye process, and
possiblyRule 23 asycenly ren demns tresult."

Leslie Brueckner.Esq..DX.C Hearing 146-155: -asjustwonastate-wvide>(b)(2) class actionto defeat
a mandatory arbitration clause that had been inserted in a consumer contract by a long-distance
provider. IJt is Ilikely that anticipating the cost of giving notice. to the classwould have prevented
filing the action. The alternative of writing protections into the rile so that the judge must consider
whether1 noticlccosts are inimical towbringing the action are "too little, too late." l If there is a chance
that significant notice costs ill be imposed, lawyerswill not file. Although thepower is there now
in (d)(2), it is used so rarely that practiion ers do not anticipate being required to find notice costs.-
The deterrent effect will be increased the prpposal to require notice of attoriiyfeI applicationsJ
Although there would be no added notice cost in cases that settle, civil rights cases often are litigated
to judgment, and then there would be the cost ofan additional notice not requircd for [any other
purpose. Sampling notice would be an improvement but even that would exert allsubstantial chilling!
effect. What sample, would suffic7 ,Iniwhat form would notice .be given? "[I]t's simply too
uncertain and will have a huge negative impact on civil rights cases.:" ' Reformns in this area might be
justified, but furthenrstuft iys needed. The RAND study has notllooked at thisjisstie. (Her written
statement,. Ol-CV-020, AVrges withdraWal of any notice requirement. I Notidejis required in (b)(3)
actions to preserve opt-outirights. (b)(¢) and (2) classes are analogous to interpleader or quasi-in-
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rem actions in which circumstances dictate the need for unitary disposition regardless of class-
member consent. The Note does not provide sufficient protection. It quotes the Mullane case
statement that notice reasonably certain to reach most of those interested in objecting suffices. It
states that notice to all identifiable class members is required when there is no substantial burden.
This is too much. There is no showing of abuses in this area, and the homogeneity of interests in
(b)(l) and (2) classes is sufficiently strong to be adequate safeguard.)

Peter J. Ausili. E.D.N.Y. Civil Litigation Committee. D.C. Hearing 206: Mandatory notice should
not be required in (b)(2) actions; it may be unduly expensive, and thwart some meritorious class
actions. (The written statement, 01-CV-056, adds that notice to the class is appropriate in (b)(1)
actions.)

Ira Rheingold. Esq.. (National Assn. of Consumer Advocates). D.C. Hearing 261 ff.: Notice should
not be required for non-damage classes. The reason is cost. Consumer class actions often do not
make a lot of money. They present the same problems as civil rights actions: the anticipated cost
of notice will have a chilling effect. If notice is needed in a (b)(2) action, courts now have the
authority to order it. (This theme is repeated in the written statement, 01-CV-062. Many advocates
conduct good, beneficial actions under (b)(2) and are not getting rich but are helping many people.
Imagine a case in which 10,000 people nationwide are injured to the extent of $5 each, a typical
consumer class action; the cost of notice could exceed the potential recovery.)

Patrick Lysaught. Esq.. for Defense Research Institute, 01 -CV-033. 01 -CV-034 046 047: Generally
this is a positive proposal. But the Note should make two things clear: this is not intended to foster
increased use of (b)(2) classes for claims that seek damages, and it is not intended to reduce the
notice requirements for (b)(3) classes. The Note, further, seems to endorse a requirement that the
defendant use its usual communications methods: to reach a plaintiff class. This is a bad idea as
presented. It implies that the defendant may be made to bear the cost of notice; it is not likely to be
effective notice, because it will not attract attention in the same way as a separate formal notice; and
it may cause class members to give greater credence to what seem to be the defendant's self-
accusations of wrong conduct. On the other hand, it may be sensible to require that a company make
available to the class a regular means of communication used by, the company to reach class
members.

Walter J. Andrews. Esq. D.C. Hearing Statement, 01 -CV-036: It is a positive change to require
notice in (b)(1) and (2) class actions. But the Note should stress that the notice requirement is not
intended to broaden the use of (b)(2) classes. And the Note reference to use of a defendant's regular
communications is a problem. Even if the issues of cost are addressed, the Note should emphasize
that notice is the plaintiffs' burden and that use of the defendant's resources is discouraged.

Professor Charles Silver, 01-CV-048: "The inability to opt out of a mandatory class action makes
monitoring more important in these cases than in opt out class actions. All of the conflicts that
inhere in (b)(3) class actions also inhere in (b)(1) and (b)(2) class actions." They are more dangerous
because exclusion is not possible. "Only monitoring is possible, and monitoring cannot occur
without good notice. Consequently, courts should be especially careful in mandatory class actions
to see that all persons with sizeable interests receive notice and an opportunity to participate." But
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the discussion of notice to fewer than all class members makes a point that should be extended to
(b)(3). The present (b)(3) requirement of individual notice is wrong, and "the Supreme Court
compounded the error in Eisen." Due process is a functional standard; individual notice is required
only for class members with large claims, important interests, and relevant information. The
cheapest possible notice should be provided all other class members. Newspaper publication never
should be required; internet publication is much cheaper.

Exxon Mobil Cor.. 01-CV-059: Supports mandatory notice. But the Note should state that the
burden of notice is on class representatives. The defendant should not be saddled with the burden
simply because it uses mass mailings in its business,; due process and First Amendment implications
must be considered.

AllenD. Black. Esq., 01-CV-064: Itis a good idea to require modest notice in (b)(1) and (2) actions.
But the Note ventures on dangerous ground when it invites challenges to the certification,
encouraging relitigation of the certification question. That sentence should be deleted.

Equal Employment Advisory Council. 01 -CV-065: The Council is an association of employers that,
collectively, employ more than 20,000,000 workers in the United States. It opposes notice in (b)(l)
and (b)(2) actions. There is no right to request exclusion to require notice. Notice will not help class
memberis, but "is likely only to confuse and frustrate them." The class representative is responsible
for representing and communicating with the class; if the representative fails, certification is not
appropriate. Notice, further, will enlarge the size of the class as "'individuals who never before (
thought they were victims of employment discrimination may recast their experiences to make
themselves part of the class." The provision that describes a right to enter an appearance through
counsel will only further complicate the litigation. Even a matter as simple as a request for an
extension of time requires, in many courts, consultation with counsel for opposing parties: many
lawers representing many class members will increase the difficulty of simple procedural steps.
Many lawyers, also will expand the number of parties that can file discovery requests and motions.
The Note proposal that a defendant might be required to include notice in a-regular communication
with class members puts an unfair added burden on the defendant it is likely to put the burden of
cost and notice in defendants inall pcases,,since defendants do regularly communicate with their
employees.

Alliance of American Insurers. 01 -CV-068: Supports notice in (b)(1) and (2) class actions.

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01-CV-069: "In most instances," requiring notice in
(b)(1) and (2) classes "serves the salutary purpose of giving such class members the opportunity to
monitor class proceedings." But there is a tension, recognized in the Note, arising from recognition
that notice costs may deter some plaintiffs from filing actions seeking only injunctive relief,
particularly civil rights actions. It would help to include a safety valve giving "the district judge
discretion to vary the form and content of the notice * * * to comport with the special needs of a
particular case." The Note suggests that notice] could be included in a regular communication.
Ordinarily, it is the defendant who regularly communicates with class members - examples are an
employer or a credit-card company. The Note is ambiguous on who should~bear the costs. The Note
should be modified by deleting the reference to regular communications or by clarifying them.,
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Association of the Bar of the City of New York. 01-CV-071: Mandatory notice will reduce the
number of class actions, especially in such fields as civil rights, consumer, and environmental cases,
because of the prohibitive cost of notice. Courts have authority to order notice under present (d)(2).
The requirement for notice of settlement makes it in the interest of class counsel to keep class
members informed.

Civil Division, U.S. Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: There is no advantage in notice to class
members who cannot request exclusion. The district court has authority under (d)(2) to direct notice
in appropriate circumstances. Notice will be costly, and may generate confusion. In addition, it may
invite filing individual actions - prisoner litigation is an example. Matters will be complicated still
more if the separate litigation is filed in a different district and is not subject to control by the class-
action court.

National Assn. of Protection & Advocacv Svstems. 01 -CV-077: (An association of state protection
& advocacy systems for persons with disabilities.) The protection & advocacy systems file most of
their class-action enforcement actions under (b)(2). ADA Title III, for example, provides for
declaratory and injunctive relief but not damages. There is no right to exclusion, so no need for
notice. The provision "will deter the filing of worthy disability-based civil rights cases by resource-
strapped civil rights practitioners. *** Similarly, the P&A systems have limited resources to fund
potential class action litigation." Increased costs will deter filing or strenuous prosecution of worthy
civil rights actions.

' National Assn. of Treasury Emploees. 01 -CV-078: "This section ignores the significant differences
between b(3) and b(l) and b(2) cases. The Supreme Court underscored this difference in Eisen,
where it noted that subdivision (c)(2) does not apply to (b)(2) classes. There is no right to opt out.
The apparent purpose of the notice proposal is to encourage class members to monitor the progress
of class actions. But requiring notice often will mean that there is no action to monitor, as notice
costs will preclude nonprofit groups from filing. Class counsel already serves the monitoring role,
as do the named plaintiffs. "The judge, of course, has the ultimate monitoring responsibility," as
shown by the requirement that a settlement be approved. Rule 23(d)(2) already gives sufficient
notice authority.

David H. Williams. Esq.. 01-CV-079: Writes from experience with (b)(2) classes challenging
improper deprivations of government benefits, most often Medicaid assistance. The costs of notice
are significant since no funds are being recovered for the class. The only practical ability to monitor
the progress of the action is given by the ability to appear through counsel; that is rarely a viable
option. "A more practical monitoring tool might be giving class members a means to contact class
counsel." Class notices will not often do this, since the proposed rule does not require the relevant
information. "Confused and anxious class members can be counted on to call court staff." Notice,
further, will promote reliance on the class action, including reliance by persons who are not withinthe class and who should be pursuing relief by alternative means> It creates the need for further
notice if the case is involuntarily dismissed, to protect members who relied; and since only
"reasonable" notice is required, there is no way to determine which class members may have relied.
Finally, there is a danger that a notice requirement will make emergency relief unavailable: a class
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must be certified to support interlocutory relief on a class-wide basis. An immediate 23(f) appeal
of the, certification order may " overloads what must be accomplished to grant the emergency relief."

Mehri & Skalet. PLLC. 01-CV-083: (1) Drawing from, extensive employment discrimination and!
consumer protection class-action experience, agrees with the testimony opposing the change "and
we strongly agree that no good can come of it." The informed judgment of the district court under
Rule 23(d)(2) suffices. An excellent example of wise judicial discretion is found in thecases that
require notice and opt-out rights in "hybrid" (b)(2) classes that include significant damages elements.
It is illogical to respond to the problems of mass-tort cases by adopting a notice requirement that will
severely damage (b)(2)3classes, Abetter approachlis to strengthe the methods of communication
with the' class ,throughout the litigation. (2) It, is wrong to permit a class member to enter an
appearance at the certification stage. The defendant could exploit this procedure to defeat
certification. 'Further, the broader interests Of the class may bp easily sabotaiged by [a] small group
of individals istici 1goal." The proble iis akin to the problem of standing to appeal;
class members hav~e been rF~lrequWid to intervene to aciee ap~pal standing fo fear "that individuals
with intersts adverse to th class, or with no;n-tyic, ' clais, will interfere with or complicate the
litigation. The P. ofh action is to rende offuerave liiadtio that irs
member bd f fuaries frab s.' Those insnividiials mtwho seek torappearnmoiot tkely,7arelit to

do n maca,ypicpejutfctofodiosnofe Iiht of iniiul w ithou thei

plTch theiri in rpiua underlyin aed(t) class.' w,, pset c the risks as theiskreeiven
by, soime" isjproprb t proec a l of the deeret ' f t ,f tresent

Prof. Susan P. Konial 0 1 -tCV-086: (These comments offer a very broad spectrum of issues that are
summarized here because they are brought to bear on the question of mandatory notice in (b)(1) and
(b)(2) class actions.)

There is ajustified public crisis of confidence in 'class-action procedure. The proposals do not
adequately protect the interests of absent class members. Class members need protection from class
counsel;, from tidefendant and, its lawyers; and from the overworked judges "who do not function
asadequartefiduciaries for absentees." "The instances in whichcl ass representation isniow permitted
do~ not match jany principled justification for disposing Of thef rights of individual's without their
explicit consent." Every reasonable effort to notify, those individuals should be required.

The "efficient" functioning of the judicial system is not aloniejustification for class procedure.'
The principled purpose underlying (b)(3) classes was that small clalms otherwise would receive no
hearing; it is proper to 'protect against loss of the deterrent function of the lans. But transferring
(b)(3), and lateri( and (2),to masstorts is not principld. The acceptane of "side deals"as inortiz
and Amchem in the lower courts illustrates the unfairness of the procedure.

"[T]he lines between the (b) categories are so epheme~ral that until those categories get fixed it
is simply unjust' to tie important procedural rights to these categories." It is vitally important to
clearly understand categories that idetermine important procedural rights, but that we do not
understand. Plaintiffs' ;iAn defendants' lawyers alike benefit from the uncertainty: the defendants
can bargain for a "locked-in" class, and by paying nibre forit~o~ pececeate an incentive for class
counsel to go along. "[TIee ipesently ~no the-6j~ that adequately explains why absentees in the
(b)(1) and (2) categories ar'-e du so much le'ss process than absentees in (b)(3) classes.' That makes
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Rule 23 arbitrary." Rule 23 should "include a strong presumption that absent class members in any
(b) category receive the best practicable notice and a right to opt-out." A district court must provide
a clear justification for deviating from the presumption, and there should be de novo appellate
review.

TheNinth Circuit decision inEpstein v. MCA, 1999, 179F.3d 641, creates great doubts about
the freedom of class members to remain aloof from a class action that does not provide adequate
representation. It seems to preclude collateral attack so long as a class member could have made an
objection in the class action. "This Committee should make clear that Epstein does not preclude a
collateral attack in one federal court on'the adequacy of representation provided absentees in an
earlier class action in state or federal court, and at a minimum in the latter situation, i.e., two federal
court proceedings. *** If you do not believe it is important that absentees retain the right to right
to remain absent, I believe Rule 23 should be amended to require that all absentees receive individual
notice to inform them that they will be bound with no recourse, if they fail to travel across, the
country (if need be) to monitor what is happening and to ensure that the representation they receive
is adequate."

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. 01 -CV-09 1: (For 18 civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law finns, practitioners, and professors.) (1) The FJC
Empirical Study of class actions contradicts anecdotes and other unsupported assertions regarding
class-action practice. A number of the problems addressed by the proposed amendments are not
problems at all, or are not problems with class-action practice generally. The perceived problems
do not appear in civil rights actions, and the proposed solutions would have untoward effects. For
the 12-month period ending September 30, 2000, 273 civil rights class actions were filed in federal
courts, 11.4% of all federal-court class actions. Together with securities class actions, nearly 40%
of class actions fall into circumstances that the FJC study described as routine, easy, and well-
established applications of Rule 23. It is a mistake to restructure practice in ways that affect these
successful experiences. The economics 'of civil rights class-action practice are an important
consideration. There is no economic competition among lawyers for these cases; it is all too difficult
to recruit lawyers. Statutory fee awards tehd to award compensation that would be fair for a case
without any risk; there is "a risk, and the awards are correspondingly inadequate to entice
representation. (The'report attaches a reort by Professor Stewart J. Schwabg'analyzing
Administrative Office Data that show the low success rates in federal-court civil rights actions.)
Requiring notice at the time of certification will greatly increase the costs of bringing these actions
-in some cases without extensive discovery or'expeft witness costs, the cost of notice will match
or exceed the cost of litigation. No real need or interest is served by notice. In schooldesegregation,
employment or housing'discrimination, voting rights, and othler'cases, class members receivei notice
of the litigation as members of the community involved: "Thie drafters of the 1966 Amendments
understood that this would be the case * * *." Mandatory notice after certification'cannot serve a
constructive purpose. The suggestion that it 'supports an opportunity to challenge certification invites
relitigation without benefit. "The factors determining (b)(2) class certification depend on the claims
asserted, the conduct of the defendant, and objective characteristics, of affected class members, not
the subjective views of individual class members." TheLparty opposing the classi moreover, can be
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expected to raise whatever issues counsel against class certification, including conflicts among class
members. Rule 23(d)(2) provides authority for directing notice in "the rare case" where class
members cannot be expected to be aware of the action or there is some particular reason. (2)
23(c)(2)(A)(i) subtly adds a further new requirement for (b)(2) classes by providing notice of the
right of a class member to enter an appearance through counsel. This contradicts the intervention
provisions of Rule 24 and is "logically flawed. It is not the notice currently supplied to (b)(3) classes
that gives rise to the bright to individually appear through counsel, but the right to opt-out ofthe class.
Members of (b)(3),classes that do not opt-out, have no such right in the absence of appropriate
groun~rds fr intervention under Rule 24, and logic provides no basis to afford that right to members
of (b)(2) classes." This amendment could result in (b)(2) actions "becoming no more, than
cumulativeindividudal actions with multiple cpunl acting on behalf of multiple individuals.,", If
substantial interests are not represented, Rule 24 intervention provides protection.

NASCAT and Committee To Support the Antitrust Laws. 01 -CV-093: Generally suppoft notice in
(b)(l) and (2) classes, but room should be mnadeto accommodate plaintiffs who cannot afford notice.
The court should have discretion to balance the benefit of notice against the cost and the ability of
plaintiffs to pay, "permitting the court in exceptional circumstances to wholly dispense with notice."

Prof. Howard M. Erichson 01 -CV-097: At least some notice should be required in (b)(1) and, (2)
classiactions. Inn [some cases ,`:a reasonable number" may be very, few class members when greater
notice would be cost-,prohibitive.Klndeed, there should be greater flexibility to dispense with'notice
to aIl, identifiable class members nl(b)(33) classes,;,as contemplated in earlier Advisory Committee
proposals. iThe NIote1 might address the,~timing of notice' in, (b)(l) and (2) classes, notie is most
important, at ffie settlement or remedy phase, when it is more realistic to expect '9ass-member
participation. Mnitoring ofth Ifation'ls progess up to that time is likelyto be rar.l

Ashsdiatio Inhl bofe ' Tal't `Lawyers of 'America. 0 el-cV-n:ag Genorally , AtLAiv favePrs Pias much
con~uic inaspssibe~bytt6 nys it, al e a mmbr through out the pendeincy of a class

comIIc atins pssiale byat peIrIInaI s members
actihodns Ctthe of nd Bttic c ol be pciunse' to aban4onilass acti de Dend i on the actances
anul ntes rf Ih the cost of tle notice could psily a pronteyper, o

'[4. ~ ~ 'W '' aeitmr epniy ous.ea cla'ssactionta
to ~ ~ houg niiua~i6s keeln$couldlve~ oierqlrmn ftfo avoid th

c 1''gest th on ~~~~~~~~~~~dfendan ts are.,ruly
coilrn1n thelatiffclassml Iot '~I~ucy~cd'btheen

m init , p ,yI I'o II~~riehi~~~5'&al yyh1 th~ ko I tha thir' I~2 1 a
nuii~iii~i itsholbl muhceae T1tA (b) 4 aid b)(2) act~i itns ~nt ieeaytoprvde

means ~~ Lsdr t as i (b)~) a~ns. Noticq by h
~[ ~&~l b th nd~ "le~h~u~l~ ~e 'trucuredin such a wyta lasato

ToddBHis. D.C Herng23 8-1241: The 'reasonable numhber" terni'is vagu' Hox ~ yista?
Shou~c~~t[ be easuredas, reachfing a ~pficlrpercentage 'Of te I cl6s then abiyo

communictions pf~ss~onlstodetruinixn what' percentage6Iofa class wlb reach~db aiu
methds o~notcp,?B~t t isdiffcultto'p pr~isel what is reasonable'deped nthe ciicuiimkanlces.
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It would be foolish to spend $3,000,000 to give notice of a $3,000,000 settlement. Buta "reasonable
number" is not a useful phrase.

Bruce Alexander, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement. 01 -CV-04 1: Notice to members
of a (b)(l) or (b)(2) class is a good thing. But the Note on including notice with a defendant's
regular communications to the class is not. Communicating with the class is the responsibility of
class counsel. Sadly, many class counsel do not want to have anything to do with communicating
with their clients - they do not want their name, address, or phone numbers on any communication
lest class members call for an explanation of what is going on. Even the simple addition of a
"stuffer" increases costs. But other burdens are far greater. Recipients will conclude that a notice
mailed out by the defendant is a sign that the defendant is liable or has admitted liability. Sending
notice will be further complicated because it is not likely that the class definition will coincide
completely with any established mailing list. Mistakes will occur in attempting to focus the class
communication. Moreover, inquiries about the notice will naturally be made to the defendant. The
defendant will have to establish special systems to respond to the inquiries, including training people
who can respond appropriately. "There is simply no good substitute for a separate mailing with
separate controls, properly targeted, with a separate return address and with a separate number to call
or place to write with inquiries."

Bruce S. Harrison. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 335-338: In response to a question, observed that notice to
class members has never been a problem in over 50 employment class actions he has litigated.
Notice was given; plaintiffs, counsel did not object to providing notice. The cases were all money
damages cases.

Keith L. Fisher. Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd.. 01-CV-066: "Because class members in
these cases do not have the right to, protect their individual interests by opting out, their ability to
monitor the cases is all the more important." The notice requirement should be no less demanding
than the requirement in a (b)(3) class. "This is not to say that districtjudges cannot balance the cost
of providing notice with the benefits, and require a lesser manner of notice in those instances where
providing individual notice is not economically feasible."

Other Notice

Conference: There should be automatic review of the notice plan in a nonadversarial setting as part
of the case-management plan.

Conference: To be effective, notice should be directed individually to class members as a letter from
the court.

Conference: No one will argue with a "plain language" requirement. "Almost every notice is
unintelligible to the ordinary person." Lawyers, anxious to protect themselves, draft impenetrable
language. Plain language is achieved only when the judge writes the notice. The Rule might focus
on encouraging the judge to write the notice, or else to appoint someone - preferably not a lawyer
- to write it.
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Conference: We should consider imposing notice costs on defendants in (b)(3) class actions. And
we should consider softening the requirement of notice to every individual (b)(3) class member; in
some small-claims classes, representative notice is enough. (A panel member noted that the
Advisory Committee had abandoned- this idea in 'face of the difficulty of deciding which class
members would -get notice.)

Barry R. Himmelstein. Esq., S.F. Hearing 15. 19-: It is not practical to require that the order granting
certification also dirct appropriate notice to the class, (c)(2)(A)(i). That is practical when the parties
have worked out a settlement and agreed on notice before certification. But if there is a contested
certificationthe defendants are not willing to work with the plaintiffs on notice until certification is
granted. Publication often is important. The AAP publication isvery effective, but it has a two-
month advarwce booking requirement. It is proper to require that notice be covered by a courtorder,
but not practical to requirethat the order issue at the time Certification is granted.

James M. Finberg. Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The FJCnotices appea oattach opt-out
forms, objection fons, and claim frms to the notice. Only claim' forms should be attached. My
practice is t contact people who have opted out; in the overwhelming majority of instances, they
did noudrstand h h id hot understand that byh opting out they lost the
right to participate in the settlement. They are misled to believe that they must complete the ojout
form to be able to participateinthe settlement. l The same is true for the objection"form. Thesample
notice forms also are toolong., Class members will feel overwhelmed and will not try to read the
notice. In addition, ,it costs more to print and mail along form. lfThe maximum length should be ,four
printed pages. (The written statement 01-CV-07, is similar.)

Brian Wolfman. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-043: The notice provision refers to a right
to appear through counsel. It should say "with or without counsel," so that objectors know they can
object without having to retain a lawyer. The Notice also should include an opt-out form; parties
often do notuse them, and courts haye not demanded them. Instead, the parties craft procedures that
make it onerous to opt out. ,,And the notice should not be drafted in terms that discourage opt outs,
as often happens when the parties draft the notice -to explain the disadvantages of opting out without
noting the advantages. "[A]n easy-to-use form is the best means for insuring that class members can
exercise their opt-out rights if they wish to do so." Rule 23(c)(1)(A)(i) should include, p 3, lines 36-
37, this phrase: "including an explanation of the consequences of exclusion on members of the
class."

Michael Nelson. Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01 -CV-02 1: The notice should state the class
definition, issues, and defenses in the same terms as the certification order.

Stehanie A. Middleton. Esq., D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-032: The Note seems to
endorse requiring the defendant to assist in providing notice to the putative class "and to pay for the
prosecution of the litigation against itself when no determination of the merits has been made." This
is troubling.

Alliance of American Insurers. 01-CV-068: Approves plain language and the added categories of
information specified for notices. This information is typically found in class notices.
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Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Litigation Committee. D.C. hearing 206: The list of factors to
be put in the notice may discourage inclusion of other information that should be there. The notice
should indicate the relief sought, identify the opposing parties including class representatives and
class counsel, provide the names and addresses of class counsel, and describe succinctly the
substance of the action and the parties' positions. (The written statement, 01 -CV-056, adds that
including the class claims, issues, and defenses is not appropriate - it is too early to know them at
the time of notice. If there is to be a definition, it should be in terms of transaction or occurrence to
assure that claim preclusion fully applies.)

Todd B. Hilsee. D.C. Hearing 219-241: Plain language alone is not enough. Notice must satisfy
three criteria: (1) It must get to the class. "Net reach" and "frequency of exposure" analyses by
communications professionals can determine this for various methods of notice. It is difficult to
speak in general terms about the possibility of reaching a large percentage of class members by low-
cost means such as press releases and internet notices. Something like an ad in USA Today does not
reach many people - our figures show a maximum opportunity to reach 3% of a target audience.
(2) The notice must be noticed. (3) The notice must be read and understood - this is the part
addressed by the plain language requirement. As to being noticed, the Rule might require notice
"designed to be noticed." Prominent headlines, appropriate envelope callouts, and other inviting
and well-known design features are important. Even the sample summary notice developed by the
FJC will not work as a model for publication: parties will struggle to include too much information,
and then present it all in small type in the back pages to save money. "The main message, who is

X affected, and why it is important to them must be the first item that draws their attention." It is useful
to mention the court, as on the envelope, because that lends credibility. There also is a risk that
notices may be designed not to be noticed: aparty wants to minimize negative publicity, or to reduce
class participation -even plaintiffs may want to avoid a costly campaign or the potential for
handling responses or opt-outs. The idea of "samplingl notice" is relevant only if you have names
and addresses; even then, it is difficult because experience does not yet enable us to determine
whether many or very few of those who actually get notice wilLrespond to it. So too, an opt-in
system is difficult because there is no way to determine whether those who do not opt in are in fact
not interested in participating It is important to use notice prolfessionals ,not lawyers. And the
notice must not look like advertising - Postal Service statistics show that 870/o of mail that is
perceived as advertising isnot read. (His written statement, O1-CV-030, suggests that the FJC
sample notices are too long and complicated; the color-coded forms are too much for anything but
very big cases. He has b keen woring with the FJC tfohelp'improve the samples.)

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 01-CV-053: The courts already approve notices to the class.
Rather than spell out notice items, the rule should read: "The notice shall contain such information
to class members as the court determines is necessary to describe the action, its consequences for the
class, and the right of a class member to participate In or be exclhded from the case."

Bruce S. Harrison. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-660: (c)(2)(A) should require that
the notice advise potential class members of the existence and status of any competing class actions.
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Prof. Susan P. Koniak. 01-CV-086: The notice description of the right to appear in a class action
should not refer to "counsel as if counsel were necessary to appear as an objector or supporter of the
class action litigation or settlement." There is a particular problem that a pro se objector may not
understand that an, appearance may waive some jurisdictional objections: "the notice must explain
inplain English that showing up may cost you and explain what that cost is. Not an easy task in
plain English, although possible." It would be better to adopt a rulethat any appearance is "special,"'
"so that any objections to the jurisdiction of that court are not deemed waived because the spider told
the fly to come into his web."'

Plain Language

Conference: This adds nothing. Plain language is sought now.

Jocelyn D. Larkin. Esq.. S-F Testimony 146: For The Impact'Fund. The notice language change is
welcome.

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections. 01 -CV-069: " [Tihe laudable goal of easy-to-understand
notices should be reinforced by inclusion of this requirement in the rule."

Victor,,E. Schwartz. Esq.. for American Tort Reform Assn. and American Legislative Exchange
Council. D.C. , Hearing and Written Statement., 01 -CV-031: Plain language is "probably more
important to lay peoplelthan any other proposal you have here." Butthere should'be more direction
asutQ notice elements. The notice should inform class members of '"what do they get!'?; what class'
lawy ers wil get if the action is successful; and any costs or burdens on class members. It also should -

describe aany counterclaim or notice of intent to assert a counterclaim against class members, and the
address of counsel to whom class members may, direct inquiries.

David Snyder. Esq.. and Kenneth A. Stoller. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 174 Agree with plain language in,
class-action notices. (The same statement is made in the Written Statement, 01-CV-022.)

David E. ,Romine. ,Esq., D.C. Hearing 243: Endorses the plain language requirement.

Ira Rheingoad. Esq. (National Assn. of Consumer' Advocates). D.C. Hearing 266: Plain language is
extremely important. But Mr. Hilsee's testimony suggests that the proposal may need a little more
work. (The written statement, 01-CV-062, expands on this: the &JC sample forms are long. They
shouldl hot become the standard, but "should be the exception." Items that should be included in a
short introductory statement 'that prefaces the body of a more detailed noticetar~e detailed in'the
NACA Guidelines, 1176 F.R.D. at 400-401.)

Patrick Lysaught, Esq.. for Defense Research Institute. 01-CV-033. 034. 046. 047: Plain language
is good., The success of the rule will depend on the clarity of the samplenotices being prepared by
the FJC. Because the second opt-out provision of proposed (e)(3) should be rejected, the items
included in the notice should include a statement that class'members who do not opt out of a (b)(3)
class will be ,bound by any settlement negotiated by counsel and approved by the court as fair,
reasonable, and adequate.

Comm. on Civil Litigation. E.D.N.Y.. 01 -CV-056: The Committee "is not aware of problems created
by the wording in notices and hence sees no need for the plain language requirement."
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Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01-CV-064: Favors plain language, but is not sure the rule does enough.
"Dense, long, and over-detailed notices are a real problem today. Empirical study of the forms most
likely to convey core information to human being class members might be useful. The cause of the
problem is that lawyers draft the notices, and work too hard to protect themselves and their clients
by including everything. The suggestion that there be an introductory summary helps, "but is not a
cure all. The body of the notice remains too dense to be meaningful to most class members. And
in my experience, even the introductory summaries are frequently opaque." The FJC samples move
in the right direction, but are still too dense. Perhaps responsibility for clarity could be put on the
court. Expanded use of websites might be a good solution: a very short and simple notice could be
sent designed to capture attention and convey essential core information. Or a short and plain notice
could include an 800 telephone number to call for more information; a neutral entity would be
needed to staff the phone bank., However that may be, the Committee Note should deal with
remedies for inadequate notice: it could say that only severely inadequate notice, in effect no notice
at all, justifies collateral attack on the judgment, while slight-deficiencies can be ignored.

Keith L. Johnson. Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd.. 0,1 -CV-066: Expresses concern that the
effort to provide notice in plain language will lead to less information in class notices. The Note
"should encourage courts to tailor the tone and content of the notice to the expected ability of
members of the particular class to comprehend the notice and the complexity of the case." And
offers several suggestions for the content of settlement notices; these suggestions are summarized

'S> with Rule 23(e)(1).

Civil Division. U.S. Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: "[S]upports improving the clarity of class
certification orders and notices."

Washington Legal Foundation. 01 -CV-082: "Nor can it hurt to specify that class-action notices must
be in 'plain, easily understood language."'

Mehri & Skalet. PLLC. 01-CV-083: Supports the change. But adds that local rules in some courts
have hampered direct communication by class counsel with members of employment discrimination
and consumer protection classes, And "there are well-documented examples of defendants
communicating information to class members to discourage them from participating in the lawsuit."
There should be better legal protections against communications between defendants and members
of a putative class.

Federal Trade Commission. 01 -CV-085: " [E]nthusiastically endorses this provision as an important
step toward ensuring that consumers are better informed and, as a result, better able to make rational
decisions regarding the exercise of any legal rights affected by the class action." And commends the
FJC for its efforts to develop sample notices, and in particular for its efforts to test notices
empirically through focus groups.

Professor Susan P. Koniak. 01 -CV-086: "The plain language requirement is a long overdue and quite
welcome amendment." But each notice should include an opt-out form, with a preaddressed and
postage-paid envelope.
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State Bar of California Committee on Federal Courts. 01-CV-089: Supports the plain language
requirement.

David J. Piell, Student. 01-CV-094: The plain language proposal is an example of the "no brainer"
amendment that simply diminishes the force of the rule as a whole. There is ,no need to tell the
courts to make this obvious effort.

Summaryof Comments: Rule 23(e) 2001 General

Conference:,The proposal largely 'codifies existing practice. Let it be assumed that a settlement
satisfies the requirements of Amchem and Ortiz; that it is not possible to adopt rules that make more
drastic changes; that the Notes are fine; and that the settlement opt-out is a distinct problem. On
those assumptionsit must be decided whether proposed (e)(I), (2) and (4) are an improvement. The
first statemen twas that there are no major pro'lems; the notice provision in (i)(B) is an,
i ovemenis proper tse he standard ftr approvali is good to require fin gs. But
there are snepolms with the'Note.'

Conference: What is ,attepted is sensible. But the proposal does not address the "current crisis."
It addresses pawt wars` Clever attrys in the hip-implant litigation are attempting to create a non-
opt-out class. i And a," settlement rule must address the need to achieve fairness Sand avoid
discrimination A mtrix settle t will create disadvantages for some, who should be free to opt
out. "The facii that a majority ofclass members want a settlemet does not justify giving the class
an impregnable first lien, but only for those who remain class members by refusing to opt out.'

Conference: The proposal generally is a nice job in doing what the Committee is' allowed to do-
codify best practices. "It would be desirable to be more daring." Reform efforts have been killed
by the excessive demands of defense counsel, seeking such things as opt-in classes. The hip-implant
ploy is new; we should not fight a war before it starts. ,

Conference: The rule is "a step forward, as a codification- of practice with some additions." It will
help courts that do not often encounter class actions, and that tend to view settlement from the bi-
polar view taken in simple litigation. It is difficult to believe that the lien ploy adopted in the hip-
implant litigation, will be approved; there is no need yet to think about shaping the rule to reject it.

Conference: Ifthe'proposal largely tracks and formalizes existing practice, it would be better to leave
it alone. Changes lead lawyers and judges to look for reasons beyond confirming existing practice.
Judges will think they are being asked to "put the brakes on." But if substantive change is intended,
it should be considered on the merits.

Conference: 'Why require approval of dismissal or withdrawal before certification? And why require
notice if a class is not certified: who gets the notice? And an attempt to list factors is a problem; the
list tends to be treated as describing the only factors to be considered, but is not likely to be
complete.

Conference: It is good to express present good practice in an expanded rule. This is a useful guide
to judges and lawyers.

Conference: Notice of pre-certification dismissal, if any, should be simple.
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Conference: The Note should refer to the need to consider subclasses at the time of settlement
review.

Conference: Notice and opt-out exist because unscrupulous class and defense counsel sell valid
claims down the river. Small claimants do not need individual notice.

Conference: Settlement is an area where both plaintiffs and defendants have agreed for years that,
Rule 23 could be amended. We need assurances of fairness in the nonadversary setting of settlement
review. One possibility is to appoint an objector, but consideration of that approach caused real
consternation. Trial and summary judgment are different from settlement; they were presented by
adversaries and decided by the court.

Conference: Settlement classes are always adversarial: someone always appears from the class as
an objector, or a member of the plaintiffs' bar appears, or a co-defendant objects. "The day-to-day
problem is the sweetheart settlement that no one objects to."

Conference: That observation applies only in mass torts. The FJC study showed that 90% of the
settlements reviewed were approved without objections and without change. "Class settlements are
fundamentally different from individual actions, where settlement is favored."

Conference: Why give notice of a pre-certification dismissal that does not bind the class? A
defendant who wants such notice should pay for it.

< Conference: There is no authority to do anything 'before certification; a defendant should not be
forced to pay for notice of a pre-certification dismissal because the plaintiff brought a bad case.

Conference: There is confusion about dismissal of individual claims without notice. Why mention
notice in connection with voluntary settlement? The Note can be greatly condensed; but the listed
factors "are a good start," and it is better to have them in the Note than in the Rule.

Conference: We do not want the judge to be a fiduciary for the class, "part of the strategy that causes
the defendant to pay money." Page 54 of the Note refers to seeking out other class representatives
when the original representative seeks to settle before certification; the present lawyers, or other
lawyers, may seek another representative, but the judgeshould not be involved. Page 68 is similar
in suggesting that the court might seek some means to replace a defaulting objector; at most, the
court should set a defined period for other objectors to appear. Generally, the Notes should be
shorter. But the factors for reviewing and approving a settlement are good and well stated. Citing
cases helps.

Conference: Proposed 23(e)(1)(C) speaks only of "finding" the settlement is fair, reasonable, and
adequate; the Note, p. 55, requires detailed findings. The detailed findings requirement should be
stated in the Rule. The settlement-review factors properly belong in the Note, but factor (I) needs
"some tweaking": it should say explicitly that it looks to results for other claimants who press similar
claims. The Note observes, p. 65, that an objector should seek intervention in order to support the
opportunity to appeal. It would be better to adopt an explicit rule provision - similar to a draft
considered by the Advisory Committee - that would support class-member appeal without
intervention. Class members often act pro se', such refinements on objection procedure as the need
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to seek intervention in order to protect appeal rights are inappropriate. And the p. 67 reference to
Rule 11 sanctions against objectors "comes across as a threat"; we should be hospitable to objectors.

Conference: The "fairness" of a settlement is not defined. Should it be the greatest good for the
greatest number of class members, even though the settlement may be ruinous for some? The Note,
and perhaps the Rule text, should incorporate a test of nondiscrimination. The "trick" of imposing
a lien on the defendant's assets only for the benefit of those who remain in the class is subordination,
of one group to another, and unfair.

Conference: The Note list of settlement-review factors should expand to include the effect of the
settlement on pending litigation.

Conference: The first sentencer on Note p. 55 says that notice may be given to the class of a
disposition made before certification; it is not possible to give notice to a class that does not exist.,

Conference: The settlement-review proposal seems about right.

Conference: The Note focuses on the need for findings; this should be in the Rule.

Michael J. Stortz. Written Statement for S.F. Hearing: It is proper to confirm the rule that a putative
class representative does not have a right to dismiss prior to certification; requiring approval may
deter forum shopping thri~ough filing multiple actions and dismissal of those that develop
unfavorably. But the Note overstates the prospect that class members may rely on the filing.
Reliance is plausible only with the actions that warrant news coverage and class members I
sophisticated enough to understand the significance of certification. It would be improper to
establish a presumption that notice of pre-certification dismissal be provided class members. As to
tolling the statute of limitations, a, denial of certification also terminates the tolling, but there is'no
requirement that notice be provided when certification is denied. The Note sentence stating that the
court may direct notice of dismissal to alert class members should be deleted.

Barry R. J1Himmelstein. Esq.. S.F. Hearing 19- The requirement that the court approve pre-
certification "withdrawal" of parit of class claim may interfere with the rightto amendthe complaint
as a matter bf course under Civil Rule 15(a). Class actions often are complicated actions, made more
complicated by interlocking state and federal cases, choice-of-law rules, MDLs, fast-developing fact
situations, and even continuing legal research. After filing it may prove wise to eliminate a
particular theory. A RICO theory, for example, may seem to jeopardize certification if a court
applies an individual reliance requirem nt; ratherithan run is risk, it may be wise to withdraw that
theory by amending the complaint. It may advance the class position, not harm it, to withdraw a
theory that may prevent certification. "It is best to bypass marginal theories if their presence would
spoil the use of an aggregation device that onthelwhole is favorable to the holders of'small claims.
So a class action complaint isyverymuch a work iiprogress." Generally there is a motion to dismiss;
that does not cut off the right to amend. An answer will come months later, after a ruling on the
motion.. '- lot happens before then And plaintiffs' lawyers of various jurisdictions who have been
pursuing various theories come together and, hopefiully, try and pit together the best combined work
product for their clients. We shouldinot have to explain the ging theories
to explain 9ur strategy and legal theories to the defendants , Clarification of the Rule and Note
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would help. Court approval should be required if class action allegations are amended out entirely,
but not for one amendment as a matter of right. We need a bright-line rule. That means that the rule
should not distinguish between a minor amendment and a major amendments such as one that
drastically narrows the class definition. If there are side-deals going on, the defendant will want total
withdrawal of class allegations because settlement with any class claims remaining will require
judicial scrutiny. Proposed Rule 23(e)(2) requires that information about side deals be available to
the judge. "The judge will find out about it sooner or later and if you try to pull something, *** you
will be held accountable."

John P. Frank. Esq.. 01-CV-03: again in S-F Hearing 92 ff: (The specific focus is on settlement
review, but the underlying theme is broader:) Administrative Office Reports show 2,393 class
actions in federal courts for the year 2000. The proposed Rule 23 revisions add many "decision
points" that will each demand more time and attention from the judge: withdrawal of a claim
demands approval; notices of settlement must be evaluated; there must be a determination whether
a settlement is reasonable and adequate; proposals for exclusions from the class must be reviewed;
if an objection is withdrawn, the court must determine whether the objector has been undesirably
bought off; and so on. It is often suggested that Congress should have a serious judicial impact
statement before acting on legislation that adds significant burdens to the federal courts. The
Committee should have before it some substantial basis for evaluating the impact ofthese proposals.
"Such an analysis may suggest to you that the time has come to consider that class actions ought to
be moved out ofthe court system entirely, put either into existing administrative agencies or creating
new ones."

Lawrence M. Berkowitz. Esq.. 01-CV-05: The problem with requiring court approval of every
precertification settlement or dismissal of class claims "would be that plaintiffs would file class
actions in order to gain settlement leverage -for their individual claims. On the other hand,
defendants are encouraged to simply 'buy off a class representative and/or his or her attorney in
order to avoid a class action. There ought to be some adverse consequences in the Rule to prevent
these actions by plaintiffs or defendants or their counsel'."

Mars Alexander. Esq.. S-F Hearing 65: ATLA generally supports the concept of judicial
involvement and scrutiny. Although often exaggerated in debate, there are some problems and
abuses in class actions, "and many ofthese involve settlements andthe settlementprocess." ATLA
also supports (e)(l)(B) requiring notice of a settlement that would bind class members.

Jocelyn D. Larkin, Esq.. S-F Hearing 146: For The Impact Fund. The settlement review and other
proposals are welcome.

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: (1) (e)(l)(A) does not change current law, but
the Note implies an intent to crack down on named-plaintiff-only settlements. All too often a namedplaintiff adds a class allegation simply to draw attention, without any intention to pursue class
claims. The Note should recognize the need to resolve such cases on a named-plaintiff-only basis.
It may be difficult to articulate this proposition, but if it is not stated indisputably nuisance class
actions will loom larger. (2) The Note to (e)(l)(B) should be clearer about the circumstances that
mightjustify notice to the class of apre-certification dismissal: only if irregularities are spotted, such
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as collusive agreements to dismiss, should notice be required. (3) The (e)(1 )(C) hearing requirement
is consistent with current practice and should be adopted. The requirement that the court make
findings is imnportant., The factors described in the Note "track existing law on class settlement
reviews ,andappearto reflect appropriate lines of inquiry."

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing X 63: In the course of discussing court appointment of class
counsel, observes that some cases characterize the court as fiduciary for the class at the time of,
settlement. i'There, I think the language is a little loose and you might not really want to use the
word 'fiduciary."'

Thomas Y. Allman. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 1 10 Rule 23(e) "is an excellent rule." Professor Fiss is
wrong to insist that a settlement is simply a contract. The involvement of the district court makes the
judgment a judgment. Amchem has not impeded the' ability to settle. "Where you have a settlement
manageability drops out and the question is, is it fair and adequate ** *" (His written statement
adds that active participation by the district court is essential to allay lingering suspicions about the
collusive nature of national class-action settlements, particularly when'there are competing plaintiff
groups and ,a defendant eager-to settle. When a settlement does not bind the class, -however, it is
unnecessary, even futile, to require formal notice to putative class members or to require a full
haring.)

Brian Wolfmnan.,Esq.. D.C. Hearing 120: Notice of the settlement should be individualized notice,
particularly when there, is a claim procedure or some other procedure that will extinguish class'
memnbers' rights for failure to become involved. There have been cases of publication notice at the
settlement stage "with an enormous adverse effect on class members."

Mr. Wolfnan's writtenstatement, _O-CV-043 adds many further observations. (1) Generally
supports, proposed ,(e). (2) The introductory paragraph of the Note should drop the confusing
reference ,to, settlements presented to the court as a settlement class but found to meet the
requirements for certification for trial. There is no need to mention that here. (3) Why does
(e)(1)(A) refer to "withdrawal"? The Note should clarify this. ,(4) The Note discussion of payments
to a representative to stave off the class action seems to encourage the buy-off by observing that it
would be wrong' to force continued class proceedings with Ian uinwilling representative and a
defedat'eagerto buy out, The referepce to seeking Anoter repehse , tatevp suggests a process that
would make a buy-out unlikly unless there is dan undeirstaing that plaintiffs and their lawyers will
go away, An ajgie~epent bIy a lawyer'to restrict future practice in this way runs into Model Rule
5.6(b). R.ule 23(,e) "should prohibit,[this type of conduct] as part,wofithe prbcess inwhich the court
reviews the propriety of dismissal of a putative class action." The "plaintiff should not be allowed
to do an about-face for personal gain, leveraged only by his or her class allegations.'! (5) Notice in
a reasonable manner to those who would be bound by a settlement does note refer to"'xvithdrawal";
the Note' should explain that this is because a withdrawal does not!bind the class. (6) The line
between hotice and no notice is not properly drawn. Dismissal of "all" class claims does not bind
the class. If class! mrmbers have not known of an action before wi there is no reliance and
no need for notice. But if there is reliance, notice should be reied even if there is, no preclusive
effect -this can happen when class members have been notified or ae otherwise learned of the
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class allegations and have reason to believe their interests are being represented. (7) (e)(l)(B) raises
and does not answer an important question of settlement notice. To require "reasonable notice"
overlooks the need for "best practicable" notice, no matter what type of notice occurred earlier at
certification. "Because settlement is the point at which absentees' rights are extinguished, that often
will be the point where notice to the class is most valuable." This is particularly important when the
notice is the means used to "register" class members or to, receive their claims "and thus actually
furnish them the relief that the settlement provides." It makes no difference whether the class is a
(b)(1), (2), or (3) class. (e)(l)(B) "should state that when the settlement notice would effectively
dis[sic for ex]tinguish the substantial property interests of the absentees, the notice requirements of
proposed Rule 23(C)(l)(A)(iii) apply." "Reasonable manner" is not understood in this sense. (8)
(e)(l)(C) codifies existing practice; it is a useful reminder. The Note list of factors "will be useful
to courts, particularly those that do not often consider class action settlements. " Two of the factors
should be clarified. (H) refers to claims by other classes and subclasses - if it is intended to refer
to claims in separate actions, it should say so. (I) refers, to results achieved for other claimants; if
it is intended, as it seems, to refer to results achieved outside the class action, it should say so. And
the Note reference to the need to make findings should be brought into the Rule -it might be wise
to refer explicitly to Civil Rule 52. (9) Later, in discussing 23(h)(3), states that the Note should
stress the importance of combining into one hearing consideration of the fairness of a proposed
settlement and attorney fees: "the fee determination cannot be made separately because it is a critical
consideration in the court's overall fairness and adequacy of representation determinations."

Lewis H. Goldfarb. D.C. Hearing 138-140: The Committee Noteat p. 54 speaks to court approval
ofpre-certification dispositions in terms that imply that class members can be bound be a disposition
reached before class certification. That cannot be. This language will lend impetus to the incentives
of lawyers to piggyback on government investigations. One client had! resolved a government
investigation and begun "giving redress to owners" when class actions were filedl and the class
lawyers asked the court to give them 25% out of the class redress "and to put their names in the
notices that the government had already approved to be sent out in order to' get a piece of the action."
Michael Nelson. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 165-166. Something should be dinezt6 con I voluntary
dismissals before certification. (This statement is tied to concern thaitplaintiffs' lawyers may
repeatedly file, decide that the court is unavorable, anid dismiss for the purpose of filing the same
action in another curt.) (His written statement, 01- dV-62 1,states explicitly that requiring approval
ofpre-certification dismiissal may deter forum shopping. But the Note, overstates the possible impact
on class members. Unless there has been substantial news cdverage, it is .ixlikelky that putative class
members will rely on the, filing to toll the statute bf limitations We do not require notice when a
court refuses to certify aiclass, an event that ends the' tolling; there is nd'mofe reisonto requirelnotice
when the plaintiff voluntarily dismisses and the court approves the dismissa

David E. Romine, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 242 ff.: The RAND lstdy incltid; fve federal-court class
actions; it concluded, that the settlement reviews in fluk our tfem wr& srig and effective' The
study's conclusion that there is a need for better settlement review draws more from the state-court
class actions included in the study. The FJC study also seems to suggest that federal settlement
review is adequate. Settlement rates for class actions were approximately the same as for other
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actions; the majority of class-action settlements were preceded by some ruling on the merits such
as a motion to dismiss. The problem in federal courts is a matter of public relations and public
education. It would be a mistake to add further settlement review requirements. These would'
impose, costs of delay; the procedural requirements will take time. Monetary costs also result;,
because lawyers will spend time on the review.,

PatrickLysaught.tsq.. forDefenseResearchInstitute 01-CV-033.034. 046,047 (1)(e)(l)(A) does
not'provide anybcriteria for evaluating a pre-certification settlement or withdrawal. The action may
have been filed uith"class allegationsonly to enhance the ability'to extract an unjustified settlement;
it may have been fileddin good faith, bnut the class allegations are later vithdrawn because ,they prove
insupportable. There should befrther guidace to help the courts in identifying ,and'assessing
abuses. I (2) (e)(1)(B) makes it clear, in line with the better' present view, that pre-certification
dismisslal does'not require' lnotice to te ,class. !DRI suppor ts this. (3) (e)(l)(() forthe mostpart
ados the best .currentpractice. The re''qiire'rfhtd ea'led'findingisacritcal step in the process

and importan t for 1Ip&llt-reviewA.`TheJ~9 factiors Tfox reveargnrlycostntih cuxrent
law, t these ftors arenot excsive id the

importa~~of eac fac~i epend oiia~s~ ific anl1ss

BruceIAlexander., Es.,kD.C.,HearinWrittenStatement 01 -CV,041 TheNotes to (e)(I) should
enp~ouralgecourts ~to grant olu~ar diismissail ,exediiousl~yif theg clssshS not been certified; the
only chek c j~ushrieid'ladLetrmr~naIbonth4 thel is nomtnatelrila~lprejudice to putative class members.

Professor Charles Silver. [0Ol -CV-048: (1) The -comment that notice should be F,''reasonable" is
important, reasonableness is measured by the size of Claim, likielihood that an individual possesses
valuablein f[ioni and,1likelihood thlt an individual has, interests in common with others.s (2)
There is no ne d fo(r notice when ~a classaction is,,"involuntarilly dismissed onthe merits. ' (3) The
suggestion that alass,, members may yrely ,on a class action,,and deserve ,notice of dismissal is
unpersuasive.l ,Kowledge of class actions is extraordinarily limited, even fterpnoticeis sent." A
class member Fo nts prote tio , an file an inidividual actiogn and abate. If dismissal occurs after
certification, class members are aware of the action and aware that they can enter an appearance.

8 fivo 'ingnoncashr irief s b liscourageil,. 1, i |lii ightbeir 1|' 1a1t At,',
ifisit on ahfe swell Th"ahWeifpca~ ould be u'sed to measure1 Ijes. Classcounsel

co n ' ora 'Or~ tf te, in-ldn ae. p~aF g e'wrh moreu 4e classl perhaps
because otadat~F utwtdhvaha'y burdeF ofpcof F 

Court 3visorv Com.Ei tS .a..l seeming to mean (e)(1)(A):)
V~oluiioa; disal 5 hould b pe1itted as providedAlin le;4'ia3(1). i"Wedo not favor#a mandate

th~at Foto lleA but Iy unced class tmuqs'be giveni F,

Comm. on Civil Litin-ttiE .EDNY 0l-CY-056 ChrrentRul'3(e) is sufficieint; there is no need
to change, Jh , f am ngknotf&md in the rule text-thisiis not a proper
approach toralrkug. F F F particularl"yoQbetsOt the laundrylist offactors" that bear
on settle met rev9ew. Fl 'F,,

Ru,,j ' I1 F7
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Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01-CV-057: The non-exclusive list of settlement-review factors
in the Committee Note "presents important guidance to the court and counsel * * *."
Exxon Mobil Corp.. 01-C.V-059: Supports mandatory notice of settlement after class certification.
But the Note should say that notice is required of pre-certification dismissal only in exceptional
circumstances. Individuals may file class allegations for tactical reasons - "perhaps to get a higher
level of attention from the management of a corporate defendant." These actions usually are
resolved at an early stage before any steps are taken toward certification. The potential cost of notice
might interfere with such prompt disposition. And the concern that class members "may have
relied" is too broad, "since rarely will the court know that no class member has deferred litigation
in reliance upon the class action."

National Assn. of Consumer Advocates. 01 -CV-062: Makes several observations in the course of
describing the virtues of consumer class actions. In describing successful actions, it is noted that in
some of them the final settlement followed an initial settlement that was rejected by the trial judge

-"current provisions for reviewing class action settlements will work if the trial court applies
them," The NACA has adopted guidelines for honest and effective conduct of class actions, see 176
F.R.D. 375. In recent years there has been "a steady and marked increase in the sophistication and
oversight with which courts - both federal and state approach class actions, including issues
concerning class action certification and evaluation ofclass action resolutions and settlements." The
courts are developing a more sophisticated jurisprudenceand do not need guidance itrom amended
rules. Courts may adhere too closely to the rules, with an adverse effect on continuing development
of jurisprudence based on experience. The laundry list of factors in the Note to (e)(l)(C) is an
example of the risk of excessive rules commentary.

Allen D. Black, Esq.. 01 -CV-064: (1) The Rule should require that settlement be fair, reasonable and
adequate "to members of the class." Too often settlements are opposed as not fair to persons other
than class members, often non-settling defendants but at times complete strangers to the litigation.
The Note should reflect this rule change. . (2) "Overall, the tone of the Committee Note strikes me
as unduly hostile to class action settlements." It should say that settlements are favored in the law.'
The statement on p. 61 that a settlement does not carry the same reassurance of justice as an
adjudicated resolution "is particularly egregious." (3) In addressing notice of dismissal prior to
certification, the Note should mention issues of cost and other practical considerations - for
example, a class list may not be readily available.

Equal Employment Advisory Council. 01 -CV-065: (These comments reflect a misreading of the
(e)(1) proposal, and may reflect a need to clarify the rule or Note.) (e)(1)(A) requires notice of
dismissal to all class members even though the case was never certified as a class action. This is not
appropriate. It would prolong even nonmeritorious litigation. And it drastically reduces the
incentive to settle with individual class members. There is no reason to fear reliance by putative
class members; in a (b)(l) or (b)(2) class, indeed, the only source of reliance would be the proposal
that notice be provided to class members - that proposal itself is a bad idea.
Keith L. Fisher Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd.. 01-CV-066: (1) The comments on (c)(2)
include lengthy suggestions for information that should be included in settlement notices, including
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the procedural posture ofthe case, whether there have been substantive rulings, the evidence bearing
on key allegations, the defendants' ability to pay including insurance coverage, whether individual
defendants will contribute to the settlement, whether the, defendant has adopted changes of policy.
to prevent'future wrongdoing, the risks'of not settling, an explanation that attorney fees will reduce
net' recovery, the terms of attorney fees, the number of firms sharing the fees, the work performed
by each firm for the class, the factors that account for varying, allocations to class members, and
when payments arelikelyto be distributed. (2) The (e)(l)(C) standard for approval is an important
step toward heightened judicial scrutiny. The requirement of detailed findigs also is important
"Encouragng judges to address these findings will deter inadequate settlements **

Alliance of American insurers. 01-CV-068: Supports changes that require approval of settlemnent or
withdrawal of class claims; require notice of a proposed settlement that would bind the class; require
settlements b&efair,-reasonable, and adequatet and require hearings"on settlement.

ABA Antitrust Lawwand LitigatiwnSections. 01-CV-069: (l)`I''[Tjhese proposals 'for settlement
review,, are a ,,welcome clarification of what is, and I is not, required' in the mnurkyiworld of pre-
certifications ottlments and dismissals`"1 But the Note reference to" notice of a precertification
dismissal shouldbe deleted. Ihere may be inherent power to ordernotice, but the Note may create
confgujsion asto tlbe prpose of the amemp ent.il (2) As to rsettleinents thatiwou'ld bind aclass, the rule
incoroates existing be,,st practices-LThp mostiimportant purpose isit set forth in detail wat courts
must do. Not a~llfcoutsm y beas experienced as thos that routinely proceed in thetmnannerldirected /

by the Aule. +"We lst~rongly support this incorporation,pfbpst practices into te Rule." The Note
provides 'ample comfort, that, the factors, enumerated *. bu are but examples 

Association of the Bar of the City of New York. 0l-CV-07: A1achs a Septem ber 19, 2000 letter
suggesting that a draft rule that included a list of factors to consicer in reviewing a settlement would
only ,exacerbate theeffects of attermpting to codify best practices. Courts are likely to take the list
as exclusive, no matter what the Rule says.

Civil Division; U.S.'Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: "The ADpartmhent does not take a position
on the proposed provisions concerning court approval of the dismissal or *yith al of class claims
or issues.

National TreasurM Emplovees Union, 01,-CV-078: The Note refers to the number and force of
objections. Confusion about settlement terms or aboutimportant court rulings may lead to many
forceful objections that lack substance. The courtrshouldifocus on "the quality and substance" ofthe
objections.,

Mehri & Skalet. PLLC. 01-CV-083: A number of the 23(e) changes "are an appropriate codification
of existing law,",such as formalizing the "fair, reasonable, and adequate" standard and requiring a
hearing.

Beverly C. Moore. Esq.. 01-CV-084: (1) The amendment does not deal with coupon settlements.
Coupon settlements are receding; apparently defense proponents "and their willing plaintiff counsel
fee recipients, have been 'shamed' out of this device, but only to some degree. " The, rule ought to
require a "final accounting" of how many cash dollars actually -flow to class members. (2) It should
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be required that the settlement notice inform class members of the relationship between the
settlement amount and the amount that could reasonably be expected at trial. PSLRA notices are
required to state this, but the notices show only that both parties cannot agree to what these figures
are. The Note should urge that specific estimates, or informed guesstimates, be provided. (3) The
Note proposes a list of settlement-review factors that is both over- and under-inclusive. Maturity
is not a review factor, but a certification superiority factor. The very novelty of a case may militate
in favor of settlement - who is to know what will happen on the merits? There are too many
factors, and they repeat. The main factor is the comparison of settlement benefits to likely trial
results. Too many judges will feel compelled to make meaningless pro forna specific findings as
to each factor. And the Note should say that a settlement is less than fair and adequate if it has a
claim procedure requiring class members to provide information the defendant already has, or if
damage checks could be mailed without any claim procedure. (4) Approval of pre-certification
dismissal is most needed when the defendant buys off the plaintiff. The court should be authorized
to condition approval "on the plaintiff giving notice to at least a sample of class members, inviting
the substitution of new representative plaintiffs."

Federal Trade Commission, O1-CV-085: Supports (e)(l)(C), "believing that close judicial scrutiny
is Mhe most effective meansof protecting the interests-of injured class members. But the rule should
be changed to direct specific assessment of the realistic value of "coupon" settlements. The Note
should list factors that bear on the value, including the history of coupon redemption rates in similar

V > cases, whether the defendants will track redemption data, whether all class members will be entitled
to use coupons, whether redemption is easy, what time and product restrictions limit redemption,
whether coupons must be issued until a minimum redemption level is reached, whether coupons
benefit the defendant by bonus sales more than they benefit the class, whether there are significant
restrictions on transfer, how the face value of the coupon relates to the purchase price of the product,
and how coupons are distributed.

Prof Susan P. Koniak. 01-CV-086: (1) Notice at the time of settlement should be a matter of right,
directed to all class members, not shaped in the court's discretion. (2) The notice must include
information on what others in and out of the class are getting from the class settlement or any side
deal. This will further the purposes attempted to be served by Model Rule of Professional
Responsibility 1.8$(g), which requires a lawyer who simultaneously settles the claims of two or more
clients to inform each clientof what each is getting. (3) The decision in Matsushita Electrical Indus.
Co. v. Epstein, 516 U.S. 367, has been interpreted by the Ninth Circuit in a way that permits counsel
to bring a class action on one claim (violation of state fiduciary resporisibility law) "with the intent
of settling a different set of claims- claims that would have prevented certification entirely or
under the subsection, of (b) that counsel desired to use." There is a risk that this approach will be
generalized. "Rule 23 should make clear that it is improper for a court to approve a class action
settlement that releases claims tlit have not been certified as appropriate for class action treatment,
even if the class receives notice that the claims will be released."

Committee on Rules. W.D.Mi.. O1-CV-090: To require approval of precertification settlement
"undermines the objective of eliminating improvident certifications ** *." It often happens that
soon after filing it becomes apparent that certification is not appropriate, for want of numerosity or
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failure to satisfy some other requirement. In turn, that realization often results in "a quiet and prompt
resolution of what was initially pleaded as a -class action." The amendment creates a disincentive
to prompt resolution and burdens the court with added work merely because the initial complaint
included class allegations.,

NASCAT and Committee To Supportithe Antitrust Laws. 01 -CV-093: (1) The requirement that'the
court approve withdrawal of class claims mt thwartthe policy of Rule '15(a). The right to freely
amend to withdraw some class claims will be burdened, and counsel may be required to disclose
confidential thoudght'processes'. To the extent that the plaintiff must make a record of reasons to drop
a claim, there may be untoward difficulty if further discovery shows reason to reinstate the claim.
Defendants, on the other hand, will not have to seek permission to amend the answer. Plaintiffs will
be left with an incentiveIto' stick with the original claims, imposing unnecessary work on then a
on- defencnts 'as, well. The January'2002 drafting suggestions propose additions to the Note to
address this probiem. They represent 'progress, but remain' vague: what is a "central part" of a clairmn
The footnote states that concern is directted toward amencdtments that leave only an insignific~int class,,
claim, or one that manifestly could not be certified. 'The'better approach is to limit ithel ule to
complete withdrawal of all class claims, and note that the court has 'nhergnt power top ontrol
attempts to skirttdie rule. (2) Notice of voluntary pre-certification disnfissallshould be directed only,
in an unusual cae iniwhichpuptative class membersl may have relied. Unless there was notice of the
class action, reliatce is unlikely. So it is suggested in the January 20024ootnotes, and'they are
supported ,,Tod`ay courts ask about that time thaelapsed from filing and whetherl[the filingattracted
media attenftion;,that is good practice. [ '

David J., Piell. ,Student. 0l1CV-094: -Sseveral of thfeNote criteria for evaluating a settlement cause
conc'ern. The couirt Will fmind it diffiult to be impaAial with respect to (B) and - for pxCample.
it has apoeinterest in avoiding leigthy trial proceedings. The cost of trial is not an appr piate
consideration where there will be fee shifting. The extent of participation An settlemnqt negotiations
by court or a court- appointed officer ,is also a problem: if the judge is involyedlpbje ivQ review is
unlikely; even if it is a, court-,appointed pfficer, the judge is under spressure toljaccepthe ofticer' 5
recommendation. Factor (G. calls fr findings similar to" those [require4'by Ortiz to approve a
limited-&ind class that is alot ofworkefor somiethng that is onlylone actor. Thlestandardishould
be, simpler: what 4o similar cases settle for absent class treatment vek,
more in idivi litigationafter pyng fees?,[f 11ow many class, embers hav optedcat"of the
settlement, and ht percentage oft class are they? Pow much effrt is requidtparticiate in
the settlement, Isome claims adinistrators have an incentivto prolonglthe proceedings,
especially if affiliated ith the ba k that holds Itsetement func4,' F ', 5<l, '[. 5' F

Prof. Howard M'.'fErichson.0l-CV-097 Requiring approvals of re-certification settl1nents or
dismissals should be ~l'opted.I T I wisely rsol'v Ifan issue that as caused cOdfsin.

Side AgreeMents [ [ ' . '

Conference: It is a mistake to require, disclosure of side agreements. Side agreements "often fuel
settlement." They will not remain secret. Judges will look into theadeals. "IBut you need empirical
evidence that these deals are promoting unjust settlements." i, I
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Conference: Side agreements should be disclosed, and should be disclosed early. This is particularly
important when the agreements deal with fees, or effect settlements outside the class settlement.
Conference: Individual premiums incidental to settlement "are a real problem."

Conference: Some lead plaintiffs now ask attorneys to indemnify them against liability for costs.
There may be a simple money buy-out of an objector. The Note should make clear that these are
examples of side agreements. I

Mary Alexander. Esq.. S-F Hearing 65: ATLA is less concerned than some about so-called side
agreements. "We wonder just how practical or appropriate it is for federal judges to try to police
such agreements unless there really are serious allegations of wrongdoing and meritorious
dissatisfaction by class members."

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: In concept, disclosure is laudable. But
definition of what must be disclosed is critical. The Note should state that the intent is to "get on
the table directly related undertakings." As one example, a defendant may be engaged in
simultaneous negotiations with named plaintiffs in private class actions, with federal regulators, and
with state attorneys general. Need all of these arrangements be disclosed? Or a defendant may be
negotiating with class counsel on other matters - individual actions, or other class actions: critics
of a settlement may argue that all ofthe negotiations are interrelated and should have been disclosed.
"The Note also should address the ramifications of the failure to disclose these other agreements on
a settlement that has been approved."

Prof. Owen M. Fiss. with John Bronsteen. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-023: "[T]he
proposalthatthe court may (why not 'must'?) require disclosure of any agreement or understanding"
would help.

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CV-044: Full disclosure of "side
agreements of all kinds" should be required.

Brian Wolfman. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 120-122. 126-129: There should be mandatory disclosure of all
side deals. How much are class representatives getting? How have lawyers agreed to split the fees
-are there arrangements that will bloat the fees to pay off people who otherwise have no interest
in the case? "And what additional deals does the defendant have with the lawyers or with class
members inside or outside the case"? There is no justification for secrecy. In addition, objectors'
deals should be subject to disclosure and approval "even when a settlement is pending on appeal."
The suggestion that disclosure should be limited to directly related agreements is difficult to
understand. If there are agreements between the defendant and class members "that truly have
nothing to do with the rights asserted in the complaint or released in the settlement," there would be
no point in disclosure. But if the agreement is related in any manner to the class action, it potentially
impinges on class interests and should be disclosed. Confidentiality should be a concern only with
respect to trade secrets or other items that would be subject to protection in discovery. Summaries
might be appropriate if the agreements are very long, but that is "not my experience. My experience
in doing these cases is that there are agreements to pay certain members outside the class, to pay
certain counsel to go away." Absentees should be informed of these agreements.
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(The written statement, 01-CV-043, says expressly that side-agreement filing should be
mandatory. And the full agreement, not a summary, should be filed. "Based on our experience
representing objectors, there is no way to know which settlements may be masking relevant side-
agreements unless the parties disclose them." So it was only after the Amchem settlement was
rejected that the settling parties disclosed that defendants had agreed to pay "what turned out to be
millions of dollars of class counsel's costs in litigating the fairness of the settlement, even in the
event that the settlement was not approved." This agreement was collusive. There is no
countervailing benefit to non-disclosure. The proposal calls for agreements to be filed: this means,
properly, that they swill be available to everyone, including class'members., It also means thatthey
must be served;- the Note should reiterate the service requirement. If there is work-product material
in the agreement -#anot likely event -there 'should be full disclosure to the court,,even ifpublicly-
filed versions are purged of the work-product. "[C]onfidentiality should never be granted for side-
deals involving payments to similarly-situated plaintiffs', (as in ~ Amchem and Ortiz)#, "inccentive"
payments for named plaintiffs, and other arrangements that may trade awvay ,class benefits. But
confidentiality may be proper as to a settlement condition that allows a party to wEvithdrlawif a limit
Leslimer Wrttnvaluen of -20 Pffe soud ereuiedtof numbers or value of~opt-outsis exceeded-thenumbiersmay be protected untiltheopt-out period
expires, but the, condition itself should bedisclosed.) 3 F Si t ,

Leslie Brueckner, 'Esd J." D3C. SHearingz Written Statemlent" O1;,CV;60 Parties should be required to
disclose:- the 'ru'le shoild pro"Videt Ae must file al copygreement made Jin connection with
a proposed settlement. The curt,' for example, should know ofthe extent to which a defendant has
agreed to settle an inventory of class counsel's individual cases in exchange for an agreement to file
and settle aclass action. The Note seemns to givehcomrplete freedom,;speaking ofconsiderationsthat
should guide counsel in, isclosing'agreements. ffilt here is that cousel for the settling
parties have every incentive not to disclose the existence of related agreements *

Walter J. Andrews. Esq...D.C. Hearing 282-284.285-291,: The filing requirement should not include
confidential insurance agreements between insurers and their policy holders; Rule 23(e)(2) should
exempt all underlying insurance agreements. These agreements may resolve many different sorts
of issues between insurer and insured: whether or not there is a duty to defend; who will choose or
direct counsel; what is the Iamount or applicability 9of isidurance, deductibles, or. self-insured
retentions; whether there are mnultiple' occurrences (a Very common subject of dispute). The insured
tells the insurer that settlement is possible, and they work out ah agreement, as to what the insurer
is willing to contribute subject to a reservation of rights. Although it might be useful for the court
to knoww What assets are realistically available for settlement, there is a risk of abuse: "once that gets
out, then the plaintiffs are going to belie~ve that iref an evennaore.atactive target to go after *
* *." ' It would be Fsomne help to provide for disclosure in camera or under seal,, at least if the
information actually remains' protected>; (The written stateien, Q 1 7-CV-36, adds that apart from
that problem, the rule does not address th~e question whaiher faliureto disclose [ side agreement may
be grounds for upsettig the settlement After it has been approyed and reduced to judgment.)

Leslie Bruecknerl Esq.. D.C.;HearingL 156-157: Disclosure of side deals is' important, but the, proposal
lacks teeth,. There is no affirmative obligation to disclose.> i[lhose agreements most likely to
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influence the court's thinking regarding a proposed settlement are those least likely to be disclosed
to the court." There should be mandatory disclosure.

American Ins. Assn.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-022: Insurance agreements should be
exempted from the scope of "related undertakings,!" to preserve the confidential relationship between
insurers and policyholders.

Bruce Alexander. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01 -CV-04 1: A few words should be added:
"any agreement or understanding among any oftheir parties or their counsel made in connection with
the proposed settlement * * *" [There is no further explanation.]

Patrick Lysaught. Esq.. for Defense Research Institute, 01-CV-033. 034, 046. 047: The proposal
seems to be designed to ensure a record of the complete agreement. Such disclosures should be
automatic. But disclosures should be expressly limited to "matters directly related to the class
settlement at issue." There may, for example, be overlapping actions pending simultaneously; the
defendant may be negotiating separate settlements in each action, and the terms of each settlement
may indirectly affect the terms of other settlements, but there is no reason to require disclosure of
the indirectly related matters. To the contrary, there is no reason to create a device that enables
counsel in other actions to obtain leverage or information used in separate settlement negotiations.

Professor Charles Silver, 01-CV-048: The comment on agreements to divide fees, as the attorney-
appointment and fee provisions, "!reflects an unwarranted preference for regulation over private
arrangements.! The fee should be set up front; the court should not care how, given this incentive,
counsel maximizes the value of representation by working with other lawyers. The comment about
accepted conventions that may tie agreements made after settlement to settlements needs to be
clarified.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01 -CV-057: Proposed (e)(2) "will correct the problems associated
with 'side agreements,' which are often not disclosed to the court, but are part and parcel of the
overall settlement."

Allen D. Black. Esq., 01-CV-064: (1) The Note reference to "complete" copies or summaries of
agreements is puzzling: I had read "summary" in the black letter to refer to oral agreements, and
"!copies" to require complete copies of any written agreement. (2) on p 59, third line from the
bottom, the reference should be to counsel who have "litigated" class actions; " [v]ery few counsel
have actually tried a class action." (3) p. 62 of the Note makes an important point that a class
member may not purport to opt out a whole class of other class members,; somewhere the Note
should make the same point with respect to litigation class opt outs.

Equal Employment Advisorv Council, 01-CV-065: "The proposed subsection is so broad that it is
incomprehensible." It would seem to apply to a contract setting forth defense counsel fees, "or a
document setting forth remedial measures the defendant company undertakes after a lawsuit is filed.
Agreements or understandings like these do not relate to the terms of the settlement agreement * *
*." Such documents, further, are' likely to contain confidential information.
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Keith L. Johnson. Esq., State of Wisconsin Investment Bd.. 01-CV-066: Endorses (e)(2).
Nondisclosure may be appropriate for "blow provisions" -the agreement that defendants can avoid,,
the settlement if an excessive number of class members opt out; and "an agreement on valuation of
other pending insurance claims as part of the settlement."

Alliance of American Insurers. 01 -CV-068: Supports the (e)(2) provision that a court may direct the
parties to file, etc.

ABA Antitrust Law And Litigation Sections. 01 -CV-069: "We, suggest that the language be revised
or clarified to require, if the court so directs, disclosure of any side agreements involving objectors,,
insurance carriers and others who, although not technically parties, may nonetheless be subject to
the court's jurisdiction or under the control of a part." (There is no further explanation.)

National Assn.,,,of Protection & Advocacy Svstems, 01-CV-077: (e)(2) filing should be made
mandatory. "Th, permissive nature of the 1 proposedrle opens it to abuse because of possible
collusion between settling parties'. counsel.".,,

Beverlv C. tMo6re. Jr.. Ol-CV-084: The (e)(4) requirement that withdrawal of an objection be
approved serves the same purpose as the (e)(2) side-agreement provision, and should be included
in it. "A coricem arisesionly ithe objectr receivesomwething in return for the withdrawal. Even
then, there isno, problem if the payment is notiat the expense, of the class but, is merits-based;
disclosure is all ihat isneeded. jThe element of real ppncernpften is a fee payment to some
competing group, of class counsel who have brought a similar case in some state court; there even
are cases wphere comptingcounsel first filed the competing case after the settlement was announced.
Settling counsel havelno choice but to pay, in order to avoid [the protracted delays that result from
objections. "Surely this needs to be disclosed as a side agreement'- and disapproved by the
settling court." The recent practice of awarding fees in a lump sum to lead class counsel, to be
allocated by lead counsel as seems fit, increases the need for disclosure. "The 'side agreement'
disclosures most likely to be sought by se'ttliig defendantIs or objectors are how the total fees are to
be divided among class counsel * * * This will become fodder for more 'scandal.' 'l * * Critics will
claim to have forind instances of 'you scratch my back in this case, and I'll scratch your back in
another."

Federal Trade Commission. 01-CV-085: Active judicial oversight requires that the court be fully
informed as to the context of any settle rent' For that reason; the FTC supports (e)(2).

Prof. Susan P. Koniak. 01-CV-086: (1) The unfairness of mass-tort class actions is shown by the
"side deals' approved by lower courts inmchem and Ortiz: in Qrtiz, one-third ofthose injured were
left outside the class and provided much better deals. And courts routinely allow selective extension
of opt-out deadlines so The settling parties can "get rid of annoying objectors who might otherwise
cause trouble at the fairness hearing or on appeal." (2) '(e)(2) should mandate that settling parties
disclose "all agreements, formal and informnal, between thern that were made contemporaneously
with the settlklment or dismissal of a class laction. Moreover, the rule should provide strong and
mandatory sanctions for failiig -to disclose suchideals." The urge to cheat is great. (3) In addition,
the settling parties should be required to disclose material facts about the settlement negotiation, the
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settlement itself, and the relationships among class counsel, the defendants, and objectors; the
sanctions for failure to disclose such facts should be discretionary because the scope ofthe disclosure
obligation is mushy. (4) "Disclosure to the court is not enough. The absent class deserves to know
of any conflicting interests of its counsel." The class should have access to the content of the deals,
the actual terns, not just a summary. An exception could be made that requires disclosure only of
the existence of an agreement that allows the defendant to withdraw if an opt-out threshold is
reached, without disclosing the threshold itself.

David J. Piell. Student. 01-CV-094: This is a welcome addition, but does not go far enough. What
is the sanction for failure to disclose? Can the judgment be reopened? Can class members who
opted out because the settlement was inadequate choose to come back in when an enhanced
settlement results? Guidance should be provided, including a statement whether it is proper to deny
any sanction if the failure to disclose resulted from a good-faith belief that the agreement was not
"in connection with" the settlement.

Objections

Conference: The requirement of approval to withdraw objections is new, and is good; some
objections are made "for not meritorious reasons."

Barry Himmelstein. Esq.. Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The Committee Note appears "overly
solicitous of objectors." "[Miost objectors are relatively ill-informed about the merits of a proposed
settlement. * * * When class counsel are forced to defend the settlement by highlighting the genuine
weaknesses in the case, they are accused of selling out the class." The suggestion that the parties
might provide objectors access to discovery materials might help bridge the information gap, but the
result is likely to be delay and waste. The objectors ~"want to be paid for their duplicative efforts."
It makes little sense to invite duplication. "Allowing objectors to invest substantial attorney time in
performing a seemingly legitimate task virtually guarantees that their objections will be pursued
tenaciously, regardless of their merits, delaying by months or years the final resolution of the
litigation and distributions to the class."

Michael J. Stortz. Esq.. Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The Note observes that discovery in
parallel litigation may provide information to support objections. But the objector may take
advantage of discovery in the settlement class proceeding to further objectives in an overlapping
state-court class action. It should be confirmed that a federal court that provides discovery to an
objector has authority to limit the objector's pursuit of similar discovery in parallel state-court
proceedings.

Mary Alexander. Esq.. S-F Testimony 66: For ATLA. Supports the objection provisions. (e)(4)(B)
"judicial scrutiny of withdrawn objections would provide some protection against the possibility of
collusion."

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: (1) (e)(4)(A) "appears to confirm current
procedure." But the Note is troubling to the extent that it tends to encourage settlement challenges
and to urge support for challengers. The Note might state "that courts should make inquiry about
whether objections and/or discovery are being used to secure unwarranted leverage by counsel or
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certain class members-for personal benefit." (2) (e)(4)(B) "appears to be appropriate, confirming
current practice (albeit a practice that is not invoked in all cases)."

Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-044: The'rule should go further "by
making discovery presumptively available ** *." In addition, the goal of making information
available to the judge to assess a settlement supports "paying the fees of responsible objectors."

NormanJ. Chachkin. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01CV-05 1: The Note should make clearthe '
requirement that a class member win intervention in the district court in order to support appeal from
an order rejecting an objec'tion. That is the general rule, and' is correct; free appeal could result in
an avalanche. If intervention is denied, the class member can appeal the denial4.''

1 4 Or, ,', a, 1 4 , ' as eMb

Thomas Y. Allman. Esq.. D.C. HearingaWritten Statement. 01 -CV-026: It is wiseto require-approval
for 'the witdrawalof objections, butifor a reason not expressed in the Note. Approva will support
involvement of the district court in the review process. There, is ,a need for aggressive court
involvement as to all objections that have been made.

Brian Wolfman. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 121-125, 130-131: Objectors' deals should be disclosed even
when reached on appeal. 'Objectors must be provided substantial procedural support; unfortunately
the proposed rule does not do that. Objectors should be provided access to all settlement documents.
Settling parties-should be required to file and serve the full justification for the settlement prior to
the objection debate,- now, they often hold back,,evidentiary support for the settlement until after
the objecting date, apd indeed until right before fle fairness hearing. The rule should require that
objectors be given a, stated ample time to!file. (The written statement, 01-CV-043, brings these
together: Often settling parties submit the settlement for preliminary approval without any notice to
interestedparties, and withonly a bare-bones join~t'memorandum. Class members are given notice
and only a few weeks to respond. - Class counsel 'commonly refuse to provide, information to
obj ectors on a timely basis. "The gamed is 'hide the. Oal,"' Objectors should be afforded a-minimum
of 45 days to object after settlement ,propornents file full' supporting materials.)- The rule should'
establish a right to take discovery, even about the settlement' terms. But -discovery ' into the
negotiation process is not appropriate in most circ mstances. The requirement in many circuits that
an objector intervene in order to establish a right to" appeal should be deleted, the Supreme Court has
taken up the issue (Devlin v. Scardelletti, 01 -417); but if it adheresto the intervention requirement
the rule should be changed. The intervention red ment is inapposite: the class member is a party
in the sense of being bound by resjudicata, and is~not seeking to participate in trial. And this is a
trap for the unwary,' paticularly-for the 'pro se ocj or, wihout establishing any but paperwork,
benefits. It is possible that this is a question for the Appellate- Rules; the Advisory Committees may
want to work that out betwkeen themselves. The Note, finally, refersto Rule, 11 sanctions, that should,
be deleted entirely, for, it will -chill participation by objectors. 4

The written statement, 01-CV-043, (1) disagrees with the Note statement that the need to
support objectors may be reduced when there is an opportunity to opt out ofthe settlement. The right
to adequate representation is independent of an opt-out opportunity. (2) "Finally, we are dismayed
about the, way in which1 the Committee Note discusses the use of objections to exert improper
influence in class action settlements." T, he problem of exerting improper "hold-up" strategic pressure y
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can be addressed by requiring full disclosure of all deals with objectors and approval by the court.
That approach does not disarm objectors. (3) The Note also seems to give credence to complaints
about "professional objectors"; this suggestion is unfounded. There is nothing wrong with a lawyer
making a living by representing objectors-the only private practitioner we know of who frequently
appears has made meritorious objections in many cases. This reference should be deleted. (e)(4)(B)
states the proper approach. (4) Objectors and everyone else are subject to Rule i 1. Objectors are
no more prone to violate Rule 11 than anyone else; indeed close-to-the-line conduct appears more
often among settling parties and their counsel. (5) The (e)(4)(B) requirement that the court approve
any deal with an objector "must be strengthened to have its desired effect." The rule should
explicitly require that all withdrawals and related agreements be submitted on the record, so that
class members can comment. (6) The Note suggests that there is little need for concern if an objector
settles on terms that reflect factors distinguishing the objector from class members. It should say that
this situation will be very rare, lest the extortion flourish. The settlement itself should fairly resolve
differences among class members who are not similarly situated. And in (b)(3) cases, the right to
opt out affords protection. (7) "Finally *** the failure of *** (e)(4)(B) to apply to appellate
proceedings is a serious error, which could render it nearly meaningless." The Duhaime case cited
in the Note involved a buy-off on appeal. There is no rule requiring disclosure to the court of
appeals, so no basis for the Note's suggestion that the court of appeals could look into the deal.

Appendix C to the written statement is a November 23, 1999 letter to Hon. Anthony J. Scirica
and Hon. Paul V. Niemeyer. The letter urges adoption of provisions requiring disclosure of- and
court approval for - all "side agreements." "In our experience, the practice of paying objectors to
go away, without disclosure or approval, has become commonplace." Such payments may be viewed
as "bribes" paid by defendants, "extortion" practiced by individual class-member objectors, or both.
They are improper for several reasons. They create a de facto method of opting out of the class.
They defeat the purpose of achieving like treatment for similarly situated class members. They are
available to "lawyers and clients who know how to game the system." Requiring disclosure and
approval will improve the objection process.

Leslie Brueckner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-020: (1) (e)(4)(A) restates existing
law and is appropriate. (2) But the Note suggestion that there is less need to support objectors if
there is a settlement opt-out should be deleted. It is difficult for class members to understand the
terms of a proposed settlement, much less the risks of litigation. The opt-out provides scant
protection, particularly in small-claims cases. Objectors often will be the only means to expose the
weaknesses of the settlement. (3) The Note also refers to Rule 1 1; this could chill willingness to
object. Objectors are too important to the process to deter in this way. (4) (e)(4)(B) addresses the
important need to require disclosure of "side deals" made to persuade objectors to withdraw, and to
give courts authority to disapprove these deals. That can happen only if the court is informed about
the deals. The deals may provide important information about conflicts within the class or
weaknesses in the settlement. Some side deals are proper-as the Note says, the objector may be
in a position different from other class members. But other deals reveal the strategic value of
objections, or an attempt by the settling parties to purchase silence. The Note, further, seems to
imply that the court can require an objector to persist with the objection unwillingly. "This, of
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course, is not and cannot be the law." The provision should be rewritten: "A class member who
seeks to withdraw, or declines to pursue, an objection to final approval of a settlement must provide
the court with a copy of any agreement(s) made in connection therewith, and may retain any benefits,
provided in such agreement(s) only with the court's approval."

MichaelNelson. Es*.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement Ol-CV-021: An objector may use discovery,
in the settlement proceeding to further goals in an overlapping state action. "[W9lhere afederal court
provides the settlement obj ector with the nght to discovery, it should also have the authority to limit
that objector s ability to pursue similar discovery in parallel state class actions."

PeterLJ.Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Litigation Committee. D.C. Hearing 208: Expressed concerns
about th standardstfor discovery b objetors, including lthe reference to 'a strong preliminary
showing of collusion andother improper balance,. And theprovision requiring" approval before
objlections are withdrawn is ucalle4 for. ilC6irhtsican ,dealll appropriately with these matters now.
(The wrtten statement>,01 -CV-056, pdads that the"broad 'grant of discovery will "promote delAy, add
to costand encourage strategic behavior'")`;,J 'R

DavidEB. Romi&e iE s..C HC.kng ~ 5251.260-26i: Theobjectorlaniguage'inlthe Note istroubling
because it sug~testthat ~ere s!,hould be iorc oecior disco iy than current law provides. If indeed
the Note is tencled toi Nange the la&, it ils aiwse greater obj"tor discovery would ohiy increase
costsiand delay. ' 1 ' I

Patrick Lvsauoht. EsqM. for Defense kesear'ch',"iJstituteO-CV-033, 034. 046. 047: (,1) As to
(e)(4)(A), the NOte should make it cleartlffit a strog prelininary showing must be made to justify
discovery into the negotihtionproce's. Rt also Juld m et clear that there must be a prima facie
showibng ofa gor1,'o'dl-fnaoithbcatsios fprlobj'tir Ilonneelow discovery tfat goespbesupa access

poVieydf'nAai thriailsd rleedtots gatipon An guidelintes hould be
provideuda asor qkirt is baseas 'and criteria for aertinglappropriate
obeidenc i ds"AMt gh t ou b e &tot a'gedi not discoaged, t'is' important "to ferret
out in a cogent, rational and understandable ways infou b2) nAs to
(e)(4)(B), then Ruie , does not b f - anvid not jeeffle'ete'lyj wth potentialv6bjeeor ,who are
bought off before 4any obj ectipnJis fAed nrwtfrbectorsI0w6 Simply fail to Ipuprsue 'an objection
once made. Again;i ther&;'1is no guidan~ea 9t w1Zntiute proper objection2' ~The Note should
provide guidance as',t10*~at'i' a propr bai o bectioII an"wat Jind of prima facie ~suppiorting
evidence is, sufficient.JIt, might b et&toreq~r autonai icoueb l parties' to 4i class
settlement including c lass membeso as n i um deie h~g e~rt egotations that
is different ~fromlnihe benefits provie te ls hmes

Professor Chartes Silvr. U1 LV-048: Te ihte 14 ragra h on'discovery by objectors "is highly
daitgerOusand shoudlid! deleted. Aw'~s end wthilda larg'e c14im' has' a'sfien incentive to
review all he IdisOer I Yake' ne p~flhaersoii ~'n self-protectby oping out. A
C Iaps mne mbe * wih' a s aeianl' eti~~ discovery doclumpents and to depose
everon "i$cig acamw~ w im ~ ats.~'Tes~etion that discovery

mle collusive." And
tdntonojtrfelsdagrs,[spca4efrtolhrgeinthe setement that benefit (
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the class. "The standard extortionist tactic is to threaten to appeal unless class counsel cuts the fee
and to request a portion of the fee reduction as compensation." At most, an objector should win a
fee only for wringing extra dollars out of the defendant, and even that is dangerous because it will
lead defendants to hold back in the initial settlement agreement.

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 01 -CV-053: It is unnecessary to require court approval to withdraw
an objection. The court is free to inquire as to any accommodation that may have been made with
the objector, and to determine whether any action was taken to the prejudice of the class.

Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01-CV-064: "Strategy" Disa>'aRgood -thiiig. The Note should not refer to
"strategic" objectors; it should poirit out directly "that an objection may have practical or 'blackmail'
force far beyond its merits, if any."

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections. 01-CV-69: "We favor these proposals."

Association of the Bar of the City of New York. 01-CV-071: Attaches a September 19, 2000 letter
that urges deletion of a draft rule provision providing that mandatory discovery be available to
objectors. There is a growing entrepreneurial use of objections by professional objectors.
Mandatory discovery is "a tool far in excess of what they already possess and well beyond the course
of prudence."

Joseph L.S. St.Amant. Esq.. 01-CV-075: (This comment is summarized more extensively with the
general comments.) The Note to 23(e) should discuss application of the rule -if it is to have any
or not-to cases on appeal. "The most pressing problem is whether appeals from decisions denying
certification can be settled on an individual basis without court approval."

National Assn. of Protection & Advocacy Systems. 01-CV-077: The Committee Note may chill
desirable objections by saying that courts should be vigilant to avoid encouraging unfounded
objections and that Rule 11 sanctions are available. "The very mention of Rule 11 will likely chill
the willingness of class members to lodge objections * * *." "P&As consider it part of their federal
mandate to protect the rights of persons with disabilities to challenge the adequacy of proposed
nationwide class action settlements." Many settlements "routinely fail to include provisions
representative of the various classes or types of disabilities."

National Treasury Employees Union. 01-CV-078: "Requiring court approval for withdrawal of all
objections seems excessively rigid." The purpose seems to be to monitor changes in the settlement;
that can be served by requiring approval only when withdrawal is conditioned on modification of
the settlement.

Mehri & Skalet. PLLC. 01 -CV-083: "'We agree with the discussion in the proposed Notes regarding
objectors, including the problem of objectors acting to obstruct beneficial relief to the class. We
particularly agree with the requirement that an objector purporting to act on behalf of the class be
held to the same fiduciary standard as a class representative."

Beverly C. Moore. Jr.. Esq.. 01-C V-083: "As long as an objector is a member of the class and thus
has standing, he should be allowed to object and appeal." Legitimate objectors face real problems.
Even plaintiffs' counsel object to objector discovery. The filing of settlement papers and fee
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petitions is orchestrated so that there is not adequate time to object. The problems said to be posed
by professional objectors are not impressive. Class counsel in competing class actions are a frequent
source ofobjections; their objections often are legitimate challenges to a low-ball settlement, but too
often are rejected.

Prof. Susan P. Koniak, 01-CV-086: (1) It has been suggested that an absent class member can be
precluded from collateralattack on a class-action settlement and judgment if another class member
objected. "The idea that objectors' who are not required to meet any of Rule 23(a)'s requirements
are somehow able to bind other absentees should be clearly and firmly rejected in the advisory
committee's iotes." (2) "The fairness-'hearing is now anuregulated arena." Do settlers have a right
to discovery? To be served with all relevant documents in the case, includi ing side deals?, Can an,
objector call witnesses? Cross-examine witnesses? Must testimony or affidavits be presented to
support an objection? How do pro se objectorsjparticipate? "Perhaps the Rule need not address all
these questions." (3) Some objectors appear only to "get[] a payment from the settling parties to go
away. Those payments should be outlawed." And objectors'should have to explain any withdrawal
of objections. Sid' deals should have to be disclosed both at the trial' stage and at t appellate
stage. But the I Committee Note' should not refer to 6objectors who' are out for, personal gain.
Objectors are ho more 'likely to abuse the Pprocesi'thanoprossional class-'action lawyers or defense
counsel. And any reference to Rule 11 sanctions should be removed from the Note. Rule 11
sanctions are less deserved, for objecting counsel than for others: "No other groip of lawyers are
expected to operate with no procedural ,,rules to help them, get the information they need to function
properly and ro ruluels ,to. delineate when, how and to what extent they are entitled to participate or
to complain about not being allowed to participate.' Y(4) The Committee Note ,recodgnizes the
important contributions of objectors. "But nice words are no substitute for procedure." Rule 23
should establish "'some framework forgie procedue'to be-'followed infa'irnqess hearings , ith
particular attention to the participation of dbject ors." '

NASCAT and Com''mittee To Support the Antitrust Laws, 01 -CV-093: The published proposal is
better, than,, earlie draft rules that spoke to discovery for objectors. tBut the Note states that an
objector can, obtain discoveryby hshowing 1lireasopIto doubt the, reasonableness of a proposed
settlement. Skilful counsel often ca do that. An objector should be required to show "both a strong
reasonable basis to doubt the reasonableness of a proposed settlement and that such doubt cannot
be resolved onthe recordbefore the court." 'T hlte same showing should be required tohave access
to discovery already had in the, litigation. The&Note suggests that the parties may provide such
access; this expression may be'read [to fec4mmend that discovery materials be provided, in the
ordinary course. But routine access to discovery in the class action may impose cost and delay,
particularly in complex cases with hundreds of thousands of pages of documents. 'There also may
be serious confidentiality concerns. Thissuggestion should be deleted fromithe Note.

David J. Peill. Student, 01 -CV-094: Why have different standards for discovery in connection with
the reasonableness of settlement terms and discovery into the settlement-negotiation process? What
is a "strong preliminary showing'!? If the corft has enough informationtoldetermine whether the
settlement is fair, reasonable and adequate it should have enough informaton so that there is no
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need for discovery by objectors. And the reference to Rule 11 sanctions in the Note should not be
at the expense of inherent court powers that "are more effective in dealing with abusive objectors."
Steven P. Gregory. Esq.. 01 -CV-096: The Note sets too low a standard for discovery by an objector.
Objections, even frivolous objections, can cause unnecessary delay in awarding benefits to class
members. "A better approach might be to require a 'compelling reason' rather than simply a
'reason.

Settlement Classes

Conference: The proposals fail to address settlement'classes

Conference: Express provision should be made for settlement classes. "They are useful for the end
game." Asbestos litigation will go on for another 20 years because the settlement-class effort was
scuttled by the courts.

Conference: The Committee Note to draft 23(e) assumes the certification of settlement classes.
"They cannot be done any longer."

Conference: It is amazing that overlapping class proposals have been considered, even in a tentative
way, without also including a settlement-class proposal.

Conference: There should be a settlement-class proposal.

Conference: Some members of Congress view Rule 23 as an end-run around Congress. The
settlement class "is an entire agency. Amchem was dead on."

Conference: Amchem is consistent with smaller, cohesive settlement class. "They're here, they
exist. They're tough to draft." It remains difficult to understand what Amchem meant in saying that
settlement can be taken into account.

Conference: The problem with the settlement class is that it cannot be tried, so there is no constraint
arising from the alternative prospect of litigation.

Conference: Judges cannot solve all problems. Settlement classes "overstrain" the Enabling Act.
"We used to take seriously the ideas of self-government and jury trial in civil cases. Settlement
classes disregard these ideas."

Conference: The Rule 23(e) Committee Notes imply that there is such a thing as a settlement class;
''not everyone agrees."'

Mary E. Alexander, Esq.. Statement for S-F: ATLA policy expresses deep concern over adjudication
of the rights of future claimants through settlement-only classes.

James M. Finberg. S-F Hearing 103-104, 106-107: Ortiz is based on due process; it applies to state
courts equally with federal courts. There should not be any difference in the ability to settle whether
the action is in state court or federal. Probably there are more objections to settlements now than
formerly. It is clear that a class can settle claims that are in the exclusive jurisdiction of another
court, so global settlements can still be reached in state or federal courts. There is more attention
paid to sub-classing and making sure there is a representative who would have standing to allege the
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claim of each category of persons involved. But I do not work with cases that involve future
damages; they may present greater difficulties.

Anna Richo. Esq.. S-F Hearing 13 8-139: Rule 23 should be amended to require opt-in for trial of
individual cases, or better to eliminate class certification for trial purposes for any personal injury
claim, ywith the exception of claims arising out of mass disasters. Certification of a dispersed mass
tort class for settlement, on the other hand, would be desirable. There should be a separate mass-tort
settlement class rule.

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: pp. 15-18 suggest creation of a distinct
certification standard for proposed settlement classes. The proposal is presented as modest: there
is no need to address futures claims, nor to revisit "limited fund" classes. One benefit would be to
stop the tendency of some courts to cite settlement class certifications as precedent for certification
of a litigation class, even though "the level of debate is quite different." The preoccupation with
class certification prerequisites is distracting attention from the primary line of investigation, which
should be whether the proposed settlement is fair to all purported class members, whether there is
a risk of collusion, or a risk that some individuals will gain benefits at the expense of other class
members. One source of the problem is that the provisions of Rule 23(a) and (b) are designed to
protect defendants as well as plaintiff class members. Commonality, typicality, predominance, and
superiority protect defendants against attempts to rely on class-wide proof when the law requires
individualized proofs of claim or defense. A settlement is different because the defendant has agreed
to a conditional surrender of the right to insist on individual proofs of defense or individual proofsk
of injury and damages. When individualized proofs are required, a litigation class should not be
certified. The variability of plaintiffs' damages should not be subsumed into a litigation class
although; perversely, it may be'- but when there is a settlement, the inquiry should be whether the
proposed settlement presents "a fair approach to dealing with the fact that the fair value of the
unnamed class members' claims may vary significantly?" The rule should require that the settlement
class have -sufficient unity to make it fair to bind' absent class members. But the predominance test
should be qualified, looking to ensure that class members are afforded due process, "taking full
account of the fact that as part of the proposed settlement, the defe dants are waiving the due process
protections that they would be afforded under a non-settlement class certification analysis."

Committee on Fed. Civ. P.. Amer. Coll. Trial Lawyers. 01-CV-055: Considers (e)(1) salutary, and
"would welcome the opportunity to review a proposal that addresses settlement classes-separately."
Is "open to the prospect of allowing settlement classes that do not necessarily satisfy all ofthe cIriteria
of litigating classes."

Summary of Comments & Testimony: Rule 23(e)(3) 2001

Conference: The stronger alternative is better.

Conference: It would be better to provide that a (b)(3) class member always can opt out of a
settlement.

Conference: Knowledge of a settlement provides a better basis for deciding whether to opt out. But(-
we should not allow opt-out from every (b)(3) settlement. The first alternative, which presumes
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there should be an opt-out, will come to require opt-out. The second alternative, cast in neutral
terms, is better. It would be still better to address the issue only in the Note. Notice is expensive;
if it is delivered by TV and national print media, it can cost ten million dollars or more. "The class
action is an attorney vehicle; the idea that people worry about it is a dream." What is important is
notice to lawyers, not class members. Opt-out campaigns "are political wars." Propaganda is
unfurled on all sides. The fen-phen settlement has opt-out opportunities "every time you turned
around," but few defendants can afford to settle on terms that offer so low a level of peace.
Conference: Before settlement, it's "a pig in a poke." The ordinary class member does not have
enough information to determine whether to request exclusion- A reasonable opt-out decision can
be made only when the terms of settlement are known. It would be better to allow the opportunity
in all cases.

Conference: The first alternative is better. It does have an escape clause. The class may have had
notice of proposed settlement terms during the original opt-out period, even though there was not
yet a formal submission for approval. But this first alternative "maximizes consumer choice" in
more general cases. Notice could be more modest. It is better to have this in the text of the rule, for
the benefit of judges who are "new to class actions."

Conference: The first alternative is dangerously close to one-way intervention. The "good cause"
test for denying opt-out is very vague; to the extent that it turns on the fairness of the settlement, the
court should approve only a fair settlement in any event. If settlement terms afford an opportunity
to opt out, that is one factor to consider in favor of approval; that is as far as this should go. And the
Note should say clearly that informative notice is far more important at the time of settlement than
at the beginning of the action.

Conference: The diet drugs litigation allowed four opt-out events for each class member. "At least
one informed opt-out should be allowed; usually it is sufficient to provide this at the time of
settlement."

Conference: The time of the opt-out is important. In a mass tort, probably it is sufficient to provide
an opt out when the aggregate settlement terms are known. That is not likely to be a problem that
seriously impedes settlement. It would be possible to defer the opt-out until the individual class
member knows what he is going to get under the settlement, but that is probably wrong. It would
destroy most mass-tort settlements if latent-injury class members were allowed to decide to opt out
"23 years later" when injury becomes manifest.

Conference: The back-end opt-out may be important in mass torts; indeed it may be that a class is
certifiable only if a back-end opt-out is provided. The diet drug settlement was done under pressure
that improved the settlement because of the higher legal standards that flowed from the Amchem
decision. But that is not what 23 (e)(3) proposes. (It was rejoined that it is dangerous to think of opt-
out only in mass-tort terms.)

Conference: The settlement opt-out would apply to antitrust and securities classes. There is a history
of successful settlements in these areas without opt-outs. It is a mistake to write a general rule that
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applies to all types of class actions. Indeed it might make sense to deny any opt-out opportunity at
any time from a class that deals with small claims that would not support individual litigation.

Conference: These considerations support the second alternative as the better option. Settlement opt-
out makes sense only in some cases. One problem is that the money spent on notice comes out of
actual class relief. The CommitteeNote should describe "levels of notice." In some cases, it should
suffice to publish notice in the manner generally used, for legal notices. Often the "mass buy" on
television and in newspapers of general circulation is not warranted. Notice to attorneys should be
provided.

Conference: 'What needs to be fixed? Mass-tort classes negotiate opt-outs; it is proper for the Note
to treat thigs as a factor bearing on fairness. There may be an issue in a small fraction of cases where
the notice is published early and the opt-out period expires.

Conference. The problem of early notice and expiration of the opt-out period could be solved by
deferring the first notice and opt-out period until there is a settlement agreement.

Conference: The need for fairness to class, members is adequately protected by judicial review.

Conference: When the class is heterogeneous, it is not possible to shape a settlement that is fair to
all class members. Notice at the time of class certification will be used to lock classimembers in.
There is no pproble ,milin securities litigation because for years the practice has been to seek
certification at the hsamre timeas a settlement is presented. If certification and settlement are
separated, the expensive notice should be deferred to the time of settlement.

Conference: People should not be asked to decide whether to request exclusion until they know what
they are going to get, at least in personal-injury cases. Notice at the time of the "aggregate
agreement" is notenough. The total available in the Agent Orange settlement sounded like alot at
the time, but an intelligent opt-out choice could not be made on the basis of knowing that alone.

Conference: Multiple opt-outs often are negotiated in mass tort settlements, and such terms may
indeed be required. But there is no need for a rule to accomplish this. But for securities and antitrust
cases, a settlement opt out turns the rule on, its head. Class members are told at the time of
certification, that they will be bound unless they opt out. If you allow an opt out on settlement, why
not also after granting a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, or after granting summary
judgment?, Indeed, why not after trial? The settlement opt out interferes with negotiation
settlements. Adequate protection can be found in the negotiation process.

Conference: The settlement opt out became increasingly attractive to the Advisory Committee as it
struggled withproposals to enhance support for objectors. The settlement opt out is a lot better than
fueling objections to every settlement. But the Note should be revised to make it clear that
settlements are favored; as presently drafted, it seems to have a hostile tone.

Conference: From the defendant's perspective, there is a tension between the ability to settle and a
class member's ability to base an opt-out decision on meaningful information. A defendant can
negotiate a "walk-away," but knows that if the settlement sticks there will be some opt-outs who
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must be compensated and who will treat the settlement terms as the floor for bargaining. The second
alternative is more flexible and thus more sensible, but it too will make settlement more difficult.
Conference: Concern about notice costs is a red herring. Notice of settlement is required today. The
settlement opt out simply requires that one more item be included in the notice. The first alternative
is better; indeed, it might be better to adopt an even stronger presumption in favor of opt out. The
defendant's path to global peace is made more difficult, but informed choice by class members is
more important.

Conference: But the notice will be more complex and thus more expensive if it includes a settlement
opt out.

Conference: If we are precluding substantial damage claims we should have good notice.

Conference: The "pig-in-a-poke" problem is most significant with small-claims classes. Class
members have no stake at the beginning. The opt-out could lead to better recovery in another class;
even apart from that, a 20% or 40% opt-out rate would tell the court something. The opt out is
useful.

Conference: Why do we need the first opt out, if the limitations period is extended to the second opt
out?

Conference: The second notice may be more effective. The IOLTA cases say that clients have a
property interest in pennies; so class members have a property interest in small claims. Those who
want global peace have an interest in effective notice. This helps ensure that settlement is adequate
for the absentees. The first alternative, favoring the opt out, "is a big improvement."

Conference: The idea of a court-appointed objector "is horrible. Any alternative is better." The best
approach is to list an opt-out alternative provided by the settlement itself as a factor favoring
fairness. The next-best approach is the second settlement opt-out alternative.

Conference: The only real choice is between the two settlement opt-out alternatives. The court-
appointed objector system would degenerate into a "judge's buddy" system or a civil-service
bureaucracy. "Market forces are better." Perhaps the first alternative should be softened: a
settlement opt out is required "unless the court finds that a second opportunity is not required on the
facts of the case." This would be stronger, and better, than the second alternative.

Conference: The parties should be fully informed in connection with settlement, but opt out does not
follow. Defendants should be able to achieve global peace. Is unfairness to class members so great
an evil as to require the opt out? "I do not know the answer."

Conference: (Several views in a single dialogue:) A back-end opt out is not likely to be provided in
securities or antitrust cases, but can a mass-tort settlement be approved without one? The risk of
latent injury is a real problem. But if injury is apparent at the time of settlement, an informed initial
opportunity to opt out after settlement terms are known suffices. Asbestos should not be used as an
example for all cases. In many cases "the biological clock ticks faster" - it will be two years, or
four, to identify all "downstream claims. Defendants can deal with this kind of "extended global
peace." The back-end opt out can be worked out. In a large heterogeneous mass tort, the back-end
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opt out "can address the constitutional needs." But if the class is more cohesive, settlement without
a back-end opt out may be appropriate. It would be a mistake to require a back-end opt out in all
mass torts; if the disease affects a finite population and its progression is known, back-end opt out
may not be needed.

Conference: Settlement opt out may cause more problems than it is worth.

Conference: The settlement opt out might be reduced to a factor considered in evaluating fairness,
but perhaps a compromise version could be retained in the Rule.

Conference: It does not make sense to go forward with the settlement opt-out.

Conference: Settlement opt-out is a bad idea; "it almost gets into the substance of the settlement."

Conference: The settlement opt-out is a good idea. It legitimates the decision. Rule 23(b)(3) was
written for small-stakes cases. If it is used for cases that involve significant individual claims, class
members should know what is at stake before being asked to decide whether to opt out. There
should not be an absolute right to opt out. "But a willing seller is needed."

Michael J. Stortz. Esq.. Statement for S.F Hearing: The second alternative "properly takes a neutral
position, leaving the issue of a second opt-out to the trial court's discretion." The first alternative
"does not take into account the myriad circumstances in which a settlement on behalf of the class
may be reached. Practice under the new Rule 23(e) should be permitted to develop * * *"

Barry R. Himmelstein. Esq.. S.F. Hearing 24-: Either alternative is suitable. "I prefer to leave things
to judicial discretion when there is a choice." Settlements can be done with a settlement opt out, but
the more usual occurrence is that settlement and certification occur at the same time so the first opt-
out opportunity remains available. The second opt-out opportunity is "just fine. I like to give people
the option to stay in or get out. I'm not tryingto hold them in against their will. Relatively few
people generally do opt out unless they have serious personal injuries and I have questions about
whether class certification is appropriate for those kinds of claims anyway."

MarM E. Alexander, Esq.. S-F Hearing 65-: ATLA supports Alternative 2 settlement opt outs. The
opt out can be difficult for practitioners on both sides, but "litigants' choice is most more to [her
written statement, 01 -CV-016, says "paramount to"] administrative convenience and the
management of the litigation." (Her written statement notes concern that class-action settlements do
not afford class members "real choice as to whether to accept a settlement.")

Gerson Smoger. Esq.. S-F Hearing 91: For ATLA. It is terribly unfair to have the only opportunity
occur before settlement of a (b)(3) class. "Nobody attends to it. Nobody looks at it." Most people
do not understand what the notice means, and there is no reward even in seeking out your local
lawyer for an explanation. Often I have people come to me after the class is closed and a settlement
is effectuated, "and now they have no choice and they disagree with the settlement. They want to
have their day in court. They want to be able to choose their own lawyer, but they are foreclosed."
We support Alternative 2. And we must be careful to protect the small-claim class "because those
are the -ssence of the purpose of this system."

Anna Richo, Esq.. S-F Hearing 138: The opt-out option on settlement is appropriate.
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Jocelyn D. Larkin. Esq.. S-F Hearing 146: The Impact Fund welcomes a number of the proposals,
including "the option for second notices and opt-out. These are already part of our practice for the
post part. We understand them."

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr., Esq.. S-F Hearing 163 ff: It would be better to have opt in for trial, the way
it was before we had opt-out settlements. We should be weaned from settling these cases because
they just get worse and worse. Amchem and Ortiz have not made a difference: "If you put enough
money on the table, somebody is going to find a way" to settle. The second opt out, however, is the
more benign of these proposals.

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement: "[T]here are valid arguments on both sides of
the debate regarding the merits of this amendment." If it is to be adopted, the second alternative is
better.

Prof. Owen M. Fiss. D.C. Hearing 46-57: Settlement is troubling. The representational relationship
does not rest on actual consent. Settlement is a contract. "People do not enter contracts by simply
not responding to a notice. People are not bound by contracts simply because a number of people,
even same members of the class, have entered a contract." Settlement should bind only class
members who opt into the class. The practical consequences would bejto "put a lot of settlements
off the board." But "the requirements for procedural justice gives us no alternative." The alternative
proposed in (e)(3) should be made mandatory, and should apply to all forms of class actions. (In
response to questions, suggested that it might be possible to allow settlement without the opt-in limit,
and perhaps even without allowing opt out, if the interests of class members are "so identical and so
de minimis" as to justify binding them.)

His written statement, with John Bronsteen, adds: "If settlements were confined to those who
opt in, then plaintiffs would lose their incentive to bring class lawsuits that are unlikely to prevail
at trial."

Prof Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-044: "[I]t is at settlement that the
question of the remedy becomes clear, and it is at settlement that the decision need be made about
whether to permit opt outs."

Thomas Y. Allman, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 113-114: Agrees with Professor Fiss. It is not clear that an
opt-in regime for settlements would destroy the ability to settle, but assuming it would, " [t]hat would
be a good result." The suggestion should, however, extend to trial as well: a class should include
only those who opt in. (His written statement finds the second alternative formulation of (e)(3)
"more appropriate." A settlement opt out is not needed if settlement is reached after trial on the
merits; it is sound if settlement is reached before there has been significant discovery on the merits.)

Brian Wolfman. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 116 ff: We need pay more attention to the characteristics that
distinguish class actions from bipolar litigation. Clients cannot be expected to monitor the work of
class lawyers, and lawyers' interests are not naturally aligned with class-member interests. Expanded
opt-out rights enhance members' abilities to monitor their lawyers' work. In addition, the prospect
of opt outs will encourage the parties to negotiate a settlement more favorable to class members.
Notification at the certification stage is not much help. But notice at the time of settlement can work.
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(The written statement, 01-CV-043, strongly agrees with Alternative 1. Notice of settlement is
required in any event, so notice cost objections are reduced on that score. This is not the occasion
to reconsider the question whether individual notice should be required for all class members when
individual claims are small.)

Lewis H.,,Goldfarb. Esq.,* D.C. Hearing 134: The Committee should consider opt-in rules for the
classeswhere there are no real plaintiffs involved in ,the litigation., Abuses through such actions are
"aserious problem for industry."

Prof. Ian Gallacher. D.C. Hearing 141-146: All (b)(3) classes should be converted to opt in. This'
is better seen as a joinder device than as a tool of social policy. j In practice, virtually all of these
actions require a plaintiff to opt in by mailing materials to, indicate participation in a class remedy,
or by using a coupon that has been mailed out. There is no showing that it is too difficult for holders
of small claims to bring suit. There are many more lawyers available today than in 1966, and they
areready and capable of bringing small claims in small claims courts. More importantly, the fact
that people do not' bring small claimns does not" show an incapacity to act; we often see thatpeople
decline to participate" in class-action judgments even' "when' little effort is required. Nor need we
worry about one-way intervention; setting a time limit to interyene is sufficient. (His written
statement, 'll-CV-037,'' adds that the reasons for adopting an opt-out rule in 1966 were
"uncomfottablyy paternalistic" and seem to transcend Enabling 't 'boundaries by making it easier
for "one group to assert claims." It 'is asserted by Plaintiffs that (b)(3) cl"'ses are a tool of social'
poicy to nfbrc''ethi''cal behavior by business. Ru'al6e 23"is function as ajo i nder rule sunderm=ined,
byithe otiou aproach! Opt-in classesunder the FLSA or the 1,9mener signature requirement'
for Magnusson-Moss Act classes, show that opt in is not necessary. Class members may be harned
by opt out,,, being bund by inadequate judgments. Optin so ayoids the problems thatarise from
tollisng state statutes of limitations for non-federal claims.), I

Leslie Brueckner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 160-161: Wholeheartedly endorses the second opt out,
whichever provision is adopted. Notice costs are no deterrerit l there, must be notice of the
settlementany-way. ,And there is not likely to be a significant deterrent to settlement: defendants
continually tell us that there is ahydraulic pressure to settle. The incentives to settle are sufficient.
(The Written statement, 01,-CV-020, is more forceful., The First Alternative is better, but there
shobld be an unconditional right to opt out of a settlemeint" thee should be no "good cause"'
exception., The, Note links the good-cause determination to the adequacy of the settlement. The
court s Rappraisal of the settlement should 'not override the preference' of class members to pursue
individual relie theree are due process concerns about for ing an individual to accept a settlement.
The opt out will not increase notice 'costs; notice of the settleneht must be given inany event.
Finallyt4heNote suggests that'an opt-out opportunity nay reduce'the need to provide procedural
supporti for objectors., This> language should, be. deleted. ' 1 Ojectors are important, indeed often
crucial to settlement review ),'

MichadilNelson. Esq.. D.C. Hearini Written Statement O1rCV-I2P Prefers the second alternative.
The first "'fails to account'for the many circu mstances undler whih settlement may take place."
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David Snyder, Esq., and Kenneth A. Stoller. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 174: Prefer the second alternative.
The written statement, 01 -CV-022, "finds merits in the competing arguments" whether there should
be any second opt out. If there is, it is uncertain which alternative will provide maximum protection
to both plaintiffs and defendants. As a general matter, insurers require the earliest possible sense of
class size in order to establish appropriate claim reserves.

Robert Scott. Esq.. Lawyers for Civil Justice. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-038: (b)(3)
should be converted to opt-in procedure, or to require that the class lawyer obtain written
authorization from each putative class member before filing an class action. "The sorry experience
with class actions since 1966, particularly in the last ten years, has amply demonstrated the need for
this Committee to urge Congress to return the legal system to the resolution ofjusticiable disputes
among real parties in interest who care enough to affirmatively elect to be included in the litigation."
In addition, there should be a mechanism for opt-out settlements "by creating a settlement device or
'bill of peace' to allow defendants to invoke a court process for consolidating all litigation and
settling all claims."

Stephanie A. Middleton, Esq.. D.C. Hearing Written Statement 01-CV-032: The second opt out is
troubling "because it interferes with a defendant's ability to 'buy peace'and a plaintiff who does not
'opt out' in the beginning should have to live with the decisions made by his attorneys."

Peter J. Ausili. Esq.. E.D.N.Y. Civil Justice Committee. D.C. Hearing 209: The second opt out has
little value. A small claim provides little incentive to opt out. A person with a large claim should
investigate and determine whether to opt out at the first opportunity. In addition, the rule does not
address the preclusive effect of rulings made after expiration ofthe initial opt out period and the time
ofthe later opt out. (The written statement, 01 -CV-056, adds that a settlement opt out would "simply
shift the balance of power away from the class representative and to objectors.")

Walter J. Andrews, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 284-286: The possibility of opt-outs makes settlement more
difficult. Plaintiffs should not have a second opportunity to opt out: this allows them to litigate once,
and then a second time if not satisfied with the class-action resolution. This will have a particularly
adverse impact on insurers by "introduc[ing] an expensive level ofvolatility and unpredictability into
the establishment of reserves" for class actions.

Bruce Alexander. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 3 10 ff. and Written Statement, 01 -CV-04 1: A second opt out
"breeds laziness and free rider issues." It encourages class counsel to communicate even less with
class members. The unintended effect will be even less interest by the litigants in the litigation.
Class members who do not opt out at the first opportunity can protect their interests by objecting to
the settlement. It would be a good idea to substitute an opt-in system for the present opt-out system.
With an opt-in class, you know what is really at stake. Experience shows that many class members,
when they find out about the class, resent it -they find the supposed benefits undesirable, or find
the process obnoxious.

Hon. William Alsup, 01-CV-04: "I wholeheartedly support the proposed Rule 23 revisions. I vote
for the 'good cause' version of the settlement opt-out provision.
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Linda A. Willett. Esq.. 01 -CV-028: The underlying structural defects of Rule 23 should be dealt with
by requiring "that the default mechanism of all 23(b)(3) class actions be 'opt-in' and that a statutory
mechanism be created that would allow for strictly regulated 'opt-out' settlements."

Patrick Lvsaunht. Esq. for Defense Research Institute 01 -CV-03 3.034.046.047: Strongly opposes;
the second alternative is less harmful if any is to be adopted. Limiting the second opt out to (b)`(3)
classes "undermines the philosophical underpinningsyallegedly supporting the need for asecond opt-
out"', Just as memwbers of a (b)(J) or (b)(2) class, members of a (b)(3) class are protected by the
opportunities to object to class definition, class representation, and the terms of settlement.> So too
they are pxotected'bylthe requirementofcourt approval'after careful judicial inquiry. The second opt
out could be thec death knell of settlement. Those who opt out will treatfthe settlement as the starting
point for individual negotia1ions. This procedure is, fair: it allowsclass members deliberately to
remain in the, class~ ,jexamine the terms of Ithe settlement, and then choose to opt out itogain lthe
advantages of the settlement; as leverage for their own claims.,. 1

Professor Charles Silver. 01-CV-f048: The p 64 comment that class members may not understand
the terms of settlement should be dealt withby making easy education possible,Fas a website or
phone bank; encouraging objections is not desirable, particularly when a small-claims cfl4ass s, likely
to generatelonly strategic ofbj ections.

Sheila Carmody. Esq.. 01-CVr-050: Itis not unfair to require persons who claim tohave been injured
to take an, affirmative step., The Committee should recommend "that the default mechanism of
23(b)(3) actions be opt-in."

Court Advisory Comm.. S.D.Ga.. 0l-CV-053: Favors alternative two; flexibility is preferred.

Committee on Fed. hiCiv.P.. Amer. Coll. Trial Law0ers. 01-CV-055: prefers Alternative 2. A
presumption, subjectto defeat for good cause, is not needed.,i The proximity of prior notice, the size
of the tsettlemhnt or oter circumstances may make a sefond notice not desirable. There is no need
to litigate But in other circumstances a second notice may be; desirable - "for
example, the may urge a second notice to minimize the numiber ,of objectors."

Federal Magistrate Judges Assn., 01 -CV-057: Supports Alternative 1. itis "preferable to Alternative
2 which is more permissive by its terms and fails to provide the cout with the discrete guidelines

a l1 t '!' .1 ,'4 tj, ' ', 1 Ij n '- Z ' 1 '' , furnished by ternaie 1."

Exxon MobilqCorpn.01-C V-O59: Opposes (e)(3). It will seriously erode one of the few benefits of
(b)(3) class litigation: '"resoution of the claims on a broad class-wide basis." After expiration of the
first opt-ot ,periodjlhe defendant will know who has opted out and can estimate its potential
exposure outside the class action. If a settlement opt rout is permitted, unnecessary uncertainty is
created. Nor is there any reason to give class members a Esecond opportunity to opt out. It,is easy
to envision opt-outs organized by counsel who were unsuccessful in seeking appointment as class
counsel; the result may bei unfair bargaining advantages for the settlement opt-outs, or settlements
that are unfair to thWm ini individual proceedings because class-court approval is notrequired. But
if there is to be an (e)(3), the second alternative is preferred.
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Allen D. Black. Esq.. 01-CV-064: On p 63 it is pretentious to speak of a decision "confided" to the
judge. Say "committed" or "entrusted."

Equal Employment Advisory Council. 01-CV-065: Association members employ more than
20,000,000 workers in the United States. The second opt-out proposal is addressed in terms that
seem to say that the purpose of the first opportunity to request exclusion is to afford a binding choice
whether to remain in the class and accept the outcome. A second notice serves no purpose, unless
in special circumstances such as fraud or a natural disaster it is reasonable to believe that class
members never got the first notice.

Keith L. Johnson. Esq.. State of Wisconsin Investment Bd.. 01-CV-066: The first alternative is
better. The settlement opt out, is important; at the time of the first opportunity, class members
"usually do not have enough information * * * to know whether the class representative and class
counsel will pursue the case to asatisfactory conclusion." The mere existence of a right to opt out
will deter inadequate settlements. The second alternative is inferior because the parties - who
commonly draft a proposed approval order -will draft an order that does not allow opt out. "[I]n
order to encourage a practice that the parties will usually disfavor, the rule should not merely be
neutral on this issue."

Alliance of American Insurers. 01-CV-068: Opposes the second opt out because it "necessarily
increases the cost of class action litigation and also serves to prolong the litigation." If anything is
to be done, Alternative 2 is better "since it is more neutral * * * and does not express a preference
for a second opi-out opportunity."

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01-CV-69: Opposes both alternatives. Begins by
recognizing that this proposal has generated a split of opinion, and that the split does not divide
along plaintiff-defendant lines. The purpose to advance informed opt-out decisions and enhance
fairness is laudable. But "the proposal ignores both the theory and policy of class representation as
well as significant problems * * *." The Note recognizes that a settlement opt out is not likely to
have real value to class members whose small claims do not support individual litigation. As to
theory, representation extends to all phases of the litigation, including settlement. The initial notice
should make it clear that settlement is one possible,,outcome. There is, no distinction between
resolution by settlement and resolution by judgment for purposes of a second opt out. A settlement
out out "demeans the meaningfulness of the first opt-out right as an exercise of the class member's
free will." Further, the efficacy of class actions will be undermined. Class members with larger
individual claims frequently are represented by counsel,, who will seek to take a free ride on the
efforts of class counsel in discovery and motion, practice, and then opt out; if they cannot opt out,
they will have an incentive to obj ect vigorously to an inadequate settlement, enhancing the settlement
for all class memnbers. Allowing an opt out, on the other hand, may drive down the value ofthe class
settlement in the expectation "that large individual purchasers will more often than not opt out' once
the class sets the settlement floor.'" Finally, the amendment fails to address the issue-preclusion
effects of rulings made between the initial class certification and the exercise of the second opt out.
Alternative 2 may "lead to the expedient o'f ordering a second opt-out opportunity as a makeshift
solution to a questionably adequate settlement." Nor iseven Alternative 2 necessary to support
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negotiation of settlements on terms that authorize opt outs. The recent diet drugs settlement allowed
a different form of opt out, to be exercised in the future on the basis of changes in a class member's
physical condition; that illustrates that power is there now.

Association oflthe Bar of the City of New York. 01 -CV-071: This, amendment does little to alter
current practice. Today it is common to, find class notices sent out contemporaneously with
settlement notices; most class members have an opportunity to opt out after settlement terms are
known.,, Alternative,2 is the better choice;, it allows for case-by-case analysis. The good cause
requirement in Alternative 1 will generate needless litigation.

Civil Division. U.S. Department of Justice. OL-CV-073: Does not support a second opt-out. This
would diminish a defendant's incentive to seek peace, through settlement; litigating to judgment
would give preclusion. '" [E]ffective negotiations can only proceed based on a reasonable expectation
that the composition ofthe class will not,,change priorto entry and approval of the settlement." The
fact that settlements, often are negotiated before class certification is not relevant, because in that
setting the defendant has no reasonable expectationas to which, class members would be bound by
the, settlement. Once ehe opt-out period has expired, on the other hand, "the settling defendant has
a valid expectation that all members of the class are bound." The possibility of negotiating terms
that allow the defendant to withdraw if the number of opt-guts exceeds a stated threshold is not much
help; it may be difficult to reach s luch an agreement . Ilt also will be difficult for class counsel to
negotiate a settlen ifae ofthNotential for sizedabie opt-outs. But if an opt out is adopted, the
second alternative is beter. Itwoud be still better to re4'uire the proponent ,of an opt out to show
good cause.

Prof. Martin H. Redish, for Lawyers for Civil Justice, 01 -CV-074: Urges abandonment oftheopt-out
provision for (b)(3) classes, in favor of establishing an opt-in procedure. The core of the argument
is that legislatures - both Congress and state legislatures - make conscious, choices about
enforcement mechanisms when establishing rights. Public enforcement means may jbe chosen.
Private enforcement means may be chosen. The choice has a great impact on the substantive right
underlying the remedy A choice of private enforcemient is politically more attractive: it is presented
as a means of providing compensation to individuals who believe that compensation is sufficiently
important to justify litigating to win compensation. "Under a purely private, incentive-based
remedial model * * * the legislature's 'primary goal must be assumed to'be compensatory, rather than
behavior-changing, since pursuant to this framework, government exercises no control over the
decisions of privat tvictims to sue,' * * *' The advancement of the public interest is subordinate to
the primary goal of 'victim compensation. But the (b)(3) opt-out 'model, because of inertia,
transforms the pfivate remedy into a "bounty hunter" model. The bountyhnter model relies on the
economic incentives of attorneys, not victims, "without regard to the goal of vindicating individual
plaintiffs' rights." The effect is illustrated by the numerous "coupon" setlements. The result is
similar in many' ways' to 'a "pure y upublic-regarding enforcement mechanism," akin to 'a qui tam,
action. As a matter of legislative policy, the bounty:hurter hiodel may atmes 'be attractive. But
it should not be accdmpli'shed'by iie making. Whether or, not this pervasive effec on substantive-
rights violates the Enabling 'Act, the is a tension that should be addressed by moving toanopt-in
model. The opt-out model reli'es l a paternalistic view-that La; h vel been acceptable i 1966, but
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that is incompatible with fundamental notions of liberal democratic theory as we now understand
it. It is highly unlikely that those who wrote the 1966 rule "ever envisioned the dramatically negative
practical consequences to whichthatprocess has today given rise." And there is a tension with due
process: the effect is to destroy an individual right because "another unrelated litigant has had the
opportunity to litigate the same claim." The constructive consent reflected by failure to opt out is
not sufficient to waive the constitutional right to be heard.

Special Committee on Federal Practice. Illinois Bar Assn.. 01-CV-076: "A reasoned determination
of the fairness of a class action settlement will take into account many factors. " (Examples are given,
substantially parallel to the examples in the Committee Note.) "Alternative 1, providing for a
presumption in favor of an opt-out opportunity, increases the probability for an individual member
to assess the relevance of these factors * * *. The court * * * will unlikely possess the specific
knowledge of the nature and extent of the individual circumstance of a member." Adoption of
Alternative 1 "may also be a driving force for the settlement to be more inclusive, attending to the
issues that may relate to certain subclasses of the class." Notice cost is not an issue since there must
in any event be notice of the settlement. The overriding principle is that a class member should be
able to review a settlement with personal counsel, preserving the right to seek individual redress if
that seems better.

National Assn. of Protection & Advocacy Systems. 01 -CV-077: Prefers the first alternative as "most
protective of class members' interests." But the Committee should eliminate Note language that an
opportunity to request exclusion may reduce the need to provide procedural support to objectors.
Obj ectors often play a pivotal role in the settlement review process; member protection and advocacy
systems have increasingly found that not only must they bring class actions, but they also must obj ect
to settlements that, focusing on only some types of disability, fail to provide adequate protection for
persons with other disabilities."

Washington Legal Foundation. 01-CV-082: Supports the second alternative. A settlement opt out
may be valuable, particularly where facts relevant to the opt-out decision come to light only after
expiration of the initial opt-out opportunity. But there is no reason to create a presumption in favor
of opt out. Opt out is desirable if a proposed settlement "creates a significant hardship for individual
class members." But ordinarily the opportunity to object provides sufficient protection.

Mehri & Skalet. PLLC. 01 -CV-083: The need fora settlement opt out "is certainly open to question,
given the inherent power of the court to provide opt-out rights in appropriate cases or circumstances
where opt-out rights are not specified." Exercise of this power is shown in some (b)(2) cases.

Prof. Susan P. Koniak. 01 -CV-086: Rule 23 should provide "every absent class member *** a right
to opt-out of the settlement contract. Surely, there is no reason not to guarantee this to all (b)(3)
class members and given that the categories of (b) are so porous, it is only fair that similar opt-out
rights at the time of settlement be the default rule for all absent class members."

State Bar of California Committee on Federal Courts. O1-CV-089- Supports the first alternative.
Class members may not have had the incentive to opt out before settlement terms are known. The

a> first alternative "creates a stronger incentive for courts to review settlement terms carefully. In order
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to make a 'good cause' determination, a court will likely scrutinize settlement terms to assess
whether they are fair to all class members. If the court is at all uncertain about terms, the court will
likely permit the opt-out * * *

Committee on Rules, W.D.Mi.. 01-CV-090: A settlement opt out undermines the class-action goal
ofjudiciatefficiency. The defendant "'can ride the'hope" that so many class members will opt out
as to destroy the class by defeating numerosity. 'This hope may further encourage unsanctioned and
improper communications by the Idefendant, with class members. And "`the ,amendment, all but
eviscerates the 'objection' process.7 A, dissatisfied class member will exit, not object, depriving
other class members of the benefit of the objections that would have been made were, exit not
possible.,

David'J. Piell. Student. 01 -CV-094: The Note refers to classes certified for settlement. Amchem,
and see Hanlon v. Chrysler, 9th Cir. 1998,150 F.3d 101 i, make itclear that'settlemnent classes cannot
be certified. ButAlfternative 1 is superior. The right to p o t is essential once' asettlement is
proposed-1 that is the''pont of toIling'the "statute of limitations on'e, acliass action'is filed. Class
memibers should nbt be fo~rced to guess whether consel will adequately represent the class in
settlement.''

Robin F. Zwerling. Esq., 01-CV-095: (e)(3) must be amended or clarified to reflect the problem of
sequential settlements with different defendants., The problem is illustrated by an action now
pending on appeal in the 2d Circuit. Members ofthe class in an alleged $700 million ponzi scheme
initiated parallel individual litigation but failed to opt out of the class. The class settled with 'an
insurance company; the individual plaintiffs participated in distribution ofthat settlement. The class
then settled with another defendant, an auditor. The individual plaintiffs objected to the Settlement
and 'sought to opt ut of the class; them'district cour, invoking its original ruling that a plaintif must
opt out for all purposes or remain in the class for all purposes, refused to permit exclusion. It
explained that a plaintiff should not be permitted to remain in the class as to defendants ,against
whom her claims are relatively weak,,while opting out to pursue relatively stronger claimsq against
other defendants. Thatruling is on appeal;,the settling defendant has said that itwill bakout of the
settlement if exclusion is allowed, arguing failure of an assumed condition precedent by material
change inthe class from whomit soughtpeace. ,To addressthisproblem, the'Committeeshould(l)
adopt Alternative 2; (2) make it explicit'that there is only one subsequent opportunity to, opt out of
a settlfient, limited to the first settlement reached; 'and (3) make it explicit that selective o6pt-outs
as to only one defendant are notpermissible. ' ' ,

Prof. Howard M. Erichson. 0l-CV-097: Alternative 1 is -better., There are some risks in the
settle'nnt opt out, including the risk that a lawyer with a large number of individual clients will
threaten to opt them out to win" leverage to benefit them at, the expense of other class members.
Defense interests lare likely to oppose this provision because it givesplaintiffs another bargaining
chip. "But the benefits' strongly outweigh the risks." The opt-out opportunity protects against
collusive or inadequate settlfrnents'lthat protect defendantsand enrich class counsel at the expense--
of the class. ' L ; '
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Proposed Rules 23(g) and (h)

Rule 23(g) - in general

Conference: This is an extremely important and useful provision. It underscores the fiduciary
obligation of counsel to the class, and the fiduciary obligation of the court to make sure that counsel
discharge that duty.

Conference: Is there a danger here of emphasizing the judge's investment in the counsel selected?
Will that affect the judge's attitude toward other things?

Conference: Maybe it would be better to have two judges involved, one to'select counsel and the
other to handle the case. At least, having somebody other than the assigned judge screen counsel
for quality could be desirable.

Conference: Regarding the Committee Note, I have a real question whether it serves a purpose.
Lawyers cannot find these notes. What real effect or value do they have? Is the Note as binding as
the Rule?

Conference: West puts the Note right in the pamphlets with the rules. Justice Scalia's attitude
toward this sort of material is not true of all judges. At the least, the Note serves an educational
function.

V~> Conference: As a judge, I look at the Notes all the time.

Conference: The Enabling Act authorizes adoption of rules, and says nothing about notes. A Note
cannot be adopted or changed without a simultaneous amendment to the Rule, and even if one tried
to change a Note without changing a Rule it would require going through the entire Enabling Act
process.

Conference: The Rule 23(g) notion that the judge picks the class lawyer reflects what many judges
do; it is important to say it in the rule. The actors who are not much regulated are the judges. The
premise of Rule 23(g) is that there is not much client control. But the rule does not require a hearing
or findings. There are other settings in which judges pick lawyers. For example, judges appoint
counsel from a list or panel for impecunious criminal defendants. But the initial selection of eligible
lawyers is not left up to individual judges.

Conference: The CJA approach raises difficulties. For one thing, these people generally have not
been paid adequately. It would be a mistake to get the government into this.
Joseph Grundfest. S.F. Hg. (pp. 30-45) & 01 -CV-009: I rise in favor of the appointment competition
which tends to work very well in various aspects of our economy. What is needed is a market check
to achieve the benefits of competition in selection of counsel. An auction is only one method for
doing so. Proposed Rule 23(g) recognizes that competition for appointment may be useful, and "has
the far, far better of the argument" than the recent draft Third Circuit report. The "benchmark" of
25 to 30 percent simply is not relevant. It came from 19th century individual cases, and does not
work here. "You are still paying a 19th century price given everything else that's happened in the
world since then for a particular item?" Law firms are quite willing to work for much less than that
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amount, and there is no ground for saying that their results are "totally inferior." If I were writing
the rules, I would be more aggressive than this proposal, particularly urging the use of market check
mechanisms in selection and compensation of counsel. I think this approach applies across the
board, even if that seems a bit "imperialistic." At least, this could be applied in consumer fraud
actions, mass tort cases, and the like. But perhaps it would not work in civil rights cases. In any
event, it would be important to limit consideration to "qualified counsel," so there should be a two-
step process by which selection is done, looking first to quality screening and then to selection from
among those left using market mechanisms.

Mary Alexander. S.F. Hg. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA. presenting its
position): ATLA is wary of the notion of federal courts appointing class counsel. Litigants are
entitled to retain their own counsel, and they should not have that right extinguished by a court order
that effectively replaces their counsel with one or more attorneys they don't know. Absent evidence
of unfitness that would justify limiting an attorney's right to practice, a litigant's choice of counsel
should be left alone. lIt would also be wrong if this la~vyer were selected by something like an
auction method, giving the clients the lowest bidder in place of the lawyer they have selected. ATLA
does support having judicial oversight, but is concerned about the low bidder phenomenon. Thus,
having the judge scrutinize the background and experience of the lawyer is fine.

Gerson Smoger. S.F. Hga -(pp. 73-91 : There is a risk of cronyism, or apparent cronyism, in having
the judges appoint the lawyers. The ones that are likely chosen are lawyers familiar to the particular
judge that has the power to make the appointment. Once the judge makes such a selection, it will
be hard not to feel invested in the attorney's efforts (pp. 90-91).l

John Frank. S.F. Hg. (pp. 92-97): The problem with these changes is that they introduce too many
new decision points. Those, in turn, afford opportunities for counsel to wrangle, and then require
judges to resolve the wrangling. I am not persuaded that the additional effort and cost that will result
is justified by the advantages! of the proposed amendments: Abetter solution to the problems of the
contemporary class action would be to move the (b)(3) class action out ofthe court system altogether
and into some sort of administrative agency., : 

James Finberg. S.F. Hg. (pp. 104-05): Agiees with Prof. Grundfest that in securities litigation
market forces can be extremely useful, in part because there is a good supply of qualified counsel
there. In fact, in those cases classes have benefitted from getting a larger share of the payouts due
to competition. In employment discrimination cases, however, these dynamics don't apply, and
market forces don't work as well.

James Sturdevant. S.F. Hg. (pp. 120-29): The language of 23(g) is troubling in that it seems to
encourage judges to foster competitionfor appointment as class counsel. In particular, the focus on
the resources counsel will commit to the action seems to point in that direction. Where other firms
have notice of the filing of a case, this may encourage the judge to invite other counsel to come in
or to allow some sort of bidding process.

John Beisner. D.C. Hg. (pp. 7-21) & 01-CV-027: Clearly the provision on appointment of class
counsel is appropriate to the extent that it confirms the authority of courts to deal with situations in
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which multiple counsel are attempting to represent the same classes. The need is less pronounced,
however, where multiple counsel are not vying for the position of lead counsel, and the question is
merely whether some other counsel should be brought in to replace the lawyers who initially filed
the suit. Conceptually, the idea that the court would select plaintiffs' counsel in every case is
troubling, and it might create an appearance that the court has a vested interest in ensuring that the
selected plaintiffs' counsel succeed. The basic problem is that the process seems to contemplate that
"trial courts would routinely recruit and select class counsel, possibly long after the question whether
a certifiable class even exists has beenresolved." I am not in favor of having a court that basically
has one class action before it with one counsel or group of counsel undertaking efforts to go out and
find other counsel to handle the litigation.

Judith Resnik. D.C. Ha. (pp. 58-75) & 01-CV-044: "I agree with the Committee's decision to
recognize the central role that judges now play in shaping the market of lawyering for aggregate
litigation." But who rides herd on the judges as they perform this task? If one looks for precedents
for the judge as employer, the ones that occur to me ar the hiring of magistrate judges, attorneys
appointed under the CJA, and the selection of members for the committees in bankruptcy. These
examples, particularly the bankruptcy one, illustrate the high potential risk of apparent or actual
patronage activities by judges. Given the public criticism we've seen ofthe large sums paid lawyers
in class actions, judges are at risk of having antagonism about these matters rub off on them.
Victor Schwartz. D.C. Hg. (pp.76-63) & 01-CV-031: The adoptionofRule 23(g) mightwidenthe
gulfbetween how class actions are addressed in federal courts and the way in which they are handled
in some state courts. State court rules don't usually give the judge this important power. And a few
state court judges who have this power have not used it to help assure that class counsel are
appointed on the basis of both merit and fair and open market competition.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: Rule 23(g)(1) restates
nearly-universal practice without any significant modification. Rule 23 (g)(2), however, goes beyond
current practice and seems unwise to us. The "real meat of the Rule" is in the Note, and the
committee might want to ask whether it wishes toqpromulgate a rule principally to inform the courts
and the litigants of the views set out in the Note. We believe that some of the points in the Note
should be incorporated in the rule.

Peter Ausili (E.D.N.Y. Comm. on Civ. Lit.). D.C. Hg. (pD.203-18): The Committee was concernedabout utilizing a bidding process and putting the judge in that particularrole. It felt that it was early
and unwise at this Itime for the court to adopt essentially a competitive bidding procedure for
selection of the client's counsel.

David Romine. D.C. Hg. (pp..242-62) & 0l-CV--49: The amendment adds procedural steps to class
actions that require findings and increase the occasions forjudicial activity. This is a cost that should
be taken into account.

Ira Rheingold (Exec. Director Nat. Assoc. of Consumer Advocates)! D.C. Hg. (pp. 262-76) & 01-
CV-062: NACA considers Rule 23(g) probably the most problematic of the proposed rule changes.
Although we welcome anything that ensures that consumers obtain competent and able class counsel,
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we are concerned that the proposal appears unnecessary and unlikely to improve things. In effect,
the rule moves toward the idea of auction or having judges choose the attorney. This will have a
chilling effect on having cases brought. It will be "virtually a wide open invitation to law firms who
have nothing to,,do with the development of the case to step forward and claim to be more
appropriate counsel by virtue of prior experience.",, The, protection that litigation provides to
consumers is due largely to the new theories developed by creative lawyers, but the new rule will
discourage such attorneys from pursuing their theories because somebody else may commandeer the
case. There could be a "feeding frenzy" and it will leadto "cherry picking.", The proposalwould be
all rightifthere are genuinely competing counselbut if1there is just one lawyer.and nobody else has
come forward, the court should only analyze the adequacy of that lawyer~ and,,not look to a
competitive situation.

WalterAndrews.,D.C. Hg. (pp. 276-93) & Ol-CV-036: The appointment rule is agood idea, but
only when there is genuine com petition for the position. Otherwise, it may have4a negative effect
on casejmanagerent and efficiency and seems unnecessary.,

Hon. William Alsup (N.D. Cal.). 01-CV-004: Having worked hard onrat least six class actions over
the 1ast 26 months" orfy tenure as a district judge, I wholeheartedly support the proposed Rule 23
revisions.

American Insurance Association. 0l-CV-022: AIA finds merit in the competing arguments as to
whether ceourtsshl age a competitive appointment 'prcess 'for all class actions (which
might ensure more reasonable fee arrangements), or only for potential conflict situations (e.g.,
existing crompetition for leadership among multiple counsel 'to represent the same classes).
Regardless of wich proposal is adopted, AlA believes that the amendents should provide guidance
as to how counsel "vacancies" will be advetised, and how the costs will be borne.

Patrick&Lysaught Defense Research Inst.),0l-CV-033 01, CV 0341 -CV-046.01-CV-047: The
proposed rule makes sense in that it is inconceivable that a class can exist, discovery can be pursued,
the matter tried, a settlement negotiated, and the objectives of the casgenerally pursued unless and
until there is an attorney or law firm appointed to represent the intere of class members.

Prof Charles Silver. 0k1 CV-048: I am strongly opposed to any effort to foster competition for class
counsel, for there really is no analogue in the private market. Rule 23 should instead attempt to
promote a referral market in class actions by encouraging deficient lawyers to transfer cases to better
lawyers. 'Feeishating arrangements, or other agreem'ents that foster this sort of activity 'should be
promoted. ''

David Hudson, Chair. Court Advisory Committee, U.S. Dist. Ct., S.D. Ga..-01-CV-053: The
Committee opposes the proposed rule that would mandate the trial court to appoi t'class counsel in
every case. There is no need to mandate court involvement in the relationship between the named
plaintiffs and their counsel who file the case. The proper role for the court is as now provided in
Rule 23(a)(4)to satisfy itself that "the representative party will fairly and adequately protect the
interestof the cla~sS." Courts already take into account the factors listed in the proposed rule. The
proposed rule is an invitation for ancillary proceedings between groups of lawyers seeking the trial
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court's appointment, and an apparently unnecessary restriction on the discretion of the court under
current Rule 23(a)(4).

Gregory Joseph. Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers Comm. on Federal Civil Procedure. 01 -CV-055: We
are aware that the proposed amendment to Rule 23(g) is consistent with the use of auctions, and
express no view on the auction mechanism but do agree that Rule 23 should be broad enough to
encompass it.

Edwin Wesely. Chair. Comm. on Civil Lit.. E.D.N.Y.. 01-CV-056: The Committee opposes this
provision. Unlike most of the Rule 23 changes, this would effect significant changes in class action
practice and represents a definite tilt toward selection of class counsel through competitive bidding.
The Committee believes that approach is unwise for several reasons. It is premature for the drafters
to endorse the activist bidding model embraced by Judge Kaplan in In re Auction House Antitrust
Litig., 197 F.R.D. 71 (S.D.N.Y. 2000). The bidding model could create conflicts of interest for the
court by thrusting upon it an inappropriate mixture of roles -- neutral arbiter on the one hand and
litigation strategist on the other hand.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assoc. Standing Rules Committee. 01-CV-057: The FMJA Rules
Committee supports the proposed changes to Rule 23.

David Rubenstein. President VirginiaProjectfor Social Policy and Law. Inc.. 01 -CV-063: Opposes
> the Rule 23(g) proposal. It is totally unworkable to have the court appoint counsel, for no attorney

or firm will go to the trouble to develop a class action if there is a significant chance that the court
will not appoint him or her class counsel. Worthy cases involving possible injuries to the public
therefore will not be developed'or filed. The present rule, which allows the court to decline to certify
the class if it has doubts about counsel's adequacy, is sufficient. In addition, because class counsel
may not have a preexisting relationship with the class plaintiffs, this proposal interferes with the
attorney-client relationship.' The class plaintiffs may even disapprove ofthe court's choice, and this
would jeopardize the ability of the class action "team" (lawyers and plaintiffs) to work best in
combination for the protection of the class. Moreover, the court will be in the business of "bidding"
cases in seeking the appointment of class counsel. This will put the court in the position of
evaluating the abilities of one attorney or firm against another. The court will have to consider the
merits of the case and other difficulties in its litigation, before any motion to certify is filed, based
on "bids" submitted by some firms who have not been connected with the filing of the action. By
selecting the firm appointed as class counsel, the court is not only certifying that counsel is adequate,
as required under the current rule, but also that it is best suited to handle the case, even though the
court cannot fully understand the case at this early stage of the litigation. The court should not
interfere with the work of putative class action attorneys, or with their relations with their clients,
and should not be in a position of asserting that-one firm is best to handle a case without a full
review of the 'claims and assessment of the case.

Allen Black. 01-CV-064: In general, I support an amendment to address the appointment of class
counsel in Rule 23. I also support the notion that price should be one among many factors
considered by the court in appointing class counsel (and not the primary factor).
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Thomas Moreland, A.B.C.N.Y. Federal Courts Committee. 01-CV-071: We believe that this
proposed rule would unnecessarily interfere with the attorney-client relationship. Counsel who had
no role in the investigation or initiation of the case could seek to impose themselves upon a
representative plaintiff or class simply because theyqhave prior experience in handling cIass actions
and the ability' to devote significant resources to the case. This procedure can therefore' go beyond
any current rule. In most cases, selection of'counsel should be made in the first instance by, the
plaintiff who has developed a relationship with counsel. There is nothing more central to the'
adversary process than this relationship.

Robert iMcCallum. Jr.. U.S. Dep't of Justice 01 -CV-073: The Department supports the Committee's'
conclusion that the' ame'nded Rule" should'describe the role of class counsel and procedures for,
resolving attorney fee awards.

Washington Legal Foundation. 01-CV-082: WLI; has no objections to Rule 23(g). It might actually
represent a slight improvement in the way, federal class actions are litigated.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation. 01-CV-069: The provisions concerning
appointment pf cgonsel alre the most controversial amendments proposedfor Rule 23. Nonetheless,
on balance we believe that the district courts must have a role in the appointment of counselffor a
putative class, and that the rules should provide guidance on how district courts are to perform that
role. We agree that the icourts owea duty to thee members of the classes that they have created to
police thislatypical attoriiey-client relationship to ensure that class counsel "fairly and adequately
repressent the interest'8f theW class." For this reason, we 'support theproposal to add Rul1 23(g)(1).
But we have not reached co"nse sus' on Rule 23(g'(2@). We note the apparent emphasis, on ,the
proposed terms fr cost and attoriey fee awards inkthe procede for selecting counsel. The 'N,-ote

Irm ion about ~"frequibntl be usefu to the cour.Wpredicts that iormanabout costs and "fees' ill fequntlyfu
concerned that district eurtis mav rea-dithe proposed rule and Noie togeher as endorsng audio
as the preiferred or o lmehod or selecting''classA counsel. Bluit'the&best analysis Othe adcion
process -i the Third Cir~cuit Task Force report -- iecommends th biidding shuld e, notibUSp lNi

AlliancelofAmerican Insurersl0l7CV-068: The Alliance supports adoption of Rule 23(g) bepause
it m1ight cause competing plaintiffs;'counsel to fight matters out between themselves and the judge,
rather thanputting defendants in the middle.

Nat.' Ass'n of Protection & Advdcacv Svstems. 01-CV-077: NAPAS strenuously objects to the
area itntaentsl ' roposed rule creates an applicationprocess which invites

competitionWin v ery''single action. Although this may have merit in some areas such as
product liability or secti es, it incites disaster in the context of civil rights class action litigation.
Except fdr a 'ew notable arge Title VII employment discrimination class actions civil rights
litigation is generally brought by small practitioners, legal service organizations or public interest
law firms. In a competitive process,, such small firms will undoubtedly lose out to larger firms which
generally willihave available more extensivetresources to commit to the case. This vwill lead to
something like ambulance chasing and cause a "radical change. Unscrupulous counsel in, search
of a share of the damages pot need only wait in the wings to learn of the class action, and then file
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an application to serve as class counsel. Theoretically, the courts could scrutinize such applications,
but this would not improve the quality of class counsel in class actions.
National Treasury Employees Union. 01-CV-078: The 'rule seeks to promote competitive
applications, particularly in proposed Rule 26(b)(2)(A). This would subject counsel to a pure
bidding process that will sometimes lead to selection of poor class counsel based on the lowest bid
rather than on more dispositive factors. The most important and necessary aspect is that counsel be
able to fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. Appointment of class counsel based
on the lowest bid will not always foster this purpose, as appointed counsel could then have an
incentive to settle the case as quickly as possible, perhaps on less favorable terms than could
otherwise be obtained.. Having the judge approve the fee award adequately protects against
excessive fees.

David Williams. 01-CV-079: Requiring that the courts always appoint class counsel may be an
unwise nationwide experiment. Courts can already choose class counsel when there are multiple
counsel pursuing the same or parallel actions. The amendment would go beyond that and require
that the court always appoint class counsel. It is suggested that various counsel should bid for the
case, but there are no objective criteria for determining the winning bids, or other procedures to
dilute the judge's personal preferences. 'This may create an appearance of patronage. Also, the rule
should require that the order appointing class counsel include provision for the compensation of thefiling attorneys if they are not appointed class counsel. Otherwise, they are expected to undertake
the substantial work of investigating and filing the suit without any 'provision for payment.
Mehri & Skalet, 01-CV-083: The Committee may be acting appropriately in codifying existing law,
but it is creating serious potential problems When it seeks to go beyond current law and practice. The
rule's proposed requirement that class counsel fairly and adequately represent the class, and criteria
for selection of counsel, are appropriate codifications of the implicit authority courts have to protect
the interests ofthe class. The Note also provides a sound explanation of the role of class counsel and
class counsel's relationship to class members. The problem comes in the Committee's apparent
enthusiasm for, and encouragement of, competition for class counsel, and the use of competitive
bidding. When one attorney puts time and money into developing a case, another could often offer
a cheaper "rate" because he or she would beable to avoid these up front cost~s

Federal Trade Commission 017-CV-085: Rule 23(g)(2) recognizesthe possibility of competition for
class counsel. The Commission supports this provision and believes that Competition should be
encouraged whenever appropriate. Competition enhances'-the incentives of class counsel to obtain
the best possible outcome for injured class members, ,and is alsoilikely to encourage class counsel
to offer more favorable fee arrangements. We recommend that reference to use of a competitive
application process be moved from the Note to a similar exhrtationlin the text of the rule.

W.D. Mich. Committee on Rules of Practice. 01-CV-090: "[T]he introduction of a class counsel
appointment process for all class actions equates the appointmeut-of the counsel to a barnyard
auction that invites a parade of horribles and in the process wll, further erode thei integrity of the
legal profession in the eyes ofthe public to be served.i" Thelcurrent method of choosing the class
lawyer is not broken, and the amendment proposes instead a 'best bid" concept that will reflect
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poorly on a profession already under fire. It creates an auctioneer atmosphere and lets the judge
exercise his discretion to choose among the lawyers in appointing class counsel. This could lead to
arbitrary appointments that will produce yet another topic for appellate review. It will also interfere,
with the Ability of the victimized class representative to select counsel of his or her choice,, subject
only'to a deternmiation bythe court that counsel is suitable to represent the other members of the
class. The result wyilbetder a s who are o "big players"! in class action. practice from
offring r~e'prese'ntation to victimized plaintiffs. 

LaWyers' Committee for, Civil Rights Under Law (and 16 other groups). 01-CV-091: This proposals
fo~r haying the ,co-urt appoint class counsel'inevery case is unw~arranted and will haVe th~e inevitable,
effect of deterrng attorneys from considering th~einvestigation and comimencement of classactions
where that, substantial investment of, time and resources could be forfeited to a late, arriving
contestant for the position of class counsel. (Ntthat, at p. 1,the statementaloos 4vsta

"[c]ivi righs enforcemfenit 'cases' do, not, for the mot prresent an eIcoi 'nomically, apetizing

df h' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~aog ayers for

the" 6p~p4qrtuni poeueii ihs class actions."') This proposal will i~n'trudeint-o~thea4tomey-,
client TheUtop'rocee ligs that ivill ~delay certificatjon ~hd, tesoition
of the merits [n ffes in connection with appitet Iouci~ the

suggeti~nthatit~6~ildb~ ~a~leon'~he basis of jh6~`'11oWest bidde, aIeul'ht'l 4 sue~ e~,
in e~Lshftng ass.The, existing standardsude le2()4)taloko

sough by efen~'ts in ~lterniniig adquacyt of represetaionar 

Nat. Assoc. of Secriis & Cornmer. Law Attys, & Comm. to Support the Antitrust Laws. 01-C'V-

093dm: glraf) dd~h th" ont~o terest '"fcjass actions ~jurisp~tru'denlce a practice Zntha ~is
oswi ~~empower ed plaitntiff'1 4'm del iogesebrace'd m.11h PSL1A

Indee, th pro~~ald~e~not even, refer "to tlie plainti, letaoeasin o 6ben any rtole in,
o~raaement 6ffthe litid 1he Not als sas1httoie~ h have

retention?~~~~~ c~i~~p~~el Il ppiAip """b ~1 6, 
not evnfedaaeonbht of any an appo.initeci lead ,counsel

a radicail ~~~~~~ rpscan as~, 

judges should ~~~ htdg~~i~~ for tbeclass~~a t isg d b'lous ~vhehe

on such matters. Rather ihah di~t~tin~ ~he pl~.y~ by t oianother
fiduciaries, it mightb btrt idoti rule caledsge~~ralls cin htwuld

focus onl the atitsofthe ~plaintiff.[l1 Leavingthnsotejugivts arrimbhecr,
frjdges nJ n o~ nstances tend, to f avor inn ihwihtedaef~iii sig h

judge-to att~end tQ;,,such things ais Ovether there i8 overstaffui, terl obcn
involved in strategic decisionsC Iouo~l mdeb plaintiffsad their couslti n'ts"h p

of bureaucratic rnicro-mnanagemen ofmres t4 ave ie comIman~cim~ abi~~.
Although the Note is sile9 onthew menls oftre0 utosgiven th st e
rule the' issu~e`:W~htiher tho 6 §6IWe 'to'bd $

1 II ~ ~~~I~ i I I

David Piell.1O1-CV-Q0914; Prosed Rul 23g smkn rueu ontigjig&aIle
do. Wie Ftebidding'e a 4 ole~o oeQt~jce lohxetidiicui~n h

rule,~1 4Optibnal as it ln~. Ie iln ob nrae~h'rsueo~jdeF~ous h. prah
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Nowhere in the rule or comments does it state how the instigating attorney is to be compensated for
investigation expenses and other costs incurred up to the point where other class counsel is selected.
The solution to this problem -- having successful counsel pay reasonable fees and expenses after
winning the bidding process -- is also problematic for it would create additional champerty.
Steven Gregory. 01 -CV-096: Rule 23(g) would serve to enhance the reputations of, and enrich, large
national class-action law firms while chilling the ability of smaller law firms to file and prosecute
class action cases. It would thereby reduce the pool of qualified, experienced, and competent class
counsel in the U.S. "It shocks me that such a radical change in Rule 23 would be considered by the
committee as it runs directly counter to the egalitarian spirit of government in the United States."
Moreover, the rule could leave the plaintiff represented by a lawyer who is a stranger.
Prof. Howard Erichson. 01-CV-097: This is "a modest package of proposals." ButI worry that this
proposal assumes a certain model of class litigation, typical of securities, mass torts, and other high-
stakes litigation, in which the potential rewards generate duplicative or overlapping class actions
with plenty of interested lawyers. Faced with multiple firms seeking to represent essentially the
same class, a court naturally must appoint lead counsel for the class. Surely there are class actions
in which the monetary stakes are not so high, for example in civil rights or other areas of public
interest litigation. If a single class action is filed by a class representative and his or her lawyer or
public interest organization, rather than competing class actions filed by multiple firms, the court's
role should be to assess the adequacy of both the class representative and class counsel in decidingwhether to certify the class. I do not see the advantage of codifying judicial appointment of counsel
as part of basic class action procedure applicable whether or not there are competing class actions.
I worry that proposed Rule 23(g) would encourage courts to seek counsel applications even in cases
where justice would be better served with a simple determination of adequacy. My objection is not
to the word "appoint" but rather to the implicit expectation that in every class action judges will take
open applications for the role of class counsel. The rule could instead require a coirt to appoint class
counsel in every case, so long as it makes clear that in the non-multiple class action scenario the
appointment process should generally be limited to an assessment of counsel's adequacy under Rule
23(a)(4).

Assoc. of Trial Lawyers of America, 01-CV-098: ATLA supports healthy competition in legal
services, but it is important that a small group of law firms not come to dominate class action
practice in the federal courts. The rule poses dangers. Overly aggressive competition for class
counsel appointment can work to the detriment of the class. Lawyers may seek to "poach" cases
initially investigated, researched and filed by other attorneys. Something like that can happen today,
but the rule would seem to encourage it. There is also a risk of collusion; the 'defendant may
encourage more tractable lawyers to apply for the class counsel position. A third danger is
favoritism; lawyers who frequently handle class actions could seek t6'rdevelop relationships with
judges which would position them to receive appointments, for which they were not well-suited.
Auctions, in particular, pose considerable risks.
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Rule 23 (g) (1) (A)

Conference: The exclusion of cases in which a statute provides otherwise is not needed. There is
no conflict between Rule 23 and the PSLRA. Under the statute, the lead plaintiff nominates class
counsel, but appointment is by the court and consistent with the requirements of Rule 23. If there
is a difference between the statute and the proposed amendment to the rule, it is that the rule provides
a different time line in (2)(A).

Conference: The Note uses the term "lead counsel" for designations before class certification. In
some ways, the Note se'ems to refer to "temporary" or "interim; class counsel, which is not exactly
the same. b So with "liaison counsel," another term used in the Notel It is important to be careful
about terms. Perhaps the term "class c&ounseil" should be defined more precisely in the Note.

Conference: There is an interrelation between the Manual for Complex Litigation and this proposed
rule. Nothing in the Manual really defines lead or'liaiso'n co lunse. 'Practitioners Know what these
terms mean. '

Conference: Counsel may also organize using an "executive committee," and courts will usually
accept a lot of leeway in describing leadership arrangemrents. This is important; the politics of the
class-action bar are involved.

Conference: For these purposes, lead and liaison counsel are Just subsets of class counsel, perhaps
with different 'responsibilities.i ; There is often a blending of types of cases, with MDL cases,
individual mass tort daims, and class- actions all gathered together.'

Conference: Another1 term that has been used to cover all 'these situations is "common benefit
lawyer,"

Conference: The court's role is less important when there is a potentially "empowered plaintiff to
take real responsibility for, the selection of counsel. The PSLRA learning is that entities like
institutional investors can be trusted to do a goodrjob. But that would not be true in mass tort cases.

Conference: This question of "empowered plaintiff' focuses in part on the exclusion in the rule for
cases in which a statute directs otherwise. Antitrust, intellectual property, and other types of cases
hold potential for action by an'empowered plaintiff. But in consumer and mass tort cases, that would
not be so. This is where the factor of client input can be consideied.

Conference: In the real world, you could say there are sophisticated players out there in many areas.
For example, there are consumer groups. I don't believe that an injured plaintiff has to choose class
counsel. Leave it to thejudge. vEen in the securities class action situation, what really happens is
thaft attorney buhstlg state Attorneys general and pension funds. With consumers, one could round
up thousa'nds of the tc aggregate the largest group and get the lead position,

Norman Chachkin NC P. D.C. Hg. (pp. 84-104) & 01 -CV-05 1: For civil rights and employment
discrimination suits, this additional step is unnecessary and creates a disincentive to pursue class
discovery and the risk of inappropriate interference by the court (and possibly defense counsel) with
the selection of plaintiffs' counsel.
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Brian Wolfinan (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 1 16-32)& 0l-CV-043: Because Rule23(g)(1)really
adds little to current practice, we question the need for it. The Note, however, says that class counsel
must be appointed for each subclass when the court subclasses. That should be in the rule itself,
unfortunately, courts do not routinely appoint separate sub-class counsel, and when they do they
don't insist that counsel for the different sub-classes be truly independent of each other.

Rule 23 (g) (1) (B)

Conference: There are state rules of professional responsibility that address questions of proper fees,
fiduciary duties to clients, and selection of counsel. Rule 23(g) may depart from some of these rules
in some ways. There is a sense in which the rule creates a separate track for class counsel.
Conference: The invocation of a duty to the class as a whole is sufficient to draw attention to the
need to scrutinize the arrangements made by class counsel.

Conference: The discussion of the relationship with ordinary professional responsibility directives
is a bit troubling. It is not clear what should be done about conflicts of interest.

Conference: The draft rule does not address conflicts of interest. The Note is not clear, and perhaps
the Committee should figure out whether it means to tolerate conflicts of interest that would
otherwise require disqualification.

Conference: The Note statement is important and should be retained. It provides a good discussion,
and the cases discussed show why analysis of conflicts cannot be exactly the same in class actions
as in other cases.

Conference: It is dangerous to say, as the Note does, that individual class members cannot insist on
the "complete fealty" of class counsel. The Note should say instead that the duty is owed to, the
entire class, not to individual class members.

Mary Alexander. S.F. Hg. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA, presenting its
position): We support the notion that class action counsel must adequately and fairly represent the
interests of the class, but emphasize that individual interests are paramount. The federal courts
should not, however, intrude into the area of attorney discipline, which belongs with the state court.
Brian Wolfinan (Public Citizen). D.C. Ha. (pp. 1 6-32) & 01-CV-043: Here again, the rule itself
states a noncontroversial and accepted proposition, so that there seems no reason to adopt it. The
key point is the Note, which explains that counsel's duties run to the class as a whole, not to the class
representatives. The observation that the class representative cannot approve or disapprove a
settlement should be in the rule, along perhaps with the statement that the representative cannot
"fire," class counsel.

Leslie Brueckner (TLPJ). D.C. Hg. (pp. 148-61) & 01-CV-020: TLPJ has no objection to Rule2 3(g)(1), which merely codifies the courts' current authority to appoint class counsel at the time of
class certification and class counsel's existing obligation to fairly and adequately represent the
interests of the class.
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Prof. Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: This relies on a dangerous fiction. A class has no interest apart
from the interests of individual class members. I do not see the point of pretending otherwise. If
what is meant is that class counsel should pursue the shared interest in maximizing claim values,
than the Note should say that. The lawyer cannot represent the "best interests of the class.'t All that
should be done is to make the point that the usual conflict of interest rules do not apply to class
counsel, who must instead be governed by due process principles that allow many trade-offs.

Allen Black. 01-CV-064: The discussion starting at the bottom of page 72 and going over page 73
of the Note concerning the relationship between class counsel and absent class members is very
important, and should be kept in the Note as the revision process goes forward.

Keith Johnson. Chief Legal Counsel. St. of Wis. Invest. Bd.. 01-CV-066: Establishing an explicit
standard that class counsel must fairly and adequae~ly represent the class is a positive step. SWIB
strongly supports this provision, which will uiderscore the fiduciary obligations that class counsel
owe to the class.

David Williams. 01-CV-079: The proposed rule sets an improperly low floor as to the obligation
of class counsel. It echoes thestandard forjudging whether a class action settlement is within the
bounds of reasonableness. Shouldn't representation of a class be better than merely "fair and
adequate"?

Rule 23(g)(2)(A)

Conference: The question of timing seems key, but there is really no problem. You can have class
counsel before class certification. You can also have the court appoint, or the court designate, lead
counsel during that pre-certification period. The key point is that there must be somebody
recognized as authorized to do the job that needs to be done before certification. The court should
appoint lead or liaison counsel as soon as possible, but usually that can be resolved by agreement of
the attorneys and the court need not tarry long over the question. Perhaps it would be, best to
recognize a position of "interim class counsel."

Conference: The rule should include the statement on page 74 of the Note that counsel appointed
as lead counsel before class certification has preliminary authority to act for the class, even if not to
bind the class.

Jocelyn Larkin- (the Impact Fund). S.F. Ha. (pp. 139-56) & 01-CV-012: Under the proposed rule,
the lawyer who files the case cannot act on behalf of the class without an order from the court. This
will invite defendants to communicate improperly with class members because they are not
represented by counsel, and will cause a three to six-month delay before counsel can start doing class
certification discovery.

John Beisner. D.C. Hg. (pp. 7-21) & 01-CV-027: If this amendment is adopted, the rule needs to
be clearer on the timing question, with more precise guidance about when counsel appointments
should be made., Either the appointment should occur near the outset of the litigation or it should
occur at the time the class is certified. The appointment should not be made in the middle of the
class certification process.
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Brian Wolfinan (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 1 6-32) & 01-CV-043: The Note says that ordinarily
the court "should" allow a reasonable time for applications. This is odd. Since the rule is entirely
discretionary, it is peculiar for the Note to adopt a tone of command. Then the Note says this normal
attitude should not prevail when there is already a settlement at the time the case is settled. If
competition is the goal, this seems backward. If there is ever a case where it makes sense to allow
competing counsel to try to show that they can get better results, the one in which the lawyers who
filed the case have already made a deal with the defendants seems to be the prototype. The
suggestion that auctions may be advisable is too open-ended and premature. Auctions make sense
only in a relatively few cases; usually the lawyers don't know enough to bid intelligently. Moreover,
the Committee should give weight to the Third Circuit Task Force report on the advisability of
auctions.

David Romine. D.C. Hg. (pp. 242-62) & 01-CV-49: Appointment of class counsel should be done
much earlier than the time of class certification because you need class counsel to represent the class
at the time they're getting the discovery to put together the class certification motion. In the MDL
setting, this has worked under various titles -- lead counsel, class counsel, liaison counsel -- andeverybody knows what's going on. Something like that is necessary so that person or firm can
coordinate the discovery that's needed for certification. Once that is done, moreover, there should
not be a two-step approach in which the question of appointment of class counsel is reopened later.
The initial appointment should be final.

Ira Rheingold (Exec. Director. Nat. Assoc. of Consumer Advocates). D.C. Hg. (pp. 262-76): There
is a danger in moving toward formalizing the way in which the selection of class counsel is done at
an early point. Usually as things are done now the lead attorney is called putative class counsel or
lead counsel, and the case simply moves forward.

Walter Andrews. D.C. H:2g. (pp. 276-93) & 01-CV-036: The provision on appointment of counsel
is a good idea, but the appointment should be done only at the time of class certification. To appoint
class counsel at the outset of the litigation or during the limited certification discovery period would
unnecessarily impose on defendants the burden of dealing with and responding to shifting
certification theories and discovery requests. This is consistent with good case management
practices. There should be no problem with defendants saying that discovery is limited to the named
plaintiff until the case is certified unless counsel are designated "class counsel." Usually courts are
pretty open about formal recognition of the plaintiffs' lawyer during the pre-certification situation.
Patrick Lvsaught (Defense Research Inst.) 01-CV-033. 01-CV-034,01"CV-046,01CV-047: It is
important to recognize the need to designate a lawyer to act on behalf of the class before certification
is decided. Class certification is a critical part of the process, and it more often than not makes sense
to appoint counsel to manage the issues on behalf of the proposed class as lead counsel or
"conditional class counsel." It should be made clear that the rule does not mean that class counsel
is to be selected only after certification of the class. In most cases, appointment for some purposes
needs to be made so that discovery and other precertification issues can be managed. A two-step
process for appointment may be the best approach, and the Note should more clearly reflect this
administrative need.
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Prof. Charles Silver. 01 -CV-048: "I strongly dissent from this proposal to 'allow a reasonable period

after the commencement of the action for attorneys seeking appointment as class counsel to apply.'

Anything this proposal might accomplish could be handled better by encouraging attorneys to refer

class actions to better, lawyers or to bring better lawyers into these cases."

Allen Black. 01-CV-064: As a practical matter, class or lead counsel must be appointed well before

class certification iln orderi to coordinate strategy, discovery, briefing, and argument of theclass

certiification motion. That can be the most important aspect,,ofthe litigation from the perspecive of

the class. ,One, wa to make ,this clear is to add the following, to,,Rule 23(g)(2)(A): "As, soon as

practicabl" after the pnmmencement of an action" pleaded as a class action, the court shall appomt

class counsel to mianage the litigation on behalf of the putative class." If that were done, the Note

should explain that "as soon as practicable" is intended to allow ,sufficient time (a) to see what other

similar or overlappingactions maylbefiiled, and for action by.the JPML if appropriate,.rand (b) to,

allow attorneys , 1.seeking appiointment iilas class counsel to apply. i Another way to dealtWith the

problem would be to.jsay'ii iRule 23(g)(2)(A) that the court sbould deal with the appointment of class

counsel at an earlylconferenceunder Rule 16. 1 doliot like6the example given at p. 76 ofthe Note

about when the oyrt kshould inot, defetI appointment of class counsel for time for cdihpeting

applicantsh. In'mynviwthe circumstlacesdescribed, -- where on'eplaintiffsi laWyer has X tiiAted

a settlement !so qoicklyyas to hav somrethingiin pace prior tXothe counsel appointment process is

inherently suspicious as a possibly sweetheart deal. In that soh of situation, the court shd want

to get the views oflcpeting counsel before acti. ,

Thomas Morelfand. WAFC.N.Y. bederal Courts Committe&e 6O1-Cv-071: Many of the factors

enumerated in the pios' rie al dylre factors which the courts must consider in deciding

motions for class certification. Bu the proposed rule contemplates that courts must evaluate some

of these issues p ihpior th motion fr class pertification. For exmple, the requirement that the court

entertain application'blt bclass cnse1 w ithinr,,#r',asonablepperiod'af'ter the commencement ofthe

action" certa inAndatese ci ofioclass counsel prior to theiI filingof a mnotion for class
Acoifiiify hoe cor' yti~db fred to detemi

certification. A 'co ticat b.eterrSucnic 0o appropriate class counsel

is before any diON o h cedure woulddedny the courta full record and

could forecloeA *ariiit;by dees ~ne htclass, certification ~should be denied due to the:
inadequacy of c asscopiisel1

ABA Sections ofAlititust[Law and of Litinatioh, 01-CV-069: The proposed rule is inappropriately

silent oni the timing 1o i-ieeappointment pro edure. The Note compounds the problem, implying

that the appointn e IVh 'ilQ tccur it certificationr., Counsel competing to be class counsel cannot be

expected to c6operain h class ertificaton procedings. The language in the Note about interim

designation oleIad l6i iskp see destined to ada another layer of -elay in an already complex

process. ModWai3Illhis pro isi~n, perhaps as part of an expansion of Rule 23(c)(1) to require

a pre-certification s hedi~lng oi de4 is necessSary to clarify that if. an, appointment procedure is

deemed approptibl kt 1, a 6ccr first and quickly so that plaintiff counsel is appointed to
handalerFi p rrticularly, class action practitioners on the plaintiff side

express wel-foiiiad ei about the inevitable delay that will result from the,application

procedure, even when there are no competing applications. These practitioners correctly point out
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that in all but the largest civil rights cases, the issue typically is too few lawyers seeking to become
class counsel, not too many of them. There is also a significant chance that satellite litigation over
counsel appointment will exacerbate the delay and divert resources that would benefit the class more
if instead devoted to prosecuting the case. The proposed Note indicating that the appointment of
counsel would ordinarily be subject to an appeal under Rule 23(f) heightens these practitioners'
concerns. We suggest that the rule give the district court discretion to dispense with the application
procedure altogether in appropriate cases. As the Note is now written, it appears to limit the
occasions on which a district court should forgo the application process to cases in which a proposed
settlement has been negotiated prior to the filing of the action. We believe that an application
procedure is unnecessary in cases in which it is unlikely that there would be competing applicants
to serve as putative class counsel, such as civil rights cases seeking primarily injunctive and
declaratory relief. The urgency of the relief sought should also be a factor in determining whether
to dispense with the application process to avoid delaying the progress of the action.

David PielL 01-CV-094: There are severe timing problems. The Note says that usually the court
should defer selecting class counsel until there is time to apply, but adds that this need not be done
if the parties have already reached a settlement. That is the worst time to protect against
competition. "Dbefendants never settle for a reasonable amount prior to filing of the action, let alone
certification of a class."' Moreover, accepting applications for the class counsel position during the
pendency of the class certification motion would be a waste of the court's time since we don't know
then whether the class will be certified. Potential applicants then have no idea of the class's size and
other requirements, and they will accordingly be prone to place bids high enough to prevent them
from losing money in all but the rarest of cases.

Rule 23 (g) (2) (B)

Conference: There is nothing wrong with the specified criteria, and they do provide guidance. But
the list might be too confining. For example, it might also include absence of conflicts, the existence
of side agreements, the relationships counsel have with class members and possible conflicts that
could result from those. For instance, the problem of "play to pay" may be important when potential
lead plaintiffs hold political office. Because no list can do it all, it probably would be better to make
a more general statement in the rule saying that the court should ensure that class counsel can fairly
and adequately represent the class.

Conference: I'm opposed to specificity. This is like the Sentencing Guidelines. The class is like a
ward of the court, and the rule should not confine judges.

Conference: The attempt to identify specific factors may unduly emphasize those factors. There
should be room for the law to grow. The factors that are important depend partly on the type of case
that is involved. Focusing on fee arrangements and experience are more important in some areas
than others. "Client empowerment" is also important.

Conference: The draft has advantages. Not all judges have lots of class-action experience, and an
essentially standardless rule would not provide assistance or guidance to them. Perhaps it would be
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better to add more factors, such as the "expertise" of the applicant, the absence of conflicts, and fee
arrangements.

Conference: ' An' appellate court judge asked whether the draft rule is'written to be enforced by'
appellate courts. The authorization to consider whatever other topics 'seem important provides
authority that would be lhid to police on appeal. The more specific the rule, the more it might be
invoked on appeal. It is not -clear if the relationship between appointment' and class certification
would support ainTappeal of the appointment issue alone, and it' does not seem likely that the courts
of appeals will b& eager to review orders appointing class counsel.

Conference: Regarding the choice between the Rule and -the Noteg for given topics, it is troubling
that sometimes gots don't fully explain their selection of class counsel. Perhaps the Rule should
require findingsand the Note should mention the types oftopics that might be addressed in findings.

Conference: The last sentence Don Jp. 80 'says thi the' district court should ensure that there is an
adequate record of the bbasis for the selection of class counsel, LThat should he'moved into' the rule.

Conference: If there is concern about putting a wedge between client and counsel, is that different
from the determination' under Rule 23(a)(4) that a given proposed class representative is not
satisfactory because counsel has drawbacks? Wodn'ttihat also, drive a wedge between counsel and
client? Is the amendmient meant to divid he iiqiry, sothat (a)(4) looks at the client' and (g) the
attorney? Then does his irhagnify the risk of this sort 6f edge'

Conference: Ioegarding consortiurms of counmsel, the qestion looks ito the same issue whether the
objective is to select adequate" counsel or "the best!, attorneys; If some lawyer is selected, why
should that lawyer be forbidden to farm out work in a responsible way? It is impracticable to rule
out the possibility of consortium activity.' Requing tha6Zeach lawyer be individually appointed
creates risks. Elvn ruling a consortium out may simply push the arrangement under ground, as the
lawyers "make deals",anyway. IL

Conference: Often there will be chaos on the plaintiffs' side unless there is a consortium. The
plaintiffs' bar has become much more sophisticated at working out these issues, and so have judges.
Therel never is i a real prioble of involving too mry' lawyers, because the judge can control it -later
by rationing attorney If ees. 'lThe newcomer or "iitleguy" therdfore gets a chance.

Conference: In the real world, the consortium issue never presents ,a problem. There is plenty in the
Manual for Complex Litigation to provide direction for the court on these matters.

Conference: Side agreements are an important factor, but it should not be in the rule as a mandatory
criterion. Caselaw will adequately cover these issues.

Conference: There is a need to encourage lawyers who have clients to take them to lawyers who are
best able to represent them. It is important to ensure therefore that the class is represented by good,
lawyers, who can bear the risk of investing heavily in developing a case that may fizzle out.

Conference: This attorney's experience from theb defense side with over 200 class actions in the last
two years alone has failed to show even one in which a client sought out class-action counsel. There
are two worlds of class actions. One involves claims with real clients who actually oversee the
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litigation. But matters are different in the other world, from which these 200 cases were drawn.
These cases are developed by lawyers, sometimes working in teams. They may even have a
syndicate agreement. He has seen one that designated two lawyer members of the group as
responsible for hiring clients. Part of the problem in this world is that there is no real client.

Conference: The requirement of making findings and conclusions should apply both in Rule 23(g)
and Rule 23(h) (which does have such a requirement).

Barry Himmelstein. S.F. Hg. (pp.15-30) & 01-CV-008: In assessing the resources that proposed
class counsel will commit to the action, it is important to appreciate that the economics are vastly
different for plaintiff and defense lawyers. Often defendants are represented by several law firms
that have hundreds of lawyers each, billing monthly and being paid regularly. Our firm, at 64
lawyers, is one of the largest plaintiffs' class action finns in the nation, but as a defense firm it would
be considered small. The court should be on the alert to whether the firm seeking appointment has
committed too much to the suit. "A firm that must commit too much of its resources to a single case
in order to staff it properly cannot afford not to settle it -- a fact not lost on defense counsel."
Counsel should therefore be free to associate other counsel. Flexibility is important, and even if a
single firm is appointed after competition for the position the court should not necessarily look
askance at cooperation among those who formerly competed for the position. The Note is not
insensitive to these concerns, but could stand to be amplified on these points.

Mary Alexander. S.F. Hg. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA, presenting its
position): The selection of the attorney for the class should'not be influenced by the fee-related
matters alluded to in proposed 23(b)(2)(B) and (C). The critical thing-is that parties are represented
by lawyers whom they know and trust.

James Finberg. S.F. Hg. (pp. 104-05): In employment discrimination cases, the amount ofpre-filing
work that is involved means that lawyers will insist on more security that they will indeed have a role
in the case than in securities litigation. For example, in the Home Depot gender discrimination case
on which he worked, his firm sent legal assistants to hundreds of stores to take counts of what gender
workers were and what positions they held. They also interviewed hundreds of witnesses before
filing the case. Throwing that type of case open to auction might discourage people from putting that
type of investment up front. That is particularly significant because there are fewer qualified firms
for that sort of case than in the securities area, so there is simply less of a market.

James Sturdevant. S.F. HR. (pp. 120-29): The appointment criteria could deter the filing of
statewide or nationwide consumer class actions by small firms, particularly those without
"overwhelming resources to handle cases." The problem is that at some stage the judge will inquire
into the resources and, possibly, ivite some sort of bidding process. Then a relative handful of firms
in the country will bid, and they will get the cases. Small firms, individual practitioners, and public
interest organizations will not have Uthe same incentive to slpend the time needed to develop these
cases. Judges now inquire into the tSings listed in proposed (g), and the process already works well
without an amendment. Ther problem comes' from the mandatory requirement for the court to
consider the resources the attorneys will commit to the case. This requirement can cause serious
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difficulties in certain types of cases. The current treatment under Rule 23(a)(4) is sufficient. Using
the word "must" in proposed (g)(2)(B) creates something different that can cause a problem.

Jocelvn'Larkin (the Impact Fund). S.F. Hp. (pp. 139-56) & 01-Cv-012: Based on her experience at
the Impact Fund talking to civil rights lawyers from across'the country, adequate resources is the
number one, problem faced by civil rights practitioners.' The Fund'makes grantsthat average about
$10,000 to support this litigation, but that does not` remove the concern. There isino other
organization that does the same sort of thing as the Fund. Often those who apply for grants are trying
to scrape together$100',000 needed to cover depositjion costs and 'experts. Mr. Sturdevant covered
points t~hat concern her. 'From her standpoint, the cut system, keyed to (a)(4), works fine. The
proposed rule invites competition and creates the risk that somebody new' lt step up and claimnth
fruits'ofyjears and years oflabor. Een moreimqporta6nt,iit willtthreaten to disrupt attorney-client
relationships that 'hae dleveloped over years.' The tirust between clients and lawyers is critical in
thes csefor civl rights plaintiffs wi4tnotsu~e unlessthey re Ily'tnlst, ej'

gender cas, 1as[ler ers-, In pne,,recen~t,,,
gender d~s'erifn ~ se,,, D e, Agroup of class representai ~ ae oteFundbeas

tela~wyrsha neb td" wh t they ithought" w' 'a bad, settleinent. The Fund agreed, and was bl
to subsiittei as class cousel., The class 'r psenlttiy esrOhrt, had a ve stxong inter'
was going don ,he ltation ad let 'the Fu know` 'when the e s n t [doing aoodJibr

Bill LannLee. DC. Hg. P.i2 1-40) & 016 CV1024 Rathethanre quiringtic: of class certification'
inf asnin t classittee sayuld,beflept on the possibility that the interest in better

consider any ~ dy~i~ed throu i~pibodoed'!Rule 23gTerule t;a e cirttintefest~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ffoie, cor totintere~~ of th ~~h~~S ~ Wunsel's bility to airyndade'ueyrprsn h
e mi~~~ht '~~&jWab68 to inh lude in 'h~Note discus ~~ of i~ ssii'o

communications with te class, but stressing the need in some ca6ss t ensure possible participation
in theicase by class merileS. [
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say that discovery must be limited to the circumstances of the named representatives rather than the,
other class members. Defense counsel might also try to prompt other lawyers to come in and seek
to represent the class. "Nor is there anything in the proposed rule that would prevent a district court
from selecting counsel other than the filing counsel because of perceived superior trial or settlement
experience in complex litigation."

Thomas Allman. D.C. Hg. (pp. 104-115) & 01-CV-026: The proposed rule seems flexible enough
to allow for further development of principles to guide appointment. I suggest that one of the criteria
for the selection process would be creativity in coordination with overlapping or competing state-
court class actions.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: This rule adds something
by strongly suggesting that the courts should be more active than they are at present in encouraging
bidding for the position of class counsel, either by adoption of a formal bidding process or by
encouraging lawyers to file motions seeking appointment even though they did not file the case
originally. But the provision is too vague. It does not say whether courts should conduct an auction,
or whether the competing lawyers must have class members as clients to qualify. It also does not
say what happens to lawyers who filed the case if they are not appointed to represent the class.
Unless that point is addressed, it appears that the court may, simply "dump" the lawyers who
originally filed the case even though their work might have gotten the case going' in importanrt ways.
Accordingly the rule should provide that the 'initiating lawyer should' be paid a fee if the case settles
or succeeds after judgment. The Note says that the court may consider side agreements regarding
fees, but that 'is not required. 'We believe that knowledge "of such agreements is' critical to an
understanding of whether the class will be adequately represented.' The cases are split on whether
such side agreements must be disclosed in all cases. Although there may be reason to keep such
agreements C'onfidential early in the case, at some point(ahnd certainly at the tim'J'of settlement), that
information must be made public.

Leslie Brueckner (TLPJ). D.C. 'Hg. (pp. 148-'61) & Ol-CV-020: TLPJ objects to the appointment'
procedure because it would interfere with attorney-client relations and could result in increasing
monopolization of the class action bar and less innovative litigation by smaller practitioners. The
rule appears to authorize a court to appoint as class counsel any lawyer it chooses, without regard
to 'whether the lawyer represents any individual clients. There is simply no justification for
auctioning off the role of class counsel to another set of attorneys who had nothing to do with putting
the case together and had no prior relationship with the clients who decided to bring the litigation
in the first place. The mere risk that"an auction might occur may be' sufficient to deter small
practitioners from taking these cases. Part of her job as a TLPJ staff attorney is to, recruit lawyers
from across the country to take cases, and she has experience with how they approach the issue of
cost when deciding whether to take cases. The emphasis on counsel's experience in handling class
actions and the resources committed to the case would work against small or relatively new
practitioners. Even the prospect of litigating the classi counsel appointment issue would deter
prospective counsel,. ,If small practitioners are pushed out of the class 'action field, fewer innovative
actions will be brought. Existing law adequately,,ensures that the class is properly represented.
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David Romine. D.C. Hg. (pp. 242-62) & 01-CV-49: We typically have an attorney-client
relationship with the plaintiff when we file a case, and it's troubling to me that some other law firm
that does not have a relationship with this person could come along and take that away.

Ira Rheingold (Exec. Director, Nat. Assoc. of Consumer Advocates). D.C. Hg. (pp. 262,76): It is,
little solace to attorneys contemplating taking innovative consumer litigation to know that one factor
-- andthe second onezat that - is the work the individual put into investigating the claim in this case.,

Prof Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: "There should be no investigation into the 'resources counsel will"
commt to representin the class.' Istead, class counsiel 'should have to demonstrate the financial
ability to bearathreshold level of out-of-pocketexpenses, e.g., $250,000. Importantevidence ofthis
would be the fact of having spent, at least this much in a prior litigation."

Patrick tL'saught` (Defense 'Research Ihst.) O'l-CV-033. 0i-CV-034Ol-CV-046.01l-CV-047: The
potential downside 1of this rule is that courts'may exclude fom consideration as class ounsel
attorneys who inhitated the proceedintgs but who do not have the experience,,reputation or clout that
a smll grp 'ofplaintifsla class 'action l'awyers',seem to possess Thatcould well lead to domination
ofclassactions by limited dgroupoiflawyerlsw while lhcy'may have s'gificn experience n
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the Note at p. 79 should add something like the following: "A small firm may be able to organize
a consortium of cooperating firms in such a way as to staff the case adequately."

Keith Johnson. Chief Legal Counsel, St. of Wis. Invest. Bd., 01-CV-066: The addition of Rule
23(g)(2)(B) is a positive development. SWIB applauds the authority of courts to direct potential
counsel to propose terms for attorney fees and costs, and the reference in the Note to the risk of
overstaffing and ungainly counsel structure, the recognition in the Note that competing counsel may
join forces to avoid competition rather than to provide needed staffing, the suggestion that the court
may require firms to apply separately for the lead counsel role, and the authority of the court to
include provisions regarding fees in the order appointing counsel. Because fees are so important,
however, we think that considering them should be mandatory rather than optional. In addition, we
think that reference to the problem of "pay to play" -- campaign contributions or other financial
conflicts that might affect a class representative's selection of counsel -- should be given more
specific recognition. The rule and Note do not do enough to recognize the role that the class
representative should play in selecting the class lawyer. Some class representatives will engage in
a process like any other clients to make a responsible selection, and courts should refrain from
unnecessarily interfering with a healthy attorney-client relationship lest they undermine the lead
plaintiff s ability to work well with and effective manage lead counsel. When the class representative
has made a responsible choice of class counsel, the courts should defer to that choice.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation. 01-CV-069: Plaintiff lawyers are understandably
concerned about a rule that would permit a court to take a case away from them even though they
have invested considerable time and resources to investigate and develop the case. If too many
plaintiff lawyers had too many cases taken away from them, the private attorney general function
would be seriously undermined. In addition, civil rights practitioners correctly point out that the
factors set forth in proposed Rule 23(g)(2)(B) do not require consideration of the existing attorney-
client relationship between the filing plaintiffs lawyer and the putative class, representatives. Often
the named plaintiff is willing to serve as a class representative only because of his or her trust in the
lawyer bringing the action. We urge the Committee to add another factor that m1ust beconsidered --
the existing attorney-client relationship between the putative class representatives and the lawyer
who filed the action. On the flip side, defensecounsel are understandably concerned that the district
judge who delves into the specifics of a case sufficiently to mnae an informed decision about the
appointment of class counsel inevitably ill be invested inl his or her choice., Some of the references
in the Note to ongoing monitoring and ex parte and perhaps sealed, communications that could occur
between chosen class counsel and the district court are "truly frightening to defendants and their
counsel." We believe thatthesereference in the Notes must be deleted because of the unacceptable
appearance of partiality such communications willcreate. We also suggest that the Note be modified
to include instead a strong admonition about the needto avoid any actions that dmight create an
appearance of partiality. In many cases, an application procedure will result in heathy competition
among candidates wanting to serve as class counsel., We'agree thatfees and costs' properly may be
considered during the appointment process in some cases, and recognize that the proposed
amendment provides flexibility for the courts to consider the compensation issue'. But we suggest
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that the Note make it clear that the fee structure is only one of the many factors to consider in naming
class counsel, and that the primary ,standard is fair and adequate representation of the class.

Nat. Ass'n of Protection &,Advocacy Systems. 01-CV-077: ,In civil rights actions, it is imperative
that class counsel have a close relationship of trust with both the representative plaintiffs and the,
protected class affected by the lawsuit., ,Only with counsel familiar with the needs of the protected
class can we ensure the drafting of fair and adequate settlements detailing appropriate injunctive.
relief necessary to remedy civil rights violations. 'But the application procedure could mean that the,
individuals who retained counsel to file a class action would find themselves represented by someone
entirely different. Counselcompetition will',deter the small practitioner who, although extremely
knowledgeable, in the substantivc area of the law, may lack the class action experience or resources
to qualif under the factors enumerated in the proposed rule. The prospect of litigating the class
counsel ,issue will pose yet another financial ,barrier that may deter smalller firms frompursuing civil
rights classactions, U iderexisting law, the~courtt isadequately,equippedto scrutinize class counsel.
Creating theprpposed selection procedure invites abuse. , . ;

NationalrTreasrsv Emplo0vees .Union. 01 -CV-078t: Two additional factors should also be considered.
1famiiaitwith the -particularThe firstisr i 'I hip to the class. The secc6id s counscls amharitY,

subject matrofi t llitigation. For example, on attorneys should be given special consideration
for representing their members in class actions because' they have a strong incentive for securing a
good, result: forfipe class given their om-goin re~lationship ,wi@ hthie class ~members. , ,,

Mehri & Skaet, 01 -CV-083: The proposed rule's criteria for selection of. class counsel are
apprdpriate codifications ibf the implicit authori co.irts have used` to protect the interests of the
class. 1

Beverlv ,lMoore. -i~lCV,-084: Z The most troublesome situation' is where some small, young, but
innovative |irm hmas."pnt much time a nd'money developing aanew'case, only to find itself ousted by
a larger and wealthiejr firm with a longer track record. The number of times a firm has previously
beenjlead or colead ounsel will give it an experience leg up in the next lead counsel battle. This
wIll, sxlsti trend toward ,concentration of firms doing this work that could become a
perrnanen, featurp qfIclss actio practice$if.,"lead counsel"'1 becomes alnormalhthing.

Lax,&erS`Co'mmittee for'Civil Rights UnderLaw anid 16'other groups).O1-CV-091: Itis notproper
thate c ice ,of cousel canbe Imade without respect to the choice or desires of the representative
part'ies wg hahjetake oaite'burdens okf class li':tigation, and have asoghtoutandengagedcounsel
based 6A the <ffect~s iely 'seek in the litigation and type of and services they
expect~fou bstiting a focus on fiAcial arragements is not proper.

David Piere many manswered questions. For instance, what role do defense
counslel Ihein4,adls~ g the~courton an applicant's qualifications to be class counsel? What power
does a &urtl ha' ¶ho,$ i Inl v 15 ,equalifications of counsel beyond the representations made to it
byj, lach applicanti A es, tions need to beiansxyered before any rule is promulgated. Regarding
the factor la~ 1oosl~istQounsel's commitment of resources, how can that take account of the
possibility thaihe ourt will redefine the class during the litigation? And how is counsel to address
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this question? Perhaps counsel should indicate the percentage of office resources that will be
committed, or the number of attorney hours per month. Whatever the answer, this criterion has the
effect of freezing out firms not already wealthy from class action practice. The Note says that the
court can order a consortium of attorneys to file separate applications. This discriminates against
small firms who pool resources to handle these cases. The Committee should consider "the scenario
where the consortium of attorneys attempts to circumvent a court order prohibiting consortium bids
by forming a firm that only handles this case." On the factor looking to work developing this case,
how much weight should the court give to this in selecting counsel? "The Committee needs to
recognize the reality that attorneys are usually the ones deciding to pursue claims as a class. Clients
do not walk into the attorney's office and say 'I want to file a classaction, so that I'll have no control
over the litigation, and so that your goal will not be maximizing my recovery but the class's."'

Rule 23(g)(2)(C)

Conference: , It is important not to separate the appointment of class counsel from the fee
arrangements, especially in (b)(3) common-fund cases. Inmost cases for damages, the total recovery
is essentially split somehow between class and counsel. Fee terms are therefore central, and should
be considered and discussed in every case.

Conference: There is a lot of controversy about whether fees should be made a part of the selection
process or otherwise considered ex ante. The Third Circuit Task Force Draft Report recognizes( some of these tensions. There is room for continuing development; it is too early to bind judges by
a rule. Often the judge will confront problems in trying to compare fee arrangements at the Outset.
But in some cases this activity is important to selecting class counsel. This can be discussed in the
Note without putting it into the rule as a mandatory selection criterion.

Conference: Fees should turn on results, not an auction In an auction, many foolish bids will be
made. Lawyers need to make an in camera presentation to the judge in a bidding process. That can
be unfair to the defendant.

Conference: The selection should not go to the law bidder, and beauty contests can favor those who
can't or don't carry out their impressive representations. There's always somebody who will promise
to do good work for less. Judges can too easily read the permissive "may" in a rule as "must."

Conference: As a federal judge, I have "less confidence in the omniscience of federal judges."
Making bidding the cornerstone or critical is a mistake, This rule is supposed to be universal, and
to apply to class actions that are quite dissimilar to each other. Indeed, many of the considerations
expressed in the Note apply equally to securities fraud actions governed by the PSLRA. The Note
should make it clear that the same factors weigh in approving the lead plaintiff s choice of counsel
under that Act. We should avoid the particulars in the text of the Federal Rules; they belong better
in the Note. Those are helpful to both judges and lawyers.

Conference: I suggest that (C)be made mandatory. In ordinary practice, that is essentially what's
done with individual representation. The lawyer doesn't tell the client that the fee will be worked
out later. Why not do the same in class actions?

C) . 1
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Conference: Class counsel have an interest in appointment on terms that set fees in advance. On
the defense side, there are beauty contests as well. Why not recognize that clients can and do
compare lawyers, and often rely heavily on fee terms once those deemed not good enough are
screened out?

Conference: There will be collusion among plaintiff attorneys to avoid beauty contests. Any up-
front fee negotiation must contemplate the possibility of back-end revision depending onhow events
play out.

Conference: Regarding the Note material on monitoring of counsel by the court (pp. 79-80), the
Rule, and Note are just fine. Periodic reports to the court are possible, but the utility of this activity
may vary widely from case to case. Being more specific here would be futile.

Conference: I would distinguish monitoring fees and monitoring lawyering activity. Clearly the
PSLRA contemplates monitoring but that is usually to be done by the empowered lead plaintiff.

Conference: Why is the court monitoring only plaintiff s lawyers? Who is monitoring defendants
lawyers? That often drives what plaintiff counsel must do. A sufficient measure of judicial
oversight should result from the monitoring that is implicit in Rule 16 supervision of the case, and
that applies to all the players.

Conference: Fee setting after the fact is very difficult; it takes a lot of time. We should regulate it
in advance to reducemthe amount of time required later. We do not want an impression of lawyers
fixing fees. For better'or worse, "judges are not identified with money." We need the insulation of
a rule that gives more guidance:,. (1) Class action appointment should be in one rule. (2) This rule
should cover class-action counsel, and also common-benefit attorneys, lead counsel, and any attorney
who confers benefits on the class. (3) Some information about fees should be included in the
appointment process tomake the after-the-fact chore easier. The judge could require counsel to use.
computer data-basing whenever fees will be calculated using a lodestar. (4) A schedule for expenses
could be set, perhaps by the A.O. as a general matter, regulating such things as fees for copying,
hotel charges, 'atnd the like. (5) The text ofthe rule should take account of client concerns; the judge
should be described as a fiduciary for the class. J

Bag Himmelstein S.F. Hg. (pp. 15-30) & 01-CV-008: The qualitative aspect of selecting class
counsel is really more important'than the percentage fee that's awarded. With different lawyers you
can end up with afwildly different result; one will get a $100 million settlement, and the other a $25
million settlement. Once a percentage is set at the beginning, however, the court should simply
award it at the lend, and if the plaintiffs' lawyers get a lot of money that is! fine.

Joseph Grundfest. S.F. Hz. (pp. 30-45) &i 0-CV-009: Recent experiences in which lead plaintiffs
negotiate rates, or in whichljudges have used auctions, show that the rate that actually obtains is well
below the "normal" 30% figure that we hear' about. At the end of the case, the courts have an
incentive to clear their dockets and not to inquire too deeply into a matter to which no objection has
been raised. The best thing would be to have competition' at the outset and determine a percentage
fee at that point. The court would retain authority to alter the fee at the end, but that authority should
not be used very often. The "benchmark" is outdated, and "it's very important to break the back of
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the benchmark." Maybe, after we have more experience, we will come to a new benchmark. Even
if the case "hits gold instead of bedrock," the strong presumption should be against changing the fee
later.

James Sturdevant. S.F. Ha. (pp. 120-29): If in a consumer case, the firm that filed the case responds-
to a request from the court to forecast or estimate fees by saying that it cannot confidently do so, that
might prompt a bidding situation. That would be undesirable and a deterrent to firms to take cases
in the first instance.

Judith Resnik. D.C. Hg. (pp. 58-75) & 01-CV-044: If the court is to function as a surrogate client,
it is odd that consideration of fee arrangements at the appointment stage is not mandatory. At least,
arrangements could be considered for recording of the costs and hours from the outset that would
facilitate the task of later reviewing them, should that become necessary. The A.O. could develop
schedules of appropriate charges for various kinds of expenses that could be implemented from the
outset. Perhaps the schedules that apply to judges when they travel would be a good starting point.
The same sort of thing could be done for photocopy costs and the like. In addition, the rule should
take on assessing litigants for ongoing costs and the question of when lawyers are paid, and the
assumption that the lawyers are paid in full, possibly before the class collects most of what it is to
receive, should be examined.

Prof. Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: "The proposal to set fees early is excellent. I have argued for this
in published works and have convinced five Texas state court judges to do this." The object when
setting fees should be to mimic the market. Rather than simply having judges "direct counsel to
propose terms," the Note should give concrete guidance as to the evidence needed to show that
requested terms are reasonable. This should include empirical studies of fees paid in similar cases
pursuant to fee agreements."

Rule 23(h) - in general

Conference: This is a valuable tool. In a sense, the rule is a vehicle for the Note. It recognizes that
there may be fee awards to lawyers other than class counsel, including an unsuccessful rival for
appointment as class counsel or an objector to a settlement or attorney fee motion. This simple rule
will allow the Note material to become part of the federal jurisprudence. All judges will have the
Note, and it will promote uniformity. At the same time, some of the Notes are too long, and there
is a risk in citing cases.

Conference: The draft is a "great step forward." It is important to have a rule. For new
practitioners, and even for established practitioners, the rules should reflect where we are now in
practice, and provide a foundation for the next few years of growth.

Conference: It is appropriate to address fee awards in the rule because the fee decision is the most
important decision the judge makes in most class actions. Federal courts in general are moving
toward appropriate resolutions, but state courts are not. The federal rules can help state courts, and
slow the present rush of counsel to file in state courts "for clear sailing on fees."
Conference: I have "no objection to having a rule like this in general." Indeed, I was surprised to
discover that Rule 23 does not already include such provisions. Courts generally know what to do,
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but codification is o.k. The abuses that have been seen, particularly in state courts, are being
addressed. But the rule should not include language that will interfere with victims' access to the
courts. Free access to court remedies "is one of the things that make our country great." This rule
has aspects in the Note that don't adequately acknowledge the risks associated with taking cases like
these. The comment in the Note on page 88 that.the risks borne by class counsel are "often
considered" is not strong enough. They should always be relevant. Why does the rule say that the
court "may" award a reasonable fee? It should say that the court "must" do so. The language about
a "windfall" for counsel is unjustified. The client can have a windfall if the lawyer is underpaid.
Certainly anything less than 15% is a windfall to the client.

Conference: Rule623(h) serves a real need. The defendant does not care whatzthe class lawyer, gets.
It wants a package that achieves maximum resjudicaata and is focused on the overall cost ofthat
package. The judge should, focus on, what the package is orth to the class and to society. Maybe
some claims present high 'risk, but that's becaurse the lawyers pake up claims out of whole cloth.
Even then, the risk of complete loss is minmized by lawyers who file 20 orlpO actions, In this
context, it is proper to say that the court "nay" not "' must," award a reasonablefee.

Conference:,! These comments shouw lhow difficult theCommittees task really is. There is no one
size that fits all class actions, and each ofthe foregoing perspectives is legitinate to some extent, and
in regard to some class actions. The current dr ft "is pnexpeptionable,;" It does ha necessary job in

a straightfornard form!; The references in the ote to equity are troubling, howvever; the length of
the chancellor's fot shuld not fak a diffe eng. Iih reility is ,that it is "Just not possible" for the
judge to determine the adequacyl flfee requestinrspct; th4 is one of the thingsthat has driven

t exploration of AudfiooaispthgheNtemhtb shortened

a bit. One difficulty c i of t Note that awambe made for
benefits conferred on the class by an unsuccessful rival for appointment as class counsel. The
unsuccessful applicant knowingly ran a risk, and it is rare for an~ unsuccessful applicant to contribute
to a successful result. Finally, it is a fiction to think thatthe one-third percentage fee is the norm.
That share is drawn from ancient origins mnrepresentation of individual plaintiffs in jersonal-injury
litigation. There is no reason to; suppose that ,it should nt setting of
contemporary class actions. u a l t q df

Conference: It is difficult to know what percentage is appropriate, and particularly when there is
important equitable relief. A lodestar analysis may not suffice, however, when there is significant
risk, for that should be compensated. But the lodestar should not be used if it encourages elaborate
structural relief that is in fact worth little to the class.

Conference: The Supreme Court has ruled that on occasion the attorney fee can exceed the dollar
amount recovered; "you cannot commodify value." There is a social utility to enforcing the law.

Conference: The RAND study found cases in which injunctive relief was assigned a dollar value
aftera presentation. In one case, fees were based in large part on the value of the injunction obtained
in the case.
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Conference: In injunction cases, the defendant does not provide adversariness on attorney fees. The
incentives are the same as in damages actions; the defendant trades off agreement on fees for a less
effective and less costly injunction. Also, the market referent here is misleading. There is actually
no market; it was created by litigation. The basic question is to get a proper assessment of the real
risks confronted by the attorney.

Conference: The argument that the judge has a "fiduciary" duty to the class is troubling. The judge
who manages a class action is not a fiduciary, but ajudge. The proposed Note does not suggest such
a duty of the judge, and it should not. The judge's duty is to be ajudge -- to try to assure that counsel
fulfills the fiduciary role. Fees create a conflict between counsel and the class, and the judge has a
judicial responsibility, not a fiduciary responsibility, to determine a reasonable fee.

Conference: "Fiduciary" is not the right term. But the judge does have an obligation to see that the
fee is fair.

Barry Himmelstein. S.F. Hg. (pp. 15-30) & 01-CV-,008: The Note (see p. 89) should not say that,
if the judge concludes in hindsight that this was a very strong case, therefore there was a low risk of
failure and the attorneys should not be-paid well for their effort and risk. If the fee is measured by
the lodestar method, there should nonetheless be the possibility of enhancement, although in that sort
of case a percentage approach could be employed without concern about enhancement. Lawyers
who take big risks, as our firm does, should be rewarded. "If the partners in my firm aren't making
more than the partners in a big defense firm, something is wrong because they are not taking these
chances." Multipliers serve to compensate for delays in payment, as well as risks of nonpayment.
They are needed.

Mary Alexander. S.F. Hg. (pp. 55-73) & 01-CV-016 (president-elect of ATLA. presenting its
position): We support the judicial review of attorney fees as a means of assuring that each class
members receives value for the work performed. Hardly anyone can object to the concept that fees
should be reasonable, or the court's inherent authority over fees.

John Beisner, D.C. Hg. (pp. 7-21) & 01-CV-027: The amendment appears to confirm current best
practices. As presently drafted, however, it could, effect some unintended changes. The Note
stresses that the rule does not undertake'to create any new grounds for an award of attorney fees, but
it should be more emphatic on this point. The Note should stress that it is not intended to effect any
change in attorney fee availability or amounts, perhaps by referencing recent decisions against
awards.

Victor Schwartz. D.C. Hg. (pp. 76-63 & 01 -CV-03 1: I favor the proposal to ensure that there's more
scrutiny of attorney fees. There have been too many situations in which the class members got little
or nothing and the attorneys got a great deal. There is little doubt, however, that the adopting of this
rule will provide further incentives for some plaintiffs', lawyers with interstate class actions to do
everything possible to keep their cases in state courts. They will want to avoid this rule.
Norman Chachkin (NAACP). D.C. Hg. (pp. 84-1 04) & 01-CV-051: There is no good reason for a
rule such as this in civil rights and employment discrimination cases, for in those cases the fee is
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awarded under a fee-shifting statute pursuant to the lodestar approach. But the adoption of a rule
suggests that there should be a change in practice, and there is no reason for one.

Brian Wolfmnan (Public Citizen). D.C. Ha. (pp. ' 16-32) & O1-CV-043: Although proposed Rule
23(h) largely codifies current practice, we believe that it will benefit class members, particularly if
modified as we suggest. At the outset, we think that the phrase "or by agreement of the parties"
should be deleted as unnecessary and potentially misleading One of the exceptions to the American
Rule is that there can ,be a fee award if the parties so agree, so saying that an award isi ,"authorized
by law" is sufficient. ,If the rule rermains as currently written, courts, may infer that.the contractual
basis for anaward is entitled to special deference, and that they should simply award the amount the'
parties agreed to without further inquiry. We have seen class counsel argue tat, where there is a fee
agreement with the defendant, there is no basis for the court to scrutinize the fees. Courts have
rejected such arguments, but the&aguients persist. 'The'Note says that all agreements are subject.
to scrutiny, but that "weight" can be given toa defendant's agreement not to challenge a fee up t a
certain sum. Because, the defendant is normaly' indifferent to the amount of the fee, nop weight
should ,be given to ,its i diffeenc, Similarly, counsel's agreement on fees witht named plaintiff
should,,not matter, ,WheerF or, ,not'~tLhe~ namediaiSintiff has agreedrto a pone-third fee hasino 'bearing
on the proper, i*e fr class counfsel. i, (A, different i'tuation s presented Sundte LRA, Which,
operates on a, congressional assumption of an ;'lnipowered plaintiff.") Theilong discussion of fee,
determination principles lnhe Notep1~ untethered1 to any plrospn in Ith e rule;lunlesstheprin iplesi,
are themselvesto be includejdinthe rule, they should praps i4ube removed m the Notes For
exam, ple, the Note F sas that ithe We award shou1 0be ied$ , to the,,IactualI reliefprovided to class
members. If that is the Committee's position it should be in te rule, as it is incorporated into' the
PSLRA. Similarly, the rule could direct that a portion of Whe payment to counsel be held back
pending comp~etioni of the claimsproceduretol en ure attendrniWato
procedure. On cioons, idisapproval +fio 'l wui uihre is no seconda market should
be'nade stonger. Prhaps the focs, at least gpecetage lteiiKFhould be on the flue of the
coupons actually redeemed or used. Theat vild nc a se i which
coupons of mini ,al alueareput upby defendant.

Hon. William Alsup (N.D. Cal.. 01 -CV-004:'lav ing worked hai on astsleast'sx class actions over
the last 26 months of my tenure as a isojee upportte propose Rue
revisions. i iF 'F , !I' ' i

American Insurance Association. 01-CV-022: AlA agrees with the proposal for requiring motions
for attorney fee awards and permitting objections and hearings. These practices should result in
more clearly justified fee requests.

Patrick Lysaught (Defense Research Inst.) Ol-CV-0332 01-CV-034,01-CV-046,01-CV-047: DRI
supports the proposed addition of Rule 23(h) but only if it is made,,clear that the rule does not
expand the availability of attorney fees and that it is not intended to overturn appellate' decisions
taking a hard line on wshen sucm fees may be recovered., The Note should be expanded to recognize
those decisions. - I, F

Fl eI' ' ' I . ,' 1
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Prof. Charles Silver,01-CV-048: The Committee has "wimped out" on the fee formula. "Everyone
knows that the lodestar method is an inferior fee formula and should be abandoned in cases where
the percentage method can be applied.... [I]t violates the Due Process Clause to use the lodestar
when the percentage approach is available." The Committee should help the lodestar into its grave.
The percentage approach should be endorsed and followed. Once the fee is set, it should be enforced
even if the recovery is unusually large. Re-bargaining the fee on the back end should never occur.
Also, using the word "reasonable" in Rule 23 is dubious because when Congress has used it in fee-
shifting statutes it has been taken to mean use of the lodestar. If this word is used, "there must be
an express disavowal of any intention of following Congress' lead. I would simply strike the word."

David Hudson. Chair. Court Advisory Committee. U.S. Dist. Ct.. S.D. Ga.. 01-CV-053: It is the
experience of this Committee that all class action cases in which attorney fees are awarded required
without exception notice to the class, a hearing, and approval by the court. In the event the Rules
Committee is aware of some practice in federal court where this is not required, then perhaps
addressing these requirements in the proposed new rule is warranted.

Gregory Joseph. Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers Comm. on Federal Civil Procedure.01 -CV-055: The
Committee believes that the proposed amendment to Rule 23(h) is sound. We note that the
introductory language refers to an award of fees pursuant to "agreement of the parties.." Since any
award of fees must be "authorized by law," the disjunctive reference could be deleted as superfluous.
Otherwise, the right to object might be construed as permitting the party to renege on an agreement
to pay a certain fee, or at least not to object to an award up to a certain amount.

Edwin Wesely. Chair. Comm. on Civil Lit., E.D.N.Y., Ol-CV-056: The Committee acknowledges
that the courts have a special obligation in reviewing and administering fee requests. However, this
text, to the extent it embraces the lodestar and percentage of recovery methods for awarding fees,
is largely a restatement of present practice and hence unnecessary. To the extent the rules authorizes
fee awards based solely on competitive bidding, the Committee is uncomfortable. The Note appears
substantive. There should not be an attempt to effect procedural changes through the Note rather
than the rules themselves.

Federal Magistrate Judges Assoc. Standing Rules Committee. 01-CV-057: The FMJA Rules
Committee supports the proposed changes to Rule 23.

Allen Black, 0l-CV-064: I support the notion of including within Rule 23 a provision dealing with
the award of attorney fees. But the rule should say that the court "shall" award a reasonable fee, not
just that it "may" do so. The rule as drafted seems to leave it within the court's discretion not to
award a reasonable fee. "We have seen a number of appellate decisions reversing such actions by
district courts." In addition, I would add the following regarding coupon settlements: "If the class
is made up of distributors who buy products from the defendants routinely on an on-going basis, the
coupons may be of real value to the class." On p. 88, the second full paragraph says that a significant
risk of non-recovery has "sometimes" been important in determining the fee. I think it would be
fairer to say that the risk factor has "almost always" been important.
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Jeffrey Norris. President. Equal Employment AdvisorM Council. 01-CV-065: EEAC supports the
increasedjudicial supervision over attorney fee awards and costs to counsel. Although the proposed
rule does not establish any new rules for awarding attorney fees and costs, its inclusion in the class
action rule reinforces the significant role the court has in overseeing such awards. One thing that
should be emphasized is focusing on the actual benefits to the class resulting from'settlements.
Agreements that call for future payments or coupons or other nonmonetary benefits may not actually
result in significant actual benefits to class members.

Robert McCallum.'Jr.. U.S. Dep't'of Justice. 01 -CV-073: The Department supports the Committee's
conclusion that the aended Rule should describe the role of class counsel and procedures for
resolving attorney fee awards.

Washington Leaal Foundation. Ol-CV-082: WLF supports each of the specific provisions of
proposed'Rule 23(h). It applauds the notion that notice ofth e fee request must'accompany any notice
of a proposed settlement. The rule will increase significantly the likelihood that class members will
learn of the requested fee and thus be in a position to object if they so desire.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Lawv and ,of Litigation.' 01-CV-069: We support the proposed
amendment, and believe its adoption will be an important step toward improving public confidence
in the judicial process with respectsto class' actions. The Committee chose thpe right course in not
attempting by rule to resolve the current circuit' court split between the percentage-of-the-fund
method and the 'lodestar method for deterining' class actionlattorney fees. There is too often a
perception under current practice in settled class actions that the court accepts the agreement of the
parties regarding, the ,amount of class counsel'sfee without examining whether the fe is
commensurate ,with the benefit provided tothee class.> Whether or not that perception is'accurate, we
believe a rule amendment mandating careful judicial scrutiny of all fee applications in class actions
will lead to greater public confidence ,in the j-udicial process, and also prevent some of the perceived
abuses., Although lno measuring system is, perfrct,, he 'Note sets out appropriate factors for the
district court 1to consider and giyes the district, court sufficient leeway to fashion fair and equitable
awards. We agree withthe Committee on the "singular importance ofjudicial revieweoffee awards
to the healthy operation of the class action process." The straightforward provisions of proposed
Rule 2 3(h) appear well designed to facilitate sucjudicial review. ', ',

Federal Trade Commission 01-CV-085: The Commission supports the inclusionofthis provision
in Rule 23 and believes that requirig fonmal findings of fact and conclusions of law, as well as the
overall encouragement of close judicial scrutiny of fee petition', will ensure that appropriate fees are
awarded. We urge the Committee to consider includiing language in the Note specifically pointing
to the existence of previous or parallel government actions, as a factor to be considered in assessing
the reasonableness of a fee request. In light o' the'substantial work often undertaken by the
government in prosecuting a' case, some courts'he already held 'that the existence of a related
government action is a factor that may 'properly be Inidered in reducing class counsel's fee. The
existence ofgovernment involvement also bears onta factors consldeed, such as the level of risk
shouldered by counsel. In two recent class acq'ns that'built on FTC enforcement actions, the
Commission opposed class counsel's fee petitions as unreasonably high.
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Prof. Susan Koniak. 01 -CV-086: Currently, courts often measure the attorney's fee in light of a fund
designated for the class that will not, in large measure, actually be paid to the class members. After
a claims procedure of some sort, much of the money actually returns to the defendant's coffers.
When the settlement provides that defendant gets back money not claimed by the class, class
counsel's fees should be calculated by the amount actually received by the class, not the illusory
larger "recovery." The fact this would delay the award to counsel is not important; why shouldn't
the lawyers wait for their money until the class members get theirs? The alternative of relying on
expert forecasts on the level of claiming activity should be discouraged in the rule.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law (add 16 other groups), 01-CV-091: This rule is
unnecessary in light of the provisions of Rule 54(d)(2). The only substantial addition it makes
appears to be the requirement that notice of the fee motion be given That is not a good change.
Although the proposed rule appears only to establish a procedure for 1he determination of fees and
costs, the note speaks more directly to the substantive standards regarding determinations of the
merits of fee applications. The Note should not be used for exp ssions of substantive legal
standards, and it should be deleted.'

David Piell 01-CV-094: The introduction of Rule 23(h) at the same time as Rule 23(g) seems to
obliterate the latter. Why should the court bother with the task of bidding for class counsel, and what
meaning does the bid have, if at the conclusion the court is going to reevaluate the value of counsel's
work and determine the appropriate fee using hindsight? The 1 4ote is problematic on fee
measurement. The lodestar should not be used as a cross-check on the percentage measurement.
The only reason for using the lodestar is to avoid an unreasonably low fee for counsel. An individual
plaintiff could not opt for hourly billing after seeing what the percerntage approach will yield for
counsel, and neither should a class get that option. "While to the lay observer, class counsel's fee
award- is excessive, the average person does notyunderstand that class I Itigation takes years of work,
that class counsel has to advance all the costs of litigation, and that ofen multiple competing class
actions against the same defendant(s) on the same issue will be occurring. The result of this last
consideration being that class counsel can have'the misfortune of losing their investment in the class
action because another firm was willing to settle for less."

Prof. Howard Erichson, 01-CV-097: The provisions on attorneys' fees are appropriate, and it makes
sense to include them in Rule 23. Perhaps the Note should emphasize the problems created by the
use of the lodestar rather than percentage fees, particularly is encouragement of overstaffing with
unwieldy conglomerations of lawyers.

Rule 23(h)(1)

Conference: The principal problem now is that there is no adequate b sis for objectors to know the
basis of the fee application in time to object. The time periods for disclosure and objecting often
make informed objections impossible. The net recovery by the class is important. The amount
requested should be in the notice to the class. The application should be available to class members
for at least 30 days. A lot of money is involved, and the application may present complex issues.
Often an objector has to fight counsel to get the documents. Any side deals should be disclosed in
the fee application.
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Conference: An aggressive attitude toward disclosure and scrutiny of side agreements is not
warranted. In a Wall Street firn, the "rainmaker!' lawyer shares in the profits, even without doing
the main legal work, as a recognition of the importance of the job of getting the legal work. So here,
the lawyer -who initially gets the case may take it to a class-action firm. That firm cannot know at
the, outset how much time the case will take, or the risks involved. Some, things are quite
independent of the rational disposition of the case. For example, if the defendant simply has cash-
flow problems, it may not be able to settle at the time. Substantive law may change, making the case
harder to win.

Conference: There is no real problem with disclosure of side agreements. Often these are buy-off
deals with objectors. None of the possibly valid fee-sharing issues suggested by an analogy to the
rainmaker in a law firm applies there.

Conference: Side agreements are a problem. If the total fee is toe a consortium and is reasonable,,
perhaps the court need not be concerned with the division within the group. There may be some
"hard stuff' going on within the consortium, but the judge would be well advised to stay out of it.-

Conference: If the fee basis is the lodestar, the judge should know about the side agreements. Even
if a percentage fee is used, that need exists if the lodestar is used as a cross-check.

Conference: There are concerns about the nature of the, notice, of the fee motion to the class
members, and-the cost that will result from having to give this notice.i

Victor Schwartz. D.C. Hg. (pp. 76-63) & 01-CV-03 1: It is of paramount importance to notify the
class members about fee hearings so that they may be informned before the class attorneys' fees are
set in cement.l

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 0l-CV-043: We agree with the thrust of
this subsection because it explicitly requires that fees be sought by motion and that the class
members be notified. We find the reference to Rule 54(d)(2) a bit curious, since we almost never
seethatrule invoked except in statutory fee-shifting cases. In any event, Rule 54(d)(2) cannot apply
to class actions in all respects. For example, the 14-day deadline serves no purpose in the class
action context. In order to avoid possible confusion, the rule should say that the time limit of Rule
54(d)(2)(B) does not apply. In addition, the Committee should explain why the rule incorporates
Rule 54(d)(2). Regarding notice, we think ihat the full motion for fees should be served on all
absentees who have entered an appearance through counsel or otherwise. In our experience, class
counsel often resist providing this information to potential objectors.

Leslie Brueckner (TLPJ), D.C. Hg. (pp. 148-61) & 6i-CV-020: TLPJ urges the Committee to
eliminate the requirement that notice be given to the class with regard to the attorney fee motion.
We have no problem with the requirement that the motion be served on the parties. But the
provision could be read to require that all class members must be served with a copy of the motion.
The motions are often not filed with the court until some time after the notice of proposed settlement
is given to the class, and a separate notice would therefore be required, although there would usually
not be too much problem when the notice can be includedwith the Rule 23(e) notice to the class.
But having a potentially double round of notice would be undesirable. This could have a huge
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negative impact on civil rights cases and consumer cases. In litigated cases, this would require an
additional notice, but if the cost of giving notice were itself a recoverable cost that would remove
some of the possible deterrent effect of having to give the notice since it would only be required
when the case was won and a fee award almost certain. But to take comfort in that, the witness
would want the rule to say that the costs of giving notice to the class would be taxable as costs.
Moreover, the requirement of notice actually is harmful to the class if the cost of giving notice must
be deducted from the recovery for the class.

Allen Black. 01-CV-064: I am not sure why Rule 23(h)(l) is drafted so as to import explicitly all
the procedural and other baggage of Rule 54(d), only to disclaim applicability of some of the
baggage in the very next words of the rule. These proceedings strike me as sufficiently different
from Rule 54(d) proceedings to be treated without reference to that rule.

Keith Johnson. Chief Legal Counsel, St. of Wis. Invest. Bd.. Il-CV-066: SWIB strongly supports
Rule 23(h)(I) in its entirety. All of the items covered by the proposed rule are critical to obtaining
fair fee awards. Given the conflicting interests of class counsel and class members when it comes
to fee awards, these processes are of the utmost importance to ensure that fee awards are fair and are
considered in light of full scrutiny by class members. Indeed, the proposed rule does not go far
enough. Most settlement notices do not provide meaningful information about fee awards, but only
provide the maximum amount the parties have agreed to submit to the court without opposition from

,< the defendant. Class members can be protected from excessive fee awards only by meaningful
Ho . disclosure. Information about the proposed fee award and about counsel's effort to earn it is critical

to class members' ability to assess fee petitions. In many cas es, counsel's detailed submissions to
the court regarding fees are not made until after the deadline for class members to opt out or to
object. Thus, they canrot obtain timely information that would indicate whether the fee award is
justified. The rule and Note do not address this. We urge the Committee to review the rule and
require that the papers in support of the fee award be filed at least ten days before the deadline for
objections and opting out.

Washington Legal Foundation. 01-CV-082: WLF recommends~that the rule provide for notice of
the motion at least 60 days in advance of the proposed hearing. :WLF's experience is that the norm
is to provide very little advance notice of fee hearings. Mandatory 60-day advance notice should
eliminate this problem yet will impose minimal hardship on the attorneys seeking a fee award.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation 01 -CV-069: The provisions regarding notice and
the right to object bolster the rule's function in raising public confidence regarding the award of class
action attorney fees. Particularly when class actions are settled, class counsel and the defendant are
not adversaries with respect to the fee application. The requirement of notice will facilitate the
adversary process by providing class members with the information they need to determine whether
they believe the fee sought is reasonable in terms of the benefit obtained for them.

Alliance of American Insurers. 01 -CV-068: The Alliance opposes the requirement that notice be
provided to class members regarding attorney fee motions by class counsel because this would result
in greater administrative expenses in defending class action litigation. It is unclear whether the

C 1 / notice envisioned would be part of the settlement notice or whether it would be a separate notice.
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It is unclear what, if any, benefit would be derived by disclosing counsel fees to the class members.
The Alliance believes that a thorough and comprehensive examination of counsel fees by the court
would achieve the goal of protecting class members. An acceptable alternative, however; would be
for the proceedings regarding fee ,awards to take place after settlement, with any expenses associated
with the required notice borne by the plaintiffs.

National TreasurM Employees Union. 01-CV-078: The proposed rule regarding notice of the fee
motion does not recognize that attorney fees may be provided for'in the settlement agreement itself.
The motion for approval of the settlement should be deemed to satisfy the notice requirement.
Requiring a separate notice for the fee motion is wasteful.,

David Williams. 01-CV-079: The amendment's premise -- that class members always have an
interest in the fee arrangements -- is incorrect.' That interest may exist when payment is from a
common fund, but it does not always, exist. Yet the notice requirement is premised on class-
members' supposed universal'interest, in the fee award. Cases Sin which the class members do not
have any such inteTrestinclude (a) those in whichjudgmenthas already been obtained in favor ofthe
class and class counsel are to be paid under a ,fee-shifting statute, (b) cases that settle, with fee issues
reserved for later, separate treatment, and (c) cases in which the fee methodology has already been
pre-determined ,under new Rule 23(g)., I fthe parties are capable of settling these fee claims, why
require the ,court to determine the fe?' Notices ,to the class in such instances will create more
confusion than benefit. ,

W.D. Mich. Committee on Rules of Practice.,'01-CV-090: The amendments in this area are simply
unnecessary.: Details about the nature of the attorney fees being sought can be incorporated in the
notices sent to class members under the other provisions of Rule 23'. Introducing an entirely separate
notice procedure for appioving attorney'fees creates delay and redundancy that is both expensive and
inefficient.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Riahts Under Law (and 16 other groupsV 01-CV-091): The
mandatory notice to the class regarding the fee motion imposes yet another unnecessary and
unjustified burden in' civil rights classlactions. Most civil rights class actions are maintained under
federal statutes that provide forjudicial awards of fees to prevailing plaintiffs from the adverse party.
As a consequence, the fees don't diminish the recovery for the class and notice to class members
would serve no purpose. To the extent that attorney fees are included in a proposed settlement, the
interests of class members in the~fee amount are adequately served through notice of the proposed
settlement and the opportunity to object to, it. But, attorney fee proceedings in civil rights class
actions often, occur after the approval of the settlement, and requiring a notice then serves no
legitimate interest.,

Rule 23(h)(2)

Conference: There should be an opportunity for discovery for objectors. The rule has evolved from
a draft that required a hearing to the'present proposal that only permits a hearing. It would be better
to say something to the effect that the court "shall ordinarily" have a hearing. It is too easy to shovel
these issues under the rug without a'hearing.
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Conference: In one case in the RAND study, after objectors appeared to oppose the amount agreed
to be paid the lawyers, much more of the benefits of the deal were shifted from the class attorneys
to the class.

Conference: Why should class members get to object when the fee is not coming out of a common
fund? That would seem none of their business.

Barry Himmelstein. S.F. Hg. (pp. 15-30) & 01-CV-008: On the question whether discovery should
be available to those who object to fees, it makes sense to say (as the Note does) that the
completeness of the fee motion is a factor to be considered in deciding whether to order discovery.
But that determination should be made with regard to the method of determining fees that the court
will be employing. If it is the percentage method, that would have a great bearing on whether
discovery would be authorized. Even if the lodestar were used as a cross-check in such a case, the
level of detail that would be needed for that cross-check purpose would not be as great as would be
needed if the lodestar were the main method of setting the fee.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen). D.C. Ha. (pp. 116-32) & O1-CV-043: This provision is a positive
addition to the rule because it underscores that all class members havean interest in any fee request,
whether made by class counsel or the objector's counsel, or Whether the fee is nominally "separate"
from the relief to be accorded the class in a settlement. The Note raises some concerns. Regarding
pro se objectors, who often are not familiar with technical procedures, it should say that their
objections must be accepted even if they are submitted in an informal format, and that class counsel
are responsible for seeing that they are filed. We suggest the following language: "For these
purposes, an objector represented by counsel would ordinarily have to file a formal objection with
the clerk of court, rather than by letter to counsel or the court. For objectors not represented by
counsel, those less formal means will suffice." We also agree-that the need for discovery depends
largely on how fully fee-seeking counsel have been in disclosing relevant information. Fee-sharing
arrangements among counsel, "clear sailing" arrangements with the defendant, and arrangements for
payments to named plaintiffs should be disclosed in all cases, however.

Gregory Joseph. Amer. Coll. of Trial Lawyers Comm. on Federal Civil Procedure, 01-CV-055: The
opportunity for a party from whom payment is sought to object might invite improper behavior in
cases in which a party has agreed not to object, or at least not to object up to a certain amount. Could
the permissive "may" in subpart (2) trump the 'agreement even though the rule itself says that an
award can be premised on an "agreement of the parties"?

Prof. Charles Silver. 01-CV-048: "Fee objections are pointless. Whenfeesarehandledrightto start
with, their only purpose is to enrich strategic objectors who threaten to 'hold up' settlements by
appealing unless they are paid to disappear." The Committee should not carve an objector's rights
to fees in stone. The standard extortionist tactic is to threaten to appeal unless class counsel cuts the
fee and to request a portion of the fee reduction as compensation. That should never be sufficient
to justify fees for objectors. They should only be compensating for wringing more from defendants.
Keith Johnson, Chief Legal Counsel, St. of Wis. Invest. Bd.. 01-CV-066: SWIB applauds the
Committee's recognition that it may be appropriate to award fees to counsel whose work produced
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a beneficial result for the class, including attorneys who represented objectors that improved the
settlement or reduced the fee award. Only by making it possible for objectors to recover the costs
of their efforts can we overcome the strong disincentive for class members to speak up in opposition
to excessive fees or inadequate settlements.

Washington Legal Foundation. 01-CV-082: WLF sees no reason to require class members to seek
to intervene in order to preserve the right to appeal a fee award. Unless class members are allowed
to appeal fee awards, there may be nobody to appeal unjust fee awards.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation. 01 -CV-069: The right to object bolsters the rule's
function, in raising public confidence. It will help present the issue to the court in the adversary
context our justice'system has typically regarded as optimal. By the time a settlement is proposed,
class counsel,and,,the defendant are not really adversaries on the fee application.>

Alliance of American Insurers. 01-'CV-068: The Alliance supports the provision allowing objections
by any class member or party from whom payment is sought.

National Treasurv Employees Union, b01CV-078: Providing a right to object to the fee motion
separate from the right to object to the terms of a proposed settlement does not seem warranted in
all cases.

Rule 23(h)(3)

Conference: The rule requires findings on the fee motion, but not a hearing. We should use this rule
to impose more regulation on districtjudges as they shop for, and as they pay, class counsel.

Brian Wolfman (Public Citizen), D.C. Hg. (pp. 116-32) & 01-CV-043: We support this provision.
Although a hearing need not be held in every case, the court should hold a hearing at least in cases
wherela fee objection has been filed. The Note should stress the importance in the Rule 23(e)
settlement context of combining intolone hearing the court's consideration of the overall settlement
and the fee request.

David Romine. D.C. Hg. (pp. 242-62) & 01-CV-49: This provision will burden courts. This is the
only motion for which courts must make findings. That is an undue burden.

Keith Johnson. Chief Legal Counsel. St. of Wis. Invest. Bd.. 01-CV-066: SWIB strongly supports
the proposal to require that courts make findings in connection with the award of attorney fees, and
supports inclusion in the Note of factors that courts should consider in assessing the reasonableness
of fee awards.

ABA Sections of Antitrust Law and of Litigation. 01 -CV-069: The requirement of specific findings
on the reasonableness of the fee will provide, for effective appellate review. Perhaps more
importantly, such findings will provide a public education function in class action cases, which often
are followed closely in the media. In those cases in which large fee awards relative to the benefit
to individual class members are appropriate, written findings from the court awarding the fee will
help to educate the public regarding why such a fee is appropriate in that particular case.
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Alliance of American Insurers. 01-CV-068: The Alliance supports the requirement for findings
under Rule 52(a) and for a hearing on the fee motion.

Rule 23(h)(4)

Conference: The Rule 23(h)(4) provision for reference to a special master is too broad. It refers to
issues related to the amount of the award. It would be better to refer to the need for an accounting
or a difficult computation, as the proposed Rule 53 revision at page 120 of the publication does.
Brian Wolfiian (Public Citizen). D.C. HM. (pp.I 116-32) & 01-CV-043: We oppose this provision
concerning reference of the fee amount determination to magistrate judges or special masters.
Except for the most mundane issues, it is important for the judge who handled the case to be fully
involved in this activity. In settled cases, in particular, the determination of a proper fee is intimately
tied to the assessment of the settlement.

Rule 23 2001 Proposals: General Comments

Conference: There is a lot of sensible stuff here. But Rule 23 should be amended only if there is a
real need. Caution is indicated even though there are no "hot-button" issues. Rule 23(b)(3) is the
source of the difficulties. Perhaps the'time has come to abandon it.

Conference: With a couple of exceptions, the Committee should go forward. The proposals are
good. It is useful to codify good practice; not all judges are as adept as the best in managing class
actions. The Notes are too long; the attorney-fee Note includes material that should be in the
Manual. "A Note should explain the reason for the Rule." Lists of factors should not be included
in the Rules; they should be set out in Notes, or not at all. Amendments of themselves will not have
destabilizing effects; the Evidence Rules have codified Daubert, and it has worked.

Conference: The group that recreated Rule 23 in 1966 did not know what powers they were
unleashing. "It has become a de facto political institution." The proposals are not remarkable, but
remarkable proposals cannot be put through the rulemaking process. Rule 23 affects many interests,
so much so that it is difficult to get disinterested advice from the people with the greatest experience.
It is wise to be cautious about engraving current practices in Rule 23. "Rule 23 has a very
sophisticated set of followers. That should be taken into account. The Notes are intelligent,
complete, but longer than needed after the present process is worked through." The lists of factors
seem to work pretty well. But there are some inconsistencies.

Conference: Both Notes and Rules have grown longer over the years. The earlier attitude was to be
sparse, to give direction and describe intent. It is useful to describe the purpose of a Rule, but to
leave out advice on how to exercise the power conferred. Notes now are attempting to become
legislative history.

Conference: The proposals would not change much. They are largely "instructive" to lawyers, trial
judges, and appellate judges. The Notes are too long and sometimes contradict themselves or
something in the accompanying Rule.

Conference: There is no need to cover everything in Rule 23. Most of this is useful in guiding the
district judge. The factors in the Notes will help judges. Case management will be improved. The
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Notes to the 1993 Rule 26 amendments are a good model; they are not short, but they are a good
source of guidance. The draft Rule 23 Notes are too much text, and too much resource about the
law. The law may change.

Conference: Rule 23 should be amended to address the problem of discovery from "absent" class
members.

Conference: Consideration should be directed to the Department of Justice proposal prepared more
than 20 years ago with Dan Meador that would establish authority for the Department to pursue
important "consumer" actions.

Michael J. Stortz. Esq.. Written Statement for S-F Hearing: The Note on Rule 23(e) suggests that
the development of scientific knowledge bears on the maturity of the substantive issues and the
review of a settlement. It should be noted that the development of scientific knowledge also is
relevant to certification of a class.

Maq Alexander. Esq.. S-F Hearing pp 55 ff: For ATLA. Class actions can be an important means
of deterring wrong conduct and providing compensation for small-scale damages claims. But it is
important to protect-also the right to dedicated legal counsel, trial by jury, and the right of an
individual plaintiff to control litigation of an individual claim. There should be meaningful opt-out
rights. We must be vigilant to prevent erosion of individual class members' Frights.

John Frank. Esq.. S-F Hearing pp. 92 ff: I dissented from the adoption of Rule 23(b)(3) in 1966. It
should be repealed and replaced by administrative agencies appropriate to the subject matter. It
simply produces a commercial transaction, blessed by the, courts,, in which defendants buy res
judicata from the plaintiff for a considerable sum of money. The published proposals produce a
number of decision points. -Each will require time. Anything that adds time to the judicial process
must be evaluated to ensure that the gain is worth the cost.

Anna Richo. Esq.. S-F Hearing 139: As Chief Judge Posner has quoted Judge Friendly, "settlements
induced by a small probability of an immense judgment in a class action" are "blackmail
settlements."

Alfred W. Cortese. Jr.,'Esq.. S-F Hearing 156 ff. 01 -CV-0 15: "What has happened in the class action
area is that we, have a burdensome, expensive, ineffective method of'transferring wealth from one
segment of the economy, the wealth creators, the target defendants that I generally represent, to
another segment of the economy and very little of that wealth ends up with the alleged victims.
That's a very serious problem and it's a much deeper and much more serious problem than is even
addressed; as many of the Committee members know, in the proposed amendments." John Frank's
recommended surgery may, at this late date, be too bold, but it reflects a feeling at both ends of the
political and philosophical spectrum that we need to do something about class actions one way or
another. The pending amendments are a start. "I would urge you not to stop there."

It is unfair to have a class that includes a wide range of injury or damages among individual
class members. Fundamental fairness, due process, and the right to jury trial are involved. The opt-
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out (b)(3) class shifts the burden of inertia to class members and weighs in favor of inclusion in the
class. Opt-in classes would be better.

Defendant classes are "really truly legalized blackmail." Individual defendants are precluded
from raising individual defenses. Individual causation liability disappears in the crush to get a result.
Prof. Judith Resnik. D.C. Hearing Written Statement. 01-CV-044: The first several pages of the
statement, through text at note 18, trace the transformation of Rule 23 since 1966, concluding that
the distinctions between (b)(l), (2), and (3) classes "no longer fit the practice. The larger lesson is
that writing rules that assume the durability of categorization is ill-advised." Much of the focus is
on the role ofthe court in designating class counsel. But there are other themes. Among them is that
the Advisory Committee should establish "a catalogue of * * * desirable revisions that other
institutions have authority to initiate. " Examples are reconsideration of "the common law preclusion
rule and the implicit standard on adequacy of representation" created by the outcome of the
Matsushita litigation, Epstein v. MCA, Inc., 9th Cir.1999, 179 F.3d 641; and the 1979 Department
of Justice proposal that the Department be authorized to bring small-dollar-value claims on behalf
of injured individuals.

David Snyder, Esq.. and Kenneth A. Stoller. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 173. The most important rule to
be made would provide "an absolute as of right appeal, immediate appeal on a class certification and
a mandatory stay of proceedings pending the final resolution of the appeal. " The written statement,
01 -CV-022, adds that merits discovery should be stayed pending appeal. Immediate appeal will help
prevent settlements that result from the need to prevent extortionate litigation and discovery
expenses.

National Assn. of Consumer Advocates. 01-CV-062: The Notes are much too long. "Frankly, the
commentary appears to those of us in the advocacy community to be a backdoor effort to accomplish
many biased and pro-business restrictions on good class actions that could never see the light of day
if they were in the actual proposed rule changes. This is dishonest and damaging and must be
corrected."

Joseph L.S. St.Amant. Esq.. 01-CV-075: Raises a number of issues that tie to several of the
proposals, but are more general. As a Fifth Circuit Appellate Conference Attorney, he is concerned
about a number of issues that affect appeals. He recognizes that some of these issues may arise at
the borders between the Civil Rules and the Appellate Rules. The questions begin with a pre-
certification dismissal: how far does counsel's obligation to the putative class include a duty to
appeal? What if the dismissal results from voluntary settlement of the representative plaintiff's
claims? Is there always a duty to appeal denial of certification - and is it acceptable to take money
for the individual client not to appeal in this setting? Settlement after a notice of appeal has been
filed raises different questions. If a class has been certified, it seems to be understood that court
approval is required, and that remand to the district court is appropriate. But if certification has been
denied, there seldom is a reason for supervision of settlement by the court of appeals, yet it might
be better to adopt a rule that thelinitial filing of class allegations creates a need for district-court
supervision of settlement at any stage.
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Association of the Bar of the City of New York. 01 -CV-07 1: There is a statement the reflects other
comments not separately noted. The Committee Notes "go far beyond the particular rule changes
they purport to elucidate. Instead of explaining the amendments and the reasons for their enactment,
the Notes purport to take jurisprudential positions on the way class actions should be conducted and
resolved. Because of their breadth, the Notes -nmore than the rule amendments themselves - are
likely to be cited by parties as precedent to support their positions.," Examples are found in the notes
to (c)(l)(A) (discovery in connection with certification) and (e)(1)(C) (factors for reviewing
settlement). "Because the Notes carry weight with the courts, it is important *** that their content
and scope be, limited to explaining' the purpose of the amendments proposed, 'and not be used to
import into jurisprudence the Committee's views of best practice."

Federal Trade Comniission. 01-CV-085: The FTC has substantial experience with class actions that
parallel, or follow on, FTC enfrcement investigations and actions. These private actions may affect
the FTC's ability to obtain appropriat relief, at times yielding -remedies that the FTC cannot get
under its own authority. The FTC has worked with class'counsel to ensure that the parallel actions
would, together, provide appropriate relief. Private actions also may threaten to settle on terms,-
including attorney fees - that do not afford adequate consumer relief; theF TC may seek to
intervene. Rule 23 should be revised to require the partiesjto provide notices of two sorts. First, the
parties should be reqired to inform the court of any previous or pending action conducted by the
government of which tlhey ae aware andlthatlrelates to the samre conduct. This notice makes the
court aware of the f ll ontext ofthe case, and willifacilitatefthe court's understanding of the issues,
review of anysettlement, and awardof attorney fees. Second, the parties should give notice of the
class action to any government agency that they know to be conducting, or to have conducted, an
action or investigation that relates to substantially the samel conduct. Notice to the agency will
enable the agency to'seek intervention whlen appropriate, anId to provide the court'with relevant
information. One district court' further, has hleld that the FTC is precluded by the resjudicata effects
of a class-actionjudgment from seeking addition relief on behalf of class members, the FTC should
know of this dager. On the oter hiand,rthe FTC may be able to settle' its own action on terms that
integrate with the class action.

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. 01-CV-091: (For 18 'civil rights, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) Raises
several questions that are not addressed by the published proposals: (1) Rule 23 should be amended
to make 'clear the propriety of certifying' civil rights class actions for compensatory and punitive
damages. Some courts; refuse (b)(2) certification for classes that seek significant damages awards,
and others refuse (b)(3) certification because common questions do not predominate, or because
class treatment is 'not superior in seeking to establish a pattern or practice of discrimination. "Such
misguided interpretations of Rule 23 turn expanded civil rights remedies [the addition of damages
relief] against the victims of discrimination* * *." It should be made clear that Rule 23 permits
certification of civil rights actions that seek both equitable and damages relief. [(2) Rule 23 should
be amended tostate that pnrortdo certification unnamed class membersare "represented" for purposes
of the Model Rule 4.2 prohibition on communications by counsel opposing Ihe class with class
members. Present practice, launched by cases seeking to restrict communications by class counsel
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with class members, authorizes limitations on communications only when there is a clear record and
specific findings that weigh the potential abuse against the rights of the parties and then seeks to
limit speech as little as possible. Protection of class members from communications from opposing
counsel is critical, "particularly regarding waiver or compromise of their claims. ** * Both courts
and commentators have recognized that putative class members should not be required to evaluate
waivers or releases without the assistance of counsel." The Rule 4.2 approach will provide
protection even when class counsel is not aware of the communications and not in a position to seek
control. Class counsel will continue to be able to communicate with class members, and counsel for
different proposed representative class plaintiffs also will remain free to communicate with class
members. This approach would not establish an attorney-client relationship with class members for
any other purpose. (3) The 2000 discovery amendments threaten to make it more difficult to pursue
civil rights litigation. The 2001 proposed Rule 23 amendments "add entire new proceedings, require
new decisions and new notices, authorize new appearances, and encourage the relitigation of
certification decisions, mandating a much greater direct involvement ofjudges** *." Butjudges,
burdened with the new responsibilities for managing discovery, have no time for added Rule 23
responsibilities. The result will be further delay in the prompt disposition of class actions. Delay
is particularly undesirable in actions that seek injunctive relief. (4) There is an alarming trend toward
displacing employment discrimination litigation by arbitration. The character of arbitration
proceedings that may preclude resort to class actions remains to be resolved. It is important that
Rule 23 establish clear, functional standards for federal civil rights claims, " [f]or it is against these
standards that arbitration regimes will be measured to determine whether a mandatory arbitration
agreement affects only a change in forum, or will affect substantive rights." (5) The Advisory
Committee should devise means to achieve "earlier and fuller input from the civil rights community
regarding the agenda, problems, and proposals to be considered by the Advisory Committee."

Prof. Howard M. Erichson. 0l-CV-097: The current (b)(i), (2),, and (3) 'typology should, be
preserved. (b)(l) and (2) "essentially replicate Rule 19 compulsory joinder in cases where the
necessary parties are so numerous that actual joinder would be impracticable." Properly-narrowly
-construed, they define situations with a class of necessary parties. The language of (b)(2)
overemphasizes remedy, and might be changed to make it clear that not every, action demanding
primarily injunctive or declaratory relief need be a mandatory class action. Medical monitoring
actions are an example of classes that might be treated as opt-out.

Summary of Comments & Testimony: 2001 Rule 23- Mass Torts
Conference: The proposals fail to address mass torts.

Conference: There is a real problem with fitting mass torts into Rule 23. Perhaps they deserve a
separate rule.

Conference: Discussion of mass-tort, classes has included consideration of opt-in classes. What
might such a rule be? Another participant suggested that a mass-torts rule that "does not involve a
class" might be useful. Perhaps it would be useful to revive consideration of the first Advisory
Committee drafts that collapsed the (b) categories, permitted opt-in classes, allowed denial of opt-out
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from any type of class, would permit ajudge to condition the right to opt-out on specified preclusion
consequences, andso on.

Conference: Mass torts are different from securities, antitrust, or consumer class actions. Different
rules are needed. We are trying too hard to fit disparate forms of litigation into a single procedural
bottle. "There are sufficient needs ofjudicial economy to justify work on a ,mass-torts rule."

Conference: One, approach might, be to establish a procedure that facilitates "judicial management
of individual settlements. " This would not be a class action, but a process to -establish a method for
settlement or resolution that does not depend on counsel alone in the way that class settlements do.

Professor Owen M. Fiss. John Bronsteen. Written Statement for D.C. Hearing. 01-CV-023: In
discussing the Ortiz 'decision, states that the class action'~ "rests on too attenuated a concept of
representation" to serve the need to represent all claimants to ' limited fund. "[T]he interests of all
the potential claimahts in the limitedifund are likely to be in competition with one another," so "the
named plaintiff is not' likely to be an adequate representative of the interests of the unnamed

e s. o tlhel class." -.

Washington-Legal Foundation,,01-CV-082: "'Masstorts are routinely being certified as Rule23(b)(3)
class Fractions, despitej the clear admonition in the Advisory Committee Notes." The Comnittee
shoul "takeh up the questionof; the appropriateness of class certification in cases in which, issues
surring liabilityljand damages quite clearly'vary considerably from class member to 'class
member. Certificat'on, in such, casesI often renders them essentially untriable; class certification
generally is sought as !a means, of imposing irresistible settlement pressure , * * The fact that
federal courts are more, than occasionally granting certification in such cases is an [sic] strong
indicatioli that Rule 23lneeds to beamended ,to make clear that certification is virtually, inever
appropriate in such cases." Cases not suitable for certification include personal injury claims and
employment discrimitation claims. ! I*

General Practice

Prof. Owen M. Fiss. John Bronsteen. Written Statement for D.C. Hearing. 01-CV-023: Defendant
class actions should be abolished. They involve the niostsuspect form of representation - the
plaintiff 'appoints the defendants' representative. They do not involve the need to make a suit
economically viable when harm is dispersed among many. They are extremely rare. "Clarity of
purpose would be served by eliminating any pretense that they are authorized by Rule 23."

Bruce Alexander. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement. 01-CV-041: (1) If class
certification is denied, there should not be a stay pending appeal; if certification is granted, ordinarily
there should be a stay pending appeal. (2) A new phenomenon is presented by class actions
advancing claims on behalf of people who have filed individual bankruptcy proceedings. An
illustration is provided by a class claiming that sending notices to customers while in bankruptcy
violates the automatic stay. Another illustration involves the question whether it is permissible to
claim an attorney fee for, preparing a proof of claim in a Chapter 13 proceeding. These situations do
not call for class treatment. The class members already are involved in litigation before a court, and
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often have lawyers; the theory that a class is needed to represent people who otherwise do not have
access to court is inapplicable.

Summary of Comments & Testimony: 2001 Rule 23- Mass Torts
Conference: The proposals fail to address mass torts.

Conference: There is a real problem with fitting mass torts into Rule 23. Perhaps they deserve ,a
separate rule.

Conference: Discussion of mass-tort classes has included consideration of opt-in classes. What
might such a rule be? Another participant suggested that a mass-torts rule that "does not involve a
class" might be useful. Perhaps it would be useful to revive consideration of the first Advisory
Committee drafts that collapsed the (b) categories, permitted opt-in classes, allowed denial of opt-out
from any type of class, would permit ajudge to condition the right to opt-out on specified preclusion
consequences, and so on.

Conference: Mass torts are different from securities, antitrust, or consumer class actions. Different
rules are needed. We are trying too hard to fit disparate forms of litigation into a single procedural
bottle. "There are sufficient needs ofjudicial economy to justify work on a mass-torts rule."

Conference: One approach might be to establish a procedure that facilitates "judicial management
of individual settlements." This would not be a class action, but a process to establish a method for
settlement or resolution that does not depend on counsel alone in the way that class settlements do.
Professor Owen M. Fiss, John Bronsteen. Written Statement for D.C. Hearing. 01-CV-023: In
discussing the Ortiz decision, states that the class action "rests on too attenuated a concept of
representation" to serve the need to represent all claimants to a limited fund. "[T]he interests of all
the potential claimants in the limited fund are likely to be in competition with one another," so "the
named plaintiff is not likely to be an adequate representative of the interests of the unnamed
members of the class."

WashingtonLegal Foundation. 01-CV-082: "Mass torts are routinely being certified as Rule 23(b)(3)
class actions, despite the clear admonition in the Advisoiy Committee Notes." The Committee
should "take up the question of the appropriateness tof class certification in cases in which issues
surrounding liability and damages quite clearly vary considerably from class member to class
member. Certification in such cases often renders them essentially untriable; class certification
generally is sought as a means of imposing irresistible settlement pressure * * *. The fact that
federal courts are more than occasionally granting certification in such cases is an [sic] strong
indication that Rule 23 needs to be amended pto make clear that certification is virtually never
appropriate in such cases." Cases not suitable for certification include personal injury claims and
employment discrimination claims.

General Practice

Prof. Owen M. Fiss. John Bronsteen. Written Statement for D.C. Hearing. 01-CV-023: Defendant
class actions should be abolished. They involve the most suspect form of representation - the
plaintiff appoints the defendants' representative. They do not involve the need to make a suit
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economically viable when harm is dispersed among many. They are extremely rare. "Clarity of
purpose would be served by eliminating any pretense that they are authorized by Rule 23."

Bruce Alexander, Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff. and Written Statement. 01-CV-041: (1) If class
certification is denied, there should not be a stay pending appeal; if certification is granted, ordinarily
there should be a stay pending appeal. (2) A new phenomenon is presented by class actions
advancing claims oni behalf of people who have filed individual bankruptcy proceedings. ,'An
illustration is provided by a class claiming that sending notices to customers while in bankruptcy
violates the, automatic stay. Another illustration involvesthe, question whetherit is permissible to
claim an attorneyfee for preparing a,proof of claim, in a Chapterl 13 proceeding. These situations do
not call for class treatmnent. The class members already are involved in litigation before a court, and
often have lawyers;'the theorythat a class is needed to represent people who otherwise do not have
access to court is inapplicable.,

Overstrike-Underline Version

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL K

RULES OF CjVIL PROCEDURE*

Rule 23. Class Actions

1 (c) Determiningatirn by Order Whether to Certify a
2 Class Action to Be Maintained; Appointing Class
3 Counsel; Notice and Membership in Class; Judgment;
4 Actions Conducted Par tiHly as e Alti 1 Multiple
5 Classes and Subclasses.

6 (1) (A s Asoon as practicable after the comn1een.i1ccluciit
7 - of an action brou&llt as a class action, the court shall
8 deterlmine by okde r Al1ct 1iAL it be to l~c so
9 mainenem When a person sues or is sued as a'

10 representative of a class, the court must ' at an

* New matter is underlined; omitted matter is lined through.
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13 early practicable time- determine by order
14 whether to certify the action as a class action.

15 (B) An order certifying a class action must define
16 the class and the class claims, issues, or defenses,
17 and must appoint class counsel under Rule 23(g).
1 8 M7lenlaeclass iscertified under Rune:Qle2(,!(3! t18 Tri1 I * 1 1 T~~~~~~~~~~~~-' " -1L

19 order1inust state w1en mid how me1nbers may elect
20 to Iee exIcuded fiord the class.

21 (C) An order under this suldivision Rule 23(c)(l)
22 may-be lb is conditiouial, anid may be altered or
23 amended before the decision on the 1.ne.its final
24 judgment.

25 (2) (A) - 11%ef ordering certificationu of a class acto
26 Rue 23. the cout must direct apropriate notice
27 to the elass. For any class certified under Rule 23(b)(1l
28 or (2). the court may direct appropriate notice to the
29 class.

30 (B) For n any class atioi niaintaine certified
31 under subdivision Rule 23(b)(3), the court shall
32 must direct to class the members of-the-class the
33 best notice practicable under the circumstances,
34 including individual notice to all members who can
35 be identified through reasonable effort. The notice
36 must concisely and clearly describ state in plain,
37 easily understood language:

38 * the nature of the action,

39 * the definition of the class certified.

40 * the class claims, issues, or defenses with
41 rese1tto wl ieh 1he 1lass has be1n
42 certified,
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43 * the-tgiht-tof that a class member t mav
44 enter an appearance through counsel if
45 the member so desires,

46 * that the court will exclude from the class
47 any member who requests exclusion, the
48 1 e lec to be 1lu ___1_ _3J_ _ 

49 clas _ __ _ f _1 tV'e r1R\e 23

50 stating when and how members may elect
51 to be excluded, and

52 * the binding effect of a class judgment on
53 class members under Rule 23(c)(3).

54 (ii FoI any class certified under Rulc 23
55 (l,)(l) or (2), thle court nllust direct nlotiee lb
56 U ll ,al Ulated to 1 wadl a reasoiabk number

57 _ _1 iube_1 .

58 (ii L r For any clas actiull mainatainA
59 ctiidulder subdivisionl Rvu!2(1;)(3), thle

61 the clatss the best noitCe praefieable unlder- the
60 cs inclulll tdingc tidliv dua l notiee to

63 all lembera wl1o caCU I c identifi d tbuougll
64 teasoiiabk JffA. TLe notiee shiall advise each
65 membei that (Ak) thl court will eAxclud tlh

66 ileii.LILJU-L fiLJL tlU cl ~eas so It tX e flxlle 'Liver so
67 reqUests by a %,I Jae, (13) tLejudg1 e1 t,
68 VWlll"ll.l faX 1V&"I; UI nlut, vVill lllUd, all

69 lll 1 llb hu dU Ut request eAclusiUn, and

70 (C) ally Mlembler 4ho does nat reuest
71 i;2qlu ull may, f11~ [ 14 1 dU i i, Jki;6et anl

72 _p4IL _i _ _ _ _1 l _ _ L_ _.
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73 (3) The judgment in an action maintained as a class
74 action under subdivision (b)(1) or (b)(2), whether or not
75 favorable to the class, shall include and describe those
76 whom the court finds to be members of the class. The
77 judgment in an action maintained as a class action under
78 subdivision (b)(3), whether or not favorable to the class,
79 shall include and specify or describe those to whom the
80 notice provided in subdivision (c)(2) was directed, and
81 who have not requested exclusion, and whom the court
82 finds to be members of the class.

83 (4) When appropriate (A) an action may be brought or
84 maintained as a class action with respect to particular
85 issues, or (B) a class may be divided into subclasses and
86 each subclass treated as a class, and the provisions ofthis
87 rule shall then be construed and applied accordingly.

88

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (c). Subdivision (c) is amended in several
2 respects. The requirement that the court determine whether to
3 certify a class "as soon as practicable after commencement of
4 an action" is replaced by requiring determination "'at an early
5 practicable time." The notice provisions are substantially
6 revised. Notice nowis explietly r ed in (b)(1) and (b)2)
7 classes.

8 Paragraph (1). Subdivision (c)(l)(A) is changed to
9 require that the determination whether to certify a class be

10 made "at an early practicable time." The "as soon as
11 practicable" exaction neither reflects prevailing practice nor
12 captures the manv valid reasons that may justify deferring the
13 initial certification decision. See Willging. Hooper & Niemic,
14 Empirical Studv of Class Actions in Four Federal District
15 Courts: Final Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil
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16 Rules 26-36 (Federal Judicial Center 1996). T+e Fedetai
17 Judicial Ceente sttudy showed ml case i e wh1 it was
18 doubtful whetl1 er deteriiiination of tfie efass-actionl questivu
19 , ,as iiiade aS Sl ,a patjcabl afteri cunniiiomeneeneiit of tlhe
20 e.stiuii. This reult occurred even in districts with local rules
21 requiring determination witlhiii a sjiecified period. These
22 seemllinigly tardy certification decisios often are in fact r 1ade
23 as soii as p1acical~le, for practicability itself is a pragmi1ati.
24 co11cept, pe11 zitftig consideLationi of all the factors that may
25 SUppOlt fral of the ification decision. If tlhe "as soul
26 aV .lctkcbk" plrase is applied to require detertiniationi at CL

27 eaily practicabletiiie, it dioes mli'anll. Iut tl1 e "ais- soonas
28 pae tieabe" exactiolI ntay divert attiltion f1 urn tlhe mway
29 piactical Leasn 'tlhat mlay justif` deferriin th initi-al
30 dctifitsion.' ' The period iiimil.ediatel fplluv4i g
31 fiuing may f support free ' 6xfluatiOx of ' "ttseklieen
32 oppoitunities-, atioughi settflennt d houdd 1not
33 b~eemnle tfie occasior fot,, deferrinlg tlle activities nleeded to
34 prepare for thse certification, deterin~ilatioll. Thle party
35 opposing the elass~,' ay prefer to wfif dismissal O1 stuninat y
36 judgminet as to lte ildividual plainftiffs eithu ut celificatin
37 and witl1out h bindingthe class, that mini~t lave ben cetified.
38 Tinjnl maybe nLeelded to exploe dlesignation of class mulsel
39 tslder Rztle, 23(g).,, rl

40 Time also may be needed lb1 discovery to support to
41 gather information necessarM to make the certification
42 decision. Althoughoan evaluationiof the probable outcome on
43 the merits is not properly, part of the certification decision,
44 discovery in aid of;the certification decision often includes
45 information required to identify thenature of the issues that
46 actually will be presented at, trial. In this sense it is
47 approppate to conduct controlled discovery into the "merits,"
48 limited to those 4asbects relevant to makihg, the certification
49 decision on an informed'basis. Active Judicial supervision
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50 may be required to achieve the most effective balance that
51 expedites an informed certification determination without
52 forcing an artificial and ultimately wasteful division between
53 "certification discovervy and "merits discovery." of the
54 disput. A court moust uniderstaid thle 1atme of tle disputes
55 that will be presented on thle merits in order to evaluate the
56 preselce of uzes; iss to know whlther the claims or
57 defenses oftlhe class er t are typical of class clain
58 or defenses; to mieasure tle alility of class epresentates
59 adequately to represent tlth class, to assess potektial co'nflicts
60 of interest withlin a poposed class; and paiticulialy to
61 dre1111i11l f urposes of a (b)(3) class whfetl conmon
62 questions piredon , ad hlethler a class action is supeiou
63 to otlhe iiethods of adjudication. Thle mnost A critical need
64 is to determnine how the case will be tried. Some An
65 increasing number of courts 'no require a party requesting
66 class 'certification to present a "trial plan" that describes the
67 issues that likely will to be presented at trial and tests whether
68 they are susceptible of class-wide proof., a deiiabk -arnd

69 at tirxes, indispensabe - practiee Such trial plmis tlhat oftei
70 requires betteL kLowiedgeoftlhe facts and availabl cvidene
71 than pan Ibe gleaned ffo1 tlhe pleading, and argumient alone.
72 I~ise~ tiagemeint of tlfe discovery, 11 eded to support for tlHD
73 cerfification deisiop recognizes that it tay be b liost efficie-t
74 to frae- the discovery so as to redu e wasteful duplication i
75 the class is- ertified,or if th litigation uontinues despite a
76 refustl to certify- a class. See Manual ForComplex Litigation
77 Third, § 21.213, p. 44; § 30.1,1, p. 214 ;§ 30.12, p. 215.

78 Qutedff-renrzteasoris foldefL-Trimgtle decis ohwltsflte
79 to ceeAify a class, appear if irlated litigation ais l Eacn
80 lmlaturity. Actual Developziftst in o ther cases iay-provie
81 irrvaluable information 10-Cail o' tl des~ifailty of class
82 prociedings-and on elass- dition. If thlet rakd litigation
83 ioblv.es a'n uv-1lappin o- co01nT tis eass, in 4,d, ther lMay
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84 Ie comlipelling reasons to defer to it. If ielated litigatioii
85 remains in a relatively early stage, O the othei hand, thC
86 prospect that duplicating, overlapping, or coin-peting classe
87 may 1esult in .onflicting or d rut iv d e v _opm.nts may _

88 a reason to expedite thie determ1iniation whlether to cetif a
89 class.

90 Other considerations may affect the timing of the
91 certification decision. The party opposing the class may
92 prefer to win dismissal or summary judgment as to the
93 individual plaintiffs without certification and without binding
94 the class that might have been certified. Time may be needed
95 to' explore designation of counsel under Rule 23(g).
96 recognizing that in many cases the need to progress toward
97 the certification determination may require designation of
98 interim class counsel under Rule 23(g)(2)(A!.- Tlperiod 6>
99 nrniirldiatdy fpllovvinlg filinl iiiay sipoit frc eploiatioil of

10 stlmnt ,. I_-fleeAdc-as__*s __::_ion__s 1 _ :____

101 al 1sold Aot )becoca tl1e occasioiI foi deferring tlei, activities
102 11 rdedJto ilteaie for thc certificatoon d&terminiation.

103 Although many circumstances may justify, deferring the
104 certification decision, active management may be necessary
105 to ensure that the certification decision is not unjustifiably
106 delayed beyond tUc nCeed that jusfify delay. Thes
107 amendmnts, are Thil. is, not inende.d to 6-LFL.outauI., 0r

108 ,cxcuse a dilatory approach to theL certification d&tliluiatlon.
109 Class, litigation'' must not jeconi., tLlle o%.%eio11 for
110 lV ' ,-delay ud justice. Elass, lel erklfteil nl1dllUlpt

1 11 rlk ,f, anu oidlly shatpo s betweenll til- ,ef assLIatiol-n

112 possitble iLLdividual oi 0 tll 1l laiqie! aLutions require speed-
113 YLo dn n 1xCa~ cin TL.. F ouotiiY

1 lJ pl~~~~~k1F,05;C C13 l.5 IA S MllaD' Xtlu Ell)>1Ll itl~ H U]l a FLV

114 pioyosd dassalso is Lntitkd to a _iolnpt t L 1inLatioll of
115 ali, scope 0 f thl. litigatiun, sec 4 r ML ,dis. lTNvtiow

116 -4M30 Prj f n,. JKLcdiLul FIM, 214 .3d2 (2-d er.
117 200I) TilL, 1 of j 2)1 il to tllat tlL,
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118 parties act with easoziiabl dispatch to gatlier and present
119 iiifoirmation required to support a well-informe
120 deterinitin a lwhether to certify a class, amd that the cour
121 11alke the deten.ninatiui proiuiptly after sufficient inifpiiriation
122 is suibmitted.

123 Subdivision (e)(1)(B) equils tt the -iert ifaig 
124 (1b)(3) class, not the nertice- ale, state whle and hlow class
125 meblles can opt ont. it does not address the questions that
126 dray aji s Re- 23(e wen t notice of certificatio is
127 couiined with a notice of settlei1 eent.

128 Subdivision (c)(1)(C); reflects two amendments. The
129 provision that a class certification "may be conditional" is
130 deleted. A court that is not satisfied that the requirements of
131 Rule 23 have been met should refuse certification until they
132 have been met. The provision that which permits alteration
133 or amendment of an order granting or denying class
134 certification; is amended to set the cut-off point at final
135 judgment rather than "the decision on the merits." This
136 change avoids any the possible ambiguity in referring to "the
137 decision on the merits." Following a determination of
138 liability, for example, proceedings to define the remedy may
139 demonstrate the need to amend the class definition or
140 subdivide the class. ,TThe dlete~iiiati of liability inigt
141 Seenlia ,decisio7 on the tnerits, but it is not a filWal judgmt111A
142 tl:at should pIrvent fu4tle ;Aqqs4d of tOf Class
143 itific. atiun and &fitio11. In this setting the final judgment
144 concept is pragatic." It is not the same as the concept used
145 for appeal purposes, but it should be flexible- in thesame-way
146 as tal e nrpt useLd itn defiuilnia p barly in
147 protracted aitintitutional partcul. F ar exminp
148 Pi $ ta ,,fi I 'aLi lp deire pptated
149 ..sit tog t -J 1eqUJA stryent.
150 il t a1 dfinitiun aftV liability is deter1 1 d. may
151 gei.~ii~iatl: se al av wasiuj for final judgnefnt appeLs, and
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152 lk may d___mstrate the._. _n.1d to adj .t _ Jah _.1_

153 definition.

154 'The authority to amend an order under Rule 23(c)(1)
155 before final judgment does not restore the practice of
156 "one-way intervention" that was rejected by the 1966 revision
157 of Rule 23. A court may niot decide tlh merits first and tlhe
158 ctify a class. It is o m pppiate to certify a class afte
159 ca that seems f.v:abl to the class 1 thanit w:.ul

160 be to certify a cls fo th.e pujose of blindding class 1l 1em1 hbers
161 by an adyvfse judgm d en1 t previously rei deied witlhout t11e
162Up ltetiuiis that flow fro I lass Oritricatiuii. A
163 determination of liability after certification, however, may
164 show the a need to amend the class definition. In-extreme
165 tumasual circuiltances, dDecertification may be warranted
166 after further proceedings. Iu Vv that tP l clas is 110t adequately
167 to IInt d Ci that it is'nut yiuper to mainta acla
168 refir::i tL qth at .''tatll 'mC~ebkM Lh- 1efinitiui
169 rna9ut-ins up t thq tiaLn uf iuI-n t nm m 

170 If the definition of a class certified under Rule 23(b)(3
171 is altered to include members who have not been afforded
172 notice and an, oDDortunity to request exclusion, notice-
173 including an'opportunitv to request exclusion-.- must be
174 directed to the new classLmembers under Rule 23(c)2)(B).

175 Paragraph Y-2) The>ffirs tchangei made in Rule 23(c)(2) is
176 to require call katention to the"'ourt' 4,authoritv - already
177 established in art by kule 23(d)(2'- toY direct notice of
178 certification 'to 'a Rl"e 2'3f(b3(1 or tb)b2) class. s
179 23Qu)(1) allUdA l n e i.Te e u pressly

180 requires' notie ~61 nAt~scri~e ile ue2()(3).
181 Members of 6hiss eei:id eidr ile4 23(b)QY or (b)(2)

182 ~Waliu~ut Ljst.UdF u~blUl bUt avel interests th at 1Idb
183 mav deserve I It "I-,ti Iby htic&.J ' 1tlGSC i 1 tS OftC1
184 0 Aa. 1L_ i LL .V4iJIt J LLLu 1 ..Aluii e1,!,ts-Iu
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185 effect individual notie to ide.,itfiable class memb.eers that
186 stem11 front1 the 1ig 1t to elect exelusion from1 a (b)(3) class.

187 The authority to direct notice to class members in a (b)( 1)
188 or (bQ(2) class action should be exercised with care. For
189 several reasons, there may be less need for notice than in a
190 (b)(3' class action. There is no right to request exclusion
191 from a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class. The characteristics of the class
192 may reduce the need for formal notice. The cost of providing
193 notice, moreover, could easily cripple actions that do not seek
194 damages. The court may decide not to direct notice after
195 balancing the risk that notice costs may deter the pursuit of
196 class relief against the benefits of notice.

197 When the court does direct certification notice in a (b)( 1)
198 or (b)(2) class action, the discretion and flexibility established
199 bv subdivision (cY2)(A) extend to the method of giving
200 notice. Thdi8idvi4 tiae'wheh !is rired in a
201 ti1ki pe
202 lVAkc1 oh -Id Cds tteihderb ' r rb)(2).

203 notice facilitates the 'opportunity to participate. Notice
204 calculated to reach a significant number of class members
205 often will protect the interests of all. Informal methods may
206 prove effective. A simple posting in a place visited by many
207 class 'members, directing attention to a source of more
208 detailed information. may suffice. The court should consider
209 the costs of notice in relation to the probable reach of
210 inexpensive methods.

211 If a Rule 23(b)(3) class is certified in conjunction with a
212 (b)(2) class, the (c)(2)(B)fiii) notice requirements must be
213 satisfied as to the (b)(3) class.

214 The direction that class-certification notice be'couched
215 in plain, easily understood language is added a areminder of
216 the need to, work unremittingly at the difficult task of
217 communicating with class members. It is vitll iossi
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218 difficult to provide information about most class actions that
219 is both accurate and easily understood by class members who
220 are not themselves lawyers. Factual uncertainty, legal
221 complexity, and the complication of class-action procedure
222 itself raise the barriers high. fn SOmll may CaSeS, it has
223 poved us t oide tlhes barlrie rmay b. reduced by
224 piuvidiiig aii initroductory suuiiiiary that bieflty expresses thl
225 J ijioU;t salienat pUints, leaving lUl f ApI!ep Ull tU rlebUdUy of t 1h

226 notiee. The Federal Judicial Center has utdertaken-to created
227 illustrative clear-notice forms that provide a helpful starting
228 point for actions similar to those described in the forms. Ev
229 w, -ith ese illustrativeguides, tle responsiii to "fill in the
230 blanks" with clear lailguage for any paiticulal case rl s
231 callenginlg. Tle clalkelige vll be iIcreased in cases
232 volviuclasses that justify notice nOt onily in English but
233 *s in aother, languag bcme significant mt numbers -

234 jCe 1 .,1l almor elmu likely to understamnd,notice ;In a differenL
235 argtuage.

236 EAtsioL of Uil itic tto Rule 23(b)(4) and
237 (b)(2) Jlaases j ua yl y g to those classes, as well as to
238 ( ) O th1 ,ht O enter to an ap.,ea_ _ 4i_ i_ _

239 i.Iuurml. Me1m eI) of (b)(l) anid (b)(2) classes may in fact

240 iay gieate A J of i gl h lht since tfiy laclk the piotectiv
241 a'_.1.__ ..f ._.sion r_

tS1 '!L~lilaLIVL; %Jlil W ll A il!b~l

242 , ivgirui, (e+)(2) i) t iquiire, nutie., calculated to
243 reachm a reasoniabkle mumnber of meiberiilnes of a Ru 23 (1)( 1) ui
244 (tl)(2) o Tle iiJeanl of notice dsIi to 1ead1 a
245 A' m' ia:ru bamlx nu nmlui Uf VIlaaa xilmbill 4 ld bU ,4n nteine d

246 V6 tlhe c~ of each ca&c. M0ull v. Centrel
247 IIvrer¢ Bi 1 k & Tnst C., 339 U.S. 306, 319 (1950).
2 w=6W certXalin to p~ p 
249 ill oljVVLlg 'iely, to safCguad tle imte1sts of all
250 2I-, o a oplrtu i4 to protect class interests.
251 11+9 l ' -o ugL ftice, is, se, pt aftl. %111W cclllcalijcas "eLl~
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252 ountinune to lave an initeest in th.e prerequisites anid standards
253 for cetifieation, the class definition, and the adequay of
254 repLesentatin. Notice supports thle opudity to clkain
255 tlhe certificto on sucl grot's Notice also supports t~
256 opportunity to mionitor thle contintuing peifoinian-eeo class
257 represepitati alnd class counsel to ensure that the
258 predictiuns of adequate mapdee atatiuii lna& at th tinle o
259 certificatioui are fulfilld. Tlese goals justify niotice to al
260 idenitifiabf clas i IMbers wlhein circulmstaniecs suppurt
261 inldividual 1 1 otice wiout sufbstaiitial bluden. If a party
262 addresses regular eomuinications to class mnieniber s fbr otlher
263 purposes, fo. example, it may be easy to include the class
264 nioticewih a routine distribution. But whe.n individual notict,
265 w d be luidensome or intlusive, tse reasouis fo. giving
266 iiutic oftT1 ca.al be satisfied without atteLmpting personal
267 notice to each c lass vierber even i w ienatiy individual class
268 mlembiers can Ibe idenfiti__' PulAishecd llotice, perlfap
269 suppklenient .d by direct lLotie to a signnif icr of class
270 membliers, wj1 Hft1 sce It determinin;g tlfe ml.,eans atd
271 extent of notie, the court should attemplt to enswe that iiotice
272 costs do otndefhat a cass actiuorf certification. The
273 burde 1irnjigsel, by notice costs may, l pabticularhy
274 trullneso actionis tlat seek ofly deeJaratouy ol inj v
275 relief

276 If a Rule 23(1e3rt) cass is cetfied in co njuLLMUiUn Vtlh a
277 (1)2) cas, th3 (c (A)(ii) nutkce rquiienienb inuA t~
278 satisthd as to the b)(3) class-
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Rule 23(e): Review of Settlement

Rule 23. Class Actions

1

2 (e) Settlement, Voluntary Dismissal, or Compromise!d
3 Witdrawal. A cllass action shall not be dismissed or
4 COliPrOiuiui witlluutthl approval oftl1fcUct, and notice of
5 t~he proposed dismissal or comproinise shall be given to all
6 m1embers of the c sh am as the court directs.

7 (1) (A! A perso1n wh ue Sued as a
8 trenrcsentatbvc of a class .u.vsel vo1tnitaril
9 dismiss. co=laolls.o withdraw al rEatof the

10 issues, or d tr with the
11 court's aftro-A The court must approve any
12 settlement. voluntary dismissal. or compromise of
13 the claims, issues, or defenses of a certified class.

14 (U) The court must direct notice in a reasonable
15 manner to, all class members who would be bound
16 by a proposed settlement. voluntary dismissal, or
17 compromise.

18 (C) The court may approve a settlement, voluntary
19 dismissal, or compromise that would bind class
20 members only after a hearing and on finding that the
21 settlement. voluntary dismissal. or compromise is
22 fair. reasonable, and adequate.

23 (2) The court may direct tle parties seeking approval of
24 a settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise -or
25 withdrawal under Rule 23(e (1) must to file a statement
26 identifying a cox Of a summar -of any agreement -or
27 wderstndi made in connection with the proposed
28 settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise.
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29 (3! rH4tern ative Yif an actio1 -revionsivified aS
30 a class action tuider Rule 23(1b)3), the Rule 23(e)(1)(Bly
31 notice must state terms on whlich idividual cass
32 1nembefs may elect exclusion fio the cass. 
33 court mla r for good cause refuse to _allwa Pyorttmlit
34 te xlct exelusionU if class members had an--earfie.
35 -tr- to 1 elect e .

36 (3) HItenative -] In an action previously certified as
37 a class action under Rule 23(b)(3). the court may direct
38 .la t.he Rule 23(e)( f)) nTotice niav state terms that
39 refuse to approve a settlement unless it affords a new
40 opportunity to request exclusion to individual class
41 members who had an earlier opportunity to request
42 exclusion but did not do so did nOt reqtest exclusion
43 durinsz an. ear-lier veriod fbr requetil eclsol 
44 seco1d fur ity to elect exelusion fro the
45 ems.

46 ( (A) Any class member may object to a proposed
47 settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise that
48 requires court approval under Rule 23(e)(1)(Aje.

49 (B) An objection made under Rule 23(e)(4)(A)
50 may be withdrawn only with the court's approval.
51 Al1 ob1ector- mav-withdaw ojection1s -ade tr2de
52 Rule 23 (e)(4)A) onl1l with. th.e cou1t's a2prova

53

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (e). Subdivision (e) is amended to
2 strengthen the process of reviewing proposed class-action
3 settlements. It applies to ail classes wletetr cerified ounly for
4 settlem1 ent certified as an adjudieative class a=id tlen settfld
5 or presened to tl.e couwt as a settleent class but found to
6 t tlhe rcquiremLents for certificatiuii foa sial dS well.
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7 Settlement may be a desirable means of resolving a class
8 action. But court review and approval are essential to assure
9 adequate representation of class members who have not

10 participated in shaping the settlement.

11 Paragraph (1. Subdivision (e)(1)(A) expressly
12 recognizes the power of a class representative to settle class
13 claims, issues, or defenses. Tle reference t'settfleient is
14 added as a teri more cogenrial to thle modem1 eye than
15 "olrolse Thle requiremlenlt of court approval is mladC.
16 explicit forp pre-ietifieationi dispo sitissa,-diisii , to assure
17 ' iudicial supevsil ovrcasatolactice anld to prote 0.
18 the iiitegiity of class-action procedure. The new larguag
19 itdces a distiction1 bletweevn vol -utaly disissal and a
20 cor-ldle dismlissal thlat hlas IJCC1 retcogr i ized ;1tl ae 
21 Court appr vat, is aru' iiitiins c elell1 en1 t of an involuiltaly
22 Jdiiiiai. IlfvO ulttaiy dismissal ofteL results from stunniaary
23 judgi W].lit uL 'a LnLtiou to dismiss fbr failure to state a clai
24 upuon which relief cani be graLted. It may result from1i otlhe
25 circl -Ialcs suchl aS dis overy sallctions. Tiie distinctio
26 'iSus as MSvl n11 d'ic.6tn ihing tlhe need for notice as

27 d 1Wsswd uy paragraphi 1().

28 t lut-, C.tirt-appruval requirement is ninade explicit far
29 voluntary pre-e~Ltfication dismissals to protect iembernls of
30 th'e &st 1iJd class and also to pioteet the integrity of
31 iclassw-aLtiou e . If a pe-ce Ltificatiui settlem1 en1 t or
32 onitsdiawal oficas alleati1s appears to include apremitin
33 paid not onlly as co1mpenisation for settling individual
34 representatives' Cdilns, but also to avoid tlhe threat of class
35 fitigationi, thelepuort iniayseek auc that tas class-afioui
36 allegationis 7ere inot asserted, or witfidravnr, solely for
37 S >as~b.}U ~9Jfloses, ar aO me th rigfrt of ab;sent class> llSnlleibe

38 are nu"t unfaiily IPijudicedw Because When special
39 L1.~ulnltanlce s that sas nimcnbqes may lhave elyied
40 unl th~5Llla actiy, 1 to --otect tlheir iltlerest, thlLe COUlt iiiay
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41 direet colsider whether soiie blaeia fon ofn o ftl f
42 disn-zissal is wv anrd to alert class imeberls that they ean n o
43 longer rely, on thle class actii to toll statutes of limitations CT
44 othlerwise prlotect thleir iilterests. As anl alterllative, thle COUlt
45 may povide an oppouity for othler lass represe tatives to
46 apsea Siila tot11ie oppounity that oftena ispro v ided wlei
47 thle claimls of inldividta-i class represenltatives b~ecomle mloot.
48 Special difficulties may arise if a settleme*t appears to
49 incJlude a premitun paid not olnly as colspeation fo settling
50 individual representatives' Llaiis bat also to avoid tle tineat
51 of ass litigationi. A pse-eilificatiui settlemnit does 1n
52 bind class titnibnor, and tie court caiut effectivel requir
53 all uiwillig repeseIntativ to eariy o with c-lass
54 representation. N1o is it fair to stiffen1 the defendant's resolve
55 by forbidding payiet of a p1ientitun to avoid furtliet
56 soubjIction to tlic bu1de1 .s of class litigation. O4 effective
57 remedy agan may I~ toseV Vt otle class reprntatives,
58 leaving it to tle iaries to dt~erine wh etlher toi K I.Vlllpkle a
59 settlemnet that does not coidud t class 1 procee.ding,.

60 Ad rinistration of subdivision (e)(l)(A) Ilould IIot

61 intfeit exertis of the right to anend once as a tratte
62 of course prfod JY Rule 15(a). During th1 e perio
63 a reJivc pleading is filed, cassA--eoIM Illay di over
64 reasons to refolrnulate tle claims- in ways that lmit some
65 tleiie d illI tlL ogvilrjlal Ul1iplaILU. Tlhele is a Tisk
66, that iLquiny ilto thle reasons for sucdl ehanges r 1nigt i1 terfer
67 with the adversary balarne of the ltigatioll. I iln mos
68 citrumnstate esu- aoldnlot inquir-e int thle reasons for
69 bMlatige IIla& lwy amerdeddcomVplaind fild; as a- matter of
70 couse nliess te pharnges appea to suiii.nd-eriqltial pafrts of
71 tllloIial ls claims. s.

72 Rule 23(e)(l)(A resolves the ambiguitv in former Rule
73 23(e)'s Preference to dismissal or compromise of "a class
74 action."' That language could be -and at times was - read
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75 to require court approval of settlements with putative class
76 representatives that resolved only individual claims. See
77 Manual for Complex Litigation Third. § 30.41. The new rule
78 requires approval only if the claims, issues, or defenses of a
79 certified class are resolved by a settlement. voluntary
80 dismissal, or compromise. Wlhe a dutative class has not
81 been certified. special circumstances may lead a eo1ft to

82 n __1 _ £ S _ _ . 1 1 _ ___ 1 1O2 flig;> s11DUat nXI-Ot'di potential elAss; members who W MUlla

83 h ave relied on1the class a1leeation or flat p1evet aus 1

84 class-actionl poeu.As anl alternatiye -thl-cog mlav direc84_'_ 1 ' _ _ 1 **- ̂85 t .. nte tothe ss under l

86 Subdivision (e)(1)(B) carries forward the notice
87 requirement of present Rule 23(e), but makces it miiandatory
88 unl~ lb 1forttl~iiclnt, vulunltaiy disLissal, or copro uftlh
89 Jaasses, or Oefeses. Notcefi s required when the
90 settlement binds the class through claim or issue preclusion;
91 notic' is not required when the settlement binds only the
92 individual class representatives. Notice of a settlement
93 bindin_ on the' class is required either when the settlement
94 follows class certification or when the decisions on
95 certification and settlement proceed simultaneously. both
96 claswhsn U aswas certfied Hco 'he proose ettlc 11 1ent
97 anld Swhet L tle d~eisionls onl certificationl anld settlemlent
98 procedstimollultaneousil~y -' the tes~t lis Whetherb theG setflemeln

99 is tl,, bind te class, lnOt, only tle individual class
100 represritatie, bt t- c eain- and issue-precusinon cffects of
101 jes jndieata. ,,t- iuiit CO at 1 y orUdie tt mefnblie of U1G

102 pioposvd cla$$of a disuIition ma d e blefore a Aetificatioti
103 deision, and4 liaywvislto do so ifspecial ciicumistanw lesshow

104 this re tllC thiat othercla ss mmIIIbIrS miay havc
105 r1 ied Oll th n pc11ding action to defer thleir Ov l 'tOnt;O11 . Tl1C

106 COUl ly also .Jui notice also may if ordered iftlhere iS
107 an ii';lvuliny disiA1issl after ceAificatiun, altliuulh sucll
108 Vld41 [ ac eitual.,h i~kd 1lal m vvuuld UG \uuWmn that
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109 the class represetative mlay not have provided adequate
110 representatiorr

111 Reasonable settlement notice may require individual
112 notice in the manner required by Rule 23(c)(2)(B) for
113 certification notice to a Rule 23(b)(3) class. Individual notice
114 is appropriate, for example. if class members are required to
115 take action - such as filing claims- to participate in the
116 judgment, or if the court orders a settlement opt-out
117 opportunity under Rule 23(e)(3).

118 Subdivision (e)( 1)(C) confirms and mandates the already
119 common practice of holding hearings as part of the process of
120 approving settlement, voluntary dismissal, or compromise
121 that would bind members of a class: Th1e factors to blc
122 considered in detedrminipir wheth to apyi ove a settle11 eltare
123 coi11ylex, and s-u-ld' -n-ut ix s c lby, stiptLilfatn-of
124 the parties.

125 Subdivision (e)(1)(C) amso states the standard for
126 approving a proposed settlement that would bind class
127 members. The settlement must be fair, reasonable, and
128 adequate. A helpful review of many factors thatmav deserve
129 consideration is provided byL In re: Prudential Ins. Co.
130 America Sales Practice Litigation Agent Actions, 148 F.3d
131 283. 316-324 (3d Cir. 1998). Further guidance can be found
132 in the Manual for Complex Litigation.

133 The court-,further; must make findings that support the
134 conclusion that the settlement is fair, reasonable, and
135 adequate nieets his-Standad. The findings must be set out in
136 sufficient detail to explain to class members and the appellate
137 court the factors that bear on applying the standard;-1 Thfe
138 district, cou-rt iitlUsw that it llt iplUIre C these factors
139 cotytpnseheosli L 4- ua tVIie v." a rlg
140 FinIut ituiy. Sepr itL~'ti,, 1 , 213 F.3d 454, 458 (9th
141 eir->000).
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142 Tlhe see.ilgly simple standard for aprov 1nlg a
143 settlekmet may be easily applied in sol- Cd-. A I 1Etlem1elt
144 that accords all or, nearly all of the requested relief, fo1
145 Aa!lyl, is 1ik ly tuf all ;hs&t nly ll tllila iD SwudIabun to
146 fear that tle reqsuct was significarftly inadequate. In otller
147 ca lses,.owtve.,

148 R 1 i 1wi PA U1 0 w0 ed la~s-aciAol setemn ofteni will
149 rit be easy. Many setfleimeits can be ivaluated unly afte

150 considering a host of factors that reflect tle substance of the
151 te.ms agreed upon, tlh k 0owledgl, base av ailable to tle
152 paities ad ,1 tL * *U appraise theb Stn.iiti of thU1 class'

153 positioni, aiid ,tlL. atluVtuIL- and laturLc of thl nLegotiatio!

154 puocess.i A lellpfullevie-w ofnicuiy fai=7 that may deserve
155 consideratio is p-vidd ly IL,- pludert Ilhs. Co.
156 Aine;ica Sples Piuqctiee Litigrtioul Agpit Actions 148 F.3d
157 / 283, 31 U6-324 (3d7 1 . 1 9 8). Ay hiA of these factuA bL

158 nlnUnmpfeL. Recent decisionU shlou ald Onay UmUltd,

159 and guidance canl be found ii. tlLe Nanual for CeonpleA
160 Litigation. Tle &xam~ples provided lieIe arc only illustrative,
161 soim., e.xamlples of fiactous that lnlay be ipoItalt ill l

162 , cases but niecyiVqit Amloltlhe. Matters 6Axluded giitted frUm

163 tlse Lawlps imiay, inI ;a pamtieulaw Lasi, I c nlmpumnortAL
164 thfan anymluatteL OffeLed'as an. canp.

165 A LI~ 1.uLb U%'u f valiablK inlu a 'VttLleLmmeLnt

166 evaluatiiOm. Applkatiun oftllese faduoL5 v11 bLnle' Ifluenced ly

167 variabfcs that aig mM hiLds. OAI& dimunthe

168 Ilature of ~themi. -Mitbiamve a eldamss;iU. emfenses..

-169 Ano1 th.c 1 invul v II ti npatuflk Al'l w . mmardatomy

170 or Opt-out. Aiutek iivulves tfhix of iridilidual claimI~s.-
171 a A class ill V ulIIV ulily snmall caimn. sn b O t nle unly sole
172 oppmolruity for lelief, and also 'ole5 littlu niLk that tl.c
173 . ttkeni.lit tirmlwll uai~ir %ifs1W uvemiCS that are,
174 inmpuotanmt to individualtm1ass 'c 'iv ul v in. a
175 n'mi of lamg e an1d smnall individual "lai'i'n ay ilTvoly-L
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176 coniflicting ift1eSt, a ClaSS i1vuoving mayy ClaimS that at
177 individually importamit, aS for exanple a mass-tortS
178 perSon1al-iiij U1y cal, may in ui1e pecial eare. Sti1l oth1e
179 dimclsiols of diff-ere1 e will c e

180 Aniuiig the factors that may beaI On11 iview of a
181 settl1e1ment art theses

182 (A) a o pari of the proposed settlen'en1t witl1tlh.e
183 piolabl outeone of a tiia1 l mc on e its of liability and
184 damages as to the elains, i or defen1ses of tle. dass
185 and individual Cf aSS 1 S

186 (B) th1 e probabl tin 1ie, dwatio 1 , and cost of triah,

187 (C) the probability that the class clains, issues,
188 defenises eould ind tlVouglt=ial on p cas
189 

190 (D) tile iaturity oftlie utineilying subjstantive s as
191 mleasured by the informnation and experience gained
192 thnough adjudicatindi d, th.e developm
193 of seierntifIC al.owld, and otllel facts that bear on the
194 ability t assess tlhe probeb outcome of a trial on th
195 nileLiLt of liability amd individual dages- as to the
196 eiains,' issues, or defense of tl hass-and ind;ividual
197 e1ass memberr

198 (IE) t1 1e OXtInt of participation in thle settlekinc
199 negotiations by class minembot class representatives,
200 a judge, a iagistte judge, oQ a special master,

201 (F) tlhe rmiiblet ad fo1 e of objection lby cass
202 m ib

203 (G) tlhe probable rsouis auid bility of tlhe parie to
204 pay, colleet, o1 e.force tlhe settien.elnt com1paied -witl
205 cnforieeTCnet of the Ioa j udgent predte utndcr
206 (A)
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207 p tlfe effect of the settlenent on otlher pending aeiuions;

208 (ff) tlf exitec a-nd probable outcouie of similalr
209 aiil yl classes and sulclas

210 (I) tlhe b etwe tle results achieved for
211 ddual clas or sulcass by the settlement or
212 com1roiise and tl1e results achieved - or likely to be
213 achieved - for other claimia1lts p ,iiilililar claiins;,

214 (J) ethecass'or subclass mnemblers, or tlhe class
215 adveisary, are aceorded t- 1 lrglt to opt out of request
216 eIuSiOn fronm tle' settlcknet, and if so, tfie nublei
217 .eecslgthle ighlt to do so;

218 (K) the reasoniaableLness of any provision s for attoulny
219 fees, iludin a :nts with respect to th1e division of
220 fees aL1unm , attuiiiey anid t1e tei 1 s of any agreement
221 affectin g tLI 1.Afees tole,e ch-argeO for repriesenltinlg
222 individual daiiiiantl o jectors,

223 (L) ,wvetlker the proccdure for piuresiiig individual
224 claim1s u nder the., settklemieiit is fair and reasoniable,

225 ' (M) evlidtiii aiotli cout ias~ 1 ejetsd a substartially
226 S i ttlmLei1ttfo1 a sinilar class, ancd

227 (N) the appare1nt intrinsi fairiess, of the settleieliLt
228 terms.

229 Apart froml1 tlese factors, saettlement review also may
230 provide an occasion to review the cogency of the initial class
231 definition. The, terms of the settlement themselves, or
232 objections, may reveal n JfCO 1 t to 6lolIogenIize conflicting
233 divergent interests of class members and with-that
234 demonstrate the need to redefine the class or to designate
235 subclasses. -xdflltolof thle class, UL.or tlle: recglifionOf
236 surlse slikely to lcq.r te-ziewedM settlemniel
237 niegotiation s t t I at epect should not deter recgnition of
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238 the need fbo adequate representation of conflicting interests.
239 This lesso- i' -11 ehed by the decisions in Oy*iz P.
240 Fib, ,ebon dC-o,.,527 U.S.815 (1999), ald ArLce,,? ,P 0ds.,
241 IMle. r. iW11idsor, 521 U.S. 591 (1997).

242 Redefinition of a class certified under Rule 23 (b)(3) may
243 require notice to new class members under Rule 23(c)(2)(B).
244 See Rule 23(c)(1)(C).

245 Paragraph (2). Subdivision (e)(2) requires parties
246 seeking approval of a settlement, voluntary dismissal, or
247 compromise under Rule 23(e)(1) to file a statement
248 identifying authorizes the coult to direct that settlie.nt
249 piuyuopnet file copies or su anjes of any agreement -r
250 understanding made in connection with the settlement. This
251 provision does not change the basic requirement that the
252 parties disclose all terms ofthe settlement or compromise that
253 the court must approve under Rule 23(e)(1) Hust-be-filed. It
254 aims instead at related undertakings that, although seemingly
255 separate, may have influenced the terms of the settlement by
256 trading away possible advantages for the class in return for
257 advantages for others. Doubts should be resolved in favor of
258 identification. Class settlIIInts at times leave b1 eel1
259 ai by, pa ly sepamate agreenrts Or UmderStandings that
260 involve st iatte as esoltution of lai-ls outside the class
261 settfinleint, n oition b to be taken 'bi later fee ap lications,
262 d vition of fees aihun g , the ,fiedoot b r ing ielate d
263 aLtions il. thL future, discvery c ration, Or atll other
264 rnlatfts. The reeefA to-aneet o tdetstwdings
265 made in c&muietiam v~th" they .lop osm i
266 reessai ily-e... a U1 ae or uiid rt ie

267 not be an ljljt sat Of the ILten nuitiun to be
268 C IULe to the aCttlLniF t a leeie'it. l'1-. icit agiemeints
269 oJ unisNoken ---estam 7dngs MiMe e almae that are, nHt
270 refleted in 'the Lfr.na;I SttI t ocusItr s LIu~Itide the
271
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272 conventions Or uns1ooen =derstwidings tlat
273 settlement. Particularly ini ;subuwitive areas that lhav

274 genriated firequent class aftious, or in litigatiun in volvinl
275 counsel that lhave tried litigated other class actionis, thlere mlay
276 be accepted lveLLtios that tie agreemienits reaceld aftcr the
277 settlem11 ent ai ejit to thc setk111le 1t. Thec fufnetionial
278 concern is that the see inily separate agreement may hiave
279 influenced the ter 1s of tlh settlem11 ent by tradinig away
280 ossibe advaitages for thr class in return for advantages for
281 others. TlLis funitiotjal conicern sotd guideeouuzsel for tl

283 - tale sefflement P th tistme
284 of agreemtenthatsthe I u- t Imay wish to inlquire into. DoButs
285 should be resolved b1 iden tif1ina Mereteilts
286 co ected to te ttk i-t. Th sa=oncern will guide the
287 cout ;i deten i nmi;inlg wlhat agreemmert~suld be revealed a
288 * stsx t eure filinlg copmplletze copies or onl~l summ~laries.
289 Filirtg wfill. enalle ti c.uut to review the a eenent as part
290 of thle sttflekmq1 revi4 w FlOp., fnl h o± e circumstarces it
291 "may l ~ desirall to iL^G e a brief summary of a pdatieularly
292 4 saliemmt sepam ate LaL aeemLLIe t iml t1e, 1notice sentito t dlas!
293 members.

294 Further inquirY into the agreements idenfified bv the
295 parties should not become the occasion for" discovery by the
296 parties or objectors. The court may direct'the parties to
297 provide to the court or other parties a summarv or copv of the
298 full terms of any agreement identified by the parties. The
299 court als'o may direct the parties to provide a lsummary or
300 copv` of any agrbement not identified by the parties that the
301 co'rt 'con'siders relevant to its review of a proposed
302 settlement. In exercising discretion under this r;ule, the court
303 may act in ste4s calling 'first for a summary of nv agreement
304 that[Omay have-affeceted esettlement and then for a complete
305 vedsion if the summary doesanot po:vide an adequate basis for
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306 review. A direction to disclose a summary or copy of an
307 agreement may raise concerns of confidentiality. Some
308 agreements may include information that merits protection
309 against general disclosure. And the court must provide an
310 opportunity to claim work-product or other protections.

311 The court may direct the vaties to provide a cop
312 aereenient identified b, the varties under Rule 23(e1(2i. Tit
313 court als 1o provide
314 s1mmm Y of mw other aameent the COlt considers relevant
315 to its review oX a LTv jOpsed settlenllent. Thle directionl to file
316 copmrs os1 111 zes of agreements or u1 de r sta;dings made
317 in comiiectioi withll a pioposed settlenent shou ld conosider the
318 naued for soine in ~ase of confidentiality. A direction to
319 disefose--a rieConcernls- of eofide~rf-litU!, Sonic
320 agrecemnts miay iniclude iifbniiationi -vol -odeto
321 rclad Xlterets that mlay deserve nileits eiotetioii against

322 general disclosuae. One exainple fiequently urged relates to
323 some friis of opt-out a A defendat -lvo agees
324 to asdtkniznt is etiruestanees that p iit class ine-ber to
325 opt out of thle classi ay condition its agreeIient on a limit on
326 thle numimlier Ol value of opt-outs. It is comion practiee to
327 reveal th1e existene of the agtentent to tlhe Court, but niot to
328 miake.. public the threshold of _fnas-mntber opt-outs that will
329 ',tie t1 dIfeJndanmt to, back out of th1 e agreemlnet. Tlri
330 practice arises fromn the fear that lowledge of the full
331 baek-otut s ific temnT nay ae ouma third parties to soici
332 class menLerm s to opt out. Agiee b e fialbility
333 in-tir 2 - iC' I -t1efenda1t ma tt Untt nrole A.
334 w-fd=La P UfN Lie---msurance co e to

335 c1ensat-class 1nenrlers ma1 b1ea h ------eUeaso4 P-bo

336 9l+e s tion of s1ch agreezreflsma
337 1theinfornation th'e COtr llI1t-. Unrt
338 LL 1..P Ih 1aseeinen! Oll tle I 1
339 asoluttort of intrortant co -m. s l.
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340 and other needs for cotidetiafity can be addressed by t1
341 cowt. 

342 Rftle 23( e)(2 does not specift sands for failuvPto
343 ' Identify an, understan*ding connected with the

344 a Ceourts ill- de anr2orriate sanction
345 i1ncludine t1h eoer to reoienthesettiementifthea-reelets
346 or Ofmlderstantdilles not.-idenstified be~ar sgianifie~ltY.1
347 reasonable6 o e emet.

348 'Paragraph (3. Subdivision (e)(3) authorizes the court to
349 1rit clas1s Mieltbeso creates all oppoittity refuse to
350 approve a settlement unless the settlement affords class
351 members a new opportunitv to eke request exclusion from a
352 class certified under Rule 23(b)(3) after settlement terms are
353 an'otnced known. An agreement by the parties themselves
354 to permit class members to elect exclusion at this point by the
355 'settlement agreement may be one factor supporting approval
356 of the settlement. Often there is an opportunity to opt out at
357 this point because the class is certified and settlement is
358 reached intcircumstances that lead to simultaneous notice of
359 'certification and notice of settlement. In these cases, the basic
360 'Rul 2>(b)(3) opportunity to elect exclusion applies without
361 further complication. In some cases, particularly if settlement
362 apPears imminent at the time of certification, it may be
363 possible to'achieve equivalent protection by deferrin gnotice
364 and the opportunity to elect exclusion until actual settlement
365 terms are known. This approach avoids the cost and potential
366 confusion of providing two' notices and makes, the, single
367 -notice more meaningful. But notice should not be delayed
368 unduly after certification in the hope'of settlement. Paragraph
369 4(3) Giatesa second uiotwlty tu eet eclusion for iases
370 in l1 d l1 1 wlical~l~ has~eel alJ eadier' opkoituiiity tu dkct

3 71 _ '1 LS1 -M1 EA 1_ _~ S * Er 1 'h1 n

372 .n ee. t ,
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373 Paragraph Rule 23 (e)(3) creates authorizes the court to
374 refuse to approve a settlement unless the settlement affords a
375 new This second opportunity to elect exclusion for in a cases
376 that settles after a certification decision if the earlier
377 opportunity to elect exclusion provided with the certification
378 notice has expired by the time of the settlement notice. This
379 seeo__d oortuitv to elect ex___sion reduces the hlfl==
380 fo1re of- -ia and igiriuane that iiiay undennine the valui
381 of a pre-settlemeint oppuotunity to elect exclusiol. A decision
382 to remain in the class is apt likely to be more carefully
383 considered and is better informed when settlement terms are
384 known.

385 Tl seeod opportity to elect IeAcOusiuI als
386 tllhe essential diffcre 1ce between dis osition of aK 387 class ieir b[er's, rigl tbirouigh a court's adj udieatin arid
388 disyosition *yy private niegotiation bletween court-conifirtned
389 represetltatives and a class advesary. No matter how
390 carefully- a couit inlquires the inquily iitouthe tier msf of
391 propyosed settlem1 ent, tcerm1 s, a class-action sett1 leme1 t oftei1
392 does ut Fluovi thre CtOUt witlh tle salme type o quality of
393 iiifuiatiua tu tll e fauis, rie -abki%.,de Jeua y
394 of tlhe outcormL, fo beass 1 eb f that tl1 e i. u 44 t - btaln, in a-
395 adjudated k A settle 1 lL 1tUa n laCk t ass aurancl

396 of justice that ain adjudicated resulutiui pyiuvid. caiy tlhe
397 samine reass u-aice o j as ain adjudkcatc lestu.
398 sOtkineiit, inuic v e, llmay seek tlhe gleatCst beVfit fI 1 t
399 greatest nunibici of elass iinjjb.brshy hunFu5alnL og
400 ifidi vidual eaim, t1at h av* diitiniiivd dffuier4t values,

401 haritiint SoIMLe LLeiu LbCI'5 ~Wil vOuld raeI lbetter in idividUal
402 iitigation

403 Qbjeetors may p iapupoy t for thle eourt's
404 itiquiy review of a proposed settlet, but attemipts to
405 aLuwag and suppor obj ectors mtay ymuve diffictlt. A.
406 upF1ul,,ity to elect exclusion after the tncns of a poposed
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407 settlement are khowr vPovides is a valuable potectionl agaist
408 inplro vident ettliieint that is nUt prU vidby an lier

409 opporUhnity to elect exclusion and that is niot reliably provide
410 by tle opportunity to objeet. Tl9e opportwiity to opt out of-a
411 proposed settlemeit may afford seanlt protection to i1ndividual
412 class mlemblers when there is little realistic altern1ative to class
413 litigation, otlher than by providing an in-centi-m to negotiatc a
414 bttkiiiientthat Iy eiicou agsing classm iiemibersto lelain
415 -the class - is mom likely to win approval. In some Settnlgs,
416 iovever, a sufficie.nt itubruiel of class ein-blers may opt out
417 to, support a sutCcom class actioni. The1 protectionm is quite
418 menningffl as to The decision of most class mlemeis to
419 main in the class afte1 1y know th 1_._ of the settleen__t

420 imay provide a eo ut added assuralice- that thm ettkmmment is
421 iia~unabl. Th's assuieancc. may' b partieulamly valuable if
422 classtne nl svvl; hohave indiviruhal daimns thia rWll suppUlt
423 litatioj n by indi vdual adi, om by aggregationm o s
424 ''tli las.s, ielud L aLnLothlm cdaa cetiou, is nudhadiops, tle

425 £~WIZ~~Ion~fnl IIU l4JaD~ lincmhb~m to lwnlainl inl thb jla;>; miay
426 pmo - ad44d asuia c tLIat tL zettimt iS mtaSummabk.

427 Tle sttkinnnt 'agmcincnt can' 'b hlutiqted Un terms that
428 L1 okd abainAth 1s 1 lo that a PaF t~lY bMonil Ud by aby

429 a'L inlt thlat doL nlot affuLI anl e-ICCI -- o-uti of class
430 aclaiis lby Ulu VV A A paty to itlTdiaw 'f-TTOTT tle a
43 1 a l ,1., U,11 MA r 1_Laa i I %_a ' %nb m _'. -_L _- iU_1_ - ..

432 Tha i4eotiated ii4S td Nilld1 a pisontj t ~L Jaadversamy

433 the Ine' bound to a ttknrnt that d 0 r 1 et deivem tl1 e
434 loV6 initally bai~iliiwu in, a that llay nwidy' it thX

435 tl'clk to c , a juemmt s6ttleiicnt delm+arnds4
436J Wli I!s:;1 LU eXIM.CGU.

437 The opportunity to request exclusion from a proposed
438 settlement is limited to' members of a (b)(3) class. Exclusion
439 may be requested 6nly by individual class members; no class
440 member may purport to opt out' other class, members by way
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441 of another class action. Memk1 bers of a (b)(1) ot (b)(2) Jlass

442 milay seek protection by objeeting to ce-tificaton, thle
443 definitio of the class, or tle. terl1 1 s of thle settlemeff;t.

444 [Alte natire 1. Alt-ouglh tlw o tity to elect
445 exclusion fiuli1 thl onafa sttkinlet ternis ate anmouti.d
446 slhotld apply to most settlemLents, paagtaph (3) allows flIm
447 court to den1 y thlis oppormity if tlhere lhas bl.een- an liet
448 Oppotuhity tu Wlt-eoAlulo and tliete is good cause t t
449 allow a secound Oortuity. BIecause th i ttkl n oupt-out

450 is a vafuable proteetiuo for class mme mbers, tlhe o art shutdd -be
451 especially confidet -t tl1 e exteiit posiblekm plrnelminary
452 efvibr and lfole hearing objicctiuns about tlhe quality- o
453 the settlehnent before de&y ing tlhe seoLLd upt-out OPPOthLtity.
454 Faith in tire quality and motives of class -rep resntativ mi
455 counsel is not al I . n(Mouxul. 1ut tire es may
456 puovidc payticularly -stroA videne that tle settlemein i
457 reasonable. The facts and law mmmay lhave ee wel developed
458 k1m eamlie r litigatioun, or t l - ve prerial e iparmation
459 inm the class actiuon itself. Tl1- ettkmmmlet nmay-laed at
460 trai, or, even after trai. Paraali elnforcement efforts by pub!
461 agemmcies mmmay provide extens i n fpmmnatu. Sui
462 eiictumstanees immay povide svtong-- reassu-ances of
463 reess that justify denial of an opportitnity to elee
4 464 exclusiour.: Dieiial of thlis uppouty seay immcease thl
465 pmoet that tle settlermnt will blecome ; ffectivc
466 esta lish11n final disposition of the class clainms.j1

467 -Afte nidtive- 2 The decision whether to allow a seconld
468 approve a settlement that does not allow a new opportunity to
469 elect exclusion is confided to the court's discretion. The court
470 may make this decision before directing notice to the class
471 under Rule 23(e)(1)(B) or after the Rule 23(e)(1)(C) hearing.
472 Many factors may influence the court's decision. Among
473 these are. changes in the, information available to class
474 members since expiration of the first opportnit to request
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475 exclusion, and the nature of the ,individual class members'
476 claims. The dcisio 1 vletllher to pleriit a second ll
477 oppyotunity to opt out should tuin Ol tlhe cout's level of

478 confildenlce inl the extenlt of the iniorlmation available to
479 evaluate the fairiness, reasonal e ans d adequacy of th
480 settlem 1tSo. e circ preussaence flay yirscit particulary
481 nee videnic that thle settlemet is reasonable. Tlle facts
482 ahd law may have beeLn well developed in earier litigation,
483 tlhough ektensive pretial preparation in the class acion itself.
484 Tl-te settlenwnt may ble reafiied at tial, or evenm after trial.
485 PaIal emete ffo-s sb, lX. a nmay provid.
486 extemmsive infr atmgmm.- The pre-settlem1 et activity of clas
487 mm us or eveml clas -- ipese ntatives mmay suggest that ally

488 wranted objetin will ble made. OtE 1 cic stanee as
489 1Mll may et I ourt's confiden1 ce that a second _e

490 oft-out oppotuility is twt leede].

491 Ani oppoitwnity to elect exclusion after settlement term1 is
492 ,are kwin, eitlAA as thel i11 ftial UwotuLnity Or a secoinld
493 orpomtunity, immay reduce-tlhe nee& to vrovide plocedL-al
494 support to rely upon oljectoLr to rveeal deficien'ie ill
495 proposed settlemneunt. Class membLers who find thle setflenelt

496 tmattractive cMn protect tlheir, wim iowtnh t b ptig out of
497 tlhe class. Yet thi, oUportullity' does Imm aim that objectors
498 bIec 1el uwninpiortant. It miay, be diffieult to eisure that class
499 members thuly umerstawtd settlement ter1 s and the Liks of
500 litigationi, particularly, case of luch cUO11p1ity. If LLUOS
501 class inme.nj.-Mrs hmavve srall Llaims, iuore'vem and lack
502 Vieanin3ful aLte'1nati vetU LiMLItNL 1 , t Uh A &cisir to eleet
503 cxclusioii i's liol 'a' sy 1 1bdliic1) ,Ul~tet tiil a umiealinminful
504 puiSuit Uf alkunativ ienl.e .

505 The terms set fo'rpermitting a nrw seeatd opportunity to
506 elect, jexclusidn fromi the proposed settlement 'of a Rule
507 23(b)(~3) class' actio may address concerns of potential
508 misuse. The courftjilmight direct,1,or exple. ,that class
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509 members who elect exclusion are bound by rulings on the
510 merits made before the settlement was proposed for approval.
511 E1 6 c .IiiHit co1 ition exelusion on t1re term-Ahtla
512 class 1 e!T er wo for 1 - ic-ate i
513 arv other crass aetion I' cam arisina frio 
514 un derlg transaetions-or occurns. Still other terms or
515 conditions mav be appropriate.

516 Paragraph (4). Subdivision (e)(4) confirms the right of
517 class members to object to a proposed settlement, voluntary
518 dismissal, or compromise. The right is defined in relation to
519 a disposition that, because it would bind the class, requires
520 court approval under subdivision (e)(1)(C). Thee court fas
521 disc1etion ml i- t movide ,mocedural supo t .t1I
522 o Iftlhe disposition would -ot bind the class, requitirT
523 appo on'ly guedie thc e1cral piorvisiots of stlbdrvis 1
524 (..(1r)(A), tlce urt ietaiw, tl authoiity to hlear fiom
525 melers of a class that ifight blenefit fron t-contimted
526 pioeediutgsals to allowa evv class Lepresentativ. to puuru
527 class certificationi. Objeetions iay ble iiiana s aS ieldia
528 inattez, abguiti tinetrtlbe ob-cti 1g csould not be
529 ixicluded in tl -afs dofilniti or US entIitkto t ze.... diff-erent
530 thaii t-hc tis affvided otlher class members. Illdividually
531 Iased obj ctons alnst ittevitably corne firin individual ca&s
532 iineiiiler, I~t Uuus a -u11be of class IlIlen ai
533 oe tley aie nOt lkey to pro v nLuclh iL foriination
534 about tlfe oveAll iseasonie s 6ftlie settkLIem ulllestlle1e
535 acu llany inldividal 0 bwiet0 1 s. Olbjetionsalso may bl.inladi,
536 i.. tei1113s tlat ,ffc-tiv -- ly o01 clas~ i4t11%ts, th e ob-,je
537 thle n actinl in a roa e to thteI ULk apla d byu a
538 eowt-ayp oveu las neprtativL. C Such oass-basd

539 obj eetionis may be th6 only mealrt avaailablt pto ide strong
540 pieietrt tlre niost 1 effctive adv e sary ch alli ito tLhU
541 reasonableness of tle settlemerut.-tl lati& , w o hlve
542 p 1ese1ted agdt fo1 aplFo v vat May be litai d-put to
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543 understaid the puossible failings of tlheir ow good-faitli
544 effots. It lms likely that in practice 1i Manmy obj ectors wit
545 a i l tej-njs that si.em to involve invoke both individual
546. ad cass intetests.

547 A class appear1 and obeay a aL ct wftot seekin
548 irtrLveiiitiun. Many cuats of appeals, lhowever, lhave adopLted
549 a rule that reiguizes standing to apPpeal oldy if tle objector
550 has wovn irltervenitioii in the district cuoat. See e.g., hij v
551 Brvnd ~Ane,n Prescription Drugs Antity-ust Ltuitivn, 1I5
552 F.3d 456 (7th Cir. .1997). Anu objector who wishes to p vreset 
553 tle opportunity to appeal iswell advised to seek inki verfioii.

554 The iinptt objectors laycd by objectos may
555 justify aut~tantial s support. The parties to t
556 sttl11 l1 t agmenient may pmuvidcaccs to tl heults of all
557 disUcv ey inL1 tlae asatioiL as a L neanas of facilitatinrg
558 aipma sal oftlle stmenlthlfftl cas pu~itions on fLfe rnerits.
559 'If %ttLmL Let is IvaI d caly in tc prOgress of thle clas
560 actioun, hub'v~v~, tJILe, lucay lU littl discovesy. Di.&ive iL
561 -alld V eVe tly actuai JispusitiuLnMOf Mpatm alll litigation
562 iInay pr'd$ alkmnllativI oUIm-e Vfi foiiatiou, Ibutnmay not.
563 If all %Aljtl sw IM a to doubt tl i aCunal es ofthe
564 F1HpUsed sttkenliit, the Luit iay allow d vemy

565 Ivaoull j nlcy to su ILrt teo w Discovely
566 nttu tl11 a ttLllmnt n dLatiun emutS shuUld be allowed,-
567 lu VV i o. I y iif il le .oeto 1 niak a Stmonl gmpelid namy

568 allu hufII n1ul VI Vhe1ts 1l1 i U'ralaviO -1 Ubjector
569 ~ llU U~l~llS cblange 1n ttlimmcent tlCat l.el3eSt tl1e cas ray
570 Ik wlm tjled to attlily f~ y4~eVV11tI 11 unck Ma fU%-sIIifturlg statute571 U o~I~la aLV 'cI ~~ll-_qld tlk iII U, Lcor1yLUL LUU

571 ~ ~ , 'w'~'l,4l ' 1''l,,., 41 f'l ' '' l

572 4i 1 med t4, qupqpu7- u9j etur Pay be edud L h clans

573 jikmn~nibc aye an oppuituuity to opt out of the class after
574 LdtIfimwnttm faie st. Tlh ouppotuity to opt out -nay ans
575 let sccurs before Apepfiirst o.pBo-i7y to elec
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576 excausion fro10 a (b)(3) -lass, or ay arise whien a second
577 opportunity to opt out is aff- dI udlur Rule 23(e)(3).

578 Thle imporant role that is played by soine objectors play
579 in Moutt Mo-ses nust le bala.ced agaiinst the risk thaat
580 oMjectio11s are llmade for strategic purposes. Class-aetio
581 raetitloels- oftenr assert that a group of "profe~sioua
582 objectors" has emerged, appearing to piesent objections for
583 strateic pposes unrelated to any desire to win signiifitai
584 nmprovemefnts in the, settlemnt. An objectio1 may b
585 ill-foe1ded, yet exert a powefil strategic fo1ce. Litigation of
586 ana obejction can l~ costly, and even. a weak objdeeion may
587 have a potential influemce ~beyomd what its mnerits would
588 justify in light oftle idiLerent diffieulties thatstfmoundre
589 and apprloval of a elass settlemnt. Both initial litigation and
590 appeal camm delay ineplemn-enation oftlhe settlemen1t for mnonmths
591 Ol %veni years, denyinl thle lfits of 1eoveIy to ry as
592 mhe~mbers. Delayed reliefmay be patticularly seious in c
593 ievohvinl lage financial losses Or sever ;personali It
594 has not been possibe to craft rute language that distinguishe
595 the iiiotives for objecting, 6r that balamiCe iew sds for solid
596 objections with sanctions for wmfoutnded objections. Couits
597 should be vigilaMt to avoid praetices that may elneoumage
598 unfo~uded objections. Nothing should lb do1 e to discouwage
599 tl cog e t o ljetions that a r e an. inpoitart par oftl e pmoes,
600 ev yi v tly fail But little should be done to mewaid a
601 objection' slm dd not lbe m ewari nier cly bease it suc
602 ie wimcmg 5omi±l change in thle sedtmement,eosnemdie ags
603 slould bnot -- come tle oceasio for oui the bais otf
604 insignificalt o .cosmeti c c.hanges i thte settlkinent:. fFe
605 awaidsht mnade on suclh gm0 u1 dts tepesen aacques1ce 111

606 coecive use ofthe, objectio prees. Tloe pfo vipip fRul
607 11 apply to0 , obj ector, and courts shouldnlot Hmsitate to invoke
608 Rulk 11 iiappmoia cases.-
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609 Subdivision (e)(4)(B) requires court approval for
610 withdrawal of objections made under subdivision (e)(4)(A).
611 Review follows automatically if the objections are withdrawn
612 on terms that lead to modification of the settlement with the
613 class. Review also is required if the objector formally
614 withdraws the objections. If the objector simply abandons
615 pursuit of the objection, the court may inquire into the
616 circumstances. A diffiAylt-L-lm r s ceeated if the
617 objector, laving objected, simply, ref1 ains friom pursuing the
618 obljetion1s fwtlher. An UJjeciol should not be' required to
619 pursue' objections after eoncluding that tle" potential
620 advartage dos otjf the effort. Review md approva
621 showld e required if the objector s~wrendered the objections
622 'in return foi biefits that vould not be available to the
623 obijetor U1 del thu.e sttlei t termLs available to other dlass

624 rnlb ers. Th.e coub teitay s .qui ~ wlletllei su ch b~1 efits lhave
625 beeln a~coided ai objector who seemis-to have abandonzed the
626 objectionsi. An ob>Aject1 ho recei a lberefit should be
628 7t if ti, ,

628~~~~~tw..e,2.L6V I,.

629 Approval under paragraph (4)(B) may be given or denied
630 with little need for further inquiry if the objection and the
631 disposition go only to a protest that the individual treatment
632 afforded theobjector under the proposed settlement is unfair
633 because of factors that distinguish the objector from other
634 class members. GrCeater dife s arise Different
635 considerations may apply if the objector has protested that the
636 proposed settlement is not fair, reasonable, or adequate on
637 grounds that apply generally to a class or- subclass.as to the
638 ets Such-objections, which puMort to represent class-wide
639 interests. may augment the opportunity for obstruction or
640 delay., add psepu to ieI.Sent elass inteeists Te obIection1 s
641 clay-be If such objections are surrendered on terms that do
642 not affect the class settlement or the objector's participation
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643 in the class settlement- the court often can approve
644 withdrawal of the objections without elaborate inquir. in
645 somile situationws musuai circumstanes. thle euAt may fear
646 that other potenitial objectors lIave relied Otnle o0 bjection1 s
647 already made and seek soume eans Providear oaL ori
648 fbr others to aMpea to Leplae the defaultfng objector. 
649 miost eirtunstanies, lhow ev, the court should- allow- a
650 ob~jector to alba donl the orbiectionls. atr objector sliould be free
651 to abandou tlhe objection, amd tl court can apirove
652 wtdaw othle objectionls without elalborate inluiy

653 Quit dfferent probllems arise if settle1 lerf of at
654 olbeetfio provides the oubjector alone terms thtat are more
655 favorable than tlhe terIs generally available to other clas
656 ienbers. An1 illustration of thle poblems is provided by
657 Duhunivm v. John IIancocMvut. Life I.s. CU., 1 83 F.3d 1 (1 st
658 Cir. 1999). Tl1 e diffcren1 t term11 s miay reflect geiraine
659 distinction1 s bltweect tl1 r obj's position and thle puositio
660 of other class mbi ers, and make up for an impeirfectio 
661 tlhe class or subclass deflition that ltmiiped all togetler.
662 Different termis, lhowever, may reflect the stategic value that
663 objection can have. So lnLLg as an objector is objecting ot
664 behalf of the class, it is appropiate to impose on the objectr
665 a fiduciary duty to the class similar to the duty assuried by a
666 iaiied class representativ. The objector may nOt seize fol
667 private advatargetliestrategicp t pvvL e rof jee itg. CoUlt
668 slouild apptove t tits iiore favoiable tlhanthose applicabkl to
669 other class miemjblers only on a sh0owit of a reasoenpL.
670 rldationshdip to facts or law thlat distinu tls oljecm's
671 position frlm the position of other cazs -m-ibe

672 Once an objector appeals, control of the proceeding lies
673 in the court of appeals. The court of appeals may undertake
674 review and approval of a settlement with the objector, perhaps
675 as part of appeal settlement procedures, or may remand to the
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676 district court to take advantage of the district court's
677 familiarity with the action and settlement.

Rule 23(g): Class Counsel

Rule 23. Class Actions

2 Ah Class Counsel.

3 (1) Appointing Class Counsel.

4 (A) Unless a statute provides otherwise, a court
5 that certifies a class must appoint class counsel.

6 (B) An attorney appointed to serve as class counsel
7 must fairly and adequately represent the interests of
8 the class.

9 (C) In appointing class counsel, the court

10 (i) must consider:

11 * the work counsel has done in identifying
12 or investigating potential claims in the
13 action

14 ^ counsel's experience in handling class
15 actions, other complex litigation. and
16 a, claims of the type asserted in the action,

17 * counsel's knowledge of the applicable

19 * the resources counsel will commit to
20 representing the class:

21 (ii) may consider any other matter pertinent to
22 counsel's: ability 'to fairly and adequately
23 represent the interests of the class:
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24 (iii) may direct potential class -counsel to
25 provide information on any subject pertinent
26 to the appointment and to propose terms for
27 attorney fees and nontaxable costs: and

28 (iv) may make further orders in connection
29 with the appointment.

30 -Appointment Procedure.

31 (A) The court may designate interim counsel to act
32 on behalf of the putative class before determining
33 whether to certifv the action as'a class action.

34 (B) When there is one applicant for appointment as
35 class counsel, the court may appoint that applicant
36 only if the applicant is adequate under Rule
37 23(a)(l)(B) and (C!. If more than one adequate
38 applicant seeks appointment as class counsel, the
39 court must appoint the applicant best able to
40 represent the interests of the class.

41 (C) The order appointing class counsel mav
42 include provisions about the award of attorney fees
43 or nontaxable costs under Rule 23(h).

44

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (g). Subdivision (g) is new. It responds to
2 the reality that the selection and activity of class counsel are
3 often critically important to the successful handling of a class
4 action. rt until no the rule las saidJ 1 hiT about either
5 the selection or resuposibilities of class eoursel. Until now,
6 courts have scrutinized proposed class counsel as well as the
7 class representative under Rule 23(a!(4). This experience has
8 recognized the importance of judicial evaluation of the
9 proposed lawyer for the class, and this new subdivision builds
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10 on that experience rather than introducing an entirely new
11 element into the class certification process. Rule 23(af4) will
12 continue to call for scrutiny of the proposed class
13 representative. while this subdivision will guide the court in
14 assessing proposed class counsel as part of the certification
15 decision. This subdivision recognizes the importance of class
16 counsel, states their obligation to represent the interests ofthe
17 class, and provides a framework for selection of class counsel.
18 The procedure and standards for appointment vary depending
19 on whether there are multiple aplicants to be class counsel.
20 The new subdivisionf also provides a method by which the
21 court may make directions from the outset about the potential
22 fee award to class counsel in the event the action is
23 successful.

24 Paragraph (1) sets out the basic requirement that class
25 counsel be appointed if a class is certified and articulates the
26 obligation of class counsel to represent the interests of the
27 class, as opposed to the potentially conflicting interests of
28 individual class members. It also sets out the factors the court
29 should consider in assessing proposed class counsel.

30 Paragraph (1 (AY requires that the court appoint class
31 counsel to represent the class. ' Class counsel must be
32 appointed for all classes, including each subclass that if the
33 court certifies subelasses to represent divergent interests.

34 Oidinlatiily, the courtlwould apFOint class counsel at the
35 sctulle that it cifs the class As a miattr Of effective
36 iiiagu4eLLLeit of tl1 aVI iuji, hll5 vei -, lit rmay be imiportanit for
37 tlzc J cowL 'to aeint atony to undertake sori
38 es dluiii th cerod Lfo1 e clas citifieation:.
39 Tis need pray Lititilarly ay~l a tel i n cases 41 1 hic tl11 , 1

40 iS paiallel-ifdd vidual litigatLil,,o Ui tIIs I in ~nl1 ehl there is
41 more 1ti1 aMs actoun uLn file'. tlhese circumstances, it
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42 may be desirable for the court to designate lead or liaison
43 counlsel- dtnn the pe-erificati prio.

44 Paragraph (1)(A) does not apply if "a statute provides
45 otherwise." This recognizes that provisions of the Private
46 Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-67,
47 109 Stat. 737 (1995) (codified in various sections of 15
48 U.S.C.), contain directives that bear on selection of a lead
49 plaintiff and the retention of counsel. This subdivision does
50 not purport to supersede or to affect the interpretation ofthose
51 provisions, or any similar provisions of other legislation.

52 Paragraph 1 (B) recognizes that the primary responsibility
53 of class counsel, resulting from appointment as class counsel,
54 is to represent the best interests of the class. Ilhe class cormes
55 into bleig- d. to the action of thle eut 'iill gaitiig class
56 eertificationi, ad Cla nsel are appUoilAtILd th7 court to
57 rep1&seffl the class. The rule thus establishes defines the
58 scpe ad nature of the obligation of class counsel, an
59 obligation resulting fioli the court', aopet ad one that
60 may be different from the customary obligations of counsel to
61 individual clients. See A i Law IcitU, Restaternent
62 (Thirdi) oftire Law Cuov ening Lawyers, N 128 euO ia Iiit d(fii)
63 (2000) Xa5yn v. Fi, strarwkd St&1 ddfe Ijn Co., 861 F.2d
64 159, 161 (7ta Ce1 . 1988) ('cotu i iso Intel-estae ai uilt
65 Ul1 e deice of tl1e las5 avtiauii, vr a air~lr llawye- viray be
66 iUreiiwt s ola nsitingolVous nftoliot all
67 of wliuniomv il hay idriitipll iiit~~lester Vjt a

68 For thles-;ao thle--estoma rlstat govern
69 conflicts of ;ii st four attOb11yi l eUSt- opeirtak. iII
70 a rmodified inannij in class actions, individual classz n .erlers
71 Cannot insist un the coinpke fealty filni cunil that illay

72 appi opriate outsid the ca ssaction cbntekt. OF OilHCo.
73 r. flitco Corip, f66 F.3d 581, 5084, J789-90 (Jd eir.), ceit.
74 denied, 528 U.S. 874 (1999) (adoptinr, a "balaned appoach"
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75 to attorniey-disqualificationi motions in the class aetio
76 context, and noting that the conflict rules do lOt appear to
77 have becn drafted with dass action pocidues in muind and
78 tlhat they iuay ove i~ at odds with tlh policies uilderlying tlhe
79 class actioj rulesk)h I re A7fgent O wtge Product Labilij
80 Litigttm,, 800 F.2d 14, 19 (2d Cir. 1986) ("the traditional
81 rfles- that have been de v l in the course of attolreys]
82 repeseintaton of tlke intterests of cliito the class
83 action, context 4 ld net ble m ealy appied to thl
84 p l that aise in the' settleieft of class actio
85 litigatioui"), In C evat A ttt Litiun, 748
86 f.2d 157, 164 (3deir.,1 984) (Adamsi, J., councurrir), als
87 Pettvr . Arret inl CmthIn o pe Co., 576 F.2d 1157, 1176
88 (5tlCer. 1978), cert. dtie, 439 U.S. 1115 (1979) ("'hen a
89 potilntial cetonflict aris b~tweel1 the nlajn.ed plaintiffs and tle
90 rest of tlhqrlass, tfi class attou ey iiurst nOt allow decisioun
91 n bdIvalf thf ie cass to rest exclusively with thle nand
92 p laintiffs")

93 Class iresmLtati V may Ol ray nut llave a pleexistin -

94 attlA e clenlt" l-ltounselpwl meansseuslIt
95 aAppointment'as class counsel means that the ' primary
96 obligation of counsel 'is to the class rather than to any
97 individual members of it. The class representatives do not
98 have an unfettered right to "fire" 'class counsel- wVVo is
99 apV.iIted by 't1 CUlt. ' See My"l v. P e L, & zsly

100 r -1' bi= J -V-1,'7 1-'3d1'0J~4'7[ 17-7"(dCi. 9%^ In the4P 4
101 same vein, the class repiresentatives cannot command class
102 counselgtolaccept or reject a settlement proposal. To the
103 contrary, class counsel must has tle obligation to determine
104 whether seeking the court's approval of a settlement would be
105 in the best interests of the class as a whole. Approval of sueh
106 a sett1e1ent, upf cop 4e 1 1 dl Un cosurt's review undlie
107 Rttle-23fe). ''
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108 Unftil aqutifllinta elass counsel, an attorney does not
109 represenit thl c in a way that niakes tlhe attorlley's actioun
110 legally bindiiig On class- mbniens. Couusel who lave
111 establlsed an attoey-eiednt relationlship witlh celtain clas.
112 m iembers, and thuosewll have b -ee1 appointed lead O liaison
113 cournsel as rioted abuove, imiay hamv autllority to taklecertain
114 a-tiun h un blalf of sou class iniembers, but authority to ac
115 officia1ly in a way that will legally bind the class cani nly- bIe
116 elrated by apyoifltnlent as class counsel.

117 Before eertfiuatir, counŽsel may undertake afiuon
118 tnlitativ Ol behalf of the class. O.e frequent exallple is
119 discussioll of possiivrl-l OVEtth'lICTIef of tlle actiol lby eou~sel
120 before the class is certified. Suchpte-certificatioi activities
121 alticipate later appointment as class counsel, and by later
122 apply ing fo1 sucd appointmlent ousel is representing to the
123 COurt that the activities- were undertaken in the best interests
124 ftle clas. 13y plesenfing u a pre-certificationi settlement
125 for apprval uder Rvule 23(e) and seeking appointmentas
126 class counsel, for example, cutnsed represents that the
127 settlement provisions ae fair, reasonabl, aid adequtt fo
128 the ceass.

129 Paragraph (1)(C) a articulates the basic
130 responsibility of the court in selecting efa cunsel-- to
131 appoint class counsel an-attorney who will provide asstre the
132 adequate representation called for by paragraph (1)(B). It
133 identifies three criteria that must be considered and invites the
134 court to consider any other pertinent matters. Although
135 couched in terms of the court's duty, the listing also informs
136 counsel seeking appointment about the topics that should be
137 addressed in an application for appointment or otrwhieh-they
138 nIeed to infrLnLtl ,Couu'. As iKdkcatd ab we, this
139 irnfoiiiiatiullay--I.M inwfluded in the motion for, class
140 certification.
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141 The court may direct potential class counsel to provide
142 additional information about the topics mentioned in
143 paragraph GI (Q(2)(B) or about any other relevant topic. For
144 example, the court may direct applicants co"mgsei-seeking
145 appoitm a class cosel to inform the court concerning
146 any agreements they have made about a prospective award of
147 attorney fees or nontaxable costs, as such agreements may
148 sometimes be significant in the selection of class counsel.
149 The, court might also direct that potential class counsel
150 indicate how whletlher tl1cy represent ppaities or a class i.
151 parallel litigation that might be coordinated or consolidated
152 with the -action before the court.

153 The court may also, direct counsel to propose terms for a
154 potential award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs. *s
155 adoption. of Rule 23(1) (l cg 1 aAttorney fee awards are
156 an important feature of class action practice, and attention to
157 this subject from the outset may often be a productive
158 technique fo. &J, Ath issues.,l Paragraph (2)(C)
159 therefore 'authorizes the court to provide directions about
160 attorney, fees and costs when! appointing class counsel.
161 Because there, will be numerous class actions in which this
162 information is not likelyto be useful ; cass 

163 'o trvidc .litl fox ±M 1 u nd e 1dapagitl (2)(C), the
164 court need not ionsider itin all class actions. BItithe-topic is
165 . et"-tc oed ifi tlh ruleb o it5'frep t ii utaw.c, aLId
166 couuti asl ud L1., pl e U t% ,vtlre 4 iL, uAf ih to dAet, I

167 tP p suJ1 iiifpiiiiatioLL. 

168 Some information relevant to class counsel appointment
169 may involve matters that include advers~iv preparation in a
170 way that should! be shielded from disclosure to other parties.
171 An appropriateprotective order may'be necessarv to preserve
172 -confidentiality. q ill -. t "iX a .al c" sftl1 e s that
173 air to lg vecd be, . Iii. euisef s s ulas tourt M. may

174 Oftcl rv'al ;i ifomation. that should 11ot b h availale to the
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175 classoppo torto otlet-paies. Exa-l-nlpesinc tlde woI
176 counsel las done in1 ide1 tify i pouential elai1i, the resou
177 eowisO vvfill co1nift to representing the elas, and 
178 terms for attouiey fees. In older to safeguard this eonfiderftiai
179 info 1atfion, tlhe court may direct that tlhese disclosu
180 m1ade under seai and not reveale to the class advdrsary.

181 Ill addition, the eOurt may lake orders about how th
182 selecti prcess sould be handed. For exampl, tile, teout
183 m ight direct that separat applicatiums be filed rather than a
184 single applicaion on bdehaf of a eosortif atto s.

185 In evaluating prospective class counsel, the court should
186 weigh all pertinent factors. No single factor should
187 necessarily be determinative in a given case. Thie fact that-a
188 given attontey filed the instant action, for exaa11ple, n1ig~ht not
189 w-eighl heavily in the decision if that lawyer had not du=
190 significait voUrk 1&11tfayi iunvtigating ilaims: For
191 example. t he resources counsel will commit to the case must
192 be appropriate to its needs, of course, but the court should be
193 careful not to limit consideration to lawyers with the greatest
194 resources.

195 If, after review of all applicants petrntial las cuunsec,
196 the court concludes that none would be is satisfactory class
197 counsel, it may deny class certification, reject all applications,
198 recommend that an application be modified, invite new
199 applications, or make any other appropriate order regarding
200 selection and appointment of class counsel.

201 Paragraph (2). This paragraph sets out the procedure that
202 should be followed in appointing class counsel. Although it
203 affords substantial flexibility / itim-intiended-to provides the a
204 framework for appointment of "class counsel in all class
205 actions. For counsel who filed the action, the materials
206 submitted in support of the 'motion for class certification may
207 suffice to justify appointment so long as the inforiation
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208 described in paragraph (g)(l)(C)(2)(B) is included. If there
209 are o~ther applicants. they attomlcys seelking appointment as
210 class counsel would ordinarily would hwmeto file a formal
211 application detailing their suitability for the position.

212 In a plaintiff class action the court usually would
213 ordinari appoint as class counsel only an attorney or
214 attorneys who have has sought appointment. Different
215 considerations may apply in defendant class actions.

216 Tl1e COUlt iS nut liniitcd to attorneys yvo have sougl t
217 appuintUiTe.t inl SCltjnlg class couosel for a dfe1ndant class.

218 Tl-e anfllority of th 6J to cetfify a deft 1dant class cant
219 depend ontlhe willingnress ofo uesel to apply to serve as elas
220 counsel. Tle cour ta ag ro4lsbjlity to appoint apprlpriatL
221 Jas c a dekf'wiant cal, and paragaphi (2)(B)
222 authlluzcs it to dicit needd iiib'ination from potetntal class
223 coumels to jifo1i 1 e iti deirniiiatiuil vvloiul to appuint.

224 The rule states that the court should appoint "aL- attoreTCy"
225 as l'class counsel." In many instances, the applicantts will
226 be an individual attorney. In other cases, however,
227 appointm1nt -mill bwe sougMlt on bdealf of an entire fimn, or
228 perhaps of nuerous attorneys who tare :not otherwise
229 affiliated lbut are ,collaborating on the action will apply. No
230 rule ofthumb exists to determine when such arrangements are
231 appropriate; tlhe objctive is to eisuie adeJuaaL ep1resentatiu1
232 oftle clapss. hj tv 4l~utjfi stcliiapplicationis, the court should
233 therefore be alert to the need for adequate staffing of the case,
234 but also to the risk of overstaffing or an ungainly counsel
235 structure. On ll at%.ay ,unidtis b& lelevant to
236 Wll1%t.e1 tl1z Ul Luut jappnits a coalitiu11 is thc altIr1ative of

237 oli1ipUtitiuiLfr tlUlc _pv co ulscl. IflpeU Lntially

238 _unlp.ttlli; C hay juined fpiLztu ayuid i.oumpetitiui

239 Lfal%.I tlian, to ulc d 5taffhil fo1lt1 1 a tlc i. H Ul.t

240 inlirgt piupcily d¢1vt thlat L7 apply Pa5akLiy S /,n
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241 OracleStie i 131 F.R.D. 688 QN.D. Cal. 1990)
242 (counsel whv iuitially for appuointtment as lead cunmsel
243 resisted bidding against each ofthie rather than submitting a
244 comined aplicatiuon, aMd submitted competiig bids orly
245 under pressure firo the court).

246 Paragraph (2)(A) authorizes the court to designate
247 interim counsel during the pre-certification period if necessary
248 to protect the interests ofthe putative class. Rule 23(c)(1)(B)
249 directs that the order certifying the class include appointment
250 of class counsel. Before class certification, however, it will
251 usually be important for an attorney to take action to prepare
252 for the certification decision. The amendment to Rule
253 23(c)(I) recognizes that some discovery is often necessary for
254 that determination. It also may be important to make or
255 respond to motions before certification. Settlement may be
256 discussed before certification. Ordinarily, such work is
257 handled by the lawyer who filed the action. In some cases.
258 however, there may be rivalry or uncertainty that makes
259 formal designation of interim counsel appropriate. Rule
260 23(g)(2)(A) authorizes the court to designate interim counsel
261 to act on behalf of the putative class before the certification
262 decision is made. Failure to make the formal designation
263 does not prevent the attornev who filed the action from
264 proceeding in it. Whether or not formally designated interim
265 counsel, an attorney who acts on behalf of the class before
266 certification must act in the best interests of the class as a
267 whole. For example. an attorney who negotiates a pre-
268 certification settlements must seek a settlement that is fair,
269 reasonable, and adequate for the class.

270 Rule 23(c)(1) provides that the court should decide
271 whether to certify the class "at an early practicable time," and
272 directs that class counsel should be appointed in the order
273 certifying the class. In some cases. it may be appropriate for
274 xt the court _ may allow a
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275 reasonable period after commencement of-the action for filing
276 applications to serve as class counsel. The, primary ground
277 for deferring appointment would be that there is reason to
278 anticipate ,competing applications to serve as class counsel.
279 Examples might include instances in which more than one
280 class action has been filed, or in which other attorneys have
281 filed individual actions on behalf of putative class members.
282 The purpose of facilitating is to p eimittli fililg of competing
283 applications in such a-case is to afford the best possible
284 -representation for the class. Another possible reason for
285 deferring appointment would be that the initial applicant was
286 found inadequate, but it seems appropriate to permit
287 additional' aplications rather than, deny class certification.;
288 but in smne instaites defe1 ing appoinitmient would not be
289 ustified. Tlhe priip~ 4 al examiple would be artions in wM1 ie
290 a plopossttflekierit has bleeii niegotiated before thle class
291 "actionj is filed, jusifyiiig proy pt i-eview of the proposed
292 settlekeint =der Rule 23(e). lExAept in ,uehi situationEs, the

293 cout sl0o~d ordinarily defer tle appointntment for a pei
294 ' suffeiet'to peln-14it co1q, iptiiig i.ouis to- apply.

295 ' L , iov iunon shlou1 ld seut difficltffics,
296 reieInt repolLtoidicate that ordinaiilyeonsiderable tiin
297 elapUSCM 51tvvw ehConr!=n er efnt of tle actiou and, uling on
298 See T. Willg", L. IfOoppeL & ,R. -NtXie,
299 E^, 4Ir- 29 Stud of iri A.0utis it F t , d Ditr i.t
300 C I 2; 1 22 (FJC 11996) (6eidiwirit4 fom fililgpof eomiplaint
301 to mi uine on Jass eAificatiun land fitoi 7 ?untls to 12.8
302 nIontl WinLtu ,dish iets stud;,. IMoieover,;th Couit May
303 wiL acot of l likzhihmuod that fl 1 revyill bIe competing
304 appliatioLn pemliS rIelctin; onr tlme I atMe o0 fthe action o
305 be at iiidcak wet1mem fimtel are 1ildl to bv other
306 applicimt-s4 in detelmiinAg w1~eQtlhe to''d'fer solutionl of class

307 MYifi atioi. AU oftLe factum's' 0old beam on wln a cas
308 Cc "'p4A JpablJ P4 23h 'u(c)(1).
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309 Paragraph (2)(B) states the basic standard the court
310 should use in deciding whether to certify the class and appoint
311 class counsel in the single applicant situation -- that the
312 applicant be able to provide the representation called for by
313 paragraph (1 )(BI in light of the factors identified in paragraph
314 1)(C).

315 If there are multiple adequate applicants. paragraph
316 (2)(B) directs the court to select the class counsel best able to
317 represent the interests of the class. This decision should also
318 be made using the factors outlined in paragraph (1 )(C), but in
319 the multiple applicant situation the court is to go beyond
320 scrutinizing the adequacv of counsel and make a comparison
321 of the strengths of the various applicants. As with the
322 decision whether to appoint the sole applicant for the position.

X> 323 no single factor should be dispositive in selecting class
324 counsel in cases in which there are multiple applicants. The
325 fact that a given attorney filed the instant action, for example.
326 might not weigh heavily in the decision if that lawyer had not
327 done significant work identifing or investigating claims.
328 Depending on the nature of the case. one important
329 consideration might be the applicant's existing attorney-client
330 relationship with the proposed class representative.

,, ~ 
331 Paragraph (2)(C) builds on the appointment process by
332 authorizing the court to include provisions regarding attorney
333 fees in the order appointing class counsel. Courts may find it
334 desirable to adopt guidelines for fees or nontaxable costs, or
335 a m etlhod of mlonlito.ring class eoutnsei's p~erformlancer
336 flnloughbut ffic litiga-ti.' See ontrm P. R~idge wood lmetnvf
337 C 223 F.3d 190,201-02 n.6 (3deir. 2000); Rwut t of tl
338 Federal eourts StJdy Co1 1 i 1 tee 104 (1990) Mc
339 p1ovisiun of advace guidelines i- a-p p-----
340 Tregar ding such11 itemlls as theflevel of armn Vey it v Rume ls tat
341 Wi'll lV7ie ol~laa). Oidinliay 'these pi o v imSs Woul b~e
342 JlEJLJLLC-Lted to tellta~tiFl-e di. ect- A6u fn the p "tetia award o
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343 attorney fees and nontaxaabi costs to class counsel. ino
344 ,,-rtlleloever, thley mlight affcct potenltial mlotionls for
345 attornely fesDb otherl~ attrnys

346 Tl e court also mighlt find it helpfulto direct class counsel
347 to report to the court at regular intervals on the efforts
348 undertaken in the action, to. Ceouts that ilrmploy this 1eth1 dd
349 have found it an effective way to asscss the performace of
350 class counsel. It mnay also facilitate the court's later
351 determination of a reasonable attorney fee. without having
352 tu albsob and cvaluate a mountain of ecorusd,about conduct
353 of the case that would have bleen inre digestible in smnalle
354 1,doses Partiulariy if th1e court has directed potential clas
355 FountmAl to provide iiiformiation onJ agreeLents with others
356 egardilng fees at the timne of apuointmnent, it mniglht be
357 desirable tu astd t that class 6uuo eoutuy t tv iUUft 11
358 -tlye c intue hue agreements after appoibtnienft. B1eaus
359 w. irepoqts rnazyreveal confideintial infrratior, hlowever, It
360 nay b appiu tae tliat thy e flied.n Ud~ eal.,

361 ^ The rtf dos not ~e foth any htaiinI- finding
.362 -iequ*iemlells rega.-ding aprinltnirent ''of las',l

363 e Us aFpFimmtimmmt of cas couIIse is umdinaiily l feature
364 Uf daa iwcfiratiun, atd tnlm l1 lfl1 may kW bJWt tU all

365 innmmlediate appepl4 tuder Rule 23(f), distr1et courts should
366 Cesiurei an, adequate ,record of thle, basis for their decisiom s
367 regarding selectio .of class counseL

Rule 23(h):Attorney Fees Award

Rule 23. Celass Actions
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

2 (h! Attorney Fees A'ward. In anhaction certified as a class
3 action. the court may award reasonable attorney fees and
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4 nontaxable costs authorized by law or by agreement of the
5 parties as follows:

6 (1) Motion for Award of Attorney Fees. A claim for
7 an award of attorney fees and nontaxable costs must be
8 made by motion under Rule 54(d)(2). subject to the
9 provisions of this subdivision, at a time set by the court.

10 Notice of the motion must be served on all parties and.
11 for motions by class counsel, directed to class members
12 in a reasonable manner.

13 (2) Objections to Motion. A class member, or a party
14 from whom payment is sought. may object to the motion.

15 (3) Hearing and Findings. The court may hold a
16 hearing and must find the facts and state its conclusions
17 of law on the motion under Rule 52(a).

18 (4) Reference to Special Master or Magistrate
19 Judge. 'The court mav refer issues related to the amount
20 of the award to a special master or to a magistrate judge
21 as provided in Rule 54(d)(2)(D).

Committee Note

1 Subdivision (h). Subdivision (h) is new. Fee awards are
2 a powerful influence on the way attorneys initiate, develop,
3 and conclude class actions.' See RAND Institute for C ivl
4 Justice, CIass ff n Di Eece Sn,, y 24
5 (1999) (stating that "whuatj tadies do is the kley to determining
6 !)St ratio" in class actions, arid that salutary ,results
7 follo Yved vien j e "took respsi foi dete1 1 1ining
8 aftorney fees". Class action attorney fee awards have
9 heretofore been handled, along with all other attorney fee

10 awards, under Rule 54(d)(2), but that rule isInot addressed to
11 the particular concerns of class actions. This subdivision
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12 f a or fee awaids in class actions. It is
13 designed to work in tandem with new subdivision (g) on
14 appointment of class counsel, which may afford an
15 opportunity for the court to provide an early framework for an
16 eventual fee award, or for monitoring the work of class
17 counsel during the pendency of the action. in ases sutbject-to
18 ~ ucotnt appiWMval umider Rfle 23(), that review process would
1 9 '"-Ordiinarffy ilC~ l aleml with. consideration of class
20 'counlsel's feclltol

21 Subdivision (h) applies to "an action certified as a class
22 action." This'is intended to includes cases in which there is
23 a simultaneous proposal for class certification and settlement
24 even though technically the class may not be certified unless
25 the court approves the settlement'pursuant to review under
26 Rule 23(e). When a settlement is proposed for Rule 23(e)
27 approval, either',after certification or with a request for
28 certification. As 1oted bleo, ill these situatio6ns the notice to
29 class members about class counsel's fee motion would
30 ordinarily accompany the notice to the class about the
31 settlement proposal itself. Ddfvrring'l 1 'filin1g of class
32 counsel's fee ioftion until after the Rule 23(e) review is
33 completed would thirefore usually ble wasteful.

34 This subdivision does not undertake to create any new
35 grounds for'an award of attorney fees or nontaxable costs.
36 Instead, it applies when such awards are authorized by law or
37 by agreement of the parties. "Against that background, it
38 provides' a format for all awards of attorney fees and
39 nontaxable costs in connection with a class action, not only
40 the award to class counsel. In some situations, theremay be
41 a basis for making an award to other counsel whose work
42 produced a beneficial result for the classl',such as attorneys
43 who acted for the class before certification but were not
44 appointed sought epniitm4ut'a class counsel but were not
45 appointed, or 'attorneys who represented objectors to a
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46 proposed settlement under Rule 23(e) or to the fee motion of
47 class counsel. See,e.g., Gottieb v. Br 7 , 43 F.3d 474 (l tl
48 C;1. 1994) (fee awadto objectors who blrouglt about
49 Ledm-tion in1 fee- aw vd fiom settlemaient fund); ffzite-v
50 Auerbach, 500 F.2d 822, 828 (2d Cir. 1974) (objectors
51 entitled to attorney fees for improvin g settlek11 ent). Other
52 situations in which fee awards are authorized by law or by
53 agreement of the parties may exist.

54 This subdivision authorizes an award of "reasonable"
55 attorney fees and nontaxable costs. This is the customary
56 term for measurement of fee awards in cases in which counsel
57 may obtain an award of fees under the '"common fund" theory
58 that applies in many class actions, and is used in many fee-
59 shifting statutes. See, e.g., 7B C. Wright, A. Miller & M.
60 KaI, fed. Prae. & Pro. § 1803 at 507-08. Depending on the
61 circumstances, courts have approached the determination of
62 what is reasonable indifferent ways. See ienerlay A. II1 sef
63 & D. Sfieel1hr, A ,w5diZ it vee andlfnarging Fee
64 I &tufit .ki d. Ctr. 1994). In particular, there is some
65 variation among courts aboutwhether in "common fund"
66 cases the court should use the lodestar or a percentage method
67 of determining what fee is reasonable. S v. Eiuhi,
68 229 1;.3d 1249 ( eth Ci. 2000) (ditric.t cour t aus its
69 ditlirIvn 1 Using pece1ntagnietlmod) V,.
70 2tegcatd lesoln., 209 F.3d 43 (2d Ci. 200) (i

71 %uillJU fuI a 3I tLe district Cu%-t UmL ay Ii th 1er the
72 lodetar ur the file ag v a vp uad, a. Jero
73 Alo.t-* gp.r 83Th3V 241,244-46(8th C 1 . l99G) (4istiict
74 cou'-tlM asx osletetl ecel r Touts=a
75 aFoia L, ') v. Dunkh~,, 94 .2d
76 7"8 1 -,L aV. 911) V- a ,p IVad i! , ly
77 "$ebert ason"" authoit. , YUltiina the COufts Inlay
78 %lnull'I that aIeVo3iajuu of Lthuds - 1deta ard
79 Meiiitzge- ll ,utld be ilu.d in a blended iiaIuier to
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80 rovide tlhe ,est possible assessrlnlt of a reasonp8,abk fee. The
81 rule does not attempt to resolve the question whether the
82 lodestar or percentage approach, or some blending of the twov,
83 should be viewed as preferable, leaviiig that evolvirng
84 . , _tio1 the courts.

85 Active judicial involvement in measuring fee awards is
86 singularly important to the proper operation of the class-
87 action process. Continued relianee on caselaw development
88 of fee-award measures does not diminish the court's
89 responsibilitv. In a class action, the district court must ensure
90 that the amount and mode of payment of attorney fees are fair
91 and proper whether the fees come froma common fund or are
92 otherwise 1paid. Even in the absence of objections. the court
93 bears this responsibility.

94 ' Altlru'h Lie 4s llWt LattllVt to supplant casela
95 oIil t Un 'f nIIahU111int, t ill U Ul tl1b
96 sinjulal- inipumao ofjudicial re vw of'fec avwadls to the
97 faEA that l-t of thuc Cv'iaC 1-aMtio of Uiatey thl

10 C7lI0 "V aU huAiiay . O ttu atIt. reaJ.r au1~~~~~~ ~ ~~ 1AN - _ L 1_ - __ _.I .1 _,. _

-P "I IL 1_113P 'I UIL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'

10 L, a"leeos' aUtj~lLrty t ' ll~s tlls 71''arls L ZLLO L; Y 1 01 tile

101 faetf tIq~ 4li ls Ct~ld~c sl lctl fIqiyd thet

102 allu t' of VIattuvicy costs %.II.. LJ t l

103 %1Yoibtgty#vl oft4fdr lA Lart.', Iidcls

104 asJAlull, P11IW614 ! LI Ca c 192 F3d1323, i'h8 U11 1 CHIU
105 1I u U c i u&U lXd tI 3u I

106 lill Ule ao o a.LsmeVtlLat tle allomta 111VWdc VI

10 7P3 7 7 (d CJ2001t (if-Liii t I LaLsi 10 1 ij ali. LL
111 puvzuitiz ~ J ={(uufifft U 1urnL'iun witli la aotiuii108 rf '#4'Q1,(l !4'" I ['''t! "I, y bti' 

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 1 4D'7 j <'f,U-'i L'fOj, j 1, i .r -I i 1z I A- I

112 l U, , '___L_ -2-' fcJ ai" I "a

113 tl;X[Ig t uIC;11i[N *U1U kLLU111qO 1S 4kaw iun 1. Auu A1,ll da y

113 App.B-2921 W"WI Ul. pl11ULIU i; I314U11%U III a11 ULaa
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114 action settleLments." I re Gener a! Motm, Evop; Pick-U-
115~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rI ,1%1:115 T-ruck rvel Mh-iig ,-r5I..3d 7G6 819 (3dei~r.), Genti.

116 drfied, 516 U.S. 824 (1995). Indeed, im1 p1 ovd judieial
117 shouldering of tins responibility may be a key celement inl
118 imyiupovigt1e eclass actinpio css. SeeP RAND,C -mssA~;i;
119 Dl&7,Unas, supra, at 33 ("The siglene imst i.i.-oIant action.
120 that judgescan taketo suppoit thept iblie ls of class actioi
121 fitingatjionis to revzd es action attornieys only for lawsuits
122 that actually accouihmlhi isomen of value to class membie
123 and society.').

124 Courts discharging this responsibility have looked to
125 fociusedrn a variety of factors. indeed, inl liauly -iii.cuits tlere
126 is alfeady a tecogfized list of factors the district couits are to
127 address in decidin fee irrotioLn. Without atteLnipting to list
128 all that proprly mnight be considered, it may be lhelpful to
129 identify soume that are often1 inmpartai in class aitions.
130 'One fundamental focus is the result actually achieved for
131 class members, a basic consideration in any case in which
132 fees are sought on the basis of a benefit achieved for class
133 members. See RAND, C*-MA wti (Dil ,nHuI , sILa, at 34-
134 3-5 The Private Securities Litigation Reformn Act of 1995
135 explicitly makes this factor a cap for a fee award in actions to
136 which it applies. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 77z-l(a)(6); 78u-4(a)(6)
137 (fee award should not exceed a "reasonable percentage of the
138 amount of any damages and prejudgment interest actually
139 paid to the class"). For a percentage approach to fee
140 measurement, results achieved is the basic starting point.

141 In many instances, the court y need to proced with
142 care in assessing the value conferred on class members.
143 Settlement regimes that`provid6 for future payments, for
144 example, may not result in significant actual payments to
145 class members. Ii this connection, the court may need to
146- scrutinize the manner and operation of any aplcable claims
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147 procedure. In some cases, it may be appropriate to defer some
148 portion ofthe fee award until actual payouts to class members
149 are known. Settlements involving nonmnonetarv provisions
150 for class members also deserve careful scrutiny to ensure that
151 these provisions have actual value to the class. "Couponu
152 settlem1 1 en1 ts m ay call for careful scrutiny to v erify the actual
153 value to ,class membles of tlhe resultinig coudpuis. If th1ere is
154 secoldary mlarket fol coupons, aMd if tlhei are sigtificant
155 limiiitationis on wsing them1, a snbstctal discount may b
156 appropriate. It mmay be that only unusual cies would
157 Mlakec it approp~riate to vdaiti the settle m,,ent as thle suml of thle
158 face value of all c On occasion the court's Rule 23(e)
159 review will provide a solid basis for this sort ofevaluation,
160 but in any event it is also important to assessing the fee award
161 for the class.

162 At theR same time,,, it is important to recognize that in
163 some class actions the monetary relief obtained is not the sole
164 determinant of an appropriated attorney fees award. Cf.
165 Blanchard v. Bergeron, 489 U.S. 87, 95 (1989), (cautioning in
166 an individual case against an "undesirable emphasis" on "the
167 importance of the recovery of damages ,in civil, rights
168 litigation" t might "shortchange efforts to seek effective
169 injunctive or declaratry relief').

170 6 ourtsl, also reg~ulaaly collsider' thte timle eoulsel
171 ieadeioably eye 1 cd umi the actium -- tre ludistam amlalysis.
172 lveP m cur- t'hat initially uses a pereltage aplpoach 1igt
173 well clioosi to ,cros8-cheek" that ji4itial detcrimifation1 with
174 needued foreatit tih a -i Similarly, a
175 tuuit' that l Wtl1 a lodetam- aoacad may also
176 hehilplearizc tir 'ubtaimmed imm dcug wlmetle the
177 bCltXa luaatai fik-,T e a m-,e u iawadU.T 11c

178 c4tmL y~ u~' 1 ~~~ udit
179 lcluac pi5 'lappummtimIhmiet u~f~Sf 4ttuli1ey s ajpuiiii~lte as179 App.B-29
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180 class couunsel. This aiialyss would ordinarily also takx
181 account of tl1e piufessiaoid quality oftlhe represeltatiuon.

182 Any objections sbmitte pmlsuarit to paagtaph (2)
183 should also ble onsideed. Oftert Ulese obectiOns vwuld sited
184 ligl1t on topics addressed by the otl1 er factors. Som11 etint-
185 objectors will provide additionaf infoniatiuin to tfe- COUlt.
186 E itT to tlhe court's duty fo1 suy v fe awaid
187 in class actio1s, lowever, it has blehld theat tle ablsence of
188 objectio0 s does not refieev tle COurt of its espon~ibifity for
189 sc utini mi the fee moo. See Zvcke? v. Ocin
190 I'etrolen Coup.-,---92 F;.3d- 1323,1f328-29 (9tiI Cil. 1 999
191 ("This duty of tl U exists indepLe ly of 'ly
192 Obje6tOMl.''

193 Thle risks b011 by class couuisi are also often
194 co0 1sidered in setting aCu appi uee io. fc emm lon fuid
195 ca L e cases, the pobability of a s uccessfulreslt
196 ... ay ibe very high, making aliy e'Alaent o f the fee oIn tl~is
197 p ruliate. But when there is a significant risk V-If
198 nolnco l that factor has soieftfines been injpoftant in
199 deieinfiniig tlde fee, Ol in the eodestig as-a-cross-
200 ch.eek on tle f e e ddteininyd 1y t 1 e peree .... ag.. metlod.

201 Any te.tniis propose by eou ;, in seeking apoint-I-nt
202 as class counsJ, and any directions or orders made by the
203 court in connection with appointing class counsel; under Rule
204 23 should also weigh heavilv in making a fee award on-an
205 evelitualF fee aard. Tl'e picess ofappoiftfig classo cuos
206 unidce R-Lu 233(g) coti es that, topi irn Ununf

207 .couidernid at thlat point, and the izeulting ries ishoud
208 pnuvick. a stating pOillt fo1 fee il'lS under this
209 subdivision.

210 Courts have also given weight to agreements among the
211 parties regarding the fee motion, and to agreements between
212 class counsel and others about the fees claimed by the motion.
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213 Rule 54(d)(2)(B) provides: "If directed by the court, the
214 motion shall also disclose the terms of any agreement with
215 respect to fees to be paid for the services for which claim is
216 made." The agreement by a settling party not to oppose a fee
217 application up to a certain amount, for example, is worthy of
218 consideration, but the court remains responsible to determine
219 a reasonable fee. "Side agreements" regarding fees provide at
220 least perspective pertinent to an appropriate fee award oher
221 fa4cuts such as thle contiungeny of the representatioI aurld
222 fia kia ils Ivrn6 by casouse.Thlese agrccemecnts mla
223 'so umetimesl fiidiat6 that othe1r as iwapmu a reiidfall due tu

224 a surtantial aamd II class counsel a-re not sig,,;ficalmtly
225 coTu1 pclSated for tL cffoits. If that appears to be true, tl
226 cuuart may lhave authuity to mmarke aupp iate adjulustmen.

227 In addition, courts may take account of the fees charged
228 by class counsel or other attorneys for representing individual
229 claimants or objectors inthe case. ,The cu t-avvaded fee will
230 uftl, lt bt.. tl1 uenly fcn seammo'bd 1,-y ctle

231 atumuy.' clo~1cdt wItLI tLhI aVtieio. Claess owsml mmay
232 haue fee agel , with% idi4ijel cas mmib ci, whilc
233 Uthl0 la.o 1 1 lbtJ 1 1 "may hIav, f aXlg "rx VVX Wets l t11hh 1 Vvll
234 ,awyes In determining a fee for class counsel, the court's
235 objective is to ensure an-overall fee that is fair for counsel and
236 equitable within the class. In some circumstances individual
237 fee agreements between class counsel and class members
238 might haveprovisionv s inconsistent with those goals, and the
239 court might determine that adjustments in the class fee award
240 were necessary as a result. 1fi oucer cii& stafices, thl cout
241 mil&t detemmuimmie that fles eallC&le17l br Ujb l 6Uotactg betVwe

242 cl =s me.umbc a rid othc1 lawyefs-wiu'ld 'eitlie deplete the
243 fummds m~mlmailmimg to pay, orJ dklete the net
244 V fi Jlas 1mme mltl, iii way tIIat call for adj sftlienit.

245 A have alu f tolthe Ads ii iaila scs

246 fo- aid jim tetcrmmm; an m.a~imabk l awaid. , eg In 7 e
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247 C-enaant C-orm. P>RfBES~Ifittaion, 243 F.3d 722,737-38 (3d
248 Ce1. 2001) (iOncludiiig chart of attorney fee awards in c i
249 whid t1h f o cmmoun fibd exceeded $100 uifilli)n).

250 Finally, it is important to scrutinize separately the
251 application for an award covering nontaxable costs. These
252 charges alliietmiletns be considerable. Tlley may often bl
253 suitable for initial prospective regulation through If costs
254 were addressed in the order appointing class counsel.-See
255 Rule 23(g)(2)(C). If so, those directives should be a
256 presumptive starting point in determining what is an
257 appropriate award. i 1 any event, the coutt ught iinly
258 autltorize paymient of fontaxabe costs that are reasonabl.

259 Paragraph (1). Any claim for an award of attorney fees
- 260 must be sought by motion under Rule 54(d)(2), which invokes

261 the provisions for timing of appeal in Rule 58 and Appellate
262 Rule 4. but 0owing to the distinctive features of class action
263 fee Motions. 'hopever, the provisions of this subdivision
264 control disposition of fee motions in class actions while Rule
265 54(d)(2), applies to matters not addressed in this subdivision.
266 As noted Above, isus iroLtdc awds no unly to, class
267 Cou"Lsl, bLIt t o"any otle1 aMttUIIIy who a ar Or
268 work in cneofio,.ntioli fillt th1 'IaS action.

269 The court should direct when the fee motion must be
270 filed. For motions by class counsel in cases subject to court
271 review of a proposed settlement under Rule 23(e), it would
272 ordinariiy be important, to require the filing of at least the
273 initial motion in time for inclusion of information about the
274 motion in the notice to the class about the proposed settlement
275 that is required by Ride 23(e). 'It -ifna, ow - be sensible
276 il soaie sh es ltu defe'' filtilf of -ui suliportin
277 nmateiialsu tl latei d~c In cases litigated to judgrent, the
278 court might slso orderly class counsel's motion to be filed
279 -e promptly so6that notice tothe class under this
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280 subdivision (W can be given. If other counsel will seek
281 awards, a different schedule may be appropriate. For
282 exampk, if fees a sought by a objector to the propose
283 settlemienat, or by an objector to a fee mnotioni, it is importarit
284 to allow sufficient timel afte1 thr ruling on the objection for
285 to1 be9 fiVll UU iled.

286 Besides service of the motion on all parties, notice of
287 class counsel's motion for attorney fees must be "directed to
288 the class "in a reasonable manner." is required with regard to
289 class counsel's- iton for attorney, fecs. -Because members of
290 the class have an interest in the arrangements for payment of
291 class counsel whether that payment comes from the class fund
292 or is made directly by another party, notice is required in all
293 instances. As noted abl ve, iln cases in which settlement
294 approval is contemplated under Rule 23(e), the notice of
295 regi class counsel's fee motion should ordina-l- would
296 be combined with notice of the proposed settlement, and the
297 provision regarding notice to the class is parallel to the
298 requirements for notice under Rule 23(e). In adjudicated class
299 actions, the courf may calibrate 'the notice to avoid undue
300 expense Wtitll aiuiing that a sitale p iLuonu of class
301 1nu mbiels ale liLke tu be aLpliJ r of, fee mutium.

302 ParagrWaph (2). A class member and any party from
303 whom payment is sought may object to the fee motion. Other
304 parties - for example, nonsettling defendants - may not
305 object because they lack a halv&-ni sufficient interest in the
306 amount the court awards. The Pile does not specify a time
307 limit for making "an objection. , but it would usually le
308 iltt to set l In settin he date objections, are due.
309 the court 'should lpovide sufficient time after the" full fee
310 motion is'on file" t'enable potei ntial objectors to examine the
311 motion. If as a tl tU 1 VW tl~ 1 1611t tU
312 avowal sou~ld aCn" be 1 'jected, it ally le i ,cessary
313 vo1 the elass "'MUjbi- to sek KXto. vi1&in addition to
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314 objeeting.' For those poses, lobjeetio would ordinialily
315 have to be miiade forimally by filing in ruut, rather tfwl by
316 letter to couinsel ot the co.

317 The court may allow an objector discovery relevant to the
318 objections. In determining whether to allow such discovery,
319 the court should weigh the need for the information against
320 the cost and delay that would attend discovery. See Rule
321 26(b)(2). One factor in determining whether to authorize
322 discovery is would- e the completeness of the material
323 submitted in support of the fee motion which depends in part
324 on the fee measurement standard applicable to the case. If the
325 motion provides thorough information, the burden should be
326 on the objector to justify discovery to obtain further
327 information. Ul n11lted disco is not a usual featureof fee
328 disputes. See In re hiFm eA, isi tout of time Sunz
329 ' DJ o rt Pionl/ F, 56 K3d 295,303-
330 04 (st eir-. 1995),

331 Paragraph (3). Whether or not there are formal
332 objections, the court must determine whether a fee award is
333 justified aand, if so, set a reasonable fee. The rule does not
334 require a formal hearing in all cases. The form and extent of
335 a hearing , 'lca viuer WlT to 11 ol lieaiiig to
336 depend on the circumstances of the case. The rule does
337 require Se Swe~pyeet Atiueny RegiunuI M~di st. 917 F.2d
338 1560, 1566 (11th Ce. 1990) ("[T]le I JIIlnptlie

339 disk factual ssues, tl-fe more .ecessary it is fbr the court
340 to hold al eYIvIIaI h1Urri=i."). It order to 'Lo iffit adequate
341 appellate lviet ther court mus"t =ke findings and
342 conclusions under Rule 52(a). Sce..Ir, ,I CIendantF Co,.

Tis sentence may need to b~e-rei sit af 1terupreln ' dHecidesDepvin v.
&,dedi~tti, No. 01-417, 122 S.Ct. 663 (cer f. gy ntd; Dec. 10, 200-1, il Scwtdvffetf ^. Debnr,
265 F.3d 195 (4t Ceir. 200i)).
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343 PRIDES Lfitgtion, 243 F.3d 722, 731 (3d Cir. 2001) ("the
344 cases miiake clear rthat re.uus retainl an interest -- a
345 inuot spec.al and predorninaiit interest -- in thie fair 1ess of
346 ca. action ttlemi~eints and attomeys' fee awards"), Gunter ,
347 RBdiewrdgL y C-oI, 223 F.3d 190, 196 (3d Cir. 2000)
348 ("it is in~uinb~t upon a district COUlt to mnake its rasuiiig
349 and applicatiuii -ftl1 e fee-awards j uisprudene clear, so that
350 wiwe, as a evievig cuut, lLave a sufficient basis to review for
351 albuse of discetion"').

352 Paragraph (4). By incorporating Rule 54(d)(2), this
353 provision gives the court broad authority to obtain assistance
354 in determining the appropriate amount to award. if a master
355 is to b~e used to assist inl isol vi's g tlhe basic qdesftioI1 dliether
356 aho avad suld, be imade to certain ,uovin;g parties, th 
357 app rmistillLt be1ust l i nadet. uIde Rule 53. If tlfe Goult needs
358 assistaiiee in coiipilipg or analyazing detailed data to
359 determ11 ine a rcasonable award, tll option is available. S~e
360 Report of the Fede~le Conitteek 104 (1990)
361 (reco01 1 1 1 nlfdi 1 g coiisidatiuii of UiSin6 naVi.3iatj jLrdL..iS, Ol

362 zspeial Iilasteis as i~awihg ilastei-s). In deciding whether to
363 direct submission of such questions to a special: master or
364 magistrate judge, then court should give appropriate
365 Consideration to the costand-delay that such a process might
366 wottdentail.
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B. Resolution Recommended For Adoption

OVERLAPPING, DUPLICATING, AND CONFLICTING CLASSES: LEGISLATION

The Standing Committee will recall that Professor Cooper prepared several proposed rule
amendments that addressed some of the severe difficulties posed by repetitive and overlapping class
actions. These proposals provided for preclusion of further class-certification attempts following
denial of certification; precluded attempts to persuade another court to approve a class-action
settlement that had been rejected by one court; and provided the federal court with broad authority
and discretion to bar class members from pursuing overlapping class-action litigation in other courts.
Although the Civil Rules Committee initially forwarded the proposals to the Standing Committee
for formal publication, it was agreed that the proposals were best circulated to the public informally
under the title "Call for Informal Comment: Overlapping Class Actions." The Reporter's Call for
Comment was published in September 2001, approximately at the same time as the formal rule
amendments. We have received a wealth of informal comment and testimony addressed to the
Reporter's Call for Comment. In addition, one day of the conference at the University of Chicago
Law School was devoted to the Call for Comment and the problem of overlapping class actions.

The Advisory Committee unanimously adopted the following memorandum on the problem of
overlapping class actions. The last three pages make findings and recommendations concerning the
problem. In sum, the Advisory Committee is of the view that the Reporter's proposed rules
> amendments test the limits of authority under the Rules Enabling Act. The Committee believes that
a legislative solution is more appropriate and recommends that some form of minimal diversity
legislation be enacted by Congress, to permit large, mnulti-state class actions to be brought in - or
removed to - federal court. By bringing the actions to federal court, a degree of consolidation is
possible that would avoid or alleviate some of the most severe problems that are engendered by
repetitive and overlapping class actions. Providing a federal forum would also further the important
principle that in a federal system, no one state's courts should make decisions that are binding
nationwide even as to class members who were not injured in the forum state. Current practice
permits forum shopping on a national scale that brings the judicial system into disrepute and that has
the potential to damage the interests of class members and defendants alike.

We do not ask that any particular formulation or legislative proposal be supported. Nor do we
suggest that all class actions should be removable to federal court. Our focus is on those state class
actions in which the interests of nob single state predominate. These class actions are appropriately
litigated in federal court. The Adyisory Committee requests that the Standing Committee "support
the concept of minimal diversity for large, multi-state class actions, in which the interests of no one
state are paramount, with appropriate limitations or threshold requirements so that the federal courts
are not unduly burdened and the sates' jurisdiction over in-state class actions is left undisturbed."
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Memorandum to the Civil Rules Advisory Committee: Perspectives on Rule 23 Including
the Problem of Overlapping Classes (May 7, 2002)

United States District Court
Eastern District of California

.501 S Stet

Sacramento, California 95814

(916) 930-4090

Chambers of

David F. Levi
United States District Judge

May 7, 2002

MEMORANDUM TO THE CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Perspectives on Rule 23 Including the Problem of Overlapping Classes

Over the last ten years, the Advisory Committee on the Civil Rules has undertaken an intensive

consideration and review of Rule 23, the class action rule. This ongoing review by the Committee

is the first review of Rule 23 following the thorough reworking of the Rule in the 1966 amendments.

But in the now almost 40 years since that time, R-ule 23 has figured prominently in the explosive

growth of large scale group litigation in federal and state courts, and has both shaped and - in its

interpretation and application -bbeen shaped by revolutionary developments in modem complex

litigation. The drafters of the 1966 amendments knew that after some appropriate period of time it

would be important to reconsider what they had done. We are well underway in that process even

as we must take account of continuing rapid changes in Rule 23 practice.
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A historical perspective may be helpful in placing our current efforts in context and considering

our future course.

I. A Brief History of Rule 23

The class action has its ultimate roots in the English Court of Chancery and the bill of peace.

It was a practical rule of joinder where joinder was otherwise impractical. The American courts

adopted the procedure in the 19t' and early 20th centuries. Federal Equity Rule 48, in place from

1842 to 1912, provided for a class action, but, significantly, also provided that the "decree shall be

without prejudice to the rights and claims of all the absent parties." In 1938, Rule 23 was included

in the new Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Rule was adopted with little fanfare or discussion.

It divided class actions into three categories: the "true," the "hybrid," and the "spurious." These

categories, with their infelicitous names and formalistic attributes, proved difficult to apply. After

almost 30 years of experience, the Advisory Committee entirely rewrote the Rule in 1966, and it is

that Rule that we still use today.

The 1966 Rule kept a three-part structure but the structure became functional: (b)(1) classes

for situations in which necessary parties under Rule 19(a) were too numerous to bejoined, including

claims involving a common fund, (b)(2) classes for claims involving common injunctive relief,

particularly intended for civil rights litigation, and, finally, (b)(3) class actions for damage based on

predominant common issues. The 1966 rule provided new procedural protections, for example, by

requiring notice to (b)(3) class members of certification, and, for all classes, notice of a proposed
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settlement. It provided that class members could be bound if they did not affirmatively opt out of

(b)(3) damage class actions. In adopting the "opt out" approach, the Committee apparently had in

mind small claim, consumer class actions in which no one class member would have a sufficient

interest to litigate an individual claim and in which the forces of inertia might be greater than a

potential class member's desire to participate, given the small stakes involved. The 1966 Rule also

clarified that any judgment would bind the members of the class in all certified class actions.

It is not entirely clear what the Committee of 1966 expected. Professor Arthur Miller, who was

involved with the work of the Committee at that time, tells us that "Nothing was in the Committee's

mind. . . Nothing was going on. There were a few antitrust cases, a few securities cases. The civil

rights legislation was then putative.... And the rule was not thought of as having the kind of

application that it now has." But, as Professor Miller went on to explain, the Rule, perhaps by

serendipity, caught the wave of "the most incredible upheaval in federal substantive law in the

history of the nation between 1963 and 1983, coupled with judicially-created doctrines of ancillary

and pendent jurisdiction."

An esteemed member of the 1966 Committee, John Frank, corroborates Professor Miller's

recollection. According to Mr. Frank, the Committee of 1966 was operating in "a world to which

the litigation explosion had not yet come. The problems which became overwhelming in the 80's

were not anticipated in the 60's. The Restatement (Second) of Torts and the development of products

liability law [were] still in the offing. The basic idea of a big case with plaintiffs unified as to
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liability but disparate as to damages was the Grand Canyon airplane crash. A few giant other cases

were discussed but ... were expected to be too big for the new rule."

It is probably fair to say that the 1966 Committee was most interested in facilitating civil rights

class actions for injunctive relief under (b)(2), and in this respect the Committee's intentions were

fully realized. But it is also fair to say that the Committee did not foresee the scale or range of

litigation that was unleashed by the opt out damage class action in (b)(3). Certainly, the Committee

then had no expectation that the Rule would be used in the context of dispersed mass torts, a concept

that the Committee could not have been familiar with. The Committee did know about mass

accidents, but considered that "A 'mass accident' resulting in -injuries to numerous persons is

ordinarily not appropriate for a class action because of the likelihood that significant questions, not

v11 only of damages but of liability and defenses of liability, would be present, affecting the individuals

in different ways." So much for the persuasive power of Committee notes!

According to the then Reporter of the Committee, Harvard Professor Benjamin Kaplan, "It will

take a generation or so before we can fully appreciate the scope, the virtues, and the vices of the new

Rule 23." In 1991, well past a generation in the world of civil litigation, the Judicial Conference

asked the Committee to begin a reconsideration of the Rule in light of the upheaval in modem civil

litigation since adoption of the Rule.

R
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II. The Advisory Committee Begins its Reconsideration of Rule 23

There have been several phases in the Committee's work although many continuing themes.

At the beginning, the Committee developed a comprehensive re-draft of the Rule. In 1992, Judge

Pointer, Chair of the Committee, relying on a 1986 proposal from the Litigation Sectionofthe ABA,

prepared a revision that did away with the three part (b)( 1), (b)(2), and (b)(3) classification, provided

for opt-in classes at the court's discretion, and provided that exclusion from the class could be

conditioned upon a prohibition against institution or maintenance of a separate action. Notice was

made more flexible such that sampling notice might be permitted depending on the circumstances.

This far-reaching draft was presented to the Standing Committee but then withdrawn on the Standing

Committee's advice that further consideration would be required before such a sweeping proposal

could be published for public comment. In the years since that time, we have engaged in that further

consideration and can now appreciate how prescient and sophisticated that first effort was.

The Committee then began the painstaking and careful inquiry into class action practice in

which we are still engaged. The new Chair of the Committee, Judge Higginbotham, pioneered the

investigatory model that the Committee continues to use to good effect whenever it considers a

complex issue. The model combines multiple informal opportunities for involvement by judges,

interested academics, members of the bar, and bar organizations, with- targeted empirical work.

Thus, the Committee was educated at several class action and mass tort conferences, drawing

together academic experts and experienced practitioners. The Federal Judicial Center undertook an

empirical study of federal class actions. See Willging, Hooper & Niemic, Empirical Study of Class
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Actions in Four Federal District Courts: Final Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules

(1996). The Reporter circulated a variety of proposals informally to gather guidance from members

of the bar. Eventually, several different proposals were published resulting in extraordinarily

helpful comment from practitioners and others.

The Committee first turned to the all important certification decision in (b)(3) class actions. The

Committee was concerned that the certification decision was the critical issue in class action

litigation, and yet the rule included no provision for interlocutory appeal. The Committee was also

concerned that the Rule's certification criteria were too loose, leading to improvident certification

of actions that were more appropriately handled on an individual basis. The Committee was told

repeatedly that class actions were rarely tried and that once the class was certified, defendants were

placed under overwhelming pressure to settle. In this portion of its inquiry, the Committee

considered a variety of additional certification factors such as the probable success on the merits of

the class claims and whether the public interest in, and the private benefits of, the probable relief to

individual class members justified the burdens of the litigation. From this work, one significant

amendment emerged: Rule 23(f) providing that a court of appeals may, in its discretion, entertain

an appeal from an order of a district court granting or denying class action certification. This

provision has apparently had its intended effect of developing the case law on certification thereby

providing greater guidance to district judges on the certification decision. In addition, the testimony

on the various additional certification criteria provided the Committee with a wealth of new

information about class action practice
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The possible tightening of certification criteria required the Committee to consider whether

litigation classes should be subject to more exacting standards than settlement classes. The

Committee's attention was drawn to the question because of the Third Circuit'decision in

Georgine/Amchem holding that settlement classes must be certified as if they were litigation classes.

Because ofthe importance of settlement to class action litigation, the Committee considered whether

a class action might be certified for settlement even if the class could not be certified for trial. A

proposed (b)(4) was circulated for public comment in 1996 at the same time as the additional (b)(3)

certification criteria. Proposed (b)(4) provided for certification where "the parties to a settlement

request certification under subdivision (b)(3) for purposes of settlement even though the

requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might not be met, for purposes of trial." All of the 23(a)

requirements would still apply, however.

The response to this proposal was as copious and thoughtful as the response to the new

certification criteria. Opponents of the change warned the Committee that class action settlements

were already prone to unfairness to class members and that this proposal would exacerbate the

situation by permitting class counsel to negotiate from a position of weakness, knowing that unless

there was a settlement, the class could not be certified for trial. This controversial topic was put

aside when the Supreme Court granted certiorari in Amchem. The result of Amchem has been to

permit a certain flexibility in the certification of settlement classes. However, some continue to

advise the Committee that there is need for still greater flexibility for settlement classes.
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The Committee then entered the present phase of our inquiry. At this point the Committee not

only had the comments from the hearings on the proposed amendments, but also the benefit of the

RAND Institute for Civil Justice's case study of ten class actions eventually published in 2000 as

Class Action Dilemmas: Pursuing Public Goals for Private Gain. In addition, in 1998, on the

recommendation of Judge Niemeyer, the Chief Justice authorized the formation of an ad hoc

working group to study mass torts that would bring together representatives of several Judicial

Conference committees under the leadership of the Civil Rules Committee. The Working Group

was given one year to study the problems associated with mass tort litigation and to submit a report.

Judge Niemeyer designated Judge Scirica as chair of the Working Group. The papers and report of

the Working Group provided additional information about the operation of Rule 23 in the context

of mass torts and illuminated many of the problems, including the problems associated with multiple,

overlapping class actions. See Report on Mass Tort Litigation (1999). The Committee was also

assisted by appointment of a sub-committee, chaired by Judge Rosenthal, and appointment of a

special reporter, Professor Richard Marcus, to support Professor Cooper.

Building on the RAND study, the hearings on the settlement class proposal, and the report of

the Working Group on Mass Torts, the Committee determined to provide betterjudicial supervision

of settlements and of class counsel. Proposed new 23(e) requires disclosure of all settlement terms,

a fairness hearing, and findings by the court. The court may permit class members who believe that

the settlement is unfair to exclude themselves from the settlement. Proposed new Rule 23(g) and

Qi
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(h) provide the court a framework for appointing, monitoring, and compensating class counsel.

Notice and the timing of the certification decision also receive attention in the new proposals.

III. Unfinished Business

As this history may demonstrate, the Committee has reason to be both humble, given the

complexity and magnitude of the issues, but also proud of its work over the past ten years. It has

done much to enhance judicial supervision of the class action process and provide new tools for

judicial review, at both the trial and appellate levels.

There are several areas that may yet deserve additional attention and that have not received

definitive answers from the Committee. Each has proven controversial and difficult. The first is

whether the Rule should incorporate a separate standard for settlement classes. This is a familiar

topic. We may wish to reconsider this issue in light of case law under Amchem as well as the new

proposal on settlement review, including the permission to class members to exclude themselves

from settlement upon review of the terms. There may be need for further empirical work in this

area. Second, the unique questions surrounding the settlement of future claims in mass tort cases

may also merit continued study. Third, we may wish to reconsider the opt in/ opt out question. The

1966 Committee adopted an "opt out" provision but did not foresee the consequences of doing so.

The Committee's 1992 draft, giving the court discretion to certify the class as an opt in or opt out

class action, might provide a starting point. Alternatively, we might reasonably conclude that further

study of this question is likely to generate more controversy than any clear consensus for change.
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Finally, we should complete the substantial inquiry already begun into the difficult problem of

overlapping and competing state and federal class actions. Certain aspects, the more modest ones,

may be amenable to rule making. The more fundamental issues do not seem so amenable, at least

not without specific legislative authorization. At the January meeting the Committee expressed a

unanimous consensus that the problems created by overlapping class actions are worthy of

congressional attention and that some form of minimal diversity legislation might provide an

appropriate answer to some of the problems. The remainder of this memorandum is addressed to

this issue.

IV. Overlapping Class Actions

The Committee has been told repeatedly in a variety of forums, by both defense and plaintiff

counsel, and without contradiction, that as Rule 23 is reformed to enhance judicial supervision of

class counsel, the deliberateness of the certification decision, and the judicial review of settlements,

an ever growing number of cases will be filed in those state courts where this kind of supervision

is perceived to be less demanding. This results often in multiple filings of multi-state diversity class

actions in both federal and state courts. Yet this result is precisely the outcome that the class action

device was designed to prevent. The purpose of the class action device is to eliminate repetitive

litigation, promote judicial efficiency, permit small claims to find a forum, and achieve uniform

results in similar cases. But as our Reporter has noted, "duplicative class litigation is destructive of

just these goals .... Multiple filings can threaten appropriate judicial supervision, damage the
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interests of class members, hurt conscientious class counsel, impose undue burdens of multiple

litigation on defendants, and needlessly increase judicial workloads."

The problems generated by overlapping, duplicative, and competing class actions have

commanded the attention of many observers. According to the American Law Institute's 1994

Complex Litigation Project, the problems caused by multiple class actions are so pressing that "[w]e

are in urgent need of procedural reform to meet the exigencies of the complex litigation problem."

"Repeated relitigation of the common issues in a complex case unduly expends the resources of

attorney and client, burdens already overcrowded dockets, delays recompense for those in need,

results in disparate treatment for persons harmed by essentially identical or similar conduct, and

contributes to the negative image many people have of the legal system." American Law Institute,

Complex Litigation: Statutory Recommendations and Analysis (1984-1994) at 9. Although the

Federal Judicial Center's study focused on class-action dispositions in only four federal districts over

a period of two years, it found several illustrations of unresolved duplicating filings, pp. 14-16,,23-

24, 78-79,163-164 (Tables 5-7). The RAND study confirmed the seriousness of the problem. Part

of this project involved intense study of ten class actions. In four of the ten, class counsel filed

parallel actions in other courts. In five of the ten, other groups of plaintiffs' attorneys filed

competing actions in otherjurisdictions. Only two of the ten cases did not experience either type of

additional filings. More recent information suggests that the frequency and number of overlapping

class-action filings are growing.
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Legislative proposals to deal with overlapping actions have been pursued for several years. In

March 1988 the Judicial Conference approved in principle creation of minimal-diversity federal

jurisdiction to consolidate multiple litigation in state and federal courts involving personal injury and

property damage arising out of a "single event." This position was confirmed in March 2001 when

the Judicial Conference supported H.R. 860, the "Multidistrict, Multiparty, Multiforum Trial

Jurisdiction Act of 2001." The 1990 Report of the Federal Courts Study Committee recommended,

pp. 44-45, that Congress "should create a special federal diversity jurisdiction, based on the minimal

diversity authority conferred by Article III, to make possible the consolidation of major multi-party,

multi-forum litigation." Congress has considered many bills that would provide easier access to

federal courts by initial filing or by removal from state courts. In 2002 the House of Representatives

passed one of these bills, H.R. 2341.

One specific source ofthe concerns reflected in these legislative proposals has arisen from state-

court filings on behalf of classes that include plaintiffs from other states. Many of these actions seek

-and frequently win - certification of nationwide classes. Membership in these classes may

overlap with classes sought - or actually certified - in other courts, state or federal. Pretrial

preparations may overlap and duplicate, proliferating expense and forcing delay now in one

proceeding, now in another, as coordination is worked through. Settlement negotiations in one

action may be played off against negotiations in another, raising the fear of a "reverse auction" in

which class representatives in one court accept terms less favorable to the class in return for reaping

the rewards that flow to successful class counsel. Moreover, the certification of nationwide or multi-
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state class actions in one state court poses a threat to the proper allocation of decisionmaking in a

federal 'system. Individual state courts may properly apply the policy choices of the residents of that

state to those residents. But local authorities ought not impose those local choices upon other states

and certainly not on a nationwide basis.

After studying these proposals and the underlying problems, the Civil Rules Advisory

Committee authorized its Reporter to issue a "Call for Informal Comment: Overlapping Class

Actions" in September 2001. The call for comment included draft amendments of the class-action

rule that might reduce the incidence of forum shopping and settlement shopping.2

Responses to the call for comment were provided in tandem with reactions to the proposed

amendments of Civil Rule 23 that were published for comment in August 2001. The most concerted

responses were provided in major segments ofthe class-action conference sponsored by the Advisory

Committee at the University of Chicago Law School in October 2001. Many additional responses

were provided in the written comments and oral testimony at hearings in San Francisco (November

2 The call for comment included three sets of possible rule amendments. The first set
attempted to end the relitigation of the same class certification issues by providing that a federal
court that refuses to certify a class because it does not meet the standards of Rule 23(a)(1) or (2)
or 23(b)(1),;(2), or (3) "may direct that no other court may certify a substantially similar class."
The second set of proposals sought to reduce "settlement shopping," in which counsel may take
the same settlement disapproved by one court into another court for approval. The proposal
provided that "A refusal to approve a settlement .. . on behalf of a [certified] class .. . precludes
any other court from approving substantially the same settlement." The third set of proposals
addressed the potential clash between multiple, overlapping cases and provided that a federal
court could "enter an order directed to any member of the .. . class that prohibits filing or
pursuing a class action in any other court."
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2001) and Washington, D.C. (January 2002). Although this process does not match any model of

rigorous social-science research, it provided repeated evidence of actual experiences that must not

be allowed to continue. This evidence is outlined in the summaries of comments and testimony

prepared for the Advisory Committee. The question is not whether something should be done, but

what should be done and by whom.

One means of doing something about the problems created by overlapping class actions might

be through new provisions in the Civil Rules. Some relatively modest provisions might fit

comfortably within the authority of the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072. Rule 23, for example,

might address the effect one federal court should give to the refusal by another federal court to certify

a class action or to approve a class-action settlement. Modest provisions, however, would provide

no more than modest benefits - there is no general feeling that federal courts have experienced

particular difficulties in working through overlapping actions in different federal courts. The Judicial

Panel on Multidistrict Litigation works well within the federal system to achieve coordination and

consolidation. Provisions that might address overlapping class actions in state courts, on the other

hand, are not likely to be seen as modest. Serious objections were made to the illustrative drafts in

the informal call for comments. Both Enabling Act limits and Anti-Injunction Act limits were

invoked. There may be room to adopt valid rules provisions in the face of these objections, but to

do so might test the limits of rulemaking authority thus inviting litigation over the rules themselves.

In light of these constraints on rulemaking, and because of the sensitive issues of jurisdiction

and federalism implicated by overlapping class actions, Congress would seem the appropriate body
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to deal with the question. There is a secure basis in the Article III authorization of diversity

jurisdiction to consider various approaches to consolidating overlapping class actions by bringing

them into federal court. One approach, exemplified in- several of the bills that have been before

Congress, would establish minimal diversity jurisdiction in- federal court for class actions of a

certain size or scope. This approach may embody some elements of discretion; several recent bills

bring discretion into the very definition ofjurisdiction in an attempt to maintain state-court authority

over actions that involve primarily the interests of a single state. Another approach would be to rely

on case-specific determinations whether a particular litigation pattern is better brought into federal-

court control. This approach could be implemented by authorizing the Judicial Panel on

Multidistrict Litigation to determine whether a particular set of litigations should be removed to

federal court. The potential advantage of this approach would be that it could prove more flexible 

over time, enabling the federal court system to respond to actual problems as they arise and to stay

on the sidelines when the problems are effectively resolved in the state courts. Yet another approach

would be to authorize individual federal courts to coordinate federal litigation with overlapping state-

court actions, by enjoining state-court actions, if necessary, when the state-court actions threaten to

disrupt litigation filed under one of the present subject-matter jurisdiction statutes. While this

approach may have the apparent advantage of leaving federal jurisdiction where it is, it also has the

obvious disadvantage of potential conflict and tension between the court systems.

Careful study will suggest still other approaches. Many of the possible approaches are likely

to provide the occasion for adapting present class-action procedures or developing new ones. The
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rules committees, acting through the Enabling Act process, can make important contributions. The

nature of these contributions will depend on the nature of the underlying legislation; some forms of

legislation may present such particular opportunities that supplemental rules-enabling authority

should be included in the legislation.

Any proposal to add to federal subject-matter jurisdiction must be considered with great care.

But the problems that persist with respect to overlapping and competing class actions are precisely

the problems of multistate coordination that can claim high priority in allocating work to the federal

courts. It is very difficult for any single state court to fairly resolve these problems, and nearly as

difficult for state courts to act together in shifting ad hoc arrangements for cooperation. The apparent

need is for a single, authoritative tribunal that can definitively resolve those problems that have

eluded resolution and that affect litigation that is nationwide or multi-,state in scope.

V. Minimal Diversity as a Possible Partial Solution

Having delved deeply into this topic, the Committee is in a position now to make the following

findings and recommendations to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and Procedure

and the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction concerning the problems posed by overlapping class

actions:

1. Beginning in 1991, the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules has undertaken a searching

review of class action practice under Rule 23. This review has involved several conferences, close

consultation with judges, members of the bar and bar organizations, publication for comment of
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several proposals, consideration of extensive testimony and comments on the published proposals,

review of empirical studies, and creation of the Working Group on Mass Torts and adoption of its

report;

2. On the basis of this extensive inquiry, the Advisory Committee finds that overlapping and

duplicative class actions in federal and state court create serious problems that: (a) threaten the

resolution and settlement of such actions on terms that, are fair to class members, (b) defeat

appropriate judicial supervision, (c) wastejudicial resources, (d) lead to forum shopping, (e) burden

litigants with the expenses and burdens of multiple litigation of the same issues, and (f) place

conscientious class counsel at a potential disadvantage;

3. The Advisory Committee has given close consideration to several rule amendments that

might address the problems of multi-state class actions but concludes that these proposals test the

limits of the Committee's authority under the Rules Enabling Act;

4. Large nationwide and multi-state class actions, involving class members from multiple states

who have been injured in multiple states, are the kind of national litigation consistent with the

purposes of diversity jurisdiction and appropriate to jurisdiction in federal court. Federal jurisdiction

protects the interests of all states outside the forum state, including the many states that draw back

from the choice-of-law problems that inhere in nationwide and multi-state classes;
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5. With respect to multi-state class actions, the Advisory Committee agrees with the

recommendation of the Federal Courts Study Committee that Congress eliminate the complete

diversity requirement in complex, multi-state cases to make consolidation possible;

6. Minimal diversity legislation could be crafted to bring cases of nationwide scope or effect

into federal court without unduly burdening the federal courts or invading state control of in-state

class actions;

7. Minimal diversity legislation could resolve or avoid some of the problems posed by

conflicting and duplicative class actions;

8. The federal and state judicial systems, class members, other parties to the litigation, and

conscientious class counsel will benefit from the efficient supervision of these multi-forum, multi-

state class actions in one federal forum;

9. For these reasons the Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

respectfully recommends to the Standing Committee on the Rules of Practice and Procedure and to

the Committee on Federal-State Jurisdiction that they support the concept of minimal diversity for

large, multi-state class actions, in which the interests of no one state are paramount, with appropriate

limitations or threshold requirements so that the federal courts are not unduly burdened and the

states' jurisdiction over in-state class actions is left undisturbed.
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Summary of Comments & Testimony: Overlapping Classes

Michael J. Stortz. Esq.. S.F. hearing 5-: Represents a drug company that has been the target of
dozens of class actions upon withdrawal of a drug from the market. Many seek medical monitoring
- some for statewide classes, some for national classes. They are pending in half a dozen state
courts. The federal MDL judge has about 30 class actions. Plaintiffcounsel have been racing to see
who can go first in getting a favorable class decision. Many of the state actions cannot be removed.
One drug store in Mississippi has been made defendant in many class actions to prevent removal.
"You can't do two medical monitoring programs," but that is the risk of multiple actions. And the
litigation risks are that, "the state courts proceed on their own schedule without regard to anything
that is happening in the federal MDL." Federal courts are attempting to corral these problems. It
would help to provide some guidelines through articulated rules. Minimal diversity jurisdiction also
would help. If there is doubt about the ability to act by rule, legislative proposals would be welcome.
"There is a real problem out there. It's not scattered. It's not rare. It's very common." As
defendant, we argue that an MDL court has in rem jurisdiction to prevent some of these abuses by
injunction. Despite the anti-injunction act, "judges have created and crafted solutions, given the
pragmatic crisis they face."

There is a further problem with duplicative, overlapping discovery. The same company officials
are being noticed for depositions in different jurisdictions - there may be demands to produce the
same person for depositions in different places at the same time. Judges attempt to coordinate, but
"it's very much a liquid promise that, unfortunately," dissolves. Plaintiff counsel get what they can
in the MDL proceeding, and then try state proceedings to get what was not available in the MDL
proceeding. MDL judges are anxious to accomplish coordination.

(His written statement, 01 -CV-0 11, observes that at times overlapping classes are filed by the
same group of counsel in an effort to obtain the most favorable forum. More common are filings by'
different groups of plaintiffs' attorneys.)

(His written statement also suggests that the proposals to strengthen review of settlement will
be frustrated unless federal courts are given authority to limit and control parallel state-court
proceedings.)

Jacqueline M. Jauregui. Esq.. S-F Hearing p 45 ff: Her firm has been defending a medical device
litigation. In the first six months of 2001 53 class actionswere filed involving the same product; 35
of them alleged nationwide classes, while 18 alleged a single-state or Canadian class. 36 were
initially filed in federal court or were removed; they are now in MDL proceedings. There were 17
cases that could not be removed, - or, if removed, were dismissed and then refiled in state court
with an additional and local defendant to defeat removal. These events involve a prodigious waste
of judicial and public resources, and of the defendant's resources as well. Other people in the
product-liability arena tell me that this is a not uncommon series of events. Forjust this one device,
the cases in federal court involve 1.5% of a year's class-action filings. Half a dozen similar events
a year would mount up to 10% of the class-action filings. Minimal diversity legislation would go
a long way toward supporting MDL processes for these cases. There may be a reluctance to support
expanded diversity jurisdiction, but that is the only way to unravel this knot. Outside the mass torts
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context, another client provided another example. Oklahoma state courts, through the state supreme
court, denied certification of a class. Two weeks later the same law firm challenged the same
practice on behalf of a different named plaintiff in a federal court class action. A different client in
the insurance field says that the average cost of discovery and briefing before decision of a
certification motion is one million dollars. The client in the Oklahoma litigation reflected and agreed
that her costs in this stage run from $750,000 to one million dollars. Going through that process
twice or more often is wasteful. The not-published certification-preclusion draft Rule 23(c)(1)(D)
would be a superb tool to diminish the waste.

When we have been confronted with competing class actions in different courts, it has tended
to be a competition among lawyers each of whom wishes to represent a nationwide class.
Coordination, when it has occurred, has been the result of informal efforts of defense counsel. In
financial services and insurance litigation, there has not been any sign of informal efforts of the
judges to cooperate among themselves. Coordination among judges might be a good thing, "but I
don't know whether in a state court setting judges would be willing to do that."

Gerson Smoger. Esq., S-F Hearing 73 ff: For ATLA. ATLA is "rather strongly opposed to the
preclusion proposals." There has been limited study and limited ability to get empirical evidence
on the problem of dual classes, apart from "the high profile examples that we all hear about." The
proposals are designed to affect only a minority of filings, but if adopted in general terms will affect
all state-court class actions The proposals seem to be simply a matter of tellingjudges to do their
jobs. "This is legislationover **** the state judicial systems." This is a matter for state legislatures,
and perhaps for Congress; it is not a matter for the rulemaking process. Class actions commonly are
justified for reasons that bear either on efficienicy or on providing a forum for small claims.

As to forum-shopping on certification, once one court has denied certification the defendant will
describe that decision to any otheirjudge asked to certify the same class. Then it is a"question for the
second judge. If the job is not being done right, the answer lies in judicial education and in
cooperation among the judges.

Settlement shopping is done by the defendant, by the person who is being asked to pay money.
If the defendant does not want to settle, there is no settlement to shop. Again, it is a question for the
judiciary. In response to a question whether a court should be able to enjoin a defendant from
settling in another court while a class claim remains pending in the first court: The settlement might
change, the procedures might change. It may not be the same cause of action. And the parties may
dismiss the federal action after the court refuses to approve a settlement. Once an action is
dismissed, how does the court exercise continuing control? Who enforces the injunction - the
judge who issued it? But if the action remains pending in the first court after the settlement is
rejected and another court is preparing to approve the same settlement, "that's very problematic."
Overall, these problems - the 37 class actions,- seem to arise "where there are high stakes and
very bad acts." When there are 37 classes, "a lot of it gets sorted out realistically fairly shortly on."
The sorting process occurs in the plaintiffs' bar; there is a self-policing. The problem of overlapping
classes is for the most part being resolved within the system. "You couldn't say that in certain
situations it's 'not a problem," bt the tools exist to resolve it. Resolution of the actions depends on
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the defendant. There is some attempt to try to have resolution even if there are multiple state and
federal actions. It is not always settlement: very few go to trial. Once the first trial or second trial
is loston a classwide basis, plaintiffs become unwilling to put more resources into a classwide trial.
A second trial will happen only, if it appears that the earlier trial or trials were not well managed; the
risk, cost, and time required deter multiple attempts.

In response to a question whether it is fair to allow multiple opportunities for certification?
How many times do we have to win before we lose on certification? Is it fair that when certification
is finally ordered, it's the whole ball game? There are many types of class 'actions. In a mass-tort
class action, certification is not the ball game. "The ball game is the reality of the existence of the
large torts." In a small-claim consumer class action, certificationis necessary for effectuation ofthe
action. The discovery has been done for the first certification attempt, the issues have been explored,
so the duplication in successive certification attempts is ,reduced, $o in the example earlier''this
morning:, after Oklahoma courtshave denied certification, a federal judge certainly his power to
certify a class, but certainly will be influencedoby what the state courtsdid. And there may be a new
federal element added when the new action is filed in federal court; if the law changes, there is a new
certification issue. Thiet lity is thattmultiple filngs are there, but most ofthe federal filings will
get consolidated in M1L prbeeding. A'lot ofthe state' filing will sit back "and not have activity."
A few state filings will have activity but you will nerhe more than five full "trials" on
certificat'ion, and usuall'iis f r l two: lit isinjot aomater fr juldicial powerrto decide whether
to 'enj~oins~t~ate-c'o""urt 1~c' onete 9~a csles ar'ho~didf& I~ML proceedings; that is a
egis ivJdgmet tt St gx legls Informal

conversations a kde Ifdg, e udge
will be t lkntoth ie"c ~ Alntepanif'br eause
there is a cobar. es ome ag as to whotakes what, roles.
When there areltipleldefendas, We same tng happes on th defense side. These things "have
to happen because * 1Ii, ,,cverone ieeds the efficncy ; eaintiffs don'tineed thousands of
hearings to attend."

(His written statement, 01 -CV-0 17, adds several points. It is not surprising that these proposals
have the enthusiastic support of multinational corporations. But there is not sufficient problem to
warrant new rules. The federal courts do not, need more cases - and defendants, if given-the
opportunity, will remove virtually,,every class action. Class actions that involve state law belong in
state courts., Thedraftproposals depart so drastically from basic federalism as to be unconstitutional.
None of [the alternative proposals can disguise the impact. The idea of revising the statutes to
authorize rules that the statutes now forbid is surprising, absent any "paramount, urgent basis for
doing so.")

Jack B. McGowan. Jr., Esq.. S-F Hearing 107 ff: Has defended pharmaceutical, medical-device, and
product-liability cases. The breast implant litigation 'provides an example of1 overlapping classes.
One- client had 34 federal class actions around the country, three Canadian class actions, and at last
one state-court class'action that was limited to a statewide class. There were also 17,000 individual
actions around the couir. It cannot be said that these numbers reflect the merits of the claims: it
has been fairly well established that''there' is ho causal link between the implants and autoimmune
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disease. In another case involving phenylpropanolamine, there were two virtually identical class
actions filed in California courts, alleging violation of state unfair competition statutes and seeking
statewide class certification. "One obviously copied the other." The class actions and individual
actions are being coordinated before a single state judge. (California has a consolidation procedure
similar to federal MDL proceedings; there has been active coordination. In the breast implant
litigation, California Judge O'Neill was very active in coordinating with the federal MDL court.)
There are, however, likely to be federal actions as well. The state judge is likely to seek active
coordination with the federal judge. In California latex glove litigation, the state judge is having
conversations with the federal judge in Philadelphia who has the MDL proceeding. But for all the
efforts at coordination, state judges oftentimes try to push the litigation faster than the pace of the
MDL proceedings. That happened with the California breast implant cases; we tried cases; "they
were never tried in the MDL." The cost of parallel proceedings "is phenomenal." There have been
numerous class actions around the country in the diet drug litigation. Some seek statewide classes,
while others seek national classes. Some have been dismissed because the state involved does not
recognize medical monitoring relief. In other states medical monitoring classes were certified. (In
response to a question based on the earlier testimony that multiple filings get sorted out: "Maybe they
are sorted out at great expense.'' So it was in the diet drug litigation. It does not make sense to have
more than one nationwide class. "We only have one group of all the people. And it just makes no
sense.") It may be that the rulemaking process lacks power to address these problems. But then
legislation should be considered. Congress should address a problemnthat "is costing hundreds and
hundreds and hundreds of millions of dollars. I'mjust talkiiig about three or four clients." The class
actions often come first "because there is a major interest on the part of class action lawyers, personalinjury lawyers arounid the country to be there first, to get on the committee, to be a player in the
decisions around the 'country - not only in state courts, but in federal courts participate It
activity." t priiat nhi

The written statement submitted for the San Francisco hearing, 01 -CV-0 10, added two points.
First was an account of a state-court class action involving laser eye surgery: when the defendant
filed a motion to compel arbitration, a second class action was filed that named aniadditional
defendant who could not invoke an arbitration agreement. The sole purpose seemed to be to defeat
the arbitration demand. Second was the observation that mass-tort litigation often is launched by
the filing of multiple class actions in different jurisdictions. Commonly there is no coordination or
control of discovery, leading to inconsistent rulings that escalate thle cost of litigating. And there
may be inconsistent rulings on class certification.

Anna Richo., Esq.. S-F Hearing 129 ff.: Vice-President for Law, Biosciences Division, Baxter
Healthcare. Baxter never made breast implants, but inherited litigation based on the activities of a
division of an acquired company. It was named in class actions filed in ten state courts - mostly
nationwide classes, four federal courts, and four courts in Canada. Some sought worldwide classes.
None of the state actions was certified, but Baxter had to contest ceftification in each one. The
federal actions were consolidated. Baxter had to settle some 6,500 suits for people who opted out.
The litigation was bet-the-company for Baxter and several other defendants. The science that
exonerated the defendants came too late for some companies. Baxter did defend individual actions
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on the merits; it won consecutively over 20 cases, but the cost was $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 a case.
Publicly-traded companies cannot afford to defend themselves one-by-one. And the class action is
a levertfor settlement.

In the HIV Factor'Concentrate litigation, Baxter was sued in class actions in three state courts
and five federal courts. The federal actions were 'consolidated, but no class was certified for trial in'
any court. These experiences with multiple class actions brought simultaneously in state and federal'
courts has'shown that the MDL'procedure is an effective mechanism for federal courts. But
competing multistate, multiparty actions instate courts, should be removed to federal court whenever
possible. Bater strongly supports t proposed Class Action Fairness Act.

The Reporters ,Call for Comment is a thoughtful attempt to address the problems. Multiple
overlapping class actions have ove-reachedthe ioriginal goal ofproviding access to courts for
similarly situated claimants.I The abuses have ignoredthe clients and enriched the attorneys. They
ignoresdue process and single recovery. ,'"They have presentedinconsistent and uncertain results and
have contributed to the financial crisis in w bic corporate America, the, insurance industry, and the
American consuming public find themselves.,",

'Another illustration is provid'e by five separate class aci ons in four different state courts
seeking dages for chiiren in-culate wit childhood DPT vacine containing, Thiome'osol., The
National Childhood Vacmaie Injury Cmpensati'n"Act'A of 1986 pIrovides anadministrati e remedy
and precludes in'ciaiins for nior~e han $:1,000 outside ie sta`utory claimns process.ii ln an effort
to circumvent hisl"imit'some ofnth'f plaintiffs' 'attorneys are seeking to represent national classes
of persons Wh claimeddmacs o

j~~ ~~ 11 11 6 I NIF 'K 1

"Each side will have one opportunity to make its best case on the issuing of class certification or
class settlement. ~`,Thei nfrmedrFwelbreasoneddecisionrof the court f * * Will have the final word
on the subject., FIorum shopping wll ibeended. Judicial resources vill be preserved. The Enabling
Act gives authority to adopt tthese rules; din any eyent, the, Advisory Committee should recommend
them.to Congres.,,, ' , 1,,

Alfred W. Cortese. i Jri.' Esg.. S-F Hearint 156 ff. 01C V-015: The problem' of overlapping
duplicative class actipns has become'worse. The pkrecusionrules in the call for comrmentlare wihin
the power of the d$miittee to adopt t'"protect Federal judges' Article III powers ,ndrisdiction.
I think that is the essence of federalism. *** The federal c'ourts were created to provide protection
to out. ofstate residents' and~to provide protection against the extension of$,state 1w to other states
to the detriment ofvother state, residents." But these areyvery controversiahtissues. They inolve
exceedingly importantpolicy choicie$s. They have a substantial impact on substantive rights. Perhaps
these charnges$ought to 'beleft to Congress. Ifthe Committee decides it islbetter fr CGngress, the
Committee has the, responsibility to participate in the process in whatever way it c~ari1'to iensure,
frankly; that Congress gets it right."! The ldetter transmitting the Mass Torts HWorkin GjOup Report
to the Chief Justice observed that the best chance of success lies in the lead of the'Third Branch
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"with a sensitive interaction with Congress." If not rulemaking, then the Committee should develop
a package of legislative recommendations.

Minimal diversity legislation "should rightly be a very high priority for this Committee." , The
Judicial Conference is presently on record opposing such legislation. That should be worked out,
"so that nationwide class actions are tried or handled in nationwide courts, federal courts." Dealing
with overlapping classes will (1) avoid the waste of duplicative litigation; (2) prevent use of
overlapping actions for interim strategic effects, the need to win 50 separate certification hearings
until there is resjudicata; and (3) to minimize forum shopping. Sequential forum shopping is much\
more invidious in class actions than in individual actions.

Even with minimum diversity legislation, the preclusion rules would serve a purpose because
there will be a certain number of competing state class actions that are limited by a state's
boundaries.

John Beisner. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 7-16. and written'statement (01-CCV-27): Class Action Watch has
reported a study of 50 federal' MDL proceedings that involved class actions. The research has been
completed as to 35. There are competing state-court class actions with respect to more than half, and
the number of competing state-court actions tends to increase as the federal MDL proceeding
continues. Many of the federal proceedings that do not encounter competing state-court actions
involve subjects that cannot be litigated in state court, as with securities actions. The Committee
should consider carefully adopting rules that operate only within the federal courts, such as the
proposal that a federal court cannot certify a class after another federal court has refused to certify
substantially the same class. Although in present circumstances that would leave the plaintiffs free
to migrate to state court,' adoption of minimal diversity clss-action jurisdiction would bring the
actions back to federalI court. It is, hard to find empirical data, but I have had personal experience
with attempts to persuade another federal court to certify a 'classy that has been denied' certification
by an earlier federal court. The Advisory Committee should express support for the pending
minimal diversity bills. The added burden on the federal courts may not be as great as some fear,
since even now federal courts commonly haave to deal with some part' of multiple actions and devote
time to efforts to coordinate them. In present circumstances, it is easier to establish federal
jurisdiction of a slip-and-fall action than a multistate class action. "'The interstate class actions
involve more people, more dollars, -and more iinterstate commerce issuesthan any, other sort of
lawsuit that's out there, yet, by and large, they're being excluded from our Federal Court system."
(The Vol. 3, No. 1 issue of Class Action Watch made available at the hearing by an unidentified
member of the audience reports a different survey sent to' 75 Fortune 5500 companies, with 24
responses. The,24 respondentsireported 465 sets of multiple filings in an 111-year period. The
median number of actions filed in a single "set", was 24.)

The written statement adds that class actions have become "universal venue" suits - a
nationwide class can be filed anywhere an attorney can find a representative plaintiff. Increasingly,
class actions have become a state-court phenomerion, so much so that the marginalization' of federal
courts makes it a real question whether much ca il be accomplished by improving federal practice.
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Overlapping and competing class actions are "destroying the legitimacy of the class action device,"
spawning "an endless litigation cycle. " There is a risk of settlement bidding, and races to the bottom.

The written statement is supplemented by a copy of an article by Mr. Beisner and Jessica
Davidson Miller, "They're Making a Federal Case Out of It. ... In State Court," CivilJustice Report
No. 3, September 2001, The Manhattan Institute Center for Legal Policy. The article reports findings
ofthe County Court Research Project, detailing experience with nationwide class actions in state trial
courts that have attracted particularly high numbers of such actions. A wealth of detailed evidence
is provided.

Victor E. Schwartz. Esq.. for American Tort Reform Assn. and American Legislative Exchange
Council, D.C. Hearing and Written Statement. 01 -CV-03 1: The published proposals will augment
the incentives for plaintiffs to divert massive class actions to state courts'. It is common practice to
recruit a representative plaintiff from the state of a defendant's principal place of business. l Or the
plaintiff may sue a local manager, agent, or retailer to defeat diversity - an example is an action that
involved the sale of 120,000 [or 140,000] vehicles in Which the plaintiffs added as defendant a
salesperson who had sold 14. The "fraudulentjoinder" doctrine has had little effect. Its weakness
is exacerbated by the rule that bars removal ,on the basis yfiversit jurisdiction after more than one
year., The best solution would be minilum diversitylegislation for class actions. But until then,
Civil Rules provisions could heip. A rule could encourage "the hiest degree of scrutiny consistent
with existing law in determining whether either ainti or ticulr defendants i removpl actions
are nominal or real. 'If a local retailer or distributor is naed in a class action against a, large
mnufacturer, the judge"should conduct a hearing to detrinewheter the plaintiff' cousel truly
intends to enforce a judgment against that local deodtt"; Sains similar to Rule 11 sanctions
could be adopted for enforcement. Steps sOldU e ,tan ,to gnse ,th at aenthere , an

iFMDL copsoslidafion, latr-filed aes ae ained io th r
courts so that they may be considessivfor t idaton. And thetomiteenshul cansin by
"whehe5 if'hass cthe authority to po'mulgate and le. a 'hdessngn thpcedural opp
fraudulently destroy diversity iEhch are creatidcayiP i provoal goo itruies qto

Comjhimfte concle udes th nat it~ laksp t;e, iht ,,ou b l d egisl antiverF aproach ould. be tho
encuaetestablshng s lon er atsmlr peidf ri&ia1alll,, o ieip~a 'F le but thr srao to b ocre

Thomas Y;iiiAllman. EFsg.. D,.C. Hearing 105-110o,411413: Plainitiffs have a seemiingly unending
abil~ity, to sue ~in ~several~~states successively.F It is astonishing to- learnthat a defendant can win by
defpatinigclass certification in~several states, and thenjiose., "hoWm any tim-es do I have to win before
the class- doesn'tlhaveto be certified"?, Tihe certification preclusion proposal is, ood; if it, requires
amendments of the Rufles Enablingi Act, that i2should ibe, dond.1< Another 'approach woulbet
encourage the states to, enact similar, parallel, or reciprocal' runles; butt there is reason to be concerned
that not all states will ,go along -particularly the states that are nre likely, to permit improvident
certification. Settlement preclusion also would b gitios'itis Gproper for a court to approve a
settlement that another 6ourt has refused Ito approve. out'Thre ae sputs that aredwilling to do this."
Defendants should refuse to participate i seeking approval by atother court after a rejection. The
one personal exp~erience worked out that Way'-ouragrernet tolsubmit the same settlement to a
second court was conditioned on approval of the federal court that refused approval. The federal
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court "did have a problem with it" and we stayed in federal court. A rules amendment would help;
it would help even if it addressed only federal courts, not state courts. Federal courts should be
encouraged to make maximum use of the power they have under the anti-injunction act; the current
"knee and hip litigation" is an illustration. We should focus on what is a national class action,
looking to citizenship of class members, the amount in controversy, and the nature of the
controversy. The best remedy would be to support minimal diversity jurisdiction for national class
actions. Together with MDL procedures, concentration of these actions in federal court would be
a big help. (His written statement suggests that Rule 23 might provide that a person who seeks to
represent a class commit to not seeking certification by another court; he recognizes the difficulty
that other representatives could be found. The obvious solution is to authorize federal courts to
enjoin state-court certification proceedings. Minimal-diversity jurisdiction is still better.)

Lewis H. Goldfarb. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 132-140: Overlapping class actions are a seriousproblem.
It is important to distinguish the circumstances that give rise to them. They may arise because
competing lawyers choose to file actions "all over the country.'! But they also may arise as a
calculated strategy of a common group of lawyers. A 'joint venture and fee agreement" is provided
with the written statement. This agreement establishes strategies among cooperating lawyers that
include filing multiple state class actions "in order to coerce settlement. That is the kind of situation
that I'm used to dealing with and that many others are used to dealing with." Another illustration
is provided by the many cases filed involving every pharmaceutical product that includes PPA. "No
one, no lawyer should be able to march, into court on behalf of millions of clients and ask a judge
down in Plaquemine inLouisiana to decide that some pharmaceutical ingredient is harmful. I mean,
that's ajob for the FDA." Thesamne is true for vehicle components. (His written statement, 01-CV-
019, adds that "ft]he proliferationiof such lawyer generated class actionslis one of the many
unfortunate by-products of the tobacco settlement - plaintiffs' lawyers, believing their own press,
now see their clients, as the public at large, and believe that the public is somehow served by
whatever settlement they can extract from ,a deep pocket defendant, iregardlessi of who gets the
payoff." One client had 25 nealy identical state-court class actions filed against it in a 2-month
period. Another was sued in six, and threatened with 30 more itltook more than a year to get
them dismissed, at considerable cost and after suffering substantial adverse publicity. The
overlapping class proposals are creative and effective solutions but they will haver noimpact at all
when the cases are all filedin state courts, and they wil tae years t&,iniplement. The Committee
should endorse minimal-diversity class-action jurisdiction bills.)

Prof. Ian Gallacher, D.C. Hearin 141: Asks the committee to, support the legislation pending in
Congress.

Michael Nelson. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 161 ff: One of his clients is defending a number of state-court
class actions. In each, the complaint disclaims any recovery greater than $75,000 for any class
member. Plaintiffs clearly are trying to avoid federal court. The discovery in these cases "is
astronomical." One judge has ordered discovery of 80,000 e-mails from onecorporatedefendant.
Minimum diversity legislation would go a long way to address these issues. "The preclusion rule
** * would also help. " And something should be done to regulate voluntary dismissal. A client has
encountered this dilemma: A class action was started by a firm, and remains pending. A lawyer left
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that firm and started an identical class action at a new firm in one state; it was voluntarily dismissed
after motions to dismiss were filed. The action was then filed in a second state, again alleging a
nationwide class. The law of that state was changed and that action was dismissed. A new action
was brought in yet, another, state. Something, should be done to stop this. (His written statement, 01-
CV-02 1, observes that the effectiveness of federal class-action rules depends on establishing federal
court authority to manage and control overlapping state, and federal actions., Overlapping, actions
increase the plaintiffs' opportunity to achieve certification in at least one forum:'the defendant can
never win, and the, millions of dollars in costs to defernd each action create pressure to settle to buy
peace "at a premium to avoid potentially catastrophic results in any one forum. The Committee
should, go further than the proposed amendments to take every opportunityto remedy the problems
created by overlapping class actions.)

David Snvyder.,Esq.. and Kenneth A. Stoller, Esq. D.C. Hearing 167 ff.: Representing the American
Insurance Associationj notes the perspective of insurers: They are "the financial managers ofthe civil
justice systemn, a pass-through mechanism between plaintiffs and defendants." Insurers,
increasingly, are also Cdefendants in class actions. Insurers also work with-public-interest groups to
bring about safer workplaces, saferproducts, cleanerair, and so on. From these perspectives, the
most important reform is to, address tIhe problems that arise, from decision by~ state courts of class
actions, with nationwide significance. The state courltsare not equipped to do that. Federal courts
should bertestoredl totheir "appropriate and constitutional role in the class action situation." An
example is provided b an actionin aWa$hington State Court asserting "diminished value" claims
on [behalf ofja cass that includesjresidents in 27 different states., The National Association of
Insurance Commissioners joiied in an,unsuccessfl Attempt to win review ofthe certification. They
urged that the effect of the class certification is to apply Washington law extraterritorially to all these
states, depriving, state regulators and legislators, of the power to regulate within their own.,states.
(The written statement, 01-lCV 7 22 urges te Advisory Committee to "'implement-, or at least
support'" minimal diversity r9forms. Federaljurisdiction is particularly appropriate when the legal
issues Hoe subject to litigation and adjudication in many statesA the law varies significantly across
state lines, and the industryinvolved is heavily regulated by state systems.)

Robert Scott. Esqa.for Lawyers for CiVil "Juste. D.C. Hearing 175 ff.: The proposed rules changes
do not go farenough' The plaintiffs' barno Routinely seeks class certification of product liability
clains, creating "bet "the company" cases. the mere' fac of aggregation is enough to coerce
settlements. These multi-million dollar transfers have significant long-termi implications for the
economy and for society. The racor certification leads to overlapping actions in state and federal
courts, "trampling on the due process rights of the defendant." The class representative claims to
represent unknown numbers of people, most of whom do not even know of-the class action, probably
would not seek to vindicate the claimed rights, and in many cases would objectto being thrust into
a court proceeding without their knowledge, or consent. The 6pt-out change'in 1966 was wrong.
Federal-court oversight is -increasingly important "It is not uncommon to observe overlapping
putative class actions in Federal and State Courts bv the sane or different groups of plaintiffs'
counsel." First, the Advisory Comrmittee shoilid suppot minimal diversity legislation. A preclusion
rule also should address "'the problem Of mntip licting! overlapping, and competing class,
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actions because of the increasing frequency of competing and overlapping parallel suits." The
present system leads to waste and inefficiency. It also leads to inconsistent rulings both on
substantive matters and on discovery. Coordination is attempted in some cases, on an informal basis,
but when it works it is only after great expenditures of money, time, and other resources. (The
written statement, 01-CV-038, adds that a rule or statute should bar mass tort actions on a
consolidated or class-action basis "because such trials result in the deprivation of both plaintiffs' and
defendants' due process rights.")

Stephanie A. Middleton. Esq., D.C. Hearing 184 ff.: The better federal courts become in the fair
processing of class actions, the more irrelevant they become. Plaintiffs go to state courts and frame
actions that cannot be removed. Overlapping, competing, copycat class actions require defendants
to submit to coercive settlements. Most state courts are very good, but it takes only one or two state
courts to be open to abusive class actions to allow the abuses to continue. State courts also lack the
resources available to federal courts. One current area involves the managed care industry. There
is a federal MDL proceeding in which the judge is carefully considering all motions to dismiss, for
discovery, and so on. Meanwhile, state courts have certifiedparallel class actions heavy discovery
proceeds, and the- cases are, headed for state-court trials. The first the industry learned of these
actions was not, by filing, but by a story in the Wall Street Journal; the Journal was told by :the
lawyers that they were going to force settlement by driving down the defendants' stock prices. There
are abuses, "and, there are some very sophisticated, very well financed, very good attorneys who do
know how to force settlements." We cannot explain to our clients how we cari be sure that we are
buying peace, what class actions are about, how we can budget for them. The Advisory Committee
should support minimal diversity jurisdiction. In response to a question, the federal MDL
proceeding is a bit unwieldy, but the judge is considering every motion; the problem is that there are
unremovable actions in about 20 state courts. (tier written statement, 01-CV-032, urges adoption
of a preclusion rule to "enforc' a denial of certification" by barring attempts to bbtain certification
of any substantially simrilar class no matter who might appear as representative. NA preclusion ule
precludes serial forum, shoppng, but leayes plaintiffs free to- use other procedural devices., In
response to a question at tlhe haring, she'observed that a preclusion rule that operates only among
federal courts would not Iddress threal problems, which arise from state proceedings. The written
statement also offerse!xamples of cases in Which stae seek to fix the law, of a single state, on
all states tgh nationwide class actions. She further observes that'hereil a drug istore in
Jefferson County been ade n actions- commnly tof be
dropped after expiration fetimejallowed remove a diversit action.) -

David E. Romine. Esq. D.C. Hearing 256-257: The proposal to- give preclusive effect to- a federal
court's refusal to certify aclasashas good and troublirigaspects. Description of a case in which the
federal court enjoined a comp'eting state class action seemed an appropriate step. But states are
entitled to have their own procedures, and it is not clear that a federal court should be able to say that
a state court cannot certify a state class action r

Walter J. Andrews. Esq.. D.C. hearing 276-280; Class-action practice raises the costs of insurance
more than any other litigation activity. Compotiig and overlapping class actions multiply expense
with motions practice, discovery, certifications, scheduling, and other pretrial procedures occurring
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simultaneously on multiple tracks. The likelihood of inconsistent decisions impairs the proper
consideration of claims and defenses. There may be outright forum shopping. Alternatively,
multiple actions may be filed for strategic purposes. ",[Rieforming this practice is perhapsthe most
fundamental problem with the present class action practice * * *." Plaintiffs have unfair
opportunities to relitigate endlessly the certification question, and to impose unmanageable discovery r
demands.

Judith Mintel, Esq.. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.. D.C. Hearing 294-301 and Written Statement.
01 -CV-040: State Farm is defending a large, number of class actions; 90% of them are in state court.
They have experienced "drive-by" certification ordered before service of process. State court actions
often involve major policies pursued across the country. One example is the use of crash parts not
made by priginalequipment manufacturers. Many states have concluded that it is desirable to use,
these: parts to reduce costs and insurance premiums, o promote international trade,, ,and avoid
monopoly pricing in an area that involves teens of millions of peoplei and billions of dollars. After
winning or settling,L9 lactions, a court in Southern Illinois entered a$1 1,800,000,00, judgment for
a nationwide class finding the practice unlawful. Diminishedvalue cases are coming next. "M[What
I'm seeing inthese cases, these are federal questions 'i , *.' Itwould help to have a rulethat denial
of class certification by a federal court precludes certification of the same class by a state court. (Her
writtqn statement ,suppprts minimal divers~ityj urisdiption bills., It also provides,rnuch greater detail
about thellmultiple overlapping state-court class actions ,encountered in the non-QEM crsh pats and
diminishedxvg1uecases., Followingt1he Illinois judgment in the crash-parts case~,'State Farm "no 6
longer, issues repairiestimates using non- OEMparts.' There is also a detailed statement that some,
sta4te courts persist in certifying nationwide classes tot apply their own law to outlaw practices that
are in llfa~ct llawful,, in some or manyl of the states included inithe class.)

Sheila Ca1modv. )sq.. D.C. Hearin 30i-310. and 1 Written Statement 01-CV-050: There is a
probJ66 wi toverlapping class actions so severe to reqire action. Minimal diversity juisdiction
is de'sirable Prec usion rules also Are desirable. "I have cases, substally simi1arcases in Arizona,
Florda, Maland, asiigton, Illinois Louisiana" Thenormous cosisofdfning inclde a cost
no one has yet mentioned ] tjust dcum nt searches, but dcument rete4in. One particular
case lis an llstrat, iolofe oiginsaofthee a e eive in our action,
we wereF we4 tb his1 &kosi'tioL in aniother action in which he also irepresente4 a nationwide class. In
that depotion he stated that he had told co~uasil he did not wan tobe repentativein the present
actioiL 'l 4 kept calling Ahd fihally he ajgred. He' rdjieatedly stated tlat hf was'thin1ing about
dropping the present action, nd thatlh; did jiot bother topen cYmucations from class counsel.
But the case continuesp (Herlxwritten statement offers exaftples ofrwo loter, cases pin whic, class
representatives stated that thy ladnot begen injure4d ,yfthe ,practices ,comp~Ained of in[the class
action. WFSheiadds thatiationL wp class acions, are being filed ,in Istate cots to avoid MDL
consolidations in ederal bourts. j~he testimony ,.of som that the problems a being worked out
informally " is not supported by the countless simultaneous class actions tat are being litigated even
during this Comment period." The Committee should consider supporting minimal diversity
legislationd5 Therealso is a' rbem' with "sequentidL forum shoppinm. 1 in which adealof
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certification in one court is followed by filing in another court. The Committee should support a rule
change or legislation that establishes preclusion on the certification issue.

Bruce Alexander. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 310 ff and Written Statement, 01 -CV-041: Minimal diversity
is good. One example is a series of eight successive litigations; seven were filed by the same firm,
six of them within three days and in six different jurisdictions. The plaintiffs lost all of the
certifications, but the defendant had to litigate the issue every time. It also would be useful to have
a rule that once a federal judge has denied certification, no court can certify. But the alternative
approach that would preclude a lawyer from making successive attempts to achieve certification
should be rejected - it is in all practical respects a regulation' of the practice of law. There is
another problem not yet mentioned. Class action counsel will have a local practitioner file an action
that includes a small federal claim with small state claims; after the time to remove has passed, the
complaint is amended to add class allegations. This strategy should not be allowed to defeat
removal. The remedy is to provide that addition of class allegations starts a new period for removal.
Bruce S. Harrison. Esq.. D.C. Hearing 327 ff. and Written Statement, 01-CV-060: After years of
employment discrimination class actions in federal court, it looks as if the focus will shift to state
courts.' One example is presented by, an opt-in action in federal court under the Fair Labor' Standards
Act that isp duplicated by an opt-out class action pending in a Washington state court. If the state
action proceeds, it will be a race to judgment. It is not at all clear that judgment in the state action
will be good for class members, because the state law sets a much higher standard, for liquidated
damages than the standard set by fedefrallaw. There is a risk that the rights of employees will be lost
in the shuffle. There is a further problem of vJat law to apply ,in the Washington court: the class
includes members from states with differing laws, including five states that do not, even have fair
labor standards laws - will the court apply its own 'law? Will it group qclaims according to
similarities of state laws? The class action fairness acts'should be passed by Congress. The Rules
Committee should study amendments, as to the Anti-Injunction Act, that would give'federal courts
power to prevent competing class actions in state courts.

Linda A. Willett, Esq.. Ol-CV-028: The Reporter's Call for Comment and testimony ofMcCowan
and Richol in San Francisco "more than adequately set forth the enormous problems created by
duplicative class actions and strengthen our belief that the filing of competing suits is an egregious
abuse of the intended purpose ofclass action litigation.", The remarkable work of coordinating
federal and state actions in the breast implant litigationserves to show how difficult the enterprise
is. The coordination came "only after a number of chaotic years during which corporate defendants
were forced to pay, exorbitant settlements in order to avoid the substantial economic threats posed
by competing class actions, endure the often unfair treatment in state courts as out-of-state parties,
fell victim to the inconsistent, or absent, application of Daubert standards to scientific evidence, and
literally spent thousands of valuable wvork hoursanld ,mnillions of dollars attending the often repetitive
discovery coming from all fronts.," Plaintiffs' couisel have learned from the eventual tour de force
accomplished by Judge Pointer in effecting substial coordination with state courts; they now
"strive to file their overlapping actions in courts that! history has demonstrated are less apt to
cooperate with federal court efforts tX coordinate litigatin. " 1,Similar problems are looming in the
growing number of class actions filed agagist manufacturers of products > containing
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phenylpropanolamine. (These actions are described at length. Plaintiffs' attorneys "appear to intend
to move at warp speed to the end game - settle now - using the threat of overlapping class actions
to convince defendants they should pay now or suffer. That may be effective, but it is not fairl"')
The draft proposals dealing with overlapping class actions and preclusion would be a modest
improvement. The Advisory Committee has authority to adopt such proposals" But if it decides not,
to adopt them, it should recommend a comprehensiye package of meaningful rule and legislative;.
proposals. The Advisory Commn ittiee shouldsupport minimal diversity Jurisdiction legislation.,, But,
even with such legislation, preclusion rules will be necessary because "individual competing state
class actions would continue to cause waste and inefficiency, in terrorem strategic effectsand unfair,
sequential forum shopping."

Donald J[.,Lounh. Esq..,01-CV-029:.'Detailsthe experiences of Ford Motor Company. '"Overlapping
class actions are Onehof the biggest legal problems confronting Ford today * * *." 'In the past ten
years, average ,annual class action filings against Fort have increased by 1,600%." There are three
types of overlapping lclasses: concerted, competing, and copycat. (1) "Concerted lassactions are
multtple cases in multiple Icourts alleging essentially the same class claimisby the same lawyers. *
* *`Concerted class' actions are -the prd efeerred method o6f orumIshoppin, in class actions.," Several
examples are 6i'fered of concerted filings against Ford. 'No legitimate purpose is served when asi hvgl gogin concert mltiple cases seeking the same relief forsingle lawyer or a mgroup of lawyers acting in cohcertfiden cn e iSederkn L t roelef ngs
t7 'aiteappld ("Coarhpeting ctss actionse ale'glqj e esntded the sae cla cnsbylinati-TfS
faedteral$yho are nlti"kioedng gogethek" nel evel ofa e c.va n race to the outue to bete
friftstdo1, obtainf ,plasctactiion lora c Limn." Amon te &xamplesis eruption, i of
co ei ngti clas's'ai is pAmediaitely folwa a ot annofncemoht of a r ofenl of
minytigiZs *ires I' 0iT iii bf classumctions were mea msly in sta by nearly 100 lao

,ios t to caseonte psamnte n clawyer anxious to get a4leadon, his rcl hiecrayi
soutedsnd 'ask&1 qudstin' _lto Mie das L e41 "ca mannoucrent,,, he filed a form

theorieswer tobe inserted." [94 oftctiono ve itsn cosidated ic fed MLproceedings;
7t ,remaintrkapped in state courts"" beae thei Werexia rmqtid befor therMDLconsoldao the
federal judge iha§ 4ichieved an unprecedented level p f dopertn bewen, the stat and fera
courtsjcouit ,ingenfollo > a omenioal Iatterit competing clas a ctions fiedt i quick
successapion glclo n publicity abouta a recall, termindtioiio bapuc a f government'

investigatipnY' ¶The!interests of cons-umers and judicial efficiloncyr no evdwhefi dozens of
differnaw fotirms puavor t of ~represe nth e same class of[plaintifs,, 'Cettainly, public conifidencein
cspul ais u~ndo I~he legalmu profesvlsion lgisldimi1nished lby, the spectdale sofufedig d ftrenzie tamon
contingncy fee sayes omp'eting to control cases."~i (3)' ;" Cojpycatclassvct~ionsr are filed 'after a
decision by one, pburtt on'cla~sc~ertifi~cat~~onorp'~the meritskJ 2opyc'atc6~asesj are filed for three reasons:
to end-run a prior, denial of class certificationltocptlzona'bs tiain order entered by
another icour ior1to'o inieri~e~qwith potential settlemet nihe r i .As [to solutionis:
"Overlapping1 class actions -tre filed predpiminatelyA in tt cdt ~as ~aiffs' lawyers avoid

federal court in ao fsaec t wihlax classicertf~to tfdrs"TeAvsr omte

should suppoor minimum-d~iyetrsity legislationf. TIhe Coniteias should aotarl htdna
of classpp Aceification by a federal cout precludes all fedl cots from certifying sbstantially the
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same class. Courts should be empowered to impose sanctions on counsel who without good cause,
attempt to relitigate a federal court's denial of certification, or who unreasonably and vexatiously
multiply class actions by filing overlapping cases. And proposed Rule 23(g)(1) on appointing class
counsel should require appointment of class counsel at the outset of the case to discourage "piling
on" by multiple filings.

Patrick Lysaught, for Defense Research Institute, 01 -CV-033. 034. 046. 047: The second section,
32-56, responds to the Reporter's Call for Comment. It pursues many themes. (1) First is a
statement that the problem of overlapping class actions is severe. The problem arises because
counsel can derive economic benefit from a class action, leading to competing filings in an attempt
to gain control of the litigation. Few courts would countenance multiple filings by a single plaintiff,
whether represented by one counsel or many; " [u]nfortunately, in class action litigation, this is the
rule, rather than the exception." Examples are provided. In the Fen-Phen litigation, 58 class actions
were filed in federal court and 75 in state courts; when Baycol was withdrawn from the market, 56
class actions were filed in federal courts, and 64 in state courts; when Rezulin was withdrawn, 64
class actions were filed in federal courts, and 24 in state courts; in litigation involving an "orthopedic
medical device," 37 class actions were filed in federal courts, and 18 in state courts. A Federalists
Society survey provides further information. (2), Due process requires that an attorney who, seeks
to represent a class vigorously pursue the best interests of class members. "Filing of multiple and
competing class actions generally demonstrates that such is not the real goal." Defendants face
potentially enormous sai completely unnecessary costs. The deliberate effort of federal MDL courts
to provide due process "often Ipermits judges, in state courtIthe opportunity to proceed far more
ex edibiocusly.' * There are genuine reasons for, concern about maintaining and securing due

process because state courts oiften lack the Iresources to appropriately address the, issues and
sometimes do not; neutrally apply the law.'" Defendants face th incredible due process dilemma that
they hyve ti gateilhe same defense "over and over unti eventually a loss occurs in sone.court.
Resulting pressures on the companies' resources and its stock, lprices areenormous. "" (3) What is
nee~ded is a rmechtnism singl federal cort to take control ofalliclass-a tion litigation
tha rises'fomn the same transaction or occ enead involves the same claims. That will require
ready removdi 1of statf actions toleial court'. A present,, cooperation between federal and state
couts "is the exception, not the rule." b(4) It may be difficult to win adoption of either forrmn of he
Rule 23(g) dra on competing cllss iactiois but is worthwhil.e The purose Misto maintain the
authority of alfd eral class-action cot and the iegrity iofifederal class-action procedurer, The first
alternativeall1ows regulation, of ompieting litigat in anynform; thisis necessary ,to reach state
procedure thet involves nassive jomider without ,ass proceddis as in Mississippi' "all for ode"
proceedings. The second alternative, whicf allows control only of state-court class actions, would
be less effective. The provisions in (g)(2) and (3) tt authorize de erdnce to state courts,, or
coordination with them, are 'useful, but "mudcj. more could be done[' to provide helpful insight."
"Virtually all class actions, unless strictly limited to'citizens ofthe forum state, should be supervised
by afederal cout. Although state courts hae many 6utstanding judges, simply put, seldom do they
have the same level of resources available to fedefal court judges." (5" [R elitigation of tXe same
class action issues once a court * * has denied class certification is vituallyl never appropriate."
Unless denial of certification'has res judicata effets failure tdllmeet the rjquirments of Rule 23I in
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one proceeding becomes meaningless. A rule such as proposed 23(c)(1)(D) "should be unnecessary,
but that is not the case." The rule should not depend on the court's determination to issue a
preclusion order, preclusion should be automatic. It would be very helpful to provide detailed
guidance on the reasons that defeat preclusion whether a later class involves substantially similar
claims, issues or defenses, or whether a difference of law or change of fact creates a new certification
issue. It is proper to bind absent class members - only the issues actually addressed are precluded,
and class membersb remain free to pursue individual actions or substantially different class actions.
To be sure, c'reative state legislatures lor courtslmay seek to'lower the bars to certification, thus'
defeating preclusion, but the effort isiworthwhile. The alternaitve that would addi'a factor'to Rule
23(b)(3), inviting the court to Iconsider as part of the superiority 4etermination whether any other
court has 'refused to c'ertify a substantially similar class, is reasonable. But it shiuld be niade clear
that'preclusioii aplies onlyif te d'ue' 'pocess rights of the parties were protected by a'state ourt
deniial of certification, l'and thatthe're'lmust ha6ve'beeii tteh fiings of fact and conclusions of law
so that the federal court can determne whetherthie reasons for denying certification still apply. (6i)
Settlement fmalit w'll reduce'the practice lof settlemnent shopping. This-is efinentyfair. lThe
excepti~is that allow fappro'al;d of a substaiiially diferesettlement or appro'val of substFialy
then sanim '~etlsemerit in face of changed dircir ces, dimoat and "mak'; god sens.' it
there mur be ctea lines, pre bl' in he Note or atlK~east in developing cdse law lto r tablish
what iS Ameatpb; ` s th sae1b ot notl" if ah is as cQurt concludes tlitatfslicond
settlement is .nshubstantiay the' slii s pi"n hould beine ?der 1hat thefirst couae
enj dii 1 a i f settkit. A n apeal sh ld be permit~d n the
determiiatiOn w& thetemnt wag substtalntly fhAm lh 
tothe dfe a e fnVof the iintir fthd to i tlChge;$n tdefendah ihnan!lal
condi ion;ekeWio~Wani hilfsse ill iacatiewti
would add alprrvsoibnhoc)' *t jAthli npprpval oa s eA rej ty ani er , i!s

misleadini igestidnih'' coiXn*htl rThe (g)(~(c) 1a~hhiae afeAs &4I r4id
a federLlK ,rt;it i !tate coutlfr 6 are W h' dI i' S 
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consolidated proceeding; (b) pursued on behalf of citizens of more than one state; and (c) that
ARISES from a transaction or occurrence implicating interstate commerce * **

Alan B. Morrison, Esq.. 01-CV-042: Makes points in three parts. (1) It is important to distinguish
simultaneous from consecutive class actions. Simultaneous actions create problems of coordination
in discovery and timing of certification motions, and most importantly problems of defining which
court has ultimate authority. Consecutive actions involve second attempts by those who have failed
in certification or settlement; there are not as many of these. The evidence that must be gathered to
identify and assess the problems is different for these two different situations. ] (2) Action in either
area involves potential intrusions on state-court power, and on the freedom of litigants to choose a
forum. Proposals such as minimum-diversity jurisdiction have been extremely controversial, and
so far have failed in Congress. "[T his is an area in which the rulemakers should be reluctant to tread
because it is more political than procedural." Congress has not considered legislation focused on the
consecutive actions. (3)' The models in the Call for Comments have limits. The certification
preclusion model depends on interpretation of what is a substantially similar class, and what changes
of law or fact may justify reconsideration of the ,ame class certification. If a federal court decides
these questions, it must act by injunction; that'is intrusive. If the second court decides, as usual with
res judicata, the limit on the second court may be ineffective. The alternative models fare little
better. An attempt to treat denial of certification as a final judgment does not squarepreclusion of
absent class members with due process: no class has been certified, so how can they be bound?
Lawyer preclusion intrudes on regulation of lawyer activities, a iatter left to the states; litigation of
"indirect" Eivolveinent would,, at best, create a lengthy digression from the Main case." The

prop s ig with federlourt control of state-court actions'encounter the difficulty that a court
has no personal jurisdiction oveir absent class 'miiembers until a class has been certified and an
opportunity toS 6pt out has bee~n giyen. Once a person opts out, uioreo~er, there is nothing to prevent
an individual amon, and no apparent basis for barring the opt-outs from filing an independent class
action.,

Exxon Mobil Corp.. 01-CV-059: Class action practice, designeqd to eliminate repetitive litigation,
to promote judicial efficiency, and achieve uniform results has- developed into a practice that
"perverts each of these original goals." Exxon Mobil has "seen an increase in competing class
actions filed against it in different state courts." These actions are used "to avoid federal jurisdiction,
consolidation, and oversight * * * ." The most effective means of addressing these problems require
legislative action, including the pending minimal, diversity legislation. The Judicial Conference
should support this legislation.

ABA Antitrust Law and Litigation Sections, 01-CV-069: ",[W]e strongly favor the Advisory
Committee's continued- efforts toaddress these issues. Overlapping and competing class actions
continue to be a problem for practitioners * * *

Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 01-CV-071: Attaches a June 1, 2001 letter
addressing the rules proposals that later were circulated with the Reporter's Call for Comment. The
proposals seem better fit for legislation than rulemaking. Concern about Enabling Act limits is an
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impediment that suggests Congress should address these issues. The preclusion proposal, moreover,
raises other questions: what is a "substantially similar" class? How long would the preclusion last?

Civil, Division. U.S. Department of Justice. 01-CV-073: The Committee should continue to review
Rule 23 amendments "to clarify or enhancethe authority of district courts to issue orders concerning
duplicative or overlapping class actions.", The problems that -were identified in the Committee's
April 2001 draft "merit further examination." ,

Prof. Martin A. Redish for Lawyers for Civil Justice.,01-CV-0'74: The problems addressed by the
overlapping classpro'osals "are extremely serious ones." The problems asserted by many are
overstated. "Ilft is essential that the Federal Rules provide- fort a mechanism to prevent the
inescapable and severe harms that flow from the problem of overlapping class actions.' Permitting
another court to crtiif, laclass that a federal court has refused to certify "enables plaintiffs' lawyers
to use tleclass ctiodevice a's" 6tneans of legalizedblIakmail. * * 'D]efendants are effectively'
forced )oII'buy' litigaton peace." The resultingWforum shopping is much worse than the single
federal-stte choice tat animates rie' dnocri ne. It is necessary to extend preclusion beyond the
pauticul vrestative hw1' failed!to, in dertification. Cl'sh emfibers remain free t ' bring
individual 0cions Inh evenj jfi Cost class aison'the attn, not the named plai whiff wo
is the real p tin1iriferest. Tltxe proposed'J' preclusion rf', rnoreoe4 inclde rues that runin both
directio ns ireuisal kby h state' ̀i 61inds federaloitcos, and refiisa by a federal coubings other
federral1Ylouits as Wll 4's sa 1ours. S I creckioiniY is fai less invasive tan an' l innon to
protectl a;Ifedcr~rl nt1 But >oweg @ edi court to en oin angovelappinglass action,
is itself prper teeisi, th $ o i i83 "cldv iaorizes such
relief" 'l s iNSh eetaon bringth t &p1ioil in 1ir hthe reliiion ekcespi4+i Scii2071
pe rnitsaojptidfr of Siuch a rl13 ktlilhe

The Committee should support minimal diversity legislation "fulfilling its role as an important
partner in the fashioning of modern federal procedure" Anecdotes about tje-abuse of class actions
in state courts show that "concerns about prejudic t'-owads' oiit-of-state interests' o Iconsiderably
beyond the purely'theoretical. " Inded, established ddoctrnei ests on af5r1 bf minimal diversity -
only the r si tzenAisp of 'the named caS re pese ittivs is1; od 6t in' i vleh er there

Hll : L ,1 ' >a 1 , C , .EL, Iris diversity jurisdi ction.

Denise P.r[Brennran. Esq.. 01 -CV-080: Concurs in the statement filed by Bruce Alexander; seetabove.

Beverly C. Moore. Jr., Esq.. Oi-CV-083: "The impetus for many of these Rule 23 'reforms' * *

* comes from large corporate defendants who are frustrated that clever plaintiffs' counsel can forum
shop to find a judge somewhere, who will certify a class, meaning that such defendants, cannot
consistently rely upon federal judges disproportionately appointed by Republican presidents to deny
class certification." "This is very selective forum shopping," aimed at a small number of local courts,
often courts with only a single judge' so th plaintiff knows who will get the case. It, is to the
Committee's creditfthat it decided that it could not adopt minimal diversity proposals under the
Enabling Act. The certification proposal in th Rule 23(c)(1 )(D) draftu"i tinnecessary because forum
shopping for a pro-class action'federal judge has not been a particular problem." If a class
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certification is not final, why should a denial be final? And federal courts generally give great
deference to a prior class denial by another federal court - there is no need for res judicata. More
importantly, a new class counsel may be able to "fix" the cause of denial; the fix may not lie in a
change of fact or law, but a different crafting of the same facts and law. An injunction against
related class actions, as the draft Rule 23(g) would permit, also is unnecessary; federal courts address
these problems through J.P.M.L. tag-along rules and § 1404 transfer.

Mortgage Bankers Assn., 01 -CV-087: Understanding that there are legitimate issues of Enabling Act
Authority, immediate reforms are needed to address multiple class actions. Most MBA members
have mass consumer bases, and are heavily regulated by both federal and state law. That supports
multiple class actions. In the last several years "'over 200 materially identical class actions
challenging lender-paid compensation to mortgage brokers under the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act *** have been filed all over the country." There is naked judge-shopping. In at
least seven instances a single lender has been sued on three or more occasions, each suit challenging
the exact same practice on behalf of a putative nationwide class. Even when the actions are in
federal court, MDL processes do not always work: several members have failed to achieve
consolidation of parallel actions, while another has won consolidation in seemingly identical
circumstances. And MDL processes cannot work when the fillings are sequential, not simultaneous
- members have had the experience of defeating class certification, "only to have the same
plaintiffs counsel or copycat counsel file the identical lawsuit with a new named plaintiff in some
other federaljurisdiction." Comity, resjudicata, and collateral estoppel principles have not stopped
the practice.

J.C. Powell. Esq.. 01-CV-088: Centralizing mass-tort litigation will harm people. In fen-phen, the
lawyers involved in the federal MDL proceeding failed to produce damning documents regarding
the bias of the key witness. The information. "was finally obtained after the compliance with state
laws regarding discovery." "The use of many eyeballs watching inspecting matters is important."

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, 01-CV-091: (For' 18 civil rights,, public interest
organizations, and bar associations; joined by law firms, practitioners, and professors.) Legislation
such as the "Class Action Fairness Act' would have astounding and disastrous consequences for
class-action practice in federal courts. The federal caseload would be expanded by hundreds of
complex cases that do not involve federal law. R ule 23 amen, ent such as those proposed now
would further complicate class-action practice, and are clearly inconsistent with legislation that
would enormously increase the volume of federal-court clas litigation.

Association of Trial Lawyers of America. 01-CV-098: Has in] the past commented extensively on
the drafts presented most recenty in the Reporter's Call for Comments. "[I]t is our understanding
that those proposals will not belpursued firther. Accordingly, we will have no more comment on
them at this time."
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Chicago Conference: October Minutes Summary

Panel 5: Overlapping and Duplicative Classes:

The Extent and Nature of the Problems'

Panel 5 was moderated by Professor Jamnes E.' Pfander. Jeffrey J. Greenbaum, Esq., and
Professor Deborah Hensler were presenters. Panel me'mbers included Fred Baron, Esq.; Elizabeth
Cabraser, Esq.; William R. Jentes, Esq.; John M. Newman, Jr., Esq.> David W. Ogden, Esq.; and Lee
A. Schutzman,`Esq.

The panel was presented a set of questions: How oftenare overlapping and duplicating class
actions filed? What function do they 'serve?'1 Are they filed'by the same lawyers or do they result
from races of competing lawyers? Can Ee identify subject-matters that typically account forthis
phenomenon What 'eventually happens - do' most of the actions simply fade away?

Professor Hensler began ibysuggesting that only a subjective answer can be given to the
question whether there is a problem, and if so what is the'problem. It is hard to agree. The RAND
study began by interviewing ,somne, 70 lawyers on plaintiff and defense sides including house
counsel. ~Whatlidefendants call duplicating class actions, plaintiffs call competing class actions.
Defendants complain of costs; plaintiffs talk of the race to the Kbottom as defendants settle with the
greediestattorneys. Defendants pffered lists of cases demonstrating duplication, plaintiffs described
the dealsmade lby competing attorneys.,i! One lplaintiff, !for example, described being told by a
defendant: "you don't understand how the game is played; I'll make te same deal with someone
else."

Professor Hensler then described the in-depth study often cases, including six consumer classes
and four mass-tort classes involving personalland property damages. Cases were selected from these
areas because they seemed to be the areas generating problems; securities actions were in a state of
flux at the time of the study, and were excluded for that reason. ,In four of these ten cases, the
plaintiff attorneys who resolved the case filed in other courts, at timesR many other courts. In five,
other attorneys filed in other coust. In only two were thlere no competing clas's actions; each ofthese
two were cases involving localiz ed hean and restricted classes. In at least one case, the judges got
drawn iiitone competition to wini'therrace to judgmenht it becamie necessary to mediate between the
judges. This, is not close to being a scieknific samnple,'but the c6urse of these cases was consistent
with what'the lawyers said in intetvieWs'. Thd lawyers who filed in other courts didit to preserve the
chance to win certification if certification shlould be denied by' 'the preferred' court, or else' to block
others from filing parallel actions.

When other groups of attorneys filed parallel actions, operating independently, they often asked
for compensation to withdraw their actions. The payments did not become part ofthe public record'.
The attorneys who took payment often asked for changes that improved class results, but this was
not true in all cases. The presence of these csaes, often at different stages of development, affected
the strategies of plaintiff counsel, and especially affected defendants who sought to negotiate in the
most favorable case.
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From the judicial perspective, competing actions increase public costs. But the costs are a "tiny
fraction" of the total costs. From the defendant's perspective there are additional costs, but the
defendants interviewed were not willing to say how much.

When settlement followed the joining of forces by plaintiffs, the plaintiff fee award was driven
up because there were more attorneys claiming fees. This may be in part a cost imposed on
defendants. But in reality, plaintiffs and defendants negotiate the total to be paid by the defendant;
the fees come out of the plaintiff pot. It is not clear whether the total payment offsets this.

The more important consequences of parallel filings are these: First, there are increased
opportunities for collusion between plaintiff and defendant attorneys. This is a particular risk in
''consumer" classes where there is no client monitoring the attorneys. Many state judges have never
seen a class action, and their instinct is to cheer, not to review, a settlement. Second, parallel
findings provide a means for plaintiffs and defendants whose deal does not pass scrutiny to take the
deal to anotherjudge for approval. These consequences support the efforts to provide closer scrutiny
of settlements and of fee deals.

Attorney Greenbaum began his presentation by observing that the "current crisis" is overlapping
and competing classes. "The multi-headed hydra is with us; cut off one head and two more grow
back." Yes, there is a problem; it is described, among other places, in a recent article by Wasserman
in the Boston University Law Review. Courts also recognize the problem. And practitioners face
it every day. Why hasbit developed?

Class actions are lawyer driven. They can be very lucrative. It is easier to copy an idea than to
invent a new one. Lawyers who file an independent and parallel action may hope to wrest control
of the litigation from those who filed first.

In a different phenomenon, the same lawyers may file in several courts, looking for certification,
more rapid discovery, or other advantages deriving from the ability to choose among actions as one
or another seems to develop more favorably. The Matsushita decision, by empowering state courts
to dispose by settlement of exclusively federal claims, encourages such behavior.

There are three types of parallel filings: (1) Plaintiffs bring separate actions against each
company in an industry - the plaintiffs and courts duplicate, but not the defendants. (2) The same
lawyers sue in multiple courts for the same plaintiffs against the same defendants. (3) Different
groups of lawyers bring multiple actions. These suits may be successive as well as simultaneous.

One problem is the tremendous cost of duplicating effort. Coordination of discovery is often
worked out, but not always; the more actions that are filed by different attorneys, the more likely it
,is that at least one will involve an unreasonable attorney.

Another problem is that there is a lack of preclusion. Dismissal of one action for failure to state
a claim, for example, does not preclude pursuit of a similar action. A denial of certification by one
court does not preclude certification by another.

And of course there is a great pressure to settle, augmented by the burdens and risks of parallel
actions.
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An, illustration is provided by litigation growing out of tax anticipation loans. The litigation
generated twenty-two class actions, in the state and federal courts of eleven different states. For a
period of ten years, the defendants had "great success"; none of the actions went to judgment. But
finally a Texas court certified a class, and the case settled.

It is, important to establish preclusion on the certification issue. One refusal to certify simply
leads to another effort, in a different, court. And differences among state certification standards
confuse the matter. Further confusion arises from "different levels of scholarship" among different
judges. The plaintiffs eventually will find the most lenient forum. Even if you settle or win,
preclusion questions remain who is in the class? Was there adequaterepresentation?,

A plaintiffmay ,find it easier to wreck the/class by farming opt-outs when there arelparallel
actions pending ''

The presence of competing actions forces a defendant to hold back money from any settlement,
harming the plaintiff class.

And plaintiff lawyers complain that other plaintiff lawyers steal their cases.

The reverse auction isoften discussed. "I have not seen it in practice, but there is an odor when
the newest case is the one that settles."

From the court's perspective there is a burden, and they suffer from the perception that lawyers
escape judicial supervision by going from one court to another. The resultundermines the very
purpose of class actions.

Panel discussion began with the observation that there was no apparent tension between the
perspectives of academic Hensler and lawyer Greenbaum. They present aj oint perception: they give
an unqualified "yes" to answer the question whether overlapping class actions in state and federal
courts are a sufficiently serious problem to justify Rule 23 amendments. In addition to the cases they
describe, Judge Rosenthal's memorandumto the Advisory Committee last April described another
seven disputes that gave rise to parallel class actions, only two of which involved mass torts. A
survey of litigation partners in this panel member's large firm turned up six more examples, only one
of which involved a mass tort. "You will hear other examples."

The Manhattan Institute released a study in September 2001 that concentrated on Madison
County, Illinois. The county population is some 250,000 people., Yet it is second only to Los
Angeles County and Cook County in class-action filings in the last three years. Eighty-one percent
ofthem were for putative national classes on claims that had no real nexus to Madison County.. Why
should this be? Madison County has a long history as a hotbed for plaintiffs. It began years ago as
a favorable forum for FELA plaintiffs. Now they have found a much more fruitful project. One
illustration is a class action involving Sears tire balancing, in an attempt to use the Illinois statute for
consumers in all states.

The next panel member identified himself as an expert who litigates mass torts. By definition
mass torts involve much duplication; victims file individual claims, as they have a right to do. That
is his perspective on Rule 23. From that perspective, the question is whether there is a need to revise
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Rule 23. What are the perceived abuses? The principal abuse is collusion -when a mass tort
occurs, the defendant wants global peace. There would be no problem if it were not for this
propensity of defendants. They do not like Rule 23, except when they want to use it. Class actions
should not be certified for mass torts. It is consumer cases that drive the problems. The proposals
on overlapping classes must be dramatically offensive to state-court judges. We cannot by
rulemaking solve the problems that arise from plaintiffs' quest for favorable courts. These proposals
are not-within the ambit of the Enabling Act; they cannot be done. Accordingly there is no need to
worry about how they should be done.

A third panel member, speaking from a defense perspective, agreed that the desire to change
Rule 23 is substantially driven by consumer claims. The 1998 Securities legislation is a model that
deserves consideration. Some state claims have been excluded or federalized. State courts have
been told this is a national problem to be addressed on a national basis. The 1995 PSLRA caused
a migration to state courts; the 1998 SLUSA responded by limiting the role of state courts. The
problem of overlapping class actions is real. In the most recent experience, the evils were
demonstrated by a network of lawyers who undertook to file coordinated actions in each state,
framing the actions in an effort to defeat removal. If successful, this tactic would eliminate any
overlap between federal and state actions. The problem is fairness, not duplication. You have to win
every point in every jurisdiction. Discovery, confidentiality, privilege are all at risk every time a
state court rules: disclosure in any one action effects disclosure in all. Any focus on certification or
settlement comes too late,;'fairness problems arise before that. And voluntary judicial cooperation
is not a sufficient answer. Even as arn~ig federal courts, voluntary cooperation is no substitute for
MDL processes. ' Unader presents procedures, appointment of a master to facilitate coordination is
essential; the master's task, however, requires colossal effort.

The fourth panel member spoke from a plaintiff's perspective, based on experience in federal
and state courts and in many different subjeci-matter fields. Unless we abolish state laws, we will
have class actions in state courts. The Federal Rules cannot. prevent that. Result-oriented
rulemaking is a weak approach. The judge in federal court who does not wish to manage a class
should not be able to prevent an able and willing judge frrm mmanaging the same class. Nationwide
business enterprise, moreover, generates nationwide classes. It would be futile to tell the
manufacturer of a defective product that it should be sold only in the state where it is made.
Overlapping classes arise-in other fields for similarreasons. Antitrust actions may be filed in several
states, for example, because state laws - unlike federal law - often permit suit by indirect
purchasers. Plaintiffs, further, often seek -statewide classes in state courts as an alternative to the
national class that federal courts now discourage. To have the first court - a federal court - direct
that there should be no class action in any court "will lead to no litigation, or to many chaotic
individual actions." The concept of adding to Rule 23(b)(3) a factor to consider denial of class
certification by another court as illuminating the predominance and superiority inquiry is fine; courts
do this now, as they should, but a reminder does no harm. Another good ideais an express reminder
to judges that it is proper to talk together across court lines; when this happens, coordination works
out. But this works only if lawyers tell the judges that there are multiple actions. Defendants know
of overlapping actions more often than plaintiffs do, but often do not raise the subject because they
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fear that plaintiff lawyers will coordinate their work and develop a stronger case. Many problems
would be solved if defendants provided this information, and this duty should be recognized as a
matter of professional responsibility. Finally, "preclusion is not the answer to collusion," but rather
will exacerbate it.

The fifth panel member spoke from a defense perspective. Corporate counsel see a lot of
consumer-type actions. And there are hybrids that involve products that have gone wrong, or that
might go wrong. For the most part, mass torts are not certifiable. Overlapping classes have been
around for at least 25 years. In 1975, the engine-interchange litigation generated many parallel
actions, but these actions were "brought incidentally as a result of publicity. " There was a different
attitude -people believed such actions should be in federal court. This view continued through the
1 980s. In the 1,990s the phenomenon changed. It is a problem for the system. Rule 23 is a powerful
tool. Qne class now pendingagainst his client involves 40,000,000 people, Beginning withithe GM
pickup trialI lawyers have brought multiple actions as a weapon to coerce settlement. They often
pick state courts in remote rural counties, hundreds of miles from the nearest ai rport, Legislation
will be an important part of any package approaching these problems.

The final panel member spoke both from government experience defending class actions and
from experience in private-practice. The problem iS a consequence offederalism. The United States
as litigant has an advantage becaluse actions agaitnst it come to federal court. Rule,23 is something
that government litigants find valuable to resolveprloblem's,,to geOt affair result. 1icat acons are
brought on behalf of federal emiiployees. Rile 23 avoids a proflifergon of litigation. this result
should not bel cuttback. When casescanproceed in ny of 50 4tafte-co-Lrt systems,,.'y ulosea judge
vested with control of the situation. The incentiiesd seem to be to gam~ advantaige: the jpantifivs get
multiple bites at the apple, and can impose hicsts in order to encourage settlerent. Defendants
have an opportunity to look for alawyer with whom they can'mae' al'reasonablet! deadlj The side
of benefits ,from iclass to the plaintiff attorney cn, escape the j iudge"s 'review and understanding.
There is a risk of losing fairness to class members, and deterrence.,

An audience member asked about parallel litigation as a problem apart' from nclas9 actions:
should we havelegislation for a1l forms of litation, as peraps aFepesal lis penens ste written
in general terms? 1 pe ta written

One ofthe'presenters observed that "duplicative"'litigation isa term used in many senses. The
simple fact, that events producing, hundreds of victims may generate hundreds of individual actions
has not been viewed, as a problem by the Advisory Committee. Sol there are, families of cases:
plaintiffs win against one defendant, and then bring a similar, action againstd another defendant.
Again, the Advisory Committee has not viewed this as a problem. The nationwide class,
commandeering the strength of the class action, -is: a distinctive problem: (1) Plaintiff attorneys can
coordinate campaigns to press for, settlement. (2) l Competing, classes generate a potential for
collusion ,-- this problem is recodgnized by, lawyers, and isnot a niere abstract concern of academics.
Class actions generate "very powerful financial ii4centives.l" We musf rely onjudges tp curb those
incentives. -
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A panel member thought it a lot easier to justify a regimented approach in representative
litigation, where the named representative's interest is submerged to the lawyer. But any solution
cannot be framed narrowly in terms of "class actions" alone; Mississippi does not have a class-action
rule, but achieves substantially similar results by other devices.

Another panel member observed that a plaintiff-perspective panel member had recognized that
overlapping classes are a fact of life. The history of responses to multiple overlapping actions began
with the electrical equipment pricefixing litigation forty years ago. The lawyers were told there was
nothing that could be done about the overlap. But the federal judges created a coordinating
committee that dealt with the problems. Discovery and trials were coordinated., The present
proposals recognize the similar problems that exist today. State-court actions will remain.

The plaintiff-perspective panel member noted by the prior panel member suggested that there
is an elegant solution. Judicialregulationis aneed. More judges are involved. Rule 23, § 1407, and
§ 1651 can all be used. Judges can employ these tools cooperatively. A strict preclusion rule is far
too restrictive of substantive and procedural rights. A good test of any solution is whether it makes
all lawyers uncomfortable with the process: a fair and balanced solution should do that.

An audience member noted that the electrical equipment experience inspired the federal judges
to go to Congress for a statute. There is a real question whether the Enabling Act can be used to
preempt state law, or whether legislation is needed.

Ajudge asked from the audience what was the final outcome ofthe migration of the GM pickup
litigation from federal court to the state courts of Louisiana. Panel members responded that the
litigation was still pending. The parties agreed to a settlement that substantially enhanced the terms
that had been rejected in the Third Circuit. The settlement was supported by the parties who had
objected to the federal settlement. "Amchem findings" were made on remand in the state court.
"There was no quick deal." But-as soon as the settlement was signed, a dispute arose over its
meaning; the question whether it requires the opportunity to develop a secondary market for sale of
class members' rebate coupons has become a stumbling block. It was further noted that the litigation
wound up in a small parish in Louisiana because there were more than 40 cases. Some state judges
like class actions. The defendant view is that this was a power-play by plaintiffs. After some
protest, the certification hearing was extended, but even then was held only three weeks after filing.
The hearing was perfunctory, and followed by immediate certification.

Panel 6: Federal/State Issues

The moderator for Panel 6 was Professor Francis McGovern. Panel members included John H.
Beisner, Esq.; Judge Marina Corodemus; Paul D. Rheingold, Esq.; Joseph P. Rice, Esq.; Professor
Thomas D. Rowe, Jr.; and Chief Justice Randall T. Shepard. The subject was the "unpublished"
proposals that would address overlapping, duplicating, competitive class actions.

The moderator observed that this is the "real world" panel. Discussion might begin by starting
with "the bottom line," in the manner of reverse trifurcation. The strongest form of the unpublished
proposals addressing parallel class actions, a potential "Rule 23(g)," would allow federal courts to
seize control, excluding state litigation. This proposal might, as a practical matter, move mass torts
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to federal court. It could eliminate state class actions that do not conform to federal practice. Using
a scale on which extreme approval is a 1 and extreme disapproval is a 10, how would each panel
member vote?

The first panel member, representing a defense perspective, voted 1 with respect to the need for
action. All of the proposals together rate a 3; there is a concern whether they are "doable." The need
is to clarify which court deals with which class action,

A plaintiff-p rspective lawyer voted 10. The next panel member abstained. Two more voted
4. The final mnember, again taking a plaintiff perspective, voted "10 twice": this cannot be done by
rule, and should not be.done byany mea s.

The panel was then asked to consider what is "unique": personal injury actions, medical
monitoring, consumer fraud, antitrust, securities; in these terms: (1) It could be argued that we have
federalism in all cases; class adctions simply involve amplification of the amounts at stake. (2)i An
arguable concern of iarny people is atht class members are not truly represented by thenamed
representatives: class members lack knowledge, the process is not democratic, class members have
no control. (3) We are not any longer talking about personal injury cases involving significant
present injuy,, the actions are for consumer fraud, medical monitoring, andothe like, basedIon state
law. A statenational class works because opt-outs will, not defeat it.

The first panel response was that what is unique about competing class actions is that they are
"universal, venue" cases: they can be filed in any state or federal court,,,nationwide., So this is
different from individual plaintiff personal-injury cases. Second, the federalism issues are quite
different: "This is reverse federalism." The Roto-Rootercase is an example, venueis set in Madison
County, 1Illinois, for a nationwide class claiming a violation because the defendant's house-call
employees are mot all licensed plumbers. Venue was established on the basis of a set-up by plaintiffs
who arranged for one visit to a customer in Madison County by an employee sentfrom Missouri.
The attempt isto, enable an Illinois judge to export the Illinois statute to govern events in all states.

Another panel member observed that this may not, does not, apply to mass torts. There are no
dueling federal classes,; they are lswept together under § 1407. Nor has there even been a state class
for actual injury; perhaps there Shave beenafor medical monitoring. The Advisory Committee has
thought about developing an independent mass-tort rule,. "Oneq size Rule 23 does not fit all."' A'
"Rule 23A" for mass torts would help.

The next panel member spoke to experience in New Jersey. The state courts have had
centralized handling from the time of the early asbestos cases. The tendency has been to select the
same county for coordinated proceedings. Judges in that county have built up expertise, and have
two special masters for assistance. FAt present tobacco cases are pending there. Certification has
been turned down in seven cases; they have been handledas individual, actions. State courts can
handle these cases. There are many manufacturers in New Jersey. The documents and individuals
with knowledge are there. State courts can and do cooperate with federal courts. There have been
some great experiences with particular federal judges. Not as much experience has developed with
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consumer-fraud actions, but when they arise there is an attempt to cooperate. One reason why
plaintiffs go to state courts is because the Lexecon decision prevents trial in an MDL court.

The following panel member asked what is different about overlapping classes? First, the
relationship between the lawyer and client is different from the relationship that courts normally rely
on. This has serious consequences - ordinarily the lawyer in a class action has a greater financial
stake than the client does. There is a much greater need for judicial oversight, even of settlements.
(It may be noted that state courts often have to review and approve settlements of actions involving
minors - there is a danger that even parents as representatives may not do the right thing.) Second,
class actions are "different in the rules of engagement. " Ajudge' s first experience with a class action
is quite different from the samejudge's second experience. In my state, there is a special assignment
system, and intensive training for the specialized judges who handle these cases. The difference
between these specialized judges and federal judges "is not troubling."

Yet another panel member observed that the constitutional authorization for nationwide classes
in state courts is part of the uniqueness. The Lexecon decision can be overruled by statute, although
not by rule. The Advisory Committee has been reluctant to take up the suggestion to develop a
specialized mass torts rule because that seems to address a particular substantive area, rubbing
against Enabling Act sensitivities. Special mass tort rules, however, are readily within the reach of
Congress; the PSLRA is an illustration of a parallel effort. Finally bringing state actions into federal
MDL proceedings for pretrial handling would address the problem of continually ritigating the
same issues, such as privilege, in many state courts. One useful approach is to think about creating
new procedural rules within the framework of legislation.

The next panel member observed that he generally does not resort to class actions in mass torts.
Rule 23 is a tool to resolve existing mass torts; problems arise when it is used to create mass torts.
We are trying to make too muchof Rule 23. One ruAl cannot be asked to cover consumer fraud,
human rights, securities, and other fieds. The overlapping class proposals are "biting off much more
than § 2072 permits." To be sure,'there ar'e problems wit duplicating class actions in mass torts.
The MDL process does not fix the problems; it creates them. Many state actions are filed because
the lawyers know a consortium Will file a number of federal actions to provoke MDL proceedings
that will be controlled by the federal attorney consortium. "MDL isa defense tactic." In one current
set of actions, there is an MDL order that stops discovery in state actions, even though discovery has
not even begun in the MDL proceeding.

An audience member asked about the seeming sensitivity to substance-specific rules: Rule 9(b)
requires special pleading forfraud and mistake, so why not others? A panel member responded that
we should be troubled by Rule 9(b).

The panel was then asked to consider the hypothesis that voluntary cooperation can work: the
obstacles are "communication, education, and turkeys [referring to those who refuse to cooperate in
sensible working arrangements]." Assume a personal injury drug case that involves present injuries,
"known future injuries," and medical monitoring. MDL proceedings take more time than many state
actions; how does a state judge deal with this?
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One panel member stated that a state judge has developed a standard "MDL letter." The letter
tells the MDL judge "who I am, what experience I have." It is supported by a web page with all the
judge's opinions and orders, and also a hyperlink to the MDL judge. After that the state judge tries
to contact the MDL judge to find whether committees have been formed, and whether this will be
a cooperative venture. "As communication improves, liaison will get better."

The panel was asked what should happen if the MDL judge asks other courts to defer for a
while?

Apanelist, speaking from the plaintiffperspective, stated that he tries to persuade the statejudge
to proceed. Cooperation with the MDL judge takes time, and forces state attorneys to pay a tax for
work by MDL counsel that the state attorneys do not want.

A second panelist, also speaking from the plaintiffperspective, said that communication among
judges is proper if the purpose is to move the case along. It is not proper if the purpose is to delay
proceedings and then to settle'alllaims.

A third panelist, speaking from a defense perspective, said that coordination has worked well
on pure discovery issues in mass torts. These cases will not all be before one court.

The panel then was asked to suppose that there is "an outlier cort consistently misbehaving":
how do you deal with it on avoluntary basis? (Identification of these courts now proceeds not by
states but by specific counties in different states.)

The first panel response was that the outlier judge is the big risk to the role, of state courts as
viable contributors to resolving these large-scale actions. A variety of tools can be used by state
appellate icouts to deal withat outlier judge. Writs can be used "'to rein in the judge who goes
beyond the pale. Some of our law has beeen gelneraated in this way. State supreme courts should not
be oblivious tothese risks."1' SSuch extraordinary intervention seems difficult to accomplish under
standardprecedent, but "new day makes nex law.> So one state case involved a judge on the brink
of retleint "who got ak opll on btut eventually the

I i '! I 1 , a, 4r1, Iri o f I' r r. I I I p 'I I I I . " 

blrswere worked out wih btter ju ge. ~nlhis'field, a mre maaerial attitude is in order
frntcouits. 

It was observed that an on-line. education program is being developed to help state judges.

An audience member asked what is done about "outlier judges on the defense side"? A panel
member suggested: " Change venue, Go someplace else." ~~The audience member agreed: there are
not that many judges who are favorable to plaintiffs, or even that manyr who take a balanced
approach.

Another panel member suggested that the preclusion approach "will exacerbate forum
shopping." Plaintiffs will try harder to get certification from a favorable court before it is denied by
a hostile court.

The panel was asked to consider funding and appointment of counsel: should there be an
override to compensate lead counsel for their work? Should lead counsel be permitted to sell the
fruits of discovery?
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The first panel response was that this is a big problem between state and federal courts.
Following the Manual for Complex Litigation, interim appointments are properly made in a state
action. For the most part, lawyer committees come to the state court already formed. New Jersey
discovery is open: you can see it on paying the costs of copies. Assessments are not good. In a
recent case that overlapped with a federal action, the question was worked out by permitting
discovery to go on in the state action, on terms that avoided assessing lawyers for discovery work
they do not use.

Another panel member asserted that multiple state filings are not used to defeat MDL
proceedings. A different panel member responded that he has handled a number of cases where this
has happened, but the MDL can invite cooperation and discovery. The first panel member observed
that in the fen-phen litigation he had been forced to pay an assessment of 9% of the recovery-
nearly 30% of his fee - for discovery he did not want.

The panel was asked whether this problem can be solved by the composition of the plaintiffs'
committee. A panel member responded yes, but added that the problem is that MDL committees
include lawyers who have no individual clients. They should not be on the committee. (But if all
MDL cases are different, it's different.) This response was met by the observation that the problem
with MDL proceedings is that there is no way to pay anyone. A solution is needed.

The panel was then asked to consider statetcertification of national classes.

A defense perspective was offered: in a pure class action, someone has to decide who is in
charge of deciding whether it is to be a class action. If it is to be a class action, someone has to be
in charge of managing it. There is no way t6ocooperateiin managing two parallel classes. We need
to eliminate competing classes. It is not persuasive to argue that different states may have different
certification standards. When denial rests, for examle, on thJ lack of predominating common
issues, "it is close to a due process ruling. Thlis should not be reconsidered" in another court.

The question was refrained: a state judge has to decide the cases presented. If a national class
is filed, what do you do? talk to a federal judge?

A panel member replied that there is no one answer for all cases. Lawyers are very creative.
"I have not been presented a national class" in state court. When there is overlap, "I pick up the
phone." Coordinated discovery is possible, more so asicommun ication is improved. In one recent
case, a single Daubert hearing was held with one presentation that several courts could then use as
the basis for each making their own particular rulings.

Another panel member said that in mass torts there is no problem of state courts certifying
nationwide classes.

The final advice was that it helps to disaggregate the problem. The Advisory Committee should
do this. It is important to understand what kinds of class actions present problems. Securities
actions, for example, do not.
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Panel 7: Rule-Based Approaches to the Problems and Issues

The moderator for Panel 7 was Professor Steven B. Burbank. The panelists included Professors
Daniel J. Meltzer, Linda S. Mullenix, Martin H. Redish, and David L. Shapiro, and Judge Diane P.
Wood.

The discussion was opened with the question whether amending the Federal Rules is a feasible
approach to duplicating actions. Discussion should assume that the case has been made for change
by some vehicle; the question is what vehicle is appropriate.

The, first statement was that the conclusions advanced by the Reporter "do not warrant
confidence." The legislative history of 1934, and 1988 shows that Congress intended to protect the
allocation of powerbetween the Supreme Court and Congress; protection of state interests was not
a concern. The Supreme Court has labored under its own mistaken view that Congress meant to
protect state interests. "The politics have changed since 1965" when Hanna v. Plumer was decided,
as shown in thelegislative history of Ef>ablig Act amendments in 1988. These problems should
be acknowledged.' The memorandum supporting the nonpublished amendments suggests that the
Enabling Act delegates to the Supreme Cour all th e po that Congress has to make procedural
rules for' federal courts. This ~lis a 'tedendtious reading" of Supreme Court opinions, and the
legislative record is clear that Congress did not Ant this. In like fashion, the memoranda seek to
narrowly confine more recent decisions., The most important of these recent decisions is the Semtek
case. The Semtek decision is not distinctive in the way the Reporter suggests; the Court was aware
that "rules of preclusion are out of bo~nds.'"` IThe` original advisory committee refused to write
preclusion into Rulei23, in 1946 a later advisory comlittee took preclusion out of Rule 14; the
transcript of the oral argument imi the Semtek de isin shows that Justice Scalia believes that
preclu~sion -is b`utside §`2072. Atteitio also be * to t~he 0n( ca.1-itr
ca acourtiruleddeinie injunctiVe poes6h o~i~eN te oRl 5 ta 
superseded. Supersession of f§223 iai

A panel member asked about the broad interpretation of § 2072 repeated in the Burlington
Northern decision? And what of Rule 13(a), which has preclusion consequences, or Rule 15(c)
which affects limitations- defenses by, allowing relation back?

The response was that Rule 15(c) relation back "is a state-law problemn"; Rule 15(c) is invalid
for federal law purposes as well as state law. And Rule 13(a) does not itself state a rule of
preclusion; preclusion arises from federal common law.

The question was pressed: if we think that Rule 15(c) is valid, should we reject the argued
approach to § 2072? The response was no.

The first member began the formal panel presentations by observing that he had written an
article urging the view that the class itself should be seen as the party and the client. Many of the
nonpublished proposals are consistent with these views. Given enthusiasm with Rule 23, and the
need for more supervision, it is distressing to be concerned with the certification-preclusion and
settlement-preclusion drafts and the Enabling Act, etc. The certification-preclusion draft does not
refer directly to preclusion, but the direction not to certify may exceed the Enabling Act even if the
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Supreme Court has all the power of Congress. Some rights may be enforceable only through a class
action. A federal court can refuse to enforce rights this way; it should not be able to tell state courts
not to enforce state rights this way. In any event, the policy and politics issues should be addressed
by Congress. There is, further, a constitutional problem: binding a class by preclusion is accepted.
Refusal to certify may not include a finding that there is adequate representation - and the finding
should be subject to attack. Besides, if the federal court says there is not a class, does not the bottom
fall out of any foundation for preclusion? The member of the nonclass is a stranger to the litigation.
The settlement-preclusion draft does not present a constitutional problem, but the Enabling Act
problem is magnified: a state court may have a very different standard of what is fair and adequate.

The second panel member addressed the "lawyer preclusion" alternative draft that would bar
a lawyer who had failed to win class certification from seeking certification in any, other court,
without barring an independent lawyer, from seeking certification of the same class. Some
background was offered first. First, overlapping classes present a problem that should be addressed
by federal courts. They generate inefficiency, waste, and burdens of the sort we seek to avoid by
other procedural devices such as supplemental jurisdiction, compulsory counterclaims, and
nonmutual preclusion. They also encourage forum, shopping, not the accepted choice for a single
preferred forum but anr invidious sequential forum shopping. And they magnify the in terrorem
impact of litigation procedure by the impact of endless class actions; a defendant may win twenty
class actions, butthen lose everythinginthetwenty-first action pursuingthe same claims. Competing
classes also create a reverse-auction problem when they are filed by competing groups' of lawyers
rather than a coordinated group of friendly lawyers. - ,Second, is the question whether rules' of
procedure should be used to addressthese problems.-Tlhe Enabling Act "is plenty broad enough."
Burlington Northern gave a thinking person's vversion of the Sibbach test; a regulation of procedure
can have an incidental impact on substantive rights. This is no strait-jacket on the rules process.
Within this framework, the lawyer preclusion draft is paradoxically both the moist revolutionary and
the most narrow of the several alternatives. It i's narrow because it recognizes the lawyer as the real
party in interest, avoiding any need for concern about precluding the interests of the class itself. But
it is a dramatic departure from private rights theory. And itimay not be the most effective device.

Another panel member asked tl lawyer-rpecluision presenter about the effects of the Semtek
decision on the understanding of Enabling Actjpofwer.l The response was that the Sentek opinion
"has some troubling off-hand diluf ̀ introduced by' 'argu'ably."'' The opinion should be read as it
is presented - it is a construction Jof RIle 41(b).

The third panel member addressed the nonpublished Rule 23(g), which in various alternatives
would authorize a federal court b enjoin a meerbof a proposed or certified federal class from
proceeding in state court. One alternative woultd allow an injunction against individual state-court
actions; the more restricted alteinati~e would allow "an injunction only against state-court class
actions, and even then might exempt actions limited to a statewide class. Rather to her surprise, she
concluded that the Enabling Act doedsnot ipermit thislapproach. Over the years, it has seemed that
the Advisory Committee has authority to do pretty much whatever it thinks wise. But this runs up
against Enabling Act limits. Why?, i There- is a problem with overlapping classes; there is a problem
with reverse-auction settlements; and' there are even duplicating mass-tort class actions. But the
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attempt-to codify an exception to the Anti-Injunction Act by court rule transgresses the Enabling Act;
this point was made in the CommitteeNote to the original Rule 65.- Congress will not like this,
attempted supersession. No case supports this approach either directly or by analogy. It is a stretch,
to ,suggest that because Rule 23 is procedural, we cando this to support the procedural goals of Rule
23. Nor is the idea ofcreating a proceduraltconstruct-- the, class - enough. ,There is a need to do
this, but it cannot be done by rulemaking. That is so even though courts have made inroads on the
Anti-Injmunetion Actby issuing injunctions designed ,to protect settlements. The argument that ah,
EnablingAct rule fits, within the Anti-Injunction Act exception for injunctions authorized by act of
congress "is intriguing bu too arcane." <' Thebetteriapproach is to amend the AntiInjunction ,Act to
authorize these, injunctions; the alternative of amending the Enabling Act to authorize the Rules
Comitfteesto do thisalsomight wor, k Poteilw ablelegis1l.tve solutions includeexpanng

the MDL proess or remoal. ~T'he` c`h'ief impedimet to legislti'o i olitical, 'A lawer panel

member this morning said he w~old oppose such legislation. Why borrow trouble?
, ,bI .'t b i ! ,, . i w I F Fii{l, d ~.+1i , , R i1f i 9 , ' 

The next panel member said that BPessor McGovern is right; we should disaggregate in an
effort to define lSich ovyerlapping classes cause problems., ',or,,federal courts, theMDL process
works~. Tffedera~l-q~ueslt~ion aise is filed in state coit, it can be removed. So the prob1lem arises
when some plaint#iffsgo to state court opstateLlaw clims, while other plaintiffstake parallel, claims
to federalIoourt, kor perhaps - 7,hen,: all Iplaintiffs igo, tostate courts, but file duplicating and
overlalpping act~iltons ile, state-law claimisare % the problem.,'fl fact that ithe problem ,arises from
state-la ;s la s"holbe ared flag,." 'H9w farjO should aicoutarled or a statute, tell state couts not
to enfpoce statelaw as Wthey wish? Another problem is the scopedofstateiaw icomnmnonly the problem
is stretc4ing gthelaw of one state ,oi t, toeth trestoftthe tcountry.'yhe choice-of-law aspects of the
Shutlts decisito.p inydeserve mnorOe eveelopmnt"+ npart ,of *te ocllapping-ass 'drafts suggests
deference: thefd beral foit, can Jeicide nlotto cerfy alassbe' cause another courthas refused lThere
is no problen with thdt "pproath. d dityuld hIapIn1,1 ughthe,,federal court would need to
know xyhy certitiqatiqn j'lyas sed.Flfdpnial irestecj 2n a lack of equate representation, further
considerton in anpterfaction 0s proper.l hat of itselfodrbela significant change:, as Rule 23
stands, a reprsepnetai t ieh satisfiees t ,itsf,, rrais;entitied,1, cerification. A different proposal
would adopt a qu'als le 54(b) approac This is new Rule 23(f) ap'peal
prodeir f hatalfrteec A~e llokn un~a peal onl from a'denial of
Ce;t s H a w ii the vule

23(f rcs~ nne dvlp ialte'eag~ceFi~~~eiga hedges." The m.ore
fundamental proposals "are stopped by teEaln~c~~ 1 f~rls.

!"This panel member was asked to resFin FF t Rule 54(b) analogy is relied
ontestablish reclusion, not to su t t l this is not clear." Nor can
the j dg'ment c'o~urt det'etmfin'eth'e preluso`f~ jF ~ lYet

Anotherpanl mem r ask d about tek ofsxlehsetent instate court for a national
class:l the de~fendant in lsuch aFcase does nttwant ltirplo ,Would it be desirable to adopt
minimum,-diversrityemoal, including removal by any cis membeFr ? The response was "I am not
in favor of bringing morS state-la cases,,into federa4 niotlyiinmum diversity."
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A different panel member observed that the decision of the judgment court to describe its
dismissal as "with" or "without" prejudice has an enormous impact on preclusion. The response was
that a second court may well say that the representative plaintiff before it seeking class certification
was not a plaintiff in the first court, so there is nothing to support preclusion.

The final panel member addressed the legislative proposals advanced as alternatives to the
"adventuresome" proposals for rule amendments. The alternatives include amendment of the
Enabling Act, of the Anti-Injunction Act, and of the full faith and credit act. Of the three, the
Enabling Act approach should be preferred. "It is hard to be confident of the quality of Congress's
work." Nor can drafting a statute anticipate all problems; it will be easier to change a rule of
procedure to accommodate unanticipated problems than to change a statute. Should Congress amend
the Enabling Act to authorize rulemaking in this area, moreover, political concerns would be
reduced. Congress can take an open-ended approach in the Enabling Act. The Enabling Act
proposal sketched here would be improved, however, if it incorporated the language set out in the
alternative Anti-Injunction Act proposal: it should refer not simply to the ability of a federal court
to proceed with a class action, but instead to the ability of a federal court to proceed effectively with
a class action. Another possibility would be to combine the two approaches, amending the Anti-
Injunction Act to authorize injunctions subject to" refinements to be provided by the rules of
procedure. Apart from these possibilities, "minimal diversity removal may not happen." If such a
removal statute were adopted, it would concentrate suits in federal court and reduce the problems
of different state class-action- standards. But this approach still does not address collusive
settlements, since neither plaintiff nor defendant willremove when they like the deal; only the broad
proposal to permit removal by any member of a plaintiff class, or by any defendant, would address
that weakness. Even then, removal by individual class members faces limits iof knowledge and
incentive. "Exclusive federal jurisdiction is a bit much." So if a federal court denies certification,
there still could be a second action; as an earlier panel member observed, it may be that due process
requires a secondchance.

II Informationh tems

The Committee agenda includes several items that will be addressed at the October meeting.
A brief identification of several of these-items follows.

The Committee has not yet concluded its study of Rule 23. Although it is not likely that further
changes will be proposed immediately, a number ,rof subjects have been- deferred pending
developments in practice. The Federal Judicial Center is studying class-action settlements in the
periods leading up to and following the Amchem and Ortiz decisions. Settlement classes, and
settlment more generally, have been the subject of long consideration and will be studied again. The
challenging problems presented by the desire to protect "futures" claimants and to resolve their
claims, if that can be done, also are on the agenda. And several comments on the Rule 23 proposals
published last August reminded the Committee that it may be time to take up again the postponed
inquiry into opt-in classes.

The Discovery Subcommittee continues to study the questions raised by discovery of computer-
!'' based information. These questions are generating great interest among practitioners. The Federal
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Judicial Center is actively involved in studying the problems and is working with the Advisory
Committee. Texas has adopted a specific rule for such discovery, and some federal courts are
adopting, local rules. It remains uncertain whether the discovery rules should be amended. Specific
proposals may not be developed for some time.

The Appellate Rules Committee has requested that the Civil Rules Committee take the lead in
considering the method of calculating the additional 3-day period allowed to respond when a paper
is served by mail, electronic, or similar means. Surprisingly enough, there are at least four possible
methods of calculation, and the courts have not agreed on ,a choice between the two plausible
methods. A draft rule has been prepared for discussion.

The Third Circuit has recommended that the Committeerestore to its calendar at least one small
part of an ear"Jiefr~st~udy" consider~in'g possible 'chnges in the pr~ovisions of Rule 1 5(c)(3)I that govern
the relation back of amendments: adding or changing defendants. The specific question raised by the
Third Circuit'&dals with a pliintdiff who, at the time of fling an action, knows that it is not possible
to identify by nam~e=i tended defendant.'Several 66uirt he rld that know ing ignorance is notto idntif by ame n intndeddefedantSevealcurtshaverule t at drkno eing igoanc is note
a "mistake" that can be corrected by relation back' This question can be addressed by a simple
amendment." Other issues should be considered at the same time, however; the question is not an
easy one. [ i

The Appellate,,Rules were recently revised to expand the provisions that implemient 28 U.S.C.
§ 2403. This statute requires notice to the Attorney General when the constitutionality of a federal
statute is challenged, and notice to the state attorney general when the constitutionality of a state
statute is challenged, ,Civil-Rule, 24(c) establishes analogous provisions. 'One of the suggestions
made by the comments on Appellate Rule 44 was that the iCivil Rules should be changed. The
Department of Justice has confirmedi that there are a troubling number of actions in which the
required noticei,is not provided. It may be that if any change is to be made, the best approach will
be to retrieve these provisions from the relative obscurity of Rule 24(c), adopting Ha new and
separately numbered rule. A draft rule has been, prepared and revisions have been suggested by the
Department of Justice. A consolidated version will be developed.

Substantial revisions of the summary judgment Rule, Rule, 56, were approved bythe Standing
Committee more than a decade ago. They were rejected by the Judicial Conference. Many local
rules seek to improve the sketchyprocedures 'provided by Rule 56. Whether or not a second attempt
should be made'to capture in Rule ,56 the summary-judgment test that has grown out of the 1986
Supreme Court decisions, it is possible to make substantial improvements in the procedure for
seeking and resisting summary judgment. A draft Rule 56(c) has been prepared on the basis of the
earlier attempt.

The Appellate Rules Committee has referred to the Civil Rules Committee a proposal by the
Solicitor General'that a new rule be adopted to spell out the procedures adopted by most courts to
address a Rule 60 motion to vacate a judgment that is pending on appeal. A draft Rule 62.1 on
"indicative rulings" has been prepared.
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The Department of Justice believes that the time has come to separate civil forfeiture procedures
out from Admiralty Rules A through F. Because many forfeiture statutes invoke in rem admiralty
procedures, it has seemed best to retain forfeiture procedure in the Supplemental Rules. Several
successive drafts have sharpened a proposed new Admiralty Rule G. The Maritime Law Association
has concluded that the method of separation reflected in the most recent draft is, subject to one
remaining question, appropriate to protect the interests of admiralty procedure. Further comment
will be sought over the summer, with an eye to presenting a draft rule to the Committee in October.

Finally, the Committee understands that it must return to the project to restyle all of the Civil
Rules. After volunteering to be the bellwether of the style enterprise, the Committee suspended
work on the style project in 1994. The complete restyled set prepared by Bryan Garner and revised
by Judge Sam Pointer, together with the changes adopted by the Committee in its consideration of
a few rules, will provide the starting point. The Standing Committee Style Committee will review
these materials for conformity to current conventions. This Committee will take up the subject at
the October meeting, considering first the many difficult choices that must be made as to the manner
of proceeding.
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meeting)

RE: Report of the Advisory Committee on Evidence
Rules

I. Introduction

The Advisory Committee on Evidence Rules met on April 19,
2002, in Washington, D.C. At the meeting the Committee approved
a proposed amendment to Evidence Rule 608(b), with the unanimous
recommendation that the Standing Committee approve the proposed
amendment and forward it to the Judicial Conference. Part II of this
Report summarizes the discussion of this proposed amendment. An
attachment to this Report includes the text, Committee Note, GAP
report, and summary of public comment for the proposed amendment
to Rule 608(b).
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II. Action Items

A. Recommendation To Forward the Proposed
Amendment to Evidence Rule 608(b) to the Judicial
Conference

At its June 2001 meeting the Standing Committee approved
the publication of a proposed amendment to Evidence Rule 608(b).
The Committee received 12 written comments from the public on this
proposed amendment. Public hearings were cancelled because
nobody expressed an interest in testifying. A complete discussion of
the Committee's consideration of the public comments respecting
Rule 608(b) can be found in the draft minutes attached to this Report.
The following discussion briefly summarizes the proposed
amendment to Rule 608(b).

The proposed amendmentto EvidenceRule 608(b) is intended
to bring the text of the Rule into line with the original intent of the
drafters. The Rule was intended to prohibit the admission of extrinsic
evidence when offered to attack or support a witness' character for
truthfulness. Unfortunately the text of the Rule is phrased as
prohibiting extrinsic evidence when offered to attack or support a
witness' "credibility"- a less precise locution. The term "credibility"
can be read to prohibit extrinsic evidence when offered for non-
character forms of impeachment, such as to prove bias, contradiction
or prior inconsistent statement.- United States v. Abel, 469 U.S. 45
(1984) held that the Rule 608(b) extrinsic evidence prohibition does
not apply when it is offered for a purpose other than proving the
witness' character for veracity. But even though most case law is
faithful to the drafters' original intent, a number of cases continue to
misapply the Rule to preclude extrinsic evidence offered to impeach
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a witness on grounds other than character. See, e.g., Becker v. ARCO
Chem. Co., 207 F.3d 176 (3d Cir. 2000) (stating that evidence offered
for contradiction is barred by Rule 608(b)); United States v. Bussey,
942 F.2d 1241 (8th Cir. 1 991) (stating that the "plain language" of the
Rule bars the use of extrinsic evidence to impeach a witness by way
of contradiction); United States v. Graham, 856 F.2d 756 (6th Cir.
1988) (Rule 608(b) bars extrinsic evidence when offered to prove that
the witness is biased).

The proposed amendment substitutes the term "character for
truthfulness" forthe overbroadterm "credibility," thereby limitingthe
extrinsic evidence ban to cases in which the proponent's sole purpose
is to impeach the witness' character for veracity. This change is
consistent with the Court's construction of the Rule in Abel. The
Committee Note to the' proposed Rule clarifies that the admissibility
of extrinsic evidence offered to impeach a witness on grounds other
than character is governed by Rule 402 and Rule 403, not by Rule
608(b).

The -public comments on the proposed amendment uniformly
praised the Advisory Committee's deletion of the overbroad term
"credibility" and agreed that the Rule should be limited to its original
intent, which was to exclude extrinsic evidence only when it is
offered to prove a witness' character for truthfulness, and to leave all
other uses of extrinsic evidence to be regulated by Rules 402 and
403.

One public commentator noted that there are other places in
the Evidence Rules where the term "credibility" is probably used to
mean "character for truthfulness." He suggested that the Committee
use the occasion of the proposed amendment to address other
provisions in the Evidence Rules where the term "credibility" is
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arguably misused. The Committee considered this comment carefully.
It unanimously determined that the proposed amendment should be
revised slightly to replace the term "credibility" with the term,
"character for truthfulness" in the last sentence of Rule 608(b). The
Committee also revised the proposed Committee Note to refer, to this,
slight change in the text and to explain that the change was made to
provide uniform terminology throughout Rule 608(b).

The Evidence Rules Committee further considered whether
the term "credibility" should be changed in other Evidence Rules. The
Committee determined that the term need not be changed in Rule
608(a), because that Rule already limits impeachment to evidence
pertinent to a witness' character for truthfulness. The Committee also
determined that the use ofthe term "credibility" in Rules 609 and 610
has not created the same problems for courts and litigants as has te
use of that term in Rule 608(b). The Committee found no reason to
delay or withdraw theamendment to Rule 608(b) simply because the
term "credibility" is used in other Evidence Rules.

Recommendation - The Evidence Rules Committee
recommends thattheproposed amendment to EvidenceRule
608(b), as modifiedfollowing publication, be approved and
forwarded to the Judicial Conference.

Attachment[]:

Proposed Amendment to Evidence Rule 608(b) and
Committee Note (recommended for approval and forwarding to the
Judicial Conference).
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE*

Rule 608. Evidence of Character and Conduct of
Witness

1 - (a) Opinion and reputation evidence of character.

2 -The credibility of a witness may be attacked or

3 supported by evidence in the form of opinion or

4 reputation, but subject to these limitations: (1) the

5 evidence may refer only to character for truthfulness

6 or untruthfulness, and (2) evidence of truthful

7 character is admissible only after the character of the

8 witness for truthfulness has been attacked by opinion

9 or reputation evidence or otherwise.

10 (b) Specific instances of conduct. - Specific

11 instances of the conduct of a witness, for the purpose

12 of attacking or supporting the witness' credibility

13 character for truthfulness, other than conviction of

* New material is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined
through.
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14 crime as provided in rule 609, may not be proved by

15 extrinsic evidence. They may, however, in the

16 discretion of the court, if probative of truthfulness or

17 untruthfulness, be inquired into on cross-examination

18 of the witness (1) concerning the witness' character

19 for truthfulness or untruthfulness, or (2) concerning

20 the character for truthfulness or untruthfulness of

21 another witness as to which character the witness

22 being cross-examined has testified.

23 The giving of testimony, whether by an

24 accused or by any other witness, does not operate as

25 a waiver of the accused's or the witness' privilege

26 against self-incrimination when examined with respect

27 to matters whN that relate only to credibily

28 character for truthfulness.
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COMMITTEE NOTE

The Rule has been amended to clarify that the absolute
prohibition on extrinsic evidence applies only when the sole reason for
proffering that evidence is to attack or support the witness' character
for truthfulness. See United States v. Abel, 469 U.S. 45 (1984);
United States v. Fusco, 748 F.2d 996 (5th Cir. 1984) (Rule 608(b)
limits the use of evidence "designed to show that the witness has done
things, unrelated to the suit being tried, that make him more or less
believable per se"); Ohio R.Evid. 608(b). On occasion the Rule's use
of the overbroad term "credibility" has been read "to bar extrinsic
evidence for bias, competency and, contradiction impeachment since
they too deal with credibility." American Bar Association Section of
Litigation, Emerging Problems Under the Federal Rules of Evidence
at 161 (3d ed. 1998).. The amendment conforms the language of the
Rule to its original intent, which was to impose an absolute bar on
extrinsic evidence only if the sole purpose for offering the evidence
was to prove the witness' character for veracity. See Advisory
Committee 'Note to Rule 608(b) (stating that the Rule is "[i]n
conformity with Rule 405, which forecloses use ofevidence of specific
incidents as proof in chief of character unless character is in issue in
the case. .

By limiting the application of the Rule to proof of a witness'
character for truthfulness, the amendment leaves the admissibility of
extrinsic evidence offered for other grounds of impeachment (such as
contradiction,. prior inconsistent statement, bias and mental capacity)
to Rules 402 and 403. See, e.g., United States v. Winchenbach, 197
F.3d 548 (1 StCir. 1999) (admissibility of a prior inconsistent statement
offered for impeachment is governed by Rules 402 and 403, not Rule
608(b)); United States v., Tarantino, 846 F.2d 1384 (D.C.Cir. 1988)
(admissibility of extrinsic evidence offered to contradict a witness is
governed by Rules 402 and 403); United States v. Lindemann, 85
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F.3d 1232 (7th Cir. 1996) (admissibility of extrinsic evidence of bias
is governed by Rules 402 and 403).

It should be noted that the extrinsic evidence prohibition of
Rule 608(b) bars any reference to the consequences that a witness
might have suffered as a result of an alleged bad act. For example,
Rule 608(b) prohibits counsel from mentioning that a witness was
suspended or disciplined for the conduct that is the subject of
impeachment, when that ,conduct is offered only to, prove the
character of the witness, See United States v. Davis, 183 F. 3d 231,
257n.12(3d Cir. 1999) (emphasizing that in attacking'the defendant's
character for truthfulness ",the government cannot make reference to
Davis's forty-four day suspensionorthat Internal Affairs found that he
lied about" an incident because "[s]uch evidence would not only, be.
hearsay tothe ,extent,,it ,,contains assertion of fact,, it would be
inadmissible extrinsic evid enceunder Rule 608(b)"). See also Stephen
A. Saltzburg, Impeachinglthe Witness: +PriorBadActs and Extrinsic
Evidence, 7 Crim. ,Just.-,28,31 (Winter 1993) ("counsel should not be
permitted to circumvent ljthe no-extrinsic-evidence provision by
tucking a third person's opinion about prior acts into a question asked
of the witness who has denied the, act.") ,

For purposes of consistency the term "credibility" has been
replaced by the term "character for truthfulness" in the last sentence
of subdivision (b). The term "credibility" is also used in subdivision.
(a). But the Committee found it unnecessary to substitute "character
for truthfulness" for "credibility" in Rule 608(a), becausesubdivision
(a)( 1) already serves to limit impeachment to proof of such character.

Rules 609(a) and 610 also use the term "credibility" when the
intent of those Rules is to regulate impeachment of Ha witness'<
character for truthfulness. No inference should bederived from the
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fact that the Committee proposed an amendment to Rule 608(b) but
not to Rules 609 and 610.

CHANGES MADE AFTER PUBLICATION AND COMMENTS

The last sentence of Rule 608(b) -was changed to substitute the
term "character for truthfulness" for the existing term "credibility."
This change was made in accordance with public comment suggesting
that it would be helpful to provide uniform terminology throughout
Rule 608(b). A stylistic change was also made to the last sentence of
Rule, 608(b).

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS

Thomas J. Nolan, Esq. (01-EV-001) states that the proposed
amendment to Rule 608(b) is "extremely important, should be
adopted, and can and will significantly increase the administration of
justice in the United States Courts."

Mikel L. Stout, Esq. (01-EV-002) approves of the proposed
amendment.

The Committee on Civil Litigation of the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of New York (01-EV-003)
endorses the proposed change to Rule 608(b).

The Federal Magistrate Judges Association (01-EV-004)
supports the proposed amendment and notes that it "is consistent with
the drafters' original intent and Supreme Court authority."

Professor Lynn McLain (01-EV-005) supports the proposed
amendment on the ground that it "clarifies the rule and removes an
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arguable, though unintended, conflict with cases permitting extrinsic
proof of bias and of contradiction...."

Professor John C. O'Brien (01-EV-006) supports the
proposed change to Rule 608(b). He states that some Evidence Rules
use the term "credibility" to refer to "character for truthfulness" and
that this usage "has created considerable confusion, particularly with
respect to whether extrinsic evidence is precluded by Rule 608(b)."
He contends that the problem ofmisuse ofthe term "credibility" is not
limited to Rule 608(b) and that the Advisory Committee consider
proposing similar amendments to replace the term "credibility" with
the term "character for truthfulness" in Rules 608(a), 609 and 610. e

The Committee on the.Federal Rules of Evidence of the
American College of Trial Lawyers (01-EV-009) recommends the
adoption of the proposed amendment to Rule 608(b), noting that it is
"a modest and benign narrowing clarification ofthe existing rule." The
Committee states that "the Advisory Committee is correct in
suggesting that the proposed amendment brings the rule's language in
line with its original intent and corrects a less precise locution that has
led to unfortunate results in some cases."

The Federal Bar Association, Western Michigan Chapter
(01-EV-012) supports the proposed amendment to Rule 608(b).

The State Bar, of California's Committee on Federal
Courts (01-EV-013) supports the proposed modification of Rule
608(b).

Professor James J. Duane (O1-EV-014) recommends that the
proposed change to Rule 608(b) should be made, "but only if the
word 'credibility' is also replaced with 'character for truthfulness'
throughout all of Rules 608, 609 and 610." He argues that the change
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proposed by the Advisory Committee "would result in a situation
whether the word 'credibility' would mean one thing in Rule 608(b),
and something quite different in two other parts of the same Rule, as
well as the two rules that follow it."

The Committee on the United States Courts of the State
Bar of Michigan (01-EV-016) supports the proposed amendment to
Rule 608(b).

The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
(01-EV-017) "fully supports the proposed amendment to Evidence
Rule 608(b)." The Association notes that the proposed amendment
"only makes more clear what the Rule already intends - that the
prohibition against proving a specific instance of conduct by a witness
with extrinsic evidence only applies where the specific instance of
conduct is offered to attack or support the witness's character for
truthfulness."
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September 2002

PROPOSED RULE AMENDMENTS
OF SIGNIFICANT INTEREST

The following summary outlines considerations underlying the recommendations of the
advisory committees and the Standing Rules Committee on topics that raised significant interest.
A fuller explanation of the committees' considerations was submitted to the Judicial Conference
and is sent together with this report.

Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure

I. Bankruptcy Rules 1005. 1007. and 2002

A. Brief Description

The proposed amendments implement the policy adopted by the Judicial
Conference in September/October 2001 protecting the privacy of debtors filing for relief
by ensuring that debtors' social security numbers may not be electronically accessed by
the public (JCUS-SEPT/OCT 01, pp. 48-50). Under the changes, only the last four digits
of a social security number would be displayed on documents filed in a bankruptcy case
that can be accessed electronically by the public. The full social security number,
however, would be submitted to the court for its records and included on the initial notice
transmitted to creditors. Moreover, law enforcement agencies can obtain access to the
full number from creditors, the trustee, and by application to the bankruptcy court.

B. Arguments in Favor

The amendments are consistent with the newly adopted Judicial Conference
policy protecting the privacy of debtors seeking relief in the courts.

The amendments permit only the display of a truncated social security number on
documents filed with the court, which then may become available to the public
through electronic access.

Creditors will receive an initial notice of the case that includes the debtor's full
social security number.

Creditors who have a debtor's social security number will be able to conduct
electronic searches of the bankruptcy case record.

Courts will continue to have access to the debtor's full social security number, and
law enforcement agencies can obtain access to the information from creditors, the
trustee, 'and by application to the bankruptcy court.
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C. Objections

* Creditors and law enforcement agencies opposed the originally proposed
amendments that would have denied them access to a debtor's full social security
number. (They, later withdrew their objections when the proposal was revised to
accommodate their concerns.)

* Credit bureaus and private investigation organizations object to the proposals.
These groups rely heavily on electronic searches of large databases to identify
specific individuals. They argued that the number of persons bearing the same
surname, first name, and last four digits of a social security number could be
significant. Searching databases relying only on this limited information can lead
to misidentifications, requiring development of costly alternative and redundant
means of identifications.

D. Rules Committees' Consideration

The rules committees modified the originally proposed amendments to provide
access to a debtor's full-social security number to courts, creditors, and the trustee, while
restricting the public's electronic access onlyto the last four digits of the social security
number. Law enforcement agencies can obtain access to the full number from the
creditors or the trustee, and they can always apply for such information from the
bankruptcy court. Credit bureaus would also have access to the full social security
number from their customers who extend credit and possess the debtor's full social
security number.

The rules committees concluded that the modified .proposed amendments were
consistent with the recently adopted Judicial Conference privacy policy, while at the same
time accommodating the legitimate concerns of creditors, law enforcement agencies, and
other interested parties.

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

I. Civil Rule 23

A. Brief Description

The rules committees were directed by the Judicial Conference in 1991 to
undertake a study of Rule 23 governing class actions. Early on, the rules committees
devoted their attention to possible substantive rule changes, which ultimately resulted in a
rule that established a right to petition for an interlocutory appeal of a certification
decision. The proposed -amendments now under consideration focus on class-action
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procedures rather than on substantive certification standards. They primarily deal with

four areas: the timing of the certification decision and notice; judicial oversight of

settlements; attorney appointment; and attorney compensation. Most of the proposed

amendments are designed to codify best practices used by the courts and to provide the

judicial discretion required to oversee class-action litigation and settlements. The

proposed amendments drew relatively little adverse comment, and in most cases were

positively received.

Several concerns were raised, however, about the proposed amendments

originally published for comment involving the disclosure of side agreements;
appointment of class counsel in a case in which only a single lawyer or firm seeks to

represent the class; mandatory notice in all (b)(1) and (b)(2) actions; and a second

opportunity to opt out from a (b)(3) class if settlement is reached after the original opt-out

period expires. The proposed amendments were modified to eliminate most of these

concerns. In brief, the revised amendments clarify that the parties to a proposed

settlement must identify any agreement made in connection with the settlement without

awaiting a court order. The attorney-appointment provision was revised to clarify that

when there is only one applicant a court must focus on the applicant's qualifications and

need not wait to see whether other attorneys and firms may apply. The notice provision

was revised to delete the requirement that certification notice be provided in all (b)(1) or

(b)(2) classes, leaving notice to the court's discretion.

B. Second Opt-Out Opportunity

New Rule 23(e)(3) would expressly authorize a judge to refuse to approve a

proposed class-action settlement unless the class members are given a second opportunity

to request exclusion from a (b)(3) class after the settlement terms are made known.

Under the proposal, a district judge has complete discretion in making this determination.

C. Arguments in Favor

The proposed amendments provide the court with an added means of ensuring that

a proposed class-action settlement is "fair, reasonable, and adequate.`' There is no
presumption that a second opt-out opportunity should be afforded. The question

is left entirely to the court's discretion and will depend on various considerations,
including the nature and timing of the settlement.

* The proposed amendments eliminate any uncertainty whether a judge can reject a
proposed settlement if no second opt-opt opportunity is included in its terms.

Putative class members may have limited meaningful information available to

them at the initial opportunity to make a decision to request exclusion. The
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second opt-out opportunity gives them a new opportunity to request exclusion at a
time when they can make an informed decision based on the proposed settlement
terms.

* The second opt-out opportunity gives class members the same opportunity to
accept or reject a proposedsettlement as persons enjoy in individual law suits.

* Circumstances may change materially from the time of certification to the time
when the, settlement terms are proposed, which can result in unforeseen
consequences that unfairly affect class members who would otherwise be bound
by an earlier decision to remain in the class.

* Many (b)(3) actions settle before certification, demonstrating that settlements can
be reached when it is not knownhow, many class members will request exclusion.

D. Objections

* A second opt-out opportunity might inject additional uncertainty into settlement
and create opportunities unrelated to the purpose of the second opt out, potentially
defeating some settlements and making othersmore costly. , , 

* The proposal might create an opportunity for dissatisfied or mercenary counsel to
woo class members away from the settlement with promises of a superior
alternative settlement award.

E. RulesCommittees' Consideration

Although the possibility that the court may decline to approve a settlement that
does not include a second opt-out opportunity for class members in a (b)(3) class may
change the dynamics of the negotiation process in some cases, the rules committees
believe that ensuring the fairness of the process outweighs any potential loss in efficiency.

The rules committees also believe that providing a second opt-out opportunity in a
limited number of cases, when warranted, will not be unduly disruptive to settlement. It
will make a difference only in cases in which the class is certified and the initial opt-out
period expires before a settlement agreement is reached. It is irrelevant in the many cases
in which a settlement agreement is submitted to the court simultaneously with a request
that a class be certified. In the cases in which it might be used, moreover, the court
retains broad discretion in determining whether the particular circumstances warrant a
second opt-out opportunity before approving a settlement. In this regard, the committee
recognizes that the second opt-out opportunity is not novel in certain kinds of class-action
litigation (particularly involving large individual claims) and extending the opportunity
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generally has not been detrimental to these class-action settlements and likely will have
no different consequences in other class actions.

Much of the concern initially raised about the proposal published for comment
was directed at language that expressly authorized a court to require that the settlement
terms include a second opt-out opportunity, a requirement that has now been eliminated.
The proposal now focuses solely on the court's authority to accept or reject a particular
proposed settlement if the parties do - or do not - include a second opt out, without
implying that a court may dictate settlement terms. A judge is given complete discretion
whether to condition approval on a second opt out.

IL. Civil Rule 53

A. Brief Description

Present Rule 53 addresses trial masters who hear testimony and report
recommended findings. But it does not describe the uses of special masters that have
grown up over the years since it was first promulgated in 1937 and revised in 1983 to
account for magistrate judges. Masters have come to be used increasingly for pretrial and
post-trial purposes. The proposed amendments bring pretrial and post-trial masters
expressly into the rule, establishing the standard of, and procedures governing,
appointment.

The amendments carry forward the demanding standard established by the
Supreme Court for appointment of trial masters and eliminate trial masters from jury-tried
cases except upon consent of the parties. The proposal establishes that a master's
findings or recommendations for findings of fact are reviewed de novo by the court, with
limited exceptions adopted with the parties' consent and the court's approval.

The public comment on the proposed rule was favorable. Various suggestions of
a technical nature were adopted in the final proposal.

B. Arguments in Favor

The proposed amendments would expressly authorize a court to appoint a special
master to handle pretrial or post-trial matters, recognizing the present practices of
the many courts that make such appointments.

The proposed amendments regularize and establish national uniform appointment
standards and procedures, requiring that the appointment order include the
master's duties, the circumstances (if any) when ex parte communications are
permitted, the records to be maintained, the terms of compensation for the master,
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and the procedures and standards for reviewing the master's findings and
recommendations.

* The proposed amendments require de novo review by the court unless the parties
agree to a more deferential standard on findings of fact.

C. Objections

* Recognition of pretrial and post-trial masters under the proposed amendments will
promote the use of special masters to perform duties customarily handled by
Article III judges.

* The published proposal seeking to describe standards for appointment of a
magistrate judge as a special master undertook to regulate matters affected by
statutes. These were eliminated as too complicated to be captured in a rule.

* The elimination of special masters in cases tried to a jury will decrease the
flexibility of the district court in handling certain kinds of cases, particularly class
actions and mass torts.

D. Rules Committees' Consideration

The proposed amendments are designed neither to encourage nor discourage use
of special masters. The rules committees recognized that several appellate decisions have
expressed reservations about the authority of an Article III judge to delegate responsibility
to a master. The proposed amendments deal with these concerns by limiting appointment
of a special master only to matters that cannot be addressed effectively and in a timely
fashion by an available district judge or magistrate judge of the district. The proposal
also increases the court's responsibility for fact matters and requires de novo
determinations of objections to fact findings unless the parties stipulate with the court's
consent that review is for clear error, or that the findings of a master appointed by consent
or for pretrial or post-trial matters will be final. The Committee Note includes a
reminder that a court may determine fact issues de novo even if no party objects. A
master's conclusions of law will continue to be reviewed de novo by the court.

The published provision addressing appointment of magistrate judges as special
masters was scaled back, so that it now simply carries forward the provisions of present
Rule 53(f).

The elimination of special masters in jury trials reflects the committees' view that,
in the absence of the, parties' consent, such a procedure is unfair because the master does
not testify and thus the master's report and findings are not subject to cross examination.
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But the rule does not hinder a court from appointing an expert under Federal Rule of
Evidence 706 who may also receive an appointment as a special master, if needed. The
benefit of this procedure is that the expert will testify and be subject to cross examination.
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